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THEME

The topic of scattering and propagation in random media is one that has implications for the design, development and
operation of most military systems that radiate energy as a means of accomplishing their function. Primary emphasis was on
scattering and transmission in the atmosphere; however, other related random medium effects were not excluded.

The meeting covered modem methods of characterizing random media, mathematical methods and their applicability,
effects on electromagnetic waves and the interpretation of these effects to specific system applications.

The regon of the spectrum considered was essentially unlimited and ranged from very long waves to optics.

The performance of exisfti surveillance communication and navigation systems as well as the design of future systems is
hitfiuenced by the propagation of energy via random media. An understanding of the nature of the medium and its impact on
system design and performance is essential to the NATO community.

La diffusion et Is propagation des ondes dans un milieu aldatoire eat un sujet intiressant Ia conception, Ie diveloppemnent
et le fonctionnement do Ia plupart des systeines midlitaires qui imettent de l'Energie pour accomplir leur fonction. On a itudi6
principalement Ia diffusion et Ia transmission dana l'atmosphere; mais lea effets dans d'autrea milieux altatoires ne furent peas
exclus.

La rdunion a couvert lea mdthodes modemnes de caractirnsation des milieux aliatoires, lea methodes mathimatiquea et
leurs domaines; d'application, lei eficts sur lea ondes 6lectromagztdtiques et l'interpritation de ces effets pour des applications
de syst~nses sp~cifiques.

L'intervalle du spectre itudi6 W'est pratiquemnent pas limiti et vs des ondea tris longuesasux ondes lumineuses.

Les performances dti syst~mes actuels de surveillance, de communication et de navigation, ainsi que Ia conception des
futurs systimes, ddpendezut de Ia propagatior de l'Energie A travers un milieu aldatoire, et l'influence de celle-i sur Ia
conception et lea performanaces d'un syst~me prdsente une importance essentielle pour I'OTAN.
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EDITOR'S COMM £i4rS

"The subject of wave scant.eraq and propatpdon in random mnll. Is old, It can be traced back at lesat to the time of
Raylegh in 1892. Over this long period of nearly one hundred yearsm therm have been periodic revivals of Interest in this field.
The continued interest in this subject matter stems from the realizatim that tb, propagation medium occurring taturally is
invariably holy complex and a possible and successf way of describing such a complex medium is to apply notions of the
stochastic theory. Recent impetus on investigations of such problem comes from remote sensing and communications. It is
therefore fel useful for AGARD to revisit this arme and to have on rec 3rd the moat up-to-date information.

The r•pome to the Call for Papers was over0aleing. The papers covered a wide spectrum of random media, such as
rough surfaes, foet, atmompherk turbulence annd precipitatio ocean ýsnvroament, onosphere and interplanetary shocks, In
over fty papers presented at the meeting. their effects on waves were discussed and investigated. The fteuency at which the
effects were re:orted was as low as 300 k'z or as high as opticul frequencies, and in many cas at some frequency between
these two extremes. The papers were orgaied into nine sesmsis, lasting four and one-half day&

The papers appearing in these proceedings have been printed by a photographic proccas from camera-ready manuscripts
supplied by each author. The questions and answers on each paper were prepared in written form by the discussers involved.
Some minor editing has been made for clarity and uniformity. I apotogize to some discumsers for making these minor revisions
without first obtaining their approval.

Considerable help from members of the Technical Progs•mme Committee has been provided. i want especially to thank
Dr %Mn7 Usctnskl of the United Kingdom and Dr Walter AFlood of the United States for their assistance. Each Session
Chairman was asked to prepare a summary of papers presented in his session. I would like to thank them all, not only for
keeping the presentations unning at a smooth psce, but also for their cooperation in writing ihe summaries. Dr LB.Felsen has
agreed to have his piece "Randomized, Yet Civilized" included in these proceeding. He has expressed well the sentiments of all
participants toward our Italian hosts.

These proccadings are a record of this symplsium. I would like to thank all the participants, many of them very
distinguished, for making it a success. It is a pleasure to acknowiige the interest and support of the EPP Chairman and Deputy
Chairman. The EPP Executive and his staff have been most helpful. At Illinois, Mrs Belva Edwards has assisted me in editorial
matters and Mr Jean-Frederic Wagen has helped on language matters.

Urbana, Illinois K.C.Ych
September, 1987
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RANDomEzD, nTrl ctv'LD

by

LI.FlArm

Waves travd her, waves tf-Ivdthere,
Some tra.d to, som travel ft.
1W EM Propprt a
is much concerned where th*e waves o.

Since AGARD i in NAIO's W.
Its meetinl move from stateto •ate.
Tteir route ir thOd way simalafts
TIe path on which waves propeate.

Paths can be straht, they c• be curved,
Yet stan and eOd are wel in handý
Choofti the meeting site this way.
Permits the equence to be planned.

But this Spring's Meeting, one may note,

Has propaptlo* midw iftI.
Has impact an the meeting sie
From this btm fully realized?

The ones who with this problem coped
Are our kind Italian friends.
just how they reasoned their way thiough
May indicate new future trends.

They chose hosites inside Rowe,

But this is far from where we meet.
Yet both locales am really cloe
By rationale that's hard to beat.

Inlenious concepts, as is known,
Provide the Latin Logic's strenotth
You can relate two distant points
By stretching correlation length.

That's what was done, Statistics helped
To implement this clever scheme.
Thus, the logistics as arranged
Accommodate the random theme.

Within this framework, all runs well.
Each bus trip the ensemble Flts,
Each sample follows strict routine,
Which military thought instills.

Vigna de Valle - outside Rome -

Here nature offers views serene,
Gone is polluted city air.
What we breathe in is fresh and clean.

History also its due
From aviation's early days.
In the museum, we observe
Old planes and pilot' cocky ways?

The Air Force has its discipline.
Yet, there is also grace and charm
in typically Italian style,
Which does rnidity disam.

It



lo t us thank our Air Forvc hosts
For havin# w•ekmed us on base.
For having bent established mes
To cater to ivilan wayik

You have prepared a hanquet feast
With choice of delicacies vas.
We put our diet pans aside
And tasted all from first to last.

Your hospitality has launched
"The meeting to a splendid start.
It all bodes well for what',% tu come
Before, at lst, we a11 depart.

The AGARD soPnt has prevailed.
Let us salute you. You vy been kind.
We've come from smany diffrent lands.
Yet friendship here is what we tMArl

CJRAZVE

Prtsented at the banquet on the first day of the Electroomnetic Wave Propagation Panel on "Scattering and Prupag:ion
in Random Media" held in Rome. Italy. from 18-22 May 1987.

xi
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SUMMARY OF SESSION I

GENERAL

by

A.N.Ince, Session Chairman
(The following material ms supplied by the Editor)

This session contains three papers. The first paper (by Crosignani and Di Porto) is concerned with the depolarization of a
vector wave propagating in a random continuum. Thu problem is formulated by means of the coupled-mode theory. The
dep 'arization ratio of an initially linearly polarized wave has been obtained for the case of a Gaussian correlation. It is very
small in the terrestrial atmosphere.

In the second paper, lshimaru and Kupa review the phenomenon of bac.cscattering enhat.vement and the imaging through
a random medium. The backacattering enhancement is shown to be related to the weak Anderson localization in the study of
transport of electrons in strongly disordered material. They first review the experimental results and then propose a diffusion
theory which predicts an angular width that is in agreement with experimental observtions. The image t'ansmission
characteristics are expressed by the moulation transfer function. Under the small-angle approximation, the agreement
between theory and experimestt has been obtained.

A general mathematical framework in treating the problem of reflection, diffraction and scattering that can occur in a
random medium is constructed by Mazer and Felsen (the third paper) under the high frequency approximation. The major
building block in this construction is the propagator which is provided by the geometrical theory of diffract-on. The two-point
coherence function is obtained formally for some general problems.
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COUPLBD-NODX THRORY APPROACH TO DNPOLARIZATION

ABSOCIATRD WZIT PROPAGATION IN TURBULXNT NXDIA

B. Cro*ignani and P. DL Porto

Vondasione U9o Bordoni, Via Baldaasarre

Castiglione 59, 00142 Rome, Italy

and

Dipartimento di Fisica 4e11'Universith
dell*Aquila, Piazza dell'Annunsista 1,

67100 L'Aquila, Italy

SUNNART

The problem of light depolarization in a turbulent atmosphere ia revisited by means
of coupled-mode theory.

1 
This allows in particular to evaluate the depolarization ratio

for a plane *ave and to compare its expression with the one obtained in the frame of two
distinct approaches predicting different behaviors.

2
'

3

1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of depolarization induced on a light beam propagating in a turbulent
medium has been the object of theoretical and experimental investigation about twenty
years ago. Since then, the subject has received little attention, also in view of the
fact that depolarization effects turn out to be extremely small for the nelevant case of
terrestrial atmosphere. However, this topic has never been completely clarified from a
theoretical point of view, since the two employed approaches

2
'• give rise to completely

different expressions for the depolarization ratio as a function of the physical para
meters of the problem (path length, wavelength, and refractive-index fluctuations). While
Ref.2 hinges upon a direct generalization of the simple physical model first introduced
by Hodara

4 
in the frame of geometrical optics, in Ref.3 the calculations are based on

Rytov's method. In order to settle the argument, we have reconsidered the problem by
adopting a third procedure which takes advantage of coupled-mode theory, a formalism we
have already employed to describe propagation of a scalar field in a turbulent medium.

5

In particular, our approach, which generalizes the scalar theory developed in Ref.5 to
include depolarization effects, turns out to provide a depolarization ratio coincident
with that worked out in Ref.2. The limits of validity of the result found in Ref.3 are
also discussed in some detail.

2. COUPLED-NODR FORNALISN

Let us assume the turbulent medium to be characterized by a fluctuating refractive
index of the form

n(x,y,z) - nI + &n(x,y,z) , (1)
with16n(<1 n1 t ad Inls -6

with Idnlc<i n I a I and Isn~s 10 for terrestrial atmosphere 1. The coupled-mode
approach consists in expanding the propagating field in terms of the modes pertaining to
the ideal medium characterized by n - n 1 and to look for the evolution of the expansion
coefficients as functions of the s-coordinate coinciding with the (average) propagation
direction. This can be formalised6 by introducing the ideal modes

- N 1 exp(-i.E.){* - (4x/SC)91 1

!(IL, 21) * 2  x4y/ .exp(-ij.z-){(C (/~)& - a(Y E2/0 )q+C2 (2)

where r " (x,y), B0- (k 2-C 9 with k-2w/X-wn /c , the transverse wave-vector i is
restricted to 0.C<k and

N (12){ ,~2 I.)) 2 2 i (3"1i"(1/2•O C M0/( N " 2 "(1/2w)({0 C'1/we1 ) }C (3)

The electric field is then expressed as

2

I fJdJ• (J,ovl)c(J,osas)exp(lwt - is) (4)
c-I C



where the expansion aoefficients c€(,cs) obey the set of coupled differential
equ:tLons

do

with
a, Is) (wehZ~,cujo *' ,a,,) . (,0/2,) ttd{ 2n( a.)_ - n2 -1 ,o' ) "_lo,) , (6)

0 --at -

whose solution is equivalent to that of Maxwell's equations. From Sqs.(5) we derive,
by means of standard iteration procedure,

Z

d (c(L,2,1) (.i, ,2,sx) I -d..fdj"•dj" (..p(,C%- O.)s + i(OC.- .,.W)p ~da 2d'Jdj2~j
0

2X(. 11 .21,2a) K (J" ,,2•V1,2W) c ( 2, s z1 c* (.,2;a')

2 rf.V2 21 z) K (1*, 2 j", I alc 1",2a! c* QCj,l2jr a

+K (.J., 2 i j., U z ) X• (J" , 1 2." 1 3ea) € (E.., 1 ; z9) €* (.2, 2 1 z!)I

+ complex conjugate terms with the substitution - . (7)
If we now assume the field to be initially polarized along the 1-direction

(practically coincident with tha x-direction) and take advantage of the small depolarixation
induced by the atmosphere, we can neglect on the ".B.S. of Zq.(7) all the terms but the
one containing c(b,1,e')c'(jle). Ey taking the e-ssemble average of the resulting
equation over the possible realizations of the system, we obtain, under the hypothesis of
negligible variation of <c(jW,1,s')c*(j',i;z)> over a scale of the order of the correlation
length of the refractive index fluctuations,

dU
4 <cj,2a.)c*(j',2,x)> jdz-Sfdj"jfdj11

0

X expi(v 4- O.)z - L(UC- B .)S) (8)

+ c.c. with the substitution j•j.

If we assume c(",1,vs)c*(jO ,1,s)> to be given (due to small depolariuation), by
the expression already worked out for a linearly polarized field, 5 

uq.(8) can be directly
integrated. The amount of power transferred to the y-polarised component is then evaluated
a5s

2 (r,(,t)I 2 - ,J)dj <jdj'xp1(j1-. + i, -i (,2u) ',2s)>.
(lw) (9)

3. XVALUATION OF THR DXPOLARIXATION RATIO

Let us first evaluate the expression of <(lz2>",las)x5(j'&2,j" ,lgz)> appearing
in q.(8). 1recalling zq.(6), we have

-- ----



1-3

K*.;"Ix -tik/4w
2

) 0 jjdrexpti.iJ-").r)R("C/B#.. C*O- n;P)f(L a) , (10)

2 2 2  
2 twhoro we have written, according to Bq.(t)t n ntnlnand n/ A 1, so that

2 /4w;

(2) 1where 612 is the two-dimensional delta-function and

(-C,1-" )>- 1/4,=2)1d3exp(L (5'-11 p)cn t , p a I -" 6 4(0,0) (12)

is the spatial Fourier transform of the coreltantion function <6(,)n•,*>of the
terractire-Lndex fluctuations associated with the turbulence field, assumed to be houoe

0 being a diffusion coefficien associated with the presence of turbulence (i.so2to2

te can noe substitute oqs.(1) and (13) into beq.(8), integrate over a, and insert
the result into wq.(9), thus getting

(IE (r.,.t)I•- i 1 2k26d,. •'dA.rdad•0x( C 2 ' -C)/) 1(13

S •*E.1 - .L.Z} .2 - • L)G - ' De" x

A - 1/Dz(15)

equation now can be approximately rewritteo as

<162 (r,s.t)j l3- 2jiE0
2fd.' J/djIfdj" c12 (c" _ c)2a(5. - 1)•, .. p{-(•'"÷+1/4D,' ),

(16)
where

X- ) - JG(C - '", -)d_ , (-")

0
having taken advantage of the fact that 0(5'- C",[) is a short-range correlation function,
which goes to sero for c•d>>l (d being of the order of magnitude of the typical scale of
turbulence) and that, for small angular divergence of the bean, 0 55 *Sk.

The integrals appearing in rq.(16) can be performed after seduing a Gaussian shape

for the correlation function of the refractive-index fluctuations, that is

<dn(j) 2n(0,O)> - <1 n >exp{-(p2+•2)/d2, (18)

thsgetting for the depolarisation ratio it-<IU.2J2/I!oI2 the final expiession

22 2w 2 Da

q 2w<7n > (s /dC) , (19)

which coincides with that worked out in Ref.2o

4. DISCUIIZON

The dependence on <tna>, a and d furnished by Rq.(19) is different from that worked

out in Ref.3 which reads

R - 42w<n2 >(2/d)(z /k4
2

d
2 

2 (20)
whc ...... wthta wre oti Rf2



als It, ftterrestrial atmosphere, bohapproaches imply en xtrenelY small 4epolari.
Rastion,

In3 order to explain this discrepancy, we retort to the Luneburg-ILne asaymptotic

j expansion
7 

in 1/k,

s. *p(-ik8(jZ)1j 3(L. a) /(-Ik )a (21)

vhome acre-tb order term corresponds to geometrical-aptice approximation. In particular,
the sikonal S and 10 obey the relations

*(18) 2- n (L's) - 0 .122)

2V a + 2Y1.V)E + 2(3 *V(ln n))VS -o 0 (23)
- -0 -0

Since Zq.(23) does not contain k and, for line-of-sight propagation of an initially
plane wave a is a real quantity, the lowest-order amplitude does not contain k either,
which in turn implies (if we neglect I I/A compared to a ) a depolarization ratio indepon_
dent from k, In agreement with our result. -

Converwely, the result of Ref.3 corresponda to neglecting 3 with respect to R /k,
which in fact yields a depolarization ratio proportional to 1/k" as in Eq. (20) * Thl range
of validity of the two approaches can be easily obtained by comparing the magnitude of the
two depolarization ratios. by doing this, It is immediate to check that our result is
valid for traveled distances a larger than the length a given by

c

a (24)
a 2 22

v <6n >k d

2 -12
For typical values of the turbulence parameters Cfin > a 10 and d of the order of

few centimeters) , zc turns out to be, at optical frequencies (k 110 S cm1 ),of the order
of I meter.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a formalism which, as a generalization of a previous one based on
coupled-mode theory and dealing with scalar propagrtion in a turbulent medium, allows us
to describe vector propagation. In particular, our method is employed to evaluate the do
polarization undergone by an initially linearly polarized plane wave and to compare the
correaponding depolarization ratio with the results worked out in the frame of other
approaches. Also if the depolarization effects are in practice very small, this comparison
turns out to be very useful for checking the range of validity of the different approaches,

*respectively based on Rytov'S method and coupled-mode theory. While in the scalar case the
two foraelioms yield the same results, in the vector case they possess different ranges of
validity according to the relevant propagation Parameters.
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DISCUSSION

4.M. Desieris, US
You shoved an equation for the correlation function of the coupling
coefficients. If I heard you correctly, you referred to that
equation as an exact one. Would you please comment on the validity
of your statement?

Author's Reply
The equation is an approximate one, the approximation basically
consisting of 1) assuming the evolution of the strong polarization
component to be that described by scalar theory, and 2) assuming
negligible variation of the correlation function of the coupling
coefficients over a scale of the order of do

L.B. Felsen, US
You say that you know the result from Strohbehn and Clifford by
assuming that the second Lere In the Luneberg-Kline asymptotic
expansion overpowers the leading term. But this contradicts the
concept of asymptotic expansions. Can you explaiA?

Author's Reply
It turns out that there are actually two umallness parameters, that
is (1lkd) and <6u >. The zero-order term So in (J/ld) of the L-K
asymptotic exlanslon is actually of the order <8lu > while I Is of
the order <6u >,. so that there is a range of values of (1/kjd and
<fu 2> over which 2/k can become larger Phan _•. Our result is valid
for (1/kd) + 0 and is of the ordir <8u4> ; the-Strohbehn and Clifford
result is valid to the order <6u > only, and therefore gives a zero
depolarization for (1/kd) + 0.
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SUIMARY

When a wave is Inodent on a dense distribution of disorete soatterers,
turbulent media. or rough surfaOe&. the baoksoattering Is enhanoed under
certain conditions giving a sharp peak in the baokward direction. We show
experimentally and theoretioally that the angular width of the peak Is related
to the transport ooettioient and that the enhancement it oaused by the
oonstruotiva interferenae or two waves traveling through the same particles in
opposite directione. This phenomenon is identified as the weak Anuerson
localization. The backsoattering enhancement oat occur tram turbulence or
rough iourfacss which are amused by several mechanism*. A measure of the
quality of the Image transmission Is expressed by the modulation transfer
function (NTF). We show experiaental and theoretical studies on MTF and
speckle interftrometry based on the fourth order and short-exposure NTF which
oan produoe diftraotion-limited Images through random soatterers.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been known that the backscattering from several media and surfaces
exhibits a strong enhancement with a sharp peak in the backward direotion

h-03t. in 1984 we reported on an optical experiment which shows this
enhancement 4-]. Subsequently, we reported on the theoretical explanation that
the enhancement Is caused by the constructive interference of two waves
traversing through the same particles in opposite direotions [5]. This idea Is
consistent with our earlier crude explanation (Rerorenae 1, p. 312). We have
also reported on the depolarization experiment and further theoretical studies
[6)-{8]. meanwhile, physicists have recognized that the transport of electrons
in a strongly disordered material is governed by multiple scattering and that
multiple soattoring leads to "weak Anderson localization" caused by "coherent
baoksoattering" (9],[10]. It Is then shown that both electron localization in
disordered material and photon localization in disordered dielectrics are
governed by coherent backsoattering which is oaused by the constructive
interference of two waves traversing in opposite directions. Our experimental
work in 1984 was followed by several independent optical experiments showing
that the baokamettering enhanoement is a weak localization phenomenon
[ll],[12] (13]. Theoretical studies on the backsoat~ering enhancement by rough
surfaces [113416] and acme experimental studies [17] have been reported. In
this paper, we present experimental work on backscattering enhaneoment and a
theory basid on diffusion approximation 11]. We also present our recent
experimental and theoretical studies on Image transmission through discrete
soatterers [18], which have attracted considerable attention in recent years
[1!]-[21]. We will also show our recent study on the use of speckle
interferometry for imaging thnough soatterers which may give improved
resolution.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON BACKSCATTERING ENHANCEMENT

Our experiments are described in our paper (4] and are given below The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A He-Ne laser with an expanded beam
diameter of 30 = is used as the light source. The beam splitter (BS) reflects
approximately 25% of the incident beam, and this reflected beam has fine
ilnterference patterns because of the surface coating of the BS. In order to
eliminate the offset of the Interference patterns, the incident-beam diameter
and the input aperture of the detector are adjusted to be much larger than the
spacing of the interferenoe patterns.

The transmittance of the 5S varies at different angles it the beam Is
linearly polarized. However, it the Incident beas is circularly polarized, the
transmittance becomes almost constant within about 600 measured from the normal
diecetion of the BS. Therefore the phase of the Incident bean Is adjusted suchthat the beam at the spectrophotometer cell (SC) is circularly polarized. This

ensures that the baoks*Attered light, which may retain a part of the incident
polarization, receives the same attenuation when it goes through the US at
different angles.

I
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The detector, Which consists of a 3-ur-input aperture, a lens, and a
100-oa-oore optioal-fiber cable, haa a field Of view (rOv) or 0o.9se, and it is
mounted on *he ocmputeroaron lled rotational stale. The iight output or the
opqtial-rfber cable Is focused onto a low-noise photodtode.

Uniform later sliroephesa manufaetured by Dow Chemical are used as
acatteterml they are.1nlamsed in-an SC With a 50-un diameter. The path lengthof t he SC Is either 10 or 20 mo. depending an the density. In order to

• minimize the reflection from the So glass wall*, the 3C is tilted about 5* tram
the vertical direction. The notres level from the water-filled SC to !*&a than

-TO 4E at all angles.

At the beginning of the experiment, the SC to filled with delonised water,
and then the detector Is moved to position A In PFt. 1. This output Is uaed as
a reterence, and each measurement is nornaliZed by this value. Then the
detector in moved tO 03 - -100, and the bankaaattered intensity to Measured
from 03 - -100 to S06 at 0.10, 0.2,. or 0.5' intervals, depending on the
position of the detector. Because of the difference between the indices or
refraction or water and of air, the angle 0* inside the SC to less than the
*oan angle 03. Therefore the soan range from ) - -o10' to s0o corresponds to

$Ifrom -7 .5 6 to 353'

SInce the inoidont-boas diameter Is larger than the input aperture of the
Sdetector, the area that the detector sees changes by 1/0o0(03) as the detector

moves. Therefore, it a medius In a perfect diffuser and if the incident bean
is uniform, the output of the detector should be conatant. Isecept for the
sharp peak around a - 0, the baoksoattered Intensity from a dense solution of
small particles is lose *to a constant within the angle of -?.5s to 8'.

Experimental results are shown within the angle of -7.50 to 86. Fig. 2
shows the experimental data for a particle mise of 1.101 ýa. The data are
obtained for four different particle sizes ranging from an avera*e diameter of
0.091 to 5.7 am and at leant seven differnnt densities, up to 40o in oeae
cases. In all oases, the peak or the reflectivity at O0 is observed at high
densities, and we found the following resultst (1) when the partic•l alse Is
smaller than the wavelength (X" . 0.475 as in water), the peak at 0' Is small
and appears at densities higher than a few percentn (2) when the partials lse
is 2-5 times greater than k16 a sharp peak appears at 00, and It becomes larger
an the density incroasses and (3) when the particle else In many times greater
than. I * the etfeet of the ie-sCatterVlng pattern becomes apparent even in a
dense modium, and the sharp peak at 00 is superimposed upon the Hie-scatterlng
pattern.

3. THEORY OP SACKSCATTERINO ENHANCEMENT BASED ON DIFFUSION THEORY

Let us consider a plane wave normally incident on a semi-infinite random
med!um as shown in Figure 3. The observed scattered wave consists of the
first-order scattering I and the multiple soottering I . The first-order
scattering I Is oreated~by the reduced incident lntensiei, attenuated through
the medium, 6d observed outside the medium. The multiple scattering term in
contains all orders of the scattering inside the medium Inoluding the
rfict-order scattering and this is approximated by the diffusion approximation.
Therefore this ter% inside the medium should be valid far from the incident
wave.

The reduced Incident speoific intensity Is given by (see Ref. 1, p. 181)

Iri(s') - Io °xP(-patz') 6(w - (1)

The first-order scattering specific intensity I1 and the bistatic aroses section

1 per unit area of the random medium (biatatio scattering coefficient) is
given by

00 .- 11 . -00 , (2)
011

where p(.00) to the phase function in the direction of 5 measured from the
backward direction when the Incident wave is In the direction ;. (See Pig. 3.)

Next consider the multiple scattering I.. This consists of two terms
in, and Z12. One corresponds to the wave multiply-ooatterod through Smny
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particle*. This Is also called the ladder term. Ns describe this wave ty the
diffusion approximmtion. We writw the bistatio fross section per unit area of
the random medium (blitatlo soattoring craoe oatficient) * as rol•losa

v- peelu -It w'; *petr

where to the sean cosine of the scattering angle, eeia ths transport arosa
section of a single particle. and a Is the unit vector In the scattering
direction.

st" - s(l" uo- WOO

where Vo - olaot Is the albedo of a single partiole.

The function U Is given by
U *oJda'0(p,,Is')Q(z') . • 0(p,ulo)Q1 (c) . (5)U

0IT

Q(s') - 3pae[Peer * o exp(-potm')

Q l ( o ) - -- 1 0 h 2

Green's function 0 Is siver by (Ref. 1, p. 184)

- kF J(hp) (4-yIa-a'i + hy (5S) (6)
0 +

where YO - 1a + kda. Now we note that the integral in (3) is

S' o 2.-. 1: PdP (d)
0 0

Therefore, noting that

p adp 40 (CP) - . (a)

we oCa perform the Integration In (3) by evaluating the integrand at A - 0.

Next we consider the term Corresponding to two waves traversing through
the same particles in opposite directiona. This is also Called the "cyclical
term' or the 'maximally crossed term." To express U'is term, we note that the
difference between this term 1m2 and the previous tc, Iýl Is that In this
case, there Is a phase dirference given by

" ~(9)
Therefore, the bletatio scattering coefficient is given by

dV F -(2w) pdp J(KP) F , (10)

where K - Ic 2 sin($/2).

Now noting that

J pdp J (Kp) JO Ap) - A . (11)
0 0 o lz

we can easily evaluate the Integral (10) with the Fourier Bessol transform (6).

Noting that K << pat. we get approximately
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a roeY a x,1' 3 '] soo 6 ,

where

A 2j
t tr It

Po -;YooaS

K -3 osapotr

K - k 2 sin(#/2)

The second term in the numerator or f(ey) represents the $radient term of the
diffusion approximation and sq. (12) io valid when this second term is umaller
than the first term. Eq. (12) shows that so has a sharp peat in the baokward

direotion S - 0. For lossless soatterers, Kd - 0 and go boeoxee a halt or
mo when the angle is approximately equal to

3potra
o . tr (13)

This angular width Is consistent with our exparimental data and it shows that
the above diffusion theory correctly explains the backsoattering enhancement
phenomena.

4. IMAGE TRANSMISSION THROUGH RANDOM ME)IA

The quality 3f an Image as observed through a random medium often
deteriorates since the high spatirc frequency components are usually
attenuated. The Image transmission oharacteristics are oonveniently expressed
by the modulation transfer utiation (MTF). which represents the ratio of the
modulation In the lawe to that in the object as a function or the spatial
frequency (cyoles per millimeter cycles per radian) E183-421]. The MTF for
turbulent media and discrete &aatterers has been sa'•dled theoretically. In
this section, we present our recent experimental work on the NTF and the
comparir)n with the small-angle approximation formula.

Tha experimental results for the HTF of randomly distributed spherical
particles suspended in water were obtained (Fig. 4). The results were measured
'y using an array detector and black and white strip patterns as an object.
According to our study, if the relative Index of refraction Is 1.2, the error
in the sLall-angle approximation Is < 6$ for ka > 10 and v < 5. Many or our
e;perimental results of MTF satisfy these condittrns. However, In this
experiment, because or the use of particles suspended in water, xt Is necessary
to obtain the HTF of a 1La:'vred nediii with different Indices of refraction.

Ve derive an exprespton of We for a layered random medium using the
small-angle appro. iw2 .'on. As applicatione of this formula, we consI trad the
snower curtain effert and the HT? for an inhomogsneous medium. Finally, we
will obtain numerical results for several differtnt partiole sizes and nnapare
them with expe.,ioentsl results E18).

NO consider a aiustion in which four different layers are located between
the object and detector as shown In Figure 4. Each layer has its own Index of
refrr'tion nj and function Hj which describes the charaoteristics of a layer
and Is related to the wave structure function. The object Is Illuminated by an
incoherent lighg source, and the imastr! 'ystem satisfies the lens law I/L
l/d - 1i/o, where L in th3 LIr oqulialont length between the object and the
lens and Fo is the foci length of the lens.

Using the small-angle apirzximatlon, thew NTF of this uedium can be
written as the ?ollowing.

M(f) , -xp(-H)

4

.n gjd . a dz nj 6 i P(J)Ei -o J(A j)aJ mds3 j (14)

0- J '1 ,
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k a ja )a f

Is 3 6 i ..

wherte t I the Spatial frequenOR in oleej/mm., A Is the Vwvelength or the light

In the m4diusm 4(0.436 1e), ko Is the tree Space wave number, and d Ia the

distanee between the lena and Image detector (68.5 Me). The phase funotion
P(aj)6 the absorption era" sactien ns I the acattering Orasn saetion sc , and

the numoer density onf are tbnae of t•he layer J. The quantity aj j 2 ain(ij|2)
is used to in. 'de tia seattering pmttern frMe 0 to 10 and to reduse error In
the smll-sal appmimetlon.

INe shower ourtasn street In which the image of a person close to the
shower curtain *ea be seen olearly, vheore a person farther from the ah.wer
aurtMAn is diffioult to sees can be explained using Eq. (14). if layer 2 is
te shever ourtasn and &I I* the dietanor between a pera,-n and the chover
curtain, N(r) or the chort &I hMe a higher cutoff frequene•y (the spatial

frequenoy at which NTP beoena constant) than the one of the long &V. This is

becauce when the argument of the basoel function J, is large. the case for a
long 1A. Ng becomes alone to T. even though the apatial frequency ta smell.
The decrease ot the HTF at a high spatial frequency results In the los of
detailed features tn the Iemae.

We coanduted experimental and num.rioal studiec for 1.101-, 2-02-, 5.?-,
and 11.9-we partiole* oorresponding to kS of T.3, 13.7, 36.3, and 82.8. Fig. 5
shows the oomparison between the experimental data and the calculations for
1.101-wm particles. In calculating N(f). the phase function p(c) it obtained
by uaing the else distribution data supplied by Dow Chemical, and T is the
calculatud value. The agreement between experimental and nueirieal results is
good showing the applicability of the small-angle approximation for these
cases. rowever. the differenoes tend to increase as t Increases. When - is
100 the expected error in the small-angle approximation io -20S for ka > 10.
We also omepared the results for 0.109 and 0.46 am with the all-anlle
approximation, but the results ore quite different showing the libftiation of
the small-angle approximation for small ka.

We have also Investigated the use of the short-exposure HTP to improve the
Image resolution. Nowever, this requires the use of the fourth-order moment.

5. CONCLUISIONS

In this paper, we have presented our experimental data and theoretical
studies on backaoattering enhancement and image transmission. The
beOkacattering enhancement Is shown to be oaused by two waves traversing the
same particles In opposite directions, and the diffusion theory Is used to
explain the sharp peak in the backward direction. The image transmailson is
expressed by the modulation transfer function, and the small-angle
approximation Is used to explain the experimental data.
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!+ DISCUSSION

I.1. Desieris, US
You made a brief reference to the backseattering phenomenon
associated with the fourth statistical moment. Could you comnent on
the differences of this phenomenon with the ordinary one arising in
connection with the second moment?

Author's Reply
It appears that there is some experimental and theoretical evidence
that the intensity fluctuations are considerably enhanced in the
backward direction. This is the area which needs more study, both
experimentally and theoretically.

J.A.DeSanto, US
Your work has an equation which appears-to be similar to a Bragg
condition. What is the relation of your backscatter enhancement to
Bragg resonant backscatter?

Author's Reply
Both the enhancement and Bragg scatter are due to constructive
interference. However, there are differences. Bragg scatter is
created by the scattering from points separated by one correlation
distance away. But the enhancement is created by scattering from
points which are the mean free path away, or the mean diffusion path
length away. The more fundamental difference is that the
enhancements are due to two waves multiply scattered in opposite
directions and occur only in the backward direction, while Bragg
scatter is due to two waves singly scattered and can occur in all
angles.

A.N. Inca, TU
How could the cross-polarized component (attributed to multiple
scattering in the volume) of the backscattered wave vary with
increasing density of the medium? What would then be the
contribution by the surface?

Author's Reply
For spherical particles, the backscatter cross polarization is zero
for single scatter which is dominant at low density. At higher
densities, multiple scattering becomes dominant and we expect the
backscatter cross polarization. For a very dense medium, we made an
experiment using a sample containing particles with water completely
removed (dried) and we observed some backscattering enhancement.
This may correspond to a rough surface, but we do not have a good
theory.

....... ........................-. .i -- •++, .••,
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Geometrical Theory of Difftaction for mP t~ency Coherence Functions in a Weekly Random Medium
With; ahomopssomes Ueekgroud Profile

"R. Nanor and L.. Felsen
Deprtlent Of Ilecttical Inaineerinl and Computer Science/Weber Research Insitute

Polytechnic University, Farmingdale, NY 11735 USA

Abstract

The localization of high-frequency wave propeagtion around ray trajectcries, end the reflection end
(or) diffraction of thee local plane wave fields by boundarieso inhomosenaities and (or) scattering can-
ters bee has combined via the Oeintrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) into one of the most effective means
of analyzing high-frequency wave pheomne in complex deterministic environments. These constructs are
here incorporated into a stochastic propagation and diffraction theoty for statistical moments of the
high-frequency field In a weekly fluctuating medium with Inhomogeneous background profile, provided that
the correlation length 

A
n of the fluctuations is small compared with the scale of variation, but "1erge com-

pared with the local wavelength I 2wf/k - 2wc/w , in the fluctuation-free background, with k being the
local evemnmber, c the local vwa speed and A the radian frequency. Canonical problems of deterministic
OMD furnish the propagators and the local reflection, refraction end diffraction coefficientse that relate
intoming to oTtqoing wevefields. The major analytical building blocks include propagators described in

local- cbordtoatee cent•red an the curved MTM ray trajectories in the deterministic Inhomogeneous background
environment mu*ltltaale expansions in these coordinates. to chart and solve for the propagation properties
of statistical measures of the parabolically formulated ray fields: Kirchoff or physical optics (PO) approx-
imations, generated by =Th incident fields, to establish initial conditions for fields reflected from ex-
tended smoth surfaces: and "point scatterer" solutions to establish CTD initial conditions for small
scatterers and edge*. In addition to the conventionel second and higher order coherence functions, there
are Introduced as appropriate statistical objects two-point random functions and corresponding higher order
functions which are useful in treating correlation of incident and backward reflected or diffracted fields
that traverse the "se propagation volume. By this solution strategy, one gains access to a such larger
class of high frequency problems in a random medium than at present. Results for the average field and
higher momenta have been obtained for forward propagation in a fluctuating medium with inhomogeneo.-s and
caustic-forming background, for reflection and refraction due to a plane or smoothly curved interface in
such a medium, end for diffraction due to a wedge and a small scatterer.

I. Introduction and Summal

Ray theory, as formalised by the geometrical theory of diffraction (CTD), is one of the well esthb-
lished methods for treating high frequency propapation sen diffraction in complicated environments. Short-
comings of ray theory in convergence zones near caustics, in refraction shadows, structural diffraction
regions, etc., have been repaired by local uniformination, and the relation between ray fields and modal
fields In guiding channels has been given a quantitative foundation (1], leading to a hybrid format that
can combine rays and modes systematically to exploit the best featuree of each, both phenomenologically and
computationally. A review of these recent developments may be found In reference [2].

It has long been tempting to incorporate into ray theory the effects of random medium fluctuations
and boundary perturbations to permit more realistic modeling of propagation channels encountered in prac-
tice. Some recent efforts have-been aimed at describing the transport propertien of the statistical moments
of the field directly through deterministic partial differential equations based on parabolically approxi-
mated wevafielde [3-5]. For high frequency fields in a weakly fluctuating medium with correlation length
of the random fluctuations such larger than the local wavelength, it is suggestive to structure the trans-
port of these momesnt around the ray trajectories in the deterministic background. Carrying these consid-
erations further, one is led to explore whether the entire machinery of deterministic CTD can be employed
to account also for phenomena of reflection, refraction, ditfraction by edges or due to shadowing on smoolh
surfaces, ate. The foundation of deterministic GTD is the concept of localization of high frequency fields
around ray trajectories, and the consequent ability to model the local effects of an arbitrary propagation
or diffraction environment by a global canonical configuration that-is analytically tractable and assumes
in the relevant local region the -- turaes of tTe actual structure. The toak is to extend this schema to
the sean field and higher order moments when sources, media, interfaces, boundaries, etc., introduce weak
randoamfluctuations. If successful, this will make accessible a whole now class of phenomena, which are
presently beyond reach by rigorous methods.

The strategy outlined above is being Implemented on a systematic sequence of canonical problems. The
first asenralieation has been concerned with extending to curved rays in an arbitrary inhomoXeneous back-
ground profile results in the Literature developed around straight rays. As in these earlier studies, we
have dealt with reduced wave fields that era defined approximately by a parabolic equation, thereby removing
from the full wave function a phase term that accounts for the dominant propagation phenomena along the
"preferred" coordinate. However, instead of extracting this term in the conventional form exp(ikz), which
describes a plane wva with reference wevenumber k propagating along the preferred straight coordinate a
end thereby restricts the resulting parabolic approximation solutions to the paraxial narrow angular domain
around the s-exis, me formulate the parabolic equation for the coherence function and higher moments, and
extract the phase in a ray-centered coordinate system, along en arbitrarily directed ray (see also [3-5]);
this yields in a sall angular domain around that ray in an arbitrary refracting background the solution
for the two-point coherence function by extending the multiacale expansion method employed previously for
the s-airected propagation furction [6-9] to arbitrarily propagated single and multiple ray contribuLions
that may reach an observer. For single ray contributions, a single scale paraxial (quadratic) expansion
around the central ray is adequate and is found to reduce in the absence of fluctuations to the familiar
ray Intensity variation Inversely proportional to the ray tube cross section. Multiple ray contributions
reaching an observer along vastly different propagation paths in the fluctuating environment are treated
individually in view of the previously noted lack of phase coherence between them. Multiple ray contribu-
tions near caustics and foci In the background are treated collectively because of their almost coincident
trajectories, For two ray fields near a simple caustic, this is achieved by cubic expansion around the
caustic contact point of the central ray. In the absence of fluctuations, the resulting expansion for the
intensity is shown to be reducible to the Airy function solution derived from uniformised ray theory. It
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bae thereby besm gonfirmas that propagation of the coherence fuaction can be localtsed around the raySpath* to a generally refracting sodium, and that tractable appl)azimtiLons can be mode to retain thenecessary unformising diffractive spectra near a caustic.

Proceeding to the next step in the CTD strategy, it is necessary to introduce ray fields caused by
reflection, refraction and diffraction. If a ray Is this category tssches the observer along * trajectory
that, on the scala of the correlation lengthe of the "luctuations, is widely separated from all other rays,
the statistical measures of the corresponding random wavefielde can be treated in isolation. Rowever, if
sach a ray passes near the trajectory of the incident ray ýbackscattoring domain), the incident and back-
acattered evento must be correlated. It is then appropriate to explore the treanport propertion not of
the tea-po"tt coherence function (1PC?) but of a more general two-point random futction (TW!) constructed
by pairing random fields without ensemble averaging. The TPIC is obtained by averaging the TPIE. after
its construction. The propagation equation for the parabolically approximated Tl! ditfere from that for
the TPC! in that in contains random functions. We have confirmed that for forward propagation, construct-
ing the solution for the TPCF from the solution for the TPRF yields the ama result as the direct solution
described above. This circumstance dmonstrates the versatility of the TP13 approach.

With the necessary propagators in hand to account for the whole hiararchy of GTD rays. the next task
has beem to establish the appropriate initial conditions for the stochastic wavefields along these rays.
This has been Implemented so far for two-dimensional refloetion and refraction due to smooth boundaties
and interfaces embedded in the random medium, and for diffraction by emall scatterw:s and by a wedge-shaped
obstacle. As noted above, a distinction is made depending on whether tL% reflected and(or) diffracted ray
fields ti the background reacd the observer along vastly different or aloug closely adjacent paths. The
GTD strategy is Implemented either In the configurational or spectral domains, and by canonical or phyeical
optics solutions for reflection, transmeission and diffraction coefficients, to furnish for the wean fish.
and coherence functions a variety of alternative repres•ntatione of solutions with presumably different
ranges of utility. These results are smmarized below. Taken in their entirety, they suggest that the
GTO-based strategy for high frequency propagation end diffraction In a randomly fluctuating medium with the
stated properties holds considerable promise and deserves to be further explored and extended.

II. Propagation Equation for the Two-Point Coherence Function and Two-Point Random Function in Ray-
Centered Coordinates
To develop the equations governing the propagation of statistical measures of the field U(R) in a

randomly fluctuating medium, we begin with the tiaa-ha.•monic waes equation

VU+k2R(t)U -0 (1)

which U(Q) must satisfy at any observation point R. Rere, k is a reference vevenumber, and N(t) is the
index of refraction, which is assumed to be comprised of a spatially varying regulav (background) portion
n(Q) and a normalized weak random portion i(t), with Ifi -1 and -cO -0. The brackets -> denote the an-
somble average. We shall approximate

2 (R) -n2 (R)l +n(W)1 n (z)a (1 n+2;() . (2)

As in previous studies (61-1121 our analysis of the transport properties of the statistical moments of
the hi•h-frequeney field is based on the parabolic approximation, but ts extended here by performing the
parabolic expansion around the actual ray trajectories in the inhomogeneous background (soe references
(3-31, (13-16], (18,191)instead of the straight coordinate a. This removes the narrow angle restriction
around the %-axis, and grants access to regions that were previously inaccessible. The implementation in-
volves ray-centered coordinates (ro) for a typical ray, with extraction, from the expression for the field,
of the phase accumulation along that ray,

a
U(rF) -u(r,a)exp{ik Jd~no~) (3)

0
Were, no(O) -n(0O0) (4)

is the deterministic (background) part of the variable refractive index at any length a measured along the
ray, while r- (q, q2 ) is the vector coordinate to a point located in a rectangular (ql,q2) coordinate oysten
perpendicular to the ray. The ray centered coordinate systen R(f,0) is shown in Fig. 1, which also in-
cludes a sketch of the source region, wherein originates the ray at S that reaches the observation point K.
The derivaticn of the parabolic equation involves the usual restrictions

[Lu~ ~ 1.. k 1 2u 1 I'kI ou

which justify omission of "slow' O-derivatives of u, While the formulatinn has been cerried out for the
three-dimensional case [ 3 1, we restrict ourselves for simplicity to the two-dimensional problem, inde-
penddnt of q2 , and denoto the single transverse coordinate ql by r. lhen, the metric coefficient h(r,a)
for the ray-centered coordinate is

h(r,o) -1 + r (6a)

where
. ~--

3(o) - 61 (b)
! ~Ir-0 .

is the local radius of curvature of the re.erence ray. Us also define functions

41
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P~rOO 4 -Fnoo (a (r ~ 0)r~) 1 (7b)

rh( n(a) (b

The average intensity distribution of the fluctuating field U(To) observed along one of the rays des-
cribed above can be obtained from the two point c"herence function (TPCr) ?2 defined at the range plane a as
the ensemble average of the two point random function (Tifl) r,

r%,12.0,- U(r1 ,o)UJ(r 2 ,o) .u(rao)u(r2 ,o) (Sa)

ry(rl.r 2 ,o) - er(rlr 2 ,o)> , (8b)

where • ) denotes the ensemble average and the asterisk the complex conjugate. The resulting equations
governing the propagation of the TPa are similar in basic structure. but differ through the presence of
avoraped terss In the former but random terms in the latter. We conaider them in turn.

A. Two-Point Coherence Function
We begin with the TPC? because this is the most familiar case. In a statistically homogeneous, iso-

tropic random msdium with variable background refractive index, the following equation governs the propags-
tion of the TPCF r2 (see [31):

2 2
or __2___ rr2 ___ 2 h (r ,a)(- . 'r2 h(r 2 ,- r

1 2 2'a) + h(r1,o) -r -2 ~r vc a
ar], Sr2 3

k
2

+ ik[%D(rl.a) -uD(r2'a)]r 2 + (U(rl.) +H(r 2,a)]r 2 --T- V(r1 .r 2 ,o)r 2 ,

where the function V(r1 ,r 2, ) describing the effects of random scattering is given by

V )-[4( 4 4 a~4r
V(r 1 ,r 2  ) 1={[h4(r1 ,a)n (r 1 ,o)+h 0(r2 , )n(r 2 ,o)]An(o)

-2h (r0o)h
2 

(r 2 ,o)n
2 

(r,)n
2 

(r 2 ,u)Au(rl -r2 ))/n 2• (10)

Here, An(ri -j) represents the correlation function for the refractive index in the plane transverse to
tel ray, it It-wing been assumed that the fluctuations along the ray are delta correlated [10-12].

To sojve (9), It is convenient to convert to the sum and difference coordinates

p rI +r2 Ua
P 2 " 8 r-r _2 (l )

rl-p+ r2- (1b)

Next, it is appij jriate to scale these coordinates with respect to the various perturbation scales that
characterize the problem. We identify in addition to a reference wavelength A -2w/k the characteristic
length I, over which the background refractive index variation becomes appreciable, and the characteristic
length An, beyond which the refractive index fluctuations are uncorrelated, with the ordering A << •n <<X,
that is consistent with the high frequency assumption. The new coordinates p. a and 0 scaled over the
relevant characteristic lengths are taken to be

which leads to the introduction of modified and scaled functions defined as follows:

uDro i(!.!). , n(,) - ,a(o)1,(L) •. -tt - z1(;)o~t;) .-Ao•.•l.l)-(,
n

(13)

n

Finally, following [3.41, we introduce the perturbation parameters
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iH
1 (14)

Utich will be used In the asyaptotic analysis of (9). The form of t€ to suggested by the behavior of the
"exension of the difference term ik[ua(p +T.o) - uo(p -fc) in (9) fi~e that of 92, attributable to the
fluctnations, to motivated by the masure of the spread sanle for mingle scattering.

In the secaed variables, the propagation vroperties of the coherence function r (p,;,i) are governed
by the eQuition

Fr .0 (13a)

Sub.act to the Initial source Voedition (the subscript "a" used here and henceforth to identify initial
conditions In the source plane should not be confused with the a coordinate in (11e)),

r(.;,o)- r (p,;) (15b)a
The scaled operator I is given by

S- - 3;2

i~~~ ~~~ 2 .•• ( • ( .• ,
I~ t~a ~2 4 a

,;~ 
a +el; _ 2 /;

R(51) -4:T -

+ I.. A_ - , ,1

3/2;3/2;
-ic;3/2 - 1 3/- - 1*-

3!;+ e /2- £3/2; 1
L 2  _2

3/2- 3/2-
2 ~ -2 2~ a

where

0 - k2An(O)zo (17)

B. Two-Point Random Function
The parabolic equation for the TPRF haa the smam deterministic (background) portion as that for the

TPCF but differs through the presence of nonaveraged stochastic function*. Again, the three-dimensional
equation is available [161 but we shall be satisfied here with the two-dimensional version. AS has been
shown in 131. coordinate angling can be performed either with respect to £ or in. Choosing the latter,
i.e., p- 10 a-I1/k, a-na one say write,

or i [j (.+, )+ - l , 82r + ii o. r + • a- r + 1 j.. or + c- or

-3/2.

where ?: "; - the function s i(c), () i; 1 .3) ane 56 ,3) are likewi se scaled with re spect to n,
and the perturbation parameters are taken am

1 1
£1 .)Z/3' '2 W (19)

.. .n
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V not* that (18) is more genral then (9) because the respective index correlation function can generally
be spatially dependent and alse anisotropie.

Ill. SolutiLn bY Threea-ale lmusion

Two ~.buet gam"Oft Fmetion rpato uin re iin th the
I. The d• en$oim d Three-.ht ale frs"Katto Siuation

To solve the propagation equation (15) under conditions requirin the the length scales*, X , and
.we have adapted to the curved trajectories hete the procedure employed previously in dealing uitt straightbac • g r aysd [o1-91. This ptseader Invlves &successiton of spectral transforms and sualloa that re-

move nondeaired variables and normalize desired ones until the transformed equation has a fore that can be
attacked by the method of characteristics. In addition, in transverse planes centerd at various points
aleft the relevant reference ray, one employs parazial expansions that include up to third order (cubic)
texme with respect to the central configuration or epectral coordinate; near a caustic, the reference ray
is the one tangent to the caustic. It should be kept in mind that although the various Fourier transforms
In this development are formally taken over an infinite transverse domain, the contributing spectral ranges
are those confined to the paraxial region around the reference ray. This circumstance effectively truncates
the integration Intervel, thereby removing formal complications that would arise from intersection of
successive Infinite transverse expansion planes at large distances from the (curved) ray.

The major steps are aimilar to those in [6-91. The seroth order result is (311

or 0o-o (20a)

•o(;•l..•.;.;•o•- G,.) .(20b)

where is the seroth order operator

so- 1+ L(;,;, 2-;20;) .- + w~,,u,1 al- + N~~a, 2 o

51i -- 2 f

- j PO(vp,sn1 lo) + VO(;,; 2,o). (21)

and

with
-2

+ -h .o(L,) ; -L + -L (23b)

"(1)(m"• GO (23c)
RD(• (V.; -q (23b)•

lere, , e and ; are coordinate-like spectral variable: and p, • and a are spectral vartaLles obtained
after ;eVial speltral transforms and enmbddings of the spectral f~nctionl In a higher dimensional space
according to the three-scale expension method (se (31). The "geometric expansion operator" t 

vhlch re-
sults from retaining only the zeroth order terms in e1 in the fluctuation-free portion of the complete
operator I in (16), characterizes the isolated ray contributions in the deterministic background.
The other functions are defined as folfows2

L(,••t•j•) l•(;,;) + 2; (;.,;) (24.a)

- • f(oe ) (24b)

O(;, aj ;1 , ;l 1 - (3)(; ;) - - , - C.)] (l;c)

where

-1,.... i- . (25)

The scattering function V0, vhich incorporates the effects of the fluctuations, is given by

*I

* I . .
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The belution of (20a) subject to (20b) is itaplitie4 by normallilng the Initial condition. To this
end, we write [6-91

(27)

vtbae (vpe) is the solutioe of the "geometrically" approximated equations

l.rt -0 (26a)

with Initial s•uree condition

r (;.;.0) 8(;,;) - J dir,(. O ). (-i;) (26b)

The function P(v,• 1 ,• 2 A. 1 ,I 2 ,) now i' the solution of (10) with the normalized initial condition

Nor -"0 ( 29a)

F(V1.0 2 s .;s a 0)-l . (29b)
'19,2

inowit, iP andFr we can find from (27).g0
2. Solution of the Uckaround (Auxiliary ) Problem

The background problem posed in (28) is of interest by itself because it describes propagation of the
coherence function along isolated ray paths In an arbitrarily inhomoneous deterministit sedium (dss also
[171). In the present context, it may be regarded as an auxiliary problem for attacking the general case.
The solution strategy is the method of characteristics built around the ray paths In the background medium.
These meae paths then form the basis for solving the normalized initial value problem (29a,b) in the pre-
sence of fluctuations, away from, and near, the caustic. The characteristic equations corresponding to the
first order partial differential equations in (26) are

dv . V (0) -v(3)
dW i() h (4o) a

dO (30b)

-P (;-0).I'(.,*) 
(300)

Yg(;.;*&i ... 5im( (30d)
with the parameter P related to the relative slope t - t.wm oa a ray as follows (sea Ptti. 1).

"- •: ) . (31)

Here, 4 is thc angle between the tangent to the central ray - 0- ; and a paraxial ray described by
;(q•a.a,-), and (30d) serves to define ig(mJ,U).

Integrating (30ajb), we obtain avnd P as functions of their initial values vg and Ps,

~-f( ,~ 8) P~v * ~)(32)

or inverting these equations

Then, integrating (28) along the characteristics, we obtain for the coherence function r(; ,O) the
following expression:

where

Q1 exo ; (5
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The correepoedins solution In configuratton space is found from the inverse transform

7hew and Integrations in (36) can be performed explicitly, but we shall retain the integrals in theirP roasvt form for subeqenwt manpulations.

For the speciel coae of excitation by a line source, the initial condition become
1 kn. +. " (") (37)

where 6( ) Is the Dirac delta function, and I is the source strength. The general result In (36) can now
be ali"ti•ed. and can be shoa to yield what to found from MTh 1201. This irtcumatanse establishes confi-
dence that the varioun steps leading to (26) have retained enouph spectral flesh to describe getmetrical ray
maymptotics in a generally refracting background.

3. Solution of the toralised General P;roblem
The pseral problem with normalized initial conditiona. dafined by the first order partial differential

equAtion In (H), is also namnable to tleatuent by the method of characteristics. The characteristic equa-
tions, which track the variables v and P. are the raj trpcing equations in (30a,b). One may reduce the
four characteristic equations for tbA variables ;ls a 1, V11, ! to two by eliminating the dependence or ;
by defInin n•ew variables. Again, f oliot~nI what mea done for the straight line paraxial case (6-91, we
det'ne

"s. .." I1,I,, (36)aa

These variables are tracked by the systm

di
-d L(vp,.,vio) (39a)

d -- N(v,;,ii,•) (39b)

together with (43ab), subject to the following boundary condition. at the range plane ,

text, we define the function

M+ ( 1,dv 0 (,.r ._ 4!i (vP•i

o

0
which is a solution of the equation

d P (42)

This has to be solved together with (43ab) and (60ab) subject to the boundary condition

0 ;••G (43)

that is a direct consequence of the definition siven by (41). Setting O0 in Eq. (41), we canmtpress the
function F(o) as

F(;) Qo(;,.v.O,;)Oxp~ -3 drV0 (;,E 2T;aC) .(4

4. Solution of the Complete Problem
The solution of the complete problem can be synthesized from the product decomposition in (27), using

the results in (39) and (44). Transforming into configuration space,
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(27) F A.

This result for the two-point ohee f•nctio in a weakly fluctuating medium With renlao fte tt-
ftractive index background, which has base derived from the thre.-sceale eroth order operator developed •n

s. 111ZA, incorporates effects cecurate to third orderte In the ranin expanio aroun the rotor*=&
ray in the background medium. It can, therefore, aregat* phieomna ascribed to isolated ray rimes as
wall as transitional regimas near a caustic. We haws confirmed that the spectral content of the solution
in (4e) t enough to reproduce Independently generatsd results in the following liattinR situational uniform
(Airy type) and nonuniforn (M) solutions near and far from cautec8we fluctuations are oittedl Isolated
andnonisolated solutions with fluctuations present.

3. Twu-Point Random Function
The development for the TM follows closely the one pursued for the T1C1 in Section A. We write the

solution fonsdly as,

r09115) di Jd d.r.(. 5 o~;a;, 5  (46a)

- YL)(' ;;, 5 0)x~;q) (46b)

where

Sr('V ,q*) " (l/-tv) J rs(v'asl)exP(iF q). (46c)

and G is the two-point random propagator (1P23)

~ 2 2
ll(2 ,~J~ln 0  2 Jn6 1 .u -W~

1)1

"2ilb~eP'P-)C-I,;-2 P •2 n

[a (V'(C) + 0 -;V0-t2 0(• 1 (17

The function C(z,_ 1 , 1 ,5 1 ,5 2 ) -oxp~i(CliY) 3E/3) , which describes effects in the vicinity of a smooth

caustic formad by the confluence of two adjacent background rays, can be replaced by unity (i.e. CI" 0)
when a ray is isolated. For higher order caustics and cusps, additional perturbation scales must be intro-
ducad to find the appropriate C-function. The variables 94i and 3 are tracked &long the reference ray by
the system (30a,b), (35a,b) and (12). noting that the scaling is made with respect to In. We shell apply
th!3 solution in the next section to reflection, transmission and diffraction problems.

IV. Reflection. Transmission and Diffraction
A. Reflection and Transmission
With the propagation probles solved (. a Sees, I1 and 111), we now consider the case when the ray field

is incident on a turved boundary segment across which the background refractive index ts discontinuous, being
denoted by un on the incident side and by n+ on the transmitted side. The TPRF corresponding t.o the resulting
reflected end transmitted waves is obtained by propagating from the source .to the point D(0, q) on the
interface. This propagation takes place in the ray-centered coordinates (i,;), assuming for the moment that
the interfe.sa is absent, and yields the incident TPRF r as in (46) with 5 re;laced by ;i and r by the coor-
dinate T in the plane WI transverse to th.e incident ray (sea Fi. 2). At 01, the transverse plane
W1(P.f tois rotated into the plane Wb(pbsb) tangent to the boundary and ri is evaluated on Wb. This es-
tablishes the Kirchoff initial condition

rb(ib,%.a±)t ri(b ooei,, con 1 , 3i)exp(ina-an'n ), (OI)

where t is the incidence angle and sxp(1n.b_;sifnOi) account* tor the phas. Change dus tor6tatlon. bacause
the transverse coordinates are confined to tho vicinity of the reference ray, the variabla refractive in-
daces n. and n+ near the intersection point I of that ray with the interface sty be replaced locally by
the constant values nb- and nb+.

To find the transmitted fild, we combine the rules of 0TD with the format for tracking the TiMl.
First, the initial conditions on Wb are tranalated across the curved interface, which Is assumed to be
described by the function K - i•(b) (esee ig. 2). Shifting from Wb in (40) to the curved boundary, one has

rb(b- ) b(ib.I)axp(-k unb-*(pbb)} , (49a)

II



Pabst"g to the tformmttd side reqwIwe maltipliestiss by tbe loual UtmoI plane Waes tramussiss Co-
atruimtINSOO ant, we rotor the tranmitted field back to the tangent Plasa Vb. Waig is now

amasedto o I th exerir sDWime Is sheen. of the boundary- Finally. this referee. Plane is to-
tated late the trnvrs ls of the to eaostared ceouridistes of the transmitted tra. Vb6 all of

toeoperations ane combined, am flads for the Initial condition for the trarnsitted 1PM,

tO )- rb~k-b-" 0) S 4. d5 'i)(rb - I~
(SO)

uex~ik~sb.*(b -b ib+'t tsan 0 )

wh / ~ -coasi %tot sad It Is the =$gle of tranaaission accordfte~tI tnl'lq IThe trsan-" Wtthmfollows free (46). with (47). an replacing t* by rt end (p.S,@ y h
flWX to obtained b1i tahispre~.

por the ref bared TM, the procedure is similar, except that the 2ircheff Initial coaditias in stated
In the ray-ametered system -A the reflected ray with reflojtion sanle It a $1, and the ampitude Is wodif ted
by the local Presnel plane waes reflection coeff ictont Rr(rbhgs). Thus. one obtains for the initial condition

~ra.~ ~ r (~.,)1y16y +. . /con OI '( .. )C5 1 sI (i

~¶ mp{likbn~~9(/co~i.r/1 oa*)

The reflected IM r follows again from (2). with (s), and the TrCy by takingo ~.if the incident and
reflected bcroftauare separated far enough to decorrelate the correspondlng fields, the rroduct
19r.,03 appearing In the Integral for'!'0 l can he reduced to the product of averages. Thes expression In
(31) io valid also for a perfectly reflecting boundary described by Kr -1.

At normal Incidence. the reflected ray traveroses the $ma path an the Incident ray, passing through
the sonWo inmss tia the Opposite direction. U1o,, the reference plans tsngent to the Interface at
the point salfO,%,) is In the ray-centered coordinates of both the Incident and reflected rays. The initial
condition for the reflected TITO? Is accordingly,

r-(-s% X(POS00b) Fi p05*-%) ,(52a)

where - 'itb -lab #*2 pp- -IMN~p +(52b)

-1 2 dtn(Or't) ( I+ TC6.t)1 (52c)

The average reflected Intsnsity In the plane ;0 at th.. r-tnge coordinate ;0 io then found from the formal
expression derived previously'9

where generally all of the factors in the averaging 2jperation oust be kept Intact.

U. Diffraction by a Smell Scatterina Center

Next, we consider a scatterer which iosemall with respect to the local wavelength &ad. has a nontso-
tropic radiation pattern aso that It can serve as a canonical proto~typo for smasl obstacle scattering an
well as edge diffraction. The previous results 115,191 obtained when the background medium Is homogeneous
are gsaeralisod readily to accoamcdAte inhowoganaity. Invoking the CT!) assumption of local homogeneity in
a coastant bae'kgouud *whoe value equals that at the scatterer location, one may express the Initial con-
dit~ion for the diffracted TMIPOn the spectral domtin (sea Sec. V).

Fr r ('* ,;a) - 8 )D(,ik (54a)

*Oj,1k I*( 1) to-1 a Sb



VbSO tP(b;I rM6.1) th I -ft o th Iaidstfield at the Mat:oe "a-b~e 01intodbU
VNI~tu te IaidatTM lon Sa ty feethe mmft to the Matatert ieatir (rmISOi. IMe

dfesonaetteaf tot 11(44.611k) 4 a * SOth wIde amd diffrectien .. le i, an d. respectively
110. ama the "*totI paermter aa )u*sontevicisityoftedfrcdcnrary.ith

with 21Meamo by G Use MAMes,

with the inbomagoaeaus background propaator 0 taken freem (3). The above spectral formulation can also be
applied to the moothly curved boundary by relating the reflected spectra to the specularly reflected ray
paths Instead of the diffracted paths smanacion from the fined scattering center In (54). and replacing the
diffraction coefficient in (34) and (35) by the appropriate spectral reflection coefficients.

V. TWo-Poit MIrN"e hoattiom for Uses Source MeLte Hso Diffraction
tn a final ample, we deal with twodIsmeaiemal edge diffraction, which ceam be modeled in canonical

form by as infinitely etended wedge that contains as a special camn (for oeto wedge angle) a seal-infinite
thin screen. Pot simplicity. we take the background sadliv to be bomgeneoue, but the extension to inhemo-
geneose backgrounds has also been setabilsheod [16).* A high frequency time homonsic line source Is aesumadto
be positioned as In 1ip. 3 In the presence of a perfectly reflecttng wedge eibeded In a random sedium. The illum-
inated wedge face occupies the half plane r 1- 0. a - ar. VAn the source io located at the point r -0, a - U,
with the a axiim passing through the edge, hat arbitrary source locations (not treated here) cnn also he
accommoated .

The solution strategy In regions S.4,3 of Pig. 3, wherein the various ray fields are uncorrelated, Is
based directly on the MT background fields evaluated Individually along each ray. In the transitional do-
mains, where various ray fields are co-trelated. we employ the physical optics (P0) approxmiation along the
aperture half plane r t 0, as =a for the forward region I and along the obstacle half plane r )P0, a ar 6
for the reflected region 2. ;QPO fields are known to generate the correct transitional behaviior that
connects Nanotbly In an overlapping region at the edges of the transition none to the 0Th field elsewhere,
The difference between the PO fields end MT fields manifesto Itself at large diffraction angles *aere the
PO edge diffraction coefficient io Inaccurate. All results involve far field approximations that require
observation distances frve the edge to exceed the correlation length In.

Vs begin with the forward transition region 1 (seea Fit. 3) and the Rirchoff (PO) approainst~ion to
establish the corresponding initil * tconditions in the aperture plane at a to~.i the statistically iso-
tropic random mmdiii. vith homogeneous background, the solution for the TICF with Initial source condition

rC.a 3 rje(j,i), and scaled transverse sum and difference coordinates* (r, + r2)I~ ) *k(rl -rv2%
as well as range coordinate;- CVIn.i5 (Moo See. 111).

d- d i21 *00-ý Jx(ý N epk t akO k - nC

(2') -11 
n

0 (56)

X expiTpv)J

where i.(;-0) . ~ 2 (,)sp-r) For line source excitation at ;0 -- 5 ; r - ,~ - (k/Ao)6(;). 11

being the source'"trength. Usinj% the solution rOi-idir in the plane Erallows us to establish the
Kirchoff initial conditions rt,(;.;.;r) for Psgion 1,

ritsp~e~r) -t~p - r(57)

where the transmission function In the jrane~ h afpaei ~)0 or 1 for r 0 ad r 0,
respecti'TjYL Then the solution r2(p~s,mz) form ýj, mr in legion01 IIs &Iven by (2) with r~e(Pqrpae

t(.-0at J%-sr. This yields the transverse average Intensity distribution 1(rfj)
i-O' . ion 1. W~hen the refractive Index fluctuations &re emitted, the Intensity can he shown to

reduce to what is predicted by deterministic edge diffraction. The deterministic transition function, a
squared Preftel, Integral til], is generated from (SG) to (37), because of the truncated Integrations. At
the edgs" of legion 1, this solution connects smoothly onto thoer in Regions 3 and 4.

In the backward transitio region1 2, the reflected end incident fields traverse the same inhomogen-
sities so that we must deal with the random fields and the two-point random function (see (118.11 to effect
the corresponding correlation. The total field 13(r,m) at the observation distance al r 5~In region 1 isexpressed In terms of parabolically approximated incident (ui) and reflitcted (ur) figdls 5

U(r,a) -u i(r'z)sp(ika) +ur(r.m)exP jik(m r - a) (SO

Tha wit a -k*, 16) -1and the notation u(r a)5 I the total ZYOP io given by
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(a15,)* 2 (PUt).G3,)

Setting • " 0. yields the rage Intensity dimtribotior.

The isaeint field intonsity in (0) cam be taben directly from the TM rl(;.;,;) it (36). toy the re-
flectd field,..tbe Urehof Iinitial c•nditios ore tomaenietly exprese in tem of the reflection tune-
tim _ ( ) aI-t(r). roe the etflected field ur end the teflected field intensity I, faot lIne source ex-
citation cao be btained using the IiI 7olut=e Of Refs. (12,23 1.

- - - L) , O, (62b)

ad the s i somtric solutioes of the random field propagator 0 as well as the two-scale expansion
solution or the tvo-point reandm field propagator G (dUfa. [18). 1191Y.

Outside teICa . I aW 2. the Incident field striking the edge create@ a diffracted field which at a
"far sn" observation point (o,0) (Several woveleagthe from the Oded) in the forward shedow region 3,ha
the foam

ud(PS) - W I/ (62)1"d(•) (•_ /• .b(Od,*i;n.k)sxp(iko) •(=

Mord, uU is the Incident field value at the edge (r-0, a-8r), and D(%,S11O.k) is the edge diffraction
coefficlent t201, with t, and a describing the Incidence., observ*tion, avd wedge angles, respectively
(se Fig.3 ). The form of b(;%O I;ak) is obtained frm the canonical solution of wedge diffraction (20].
To calculate the average intensity, we propagete the TiC, 1'2 (me (1)) from the edge to (0, 0) along the

single edge diffracted ray. In the engular spectral domain defined by r2(;, ir-•,(;,a.a .(-;;),

whetr the spectral variable ; can be interpreted as a "slope parameter" (see Fist. 1,3) with respect to the
reference ray% we epresr the initial condition at ;O am follows

q D(S(. D( + - - 1 2 , € ten'
1
X . (63)

n

wheQt 11wýuuiui• Is the intensity of the incident wave. Substituting (11) into (2) and setting pr, s-0,
we obtain for the intensity distribution in region 3,

This result reduces in the abomsec of refractive Index fluctuations (1,, 0) to T(Z-F) -b(-/)
(Qwni), which to in atsgemnt withwhat one finds from deterministic 0Th.

The field In region 4 differs from that in region 3 only through the additional presence of the inci-
dent ray field (as Pit. 1). Since the two ray fields are uncorrelated because their propagation paths
sample different portions of the msdium. they can he treated Individually (individual treatment here and
It region* 2 mad S applies directly when ur of a pulsed source or directional receiver allows isolation
of distinct ray arrivals). The intensity at the observation point is accordingly

- (u?(4) )s xp(iko1 ) +ud(p 4 )wxP(ik(#t +oa2 ))

x I ui(P,).2p(-Ik¶) +Ud(P 4 )exp[-ik("r+ 0)]

- Lt(P 4 ) +Id(PN) + "u1 (P4 )Y'. ud(N4)' exp(ik(o 1 -02 -. ,)1

+ ftd an xpuik(t+ 02 - al)) (63)

The direct and diffracted field Intensities can he calculated by propagating the direct and diffracted co-
herence functions slang each ray with corresponding initial conditions. The average fields tabk the fore
(10-12)
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*ewe a(r,a) is the Solution fot the field is the eboofee of fluctuations, Sad at Is the total disastee
trawereed by the IVyfree Boome to ebeerse. "ahew conseiderations appl1 to the field to regie I
jorovided that eee Includes the reflected tay field, thick looks like an incident field originating at the
inage aemuce locatiet t a, at .a*ef.

to a were comprehenive treatmet by the "athere. which aleso Illustrate@ various itmet&I considerations
tbat will play a role is other propagation and diffraction problems. the analysis eamrieed here has beum
lowevlised to arbitrary esuro. b~eotle..
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Source plane Reflecting wedge

Fig. 3

excte wdg. dret ry. -- efecedAy;--ede dffracted ray.
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j DISCUSSION

A.N. Ince, TU
As one increases the complexity of the GTD by, for instance,
combining rays and modes in guiding channels, does one not come
quickly to the point where GTD loses its validity? How can one be
certain of the validity of the solution obtained in complicated
environments?

Author's Reply
The reason for GTD is to cope with complicated environmonts. In its
range of validity (1'high" frequency, etc.), GTD Is probably the most
versatile computation intensive algorithm, which is based on a cogent
physical parameterization of the scattering properties of complex
shapes. When an environment contains waveguide-like features, local
modes are the natural physical observables that describe propagation
within it. If very many modes are required, then the most effective
description involves a self-consistent combination of rays and
modes. Just as for conventional GTD, one must establish the validity
of hybrid ray-mode schemes by comparing with well computable
canonical test problems. If the test problem is properly
parameterized, the solution can be extended away from the canonical
structure into a more general domain. The key is the choice of the
relevant canonical problem. The task is not easy, but neither are
the problems themselves.

A. Ishimaru, US
Some years ago, we made a study of fluctuations of radio waves from a
spacecraft when the ray path went through the Venus atmosphere where
considerable ray bending took place because of the large gradient of
the refractive index. The turbulence of the Venus atmosphere then
created a change in the equivalent Fresnel size and a change in the
temporal frequency spectra. We used the weak fluctuation theory to
explain this; however, your theory may be able to explain this in the
strong fluctuation region.

Authoros Reply
We do not know, at present, to what extent our theory can account for
strong fluctuations. Test calculations will have to be performed to
assess the range of validity of what we have done so far for strongly
refracting background media.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION 11

SURFACE SCATrRING

by

AIshimaru, Session Chairman

The first paper of this session was presented by SA.DeSanto who gave a review of multiple scattering theories for rough
surface scattering. He presented a summary of the conventional perturbation and Kirchhoff methods and then proceeded to
give wo overview of several modem techniques, pointing out a need to consider larger height variations and smaller correlation
dirmances. It was pointed out that while coherent scattering is fairly well understood, incoherent scattering needs further study.

The regions of validity of several rough surface scattering models were discussed by R.JPapa in the second paper.
Physical optics and geometric optics were considered as well as perturbation theory.

Models of image texture were discussed by Luttrell in the third paper. Certain statistics of the image and synthetic images
were generated by the Monte Carlo method.

AX.Fung presented a scattering model for forested areas by means of a circular disk model for leaves, and a finite
cylinder model for branches which compare favourably with measured data.

The representation and simulation of clutter textures were given by Oliver in the last paper. A correlated gamma-
distributed cross section model and a simulation of correlated random textures were then compared with data.

1'
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'by'
you. A. Bleauto

Cases* tot Vav* Mousesee

Colorado Ihheel of -lais
46l461. Ue

A review of multiple flatteries. theories will be proeeeed with eposif is application to seatterieg
ferný Mouth nurfsee. This will 'imeldas the lialitlemio. advantags sen an ng of validity of both
tua-ditleowlatbgds owel - as -the Kirebboff And perturbatien methods as wall as a disesemion of' modern
891h4000 .The letter Implode doe eaposeeed 440gtsg nethed4 (istegral equations). tie smtethis; method. the

eteheeie euter renfee epreseb aid the !pawtial Nothod. Use rtotr two outetsb N00 Skw ab aaOgte in
the. theory it w~ V4prOpagat1UIen tinrdi "dile. I%@ letter wethad to analogous to a method developed by
we few meetterisg from periedic anrfeeee.

te stress what we toss the, mederm .atheantioel approach to these Problems. Is this approach the
ozeset etoeheetie integral equations are used to develop equations on aveages of the field quantities.
nhe two most promisest equations, are the byson equetien so the first moment of the field. wand the boeth*-
lalpoter equatien on the seeond moeant. For bampaogeno serfaee statistiecs. the former yields the
66oherent SPeoulAr seattfriagf. sad the letter Yields the 1201010262t scattering. Formally, both as* be
expressed exantly in the $come. that all orders of multiple scattering are Isoladed. but. is order to be
solved. meet be approaimated. The Dyson equation, has team solved is lowest order approzination, and
illustrate$ the sceessity of using multiple seattariag teehniqoes to describe coherent soattering. The
situation, with the Both@-galpeter equation, however. Is sot nearly so well understood. snd the difficulty
Of flisding appronimatien teehniques for this equation will he discussed.

a. aims acmmu gggll
When seometic, oleotroageeotie or elgStie Waves impinge on a rough Surface, several effects Gas

possibly take place. DOe is reflection. whisk masifests itself In a specular return of om, or all of the
incident energy. A ~esood is seatterieg. which can include relotiosto and refers to the proeses* of
es"r17 Is Other than specular dircetione. but still existing on the came side of the surface as the
incident ener217. A third Is transmission. whisk is scattered ceergy ocoeurriag on the side of the surface
oppoite to that of the incident energy. A fourth is the seretiom of waves which travel along the
surface. i.e. surfew waves. mad decay in a dictation orthogonal to the max surface. This is true
whether the surfaces are the ocaga. toierrain metals or rocks. On yet another dimessional scale. It is
trse for atomic hoeam scattering from crystals. The reason it is true is that the roughness or surface
height h gcals@ to waveleegth %. The paracceter kh where k - la/% Is the waweumebor occurs as aon of the
important dimensionless Parameters of the scattering Problem. Roughness, therefore. depends on
wavelength. A aimple geomotrisel sirginet cean confirm this sand also describe whet happens when a plane
Wave 1ncident St angle 0 Interacts one, with a rough serfage end scatter% In the specular direetion from
it Ill. For example. a ray or plane wave Incident at angle 6 (from the sormal) strikes a roughened
surface. If it scatters only once the additional path length it onpeuiences (as Opposed to a wave
striking the flat surface) is erpressed as a phase differoceo

A, hkcose 1

corresponding to the vertical (a-dirootion) projeotioss of the down- and up-going transit of tho wave in
the surface well of height h. The n-component of the field which in single scattered from this surface
cas he expressed as

In exp(Itkooss + iAO) *(2)

where a ie the Ryeyleg-Frossel reflection, coefficient [li. If h is a stochastic quantity so is this
scattered field in q1.4l). Its average aver the ensemble Of surfac0 realizations, denoted by theS symbol 3
is formed by multiplying 1q.0l) by p(h). the probability distribution of h. and integrating from -0 to -

g104e 3 and the Phas" tern in a are deterministis quantities the average or what is termed the coberent
scattered field Is

(a) *3ozp(iskoose) a enp(Lup) .(3)

The aVerage Of the Phase tern depends on p(b). For *couple. if pMh is a~ Gaussian. the average Is just
the two-way Pouriar trausforn of P(h). which Is a Gaussian.

a osp(lAO) - eriC-2l5 )(4

where Wage~os0 is the Rayleigh roughness Parameter with a the rms heigt. The result can be interpreted
as as effeetive reflection soefficelet a enpC-lI1i for the soberest sea~ttered field, or as as odditional
decay of the coherent field due to cstrfac toughness (3.41. The remaining cenergy seattere iate other them
"spelot Angiec. or into what is termed the Iacoherent field which we discuss later, to compute the
lettor lawelvos nultiplying the raudom quantities together end then averaging to coastruet higher ordert
field momnsts.
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no 4-o2edal o o Is on th e simplest whitc eGas don faee tluh faverage seattering. The

mae.O It is as gigle. am that Wattles acm be dstiatly perfermed. ia that It is a local field
2"pb4084t4a61. This It obvious If the lueidet field Is a say isens Ugly a least wonh*Urc ges is
ilienetOd. Is fast it is jut plt ln oIttIAIaa. lee *toflmato pis wiave ineLdoot me a abwded

filat sfeso tshe legality is a swIt of tho Asomentles of the datttoesd (spherieal) SUonen wavelets all
e0mlbiagl Auto a *eIsolaa plas wvose 96eb9Ui| l a toh operlaor saale. Whae we disease mes realistic

seattoui aodels, the legality property LI the detemaltostie aoes La lot.

these geo three Impeotant me@al lemgthe fee aro**e eseatteriug. L (We k). a (as h) which ia a
vertical coisc, cad a hbeisestal seale L. Pee a datetsuimitle periodic surface. L La the peried. Ier a
setaistieal *tftsee. L is the esoreolatLe diteteso. that distaste over e whls the surtfae becomes
statistlially significantly different. It Le usually takes ma the ia vael" of the Voreslatien Nometian
daiaed below. Strietly speaking. we have asscred that the susface iL IcateOpiO. so that we only hbe" a
single hoeremntal *emle ie8gth. Thd seeed Important dinensienless paerneter whieh then atises L the
aOlsp. OIL. aleis Las purely goeuteoesl qassntity. idoepeadat of wavelength. Pat surateee with shellow

qsIa._ 6404. appeaL ao' d.o o 1 m family vdulatiag es havis arg5lse radiau of curvstute. $1last
",•qsraiJ• |e on, t y alth they mA "-m be loeal theories. The KIf eobehf theory ismewseod
belie Leap .uu~o ef s=he.-1ieel elhlt ostteWt. hoie . The intuitive t a•tm for thiLs s that fae a

gautdulti . euftmwee. loceall]* p!e rslely reflesting *os5o trvereeing a de.mtloeal path will met
lft0y cat uflleet egf mpethore safsee point. Nsaloeelity Ls moseoee•y to tace slte aoeset the fact that

the full scattering oetseLta eof umo local aros disteibuted meoass the sueft*e. me st be added
teoether te yield the totl scattered field. Foer aoeres* wLth late elpsea or heights (ke) as the oeder
of oe. waves ea tcpped in the wells cad are multiply seattered. Is theme limits a paeely geometrieal
theeoy become Iatrmetable sad msaloesl wave theoretical methods such as intesral elastlo& are osod.

A further eteokhatio doseriptila of the @getsse uces the coreletion futetion C(st) where ts - (a.y)
is the tresveoee ooerdiests two-vester. It is defined as

eSC(zt)- S h(t) h(z t) * (5)

where the statistical aversling indioeted by I opsertes c0 ovoeYthiag to Its rtaht. It 1i expressed as a
fuction anly of the differense of coordinate depsadoenee of the heilht toem. The aseumptioa is that the
$Urfa@$ Is statistieally bomogensous oa statistieslly treasletiosally fnvarsimt. Not all uerfraes satiety
this property. but no gencaus statistics oomplicate the deossiptian conesdersaly wed we do not
consider them bore. The louriez tanstform of the coarelatian funotion. the speetral function, often
appeaes. It is defined by

stt) " sjj C(rt) •op(-ikt',t) dut

Foe iseotropic nefeoe statistics. analytical oorrelation feactiosa sash as a Gaussian

C( t) = Oxp(-X:/L*) . (7)

axe often sed fee theoastioel purposes. Peactical spectra however have both a laoer end upper entoff, to
sglar d epndease (saisateapy) and often appear to fall off ns a power of the weveounber.

2. 1 menJ 21001

For mall height values. the boundary condition on the rough surface nam be expanded In a power
series is h (I). For oSemple the Dirlihlot boundary condition (for a perfect csooudtor) is

( -Ih) i t s, - (z.y.hb) * (8)

Nopandilg thin condition inas Taylor seriec about h - 0 snd droppiac tons of order hs and higher yields

lVrt.0) + k ((t.) - 0)

wheme to this ceder of approrimntieo. the aotael derivative is sppsoximated by the e-derivative. If h is
a readam qnuatity. we expand the field otas a Mass (sohbeest) part a# cad a stochastio (inooheNent) paet a

I -Bi+ 0 . (10)

Averaging cad some algebrnis mosipolations yield a bonadery seodition relatinl the coherent sad imoherent
fields

a I 35-h k / (11)

asd a seeond boundary eandition on the Lshoberent field gives by

These boundary eoudlties soefloot the lnterwelationohlp between soberest and ineoherent fields whise is
alec present eff the beundsry. We have already nMatonod the desay of the hioerest field. aid the faet

* that tsh enorgy nouples Inte the Lcohehrent field.
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"meeas aw• e s•ib i . d astol a Vpalsio ditiveetheloomeslme be ueii to derive a
age-level Ie d- NNYsaitI• e s field. 1 boom b weltive Is Of 1"466 typ Isthat

it imeelvese both ee field and its .- desivative. Bllee the penrtubetiec analysis yields effeetive
*homest bevade8y conditieoe eM the flat ausfteo 6 ehereat field eupseelem is tome of plame imstdost mad

esittered waves ass be weittes as

a I(t) - em(oih" 24) [ oa•(e b * 3 + Ia III J • (11)

when the efreetvre aefloeties coefficient I gau be niettsm as

Ift)see* - It (14)

with I aom-leaelly related to the oereletiomn fsotle as

-lktl " "• 1 j * _ *(I ) C(rtt exp(ilt.rt) dt. ()

The theory is mom-louel mad lavelvea some multiple setteriag due to the portctbtiom aSilysi. The form
of the eorreletieo functioa limits tie domain ot the istegraed in lq.(l$) to the regiom about rt " 0.

The Iuoeborost intensity at the field point a (stz) Is lives by

a wea l* - I k.-' [~t'j- MeIk: - kt)

whers I ic the ratio of urf&*ee ereo illmiueted divided by 160a, e(a) is the msucte (resoiver) kaillS
above a mea plume. le(t') the radial distasee true soure (resoiver) position to come mean point zt
withia the illamimted ars. U is the paetral fusetios defined in Rq.(). sad ki and ki the horizontal
eomposests of the scattered and iseideat wave vestors defined by

k ke (xt-1 t) ([t-[ )*+ ' . (17)

cod

+ k i xe (13)kt [a, t + o (t

It eos be seem from 24.(l6) that is this approximltiom the imeAokerat intesity Is esenitive to only a
MiSglO spe09r01 eompouSt Liven by the dife*rotes betwest Incident Gad scattered wave vectots. Brass
ecattering s50 be derived from this result (6).

As we prevlously etated. perturbation theory involves ame multiple secttering. This is obvious
clmse is perturbation "cry we *as coust the interactiens witk tIe auofae by Govsti8g the amber of
times k o*ects Is formalism. The ioseherest latesaity for euamplo is telated to the spectral
function. which M is exprosseod sela **seond ordor tome in h. This mass that the theory is
restrieted to emal! value of kv as the order of 0.6 171. oasormalisetion methods son be used to exteod
this somewhat 18).

3. mM , MINO An mEX a ICmu

In order to e•press the multiple isteractioo5 whisk ass *aevr at a very rough surfaee s mest resort
to mNo rigorous mathematies usles dreew's theorem. The procedure is to use Groesss theorem to write
Istegral ropressutatioac of the field In terms of surface values. and then to find the surface values
usimg integral equatiens. The method ass be seod for both perfetly reflestiml problems (whisk we
illustrate here) as weil as tramuIasiom problems. We illustrate the Nthoed briefly as 6 $ealor problem
[I0 alass it is simpler. The eloetromagmotie rosults are presented in (101. The field quantity showe the
surface a h can be written for spherioal wave incidenoc frem a sourve Point &. also located above the
surface as

TariT t 1 ,- l ) 4 -'- J

where

O cp t[ he U3-~II/4.I e (20)

Is the fre epee @"sales fwncties. ategratic is esof lad to the ough aortaoe*, ad a' is the
surface WoOml. U both I snd its , • derivative on the outafe weor kneem quantities. the relation
Uq.(13) would sag" to fix the value t point & IA the field glaes 60 Is erpileltly hoeos. Theose re Is
pgnoal oat smeog and smta be foud uaias integral equatioee discussed below.
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Omni AgsesOIust waelssiam of ibis %buggy age wostfu. ons a aiuihiet besmdavy sedItlAes tU
el~suemptisDegrees *semdeet") we hove ase field vealcehhe n am boundary

who eh"YIs eameed toa the sam of ImIdeus point seuree pigs $settee*& field. sad the semil

This Is what happeus at a plea* islerfese sad the $*Estimaistionubhe. Is int"Nputed 4s bappealss as a
pleas with a tilt ft local teapoat &et*l and is later"#d teaso the teageot pleass approxiatiea. &Toral
versions ef this are available with as additional appeouimationase the aSemil derivative the three axis
aeae yield an expression fer the esetftered field as

There

15 (14)

d0peadiag eam the Tezale. Of the theegY VMSe. The first VOrsie. ea% be derived here 88asia 348.19), (21)
sad (22). Ush seesead version is due to Robert [41 sad Is resiptseal amiga the istetohaue ft6 Okfi.

A tull gases far both fields with plsea wave lasideaseei ean be written (voies the teageat pleas
eagtmat above) as

gad

with I the sefLeetie, eeeffieieat. This is referred to as the Kirebbotf approximetisa. Is the far field.
t8 heemse a spbeaisal Buygeas wavelet with soplituds A (a - 1u0)

f5 - A(*, .$,) eap (Ike*) / 4w . (21)

with *aM #ad On h iseideat sad seatterig eangles. The amplitude sea be written for a .as-diaeasiosal
surfage as

A(~0~ ik. IJera (-ikre* - ikeh(s )PO (b - sh ) a (28)

whoet

so elsie, - sins, 09 -ae + @*~se~a (

a- ese, + Geiv~ e, * O b -sosts - S goes, + .O (3O)

The regatios A is also trgefeted to to the sarfass isterastion, fuseties. It will resew Is our discussion,
of multiple seatteriag below as will teoshiques to averaes It. more. both the teapoat Vilea sad xKiashott
revolts aer asa-loesi results siage they involve a giggle latetastion ever the setfee$. Noewser, note
that. unlike pertarbatiou theory. the surface hight b asseuts Is the phase rather then the amplitude (ase
is Perturbatien theory). This was similar to the earlier discussion whete we wrote the simrple ray
scattering result as a phase path variability.

we have illustrated above two wase of approzimatiug the surfasee valve s Inordet to calculate the
total field from Eq.(19). tigoeosely. heever, these suraee valves east be found is a self-seasisteat
mamo*ase solutions of integral equation* m. the ertfsee. As as sexale at how to osetrste see of the
equatiass. uheasa Sb bounadry seadities gk.(2) is 14.49). The sesaltiag field gogresesatltea Is thoa
differentiated Is a Vewssl digsetion MAd the limit tabsf as the field point a appmebees Ah a ues
Peint. The &Great derivative of the free apses Grown's fuastlom * hae a diesemaisuity iu this limit.
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This "a. be treated either by lasesisel mass. 1111 of wein distribution thane? 191. no. reateli the"

imeegmnl ~J eqnte qeecdhn

wAen V is passipeilavtm V6&1 th aseemosi deaiwative at g' esla~ted an the euriasteefr bothtvatlables
19.A tat .ldsztm-el Athe as sa iniegrel equation is a neltiple s0atte00m6 selatiea. b1te that it we

seglls*% the tatogrel tern is 34.01) we Just removal the apgeolmimtien aqd-M. In this menst the
selatlea of the fall ""uties builds *a the approximatles. &salegost istegral equations sea be found
u*sin the bard (TO eltetresmagntie) tieftavy ewities

Is- addition. if a linear embilosien of the field tat its sermal deriwetive vanishes me dhe hooseuy.
further istegres eqmontln gee be tomen. This is telled to ingedqnee Or Leootevieb boundary geeditite

The above boundary seaditifts Cofer to perfestly refleeting problem& vnd legal b*una&97 sonditiosks.
The above equations sas also he satisfied with mw-Ilegal beesdary senditien. Rquatime (19) wee derived
for the field anfd some. peinte abOWe the 4u1faM. It the field Point A it below the surftee*- the Ihe of
at. (l9) vanlshes and we get

0 *(~.a) * f[ 5 (& rh) , val - 4(rh) TV., Ll) do* (8

where we #leaes that & is reetrieted to the Talmo below the maurfas. The bounadry ecadition, io a volume
besndary eesd1*it:- oal von-lesat ai.&ss it esntaina as inscrsatien, over the surfaee. It als%* involves
both the field wed its normat derivative en, the aurftae and is pregisoly that boundary ostaitaos, Satoh
extiaguiehes the Ineidest field below the surfase. It is galled as osteuded boundary mendition or
ertizatiou theorem 113-171.

In esae the rough surfseec is really as istert agE separatist two different media (two filids, two
diolostriec or two olawtie media for onungew). Groess' theorem seast bo Saod separately is seeh me-en.
surfasg limits are them mood to fied coupled integral equations for the avurfage values of the filt. and&
the normal derivative U8S.l91. With an assets on the reproesetation of the field in either regime (really
the full Uressam function af the probing) it is Possible to derive a single integral equation satiefited by
the gencralised seflection, geeffisient 1101.

Ilooetrmagaetitally, if the region above the averfage io ftee* satse. sad that below is a prtfeet
tonductor, we eta represent the asottered elsetrie and usegetic fields is toem of a quantity I related to
the true surface current by the Iacobiaa of then treasformetion between the surface and the flat piame,
[211. They are

VA x 11644 1([; in;(.a? ~ (34)

&ad

where it is tUe harasetristie Impedance of free apace. Asyptotic representations of these equations are
also available 1MS. Is order to solve the equations erectly, the %acrfass value of theoutcarrst must be
fOund using $**facs integral equations. in a direct &soelyg with the esiear results. Nov. however, We
have vooesr ""utimns to solve. There are two vcerions of theseasurfasa integral equations 1281.
dtepeding on the ineident field from which they are derived. If the equation Is derived fram as incident
cleetris field I, It is sailed the eleetris field integral equation (Nilt) sena is an integral equation, of
first hind. It is

*(It) XI (ah? - nve) r5Me) xI a(he ,~) - a ! - go!h 4 ' dat(4

where 2 is the unit urfeo normael. a is sireular froeqcol. mand so is thc free spaec pernittivity. The
lbs Of NO.(86 is IMOen. FNor AS i&§ident 94geetis field In' we pet the magneti field integral equation,
(WUR). an equation of secon tind. It is

Vah - ZIEah
3  I *(at) X1 JJ a(~ Ig~' dr (87)

Shows It is the tirebboff appremibetien

a 1( Ir) xC l1(ah . (38)

Altesrattrely, aurfass integess equeties can be derived on the field valuec. fee simple for a parf*ct
megmctioeacoduoter 1101. Par **grfectly coadnoting Suisse*s either method ct colutiga fat the ourfeee
"emat my be used 1241. Po er eonerfet condutotrs, coupled wstrase lettegrs* equstiess are good to
solve tor thc equivalent elootrie and magmetle surronim on the msurae [as1.



Ike, uprneassistin fet the goottetel field we home dismesel up to w- bag. bass is mewdieste
mau"Mle pasematsties is to *Monaso dhe seauto fesld i as a uegtc af~u apsestel

.epeemses Ibs is oemalets is a oemumiww *lastin Vast spaefteie a the seceteved field. We illustrate
do estw el f at am beaseieaI esfe a. ha m Mat et i ehpt 041. OVA agaite "INt the diseassiem to
co"esm pmmas whit*Dle%& meaca emsthe the, ileettemaptis riesut an evailabls t291. ae &I**
Illeetrousths result@ fee a ~u istestaso aoemeatial two different fluid* Vith leasitiem Pa and Pa. OVA
emS'" O ase a tomw asn h ml Its) all of wbiab mae sostealt. Doegiem 1 is abmue the ontos..
Rm el misn I ?6lG. lz mmbeegemliag letuegsstie peeim tois eistemfa*es senistial tie diffevest

The fields Is s twe teguiosn satiety lificeestiel equstimes at the fton (5 w 1.1)

nSta n gim twe. isdase Is esalif 1. go sago literately %owese the astatered field as a plese save
opeeceal oethesit Of esawlp~eof Owes vbere thM highest s"late easUsalee. Ibis is beseume of the
117l6i1k bgithetis 1211. Met this is all we used. Pee a I no him) (tests& A). the seistiws is

W2081 - 9 *30 emi[ ,(Qa-oa) J (P *u~pcp[ ika(pm + me) I do (40)

whet. the iUSilesi Piano Off* is aSOMliSel cc N. 6 a ia do. $ee 00OI. Whetn 0, is the ifteldeat eageg.
sea p' +*0 I with laes) 10 sandlots) kI . The aicettel amplitudcesA(p) ans %Mhama. Selow the lamest
Gottf1e4c emanaesie. a mis him) taegiec 3). the selucies is

%(mIa - n $)c. il (as - 4m) dop (41 D

theme Is Is I5 WA 1 01 Aa 0e . 30(j) 1 0. Ibis 90111iee is Partly leum-alg avesy.. The amplitudes
Nop) ass, the *ebe webmewas at the pseblm.

If we i aedc s metiaoseu salegee et also% feetiosse is both goieast (jest w- "al dm cisug
plane wae, sttess hse"). Son sewat antes's theearm is both rolieo*. sed usee eetinsity waslitiess at the
istectf se we eag Gsmive feurent emeeeaticets. I"s flrst twoeyildl the zepsenesatietiss of the amplitudes
as

Alp) th~Im) I: P[ h p(s) J a) xe[ su -ikatm hMR) 4 pm) Is an (43)

sea

O(W) =(kaI4*q) J [q + ph*(s) j p' p(a) - Ira Iis)J empI[ ih,(q hit) - is) ids . (43)

is teams Of the leaSitY ratileo *Pa/ th e w amber ratio a a h,lks. cVA the ihe b aora s$ms field
Vat) and Its somused erivatiwe (a:). These lattee usa sl tomere thc $mailed equatiefte

Ste-P) - ih/4u3) a *Ph,(s) I F(s) N Et) I emp I ik, tmb~s) - pm) I Ia . (44)

0 f- - ph.(a) J ' (s) + z7*D(s) ea I si( ks iqh~a) + pm) I as *(45)

Oacse the woef see value san Imeam. the amplitsmes sag be linaetly ~e~tod trem 24s. (42) sal (41),t secam
their swssagec (whoem absolute square yields soerhest intensity) se s veasaca c pmedet te (isoehemet
intessity). sete. all of this preswigemes we cea m eete or approxmiate the volagem valves.

We havestmatioede stablstieal awevegift **Sia the Operster a briefly already. the basis problem of
"SOseeressc sagittarius femn a ausdem suettee* is to relate the statetimstisc the solagee to the

istaiaties at the field. Pea the ouagsee. the basis %%entities age the prebebility deasity ot usofas$
beighes plb). ites, oegace as a $aussita. gad the screteatiem rotation sq.(l). or its ovaries, teamst ers.
the "astraetwasitiec. ft.(lI.

There sve etc spprsebees to tioiaig the averaca properties et fields Ot inemmts ef fields. Owe is te
trust the suds..m seattieria as psetwmlieg Itm a geliceties at selmtal sweats. sash of Ohioh is Samo
to yield the mentioned field. Pea Gnawps. the eeatiesd field is unities so
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so. ~06eed by assignig various probability densities to he amplitudsta~ and phass. L. mm thus
taftblate the "$gifts$g prohmhiii d"soities fee IS$ its ampitude or to phase 1329 This is
Straightforward lamea & gely pbosbU litletis "ma", %a$ it Is dil ioult to &*Ims' Obe As and 16to wealm
ages oeepesrim OMM SG "Ab S nhe sdoba gawlide little insighet taleth absgsing. A esaeen ap eb, is to

* ereefum abs onto"" Hldas aums Integral cowe s ten$=fees missn 4164as bhem" asem have diseneased
abhes. Tbs urtlass fiels olvenutes them, Mase to abs Physies. Solam t*fe bel of10 avstesstsmn. ab.
Oftease ftisatl. servee s to epageths sbeantse* offset met to the tioid Point. Pst sceegle. ws sould
generally eviftas theatemoaed field as

a (a) -1 IJ ~(. 16) A 1%j) eat (

in tombs of a kernel 9 and a asurasse value AL lbs ditifflty whish sclises beetIsi thus ahe avensalga.
Ishab M Ad Al ago eteebantis questioase. OVA aveogimal IS yields abs average al the p~asint of teane 1no.
usabam, iseality watm we *ean Is just the aven#& at me~ At. Sines Als toirelted to is me the sdasfa. we"aersate a bistasseb of ""utie"s 180). This histarehy meat he hases, or weolded an aea wa? is swdet t:
PTAt the PROVIDE I &notatable term, Vb Uisages amf scheme. Wbish ds this 1111t.

6. &-4PM 911ULM DSM1m. Am i

In additaon ts the epsetral &ppasaeb disenesed tm Use. 4. a sureris tasmaserm apposceb ao derivable
fleemtly from the eeaimme meesthods we be"aysdiseneed. lbes eeattsred part go of the full Grmen's

Iometioa ler Gbs leogo wanrtase *estimate Problem sem he written as the eation tiao a Lippesns-Ueheinspr
intsonal eqmatiefa as

U(~.k)* V~4) Ah- fit T(11.) Aq- j)Ge) O *(km " dk (t

whets Y is called the vertma remotioneant is del 1usd by

ag .-- A (49)

whots p represents the couehy peiagipal Tel"e. sead A is the versionat efUq(S wich arises fer two-
dimensional vanthase. and whene a partial istogration mt the Stepe tom has hoes peal snsi. (Pee it - I we
fonelide all slepe. gand let q a 0 the siege tons drop.) It is lives by

A~ 8mp- b ) Ij t (50

Wbs twisting A is the enly latstien whish expligitly esousias the outlages height, and it asetst Is the
Phase. Ot emerge so in thereby a lumetiom of b aleso. This Is a1 thres-dinseiostal integral "neation but
with estaistisal averaging (tow b~gseses statiatise) useon reduce, the result as a o-dinensionat
"squotis. 11as at the toes in 114.08) ean he eives a diesgatic Interpretation anmlsgeam as Payouts
diagrams. and it was with this aid that the roesuts helow Vere seiginsili &*lived 11.9.l13.

Is gredat ts disemase the averaging. MISS the integral operator synbolimally as

sem that 11.(4) ma. be writtenscymholimally as

TA +?LAI (53)

god this bog a frmual solution by Iteration gives hy

bmho esmrrurtem at the interesties torn A. which *estate*s the surface height h io the phase. Smn be
Isterpreted nas a single ggtlcce imaoramatis (is a different Seese than gerturbatles theory where the
inteacetiems couda he laeslled by pomseg of the en"fees height essurrimg ia the amphiteds).

To tem abe even&*e of 11.08) (as got Mhe eseerest secaterod field). or abs averages ofli5 times its
~ 0en g ma ceubte (a. get imeebsawsm iantesIty) "g mast hema bee to ferm warerags of predwets a1 A
inctioms. Pee Sanecian, height stetistime, do average of a single A-loumtise Is just

I AVQ IAS%) -(246 Mat) 1(ka) (34)

where is just the Pourcier atramslem of ths Probability density ounstion
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Fse too lntestletlsI we ane *iuster devempesitisef toeeheiqes

Ea MadAtka) a (h 5 )d th, 4A (a Oh,) 1 (96)

*0ted S 6u a *wmse'twe-teteaset iso2 f etiOSS A ftwieb i""lvs ths sertelatiso lumties. Facially the
moseea on. amde a ou usaget. b16osse si %e hsGottesman statietse'. a treusuteo deust rotation
saises. be is Eq.(34). This is sustoefemay erdet. and the intern of thette-ieis i q()
violas a one-dimensksnal sequatis tertshe *asttacks@ amplitude 1(t) vivo& by

1(t) - Ivt'.-l) + vtf.t) 1(4) 1(t) at M 37

whets R As the Pontiac treustef omf the 41"a's ea astion times the prissipal Val"s tern

MIt) lie w) f'- s)P4 (34)

and V is an stfisits series .t tone

lhott WO have ORPligitly lietel Only ft- It we 009109t the Autegral ton IS gq-(57) Sel opprsaimte W by
;,the realities Iatensity is

I - tTM I" eupF-4 1') *(40)

Walh is Ajust tbe eshberest field Aessy we illustrated Simply is Usee. 1. Rot V apprezimatel by a, and the
lategral toer usoludel isto (S) the resulting singular Antegral equation hac been solede somerieclly
[32) ccl the results sompared to beth avsestls sod eleetroasuagtie asatterieg date (111. The aisicoarslt
Ac the osenidarable improvement is the eseatteralu nscults aver these ef single sessteuiss. This anliestes
the neseesity of sagig multiple leatterics teshniques is order to Goseunt for experiuesatl lets
pertieslarly when the curiae. is very flesh.

The Fascist trusts=m at h-sapse sethod we hae" deesribed is this teaiet son s beoosd fet either
detetuilsetisor ataem cuSeats$$*. There is as alternative steshestis Feurive tSaransom toebmique which
has bMay, developed to treat parely eandam Surfaces 1241. There are, two hey steps isnthe proeersue. The
first is to deslds whish stoohastis variables are Importaut to the proesse and are thus goius to he
Asyolved In the avregsiss. For enemple. nurfees, hsight. curiae. slopes. ancestor*&. *to.. ane peatibis
steehastia variables. The "goad step i s no &te that the average of a atoehastis variable see be written
as the convolution of the Fourier traesf em of the variable and Its Probability density founties. The
Antsgral equatiosm whish sae #*riwed have dimensionality Wehishepend@ 05 the smotor of important
stosisutie variables. lbs "leadeurs is still formal. Rosetat progress Ac is (33). I

Am alternate method of selusties, of Uq.(41) is the smoothing "ethod 136) Originally develoeds to treat
preopagaties three*h continuous rasalem media. The method sonsists An writinsgoS as an averag (soberest)
term pilul a fluetuatiag pact

Substituting Rq.0(1) into Eq. (48) taking the avoerag of the result aoo *"btreating It from the original
sqisetien yields the ameethieg integral equstios 1341 on the soherest field

%vingEsa (O sod (51). sad the letinitiou of the mouthing "ass operator

Me*WA + LM ~ LA - n]av[ A -u . (93)

aS

A teom by tae sm eariven of this mess operator Sith the soeorsfooelis mess operator for the Osmanatel
&iagrae method (541 yield% equality fee the first two terms sad inequality for the remaining torns.
FOormalY the *amonoted &I&g*= terms have en advantage An that their transeforms vanish asypopttioally (to
that they are resily Pourer twamsfcamasb). Fraotie@4ly meo" at the higher wadet terms have bees
evaluatel. hoeover. to it is set sloe. whet physical sessequesoes they doeseribe. or *het the lii ferenes
between the two approzimatiems m*ace. The smoething Method has resently been applied to the sassistrough
curiaso problem with a variety of boundary **Saltless 1531 sod to the slaetnmgmaiot ease of a perfect
senductor 13d).
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Is to sowe have polmeullp dlcoesead the empaoetlem of the soerhest field. Although the istesta1
"smatime assswlbA9 mes"Iet oeetieelve ""3 athueedlinnlmal rte Soe ateehte field, we "as able to
tedomee them it seefesdesieee *ountlet Vohas the too degree@ of flood= available it we seom the
esfease utiotetlee to be hom"Meeon. Im-dimmisma~l Integral equatioes ane esoptable. and
sgpcealmtles metheb are well ume~eted. ft oebele be teWood booewee. tat. If tae haise etatiotiee
see met ~ miemenra the secheoat Astogbel, equatlwe will be ino-darnlm postgal and appse-Imaties,
metbeds ane ""seo el. Doan Asasthe "M-b oalaw seneee the imtiarnto series of sens.e33 which
ceampise the awe sead besse tome ofth Soatepal eusattmn mt. (89). * mt be trumosetd Is was* 1wt so
Matuelyei of equatieon to be solable.

Tie eitaetlee fe the lethe-lalpetec "msles te waoh awe n Aveled. This is the equation whisk to
tsmed %F filet intlt~pawrs the see~ttend field by Ate ~ *ite eecjcsste and then tehias the average ef
the resulting geedast. Par sammo freem 0%.08) we would Remn the orrmatitt

W.ib goa be related to, the Arneehecect Intensity 1311 winheI.. -1 ties the inuouta difeetiom) and
k.1- -4 (tec the ceattered diteetlee) end goes the dispasiown, Rotation As stisfiled. P"irnern the tern
frome 3.08) yields a *sIa-tremalecal latogrel equetlee. beagilq sand the use of imemoeteasa sutfaee
statistics redmee It to a fswe"Iaersomal ""atiesn. whose Deem and keernel tonsarse spain I.1 Ache
00,100. bWO6 As a ttmoetift aMpeSRIatlern these sme POehibitlvelp OQWOB equotlere to -*oIVe
ameeleelly. hgpcomimatiou methedet Celmsede the diecrneimality are dift lewlt to detirno gipoisalip
beausae thop seast be peetemad ever iatemediato states. Although appaemilntiern metbeda are being
paromed. this area at reseaceb Ac an ose Problem.

2. ImffU.

Those an many ether appreeeieo thea the *emswe have diesuoged Am this bref review. Rather thorn
furether 1listheea ben we later te SM reooed lerngthy review paere whene they an listed rnad diseuseed
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DISCUSSION

A.K. Fung, US
Would you comment on the application of the method you used in your
paper for computing Incoherent scattering?

Author's Reply
There were some brief remarks at the end of my paper. The basic
difficulty is the same as that which occurs for any process which
contains multidimensional integration, in this case the Bethe-
Salpeter equation nd that is the inability to find reliable
approximations fU ie intermediate state terms over which they are
integrated.
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SUMMARY

The objective of ttie paper is to examine the regions of validity that apply to the
use of various models for describing rough surface scattering. The first area to be
examined is how a small slope condition allows an integral representation of the physical
optics (FO) cross section to be formed that does not require the high frequency geometric
optics (0) restriction.. Next.. for forward scattering, we consider the extension of the
roughness dependence of the PO scattering cross section (a*) from the case of Gaussian
surface and correlation to a range of surfaces with different height statistics and
correlation functions. This dependence is then examined for the small perturbation
method (8PH) regime as well. Finally, the forward scattering PO results are eatended to
the case where the azimuthal angle, #, 0 0'.

i. INTRODUCTION

This paper considers several topics, all related to the conditions for the validity
of physical optics, geometrical optics, and small perturbation methods as applied to
rough surface scattering models. Conditions are given under which the domain of validity
of some PO sodels(

1
-) can be extended. Quantitative studies are presented comparing the

variation of several representations of the normalized rough surface scattering cross
section, ao, as a function of surface parameters and scettering geometry. Multiple
scattering and shadowing are neglected.

The basic condition for applying PO models is that Rc >> A where Re is the average
radius of curvature of the aurface irregularities and A is the en wavelength. In previous
work(S), we shoved that the condition T >) A (T is surface correlation length) is a
sufficient condition for Rc >> A if the surface slopes are small, but it becomes necessary
as veil as sufficient If larger slopes are not excluded. That demonstration assumed
Gaussian heights and correlation. In this paper, vs will be conce nqd mainly with small
slops conditions. Under the assumption Ic > 1, Barrick and Peeks,;'6 have given a general
expression for a PO a* with no shadowing. This expression Senerslly(1-') has been
evaluated by taking the high frequency limit, k - 2W/A * - (00) which allows decorrelation
of the ensemble averagilg over the height distribution from that of the surface slope
distributions followed by an asymptotic algebraic result. In the present analyses we
show that their product form representationt

U* - I6pqi 2J (1)

is valid without the restriction A + 0, so long as the surface slopes are small (q/T < 1)
and J is kept as an integral form. Here, tpq is the scattering matrix element ., p
refers to the polerisation of the incident wave and q refers to the polarisation of the
scattered wave (horisontal or vertical), J is proportional to the probability density
function of the surface slopes and o is the standard deviation in surface height. Gaussian
heights and correlation are again assumed. This result and the high frequency form are
then compared with numerical evaluation of the general expression for a' for the case of
forward scattering and horizontal-horizontal polarization. For purposes of efficiency
of numerical calculations, the rough surface is assumed to be random in one dimension
only.

Further comparisons are made of the forward scattering PO and SPH a' dependence on
roughness for a range of statistical surface conditions. These results are presented in
terms of dependence on the Rayleigh roughness parameter I defined as r - (2w/X)o (cosmi
+ co@sO) where 0i - elevation angle of incidence and Om - elevation angle of scattering.
Finally, the PO results are extended to the case #s 0 0 where #, is the azimuthal
scattering angle.

2. LIMITING FORMS FOR a'

The application of physical optics principles to rough surface scattering analysis
involves the Kirchhoff integral representation for the scattered em wave where the boundary
conditions on the surface are satisfied by the use of Fresnel plane wave reflection
coefficients(l 7

-). Under these conditions, the Darrick and Peaks(G) generalized expression
for the field scattered from a rough surface (horisontal polarization) is

+i. -- L/2 L/2

s k -Ik ikRo/4wR IoI I L / (C4 . t *iklti-9.] dxdy (2)
Is . bJ L/2 -L12 y

vhere
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it I incident, horizontally polariztd electric field,

0 distance from origin to observation point,

* A. A A

r - xx + yy + C(xy)s - distance from origin to point on rough surface,
A Ai

kiki - unit constant vectors pointing in direction of incidence and
scattering,

Cx, (C y local surface slopes In x end y directions at surface point
C(xy), I.e., DCg/x and 4/lSy,

The factor i(Ii, ;y) is a function of the local normal to the surface and of ja local
Fresnol reflection coefficients at each surface point. Their expression for F1is inorrect
as printed. The correct form is that given by SancarC().

To form the normalized cross section of the rough surface, as, it is necessary to
calculate

o" 1 < 0s* •5> - <ZG>2 (3)

where < • > dehotes an ensemble average ovrr the random variables C, t• x. t y xl. iCyi '
Here, 4 is the random height at point (x,y) and Cl is the random height at point (xlYI).
The general P0 expression (3) for a' involves a tenfold integration over the variables
x, 7, x1, Yl' •. •' (x, (y, (lxl. •ly' By making use of the stationarity of the random
process, this expression can be reduced to an eight-fold integral. By what is traditionally
referred to as a geometrical optics assumption, this result is further reduced to a single
integral form and finally evaluated as an algebraic expression. The single integral form
can also be obtained by making use of a small slope condition. For that case, though,
the final evaluation does not apply. In this section these two types of result will be
compared with the corresponding multiple integral solution for a range of conditions.

At this point, to simplify the general expressions for as and to make numerical
evaluations of a" more efficient, it will be assumed that the random distribution in
heights, C have only a one dimensional variation C = C(x). It will also be assumed
that the scattering takes place in the direct forward direction, so that there is no
azimuthal variation (4, - 0") and that there is no shadowing.

Under these assumptions, and following the development given by Hagfors(6), the
expression for a* may be written as

a' - 2wk f d• coSvxT w(v) (4)

0

where

vx - k(sineI - sines)

T - xl - x2 (separation between two points on the rough surface)

and

n (T) - G(T) - H.

G(v) - 2 f dul F (q) f d112 F(92) f dtcosvC . P3(01,112- , ') (5)
-- R -- m 0

P3 - Trivariate distribution function in height differences and surface
slopes. In addition, C1, ul, and C2,U2 are the heights and slopes of
point 1 and point 2 respectively, with C = C1 - -

P(1) is a complicated function of the slopes Us and is given in the appendix,
as is the form for the quantity M. It can be shown that w(T) + 0 as T C -.

There are no restrictions on the expression for a' given by Eq. (4), other than
the validity of physical optics, T )> A. There are singularities in the integrand of
Sq. (4) but they can be shown to be integrable and the expression has been evaluated
numerically, using quadrature formulas to provide a standard for the two limiting case $4
solutions. For the two sets of assumptions considered here, the expressions in Eq. (4)
and Sq. (5) reduce to the simpler form of Eq.(6) involving a single integration over T:
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0' 2wk FS(mop) fdT cosvxT o [X2 X XI1 (6)S~0
where

X- oXp[-o
2
v2(l -

I- exp(-T 2
/T

2
)

X- exp(-v~o
2

/2)

and

vs - -k(cQ69L + cose0).

The details of the arguments in each case are presented in the appendix. Finally, for
the case where A + 0 and I > 1, the integral of Eq. (6) can be explicitly evaluated
for •° using the stationary phase method 10)t

a" - wkF2(vsp)(T//t)exp(-vfT
2

/4t2) (7)

As indicated, our objective here is to examine the conditions under which each of
these two forim agrees with a direct numerical evaluation of Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) and to
define the regions where one or the other limiting case solution would be preferred.
These results are shown In the first series of figures. Figure 1 shown the variation
in a' me the Rayleigh parameter is varied. In all three methods the slope is held fixed
at o/T - 0.2. Since the slope is small, it may be seen that the single integral (PO)
result is always close to the ttiple integral numerical evaluation (TI), which is olso
close to the GO result when the Rayloigh parameter is large (E > 1). However, as the
Rayleigh parameter decreases, the GO result diverges from both the PO evaluation and the
TI result.

Figure 2 shows the variation of oa for the three methods cf evaluation as a function
of Rayleigh parameter when the slope o/T - 3.0. Here, the values of P0 and TI are not
very close, because the slope is not small. Similarly, even when the Rayleigh parameter
it large, the GO approximation is not accurate compared to the TI result. Further, the
GO result becomes very inaccurate as E decreases below the value - 2.

Additional parametric studies for different slope conditions confirmed that to
obtain agreement between the GO result and the "exact" triple integral values, it is
necessary that the condition of large Rayleigh parameter, C > 1. be coupled with the
further condition that a/T ( 1. This is implicit in the specular point evaluation of the
?terms that leads to the single integral representation for GO conditions. It should
also be noted that the GO result can not be applied close to grazing incidence and
scattering for the condition E > I to be satisfied.

3. FORWARD SCATTERING ROUGHNESS DEPENDENCE

In this bection we discuss an extension of the wall known PO result for the roughness
dependence of forward scattering from Gaussian surfacep to surfaces having other statistical
properties and to those satisfying perturbation regime conditions. The result for Gaussian
height distributions with Gaussian correlation is given in Beckmann and Spissichioo(9):
for a smooth surface the scattertng is concentrated in the specular direction and as the
roughness increases the elevation plane scattoring extends over wider ranges of angles.

The Gaussian surface description has been widely used for its mathematical
convenience(7) but it may not always be a suitable model. Miller at &1(10) have used a
gesal function correlation for sea state conditions, and other forms have been introduced
as well(

1 1
). Irown(

1
2) has suggsted that there could be a fundamental difference in the

scattering from surfaces where the decorrelatod heights are still statistically dependent.
The dependence introduces a noncoherent scattering contribution in the specular direction
in addition to the general diffuse term. The effect of such alternative conditions will
be addressed.

In the discussion, we do not restrict the height variation to one dimension. Next,
we make use of the previously defined product form for a' and note that the terms do
not change with roughness. J is a term dependent on the surface height stati:tico and
the surface correlation function. If we restrict ourselves to consideration of the
effect of roughness on o', the analysis reduces to a study of the behavior of the J term.
In addition to the usual Gaussian correlation we also introduce a Bessel function forms

c(T) - 11 + (r
2

/8T
2

)](r/T) KI(T/T) - (r
2

/T
2

) Ls(rlT) (8)
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For the surface with Gaussian heights, we found that changing the form of the
correlation function did not change the trend of the toughness dependence. These results
are essentially independent of incident angle. The next aspect is the use of the
exponential height ehoracterisation described by BreW(0

2 ). For this case, he ieves
-Jg - JD + J* where the Ji tern represents the additional diffuse power in the specular

direction and

J 2k
2 0 Jo(vxy,)[(l+(2/3)ZS(l-(¶)))-S - (I+(2/3)V

2
)
5
3/

2
3vdT (9)

0

where

v~y - k
2 

[(sin~i - sin~scos4e)
2 + sin2

tssin
2
#s].

trown pointed out that the tern JS, which is Independent of correlation function, depends
on the surface statistics while the general diffuse term is related to the slopes; this
suggested that arbitrary relationships could exist between the two terms JD and Js. The
diffuse scattering ters does involve the correlation function and, In fact, for our two
types of correlation function, the kernel of the integral (9) would be expected to decrease
as the correlation length decreases. The behavior of JD (specular direction) was studied
as a function of I and T. T was decreased as far as would be consistent with the physical
optics constraint T >)X. The JD term in the specular direction always dominated the
corresponding value of JS; Although JD always exceeded JS It does show a dependence on Z
and peaks near a value I > 1. This behavior will be referred to again in the next section.
As a result of this finding, we assumed that JEX - JD and made our comparisons using the
results for JD. These are shown in Figures 3-5.

For surfaces with exponential height distributions, the overall angular pattern of
diffuse scattering as a function of roughness is similar for the two correlation functions;
no distinct difference is apparent between the behavior for this type of surface and that
for a surface with Gaussian height statistics. Thus, in the physical optics regime, the
roughness dependence of the diffuse scattering angular distribution is insensitive to
correlation function, height statistics, and angle of incidence.

Finally, we introduce the scattering analysis that applies for the perturbation
theory case. Here, the height variation, as must be small compared to a wavelength
(kos < 1) and the res slopes must also be small. This Is equivalent to the condition,
as/To < 1, where Ta is the associated correa;ji#n length of the small scale heights. For
this case the cross section is given by'?J * IapqI2 355" The cpq term is the

small height scatterint matrix contribution and

Jss - (2w)[(4kI/w)alcos
2
9icos

2
Ssl f c(r)Jo(Ivxylr)TdT

0

- [4wkco4 2
6icoS2

OseS(ivxyj).

Note that the value of a&@ is independent of the surface height statistics and depends
only on the fors of the correlation function. Thus, the question of surface dependent
results does nog apply hers and we are concerned only with the differences for the two
types of correlation function. As seen in Figures 6-7 the results are more complicated
than the PO results. There is a definite dependence of the scattering patterns on incident
angle as can be oenn in Eq. (10). There is an explicit cosSi term, in addition to implicit
angle effects in the power arectra component from the Rayleigh parameter dependence. The
power spectra terms have peaks in the specular direction for Gaussian correlation, but a
sharp null for the Bessal fc-=. The combination of the two effects leads to distinctly
different patterns as the incident angle changes. The relative insensitivity to correlation
for 

0
1 - 85a arises from the dominance of the cos Os term at that specular angle. For the

pertu'bation theory regime, then, the diffuse scattering pattern is independent of height
statistics and, except for magnitude, tends to be insensitive to roughness; however, it
ti strongly dependent on incident angle and correlation function.

4. GENEIALIZED ROUGHNESS DEPENDENCE

In our previous discussions extending the surface and correlation conditions under
which roughness effects can be analysed, we were concerned primarily with the statistical
aspects and limited ourselves to forward scattering. There is no reason to restrict the
discussion of how PO cross sections vary with roughness to specular forward scattering
and in this section we extend the previous results. We restrict the discussion here to
Gaussian correlation. Similar results could be obtained for other cases. In addition,
since we wish to conduct the analysis using the product form of a* (considering only the
J-term variation) we will limit the results to small slope values to be consistent with
our previous analysis.

In Figure 8 through figure 10 we show the dependence of J on I for a Gaussian and
exponential surface for throe asinuthal conditions, *8 - 5-, 90', and I80, respectively.
The specific plots are calculated for the case ai - ** but there is no restriction
requiring this condition and the general care will hb discussed as well. For these cases,

L..j

ii
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A o 0.9 m snd T S $m. One point is that the curves are cut off at different values
consistent with the assumption of small slopes.

I an plaure 8 (* *a 3') Ve aee maevral tiende as the elevation angles increase.
Pirat. the ourvee Ghanae with an*le and than reaIh a limiting form. This includes both
loeation of peak J in term, of t and the relative magnitude of J. Another aspect is that

:all the cases show that the variation for a Gausesia surface Is quite similar to that for

an exponential one. i

dirThe results when fa r 90d tre shown in Fueter 9. The same type of trends aet
present. The peak J v tlume &to lower aod occur a lafrgr p ouhdones values thon the
n g le , he cases. Araie theah is little difference in results for the two surfaces

types.

The final ste of results ( to h 180e) Is shown In a Fo ure 10. The only difference
between these results and chose for ha b 90n Is a nlinht decrease in the peak J-value.

If we consider the egrles of nicures and take J to be a enteure of the likelihood of
there iens spoecular facets In the appropriate directron, wu seia ain that ae sctterin.
direction moves from forward to bankscattar the probability of such sct~terting contributors

dererase* in aenasl and the level of rouwhnei for peak conditions tend@ to Increase.
Except for forward ccatterinmd where specular J values appear insensitive to elevation
iarle, the sfcoth surfaces emphasize equal angle scltterins at stall Incidence snloes and
rouhamr surfaces tend to have equally likely values for all elevation plane avgles.

Far simplicity this discussion has been presented in terms of equal elevation cneles.
Consideration of the -otahegrals indicates that the asses enterh theocondthe tfor VXy-
Thearit no need to lied t this to f - es, althoue h the result wt sthpler in that case.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Several areas have been addressed in which conditions for application of models can
be extended or l oparisons sad* between different modelan It was pointed out that T 1A
Is a sufficient condition for PO models for all slop* regimes but that unless the slope$

are weall it tn also a necessary d ondition. Cootinuigt along this line we have shown
that in the smaell slope regime a siplified PO Interal representation can be obtained
which Is not subject to the oO limit. Thr dO cases, Z s p and the conditions for specu-
latity must be applied carefully as seen in the poor angeement with the triple Inteirotion

result for larse slope values, I.e., two conditions ore required for the accuracy of the
GO model, o s 1 snd o/T < 1.

The m e)l known rouh ress dependen g depence ttein In the forward direction for
GTussien surfaces with Geeniann correlation has been extended to other sets of surfacestatistics and correlation functions. The diffuse PO scattering patterns appear to be

relatively Insensitive to surface ssatistics, Incident susle and correlation function.

In contrast, for conditions where perturbation methods apply, the scattering patterns
do not depend g n surface statistics end ate relaively insensitive to roughness (except
In maeletude). However, there is w shrans dependence on incident asese and correlation
function.

The roughness dependence of PO scattering has been extended to cones where •s#0*.
For equal angle scattering (01 - Be), smooth surfaces result in a preference for smaill
Incident angles while rougher surfaces tend toward equal likelihood of scattering at any
Incident angle. Also, as #s increases, the overall likelihood of scattering decrease@
and the level of roughness at which peak conditions occur Increases.
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APPEIDIX

The purpose of this appendix is to outlime the details of the respective agus
by which the results of 3q. (4) and 3q. (3) can be sieplifled to those of 1q.._ 6) or

both sets of assuaptions. The first stop is to examine the elemento of the Integrando in
sore detail.

first, the quantity 8 ueed in w(T) In 1q. (4) is given by the expression

U (Tte-'a
0

/ 4iol) e-("ml/(2oI/T) I F1(pM)dl

(Al)

2-02 2 (
2
o 

T
) 70a)dMa2

The function ,(V) seed In Eq. (5) cea be reduced to the fors

1(u) - (I - I±(yi))(isinOi + cu49i) + [1 + Rl(ys)j(Msin8@ - comes) (A2)

where it has been assumed that there in no y variation $/by - 0 end the scattering

takes place in the forward direction (so - 01). Rsre, the Fresnel reflection coefficient
Is given by

11(0) - (cosyi - I sin yi)/(coo'r + I€ -s1nzyi)

and

cosat - (eeinsi + eoasi)/(/l+-01aZT).

The trivariate distribution funtion P3 in Eq. (3) is given by

P 3 - (2w)-312 IRI-1/
2 e. ' JL-. (A3)

xTl-lu is a positive definite quadratic form:

I
T -'u-. 1/(2111)["N1  C2 + 2M1 2 C(01 + 02) + M22 (-I + ul) + 2 H 2 3 ' 1 '21

IRI is the determinant of the surface height covariance matrix uT . (C. pl, 2)

2 z(02 - p) -WlaT -aP1

R "
2
p -/5i 8 2

l' IT-O -a2p/ar 2  (A4)

-p/- * -a
2 p/3r

2  a2p/9T
2 I~.O

where

P " surface correlation function

. U2 exp(-T
2 /

T2).

Mij In the co-factor of the covariance matrix h1 . The triple integral in Eq. (5) may

be reduced to a double integral when T 0 0 by using t a known expreesion for the cosine
transforu of a Geussian function

-c -v
2  (A5)

f0d~cov 5 (P3  1/(2v/N1) fc €°svDsI O/4A
0

where

A M 1 1/ 1R

I!



C - (1/2IfI) (MN2 - N' 2 /Nll)("*l + "P) + -22 M2"11) "1 "21

At this point We tots to the two cases that are derived under different ssumption•e.

pirst, consider the small slope tase. o/T (( 1. In this case, the coveaints
matrix Iji becauee

S-.0 0 (A6)

0 0

so that the heights and elopes are decorrelated. Then, the Integrations over Il and PI in
Eq. (3) may be approximated by totting up ul w o2 constant - tany- upp where taft it
the elope of a facet which will produce a reflected wave In the specular dtrectiont

tall - Ilinei - einesl/(cosel + comes) (A7)

Equation (4) for a* now reduces to a single integration form as shown in Eq. (6). it
should be noted that since the slopes are assumed to be small (oat < 1), then U p tany so
that y - 0, which implies the specular condition SO - 61.

The argument for reducing the integrals in Eq. (5) to the result In Eq. (6) is
somewhat different for the high frequency case. In the GO limit the integrals over ul

2and '2 may be approximated by removing P(pj) end F(V2) from the integrs and
setting them equal to constants; the justification for this is the stationary phase (or
specular point) argument. This argument states that for large k In the exponential (or
cosine) factor, the only surface regions which contribute to the integral are those
smoothly curving portions which are in a position to specularly reflect into the desired
scattering direction. Then, .1 • - tany - pop and Eqs. (4) end (5) reduce to
Eq. (6) (see Sarrick and Peaeks6)).

I
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DISCUSSION

A.K. Fung, US

You indicated only the small slope requirement in your conclusion on
the PO integral. Do you want to require a large correlation length
simultaneously for the physical optics method to work?

Author's Reply
For the validity of the Kirchhoff PO representation as a single
integral, without going to the high frequency GO limit, one must have
small slopes. However, when the slopes are small o/T < 1, the
condition correlation length T > A is a sufficient condition, but
not necessary. For PO to be valid when a/T < 1, the condition on
correlation length may be relaxed to T ý X, i.e., the correlation
length may become of the order of a wavelength, but not less than a
wavelength.

I

I

"I
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1MARV RAION FIELDS: A STRATE6Y FOR CLUITER MODELLING

Stephn P. Lutrell
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment

St Andrew Road
Malvern

Worcastershire
tR14 3PS

UK

SUMMARY

We briefly review the need for models of Inge texture (or clutter). The use of detailed physical
models is prohibited by the difficulty of charecterisIng the scatterer distribution and the scattering
process which cause the texture, and so we resort to phenomenological modelling. We propose that certain
statistics of the 1imge be measured, and that synthetic images which are consistent with these measurements
be generated by a Monte Carlo method - this allows us to test the need for further statistics. We point
out the relationship of this schem to the well-known meximm entropy method for constructing least co•it-
tel probablity distributions. Furthermore we show how a Harkov random field model is generated by this
process. Finally we suggest some methods of selecting useful stetistics, which we demonstrate by analysing
a synthetic aperture radar image of a wood and a sonar imnge of the sea bed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS:

x Sarls position in 1mage
I number of pixels (or samples) In image

TEx] timge pixel (is sample) value at position x4 5 vector of local statistics of TEx] at pixeT jvector of statistics of T[x]
the value of S for a partlfular image
PDF over T~x]r

PsvnthET] PDF over syWthetic images TEx]PDF over S[T~x•the nwhie o which map to S (Jacobian)

ensemble of images
M number of images in ensemble

<S> ensemble average of SET]

CHARACTERISING TEXTURE IN IMAGES

We shall be concerned with building phenomenological models which describe the structure of textured
coherent images. Typical examples of coherent imaging systems are synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and sonar,
and such images frequently consist of well defined regions of homogeneous texture. Image texture is often
called clutter because it is usually regarded as the background against which objects of interest must be
detected. Therefore a good model of image texture is required before we can proceed to the detection and
analysis of embedded objects.

The most important property of most of the textures of interest is that they are stochastic rather
than deterministic In character, so that for a given texture the image pixel (ie sample) values are not
rigidly constrained. Rather, there is a loose relationship or correlation between pixel values which
produces the overall impression of texture. There are circumstances where models in which a mixture of
stochastic and deterministic behaviour is desirable, such as modelling images of urban regions. Some such
techniques have been described elsewhere E1l, so we shall not dwell upon these.

When confronted with a textured image we must decide which statistics to measure in order to charac-
terise the image structure. This is not a trivial problem in general, because we do not know in advance
what properties of the image need to be measured. The usual approach [1E has been to measure a few simple
statistics (eg momnts, autocorrelation function, mean, variance, entropy, co-occurrence matrix). This
method has the advantage of simplicity, but it provides no hint of the necessity or otherwise of the chosen
statistics In any particular case.

TEXTURE MODELS

In information theoretic terms the prohability density function (PDF) over images having a particular
texture contains all the information that is required to derive the properties of images of that texture.
It is very difficult (and usually Impossible) to derive such a PDF entirely from first principles, so
approximations are made in order to construct a physical model of the various processes which underlie the
gneration of the image. Image formation consists of four essential processes: arrangement of the scatterers,

11umgnation of the scatterers scattering of the illumination, and focussing of the scattered illumination
(or beamforming). Thus a model of the scatterer distribution is used as input to a model of the scattering
process, which in turn is used as input to a model of the focussing process: the result of this Is a
stochastic model of the Image texture. We now describe these stages in more detail.

The model which is used to describe correlations in the scatterer distribution is usually highly
simplified. In order to construct such a model an understanding of the processes which gives rise to
scatterer correlations is required - this is usually hard to express in simple terms. For example when
modelling the distribution of scatterers in a wooded area there are many length scales to consider
(eg clusters of trees, trees, branches, twigs, etc), each of which has its own characteristic properties
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in general. In such cases It is necessary to use a grossly simplified model of the physical processes
which underlie the scatterer distribution. Howevor the variety of textures which can be modelled with a
restricted set of physical parameters is severely limited. and so pheA•mnology is used when constructing
more realistic models.

The scattering process 'is usually modelled using the Born (or single scattering) approximation. The
validity of this not obvious, but it leads tota simple picture of the scattering process which allows
the eventual image to be interpreted in the light of the scattering model chosen. Circumstances where
this model might break down typically occur when strong specular reflections are possible. Phenomenology
may be used to construct more complicated scattering models in circumstances where the single scattering
approximation is invalid, but at the cost of complicating image interpretation.

The focussing process itself is well understood in most situations. The point spread function is
used to describe this part of the overall imaging model, and it is provided by an independent instrumental
calibration or by calibration in situ using a bright point target. Phenomenology is not usually required
to model this stage of image formation.

PHNOENW0OGICAL TEXTRE MODELS

We have seen that the difficulty of constructing realistic physical models suggests that phenomenology
should be used. The trade-off which we seek here is to simplify the construction of the model at the
expense of complicating the physical interpretation of the image. If a purely descriptive model of the
image as all that is required then a phenomenological model alone will suffice: this occurs when we need
only to discriminate between various textured regions in an image, for instance.

There are two complementary approaches to phenomenological texture modelling. Either phenomenology
is included only in the model of the scatter distribution, or an entirely phenomenological model of the
image itself is developed. An account of the first approach has been given at this meeting by Oliver, so
we shall concentrate on the latter approach.

An advantage of the purely phenomenological approach is that it turns out to be very easy to model
high order statistical properties (eg n-point moments). This is Important when we wish to model textures
with very complicated correlations. The corresponding disadvantage is that the physical origin of the
various statistical properties is completely lost in phenomenology. However for the purposes of building
. purely descriptive framework within which objects embedded in clutter might be analysed this is accept-

able. We should point out that hybrid models may be developed in which physics is used to con:,train the
structure of some parts of the model, whilst the remainder of the model is purely phenomenological. We
shall be using translational symmetry to constrain the structure of our texture models, so strictly our
method is a member of the hybrid class.

THE PROPOSED PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL

The model which we propose for texture modelling consists of three parts: the choice and measurement
of suitable statistics, the generation of synthetic textured images using the measured statistics, and the
refinement of the choice of statistics based upon a coparison of the synthetic and the original textured
images. The model is thus built in an iterative fashion whereby the choice of statistics is refined until
a satisfactory match between the synthetic and the original images is obtained.

We shall denote position in an Image by x, the image itself by T(x), and the vector of statistics
which is obtained from T(x) by SET]. We shalT assume throughout that SET] has the form of a spatial
average of some local statistic_ Thus

SET]

where si is a vector of local statistics evaluated at pixel J, and N Is the number of image pixels. SET]
has a P'F which Is given by

P[S§ - ZES] PET) (2)

where ZIS] is the Jacobtan of the transformation T - S (it the number of distinct T(x) which map to a
sIngle vilue of S), and PET] is the PDF over images lTxJ of a particular texture. W• shall denoti the
particular value-of S which is measured n a textured Tmage by the symbol S The value of So usually
contains insufficienT information to determine PES], but an exception to tAs occurs when N . , so that
P[SJ is asymptotically a delta function. *S then-completely characterises PES), and so an inversion of
* Eq7(2) to obtain PET] may be attempted.

This asymptotic method relies on the crucial assumption that N is large enough that fluctuations inSthe value of S0 (measured from independent realisations of the sam texture) are small coared to its
absolute value. We shall not present a rigorous analysis of the information loss (insofar as specifying
P[T] is concerned) that accompanies such fluctuations, because we shall adopt the viewpoint that S - SO
summarises all the information that we wish to preserve about the image Trx]. Further information can
then be obtained only by measuring further statistics as we shall describe-later.

PET] must satisfy the constraint

PET] • 0 S i so (3)

This does not specify what fore P[T] must take when S u because such Information is not contained in
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• a. e0m*sis. that S Is the sole source of tntormation about the original image, so that we
ave-- choi•c but to deftiv to be constant Won 5. Uft: this is the lust cmmittal my of I 1amorata

the recoegtrMtion of the HF POP . iOly ne of the IgeWiwhich is pefmitted by such a POF is tJ original
Image, but the set of all permitted ages forms an ensemble which is representative of the actual inform-
% ti which is contained in S a aln.

We then generate synthetic images from the permitted set by defining an approximate PES] by

PESr] . exp---- 4 (4)

which has the £orrect form in the limit a . 0. We have chosen to use a Gaussian POI purely for convenience.
it has no fundaental significance. om then define a PET] by inserting Eq.(4) into Eq.(2) ignoring the
aontribution of the ZEJ] factor which is effectively constant in the lImit a 0 0. We then use a Monte Carlo

(NC) technique to samlpTe from PEI] by repeatedly attempting to update a pixel values according to the
prescription

P1
T[x] + T'[x] with probability V-r (5)

P a P[ST]J PI s P[S.[T']

The order in which we select pixels for updating is random in order to ensure that translational sym-
mtry is preserved by the MC algorithm. We refer to a set of N such updates as a Monte Carlo cycle. because
such a set will cause an average of one attempted update of each pixel in an N pixel image. The rticular
update T * T' which is attempted at any stage may be chosen flexibly., because the properties of tAe MC
method guarantee convergence provided that the sequence of imps generated is ergodic. In our work we have
represented pixel values as integers in the range [0.255], and we have selected at random within this range
new pixel values to be attempted according to Eq.(S). Other prescriptions could be used in order to enhance
the ability of the MC algorithm to explore the set of allowed images. -

The perameter a is steadily decreased towards zero whilst the MC algorithm proceeds, until finally
S a Sa and a sample synthetic image emrges. This particular way of using the MC is known as optimisateon
ly sTuilated annealing (OSA) by analogy with the process that is used in crystal growth to remove unwanted
defects [2]. The perameter a in Eq.(4) is usually referred to as the temperature, and the sequence of
values of a which is used by the OSA algorithm is called the annealing schedule. We offer no simple
prescription for a general annealing algorithm because the Dest choice is highly problem dependent.
tHowever in our work (see the results described later) we have found that 5 Monte Carlo cycles at each

temperature is sufficient to allow equilibriation, and that the temperature my be reduced by a factor of 5
ifter each set of 5 cycles. The initial temperature was chosen to be sufficiently high that the statistics
were only weakly constrained.

RELATIONSHIP TO ENTROPY MAXIMISATION

The OSA algorithm which was described above leads to a synthetic image To[x] which is sampled non-
committally from the set of images which satisfy the constraint S - _S, and we -shall denote the PDF over
synthetic impges by Psynth[T]. Psynth(T] has a very rich underlying structure which is derived as follows.

Consider an ensemble E of images defined by

E 31 (Tit T2, ..... T14) (6)

where each member of E is drawn independently from P[T]. Define the average statistic

li E1 (7)

When the number of image pixels N is large enough that the relative fluctuations of S are negligibly small
the constraint <S> - S is equivalent to the constraint S - S. Now we wish to find-hat PDF over images
TLx] which maximTses Be number of ways in which the ins-tle E can be generated (using independent samples)
consistent with the constraint <S> - S

The optimisation problem posed above is easily solved, and gives rise to the familiar maximum entropy
solution when N is large [3]

PsynthET] - exp{-k.S_(T]) (8)

where the constant vector k must be chosen so that <S> = S . The existence of such a maximum entropy
solution is not invariablyfgtaranteed for a particultr coni-traint S - S, and failure to obtain a solution
indicates that the set of statistics being used is insufficient tocharacterise the texture fully. The
converse does not hold however: an insufficient set of statistics does not preclude the existence of a
maxiom entropy solution.

Recall that we are considering only those statistics SIT] which have the form of a spatial average
as defined in.Eq.(1). Eq.(8) may now be written as

N
Psynth[T] n1 exp{-k..1 (9)

i-.1
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The simple global constraint S a-S which was expressed in Eq.(3) has therefore induced a rich structure
in P LT] which is exprmsd in Eq.(9). The Jth term in the product is dependent only on the local
V4It statistics 1j, end so the overall probability measure is a product of factors with only local
pikxe --dependeniest.

RELATIONSHIP TO MARKOV RANDO0 FIELD THEORY

The form for P ,,thCT] which was obtained in Eq.(9) defines a Markoy random field (1RF) [4]. The
form of the statist Ii vctor SET] may be chosen arbitrarily in principle, and so a correspondingly
complicated IRF structure may me generated according to Eq.(9). The scalar product k.si records the
information which is contained in the constraint S - S : the for of S is recorded iW The sj vector, and
the particular value N which is measured is recorded-in the k vector.s

The OSA algorithm provides a quick way of assessing the usefulness of a particular set of statistics
S for modelling a textured Image. Derivation of the vector k requires more extensive computation, and so
The MRF formulation should only be derived if the detailed form of the PsynthET] which is implied by S -
is required.

* An advantage of the IRF formulation is that an explicit PDF is obtained, which may be used to derive
explicit conditional probabilities. For instance the ratio of probabilities that a pixel can take each of
two possible values whilst all other pixel values are held constant is given by

PE . j n exp(-k.(s'-s•)) (10)

where the product is over only those factors in which si involves the pixel of interest. This expression
may be used to derive the 1RF formulation of the IC up~te scheme in Eq.(5). Another advantage of the MRF
formulation which emeas from Eq.(10) If the ýj are local statistics is that the MC update scheme depends
only on local computations.

CHOICE OF STATISTICS

We could adopt the assumption that nothing at all is known about the structure of the image prior to
making any measurements. However in practice there are many useful strategies for designing statistics
which facilitate model building. We have assumed throughout that the statistical properties of the image
are translation invariant (see Eq.(l)). This is a very useful approximation, and it provides a good
starting point for image analysis.

We must now make additional assumptions about which particular form of S should be chosen. We can
make much progress by appealing to simple dimensional arguments. For instance if we suspect that the
image structure contains certain length scales, then it is useful to construct statistics which are sensi-
tive to structure on such length scales. A particular example of this strategy occurs when we identify the
scale which corresponds to the point spread function width of the imaging system. The image will usually
be locally smooth on such a scale, so a statistic which responds to the presence or absence of such local
smoothness is essential. Other length scales will derive from the structure of the object which is being
imaged - these are more difficult to quantify.

Another fundamentally important point to observe when constructing S is to ensure as far as possible
that its various components measure independent image information. A prTori this is an impossible condition
to satisfy because we do not know in advance what we are measuring. An interesting case arises however when
it is known in advance that the image is described by an MRF model: a necessary and sufficient set of
statistics may then be constructed [5]. However more generally there is a simple rule of thumb which may
be used to reduce substantially the Interdependencies of the various statistics.

For simplicity we shall describe a one dimensional n pixel image T(x), which is written out as a
vector of pixel intensities

T(x_) - (116 12- --1. IN) (11)

Define a doublet of local statistics !_ thus

(1 ",1j.11 ) (12)jj ( jj~l+1) •

The first component of si measures the mean pixel intensity, and the second component measures the auto-
correlation for a one pl~el displacement. This is an example of a poor choice of statistics because
<Ijlj+i> implicitly contains a lot of information about <Ij>. A far better choice is the doublet

4 . (1jb zi jI - <Ij>< 1j+l> (13)

where the second component is now zero when Ij and 1÷1 have their mean values. This new component
measures the degree of correlation of the intInsitiet of adjacent pixels.

The general principle which underlies the above strategy may be written in a recursive manner. Thus
define the basic image statistic by

smt) - I (14)
r i

from which all other statistics will be derived. Define a derived statistic by
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J *J * .f4 " J-'J ,1+'()

where f is a suitably chosen .tiu oftwvartables. Clearly he. 1121-4) ".ZZ2 the doublet in Eq.(13)
is recovered. Eq.(l) may be l ed]f11 trfI r by using 11; rerasitvly to construct further statistics.
The function f nd not be tW tv t t the recursion, nor road it be a function of two
variables only. If the first gtoeqd ) l general ftrm f-zia ..- .. k), -then the second tam
should have the form f("M>r< r! ,t,,, ra urstve method of definngonw statistics has the
advantage that the second temi.* ua be vbtatmed frmes eisting a rts of the spatial average of
simpler statistics, and so the 0muttinal o in produ•i• ireb behaviour for the new
statistic is acceptable. It is important to note that UtS et has been justified on the grounds of
simplicity alone: it is not guaranteed to produce anything more than a qualitative improvement in the
independence of the statistics.

A problem my arise in the OSA algoeutim whn the an i nta of have widely differing absolute
values. For instance this may occur whan the diansions of the vari$ol statistics are different (eg differ-
ent powers oT intensity). Either the statistics should be redefined so that they have similar absolute
values, or Eq.(4) should be reptlabd by

PES -x (si - s•)2 . 16

where now the at define different temperetures for each statistic. Typically the ratio of the various aj
should be chosefl to be equal to the ratio of the corresponding Soj in order to ensure that the Sj- $jo
are given equal weight in Eq.(16).

RESULTS

We shall now examine how a simple set of statistics can successfully model textured SAR and sonar
images. For simplicity we shall restrict ourselves to using the first six moments and some local 2-point
statistics. Thus we define the intensity of pixel (jk) of an image to be 1j,k' and then we define the
vector of local statistics to be of the form

. (o) S(1) s(2) .(4) .(-), (17)Slk"tjk = • -,k '-,= k -I j k--jk -t -Ik

where

"$ - (Ijk' (1k)2. .... (Ik)

s(1) (I I"-tk ".1k •+lk J.ik.l j,k+i ' 'j-1,k+1)

s(2) .I((2)k k +2,k 'IJ+2,k+1 ''j+2,k+2 ''j+1,k+2

(j4 1i]k+2 IJ-I~k+2 ' IJ-2.k+2 IJ-2,k)

"- . Jk(j4,k ......... I, 4 ,4

j+3,k.+4 . ....... iJ-4,k4
m (I ........ )

s(8)

"-•jk j Jk 8,k J8..........1 j+8,k+8
IJ+7,k• ....... ' 

1J-8,k•8
ij-8,k+7 ....... Ij ,k+W) (18)

where s(1) s(2) s(4) and s(8) ar• •Jerstood to have the product of means subtracted out as prescribed
in Eq.rb). 0e S c o s of s measure the degree of correlation bet n Ilk and the nearest
pixel in the east, north-east, northnd north-west directions. The remaining pointl of the compass are
contained in S ,k, - , S tk-i and +1 kik.1. The se of remaining statistics is to measure the
anal1ous deges'of cZrTatton ts raon of 2, 4 andapixels, where the pixel separation is the
half-length of the side of a square (with sides parallel to the north-soAth and east-west directions)
centrod on one pixel and passing through the other pixel. This choice of statistics is somewhet arbitrary
and possibly redundant, but it will suffice to demonstrate the power of our technique.

The image in Figure I(e) is a 128 x 128 SAR image of a wooded region.
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Figure I(a)

There are several distinctive features to note in this lamge. Firstly there Is an obvious correlation
in the north-south direction which smooths the image on a length scale of about two pixels. This anisotropy
is caused by the different physical means which are used to create two orthogonal components of the
(factorisable) point spread function in the SAR. The image also has a clwapy structure which has a range
of length scales ranging from a few pixels out to many tens of pixels. However the dominant structure is
found at length scales less than of order 10-20 pixels. There are also a few much darker regions in the
image: these are regions which are not illuminated by the radar (ie shadows).

The)64 x 64 syntheti8 )iInges yh3ch(3¶e ShOwn in Figures 1(b) to 1(e) corrspond respectively to using
S (s 0 ) ,s ( ) ) t o _ (s( ) ,s Is 2 1 , _j i gsb t. ( 4s).

Figure l(b) Figure 1(c) Figure 1(d) Figure i(e)

Thus each successive image has an extra set of statistics included. There is a clear improvement in
the quality of the synthetic lamge as longer range statistics are introduced. until finally Figure i(e)
shows a marked similarity to Figure 1(a). There are nevertheless discrepancies which remain because there
are no statistics which are sensitive to structure on a scale greater than 8 pixels, nor are there any
statistics which depend on more than 2 pixel values. It is interesting to note that the set of statistics
which Is used to produce Figure I(e) is highly redundant. A more careful approach where a statistic is
added to the existing set of statistics only when inconsistencies between the original and the synthetic
images are observed gives a much more efficient representation of the textured image structure.

The 128 x 128 Image in Figure 2(a) is a sonar image of the sea bad.

4
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iii

Figure 2(a)

It shows a completely different texture to that seen In Figure I(a), and so it provides an independent
test of our method. Figures 2(b) to 2(e) are produced in an analogous fashion to Figures 1(b) to t(e).

Figure 2(b) Figure 2(c) Figure 2(d) Figure 2(e)

As before the synthetic image quality imroves as we pass from Figure 2(b) to Figure 2(e) with the
texture of Figure 2(e) showing a marked similarity to that of the original image in Figure 2(a).

The 64 x 64 image in Figure 3(a) is another sonar image of the sea bed which shows the presence of
sandwaves.

Figure 3(a) Figure 3(b)
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A forested am is modeled as a volume of randomly oriented and distributed disc-
shaped, or needle-shaped leaves shaing a distribution of branches modeled as randomly
oriented finite-laqth# dielectric cylinders above an irregular soil surface. Since the
radii of branches have a wide ran"e of mines. the model only re•uiree the length of a
branch to be large co•qared with Its radius which my be any sine relative to the
incident wavelength. In addition, the model also assumes that the thickness of a disc-
shaped leaf or the radius of a needle-shaped leaf is such smaller than the
electromagnotic wavelength. The scattering phase matrices for disc, needle and cylinder
are developed in term of the scattering amplitudes of the corresponding fields which
are computed by the Nelaholtz integral formula. The extinction coefficients are
computed by the forward scattering theorem. These quantities along with the Kirehhoff
scattering model for a randomly rough surface are used in the standard radiative
transfer formulation to compate the backscattering coefficient.

Numerical illustrations for the backscattering coefficient are given as a function
of the shading factor, incidence angle, leaf orientation distribution, branch
orientation distribution and the number density of leaves. Also illustrated are the
properties of the extinction coefficient as a function of leaf and branch orientation
distributions. Comparisons are made with measured backacattering coefficients from
forested areas reported in the literature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Scattering of electromagnetic waves from a forested area is modelod by a layer of
discrete randomly oriented and distributed scatterers over a rough interface. The
discrete scatterers are the leaves and branches of the trees, the rough interface is the
soil underneath. The leaves will be modeled as circular discs or needles. The branches
will be modeled as randomly oriented cylinders of finite length. A shading factor will
be introduced to study the shading effect of the leaves on the branches.

In the literature the scattering of electromagnetic waves from a layer of discrete
scatterers had been investigated using the distorted Born approximation (1, 21. the
doubling method (3, 4], and the radiative transfer method 15-71.

In this study the first order solution of the radiative transfer will be used to
calculate the backscattering coefficients (5-7] in which the phase function and the
extinction coefficient for each @patterer are required. For a randomly oriented, disc,
needle or finite length cylinder to obtain the phase function and the extinction
coefficient we will follow the' technique developed in references 17-91.

Finally in Sec. 6 numerical illustrations for the backscattering coefficient will be
given as a function of the shading factor, the incidence angle, the leaf orientation
distribution, the branch orientation distribution and the number density of leaves.
Also illustration will be given for the properties of the extinction coefficient as a
function of leaf and branch orientation distributions. At the end comparisons will be
made with some measured backscattering coefficients from forested areas reported in the
literature (101.

2.* BACRSCATTURING COEFICIENT

Consider a forested area modeled as a layer of randomly oriented disc-shaped or
needle-shaped leaves shading a distribution of branches modeled as randomly oriented
finite length cylinders above a rough interface. The layer has a depth (D) and is
illuminated by a plane wave in the forml

where r Is the incident direction and 9, and are the unit polarisatio.a vectors
defined an (see Fig. )ai

•- £ui 1.16.1% -i~



The bcd"aetttiag eoeffieiL*t from the layer @am be written by Using the first order

solution of the radiative transfer equations as (31

in (3) p lstand for the polarisationh of t scotaerd wave (p u v he q stands for

iathe polarioation of the incident efl iq o vie h e t and C stands for the shading factor

(C a a, a to i nd t are the boid et attering c oeffici ents from the surfane, the

l eole a and the branchet rfr anetively.

Fer a Gaui n iln distributed rtndem surfacr the s cattering amplsude throughtteng
ctefficernt orie tio111

0, S

A2

ohere the le) w r the Frbanal reflection coefficient evaluated at normal incidencea stx
is the surface variance ind Lp. is the loes factor dui to the leaves and the branches
given by

Lpq

dipecte;n.

Sharle y we can > is the p-polariced extinction coefficient for both ae leehes and the
branchesp n t in the number density of Ieavesi ck,,p(t)> is the extinction coefficient of

4 single leaf while nb and ckebP(h)> are the corresponding quantities for branches. The

extinction coefficients can be obtained from the scattering amplitudes through theforward scattering theorema (121, In (5) the ensemble average in taken over the
acattsero orientations.

For the leaves we can write the backscatterinq coefficient aOpqL [9] *

0~ 08

where ýcjr I (-tf)12> is the pq term of the phase matrix in the backwnru direction.

F P t (-t,tp)qis the pq term of the leaf scattering amplitude tensor in the backward

direction.

Similarly, we can write the backscattoring coefficient for the branches as (9]z:

where FP b(.•,t) in the pq term of the scattering amplitude tanner for a branch in the

pq
backward direction.

3, T1W SCATTERING AMPLITUDE TINSOR FOR A IAANODOMLY ORIENTED SCATTERER

. (2)deicts the geamstry of a randomly oriented scatterer with its loc fr
,• . = • ., • .ft related to the reference frame t "(x =

through the relation
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$

Par the Tait-Bryan angles of orientation (a, to Y)All's are given in (17, 3.

in the local frame the scattering amplitude tiior a•l be written a am

bthe" P14 ( c0) can be computed by the Relmholts interael eqOlUatio (131, pk,% a• qand

ate the polarisation vectors for the scattered and the incident fields in the local
freame (pS%" oVe h*t and g -t v*Lt hit).

For a circular disc with radius, a. and thickness, 24, (t<<&) we can write r.' (48J)
as (133

and k is the wave number of the host medium, ir is the relative dielectric constant of

the disc and v, in the disc volume. aM and aNd aor the polarizability tenseor elements

for the disc (141. In (10) Vd(1,t) is the disc pupil function and is given by

WAS A

where Jý( ) is the cylinderical Beasel function. (sit., #,) are the local angles in the

incident direction. (O8 allt ) are the local angles in the scattered direction.

ror a noodle of radius, a, and length. 21@ (1>>a) we can write the scattering

amplitude tensor in the local frame as (131

where

and # can be written as

In (14) aey and aNn are the polarixsbility tensor e&leaments for the needle 114].



For a finite length cylinder with radius, a, and length, 21, we can write the
scattering amplitudr tensor in the local froem as [91

where

where Clqn, •2qn and n are given in terms of the cylinderical Seminal cnd Hankel

function [91. Furthermore,

Zfl1 G-It J.2, 4/I1 @0~ d ' 1(104

In (17) the p +pi1 function 6o(,) can be written as

Th transfer tbe san ttering amplitude tensor into the reference frame we write the
identity tensor tr a mr

TheIn mu)tiplyipg (9) from the rIght by (22) and from the left by (23) and after some

mathematical manipulation the scattering amplitude tensor in the refrence frame can be
written as

where P 4

F~g- Z~~ep 1 4k) %

.AIn (25) (ps.p} and 84 i1 - ) can be obtained from (7-91.

4. THE EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT

The extinction coefficient in (5) can be computed in accordance with the forward
scattering theorem (121 for the leaves as:

k*0- OVA/) Lto E~ej

whers Im( ) is the imaginary part operai.or. For a needle or a disc in the torward
direction the pupil function reduces to uniLy and consequently the extinction
coefficieats reduce to those corresponding to a Rayleigh scatterer as givea Xn Ref.
(5, 7). Fc- a finite length cylinder the extiaction coefficlint is given in [9].

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figs. 3 through 6 theoretical curves are shown to illustrate the backscattering
beha--iors of treqs when the branches are assumeA uniformly distributed while the leaves
are taken to be either nearly horizontally or vertically distributed to provide bounds
for the scattering coefficient. The disc-shaped leaves are showa in Figs. 3 and 4 alxd
the needle-shaped leaves in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 7 W~ows the cxtinction coeft:cient for
deciduous vegetation - uming a volume fraction of 0.1% for branches and 0.3% for leaves.
I:t turns out that the branches are not the dominant attenuators so that large difference
is seen when we change the leaf distribution from nearly horizontal to nearly vertical.
If the vo -me -ractions of the branches and leavns are switched, the same calculations



should pouce mun msmaller varlations of the extinction coefficient with the incidence
angle. Fig. S shows the effect of initial shading of leaves on the branches when the
antenna besa first got in contact with the vegetation. In the case of deciduous
vegetation probably 0o% or more of the illuminated area is covered with leaves. This
percent of shading should be less for coniferous vegetation. However, the exact figure
is not well known. For the purpose of illustration we consider a case of uniform
distribution for the branches and nearly horizontal or vertical for disc-shaped leaves
at an incidence angle of 50 degrees. in rig. 9 a comparison of the scattering model
with the measurmates from forest in shown Y101. Since there is not enough ground truth
for a serious comparison, only the bounds established by the theory uader the assumption
of nearly horizontal and vertical leaf distributions and uniform branch distributions
are shown. In general, the branch distribution is probably not uniform. It is seen
that the theoretical bounds do cover the measurement region.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A fairly - gmlte scattering model for a -#egtated area has been developed. The
complexity of a vegetated environment requires better knowledge of leaf and branch
volume fractions, their orientation distributions, their dielectric properties, the
shading factor, and the size distribution of branches to realise a direct comparison.
At this writing the site distribution of branches is not known and only an effective
branch size is used to save computational time. Further study is clearly needed to
justify or improve the model.
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SUMMAR

This paper discusses the representation AM simulation of clutter textures In coherent scattering in
terma of a correlated noise model. Initially expressions for the detected intensity when coherent radiation
is scattered from a surface with fluctuating cross-section are derived dmonstrating how the effects of
surface statistics and correlation properties interact with the Imaging function. Seondly, a model for the
cross-section fluctuations based on negative-binomial or gamua-distributed statistics is proposed. When
coherent radiation is scattered by a surface with these properties the resulting intensity distribution can
be showe to be K distributed. Havifig derived theoretical predictions for the correlated noise model with a
variety of spectral forms a texture simulation technique Is proposed based on linter filtering which
duplicates the two-point correlation properties of the observed intensity. Finally, a comparison of
original image data, simulated textures and the theoretical model is made for a nutber of examples of
differing textures of both natural'and manmade clutter.

LIST OF SYMBOMS

cx) field at position x in the receiver
alx) scattering amplitude at position x in the surface
* x1 random phase contribution at position x in the surface
h x imaging response function
I x detected intensity
a x1 surface cross-section
r v • gamm function of order v

K, x) modified Bassel function of order v
j th coefficient of weighting function used in cross-section simulation

1, INTRODUCTION

When coherent radiation is scattered from a large number of randomly positioned scatterers the resulting
field takes the form of a complex Gaussian random variable due to the random interference between contribu-
tions. This gives rise to the well-known speckle in coherent imaging. In this paper we shall discuss the
interaction between this consequence of the imaging process and the statistical and correlation properties
of the underlying surfaces. Central to the approach is the assumption that the surfaces to be imaged are
rough. Such rough surfaces my be represented as made up of a large number of randomly-positioned scatterers
per resolution cell. Provided that the mean number of scatterers per resolution cell, or local cross-
section, does not vary the Intensity probability density function (PDF) would be a negative exponential.
Spatial fluctuations in the scatterer density or cross-section would then give rise to the excess fluctua-
tions in the detected intensity which convey the scene content.

In the first section we derive the properties of the scattered radiation from such a rough surface for
an arbitrary cross-section fluctuation demonstrating the interaction of the imaging function with the surface
properties. Secondly, we consider a correlated noise model, based on the gamima or negative-binomial
distributions, to describe .the surface [1-3] demonstrating that this yields a correlated K-distributed
intensity. In the third section a method for simulating such textures, based on a linear filter approach,
is discussed [3,4]. Finally, we make a comparison of a variety of coherent image clutter textures with
simulations and the predictions of the theoretical model in the fourth section. Most of these textures are
taken from high resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAM) images obtained with the RSRE X-band airborne
system. To indicate the generality of the approach an example of sonar clutter Is also included. Throughout
the paper the theory will be expressed in a one-dimensional form for simplicity. A full two-dimensional
treatment is given elsewhere E2,31.

2. SCATTERING FROM ROUGH SURFACES

For the rough surface model based on a large number of randomly-positioned scatterers per resolution
cell the complex field contribution from the single scatterer at a position x1 can be separated into a
scattering amplitude factor, a(xi), and .a random phase factor. *(xl), determined by the scatterer position.
The total field at the receiver it a position x -is then derived by summing over all such contributions
within the resolution cell, Ue

i(x) = B f dx, a(x 1 ) exp[i#(xl)J h(xl-x) (1)

where h(x) is the spatial impulse response of the imaging system and B is a constant describing the energ%
collection of the receiver. The spatial average over this field is zero because of the cancellation of e
random phase terms. If we consider the detected intensity
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I (x)12 1eI2rdxl dx2 A(xi) a*(x 2) *xp[1(#(xi)- (x2))]2(x) *I~)

x h(x 1-x) h*(x2 -x) (2)

then this only has non-zero contributions to the average when pairs of positions are identical so that

<z> - 112 <> dx1 Ih(x1)l 2  (3)

where a - a(x) a*(x) is defined as the cross-section at position x. It can be shown [1-3] that all the
higher-order statistidal properties of the received field and intensity are subject to the saue cancellation
so that the only non-zero contributions art expressed in terms of the cross-section variable alone. One
important measure of the properties of the detected intensity is the two-point statistics, the auto-
correlation function (ACF), This may be shown tQ separate into four terms which combine the imaging function
with the surface cross-section ACF [1-3,.5

<I()(x)>/<>2- t+ f dxi lh(xi)llh(xi~x) 2/(] dx1 Jh(xi)l

4.

+I dxfdx ( <o(x)a(x2)> (lh(x)121h(x2x)l2dxd2 - . - - , ~ 1  hx.

+ h(x1)h*(xi+x)h(x 2 )h*(x 2 +x)) ( dx1 fh(xl)l1) (4)

The first of these terms is a constant flat background corresponding to uncorrelated noise. The second
contains only the ACF of the imaging function. These first two terms would be observed if there were no
underlyinq cross-section fluctuations and describe the correlation properties of the speckle. The third
term can be reduced to a convolution form involving the surface covariance function and the square modulus
of the imaging function [3,5]. Basically it represents the effects of incoherent imaging of the original
surface and yields a detected intensity contribution proportional to original cross-section filtered by the
envelope of the imaging function. It therefore contains information about the cross-section fluctuations
on a scale greater than the instrumental width. The last tam is due to the coherent parts of the imaging
process and depends on the full complex imaging response. In praetice this term only contributes for delays
less than the imaging function width and indeed approximates to the form of the second term with a value at
the origin of <0'>/<a>' - 1.

Similar analysis cen be performed to derive the properties of higher-order single-point moments [1,2].
The normalised nth moment of the detected intensity can be shown to be related to that for the cross-section
by the equation

<n-> - n1 <sn> (5)
<D~n <S>n

where S represents the filtered form of the cross-section [3] given by
4 - + < C( X l ) ° X ) . . . . O x )

. .n..... .. ............. dxnf n<S>n Wo

x !h(x 1)
2 .... Ih(xn)I2/ dx1 Ih(xt)12) (6)

This simple relationship between the momnts of the detected intensity and the filtered cross-section results
from the cancellation of all but those pairs of terms in which the phases are identical in the original model
for the surface.

In interpreting image data one would prefer to remove the effects of the imaging process so far at is
possible to deduce the underlying behaviour. In this section we have analysed the physics of the imaging
process in terms of the relationship between the properties of the detected intensity and those of the
original cross-,ection. Let us next examine the cross-section fluctuations.
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S. CWRREATED GAJV-DISTRIBITD CROSS-SECTION NOMEL

Whi1e the physics Of the imagang process is well understood the approach to representing the underlying
cross-setion has perforce to belargely phmnomenological. Previous work Ci)6-tii has shown that the
detected intenatty in a very large n oer of scattering situations can be represented by a K distribution
of the fore

PMI ,~br~K~ (7)
where r(v) is the gamm function of order v and I is the K distrib tion (modified hassel function) of
order v- 1. It is not possible to Justify uniquely the use of this distributiong all that can strictly be
said is that it Is consistent with the dol. h a distribution would be obtained if coherent radiation
were Scattered fre random scatterer which underwent spatial number fluctuations having a negative binomial
distribution or a cress-section described by a gams distribution. on the scale of the resolution Cell it
is not possible to distinguish between the number fluctuation and cross-section representations. The.
nogative-binomial distribution applies to a discrete variable whereas the equivalent gama-distribution
relates to a continuous variable. These distributions occur very widely li statistical analysis. In common
with the present case only a few of these situations may be uniquely physically modelled in this fashion.
The model would be physically Justified if the local nmber of scatterers, or cross-section. could be
regarded as the result of a random process of birth, death and migration [133. While this type of model is
not implausible it cannot be applied rigorously in this context; as a result the approach is fundamentally
phenomenological. A gasm-distribution model may be reagrded as a generalised noise model in which the
contrast can be varied through the order parameter v.As c'n be seen from the expression for the gamme
distribution ,,a) - ,0, .riTV .7
thermal noise is a special case when v - 1.

In order to derive the detailed properties of gamma-distributed noise with varying spectral properties
we may use the fact that a gama-distribution may be generated by a random welk process in v dimensions of
a complex Gaussian variable [1,13]. Thus we may define complex Gaussian variables of defined spectral form,
ie varieties of thermal noise, and then deduce the equivalent gamma-distribution results based on the known
factorisation properties [1-3]. Various spectral forms have been analysed including [2,3]:

(01 noise with either Gaussian or Lorentzian spectrum
ii mixed with an offset local oscillator if required

mixed with a similar noise term if required

Both Gaussian [1,3] and rectangular (2] imaging functions have been treated analytically. In each case
expressions for the first four single-point intensity moments and the ACF have been derived. In order to
represent an arbitrary clutter texture we first select the most appropriate of these models to represent
the ACF. It is not possible to perform the inverse process of deducing the cross-section ACF from the
intensity ACF so the method that is employed is to iterate the forward problem of defining the cross-section
in Eq.(4) and hence predicting the intensity ACF. The properties of the cross-section and the issociated
parameter values are then varied until a reasonable fit to the observed intensity ACF is obtained. The
theoretical predictions for the single-point moments can then be compared with those of the data as a
further test.

4. SIMULATION OF CORRELATED RANDOM TEXTURES

In the above discussion we have donostrated that the texture in random clutter images can be represen-
ted in terms of correlated games-distributed noise. Homogeneous regions may therefore be represented as
such noise processes which can be described in term of only a few parameter values once the model is
defined. It is desirable to be able to synthesis* such a texture having the identical correlation and
statistical properties. Let us choose to define the ACF of the surface in terms of the model. This also
fixes all other correlation properties since the entire process can be derived from underlying Gaussian
processes. Thus the ACF contains all the information necessary, provided that the model is correct. There
Is no suitable practical method for generating two-dimensional gaam-distributed surfaces with a variety of
spectral form. Hwoever, an approximate method has been developed [4] which is applicable to arbitrary
spectra and is capable of representing the ACF precisely. Higher-order properties, however, are not
identical to gamme statistics but in practice differ by less than the statistical fluctuations in the
synthesised image. As with the gam-distribution model all the higher-order properties are determined by
the ACF so there are no reaminng degrees of freedom in the process.

The essence of the simulation method is to pass white noise of approipriate statistics through a linear
filter such that the ACF of the resulting correlated noise is identical to that for the surface. This
determines the relationship between the white noise statistics, the weighting function snd the surface ACF.
As shown by Oliver and Tough [4] the normalised surface ACF at lg value r and the weighting function ACF
are related by

r J-r
Va I X (9)

Pr<

0 . . . ... .w



wrNJis the Sth coefficient of the resultin weightingS fction, N is the Miler of filter weights And
x is uncoirelated randAm noise variable. The form of the surface ACF is the s$n as that for the19.twgf4j~am wil* the statisttics of the Input white noise are determined by ah vfc sutatitics
end the p of the weighting fnction. The form of the weighting foattMen my be derived from the
AC of the erface, obtained from the mdel, provided that the surface -Y be regerded as a stationary
ergodic variable. The positive square root of the power spectrum of the surface (forward Fourier Transform
of the ACF) is real, positive and syemtric and covsp Its to an amplitude spectrum. Though ~is result
is only one possible fom of this spectrum we are Justifled in usinoteit since it has the defined ACF. On
taking the inverse Fourier Transform of the amplitude spectr.m th sired weighting function is obtained.

The stages of the simulation are Illustrated in Figure 1 for a particular texture. This is derived
from a section of SAR imp obtained with the PARE X-Mand system and corresponds to a segomet of a plantation
of yours treet to that the lines of trees are visible as shown In the top left of th. irage. The ACF of the
image intmitl Is then calculated (top centre) and the weighting function deduce as described above (top
right). TIh white nose is required to have variable contrast as show in Eq.(9). We choose an uncorrelated
gema-distribution for the input with Its contribution order parameter defined appropriately. The output
correlated distribution after filtering will not, In gnral, be gem-distributed, as noted abve. However.
the discrepancy is usually muh less then any statistcall fluctuations E3. Having determined the order
prem rm ulcorellated ge-distributed nise is then generated (bottom left) which is then convolved with

wei ,htin function to generate a simulated cress-section variable (bottom centre). The final stge is
to sIm S ate scattering and imaging of coherent radiation from this correlated surface. on scaittering,
the field contribution in each element of the receiver is fomed by the interference betwe the many random
scatterers within each resolution cell. Thus the received field will he" a complex Gaussian speckle
simulated by taking Gaussian random nmers for reel and Imaginary parts of the field with variance
proportional to the local cross-section. "this field is then imaged which corresponds to convolving with
the imaging function. The final received field is then envelope detected to give the intensity (bottom
right). Close resemblance between this simulated texture and the original Image is apparent.

S. COhPARISON OF IDDEL WITH DATA

Having ostablished the correlated gamma-distributed clutter model and the linear filter texture siimla-
tion mtho lot u-i next compare the vesults for various examples of image texture. simulation and the
theoretical =o0. These cmarisons are given in more quantitative detail elsewhere L3]. In the present
paper w shell assume that the ACF is well represented by a choice of moW.- and premeters and make the
comparison in terms of the single-point statistics and a montage of real and simulated Image textures for
visual comparison.

Initially we shall consider a region of texture corresponding to a field in a SAR image illustrated In
Figure 2. We would expect that there should be no cross-section fluctuation so L.Vkt the results are deter-
mined entirely by the Imeging rocess and consist of speckle whose correlation properties are determined by
the imging function widths. ahe original image texture is the top right of Figure 2; the reaining images
are obtained by simulation. Obviously the detailed position of bright speckles varies randomly from image
to image, as it would between different SAR images of the same am since it would be impossible to repro-
duce the flight trajectory precisely. It is the two-point statistics which describe the texture which
should be identical within statistical fluctuations. Visually it appears that a pure speckle simulation
does indeed represent the region. A more detailed test can be performed in terms of the single-point
intensity moments. A comparison of the normlised moments of the data, the theoretical predictions and a
set of 10 simulations are given in Table 1. The predicted standard deviations are derived as described in
(3] and show close agremeent with the standard deviations obtained from the set of simulations. The original
image statistics and the simulated ones are both compatible with theory.

Having demonstrated the agreement where no underlying fluctuations are obtained we next consider an
image of well-developed woodland in which large well-separated trees are randomly distributed. The results
of simulatinn are compared with the original image texture in Figure 3; as before the original image is on
the top right. As one would expect not only the speckle but the underlying bright features, "trees", occur
at different positions in the images since these are generate. rendomly. It is the texture, defined by the
ACF, that should be duplicated once again. It is clear that most of the details of the texture are faith-
fully reproduced. Careful study suggests that the genuine texture has larger regions of dark than the
simulated textures. However, the results for the simlated and original ACFs are quite consistent. It my
be thav two-point statistics are not adequate to represent the texture completely; in which case the
fundamental odel also fails since there are no remaining degrees of freedom. In any case the textures
appear reasonably close to the human interpreter. On comparing the single-point moments in Table 2 the
"agresemt is within experimental errors, It is noticeable though that the predicted errors are consistently
less than those obtained from simulation. This effect was noted previously [3] and probably results from
the over-simplistic assumption that pixels are either completely correlated or uncorrelated in the
theoretical derivation.

Figure 4 illustrates the comparison of the original image with a set of simulations of the young
plantation texture used to demonstrate the situlation technique in the previous section (Figure 1).
Agreement is visually excellent; the original texture is again on the top right. On comparing the moments
in Table 2 we note that the results are again consistent. However the errors in the higher moments are
sufficiently large that it is impossible to detect any discrepancy between simulation and the model even
though this is expected E4].

So far we have considered the representation of natural clutter observed with a SAR system. In the
next example we take a region of urban clutter. It seems probable that the fundamental assumption that
large regions of homogeneous noise-like texture exists in the image is unlikely to be well founded for such

nmade clutter. In the first example of town texture, shown In Figure 5, the original image (top right)
consists of roads lying at about 20 degrees to the vertical. In the simulations this fundamental orientation
is retained but the continuous nature of streets has been partially lost. It appears that more than two-
point statistics might be required to represent both the concept of 'building", a local effect. and that of
"street" which covers much larger scales. The comparison of single-point moments is again within statistics

: - I
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though the e Os re sffIcIently large With ciums With such strotglY-fluctuatingl centrast that
disreiancies would not be aparent.

in the l "ial SM teture inpsn a some is chusen for which the model is ote o ited to a ly. A
e rele ee ta liningt a MWit reed Is cha ses t ins becf nof field (Figure . top rMght. This
obvioalts violate ti nsew ary condition that the texture Should be humogenous since different parts of
the OfIlbt clearly diffetri textlM-e O seMking to th 0ctarise IM entire anset with the ACF
W ar m averegig over tMes different textures and would expect to prOdue ia everegd resultant.
This is obvious IN the simlatnt texture in Figur 6. The underlylnq orientation i$ retained but the texture
is spread wer the "utln stiletltn. Coparises of the single-poit muets In Table U showa gsmt
within the statistics. This Indicates that these single-point msmets re a poor measure of textre cmpared
with the tuwmpoint statistics which exhibit an obvious discrepancy. Furthermore hige r-order correlation
properties would also he required to represent the texture which Impies that the unerying moael is

For a final coWriso let wu consider en Mole from Anbther forn of coherent Imaging, naly somr.
In this ca the image shom In Figure 7 is tae frem sumnr images of the sea bid. This emple illustrates
sand rMll4 such as WiMe left en a beach " the tide Pots out. The original texture (top right) shows
clear evdue ef them ride. TrM silations puer vary similar visually. Detailed cmparisen reveals
that the ridgetO in the simlations, which are a result of the obserer Joining regionS of bhl intensity.
tend to be wmser than the corresponding regions of the original texture. A model which is based essentially
one point spid function, rather than knwledge of higher level structures sub as ridges, would be
expected to fail with this type of Imroe. Nevertheless the resemblance, even in this case is close. Other
sona examples exhibit better agreIent mothe whole. As noted in previous exaples the single-point
statistics. ompered in Table 6, exhibit good agrement revealing again their Inensitivity to the detail
of the texture.

6. DISCUSSN me CMMCUSIONS
The importance of the correlated clutter model described here lies in the fact that it includes the

effects of Imaging function, surface statistics and correlation properties in a consistent mnner. Various
types of distribution have bee used in the post to describe the statistics of the clutter in terms of tre
probability distribution. These mey give totally misloeding predictions of, for example, radar detection
perfomance unless the correlations beton Image pixels are correctly t'eated E10.113. In the majority of
cases uncorrelatad sales are assumed which my be totally erroneous. The present model coobiies all the
important aspects in a consistent manner eambling one to predict, for example, the expected statistics for
a given scene as a function of resolution which is quite beyond the scope of other methods.

From a visual cmparisen of the siaulation results it is clear that t*e method is eAtreoely successful
at representing a wide renge of clutter textures. Indeed the exceptions that are shown have buen selected
from a much larger number of good representations. Doth marmade and natural clutter textures can be
represened though the latter are more consistently correct. Oe of the problems in the method is th|i
difficulty of selecting a form for the model which duplicates the original image ACT most liostly. The task
is obviously most onerous where complicated spectra are encountered, as was the case for the sonar examplegiven. A method which circumvents this problem has been proposed [043 in which the observed ACF is treted
as a perturbed version of some simple model E3]. This approach has proved capable of deducing the surface
ACF such that the predicted intensity ACF is almost indistinguishable from that for the original data.
Using this approach the process of sim lating such textures is essentially determined by the convolution
recesies, performed by WF methods, Which underly so much of the analysis. In principfa these could be
Npi nted extremely fast if suitable parallel hardware were available.

In this paper we have presented an analysis of clutter textures and their simulation based on a specific
"model. The original theory assems that the underlying cross-section can be described in terms of the
negative binomial or ga9i distribution. The simulation generates the cross-section by a linear filtering
operation aplied to uncorrlated game-distributed noise. In both cases all the higher-order single and
multi-point statistics are defined once the two-point statistics are specified. This approach therefore
contains a richness of detail much greater than is contained merely in the ACF. This implies that if the
texture ware indeed the result of scattering from a game-distributed surface it would be impossible to
Improve on a measurement of tWe ACF as a means of classifying or simulating such a texture. Any other
classification or simulation method could only achieve the sam performance when all statistical properties
wore defined, not Just the two-point statistics. Thus this approach is very successful at handlingthose
textures which could be represented in tems of such a model. However, the obvious corollary is that where
the originl texture does not fit the model the approach enforces incorrect higher-order correlation
properties. This appers to be the case with sos of the more intransigent clutter textures considered
here. Another problen is the question of how one establishes whether the model holds in any particularcase. Compa~rison of the three-point statistics with the model might offer a possible method. For completely
arbitrary textures however, a different approach in which one measures sets of statistical properties of
increasing complexity until an can no longer distinguish the simulated and original textures is required
[1J. This approach essentially uses no Information other than that specifically introduced in the definedstatistical measures.
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M OCEL SIPUIATZOM

NMMT DATA EM M O NEMS SO

Second 1.970 2.000 .014 2.003 .018

Third 5.6 6.00 .14 6.01 .J4

Fourth 21.3 24.0 1.3 23.6 1.0

Fifth 97 120 116 9

Sixth 52O 720 - 40 80

Table I. Comparison of the mommets for the fields texture

NODEL SIN.ATION

"DPT DATA MEAN SO MEAN SO

Second 2.77 2.77 .03 2.74 .06

Third 14.3 14.8 .S 17.1 2.6

Fourth Ill 130 8 219 90

Fifth 1.11(3) - 4.7(3) 3.4(3)

Sixth 1.34(4) - 13.9(4) 13.5(4)

Table 2. Comaerison of moments for the first woods texture

MOCEL SII6J.AT ION

MOMENT DATA W"N SO NEAR SO

Second 2.64 2.64 .04 2.55 .11

Third 13.1 13.1 .7 14 3

Fourth 100 108 10 160 90

Fifth 1.01(3) - - 3.2(3) 2.9(3)

Sixth 1.19(4) - 8.3(4) 9.8(4)

Table 3. Comparison of moments for the second woods texture

MODEL SIIIULATION

MOMENT DATA WEAN SM D MWEAN SOD

Second 7.4 7.4 .5 6.9 1.5

Third 160 160 20 200 140

Fourth .47(4) .71(4) .12(4) 1.15(4) 1.49(4)

Fifth .16(5) - 9.0 (5) 16.6 (5)

Sixth .60(7) - 8.5 (7) 18.8 (7)

Table 4. Comparison of moments for the first town texture



"ML SIIJLATION

NOEN DATA EAR SO MAW So

Second 8.5 8.5 .8 9.0 3.0

Third 270 230 so 480 520

Fourth 1.3(4) 1.S(4) .3(4) 6.(4) 11.(4)

Fifth 6.9(5) - 10.(5) 25.(S)

Sixth 3.9(7) - 210.(7) 580.(7)

Table 5. Comparison of moments for the second town texture

WODEL SI1ULATION

WGENT DATA NKAR SD NAR SD

Second 2.99 2.99 .09 2.92 .09

Third 19.6 20.0 2.7 17.0 2.1

Fourth 227 279 81 171 S7

Fifth 4.0(3) - - 2.6(3) 1.6(3)

Sixth 9.3(4) 6 5.3(4) 4.7(4)

Table 6. Comparison of the moments for the texture of the
sonar image of sand ripples
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Figure 1. Stages In the sluiiletlon of correlated random textures

FIgure 2. Comparison of a SAR image of a field texture (top right) with several simulations



Figure 3. Comparison of a SAR limge of the first wood texture (top right) wjtt. severai simumlations

Figure 4. Comparison of a SAR image of the second wood texture (top right) with several slimulations
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Figure S. CoMpai-son of a SAR Image of the first town texture (top right) with several asmulatiolls

Figure 6. Comparison of a SAR image of the second town texture (top right) with several simulations
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Figure 7. Comparison of a sonar iMage of a sand ripples texture (top right) with several simulations
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SUMMARY OF SESSION III

MULTPLE SCATIERING EFFECTS

by

l.M.Besieris, Session Chairman
(The following material was supplied by the Editor)

This session is concerned with the multiple scattering effects. Such effects can be manifested in many different ways. For
example, it can result in enhanced backscattering is described by Yang and Yeh in the first paper of this session. It can also
result in depolarization when scattering from rough spheres. In this regard, Bahar and Fitzwater (second paper in this session)
approach the problems by using the equation of transfer. Under various conditions, the behaviour of waves after being
perturbed by the random medium can be modelled by a phase-changing screen. Jakeman's paper (third paper in this session) is
concerned with the statistical properties of amplitude scintillation when either the phase of the screen is a Gaussian random
fractal or the phase gradient is fractal. In a fourth paper of the session, Jefferson and Anderson are concerned with the
mathematical models of the multi-scale phenomena and the use of such models in the study of wave propagation and scattering.
In the last paper of the session, Franke and Liu examine the statistics of the wave when the phase screen varies randomly both in
time and space.
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ABSMUCT

A wave gradually lose* Its coherence whl.f propagating In a random medium. This is because thai wave

experiencee decorreiation along a propagation path that has uncorralated Irregularities, If. however,
lifferent parts of the propagation path have correlated Irregularities, the deforralation of the wave will
vot proceed as tepidly as otherwise. ThIs affect to moat prominently manifested in the case of backecat-
ttring where the returned wae"' propagates through the same Irregularities "a the outgoing wave. The
astrage backscattered Intensity can be shown to be higher than that expected from a wave propagating over
apath equal to the round trip distance but through uncorrelated Irregularities. This phenomenon is known

vase enhancement effect. This enhencement effect is clearly revealed when the receiver is moved ever
closeer to the transmitter. As the separation between the receiver and the transmitter is reduced, the
avoraile scattered Intensity will increase and reaches a peak when the receiver is co-located with the
transmitter. If the wave statistics are In the saturation regioe, this maximum Increase amounts to a
doubling of the average Intensity.

In this paper, the enhancement effect under various conditions is examined. There can be backscat-
tering f~cm random Irregularities themselves or from a deterministic scattered. The difference between
weak and strong scattering Is aistinguished. The effects produced by various power spectral functions
from the tandau medium are also considered.

I . IMMUDUCTIOW

Recetly the phenomenon of enhanced hackscattering In a random medium has received some attention.
Itwsfirst pointed out in (1.the coherence between the forward and backward propagating wave may lead

toenhanced beckacattering. Later work showed that either An~ continuous (2-81 or discrete (9-141 random
media, the variation of the average hackacattered Intensity forms a njrrow peak around the backward direc-
tion. In other words, for a fixed range from the scattering target, the scattered intensity is Increased
as the receiver is moved closer to the tranomitter end reaches a maximum valu2 when the receiver is
exactly co-located with the troansitter. This effect, known as the enhancement effect, Is usually attri-
huted to the gain of coherence %%covered from random decorrelati~na when the backwar:d scattered ray passes
through the same random structure as the Incident ray. Because the decorrelatian effect io Important when
there Is strong scattering, this enhenzerent effect io expected only when there is significant multiple
scattering.

In this paper, the eahancemant effect In a turbulent medium under various conditions of scattering
strength is examined, The, geometry of the problem Is deplcted In Pig. 1. A point source is placed at t
and a wave is propagated In a statistically homogeneous and isotropic random medium which occupies the

half space above the plane denoted by tho horizontal line. Ue are concerned with th% returned wave scat-
tered from a scatt~ring j~lume Vs, This returned wave Is detected by a receiver at rR. In Pig. 1o tWo
scattering points r anj r are shown and both are inside Vs. The Incident and scattered rays asaociat V
with the scatterer at r are represented by two chain ltines and those associated with the scatter j at r-
are represented by two dashed lines. We will consider only those cases where the distance In - Zri io
very small so that the four rays just mentioned are nearly parallel to allow the use of the paraxial or
forward scattering approximation. I!n tVe context, it io convenient to use s-sxie as the propagation
axis. In Pig. 1, the vtctor V' - P - r is also shown and It, when extressnd In tke Casteeirn coor-
dinates, io just a p' ').. Finally., two horizontal vectors pr - rT- ro and og - rp - ro are indi-
cated In Pig. 1.

To demonstrate the enhancement effect.* the soattering cross section ca as a function of the distance
between the tramnimtter end receiver, I.e., r* - op. will be evaluated. Two ranges of scattering strength
are to be consideredt 1) week scattering in whtch the supereikoual approximation (111 io valid, 2)
strong scattering in which the saturation 1161 has been reazhed. In eitiar range, the forward scattering
approximation io assumed to be applicAble. The convrnionce of fonward scattering is that the concept of
prapagetor fly itis valid. Vor more concrete discussions, two kinds of power-apectrue function f or random
irregularities will be used, I.e., a Gaussian spectrum and a teasel-function spectrum. A beseel-finction
spectrum can he reduced to a power-lav format Am the Initial subrange; [181, i.e., between the spatial fre-
quencies corresponding to the Inner and outer scales. Therefore, It is more realistic iu modeling a tur-
bulent atmosphere 1191. UNwever, a Gaussian spectrum, due to It@semthematical simplicity, can lead to
much physical ionsight.

The rest of tbis paper is organised as followa. A general derivation for the scattering cross sec-
tinn is proeseted Is Section 11. Rare, a multiple-ecattering factor io Introduced, The explicit forms of
thia factor for the weak and strong scattering are derived In Sections III and TV, respectively. The



numerical rtesults eda d1cuessiaa ire presented in Sectioes V sad Vt for i4he cage of Gauseian and power-
law lpect::vm fuentLefs, toepect1wely. Pimally, conclusioan are dtom in ReM.ties Vni.

11 SI, S Mt,,Klk"Yift ChOll SECTION

to uies.mtvb the i b mok uetCi trams oacrttJhils lt st ith an expression for the readom wave field 3

itattiew. iTo the Vol-me Vs and received at (* 6,201
t. I-r d! r C' k ROT. t ' ) (; (1).

tinge the depolarisation effect is of so osects, osly s•alar waves are considered it Sq. (I), flare k
denotes the wavemumber tn the background edium end el deaotee the relative flMw* Ltou of the di*lI*tric
%.eteittivity. The random propagatioe K represents wave propagation along a designated propagatito aria
from the first areugent to the seemed o under the formerd iattering approsimation. The expreesion tor
It in 1q. (1) can be obtained under the tumulative forward-scattet cingle-backscatter approximation (211
which has been discusase in the literature 16,201.

Let a demote a characteristic seale of ramo. irregularities. Unoer the coedition kklt
2 >12

W(l, an
approximate eptreeioa for the averag•d scattered Intensity to - (9014 ca" be obcaimed. IV the
expression for the seattered field (1), there is a preduct of thee riodo. fusetio•ea two propagator* and
one relative dielectric perlmttivity. The ameralge scattered intensity to thee an eneemble average of six
random functieae: feor propagatore and two relative dielectric peroittiTitlee. ly applying the Novikov-
Purutwe the•rem 1191, thie mixed moment of the sixth order can be fastered into a product of two pure
mometats the aconed momet of a1 (or the correlation functtoa) and the fourth sament of K (6,20). The
result it

is lit d1. lit I,,- dr 23k(r-r") '

<0 . ~.f) ,;.r- K (r*, r)> (2)
Here, the ecalar r' is the distance between r" and (or •) along the propagation aeis. Also, the
correlation function Be of al it ianroduced to describe the turbulent structure of the medium.

In the next step, w define a sltiale scattering factor H such that tne fourth moment of K in Eq.
(2) cad be written as

"<o(*, b. K(", #) *C r") K (r. )>

where the uterstailntit to represents the propagator for the background medium and is given, for example,
by

t, '- ( ,r) axp(-ShI*' - 1 /2 r-) (4)

Other go'e appearing in (3) cau be similarly written down. It is apparent that when N is set to unity in
(3) aud subetituted to (2). -fe get the tateneity under the sitgs scatter approxmaltion. Nultiple seat-
tering: effects can be inclkidad by letting N be at exprseion to be derived in the next two sections. In
this regard, N is founi to be functions of only r and p' which will be assumed in the following develop-
vent. Under the condition kK

3
/r << 1, 1q. (2). with (3) inserted, become

S 2364, V% r-

The Presftel factor F, that appeared In 1q. (5). te given by

T1r. ') p I-jk[(P* + oKj. ' - 9. ]/)

This Fresanl factor F will produce the effect of Freenel diffrection around the forward scattering direc-
tion (6,201 and ts not of concern in this paper.

to obtaining Eq. (5). several approximationa have been made. They are: (a) The coalition kt3 /r
2

w<
as ssumed. This has already been noted previously. (b) After the integration variable r is replaced by

r', the integration limits have been extended to infinity. This is Justified on the preeise that the
linear dimensoen of the scattering volume Ve is much larter than the characteristic size 4. (c) The
aotation "Ra" has been added to guarantee the reality of the integral. This procedure is required oecauoe
the approximations wo adopt produce a slight Imaginary part. (d) The approximation a' - r" - r has been
used.

avying sq. (5), we can write an expresason foe the ecatLerig cruse seaction oa(r*). defined ua the
poser scattered per unit solid anles per unit incident power density and per unit scattering volume. it
is given by

kEre. P , 0,

a(UP) Jda' iha *(I ) (ao
-- e£
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is the oae-dimanaional Vou ter spectral oatest of IB at 2k. Ia the liit of single ecattering, N is
redweed to usity. The Gai e t scatteriag cr sect ttion e , from (7).

o~• • ,,. I t,' O,1) W. P.) (9)

It io convenient to deltfn a ratio of Creid sections by the expresione

as%aej (10)

This ratio reveal* the Importance of multiple scatteting foe which the enheieeemnt effect to onee mit-
featatioa.

111. WMRA SCATTING

In &te came of wek ecatteting, the aupereikonal approximation (151 will be utillsed. Having the
first-order epproximation In the complex phiee, the supereikonal approximation Is supposed to be equiva-
lent to the tytow approxtimation 1191 a far as the degree of occurary it wcnaeered (17). The validity of
Rytov approximation has been Investigated [2ll. The superelkoeal approuimation Is valid Ia the tes
range. For propagators it to more convenient to use the sopereikoeal epprotmattion.

The superetkonal apprtcatmation can be expressed by the following two equations 117).

K(;T' ;) - Ko(T.#* asp [*(;T. M (11)

where #f* J: 3k '(;T. r da1 17 d
2

5 PI (*,~) ~ 0 (12)
rT ~ ~ -. T I I

with the equality *rl - (01, al). Hience according to Eq. (3), the multiple-acattering factor N(MO. t)
becon N,(. r-) - amp < [ . • + , ;) + ; T + ÷ (; ;,)]2> (13)

In obtaining Eq. (13), the permittivity fluctuation a, has been aesumed to be statistically Gaustian
distributed.

Before Proceeding to compute M, we note in (13) two general forms of the second iomenL of *. i.e.,

t*Ira, ;$) e0,,. ;)> and <$(;., re) 0,, ;t)>. First, the pair of complex conjugate ti

*k2 [%(*, I)Ka(+ + )1~ J7 d.,a J d'o, d2 p2

za a(, r 2 ) V I-P-a )%r, .(*,r

with 1 (1, nI) an. r - (h. al). In ordert to complete the Integration* in 9q. (14), we apply the
approximation of atatiorary path. I.e., the argumnts of the correlation Be in Eq. (14) are replaced by
the stationary patha:

(+ " -) a a + - a ") (15)

Here, the transverse coordinates of the stationary paths are given by

PO I P a+ (P6 -PIA(16)

002 P11, + (P C - ;P a 2 /r

Notice t1at the approximation of stationary path has bean widely used in the path integral technique (16).
By putting 1q. (15) in (14), the integration& with respect to 1,1 and 0+ can be performed nccordiat to the
composition law [171. The result is

<4n 4) *4 4

,r 6 . r), ) (r , -0," -(%) (17)

a 02 11 d. I do 2 8 **P - PO2' I-'

The expression for <*(r., ;,) $(•., r)> can be similarly derived. The result it the same as Eq. (17)
except for a miTus sign, L..,

<00m r*( 0 0 . rc)

" k - do I do 1 d'n t (0 -3o1 a1 - a(1)

Having Eqs. (27) and (18), we can compute the foccor N given by Eq. (13). However, P.his computation
requires the kncwledge of the correlation funition Ue. Thia till be performed in Sections V sad VI for
two attumed correlaLlon functions. To conclude this section, let utv Mention that by noting Eqs. (16),
(17) and (18), the multiple-scattering factor N does not have any dependence on a' a was assumed iin-
diately below Eq. (4) to get (5). In the next aection we turn to the strong scattering case.



volume V. the wae. statistics a&& be described as baelg uaturated. tm tme eatetaties regimm, the toad"e
pvq.5tor is supposed to poese" a sample Goosiss diatribstion. Tbetefete, the* ferttimoment ot the

propmoter a is 2q. (2) eaa be spitL Int. a mum of Mth product of t second amounts se follow$ t14' 171

tosow prepagatre "m the tight-hand aide of Sq. (19). we have Intorehanged the order of two arsomeete
beeaese of the reciprocal property of the propagator. The second moeant of the propaotor has baee
obtained by uasing the patth isategral technique (16). par examle,

* ( #P(~ ) ep-kri(-,) (20)

moare, the structuare function Xl 04a is def ined by

D( , 02 [ A,(*) - A 1(0-u) *2 + U do (21)

With the Integrated correlation function A a(;) definad by

aa

Notice that In writing sq. (2n), we have used the propagation axis defined in the first section.
Introduction of Eq. (20) and its similar in (19) produces an expression like that in Eq. (3) with the
multiple scattering factor N given by

MO. ')- xpl- -L k2rD(O, '*)]

1m 2

+ exp I- 2kr [(k pTo ) ]( (23)

The right-hand aide of Eq. (23) o mhos that o hs no dependence on a' as assumed previously.

V.* NUMERICAL. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS - GAUSSIAN SPECmTRM

In this section a Gaussian spectrum will be used In comaputing the scattering cross section in both
the week and strong scattering litmtt. The Gaussian correlation function is given by

a6r)- (C12 > exp(-r 
2

At
2 ) (24)

The 1 given by Eq. (6) can be evaluated

; e (ON - a a <' t 1 > expt- l(h + th ,14 o 2)) (25)

The croes section ago given by 94. (10) IN given by

24 it 2' 22( )">. - p(1-k T + (25)

t(•) -•" /rle(1 . ,) (

tn the case of weak scattering, the ite)grals of (17) and (s6) n eed to be done first. After some
computations. we hae from (17)

, ,* ",.* a ) k60 (1 .; ,)]

pJ dv axpt-[(( - P V% ; + ~ -*a p C o)V] 1 (27)

where I, k h
2 
<62>n Ad r. W)hen theme expressions are subatituted into (13). it produces

g(. ) " exp(-o[z + art( (0T

Th • ivn ygq () l b vauae



-J dv +aI(~fa

abeve eel represent* :Ve"o funetion. Without ls"ateo generality. Is numerical coeptatieee me coneider
a situation Is muchla - L a-qd. ots".e we have an expresseion fr % readr for somarical oenmptatienas

*apl-I 21 4 -.-erf(d) -rt

4 v eapi-(-(d'a)v + a)l 0-02- y aI

dv easi-((d-a)V + a), (- v ,2j (2

moer, we have ueed the now dimensionless varlatblost k' k a. r' - r/B, 4 * by/A, a - z1/4 and p - pI/A.

In numerical computations. we consider a caeo in which k - 121m-1 . A. 0.01eai 1000. to Fig. 2,
"ur Ilead 11 represent wve vlues e a function of 4 fee two (ej') vaiweet <ej'. Sa11 ad0.a

1-4repctively. These two ejd vaote" correspond top a 0.0443 and 0.443. respectively. The
former, Curve 1, represeents a ase" of very week multiple scattering. ?he letter, orve It. represeents a
!itwatIoa of andlm scatteuing which can be regarded as the upper limit for the validity of the eupereiko-
Ial pproldAielan. From those two curves, the enhancement affect, thouga week, cas ha cleerly sens.

Further discussion Is poetponed to a later section.

In the~oae of strong scattering, sine the major contribution to the Integral to sq. (7) couse froe
the reege Is'4 1. A the "elee eapeaeica of the Integrated correlation function As(;) can ha truncated to
give 16.20

A v< 2> A (I - P a/&2) (30)

The Introduction of this quedratic approximation in (23) products

Inserting Eq.. (31) Ia (7), the resulting expression can he computed to give

+ NA 2 I i f) 214. ~1 + exp(-" d 2/I(2

where the astsomtlooef - - '*T - ay* end the definition d * by/i havs bean used.

for smarctal cso~putations, we Consider a ailuatlen with polmteres k - 1050.- A - 0.03%.
WO0OD. Agaie, two valese of <612> ane soodi <aid - 2.5 a IV&& eel 10-11. corresepending to V *2.;is
&a0.46S, respectively. The variatiose of qj are also droew as Curves III and IT to Fig. 2, A comparison
between the parameter valowe of the week and streng scattering oasee abshe that they have the m secat-
teeing gametey and a deerease ine feeuqua by too time. UMIewer, as iatreaee at nsee-eqeere fluctuation
by So time bringe the scattering strength from a watdim rege late the eaturetleft regom. The case with
the smaller p value. I.e., a - 2.215. represents a scattering strength at the lower limit of the nature-
ties Goodities. The larger a values deecribes a strong moatte"ia situation before the forward scattering
aeeeelmtlaa heema invalidated. Is Fig. 2. Curves III MA IT demosetrate PMOmLOeetly the esheacseemt
effset. An enaneement by a factor at two Is ebteined whee unsparing the cteea sactlom for the ameet
unseetettc me.n with that fee a reealverntroa~motter separation of a fee correlation lengths. A aom-
pulseee -- thas* feet curves I% NZg. 2 glee the fale oimpruesasio. Ia the ease of very woak seat-
terlog, an shown Is Cuorve 1. % value toalonee to unity sad Uittle If asy eshasamt toabushe. As the
scatteeing voet stronger Is, Curve It. the eshancement peak begins to smalfest. Also, the whale level of
beckeoetteriug to reload. Thea. Is the saturetles reglm,. the enhancement peak Ieosme very prominent.
Thin peet get* erwemr and the scattering cress section Iem smaller as the dielectric fluctuations
intensitp. This my be attributed to the decoerelatlen e bngt abot by multiple scoat tering and the loee
of coherence for Maons propagating is the intenifiled tuethleae.

TI. MOR0A 2ULT Am DIOSUUIOU - M -UAM SPOCI

(14 I this secttle*. we coesider a luesel-foactiee power spectrum with the aenrelatiom tweetlee given bay

(ha'1



1810.KV(.) 10av th Whe 1440164Oetiet Onwth MiU~ag'. tgetOt. WhA 870"18 it andto. 1/%
"proessent the imor sad water seal"e of the tuemelast atreeture, reepsetive1). It habe*& hshohn that
after a Pearter tratorn~aties, the power epoetrus follow& a power law with power Index p to the initial
aembroso Per atmaopboheraepplieatiess, p one be met at 1113 in a". (13). Aetually, whome the value Aj(a,2
+ W-4 )I is eat targe, the powr spectrum a" be appreeaa~ted by till

with r staning toe a giam tumetis.. %ion p insmet at ill) z4. (34) becomes

*13. 6 I NT17E3 (35)

This eqatIga 1s 0ompared With A poNar law usually used tar We~trtiVe-indew2 fluctuations in A tuArhulet
atmespbs"I (141

VO 0.013 C a (36)

A comparison hate...t Ies. (33) and (36) In the case K, > W4, leads to a relation as

(aI2 0.00846 1ý-2I3 Cal2  (37)

Squatles (37) provides a sore concrete physical amaming for (al>statie. Cal to a qtt'antity that can be

measured in axperinansts.

The fuactea. 14%11) In Eq. (8) has been computed 12011

9 "(.0%)1p-)'lj 1 + 4k'0 a (2~ it(P-3),Z (leoRI) (

Becomes for p 1 2, the 0@8891 function £(p-l)/ 2 derrsease very test as Its segmenst becomea larger than
unity, the effective can"e f be for jifif~ticant I value cannoat ha larger them Ilk in tlls ýseq p -* ,

Accordingly. 1q. (6) sisplifies to i(r, p') a F(r, 0) - I and Eq. (13) simplifies to N(r. p') s N(r*, 0)
when p1 1 I/k. With these approuinatioam. Sq. (7) becomes

'Me ratio at the creas sections reduces to

-G Es W. 0) (40)

This ratio depends call on the factor M. In the weak scatter limit. %qs. (16), (17) and (13) cam ha used
to yield

<*(* . r) 4ar. roo rh *0 r~)> 1 0

<00 ;t) 040T PC~~) + (s"O; r-) *Cfe V) 0O(1

These approzinstians lead to the coaclusion that Wer. 0) s and thee 11 v 1.* This implies that whem the
supersikamal approaimetion is valid. m ultiple scattering does met produce signiticant attects as the
hackacattertng cress @sectiee when the dielectric permittivity fluctuations have a power law spectrum,
Actually, At has beam shn (1201 that in mecn a case, maltiple scattering eftects are important only In a
narrow range at eagle aroundl the tarwsrd-ocutteriag direction. Therefore, in the cafo at Weask scattering,
the sahanceeat ofet to is nt Important.

On the contrary, in the saturation regium, Wr. 0) is not identical t@ unity even tor propagattem In
a power law aeviroament. Prom Eq. (23), we have

*k s to(MO 0)

-sp k rONd' 0))142

with d' being defined by d' P sI, the distance betweem the transaitter and receiver. In order to

make numerical computations feassible. we consider a case with p -4. Then we have am expression for VI

11 - 1 + expl-V' 5(d. 0)) (43)

5(d. 0) 1 -f (K1(tod) L0(%cd) + L1(cd) %(a.,0d)1 (44)



with Lv(s) rep - seties a m~iniotd Struov I'ustle with order v. Also, a' - kh2 4ej4 r/40 fotabI
liet to N to the last settee. The impot pamtirens for merteul sempatetiee are giwoas k

1h. Is an r - 1000. Jim curves are Sows. Is Fig. 3 etreospeaitus to two "alues of (a >'I
11-1 Mrve~as -10) an It l4"ll (00 No It. a' a 90). Bridmetly. a faster ofitwo are he o*"eIs the

ratio of the pekvleadtefa alt ihrere ta Nthe sue* of the buASeiso opoetrus,
is the situation of stronger esettertag, I.e., a, is larger. the eIhes-mt reone is sarrieve. tm edit-
tift, to PI'l. 3 we leeas that assept for the Wasaaenset offsect, ti. smitiple seatteting play$ an Lapige-
fleest role I to hseueatt.:in. This tso esesateOt with the seitlusims to the Gas" of waet scatterieg. It
Is wseretioto that, as far, there is go theory het a"e Oloe" the theoreticeal gap botwee. the osperetihe-
We eppreaiastiin a esiaturation reuive. Otherwise, is m, ho able to use the av04.51 amreth of oshauct-
oset offset as the scattering strength to ft'%reseei.

fit. 01CeOMPmSm

1s Okis paper, VW haebeeen6Wtretei the *ehoMemnt Offset ts turbulent suite. two rease" of noet-
tering streegth are cnesieired. to week scattering. the "Pareikoesl approateetien to UNed, whitle to the
almt of stresw mitiple scattering the oeturettee statistics are assued. Te present Nmerical results.

two Itiora. Of power Spectral fuestiee aft applied: a Oseestem and a poewr-lew forest.

It hoe hoses ab that the sbehsnest of foot to completely oestrollod by the nalttpl.-osettoriug
facter N. Thom, the moot crutal parameter controlling N io 0 is the No"e of Gaussiens pectrum or a' is
that of power-law, For a simpler dieus-ion. let we leok into the owe of 0ouesieosepectrum. Is this
case. p sa" he rourttto ok as 0 h2 Itt(o)r. This paramter can be ideutifteod as see eighth of the satin"-
ties distance. The outtectios distance to the dietesce of propagatton swer whicoh the coherent fiteld to
ettenweted to Its Ito value 1191. Let C>) asd C) topmosot the ooeheret field end aeorage latsetity,
respectively. After a moe, omitted by a point source propagates throwgh the random sodium, 1. can be
regarded as a parameter of ealhereace defised by

-44a1o (43)-VT)

Apperestly. 1<01 2 Is the coherent intensity. The value of V carn very free sere. corresponding to a
emoepltelyp cohereet wave. to tnfinity. corresponding to a coatplately taceherent wue". Since the enahnce-
woot effect io attributed to the coherence recovered is the r~und-trtp prop~aution, It miet he controlled
by thin parmater of cohereeco as- we shound in this paepr. ý41thbusts. only limited rouse of 0 value
could he considered. we did show that a harper 0 value loads t~o a sore prominent enhancement effect. This
trend vaen be istorproetd by slaying that relatively mer ecober..ae is recovered In the enha"cement region
as the wave loose ware coherence during propagatiLon toa erondom sodium.
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Fig. ' GeometrZ of ptobles. "he transmitter, receiver and two scatterers are raspectively located at
(h), (ri), (r) and 2%-). The scattering volume V. to far away from the transmitter and
receiver in the random medium which occupies the half space above the horisoital line. The s-
axis o used the propagation axis.
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DISCUSSION

S. Clifford, US
The enhanced backscarter case (equivalent problem) has been
considered in lidar scattering off a rough surface field. Enhanced
backsnatter occurs when trausmitter/RCVR are colocated due to "tilt
compensation". Is this the sawe effect to which you refer? If you

have a tilt-only measurement (quadratic structure function) do you
see enhanL*td backscatter? I dtd the same type of calculation in
Applied Optics (Clifford and Wandzuna, 1982; Clifford and Lasing,
1984). For the lidar problem in weak scattering, I'm curious about
unifying the two problems, i.e, doing the strong scatter lidai case
by following your development.

Author's Reply
The enhanced backscattering from a rough surface under an
experimentally controlled environment has been observed in recant
years, but a satisfactory theory that explains all aspects of the
observed phenomena is still lacking. In the case of volume
scattering, the enhancement is caused by the existence of two kinds
of propagation paths which give rise to contributions to the
scattered intensity. By "tilt compensation" if you mean the
quadratic approximation to the correlation function, then this
approximation alone is not the cause of enhancement.

W.A. Flood, US
In the case of the power-law spectrum, what is the angular width of
the backscatter enhancement? (In the particle case discussed by
Ishimaru, the angular width of the backscattered enhancement is far,
far less than would be predicted by diffraction from a particle of a
given radius.)

Author's Reply
For the example shown in Fig. 2, the width of enhancement is of the
order of the correlation length which is 0.05 m. The scattering
volume is at a distance of 1003 m from the radar. This corresponds
to an angular enhancement wilth of 0.05 m rad which is very small
indeed.

A. Consortini, IT
The power-law spectrum that you used takes into account the outer
scale of the turbulence. Are you planning to take into account the
effect of the inner scale?

Author's Reply
Yes. As a matter of fact some computations are made for the case
when the wavelength is smaller than the inner scale.

I.. Beaievis, US
It is Interesting to compare the changes in the backscattering
enhancement level and angular spread when you increase the strength
of the statistical fluctuations with those discussed by Akira
Ishimaru in connection with scattering by large concentrations of
particles.

Author's Reply
I agree. 4e have made some computations showing these effects.
Perhaps more computations are needed.
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AEMACT
Snattering and dspolarisation by layers or randomly distributed particles of irregular shape and finite

conductivity are determined for Inftrred and optical electromagnetic excitations. The irregularly's'•ped
Particles considered hero are spheres with randoa rough surfaces. They are characterized by their two dimen-
lional surface height spectral density functions or autocorrelation functions. Circularly and linearly

polarized excitations at normal incidence as well as vertically and horizontally polarized excitations at
oblique incidence are considered. The co-polarised and cross-polarized Incoherent diffuse specific inteniUAS
(Modified Stakes Parametbers) are determined by solving the vector form of the equation of radiative transfer.
To this end the full ways aproach which accounts for diffuse scattering as well as specular scatteriAng in a
self-consistent maner is used to evaluate the extinction cross sections as well as the scattering (hamse)
matrix for the irregularly shaped particles. Both single-saatter and multiple-.3catter incoherent specific
intensities aer evaluated for particens with smooth as well as rough surfaces. It is shown that the particle
surface roughness can have a significant effect on the diffuse specific intensities. The phenomnenon of enhanced

backscatter is also examined.

1. INTRODUCTION

The vector form of the equation of radiative transfer is solved to determine the co-polarized a.id cross-
polarized incoherent diffuse specific intensities (Modified Stokes Parameters) generated in laeered media
consisting of random distributions of irregularly shaped particles of finite conductivity. Linearly polariked
and circularly polarised waves at normal incidence as vell as obliquely incident vertically and horizontally
polarized electromgnetic excitations at infrared end optical frequencies are considered.

The problem of alectromagretic wave scattering by random distributions of particles has been studied
extensively by researchers with interests in fields such as atmospheric aerosols, smoke and dust in planetary
atmospheres (Choadresekhar 1950, Ishimaru 1978). However, in most of the work on this topic, the scattered
particles are assumed to be of idealised shapes such as spheres, oblate and prelate spheroids and circular
Culinders•1or which rigorous separable solutions are known (Ruck at el. 1970). Zn Many physical problems of
interest bowever, the individual scatterers are of irregular shapes such as flakes, spheres and cylinders
with random rough surfaces (Greenberg 1960, Chylek 1971, Scheurman 1980; Bahar and Fitzwater 1983, 1985;
,aher and Chakraberti 1985). Several theoretical and experimental techniques used in the study of scattering
and absorption by irregularly shaped particles have been reported in the proceedings of the workeLop on
light scattering (Scheursan 1980). A survey of several analytical and numericAl techniques including their
respective pros and cons has been presented b, Y h and Nei (1980). For example, if the mean square height
of the surface rougheess chj is s-Il (0=Jkg h% << 1, where ko is %he free space vavenumber) a perturbation
apprc'ach can be used to account for diffuse scattering attributable to the rough surface (Ruck et al. 1970,
RIcO 1951, Kiehl et al. 1980). lowever, for 8 << 1 the effects of the rough surface on t',e scattered specific
intensities are negligible. For problms of practical interest with 0 > 1, the perturbat?.n solutions are not
suitable and a full wave solution, which accounts for physical optics and diffuse scattering in a self-
consistent Sanner, can be use& to express the scattering cross sections as weighted sums of the physical
opt.ce and the diffuse scattering cross sections. These full wave expressions are used to determine the
elements of the phase matrix as well as the extinction coefficient that appears in the equation of
radiative transfer for media consisting of rander distributions of irregularly shaped particles (Bahar and
Fitzwater 19

8
6a).

When equivalent spheres, spheroids or cylinders do not reasonably represent the basic scattering charac-
teristics of irregularly shaped particles, experimental microwave techniques developed by Greenberg (1960)
can be used to determine the albedo for particles for which no analyticeal solution yet exists (Scheurman 1980,
Chylek 1977).

For the illustrative examples presented in this paper the irregularly shaped particles of finite conduc-
tivity are spheres with random rough surfaces. They are characterized by their two limensional surface
height spectral density functions or their corresponding non-aummllssn autocorrelation functions. Since it
is asiumed here that the roughness parameter is large ($ >> 1), in order to evaluate the extinction cross
sections the full wave approech 18 used. In addition, Judicious use is made of the f.r-vard scartering
theorem (Born and Wolf X964) and the very perceptive observation that for large scatterare (physical dimen-
sions large ocOeWd to wavelength) the forward scattered "shadow forming" wave is the same for all surfaces
which have the same shadow line tNorws and Feshbach 1953). To facilitate the analysist it is assumed here
that the radius of the sphere is not only lare compmaed to the vavalength A but also large co•iered to the
rough surfece height correlation length. BoWever, the raLii of curvature of the rough surface need not be
large coNerad to the wavelength. Multiple Scattering between the different elements of the surface of the
saome sphre Is neglected.

To solve the equatioi of radiative transfer for the incoherent specific intensities, Gaussian quadrature
and the matrix characteristic value techniques are used (Isbimaru et 11. 1982). The problem is formulated
in Section 2. The method used to evaluate the extinction cross eectioa is described in Section 3. Illustra-
tive enamplem are presented in Section 4. Both single scatter and multiple scatter results for the co-
polarized end cross-polarized' incoherent specific intensities are given for particles vwth smooth surfaces
as well as rough surfaces. Thus the effects of particle eurface roughness upon the co-polarized and cross-
polarized Intensities are investigated In detail. Special consideration, is gIveU to the evaluation of the
degree of polarization of the incoherent specific intensities and the observed phenomenon of arhanced
beckecatter.
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2. FONUTION OF THR FR0OMM
: A lineawly polarised electromagnetic wave is assumed to be obliquely incideut upon a parallel layer of

randonly distributed particles of finite conductivity and irregular shape. Specifitically, in this.York thn
particles are assumed to be spheres whose surfaces are randomly perturbed (see Fig. 1). Thus, if h is the
random surface height of the particle measured normal to the unperturbed sphere of radius a, the radius
vector to the surface of the irregularly shaped particle Is

r. - (a +h)K (2.1)

In which ir is tbe unit radius vector. The sean square height of the rough surface Ch
2

> is assumed to be such
that the roughness parsmeter 0 -4kC0>h (where ka is the free space vavenuaber) is large (1 < 0 < 4O). Thus,
the samll perturbation method (Rice 1951; Ruck at al. 19TO; Kiehl et al. 1980) cannot be used to snalyse the
scattering by t'ri very rough particles considered The small perturbation method is restricted to particles
with small rou4gLasss parameters 0 S 0.1, for whic?' the incoherent diffuse specific intensities are not
significantly do'fferent from those for the corresponninq smooth (spherical) particles. Theoretical and
exparimaetal te.hntiquas used in the study of scattering r id absorption by irregularly shaped particles have
been prb.ented .u the proceedings on the workshop on .igAgt scattering (Scheurman 1980). A survey of analyt-
ict and numerical techniques Including their pros and cone has been presented by Yeh and Nei (1980).

The full wave method that accounts for specular point scattering and diffuse scattering in a unified,
Iafl-consistent manner has been used in this work to determine the scattering and depolarization by particles

with rough surfaces (Behar and Fitawater 1983; Behar and Chakrabsrti 1985). The randoam rough surface height
h is characterized by its surface height spectral density function W or its Fourier trensform, the surfAceSheight autocorrelation Nmuotion <hh'>.

The incoherent diffuse specific matrix (I] satisfies the equation of transfer (Chandrasekhar 1950;
Ishinsru 1978)

d " -[(1 + f (S][I']dU d + [1i] (2.2)

in which the elements of the matrix [I] are the modified Stokes parameters (Chandrasekhar 1950, is aru 1978)

(1) 2 2 ~22 (2.3)jU M2e<EEj

depndntexittio i asued. V] 21m<E 132>
The symbol <,> de;ootps the statistical average and 0 denotes the oomplex conjugate (a suppressed exp(iwt)
time dependent excitation is assumed). The vertically and horizontally polarized components of the electric
field are E1 and Ej rspective l. The optical distance T is measured in the z direction (normal to the plane
of the slab, set F d. .(2.4)

where D is the diameter of the unperturbed spherical particle, n(D) is the particle size distribution and 0t
is the total cross section (extinction coefficient). The symbol p[-] denotes integration over the size
distribution. The effects of the particle surface roughness (which is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous)
are vanishingly small in the forward direction, thus the extinction matrix (Ishimaru and Cheung 1980; Cheung
SM IshiMruu 1982) for the particle with the rough surface can be represented by the scalar quantity ot.
The matrices [I] 4?d [IW] are the incoherent diffuse intensities for waves fcattered by the particles in the
direction e - cos-U and S and for waves incident in the direction 01- coas- j and *' respectively. The (xi4)
scatteri:g (phase) matrix [S] in the reference coordinate system is expressed in terms of the scattering
matrix ['V] In the scattering plane (that contains the incident and scatter wave normals Zi and Bf respectivey
see Fig. 2) through the following transformation

ES I)- =X(..• + 1))[S')19(W') (2.5)
in which [s'] is the weighted sum of two matrices

: Is,) - " V Ix • • l [% .' + [SDI (2.6)
In (2.6) ia is given by

P[CrflI2] PCIf 121
2] P C~l.2 -~~lf1] "[fllf 1 ] -pTm[f 11 f 1]2]

S10 . 1 Cii22  palf2142] -Pim(f 2 1 42 2 ] (2.7)
t P*'e[fll P2R' 1 f 2 2] 1 PR-ellf2+fl;lf p Iufuff 2f21]

p21m( f11f1 P 2 IsE f1 2 fL Pwmf 11 ~flp~12 ;1  a af~L-12,
where fi, are elements of the 2x2 scattering matrix for the unperturbed (spherica) perticle

[I=[21  '2 Lý J[1,9'1 (kor) (2.8)
In (2.8) I1 S !nd NF are the incident anI scattered verticslly and horizontally polarized electric field
components in the scttering pl.n* aneS r is the distance to the field point from the center of the spherical
particle. For a smooth sphere -jj are given by the Nie solution (Ruck et al. 19T•; Ishier' 19T8) gad [f) is a
diagonal matrix. The Nie enlution contains the specularly scattered contributioA as well an the contribution
of the shadow forming ••Sve (Norse and Feshbach 1953).

The transformation matrices tIt] in (2.5) are given iu. terms of the angle al between the reference plane
of incldnce Snd the acatterisg plane end the angle a bet%,,en the scattering plane and the reference plane
of scst1.er (see Fig. 2)
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coIs 2 i~

" A tfl co Bs~ -4 sin2 s 
(2.9)

-in2o sinft cos2m
[0 0 0 ij

The quantity X in (2.6) is the particle random rough surface cha raceitic function

inWihX(;'r) . <Gep(i;. rh)- (2.10)
In which-) 2.1

Thus the coefficent 1x(12 
in (2.6) saccountg for the degradation Qf the specular point contributions to the

scattered fields by the rough surface (IXlW C 1 sand as 0 + 0 lXiw + 1). The diffuse scattering contribution to
the matrix 8, due to the particle rough surface is given by

ISDj ] 0 0

[8D]I [S? j 0 0

0 0 (SD S3(212

0 0 ISD43] S44
where

7[5D , ,fr , - 1, (2.13)

in which A., We 2 is the average cross sectional area, of the unperturbed particle and <Cc1j> are the full wave
solutions ?or the like (iwj) and cross polarized (i~j) normalized scattering cross sections D(Beher and
Fitzwater 1983; Bober and Cha~wabarti 1985). The first and second superscripts i1,3 denote the polarizations
(V vertical and R horizontal) of the scattered and incident waves respectively

<aj - 2W w iJ12P W

where D I kDy ',Q ,iaydyd6/w (2.114)

Q . f(( j(X2(;Lr)_jX(~;; rI
2
)exp(i;;_,lA)dxd dad (2.15)

Since the rough surface height h Is assumed to be isotropic and h(uA.ageneous * the surface height autoc~r~eation
function <bhh> and the joint characteristic function X2 are only functions of the distance rd..(1i - d
measured along the surface of the unperturbed sphere. For rough sunface heights with Gaussian distributions

X2(7'V - <exp i;-rbh)-x[ ;r-W 1i 1 (2.1T)

In (2.15) it is assumed that the surface height correlation length rc is small compared to the particle
circumference lID.

For i - 3 and 14

(SD I - pfReCk&
1
> 1 <ao12>. ]]A /147Plt] (2.18)

1122 D 21D y
(upper and lower signs for i - 3 and 14 respectively). For i~j

[8D =~im± 1 + 12 (2.19

(upper sign for i . 14, 3 - 3 and lower sign for i . 3, j - 14 respectively).
In the above expressions

f If ko Di3 D' P2 Q sinydydd/1t (2.20)
0 0

In (2.114) end (2.20), P2, the shad&'w function, is the probability that a point on the surface of the particle
Is both illuminated and visible given the slope of the surface at the given point (Saucer 19614). The scatter-
ing coefficients Dii are functions of gli,gf end U,the normal to the unperturbed surface of the particle,~
well an its electromagnetic parameters £ ,I. The regaining eight teMs of the matrix [SDI vanish since D11anid
DiJ (i~j3) are sym~etric and antisymmertric respectively with respect to 6 the azimuth ongle for the sphere.

In this work it is assumed that a linearly polarized wave (vertical or horizontal) in obliquely incident
upon a parallel layer of optical thickness T containing a random distribution of particles with rough surface&
The incident Stokes matrix at a - 0 is (see Pig. 2)

(I inc
1
a CP 8(id, (2.21)

in which Ui - cone i, the direction of the incident wave in (01,0) and

[I V [I H[IR

for P-V (vertical). P-H (horizontal), P-B (right), and P-L (left). In (2.21)6(-) is the Dirac delta function.
Thus, the reduced incident intensity is
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C [ Iz,,.[ i] WT(-t/% 1 ) (2.23)
and the (hxl) cmitation matrix (2.2) is

[II 1 [IrildI , a * [P]exp(-/U
1

) (2.24)

in which the (4zl) matrix CFJ in IFJ - [ P][I1Il:,.., (2.25)

eIM the matrix [i] is defined 1. (2.22). The matrix tF] can be expressed as a Fovrier meries (Ishimaru
et al. 1982) a a i .

Im (?] co*+I •p~aF S ? o i m* in (2.26)

in which

[,Fl. 0 a. (2.2T)j r01i
For normally incident (ai-0) linearly polerized waves, the term w-0 and am2 are the only nun-vmnishing terms
and for normally incident circularly polarised vaves the only non-vanishing term is maO. However, for the
obliquely Incident linearly polarized waves considered in this work, the number of terms of the infinite
series needed to be considered depend~s on the desired accuracy of the numerical results (see Section )).

From (2.26) it follows that 2w
[]Fa - •f (FId* (2.28a)

and for m 1 0 o b

-Fl r(~o=$# Erl [Fi = r'Flinod# (2 .28b)a 0 0
The incoherent specific intensity matrix [I] can also be expressed in terms of the Fourier series

S[I] = ; [ +]a ; + I] b snm (2.29)
mmO mUl

Since the elements of the scattering matrix [8] are functions of *'-4 it is expressed as follows
[s- =.Cs[r]5 -A +sle [SJ b ui=(o'-4)] (2.30)

2,, o It + [S

Furthermore, for the rough sphere rii are even functions and fi, (iJ) are odd functions of *-, for
m&0,l,2 ... , thus

[0 [s] s[ b (231)

3ma

where [S1J], (Sb], (S2 a [S3].] are (2xW) matrices given by

2w
[ 0 " f [CsI cosm(ý'-O)d(0'-4) , -l-,4 , (2.32a)

2!
[ - f s1] si.m(#'-4)d(*'-4) , 1-2,3 (2.32b)

and [Si] are the (2x2W matrices defi,.ýd by

rr S
CSJ - ~ bJ(2.33)

It therefore follows that the first two elements of the Stokes matrix, I1 and I , are even functions of *'-$
while the last two elements, U and V. are odd functions of #'- *(Ishimaru et. 1982). Thus for m-0,1,2

.2 and [I]b = where [I]b " C0] (2.30)

The equation of transfer for each of the Fourier components can be written as follows
1

d CI]T - [ITm +_ [S].[tzd ' + [F)]exP(-r/•j) (2.35)

itn which [ [I]a + [I] [F]3- CF]a+ CF]b (2.36)m m

.iA
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"tell', (OR}] 

t13
noe %a t ,,nd* t111. (0), tw * to] ut,,) I to). th, last two elemets or the matrix (q.3ati)

(2.35) vanish foa the case bw0.

The Ionndasu eoaeitla•s for the Stokes matrix [II are
Ills. a 0 r 0 1< A t!Iat T M0 (2.3aa)

lao for O) ia1! latTW.0 (2.38b)[III .0 tozt 0 > )a -1 at're, To 3b
-quation (2.35) together with the asciated o,•- cono ns 2.38e solved for IlZl using the

Gaierln qurature method (to dimretla the mglo) and the matrix characterisatic value technique
(Ish,,o'm 1978).

The diffuse asctterlng Intensities 11 and 1• c•res4pon to the vertically polarized (i) and hoar-
samtealy polarized () waves. Novever, in practice. the polarisation of the receiver is either parallel (sx)
or perpenicular (!.) to the polarisation of the incident wave. the ocrreeponding specific lntensitles In
and 7 are called te co-polarised and cross-polarized incoherent intensities, respectively (Cheung e,,
lnsim 1980). nhey are related to the Intensities 11 and 12 through the linear transformation

S1,I. (2.39)

where o, .n, o I I

a2 se%2 i 2 -hSn2Co

con 2sin*• Cos i sin a, Cose
on 2 Osin -.sin 2# Cos 24 case 0

0 0 0 co,,

The degree of polarisation of scattered waves is given by

( )2 . U2 + V23
2A . . .. (2,.1)

All the specific intensities as well as the parameter a are Symmetric about the 0 .0, 1800 place.

It is also necessary to determine the exItAction coefAcitsnk (total cross section) at in order to solve
the equation of transfer (2.2). When "equivalent" spheres do not . eajonablyl relre;ient the basoc scatt.•--ng
characteristics of irregularly shaped particles, Greenberg has developed experimental Microvave techniques to
determine the albados of particles for which no analytical solution existed (Greenberg 1960; Chylek 1977.
Scheursme 1980).

In this work (Section 3) the full wave approach (which unlike the small perturbation method is not
restricted to small values of 0) is used to evaluate at (Table 1) (Behar at &l. 1986) by making judicious
use of the forward scattering theorem (Born and Wolf 1W) and the very perceptive observation that for
large sca tarsrs (compared to wavelength) the forward scatter "shadow forming wave is the same for all
surfaces which have thv same shadow line" (Morse and Feahbach 1953).

3. TOMAL 02088 CROSS 'rOUS AND ALBEDO 1M SPHERICAL PARTIfMJL -1 - ROUGH SUACm

The albedo&. for part-clas with rough surfaces are given by

A. - 081at - O8( + ca) , (3.1)

In Wb•bh a in 1the normalized absorption coars section, ea 08 is the normalized scattering cross section
(4" unit cros-sectional area):

-1T l- i Ia.+I÷ f -o
R = S0 4, 0•2 (3.2)

the rough surface height characteriAtic function 15 X, and %, Is the Mi. solution for the differential
scattering cross section (per unit solid angle) for the smoorh (unperturbed) sphere (Ruck et al. 1970;
Ishimaru 1978). Thus % . .( k,,)' 2f lX [ 181( 6) 1e+ ls ,(o)l `as•,e O . , (3. 3)

&XPlicit expressions for the lerms 81 and S2 in tho Nie solution are given by lshlmru (19TS). Furtheraore.

Ol Is the diffuse scattering contrilation to the cross section. Thus (see Appendix A)

%82 - 0.25 f(<0 W>+< . .q.snd (3.4.)

in which1.4>{(PQ.VI) are the like and croas-polarized dUTufse differential scattering contributions to the
cross secxions (Baha and Chskralerti 1985; Bshar and Fitswater 1986). The above ru wave solution"e•reontss a veighted am& of t .o cross sections. The first, a0. In the modified oie solution. The degradation
of the pbralical etlcs ctntrl'-4tion Is manifested by the factor !X1

2 
< 1 in the integrand of cS,. The

dmeaation Of the pySIcal oVptis contribution due to the effects of the rough surface Is accompanied by an
inarcese in the diffuse Scattearng contribution. Note, however that since in the forvard direction lXi2- 1,
the surface roughness has practically no effect on the shado forming forward scattered contribution to 081.



Weis tern oorrepomds to Iea seettering (ma predicted by perturbation theory) for s -v 1 (ince 1951).
ebm 0-0 (smooth ophie), og redwee to the 141a mo•uti_ , eWs the integration with rmmpeox to the Bolld

oago 4d *e* be pe e aweltioel (lshiaet 1iTO.

To fedilitete the solutien of lq. (.), it to rewrittm an filowe
I a a ~ j

Aeat ~th t~s . .tU P,4  
(3.5)

Ut Ito ot to
In Sq. (3.5) a, is the total aross mection foix the weoath peartile. In LA. (3.5) use has hb*ero de of the
"fo•rwad oratVletd thteorm" (making at proportinmal to the foreard-seattered field) Boa the fact tUat. for
large partielee No& )L 1) the f-rwaez-snatt"er awoed-tfor•i•g wave is the same fo elr ll ~sues vih have
the saw shadow line (Norse and Feekbach 1953). !I.'ia thin ratio (Otc/at) in 2iq. (3.5) is approxdinated
the vlue of the ratio for perfectly condueting pertie. es (@t,/ot)p C Therefore. implicit in Sq. (3.5
Is the approxiation that for cemAutiag pearticles the aboye ratio Irelated to the torward-soattered field
intemsitiem that extiqguish the Ineident tields in the forward direction) does not criticaelly depend on
the conaductivity of the particle. 'he eawpmalons for oto and (uto)p.C. are given by the corteapontHdO Xie
solulions (laeimru IWO) for fia¢eely end perfectly condcti.ng spherical particles. To obtain the value
for (ot)p.. wse is made of the fee that

(00)p.C. " (0 P.C. (3.6)

whe (a to the aowmlixed scattering *rose seation far the perfectly conducting perticle with the
~ r ; -eurface ua the one aMer cosideration, Thus (k)pC, Is given by 1q. (3.2) for the corre-

sponing perfectly conducting particle and 2q. (3.5, In evouaate& am rollove.
a

A . 1 '-' 0-~ YA1  (3.7)6- tote •t+. .

bae ne Eq. (3.7) for two limiting cases of paricular Interest. As the conductivity of the particle ir-
creoses A1 * A2 end A -o 1. Furthermore, as 0 - 0 (small roughneas) A2 - 11 siuce (0•)l0 - (Ot)pC + (Oto)pC
and A " A1  0 8/GtO. An expected, the albeodo approahAms uAity Zor highly conducting particles and approaches
the corresponding vuol• for smooth perticles as S *

U. LIVSTPATV3 VJ4PLU

For the Illustrative examples consider4d in this work. the particle random rough surface height h
(measured Moami to the unperturbed surface) is assumed to i4 homogeneous are isotropic and th3 unperturbed
surface is asumed to be spherical (2.1). Thus, the •ough surface heoilht autocorrelatino function
<h(t)h(I")> is only a function of the di••',anc. rj - I-' - (4 + %I)- nmasuru along the ,urfore of the
(unperturbed) spheriial pertiele of radius a. It is also assumed that th., rough su'face correlation distaore
re (where <hh'> + <h > exp(-l)) is smeller than the circumference of the particle. The correlation length is
related to the mean sqAere height <h2 and the total •men square slope <0,2> thx.ough the expression

rc a 2(<h2>/.,,->)%-

Tý-t viri'farc height sqputr#.l density function W(x,.vs) is the two dimensional Fourier transform of the
worface height autocorremation function <hhl>. Since tbe rouoh surfane is assumed to be homogeneous and
isotroonic the ipectreal d,:nssity function Is only a fr ation of

vT (v + -2)I (,I,2)
T x a 42

Thus

W(v.vs) f < .hh>e (iv iad÷. do
12 x I &' d )d dd

j <hhY>.T(vTrd)r~jd-i- (4.3)

in which Jo n(v,) to i ;.e zero oL-d-r Bessel fuzction of t:he fi t kind and vx and V Pre cocorents of the

vector , • k (0 -•) tn thý Airection cf the unit vectors Ri1 and n4 tangent to 'he surface of ths unperturbed
sphere. In viev of the Fourier transform relationship between <hh > and Wa

< -> 4 *-xp(-iv c -iv zidy dv
.xd an a s

'8. W(vT). ,d• T~v (4.4)
0

The following spect.1 f•o• is ,ssumed a .his .c-k for the surface height spectral density function

Thus the surf• e height autocorrelation function is

2 6

+ - C2 * .(E) (4.6)

in which K, and K1 ar, the modified Bessel functions of the second kind of order zero and one respactively
(Abra•nma end Stegun 1964) •ed the dimensionless argument iJ
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The dcoiiasnt roughns~s scal* (where V(vT) is maxi~mum) is VT vo and W(Y3 = O128irY. The mean square

0th
2  

* ý (,T)dv:T - C/210' O.A~)

a
and the total meaa stoar* slope Is

<0 f 3~T v - C/89)

Thus. 0
*o l.l6/vo 0. 10)

Two spatial cease~ are ow-sidered in detail at infrared and optical frequenCies,

Cuse (a) A - l1lP D a 5A er 1.5-18 (dissipative dielectric)

Case (b) A a 0.55Nu D - ION r - *h-4ilM (aluinum, Kirenroich 196;5)

The came which includis the effects of particle six* dist.ribu..ion has been considered recently tot vertical
Inaidofce (0i-0) 'lebstarad F~itawtr IPM~), For *ase (a) (0-5A) It in necessary to use a Gaussian
t ladrature forov) of order 20 to diecratise the angle I (breamowita and Btegu 19"b) and for case (b)
a0l101) @IVce thL ffsremftial sca~tterig cross Sections are vusy sharply peaked In the forward direction

It is soceesary v. a* a Goossiea ua~drature formula of the order 32. fte number of termn eeded In the
Fourier macie* expaneLons for the inoherent specific diffuse Intensities depends on the eangle of Incidence
@I. As was noted. tat normal incidene -all the taerm or tbe Fourier series except a.0 akA a2 vanish.
For case (a) It In necessary to aceount tot the terms W1-C.1, .3.. 6 when wlu5 a Land when si-3 0 0 it~ Is
necessary to waccunt for the taesm w-0,l.1.8-0 to obtain two siftniicant figure accuracy for the excitation
Astri& F (2.20..

The values or OU.~ Ut ft Al "nd A2 together with the corteapooding values for the albedo A Laud the
total :rose section 0.are given In Table I as functions of roughmeas parameter 0 tar case Wb with

- *- 0.101. The corteepoading veluese for the correlation length rt( * /<023%) W~ VMD anE also given
in4 thi table. The valuesa far the scattering cross section ago, the totll closea section 0% and the &Ibedo A0are &-so Igiwen for the smoath sphere (SaW). In Fla. 3 a~ O~and " are" plotted as funcfloas or a Zhie
the #abedo A and the total cross section at wre plotted R. 'Fig. 4. Since I~J tr I 4 0 at an A decrease
slightly with Increasing roughness while the absorption cro"st action a. increases slightly with increasing
roughaces. he .'zpocted awl, which includes the specular point contribution, dw.reaseas andeanthe diffuse
scattering contribution inwraseea as the roughavea Increases. Note that ~and age .War ra;= far small
values or 0. howevser as 0 beovmes very larso thew both approach unity. TIs is because as 0 increasee the
npecularly reflected contribution vwaishes end what is left InU is 1 only the contribution from the xhadow
forming, forward scattered wave. The apecularly reflected power el the smooth sphere (0-00) 0esentially
bvc.,mov diffusely scattered by the sphere with the rvugh surface for 0 >- 1. Thus the ncrm&lmed scattering
crc7%a section U8 romins epproninat*Jy two for 1 < 0 ; 0Q in agreement with the phonenon referred to as
the %Uctinction paradox" (Van do Rulat 193T; Ishinaru 1978).

In Figures 3 and 6 the diftuse specific intensities 11 and 12 are plotted %&functions of the forwerd
scatter --41o 8(".10l0) for a r'ight circularly ,oalariaed naftrerJ exo itatio.(IA (2.22) at normal
incidence ji'.nl) (once a). The i~ptical, thickness of th. layer of particles is To -1 The rough surface of
the partic :t is gIT4= by (h. .th v D-4 Thus the corr-e~ltioo iength is r -('.181 WD. The roughness .
parameter Is 0.10, correspand4r4 to akmee ?qusre slope-a? 0 Vl/w. he solid curves aer thesingle scatter resu'O.ts for smuth end rnugh epherer. Thusee I' n edst wt

parc s urfae roughnestn. osot
out the lAdulatious In the specific interwitlea as 0. the forward scatter an*l increases.* The multiple
scatter results for the rough and smooth spheres era given by the sombols (A)aLd W4 respectively. Thus,
in the forward scatter direction there i, "ory little0 differeace between the mlt~ple and single scatter
results. towever, away from the forward otetter direction the specific Intemasifti tot the raoug partiale
are smaller than the corresponding results tot (be smoth particle because the albeota of the rough
particles ewe slightly smaller. Pots that -ý which corresponds to the vertically pelarised componsat Is
more oscillatory then I1 which corresponds tv the horioatally poleriaed campoment.

In Figures T snd 8 the parallel In and pot-penditular 1. diffuse epecific intensities (2.39) are plotted
an functions of the amimuth angle for the forvu~rd scatter' direction 0015. 30. The excitation Is a normally
incident linearly polarized wave, (IV] (the electric field Is In the & direction) at X%'0.55%i. (case b).

The optical thickness of the layer Is vo*0,l This rough surface of the particle Is #IVen '4 (4.5) with Y.
(r0 .00.l0lUD) end 004,0 Pa-/'. For the thin layers, the single (solid curves) en waltiple scatter
results for Is a.-e close, however there Is a significant difference between the results tot' the smoo~th and
to thv fact that smooth particl~ e do not depolarize the incident waves In the scatter plane. Thise is not
the vase for the rough particles.

In Pigures 9 and 10 the diffuse specific Intensities 11 an 12 "ae plotted as functions of the famwerd
scoatter angle S -' 0(#v) and S < C',aklW0) for en obliquely incideat (61..300) horizoutally polarixed 1ý11,
(2.22) infrared exci~.,.ione (cast a). The optical thickness of the layer iAm Toad. The ugh surfate of the
particel io giv-a by 4b.5) with vp~ak (rc'.20.30l). The roughness parameter In 0.10 Wa-m. Pate
that the single scatter cross-polarized results (11) is zero for the ocath particle. However, fro the
rough particle the, single scatter rtsut a becomve wary small only in the forward scatter direction (0-300).
The like-polarised diffuse specific Intensities are ismoeastive to surface roughness in the direction of the
forward scattered lobe. lovewer, the effets of surface roughess are significant away fr.m the forward
scatter direction.

In Figures 11 end 12 the diffuse specific inteasities 11 and I2 are plotted as functions of the forward
scatter angle > o)(4-Owad "~0 (4 91800) for an obl.Lquely incident M-10l~) vertically polarized [IV] (2.22)
excitation at Aw0.5551m (cave b). The optical thicknoess of the loryor is Tool. The rough surfece of the
particle Is given by (4.5) with 'vkD-h (re0..010s0). fte roughness parameter Is AwhO 1,cO23..l/W 2 ). The particle
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alwfac'm roughness j little effect on the results tar 11 anI for the forward scatter direction. The
miii.rl and multiple scatter results for the like-polarimed intensity 11 are prsotioally the twoe in tbe
forvx,ý scatter direction. This Is sat ao foi. the orosea-rolatIsed Intensity 12. Note also that emopt fee
the ;rwetd scatter ditrWctioa the diffuse specific intensities for the r~iugh particle. ar~e isotroplo and
the degree at polarization to very inmell ince* 11 a 12. A-rtherzoee, theA like-polarized Intensity 11 is
smaller for the rough partial** than far the smwoth paitialnskwhle* the arose-polarised intensity 12 is

largr fr th rv& patices.This is because the rough particles depolarized the Incident wavv. even
In the scatter plae. and the albodos hr the rough particles ere slightly smaller then the elbedos for
the smooth psartiles.

In Figures 13 end 1ii the degee at Polarization a (2.kl) is plotted as a function of the asim~th
amile 0. The excitation at X - 0.55%a (come b) Is normally incident and linearly polarized (electric
field in the a.. direction). The casses shis are for the forward scatter eagles e - 15.30 andS I 20.80

* (Fig. 13 and the beaokwrd scatter angles S a 170.30 and I a 175.80. The qptiasl thicknees of the layer
is T0.2. Thpeprticle surface roughness is given by (4i.5) with vpamk (r~so.olOsg), The roughness paremeter
in S. a~ (0 k lt The corresponding results are also shown tar the smooth particles. The stfeet of
the particle surface roughness becomes increasingly pronounced as the nagle between the incident and
scatter directions increases.* The degree of polarization very significantly depends upon the particle
surface roughness.

in Figures 15 and 16, the backwad scattered speeflf intensities I~ and I~ respectively ewe po .
tQfuntions Ot the scatte, angle 0. The ezoitatioM at X 0 O.SS5im (case %hi is n=mal incident mazK kinee..A)
polarized (the electric field Is in the k direction). The optical thickness of the layer is T s0.1.* Tl.,%
particle surface roughness is given by vh5 ith vsDA' (reaC.l0l VD), The Pwughnees parameter t
0eho (ort a 1152). In FPigue 13 the results are given in the* I 0,1809 plane (11 is thwetrefr the
vertile I polarized diffuse scattered Intensity), In 7igure 16 the results are given 3.a the $0900,2700

plane (Ip is therefore the horizontally polarized diffuse scattered Intensity). Since vonO.1 the single
acatter (solid lines) a nd multiple scatter results are not very different. * owever, the particle surface
roughness does have a significant effect an the diffuse specific Intensities. NoHte also that for ýhe
smooth particles the vertitally pnlerised diffuse specific intensity (Figure 15) is tsr more oscillatory
than the corresponding horizontally polarized diffue specific Intensity. This results directly from tke tle
solution for large conducting spheres. the vury pronounced backscatter enhancement has been observel In
the laboratory. The phenomenon of bankecetter enhancement that is presented in thin work is related to
the effects of Va* roughness of the particle and/or to the scatter from moderste to large particles.
The numnerical results presented In FIgores 15 and 16 sw, obtained from the solution of the unmodified
equation at radiative transfer (2.2).
S. COCUCDIUG HUADAM

The Illustrative ex-aWpls presented in Section 4 vividly describe the effects of Particle surface
roughness on the co-polarited and cross-polarized Incoherent specific in~tensities for optical and Infrared
electrOmagneti e"Citations at normal and oblique incidences,

It is shown that as the surface roughness increases, the specularly reflected contribution to the
normalisel scattering cross section an decreases while the diffuse scattering term undergoes a corresponding
increase. However, the contribution to the scattering cross section fine the shadow forming wave is practi-
cally unetffected by the particle surface roughness. Those results are shwon to be consistent with the phenom-
son referred to %s the"eztinction paradoz." The elbedo A. the scattering gross section ogas well as the total
cross section a., undergo a small but significsnt decrease as the roughness parmeteraS increases.

The corresponding effacts of surface roughness on the scattering and total cross section as Man at
respectively at infrared froqueunies as voll en the effects of changing the mean squsre elope 'C04 of
th ot surface (while the correlation length ra Is fixed) have also been reported recently (Scaw ot

Since the diffuse scatteriag contributions due to particle surface roughness are negligible in the
near forward direction, the primary effect of the surface roughness is to smooth out the side lobe
undulations of the specific intensities for the corresponding smooth particl**. Furthermore,* the perticles
with roughk surfaces more strongly depolaris., the Incident wave. Thus.* since the sibedos are smaller for
the Partiales with rough surfaces then for the swath perticle&. the co-polarized specific intonsities are
ismller tar the rough particles whbile the tross-polsriaed specific intensities aer smal.ler for the smooth
perticles mhen the optical thickness of the la-,or of perticles is small; I a 1. Howverar. as the optical
thickness of the laye Increases %T0 ý- 1) both the aco-polarized end croos-polarised specific intensities
are smaller to* the particles with rough surfaces.

In general as the optical thickness increases and multiple scattering effects become significant, the
lase consisting of perticles with roug surfaces tend to scatter the Incident waves in a more* isotropic
manner. The sharp -Andulations tn the specific Intensities ar smoothed out and the results become more
Polarisation indepazdent. Thus, the doegrs of polarization for the particles vith rough surfaces Is signiri-
csatly smaller than for the smooth particles. When the layers of particles with rough surfaces are optically
thin, the first order single scatter results and the multiple scatter results far the co-polarized sand
cross-polerised intensity are in very good agreemont.

The phencmesnon of enbrncsd backscatter from particles vith smaoth and rough surfaces has been observed
In the nuaericel results Obtained from the solution ot the unmodified equation of radiative transfer.
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AVPMIX A
Assme that en i, direeted electric field, propagating in the direction Is incident upon the sphere

with rough surfaces. For an observer i the direction At($.#), the 1 ric y and horizontally incident
field@ for tht scntter plam norml to 51 n At are, respectively

- Ex cO (A,1

y- Iir (A. )

e a (fP- I Cos# -f ?exi4) p(-ikor)(A4
r NV x N~i n*E r A)

vhere P. are the diffuse scattering noefricients in the scatter plane. The diffuse scattering contribution
due to tite surface rougheAss is ZD 2

OD [ -~xl2(A. 5)

Thus for normalized incident fields

Since(1 * I1lI).ieO. (A.6)

rcoo2. , - -sin2#d# (A-7)0 0

2wf sixio Cos## 0 (A.8)
thus equation (A.6) reduces to 0

0.M2 ,( .11  I ÷ IiI 2 + I I2  IDI 2 ),.sind (A.9)

The differential scattering cross sections per unit solid angle per unit cross sectional area see defined
an (Umber end Pitavater. 19M&a)

0c4, -k Irf 2 (A.1O)

Therefore the total diffuse scattering cross sections (per unit cross sectional area) are

ACINOWLSDMIYS w.2 r IV (t ca1) D Do~*(~l
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vwa typed by Mrs. 1. Everett.
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MED IUM dY

SCATTERING GEOMETRY INDICATING INCIDENT AND SCATTERING WAVE NORMALS

if and if' AND CORRESPONDING FIELD COMPONENTS E1 PARALLEL IYERA0L.)

AND E2 PERPENDICULAR (HORIZONTAL) POLARIZATIONS.

FIOURE 2

Fig. 3. Scattering cros3

______-- sections 09,1 082 ,"a 08

.versus the roughness parameter

0 (Table I), case (b).

aC,

0

CatO0O 8.00 N6.00 V~4.00 3'2.'; 4'.0 0

Fig. 4. EWitnction cross

sections at and albedo A

versus the roughness parameter

8 (Table 1). caae (b).
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SFig. 5. Specific incoherent intensity I1
fr a right circularly polarized Wave,

a :iormal incidence, case (a), 0-10 ,VD.4,
a / TO-l, #*VO80. First order (-), smooth

and rough partilem. Multiple bcatter (.)

logosmooth, (A) rough.

a

Ic N.IO .--0 . ab.oo A.io 'o. Fig. 6. Specific incoherent intensity 12

8 for a right circularly polariLed wave,
normal incidence, case (a), 0-lO,vmD-,

,To- .#00,1800. First order (-), smooth
s •. ,/÷ and rough particles. Multiple scatter (+)

I,

.00 4.0. 00 isp.0 2.00 IP0.00 100 0

Fig. 7. Specific incoherent intensity Ix

for a linearly polarized wave, normal
Incideace, case (b), ,,40,vnD,,, To,.1,
e65-.3o. First order (-), smooth aud
rough particles. Multiple scattar (X)
smooth, (X) rough.
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'Ie

r~i S. eSjVCIfI' inCUnblOAt intensi~ty ly
for a l2,'inerly polarlied 'vwe, normal
i~eldares. duea (b). •0-0.%, Tom.l.

6.15.30. Firrt order (--), bwoth -A
rough partioler-. *AIt.IPe scattsx (1)

Now amouth, (T) roagh.

Fig. 9. Specific incoherent intensity Il

for a horizontally polarized -ve. obliquely
incident, 001-300, case (a), O-IOD-4. r 0 -1,

VA-00 Uo. *-00 I 0, /- Woo o,.4a 4-0o,180o. First order (-), rough particlel.
Multiple scatter (W) smooth, (A) rough.

*.. . . "

Fig. 10. Speclfic incoherent intensity 12

for a horonially polarized wave, obliquely•iincident. Oý-30ý, Case (a), B-1Ov•D'" To-:.,

0o,16800. VFirst order (-), uo,)th and r)uoh

a rticles. MULtiple scatter (+W smooth,

K rough.
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! Frig. 11. specifico icohereta intensity 11
S1'~~~or a Yt•rt,',.aU$l p~lr~.iod vwue, Oblq~uelySincident, 9'01.50. case (b). 10-4O,RD-4.•

Tel .oo ,feho First otrdr() at
M rough p4articles. Multiple scatter (+)

Smooth. (A) o-U&h

S* 4Fig. 12. Epecific incnherent intensity I1

for a vertically polarised wave, obliqucluy
incident, 01-150. case (b), 0IjO,vNeD,
T01, *0o ,!800, First order (-), rough
lartica.*. Multiple acktter (+) smooth,8 (r•) rough.

Fig[. 13. Degree or

larmal inciLdence.
linearly polarized
vave. case (b,), 0-=4o,
vM=l4, -'o,,2.8-15. 3o
(+ý smooth, (X) roug;
0-20.80, (0) smooth,
(6) rough.

.oo 3b.oo •boo ob oo I•o-oo igo.oo ibo-oo

,S

Nlm1 nidn&

" : ~~in• r. poleiz Ii i dI,
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Fig. 14. Degree of
polarization m.

. Normal incidence,
linearly polarized
wave. case (b). 8=-0,

v=D-4, To-2.0,,TO.3 0

() sMooth (X) rough,
0-175.80, 10) smooth.
"(A) rough.

9.oo 3b.oo eb.oo eb.oo 12o.oo 1•o.oo 1~o.oo
Cm'

~e

'150. 000I000 3,0.0 .00 e 0.00 i0.00 100 ý.0 Ib.0

Fig. 15. Backacattered specific incoherent
intensity I for a vertically polarized wave,
normal incience, case (b), 0-40,vMD.4, TO-.I,
4O0,1f80°. First order (-), amooth and rough
particle.. Multiple scatter (+) smooth,f J(A) rough.

10.00 IM0.00 110.00 IFO.ao 110.00 woo 100.00

Fig. 16. Backscattered specific incoherent, intensity I• for a ver"tically polarii-ed wave,
normal incilence, case (b), 0k0,vaD-4, To-.,SS •900.27OO. First order (-) smooth and rough

,t particles. Mu-ltiple scatter +) smooth,
(A) roug•h
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SUINNAlY

The most familiar descriptor of multi-scale structure in continuous scattering media
is the power law spectrum which characterisem heirarchical or fractal behaviour. In this
paper the mathematical and phenomenological implications of adopting such models in
scattering calculations will be discussed with particular reference to the statistical
properties of amplitude scintillation generated by a phase changing screen or diffuser. A
brief summary of results obtained when the phase itself is a Gaussian random fractal will
be followed by a more detailed review of the case when the phase bgadi*n is fractal.
This last model is not only more realistic for fluid systems subj I7IB rffusive or other
smoothing effects, but is also amenable to mathematical and numerical analysis. The
geometrical optics contribution to the scattered intensity pattern is particularly easy to
calculate and a number of new results for the statistics of ray density fluctuations will
be presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

The subject matter of this paper forms part of a larger programme of work to investi-
gate the non-Gaussian fluctuations of scattered waves which arise when the scattering
region contributing at the detector is comparable to, or smaller than, the largest scale
sise present in the scattering medium. This programme began in the mid-seventies with an
experimental and theoretical investigation of the far field scirtillation of laser light
scattered by small areas of turbulently convecting liquid crystal [1,2]. The realisation
that this system behaved as a random phase changing screen enabled early theoretical
results and developing phenomenology to be applied more widely to the scattering of
electromagnetic radiation and scalar waves by rough surfaces, thin diffusing layers and
extended wndia containing refractive index fluctuations. Probably the most important
aevelopment from this early vork has been that of a non-Gaussian noise model based on the
class of K-distributions [3:. Although originally justified by semi-empirical arguments
based on a random walk model for the scattering, together with requirements of math-
ematical simplicity and data fitting, the K-distribution model has been surprisingly
successful not only in the original coistext of microwave sea echo [3,4], but also in
cheracterising microwave land clutter [5), optical atmospheric propagation effects [6,7),
optical scattering by thermal plumes and mixing layers (8,99 and even underwater acoustic
propagation effects (10]. It has been conjectured [11] that this is a consequence of the
multiple scales present in the scattering systems, which leads to modulation of the
smaler scales by larger ones. The inclunion of step number fluctuations in a random walk
model for the scattering can be used to take account of the consequent variations in
scatter density. It is found [11,123 that a negative binomial distribution of step number
(corresponding to a gamma distributed scatterer density) is required to generate
K-distributed noise, which can then be interpreted as a combination of interference
effects and underlying density fluctuations is as a Gaussian speckle pattern with locally
varying mean.

Although the above arguments provide a plausible mechanism leading to K-distributed
noise, they do not explain why the model should be widely applicable, because a specific
model has had to be adopted for the underlying scatterer density variations. Whereas the
speckle or interference contribution to the scattered wave statistics, being a consequence
of the central limit theorem, is expected to be a widely observed effect, it is more
difficult to explain the common occurrence of gamma distributed scatterer density fluctua-
tions. Some progress has been made in this direction, however, by recognising that
universal behaviour may follow not only as a consequence of large number limits, but also
as a manifestation of the widespread occurrence in nature of heirerchical systems, ranging
from phase transitions and critical phenomena at the microscopic level to turbulence and
to land and sea surfaces on a geophysical scale [133. The work to be described in this
paper began with an investigation of the simplest class of heirarchical scattering
systems - the Gaussian random fr~ctal phase screens - which was undertaken in the hope
that properties of the 4cattered wave would confirm the significance of the K-distribution
model. One configuration has indeed been shown to lead to K-distributed intensity
fluctuations, [14), but the investigation has in addition, and perhaps more importantly,
shed new light an the physical significance of power law spectral models and on the
mathematical implications of employing them in scattering calculations [15]. It has also
revealed a class of scattering models which cause geometrical optics effects without
singularities such as caustics. The principal part of this paper will be concerned with
these "fractal slope" phase screen models (163 which generate ray density statistics that
are finite and amenable to mathematical analysis. Their properties are also relatively
simple to simulate numsrically (a feature which will be demonstrated in the companion
paper [17]) and appear to be in agreement with some experimental data [18,19).
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In the next section scatteeing by a Gaussian random phase screen which introduces a

fractal distortion into an incident wave will be discussed. Section 3 will introduce the
notion of fractal slope models and show how much behaviour can follow fram the inner scale
smoothing of a fractal. Existing theory will be reviewed briefly, with most recent
results on ray density statistics being discussed in section 4. A summary and conclusions
will be presented in the final section 3.

2 SCATTERING BY A GAUSSIAN RANDON FRACTAL PRASR SCR&St

The statistical propertion of wsaves Nhich have beon scattered by a random phase
changing screen are given in a physical optics approximation by the Huyghens-Froonel
diffraction integral at the detection point r [203.

C(W) - F(e)j d 2r'A(E') exp~ikr' 2 /2s-ik.r' min S + i#(r')]. (1)'

Here r* is measured in the plans of the phase screen, a is the screen-detection plane
distance, S is the angle between the propagation and viewing directions, # is the phase
distortion introduced by the acteen, k - 2w/A is the wave vector. A an aperture function
and P an angle-dependent factor. If the phase screen is placed at the waist of a laser
beam then

A(FI) - exp(-r,2/W2 ) (2)

Assuming relation (2) often simplifies the calculations. Two scattering geometries are
normally examinedm (1) the far field or Fraunhofer limit where kW2 /2z << 1 and (2) the
Fresnel limit kW2 /2s >> 1. In the far field it is well known that when W >> to, where
Co is the largest scale size of the phase fluctuations, then the scattered field is a
complex Gaussian process so the intensity, I - Is12, forms a "speckle" pattern with
distribution

p(I) . exp( (3)

and moments - ni (4)<i>n

When W is comparable to or smaller than to the statistics are non-Gaussian an6 the
normalised moments exceed the values given by equation (4). It is simplest to evaluate
the Fresnal limit by setting A(r') 5 1. For sufficiently large propagation distances,
such that an area of the screen which is much larger than Co contributes at the
detector, the field is again a complex Gaussian process, but close to the phase screen
geometrical and/or diffraction effects limit the area contributing and again non-Gaussian
statistics are observed. It is these non-Gaussian regimes with which this paper is
concerned.

A measure of the information content of the intensity fluctuations is provided by
their statistical properties. In the Fraunhofer region these depend on the illuminated
area and scattering angle 0. In the Fresnel region they are a function of propagation
distance. In order to calculate the statistical properties of the intensity from
equation (1) a model has to be assumed for the properties of f. This is usually chosen to
be a Gaussian process so that only the spectrum or its Fourier transform - the phase auto-
correlation function - remains to be specified. When the latter possesses an even powered
expansion about the origin, the phase model is said to be "smoothly varying" since the
phase function is than differentiable to all orders. It is now well-known that non-
Gaussian scattering by such models is dominated by the presence of geometrical optics
features such as caustics in the intensity pattern [21-233. In the Fresnel region the
second normalised intensity moment increases from unity at the screen, where there a-0
only phase fluctuations, to a peak in the focussing region, where lens like regions of the
screen generate single caustics, and then decreases slowly with increasing propagation
distance to a value of two, where the overlap of effects generated by independent regions
of the screen cause convergence to Gaussian speckle statistics given by equation (4). In
the far field a similar shaped curve is obtained when the second normalised intensity
moment is plotted against illuminated area. In this case however, the geometrical
features in the pattern are masked at small values of the illuminated area by aperture
diffraction. As the illuminated area is increased, geometrical features of the pattern
emerge and its contrast again peaks as single caustics fall on the detector. Thereafter
the fluctuations subside to Gaussian speckle as thi aperture begins to include many
independent scattering elements. Experimental measurements on a number of different
scattering systems have confirmed the behaviour cnscribed above [24).

In the case of fractal models the phase is not stationary .nd the structure function
is a more convenient mea-,ire of coherence than the phase autocorrelation function. It is
useful to write the phae,. distortion in terms of a notional height *(r) - kh(r) with
structure function

D(E) <(h(O) - h(r)) 2
>.

-- 5)
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Per a simple corrugated fractal diffuser

PrD(z) - jai' LV with 0 t v t a (6)

where the "topoethey" Lie8 a mature of the aver.,g rate of change of height (253 and v is
related to a fractal "diaensiom D by 2(b-D) [263. Note that (6) posessees a certain
scale invarian.e since the relation romaine unchanged if a in multiplied by a factor A and
h by a factor 0014. This shows that h in 'self-affine* under magnification. Phase screen
models of this type have been investigated by a number of author* over the years
E20,26-35] folloving the pioneering work on propagation through turbulent media by
Yatarski (343. Dowever. it was not until. the~concepta of fractal geomtry E373 were
brought to bear on the problem (262 that its physical Interpretation and mthematical
implications were fully clarified. Analytical work and numerical calculations have shown
that the model generates only weak non-Gaussian effects by comparison with the class of
smoothly varying screens (153] both in Freanel region and far field scattering geometries.
This is now attributed tV the absence of geometrical optic* effects in patterns generated
by fractal-diffusers which follows from the fact that a profile governed by the structure
function (6) is continuous but not differentiable and cannot therefore give rise to rays.
Experiments on artificially constructed fractal surfaces have confirmed both the predic-
tions of theory and their interpretation E30,393. The observed non-Gaussian intensity
ratterns are qualitatively different from those generated by smoothly varying diffusers
40,243 and are characteriasd by combinations of powers of the parameters k, L and either

W or a reflecting the self-affine geometry of the scatterer.

because the non-Gaussian intensity fluctuations generated by fractal phase screens
are relatively weak they are perhaps a less useful source of information than their
smoothly varying counterparts. They also provide a less serious limitation on system
performance and a more detailed analysis of their properties will therefore not be given
here. It is worth noting, however, that the distribution of mean intensity as a function
of angle in the far field is a sensitive signature of this kind of scatterer enabling the
model parameters v and L to be determined unambiguously from simple scattering
measurements. It is found that <I(e)> is a "stable" distribution of argument sin 6v

1-2
<I(0)> - pv([kL] -V sin B)

(7a)

where f p,(x) exp(isx) dx - exp(-ALV)

The tail of the distribution (7a) falls off like sinv+1 6 beyond (kL)1-2/v sin 6 1 and a
iog-log plot against sin 0 can therefore be used, in principle, to determine v and L from
experiments independent of the absolute magnitude of the scattered wave amplitude E38,41].
For a smoothly varying surface which is rough compared to the incident wavelength

<i(e)> - pm(sin e) (7b)

and only information regarding the slope distribution pm can be obtained from measure-
ments of the distribution of intensity in this case. The fact that a power law decay of
the diatribution of intensity with angle is inconsistent with a geometrical option inter-
pretation of the scattering process leading to equation (7b) was noted twenty years ago
E42).

PHASE SCREENS INTRODUCING DISTORTIONS WITH FRACTAL SLOPE

The fractal height model (6) is not only somewhat uninteresting by virtue of its
ability to generate only weak intensity fluctuations, but is also unrealistic in several
-espects. Although fractal behaviour is commonly observed in nature, it invariably
extends over only a limited range of scale sizes. The raw power law behaviour defined by
equation (6) therefore needs to be modified to include high and low frequency spectral
cut-offs and perhaps additional regions of different power law behaviour. The effect of
an outer scale or low frequency cut-off is well understood. It ensures that regions of
the phase screen separated by more than the outer scale contribute independently to the
scattered field at the detector and hence leads to Gaussian speckle in the appropriate
scattering geometries. HowerVe, calculations show that it does, not significantly modify
the predictions obtained using model (6) provided the height fluctuations, h, introduced
by outer-scale sized inhomogeneities exceed the wavelength of the incident radiation [20].
This "strong scattering" requirement must be satisfied in azny case to obtain significant
fluctuations.

The effect of an inner scale or high frequency cut-off in to produce a more smoothly
varying benaviour Ct smaller length scales which can be revealed by magnification or
equivalently by acattering incident waves of sufficiently short wavelength. In the simple
forward scattering geometries governed by equation (1) this kind of modification of model
(6) will be important when inner scale sized inhomogeneities introduce height fluctuations
of the order of a wavelength or more. Inner scale smooth4 .ng is an important consideration
in the propagation of light through the turbulently mixing atmosphere and other similar
systems. It is normally assumed for these systems (and indeed there is supporting experi-
mental evidence, for example reference [433) that the spectrum of refractive index
fluctuations closely follows the Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulence which, in the present



uentext, lead8 to V a /3 in eqution (6). However, both detbiled light scattering

= r/ments, in which very lars intoewity fluctuations have bean measured. and *lee
oervationo with tAo naked eye of white light %twinkling* PheOM A, indicate thattrical COptio effsects do* to refractive scattering are rem nt Thsstod t

en the relevane oft thethe se tree experimental measuremnts
suggest a single scale smoothly varying model to also inadequate ES) an that &
aulti-coalo element must be included in order to paedlct the observed phenomena.

It is therefore interesting to Investigate a scattering model which is both multi-
scale and *aable of generating geometrical optics effects. The simplest one is a
corrugated Gaussian random p•ase screen which introduce* a distortion h(a) whose -g is
a fractal. Nodels of this kind were first investigated in deteil by Rine [44.4J "ILthe
context of ionospheric scintillation and correspond to an inverse poer~ law spectrum with
index in the range three to five. In the present context it is instructive to show how
such behaviour can. in principle, result from the smoothing ot a fractal by. for example,
thermal diffunica Mr surface tension effects. It is sufficient for present purposes to
adopt a simple "top hat* integration model$

5(x) I Z h(x') dxz (8)
x-X/2

where h in fractal with structure function (6). Although h is not differentiable,
ev. dently R(x) is once diffetontitble ao that the relationship between the slope structure
function s•x) < W(N(O)-N(x)) I, where N(x) - dB/dx, and the smoothed height structure
function, D(z) - <(H(O)-.f(x))t>, namely

d•x9(x) " -- • ('a)

can be used to derive the result

S(x) - 12D(X + 2D(-) - 1:(.+X) - D(x-X)j (9b)
x

where D(z) is given by equation (6). Thus

S(X) - lXI ... ] x << X (lOa)

"o 2 L,)2-v[, _ v (, )2-v .. ] x > X (lOb)

whilst for the special "Brownian" case v - 1 (9) reduces exactly to

8(x) - ,xIX(2) for x X (11)

L for x > X

The slope structure fonction (9) is plotted in figure 1 for various values Cf V lying
between zero and two. The curves show that the slope. N, exhibits fractal behaviour of
the form (10a) for sufficiently small arguments but that smoothing has introduced a scale
sise X beyond which N is either totally decorrelated (V - 1. equation (ll)) or decorrel-
ateom acording to ar. inverse power law (equation lOb). The implications of this low
frequency spectral truncation will be considered later; for the present the unmodified
fractal slope or "sub fractal" model

s(x) - lxV/lVl o< v < 2 (12)

will be adopted. Note that L has boon redefined here in line with previous publications
[14] and that the value of v in equation (12) is only the same as that for the unsmoothed
quentity, h, in the caae of the -op hat smoothing (8).

It is inappropriate here to review earlier results obtained using the sub-fractal
model (12) in great detail and only the more significant features of this .4nd of scatter-
ing system will be mentioned. These derive from the ability of the sub-fractal diffuser
to generate highly correlated ray effects without geometrical singularitien such as
uaustics. As a direct consequence, the fluctuations of intensity in the Fresnel region
fail to saturate at the GauseiAn speckle value at large distances [45,14]. In fact it has
been sOwn 14] that for plane wave illumination of an infinite corrugated sub-fractal
diffuser

Ain <I2> 4=~ Z• (13)

<L >
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2n this asymptotic regime the expected interference phenomena are modulated by underlying
ametrioai optics effects which persist because the directions of rays leaving the phase

screen are correlated from whatever distance they are view (in the absence of an outer
scale). According to equation (13) very large fluctuations in intensity will be generated
near Vaa unlike the week non-a.u.sian effects generated by the fractal height model (6).
Zn the case ' a I the asymptotic distribution is a member of the K-distribution classC[142

PMx - 2,o(X/x) (14)

and the underlying ray density defined by the formula

R(y.s) - if 8(MR() - i,) dx (15)

is a gamsm variate

p(s) - exp(-R) (16)

Investigation of the moents of R show that this quantity is approximately games distribu-
ted for a range of values of v r143. Thus the sub-fractil phase screen scattering model
not only generates intensity fluctuations in the asyptotic regime by the mechanism
suggested (see section 1) for K-distributed noise, but the heirarchical nature of the
scatterer is seen to be responsible for the underlying process being approximately gems
distributed.

The spatial coherence properties of the intensity pattern in the asymptotic Fresnel
region also separate into terms associated with interference and terms associated with ray
density fluctuations. The former axe characteriseo by a wsale sine which decreases with
distance whilst the letter are characterised by a scale size which increases non-linearly
with distance. This behaviour may be contrasted with that associated with a smoothly
varying single scale diffuser, for which the interference scale is independent of propaga-
tion distance and the geometrical optict scale increases liliearly with distance [20].

The presence of an outer scale size within a sub-fractal diffuser, beyond which the
direction of emanatinq rays decorrelates, leads to a rapid averaging out of ray density
iuxutuationo at large distances in the Fresnel scattering geometry, as larger areas of the
scatterer contribute at the detector. The intensity fluctuations then subside from their
high asymptotic values to those expected for Gaussian speckle and the plots of scintilla-
tion index versus distance assume a familiar humped appearance with saturation at unity
and show good agreement with experimental data [183.

In the far field the inevitable low frequency cut-off plays a more crucial role in
ensuring the finiteness of the statistics of intensity fluctuations, which requires a
finite spread of rays [46]. Although superficially similar to those obtaine*, for a
smoothly varying single scale screen, plots of normalized second intensity moment against
illuminated area exhibit a characteristic power law regime where, for the corrugated case
(to is the outer scale)

2 > (17)

In this geometrical optics regime the intensity fluctuations are dominated by a "light-
ho 0 effect in which an incident palilel beam is deflected through a maximum angle
"" teTand spread over an angn. - V(W) . This regime is bounded by aperture diffraction
effects foe small apertures ane ny outer scale decorrelation when W > t. Result (17)
is obtained by assuming, crudel', that the scattered beam has a rectangular profile so
that tha intensity observed by the detector is a telegraph wave. Again there is some
expe•imental support for these predictions E193.

4 RAY DRN8ITY FLUCTUATIONS

The most significant feature of scattering by a random phase screen governed by the
fractal slope model (12) is the dominant role played by the geometrical optics contribu-
tion to the scattered intensity pattern. This contribution relates closely to the
topography of the phase distortion and can be separately investigated through a study of
the ray density functional

R(y,s) - - A(z,) 6(M(x) - a.) dx (18)

which generalises equation (15) to include an aperture function A(z). Note that the
statistical properties of this quantity are finite when the structure function of N is
given by equation (12). This may be contrasted with the case of a smoothly varying
diffuser for which the second and higher moments of R diverge due to the presence of
caustics in the scattered intensity pattern.

A large number of analytical results have been derived for the statistical properties
of the ray density (18), particularly for the case A(x) I which corresponds to the
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S being, It"791OWrotidfficult to show that

eC TO . (3I) * 2/(2-v) (19)

CoGWtrisG of equation (19) with equation (13) confirms the extra factor of two required
to take aceount of speckle or Interferen*e effect* in the case of intensity fluctuations.
It is interesting that the exact result (19) in independent of a whereas result (13)
applies only at largo propagation distances. Indeed it may be shown that the single
intervbl statistics of ray density fluctuations are quite generally independent of a
although the tra~ygrsp spatial decay length of features in the ray density pattern
increases like a''! [14]. The third moment, (!1>, cannot be evaluated exactly for
all values of v but can be expreseed in the form of a simple integral which can then be
evaluated numerically [14]. Cmparison with the moments of a gaima distribution show that
the statistio are close for values of v ranging from sero to wall in excess of unity and
equal when CRi - 2 which co responds to the case \ a 1. Examination of this larownianm
ca. has revealed that the entire scattering problax is exactly solvable [14]. with R
behaving like the square modulus of a zero mean ciroular complex Gaussian-oNerkov process
having a negative exponential single intirval distribution and coherence function

3R(O) R(0), a I + exp(-2LjxI/a 2 ) (v a 1) (20)

The finite aperture problem can also be formally solved for the Brownian case by
noting that the joint dietribution of slopes my be factoriseds

P(N 1 MNi3 ... ) - p(041 ) p(1 2 -141 ) p(" 3 -N 2 ) ... (21)

where N M a(ij) with x 4 >x 4  and p (M ). strictly speaking, has infinite width.
noting gleo thit both p'and are O'atooian. a little algebra shows that the Nth moment
of N for a hard aperture of width W can be expressed in the form

LW/u
2

(TA I I a p 22
cci.

wher4_lx(f(p)) is tne inverse Laplace transform . exp(px) f(g) dp. g(p) -2c-i•
p(x) - exp(-x

2
/2)/a', po(x) - exp(-x2/2tmg)/4-

2 and me is a "msaimw slope related

to the largest scale size present (see equation ?26)). The corresponding distribution of
ray density fluctuations is given by

LW/#
2

PM~~~~ ~ - ()I+I: d o- 1

0~ (23)
'r a -1-

LA ,/ s(p)

The transfom in equation (22) in an incomplete y-fugction and those in equation (23) can
be expressed in toems of error functions. When LT/ax >> 1 the main contribution to the
integrals in (23) comes from the region where x is large and P(R) + exp(-R), <mu) * N1
as 114icated above. lowever these general results allow the narrow beam limit
LW/m << I to be explored%

P(R) , (1-2151/w d5(R) + (0/0) erfc(I/2u) (24)

<R"> lit (I -N)-U <R S-(t a0 (25)
<R_ r(~

where a - --1/2xT and S WL po(z/s). A numerical evaluation of the normelised
second aoment on axis (x 0 0) given by equation (25) shows !tow. for a finite aperture, ray
density fluctuations increase with distance fz the scattorer and .ve'Wu=ay saturate a•
predicted by result (25). Results (24) and (25) are entirely consistent with the co~wnts
made in section 3 coacerning the geometrical optics dominated far field scattering regimea
the incident beam of rays is steered and broadened by the screen so that, as indicated by
the delta-function team in equation (24), for same fraction uf the time no energy fells on
the detector.

In the above discussion the concept of maximum, slope a was introduced in order to
obtain revults in the finite aperture case. This quantity is defined by introducing an
outer scale or low-frequency out-off into tU sub-fractal model. The simplest modifice-
t.ion cf eouation (12) for the slope structure function is given by (sea also equations
(10) end (11))

s(W) - IlV/l0 ixl ,. to (26)

- (to/L)v " 2• Ixl > to

1.'
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snA leads to the following extpeosioe for the second normalised moment of ray density

fluctuations In the large aperture limit A(s) 5 1 (equation (10))

(3a> - orfc(4) a~rft~ (27)

As expected, this formula predicts that for large propagation distances the directions of
rays overlapping at the detector become uncorrelated and the structure of the pattern is
averaged out.

Am a final illustration of the mathematical tractability of the sub-fractal model it
is interesting to investigate the effset of 1patial integration at the detector, which
will often play a significant role in real experimonts. The results obtained here also
shed further light on the nature of the full diffraction problem. First it ahould be
noted that spatiaa averaging using a hard rectangular aperture in the Brownian case v - I
is a well documented problem (see ftr example reference 47) with explicit results to be
found in the literature on integrated Gaussian-Markov processes E48]. For other values of
V some simplification of the formulae can be achieved by assuming a 'soft' Gaussian
detector area so that

2(81w) - Ad R(xza) op(- 2 /2W2 ) (23)

The second moment of integrated ray density fluctuations, R, for the "Froanel" geometry.
when A(x) S I in equation (18), is then given by the formula

a 2 2 2
(3)< 22 dX x -X /2 (a W + 2W 4 29)

Sm J.• J(uss(x)÷ .2')

Now, a steepest descents approximation for the second intensity moment calculated from
equation (1) with model (12) leads to C3.83

12). - ws f dx] dx- cos sap I- I k 2 x' 2 S(x')) (0)

0 -0

which is known to provide good agreement with more exact calculations [Ill. Replacing thb,
upper limit of the xl-integral with a smoother cut-off factor exp(-x' 2 /x ) and
performing the integration obtains

<;i .•f dx ,xpf-x_ /2(a xs(/x) , s/k2)
()• -(ex xs(Vx) + 2.2 /k2 )

The structure of equations (29) and (31) is remarkably similar. Inspection shows that
each is a function ot a single parameter when 8(x) is given by model (12). In the case of

equation (29) thq parameter is (W/0) where C - (a 2 /L" )• is the scale size of ray density
fluctuations (14] (cff equation (20) for the Brownian case). On the other hand equation
(31) is a function only of the parameter (WD/4) whore WD - a/kC. now C is also the
(a-dependent) size of the scattering region providing the dominant contribution at the
detector [14] so that WN is the scale characterising the smoothing effect of diffraction
in the full intensity pattern. Thus the attenuation of intensity fluctuations as the
propagation path is reduced to zero can be interpreted as a simple diffraction smoothing
effect analogous to integration over a z-dependent detector area WD.

Both equations (29) anA (31) diverge in the limit v - 2. This is associated with
divergence of the scale size C introduced above and can be overcome by introducing a fixed
outer scale an in equation (26). •quation (29) then gives

3R2> - erfc(q) + o exp(-q 2 ) [ln( -C- + nerfi(q) - F(q) (32)

q

where P(q) - f. exp(x 2 ) erfc(x) dx

and q - L/3/2

whilst equat.on (31) gives
2 FI(2k C2)

<I2> - 2 orfv(q) + * *xp(-q2 2---.---)+ werfi(q) - P(q)] (33)

The last equation is virtually identical to previous analytical approximation3 [203. The
terms in square brackets, which arise frum the region of integration O,&o] in equations
(29) and (31), represnt the geometrical optics contribution to the pattern. These are
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S *suSIRT AND Cofl~lUsZ

saperimantal evidence suggests that K-distributed noise may be widely applicable as a
model for amplitude fluctuations in wave* scattered by multi-scale media. The work
described in thispapr has explored effects generated by the simplest kind of multi-scale
scattering systems the Gaussian random phase screen introducing wavstront distortions wt
ftActal slopeý It has been demonstrated that in one scattering ies try this class of
maodl generates interferenc,* effects modulated by underlying ray density fluctuatituns. a
mechanism of t'ne kind which be* been suggested for K-distributed noise. Moreov r. one
member of the class lead* exactly to K--distributed intensity fluctuations in this scatter-
ing configuration. It has also been shown -that the fractal slope model is interesting in
its own right, being analytically tractable as a result of the absence of~ caustics. This
allows the short wave limit to be investigated through a study of ray density fluctuations
which have finite statistical propertise. Results have been presented for a range of
properties of the scattered rays which reflect the power law behaviour of the heirarchical
scattering model and help to clarify the role of geometrical optics, diffraction and
interference in the full diffraction problezu. However. some areas of work such as
scattering by multiple screens E:48] have not been covered for lack of spae.

Although the results discuse~d here have been confined to the one-imensional or
corrugated screen. work on the isotropic two-dimensional sub-fractal diffuser is also to
be found in the literature [10.644.323. in this case the slope H~r) is the vector gradient
of a distortion, h(Z). with structure function which can be expanded about the origin in
the forms

O),).Ar I111+0<V C2 (34)

Several simple results can be obtained tising this model. For example intensit~y fluctua-
tions in the Fresnel region again saturate at a value ahove the Gaussian speckle value

im~ <1>. 11M,(5

Hovmver. the two dimensional problem is on ths whole loes tractable and more suit*4 to
investigation by numerical techniques. in fact. calculation of the properties of raf
density fluctuations in particularly suited to the techniques of numerical simulatio~n 1493
and this approach is discussed fully in a conpanion paper E1717.

In conclusion, the sub-fractal diffuser is an interesting intermediate scattering
model which combines simple multi-scale behaviour with the ability to generate non-
singular geometrical optics effects. It is amenable to both analytical and numerical
investigation and is currently providing valuable new insight into the origin of non-
Gaussiaik fluctuat~ons of waves scattered by random media. Further studies which are
currently enviesged include applications of the model to the extended medium problem and
to the statistical charactoriatic~t of imaging systems.
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The importance of random media containing many length scales, and propagation of
waves in ituch media is now widely recognised. In this paper, specific mathematical
models to generate stochastic processes which have 'self-aimilar' properties will be
analysed. Examples will be presented graphically to illustrate simlarities and
differences between processes with various degrees of 'roughness' and it will be shown
how they are related to fractional integration and fractal dimension. Such processes
are non-Markovian, in general, and both causal and non-causal models are shown to be
stochastically equivalent. Their use in modelling the scattering of waves from rough
surfaces, particularly in tht gaometrical optics limit, will be discussed and the
effects of inner and outer scales. investigated. Finally, the generalisation to two and
three dimensions is considered together with application to ray propagation in extended
random media.

LIST OF bAOWLS

CMt), C(x) 6-correlated random noise

v(t) : velocity of a particle undergoing Brownian motion

v (t) : velocity of particle undergoing fractional Brownian motion

SV(t) v v(t) with polynomial variation removed

Vv(t) a v (t) with smooth inner scale

CVt s velocity autocorrelation function

OV standard deviation of velocity

D (t) : velocity structure function (variance of velocity increments)

: velocity correlation time

xo correlation length of Brownihn aub-fractal

a strength of the random driving term in Brownian motion

I topothesy of Brownian sub-fractal

0(t),#(x) : inner-ccale smoothing function

h (x), h (E) : random height of fractal wavefront relative to its mean

m VWx, aV(E) : gradient of integrated fractal wavefront (ray gradient)

M x} : gradient of fractal wavefront with smooth inner-scale.

W), VW) ...
: Fourier transforms of e(t), v(t) ....... , etx), h(x), .....?Ck), li~k)..

z. wavelength

t stop length in numerical Himulations

r(v) a gamma function

K(x) modified Bessel functi'n
V

WE•) s refractive index

a s unit vantor tangential to a r&y

ds s elemental path length along a ray

... > statistical expectation, ensemale average
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Random phenomena which appear sistilar over many length-3cale. are observed in a
diversity of situations. Exampler, include naturally occuring surfaces and boundarieaS(coastlines, terrain, clouds, see surfaces, etc), the motion of p•rticles subjeuted torandom forces (noise in electrical circuits, Brownian motion) and fluctuations cf

temperature, pressurei refrlactive iudex, etc, in random media. Mandelbrot [1) has
emphasised the ubiquity of multi-scale phenomena and has coined the word f•actat to
describe such objects which may be classified according to their frcataZ d~ansnon. in
this paper we shall be concerned with mathematical models which may be used to
explicitly generate such sLochastic processes by computer simulation and to use the
resulting data to model wave scattering and propagation in the geometrical optics limit.
In section 2 most of the concepts are introduced via a simp2 a and much studied example,
Brownian motion. A Brownian fractal is Brornian motion for which there are no bound. on
scale-size. It is simply integrated white noise and has a fractal dimension of 1.5.
Integration is, of course, a smoothing process though the Brownian fractal is still very
rough in the sense that it is not differentiable, like all fractals. As such there can
be no geometrical optics limit for fractal wavefronts, or diPfpaocWs, and they give
rise to only weak intensity fluctuations as the wave propagates (2]. Ptrogressively
smoother processes may be generated by repeated integration and it is shown that these
too have a hierarchical structure. They are Markovian processes and have a frequency
speftrum - -

2
n, where n is the order of integratton of the white noise. Rays scattered

from integrated fractuls produce large fluctuations in intensity (infinite for n ; 2)
and the ray-density pattern becomes increasingly sharp with the order of integration.
However, these changes are quite abrupt as n is incremented and in section 3 we show how
they can be mado continuous by usirg fractional integration as the smoothing process,
leading to the fractional Brownian process. The consequences of inner and outer scales
(high and low frequency spectral cut-offs) are discussed together with how they affact
the change in intensity fluctuations with distance of a propagating fractal wavefront in
the geometrical opticg limit. Section 4 deals with tbe extension to higher dimensions.
Explicit examples are given for the two-dimensional propagating wavefront showing how
the contrast patterns develop and also how these same two-dimensional models may be used
to simulate ray-propagation in a multi-scale extended medium.

2. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE - W B IK AN PR0CUS8

2.1 BrXfivaa oLion

Stochastic processes may be generated by filtering 6-correlated white noise. A
well known example which has received considerable attention since the turn of the
century [3] is ordinary Brownian motion which may be described by the stochastic
differential equation

dv v v

where <e(t)c(t')> - 6(t-t'), c is the correlation time and a is a constant
characterising the magnitude of the random driving force. Equation (1) describes the
motion of a particle in a continuous viscous medium which is subjected to uncorrelated
impuljos. It may be formally integrated to give

t

VW t Ca f e-(t-t')/'c r(t')dt' (2)

which is simply integrated white noise with an exponentially decaying 'meiaory'. some
care is needed in interpreting euch derivatives and integrals since e(t) is a random
function which is everywhere discontinuous. One method of giving a rigorous meaning to
these quantities, which is particularly useful for simulation purposes# it to regard (1)
as the limit as At - 0 of the finite difference equation (or map)

Vn+1 " (1 - 4)vn + aCn/E (1')

which has solution, for At + 0,
n

vn - avat F , e_(t n-t nt)/-C tno (21)

n1-1

wIere tn - ni..t and <EnCn,> - 8nni. These equations are, of course, perfectly well
defined and constitute a Markov chain by which 's meant that given vn at time tn then
Vn, at some time tn, > tn cannot independently depend on values of v at times less than
tn. The Continuum limit, equation (1), is called a Markov process and is a direct
consequence of the fact that the stochastic process can be describei by a first-.oraer
differential equation. In ge.aeral an n-th order stochastic differential equation will
give rise to an n-th order Markov process meaning that given vl, v 2. ..... Vn at times
t1 < t 2 < . tn then v(t) with t > f. cannot (independently of v v ..... vn)
depend onv at times less than t 1 . In section 3 it will be shown thctseIl-aimilr,
stochastic processes are, in generai, manifestly non-Markovian in the sense that they
cannot be demcribed by finite-order stochastic differential equations.

14
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2.2 Affine Scaling -Tb Brwmwne rractal

The autocorrelation function of v(t) is, from equation (2),

C(t) - <v(t+t')v(t')> a- _eIt/T (3)
2

showing that the process is stationary with correlation length T. In fact all
stationary first-order Markov processes have exponentias ly decaying correlation
functions and vice versa [4).

The presence of an outer scale, T, has two important consequences. Firstly it
limits the amount by whic." 'he random noise allows v to grow givihg it a standard
deviation 0 - ,<v> a CT/2 and secondly, for time separations >>T velocities Uecome
decorrelated. This latter fact means that plots of v(t) will be statistically invariant
under magnificatJon of tne time axis provided we do not resolve time scales <T. In this
sense ordinary 4 -correlated noise (T - 0) is self-similar! On the other hand, when T
is very large and we consider time separations << T then from equation (3)

CMt • ( It!/T)

and hence

D(t) E <Iv(t+t') - v(te)] 2> = u21tI (4)

In this regime v(t) is statistically invariant under the self-affine transformation

t ý kt v - kiv (5)

in the sense that the variance of increments of v remain unchanged. These situations
are depicted in figure 1 which shows successive threefold magnification (stretching) of
the time-axis. In (a) the v-axis is kept constant .nd the graphs look similar on long
time scales whereas in (b) where there is root scaling of the v-axis the graphs look
similar on short time scales.

Consider the limit that T * We see from equation (3) that the autocorrelation
function diverges though the structure function (equation 4) is still well defined and
varies linearly with time, satisfying the self-affine transformatio.i (5) for all time-
scales. This self-affinity is a fundamental property of all fractals which, as we shall
see, will always remain statistically invariant under some power-law scaling. The
scaling properties are also intimately related to the apparent 'roughness' of thegraphs. 8-correlated noise (top of figure la) behaves as eratically as a one-
dimensional curve can. This follows directly from the statistical invariance of v(t)
under the scaling law t- kt. If the root-mean squared change in velocity over any time
interval is to be zero this can only be achieved by highly erratic fltictuatione. In the
limit T - 0 the curve becomes area fillirg and is said to have a fractal dimension
D - 2. On the other hand, for t << r the curve is less rough (bottom of figure lb)
though in order that the rms change in velocity varies as VE for any t it cannot do so
smoothly. In the limit T * it is said to be Brownian fractal with fractal dimension
D - 1.5.



• I

(a)(b)

Figure 1. Graphs of velocity vs time for Brownian Motion.
(a) linear scaling of the t-axis.
(b) linear scaling of the t-axis and root scaling of the v-axis.
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V 2.3 CrMzr Rmotbing by Integration

how the BDrwian fractal is simply integrated 6-correlated white noise (equation
(2) with e'(t't )f -1) and hence the integration acts as a smoothing process, as one
would expect. This operation can, of course, be repeated to give a family of ever
smoother curves:

v •t - j* *t ti t -1
Vn(t) /dt1 dr2... dtnE(tn) " (t-t')n- c(t')dt'()

which are solutions of the differential equations
dnv

e - Elt) (7)
dtn

vn(t) is thus a simple nth-order farkov process. As has already been shown, the case
n - 1 has inifinite variance though this singularity is of little consequence and is
circumvented by considering increments, which have finite variance, ie

v 1 (t+tl) - vl(t+t') - Vj(t') (8)

has vari&nce
D(t) - <;12>. l

even though <v 1
2 > go For n > 1, <Vn 2 > is again infinite due to the presence of

constant, linear, quadratic .... components which dominate the process. However, these
are easily removed just as the constant term was in equation (8). Using equation 6 we
get

• dVn t2 +d2 Vn t n-l
Vn(t+t) a Vn(t+t') - Vn(t') + t + t dv,2 .... (n-1- d _1[ dt' Y1 t 2n- -(n-- Ti dt!

SVnt+t') - [Vn(t') + tvnfllt') + ..... 7tnvi (t'l (9)

t+t'

Sn(t + t' - )ln-lcis)ds
giving t'

<;;n2> iti2n-I
(2n-1) [(n-i1) 11

and hence vn(t+t') is statistically invarLant under the affine scaling law

t 4 kt, vn - kn-rvn (11)

This invariance is demonstrated in figure 2 for the case n - 2 where we plot v 2
under successive magnifications using affine scaling, at each stage rotating the section
to be magnified according to equation (9), ie

-' tdv2 (Ct')

v 2 (t+.') 4 v 2 (t+t') = v2 (t+t')t -

2 2
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I The important point to notice is that the degree of roughness of "Wavinessm of the
curve at all time scales is a direct Consequence of equation (10) and does not depend on
the Slope (which has infinite variance).

Figure 2. Affinc scaling transformations of a Brownian sub-fractal.
Tehe markcers denote the section to be magnified.
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Fig~ur 3 boows sections of vp(t) (6 -correlated noise) to v3(t), deseoastrating how
Integratio Oeeds to smoothing af the stochas~tic pr••oces. so vatet this smoothing takesSplace ihi discrete :jumps and one may ask vhethor it in posiible to gonetalise the

S procedure to produce aeIf-affine stochastic processes of any do •lred roughness (or

Figure 3. Smoothing by integration.

Since, as we have shown, the degree of .oughness is primarily dependent on the
index 2n - I iii equation 10, one way of making this general isation would be to veplace n
by a continuous variable, leading to the concept of fractional differentiation and
integration. This in ind'eed posuible, an will be shown in section 3.

2.4 Spetzum

The spectrum of a process may be defined as the modulus squared of its Fourier
transform (if it exists) which in the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation function.
(Wiener-Rhintchine theorem (51). For Brownian motion this in, from equation 3,

I.

Note that this quantity exists in the linmit T even though C(d ) diverges.
Furthermore, any v(t) having this spectrum will nave the same structure function mince
(cf equation 4)

C(•) ~~~ -=, e~llt 12

D(t) - 2[C([) - Cit)] - .1-e 2' (13)
2 (13)



In this "nse the S r y be regarded as more funduaental than the stochastic
differenatieq ion which gave ciah to it. Indeed# it is not diffioti to detrino aSnu&mer of different stochastic p~rocesses which give the mome spectrma, () -. for

*xeqapln, wi th a the choice

t h e n 
- w

which satisfies the differential eqoation

is equation I with T = and a - 1. Uowever the choice Ir(w) lw-. ZJ•W) gives vit)
whi.ch ratisfies the 'non-camsall differential equation

dv .1 dti!ltl)

ie V - vo) . - - t/t Ic(t1)dt (15)

This procedure is easily generllieod to the multiply integrated Brownien fraetal vn
(equation 6', which has a spectrum C(w) - jwj-2n, and it is easily vezified that

V0 Mt - f M-.-. t~dw [6
satisfies equation 7. The process of removing the divergent constant, linear, quadratic...
components described by equation (Q :.• particularly simple in frequency space with

Vnt) A f - e -~ 1 + iwt + - ( ?
_ t-iw) A n

which is easily shown to have finite variance - tlt2n-1.

J.5 Scattering

Waves which have encountered fractals are referred to by Barry [2) as diffractals.
The one-dimen.aional Brownian diffractal may be mouelled by equation (1) if we replace
v(t) by h(x), the height of the waveft.ont relative to its mean. Such a distorted wave
may result from the transmission of a plane wave through a narrow region of turbulence
or from a rough surface. The restriction to one-dimension, which corresponds to a
'corrugated' wavefront, is somewhat unrealistic but is made for mathematical (and
numerical) convenience. The extension to two and three di.Aensionn will be considered in
section 4. In this paper we will be concernet only with the geometrical optics limit
X 0. This is an important limit for a large class of scatterers where interference

effects are of only secondary importance. In Any case this limit in worth exploring in
detail sinue it is usually easior to make progress both analytically and numerically,
and cor.parison with a full wave treatment, when possible., will give insight into the
relative importance of geometrical effects. For the Brownian fractal, the wav.afront
h(x) is non-differentiable and there is, strictly speaking, no geometrical optics limit.
In practice the wavefront (and the random media or -urface from which the wave is
scattered) in unlikely to he a fractal at all length asales amenable to experimental
investigation. What is most relevant in the behaviour of h(x) on Scale* >A. No
geometrical effects will be observed if h(x) remains fractal down to-A. -The resulting
weak flucutations in intensity of the scattered u ves are due entirely to interference
and diffraction and require a full wave treatment [2]. On tne other hand, if h(x) is
difterentiable (non-fractal) on scales -A but is fractai-like on larger length scales, a
geometrical optics limit is meaningful. Wb return to this point briefly below. The
integrated fractals given by equation (7) with n > 1, are, ipso facto, always at least
once differentiahle and thus have a geortrical optics limit. The case n - 2, the
Browa%ýah sub-fractal, with slope m(x) a• end outer acale x 0 satisfies the stochastic
differential equation

dm m c I)= -+ ;j'!. (18)

is m(x) is analogouc to v(t) in Brownian motion with h(xj analogous to x(t) and L, the
'topotheey', a constant length characterising the strength of the random driving term
[2,61. Rays propagating from such a wavefront are shown in figure 4. When viewed on a
scale much loes than the outer a-ale (figure 4a) the rays are highly correlated
(<[m(x)-s(0)j 2

> = Ix1/0) though with the absence of curvature (m(x) is not differentiable)
no sharp focussing can occur. However, the fluctuations in intensity (r&y-density) are
quite large and it can in fact be shown that they have an exponential probability
distribution with a scintillation index of unity (6). At larger distances (figures 4b
and 4c) the fluctuations are reduced since the pattern is now predominancly formed from



the superposition of rays whose directions are only weakly correlated until finally

(figure 4d) the fluctuations virtually disappear.

Figure 4. Rays from a Brownian sub-fractal under de-magnifiCatioii.
Boxes denote boundary of previous diagram.

W~e also sea in figure 4 the affect of an inner-scale, an unavoidable consequence of
diacertisation. Under high magnification and close to the parent wavefront (figure 4o)
the fluctuations in intensity are again weak but increase with distance wqith rays
overlapping at distances. A/=., where A is the discretisation length and IM the standard
deviation of the change rn slope of adjacent rays. it can be shown that covergence to
asymptotic statistics is quite slow and since rays at a distance x eminate from a region
of length - 2, accurate simulations are 'expensive', requiring a large number of steps
17). One can, of c-ourse, consider other kinds of inner-scale smoothing such as local
integration (83

is six) * MWx f #(x-xI)m~x,)dx' 19

where *(x) is peaked about x - 0 with f(s) - 0 as lxI * .in reciprocal space

11(k) - S(k3I(k) (20)

and for $(x) normal ised; #(k) ý 1 as k * 0 showing rhat the low-frequency components are
unaffected, as expected. Hence

S(X) S <(NIX) - N(0)12 > Txr; .1XJ (21)

whereas, for OWx smooth (differentiable) and x small, 6(x) is a power series in even
powers of x reflecting the fact that Mix) in differentiable. it follows that under high
magnification the smooth inner scale will give rise to caustics and infinite
fluctuations in intensity [9). However, at distances much greater than the inner scale,
but still much less than the outer scale, the pattern is dominated by the fractal-slope
behaviour (equation 21) and, provided the overlapping caustics are not resolved, will
appear as in figure 4a.
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Let us npw return to the quettion of too geometrical optics limit for a Brownian
frectal which should be relevant to situation*ere J wavelength iS les" than th
inner scale. Prom equation 7, h(k) satisfies rn()| uc(n)* is the directions of the
$rare* are ',naorrolatedandthe pattern would ba siall to that in figure 4d. in the
continuum (ray-densit ) limit there would be no fluctuations. it the intensity Would be
constAnt. nOw this lisit is approached All. of course, depend on the particular type
of Inner scale smoothing. Figure 4, for example. non be re-interproted as the
gebomtrial optics limit of a Brownian lo with no cuter scale but an Inner soale
such that h(a) gradually changes from Ming n sub-fractal on small msales (figure 4a) to
a fractal on larqe scales (figure 4d). A similar model with an abrupt change from sub-
fractal to rac~tal hem been considered by Jakesman (10). For sufficiently smooth inner
scale behaviour the fine structure will again consist of caustice which become
unresolvable at large distance*.

Finally# conaider ray propenation from wavefront8 generated from multiply
integrated 6 -correlated noise. ahown in figure 3 and described by equations (6) and (7)
with vn(t) replaced with he(x). axamples for n n I * 4 are shown in figure S. The
Brownian fractal and mub-frectal (n a I and 2) have been discussed above and the figure
shows the disappearance of fluctuations and absence of focussing respectively. For n
3, where curvature exists, caustics have formed and these become 'mharpe•r for the
smoother curve with n * 4.

Figure 5. Rny propagation from wavefronts generated by n-th order integration
of white noise with n - I to 4.
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31 * FtactiOmal aleMIsU

In the last section we showed tow repeatedly integrating 6 -correlated noise led to
r. family of increasingly @maother stochastic pr•cesaes, though smoothing occurs in
discrete umPe. This procedure can be maee continuous by replacing n, the order of
integration, by a continuous parameter v. Thus we are led to the concept of ftactional
integration and diffecrntiation, a subject which has received a great deal of attention
in the mathematics literature fil. The stochastic processes of the lost section,
described by the equations 6 and 7f ar% now generalised to

t

VIt) - rr\ f (t-t-)"1 g(t )dt' (22)

which satisfies the frsctional differential equation

4 vV (t) (23)

t-- (t)
The form (22), often referred to as fractional Brownian motion, was first used by
Nandelbrot IlI though it is at least implicit in much earliet work-by Levi 112). We see
immediately from equation (22) that, for v non-integral, the process % (t) is manifestly
non-Narkovian, the value of the random variate v (t) depending on all 'values in the
distant past. It is only for integer values, V * n, that the process reduces to an n-th
order Harkov process. Since fractional differentiation satisfies the rule

[&JV x d*pdf(xd (24)dxvL Nd-xMx - ,dx +V

then v in equation (22) may be restricted to a rang, of unity and all other values
outside this range may then be obtained by ordinary i.,ý%--tion or differentiation. The
choice i < v < 3/2 ensures that the increments in vv(t. have Z.'ýitt variancel

DV(t) - < IVV(+t,) - v\(t,))s >- %1t12l-' (25)

whore AV _ 1- M( \)-I- 2 dx (2v-l 1)
-i ') 1 (x 0 1 1

and vv(t) is referred to as fractional Brownian motion. All higher-order smcot.'nd
processes are given by integration of vV (cf equations 6 and 7) is

t
V •n T (t-t'ln'I-IVV (>)at, i,261

satisfying

* v! t) (27)
dtn _

Processes vn(t) with finite variances may be produced in exactly the *p.me way as
described in section 2 by removing linear, quadratic ..... components from vv+n(t) (cf
equations (9) and (10)).

Since v,(t) Is non-Harkovian for v 1 n it is not practical to solve equation 23
numerically by the finite difference method, though this method is suitable for
generating vv+n from %% (equation 27). A more general approach is to use Fourier
analysis and exploit the efficiency of the F?? (12, 13). It in easily verified that (cf
equation 14)

vv (tM d (28)

which has a spectrum

C (W - W2 V(29)

that is finite even though the autocorrelation function, CV(t), diverges. As with the
Brownian came, we can find other processes which satisfy equations (25) and (29) and in
this sense they are s atistically equivalent. A convenient choice for numerical
simulations is TV(w) - I[-V"E(w) giving the 'non-causal' process

V it . elw2 t-t'jV-lcit1idt1 (30)
vlt " r(V1

which reduces to equation (15) ia the limit v ".

The processes v (t) in equations (22) and (30) again satisfy an affine scaling law,
ie they remain statistically equivalent under the transformsation t - kt. vv" kV- V in
the sense that DO(t), equation 25, remains invariant. Processes vj(t) for V- j toa
v a 3/2 (frectal) in steps of t are shown in figure 6a,and for v - 3/2 to v - 5/2 (sub-
fractal) in figure 6b. The cases of ordinary integrated white noise discussed in
section 2, is v a I and 2, are marked with an asterisk. This demonstrates that the
procedure does indeed provide a means of generatiA7 processes with varying degrees of
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touaghness. it can, in faet# be bofwh that lot the froetals If(igre % a) the 'fractionalItegqration, index v to relate~d to fracta•l dimension by the equation 1131

For v o 3/ equation 31 is no longer aflioble though v my atill be interpreted a
Wasuse of snoothness.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Stochastic processes produced by fractional ittegration of white noise.
a) Frectel b) Sub-frectal.

4!
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33.2 Inmer ad Outer 6ales

Ordinary Brownian motion, equation 1, has an exponential correlation function (equation
3) due to the presence of the correlation length or outer @Cale, T. A natural way of
introducing a correlation length into generalized Brownian motion is through the
fractional differential equation (23) 115]:

hIc )+ VV(t) - CM(t) 
(32)

which has solution
t

vN(t) 1 r a- fe(t-t)/Tlt-t'lV-)E1t'ldt' (33)

ie equation (22) with an exponential damping of the integrand. The correlation function
is now well defined and

v(t) i <v (t)v% (a)> , = /V'') XF j(t/T) - (T/2)VtVlet/¶ (34)

This 'non-exponential' correlation function again confirms the non-Markovian nature of
the process with a power-law tail symptomatic of fractals. In fact equation (33) may be
generaliaed by replacing the exponential factor with any smooth function peaked about
the origin with a characteristic width T and vanishing at infinity. For t>> T , CM(t)
will then be of the form mtiv-lfv(t) where fv(t) is smooth.

Inner-scale smoothing on short time scales can again be achieved by local integration
and vV(t) (equation (22) or (30)) is replaced by VV(t) where (cf equation (19))

V•(t) - f (t-t')v (t')dt' (35)

where 4(t) is sharply peaked about t - 0 and differentiable to all orders. Hence V,(t)
is also differentiable to all orders and the process is 'smooth' despite the fact that
v (t) is not differentiable and for large time scales (compared with the characteristic
wZdth of 4) VV and vv app~ear indistinguishable. This is reflected in the variance of
increments of Vv(t) which approximately takes the form (25) for large t but varies
quadratically with t for t small ie

o [ I - coewt I ) 2 t-<[v (t) - v (o012> 2 at
V V I! 2Vo W~

where a =d

and 2 2

<[V (t) - V (o)]2> - t2V-1 2 [1 - cosx(dx2
V V j (~

0 x
which reduces to equation (25) for t -- , using ;(0) - I for 0(t) normalised.

The correlation function in, of course, still infin~te being unaffected by the
inner-scale smoothing. Hloever, since V (t) is rv',w differentiable, the gradient of the
curve exists and we may determine its correlation properties from equation (35) ie

dV (t) =f (t tI.vv (t)dt, - 1 e-iWt[ .wlw-ll (wldwMy t) __ .. o(tt=(t~t

and 
/ iwt- 2<M ~tMM(o)> .la #2(W) dw

V V 2ir WZ(Vl) (36)

The integral obviously converges for a fractal since 2(v-l) lies between +1 and f(w)
must decay more rapidiy than w-

1 
(otherdisef (0) would be infinite). For large times it

has the asymptotic forms
< X()>i=rl3-2v)einwv (31)

<NV(t)M(o)> V -. i• i(3-2V

Since 3-2V lies between f and 2 we see that the gradieits tend to become
decorrelated at large times or V - 1, (37) vanishes in agreement with section 2 where
it was argued that the slop - ome 8-correlated as the inner-scale smoothing tends to
sero. Note that (37) changt jn through V - I and the gradients for V > 1 are said to
be anti-correlated.

These results are eabily extended to the integrated fractals with V > 3/2 (see
equation 26) anI in general the correlation properties of the process are unaffected by
the inner-scale smoothing (equation 35) on sugficiently large time scales whereas the
presence of an outer scale (the correlation length T in equation 32) will mean that the
process will always appear 6 -correlated on time-scales >>T•
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3.3 Geomst,.roel Optics

As with the Brownian case (section 2.5), the general one-dimensional diffractal is
modelled by fractional Brownian motion (equation 22 or 30) with the replacement

v(t) M hV(x)

where hv(x) is the height of the wavefront relative to its mean. h.u(x) is not
differentiable as evidenced by the fact that

,Ch Ah < I h(x+Ax)-h(x) I> I- 1

and h(x) appears rough on all length scales (see, for example, figure lb). As a
consequence, there can be no geometrical optics limit and the build up of fluctuations
as the wave propagates are due entirely to interference and diffraction and have beet.
shown to be weak [2,16]. As pointed out in section 2.5, this idealised picture should
be a reasonable approximation to a more realistic model in which the wavetfont has a
fractal form down to length scales of the order of the wavelength. On tna other hand,
if the fractal wavefront has inner-scale smoothing on length scales greater than the
wavelength then the geometrical optics limit should be relevant. Neighbouring rays will
coalesce to form caustics and large intensity fluctuations will build up on short
length-scales. At greater distances the intensity %ray-density) pattern will be
dominated by the overlap of rays which originate from points which are separited by
distances much greater than the inner-scale. However, the directions of these rays are
only weakly correlated since the correlation function variez inversely as a power of the
separation (equation 37 with t replaced by x). Hence the fluctuations in ray-density
will be small, provided the caustics are not resolved, tending to zero with distance.
Indeed, it can be shown that the ray-density fluctuations didappesr at all distances in
the limit of vanishingly small inner-scale.

The once integrated fractal wavefront has, by definition, a fractal slope and hence
the directions of the rays are correlated over all length-scales, the variance of
increments in slope being

<[m V(x)-m (o)] 2> . const xI2v-1 (38)

where 2v - 1 varies between C and 2 (cf equation 25). Such strong correlations lead to
large intensity fluctuations as v increases and these scale with distance in a manner
determined uniquely by the affine scaling property of mv(x) 1171. We have already
argued that there are no ray-density fluctuations from a fr&..tal with a v&nishingly
small inner acale and we might expect, from continuity, that the fluctuations from a
fractal-slope wavefront would gradually increase from v - J. This is :rideed the case as
is demonstrated in figure 7 where we show ray propagation from sub-fractsl wavefronts
similar to those shown in figure 6b

Since there is no curvature to .he wavefront, caustics cannot be formed, though for
the 'marginal' sub-fractal, m3/ 2 (x) shown in figure 7e, caustics are beginning to emerge
and gradually become sharper as v is increased (see, for example, figures qc, 5d).
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4. MMM A DZ01m

Th RMet•wds to; yoperating multi -iscle stochast.ic processes in one-dimensior. gqay be
extended- .to higher dinsions as follows ' L %h(r) be a, random function in an n-
dimensional space (a st hbastiolfield) and Tij%) its. Fourier trarsuform. Choosing the>
spectra 'of' hV(E) to be

, L'(k.)." (39)

lea6s to a divergent _utocorrelh.;on lan•,tior- for V in the range 1/2 to 3.'2, though the
variance of inctemento of hb(r) is fi.iite,

DV(1) Eh -( 2rnl [1 a -ik.ld k Avr (40)

where AV noo )'

0 '

(cf equations 25 and 29). Choosing
'E)

k
where W(k) ir tits Fourier transform of S-o-orrelated gausein noire,cives

h(r) -+.) -7- 7ck (k) f d! (41+

k

which satisties the fractional differential equation
Vn-i h (r) c'r (42)

It may be shown !131 that the fractal dimension of •,iv(r] is

D - n . 3/2 - v, (43)

rnd hence lies u, the range n < D < n + i. As iii one-dimenrion, D is a nmovsure ot
k'oighness. In two dir.snsiOn3, tor example, D f 2+ (marginal frtctall c'o-rosponis tc a
s8moor.h' (ie %Imoit differentiable) surface wherpes : - 3- is very roug9h and virtually

volume filling. Further smoothit.g can again be achieved by extending the range of V as
described In sectioni 2 an4 3. The analogue cf a Markov process in higher d<m•isions is
when v + (n-l.)/2 in equation (42) is integral and tte equat~oi .aay be i.olved Ly finite
difference methods. An i.nteresting example is the case

V2hv(r) - e(r) (44)

which in Poisuon's equation for the potential h (r) due to random t actrelated charges.
In one-dimension he(r) - h 2 (x), a Brownian sab-t?,•-ctal; in two dimensions v -.Ak/ and
h31/(r) is a marginar fractal, whe*',.as in three dimensions v - I and hi(r) 13 a Brdwnian
fract'al.

Por v # (n-1)/j fractional, equation (t2) iay be solvcd numerically "irti the
integral form (41) and fast to-Arzer transform:'. tý.r have uped thid metboWd.'Wgenarste
surfaces which are at le.'Jt once differentiable (V > 3/2) from which surface gradientu,
e(r) a Vh(r), &te nomputed. This lata has been used !.;0 simulate free p.rcpagation of a
piAnar waifront in the 9cometrical optics ±isit, Figure'8 shows contrast plots (cross
sections through rays) .at a fixed diseancs from the parent- Wavefronts for 3/2 < V < 7/2
In stops of 1/4,. As in one dimension (see figure 7)ý the fluctuitiorts Increase from
virtmaally none (figure 8, ý.op left) to q.i'te large Palues at the end ol .he sub-frnctal
regime (centre of figure d) wrere caustics are just beginninq t,) form. Ase "becco'e
sharper with increasing V.
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Figure 7. Ray propagatic-n from sub-fractal wavefronts generated by fractional
integration of white noise. (c) is the aro'vnian sub-fractal, figure 3b.
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Figure 8. Contrast plots of rays from two-dimene~onal wavefr-nts after
free propagation. v - 1.5 (rays just defined) to = 3.5
(V - 1.5 twice intejraced) in steps of U.25.

Finally, let us briefly consider ray-propagation in an extended medium with
refractive iwUa% u(r). As thu rays propagate their direutions change continuously
according to the equatiun jus:.

do

where o is a unit vector along a ray and de an element of path. Setting j a -O + du .
I&Ore U 6 v 0 a s ma• ti-stal* stochastic field p(r) may be simulated using equation
(41) with the replacement t(r) -6U(r) and equation (;M) then solved numerically using
finite difference methodw. hio t.a--been done in two dimensions using essentially the
&sa" da-la which generated the freely propagatinV wavefront.u whose contrast patterns were
shown in figure 8. The results are plotted in figure 9 which clearly shows the
progression ýrom 'turbulent flow' tu a *pre 'laminAflow' with greater fluctuations in
ray Jer.sity due to bunching and anti-bunching of bundles o! rays.
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v 1.5 v 2

v 2.5 v 3

Figure 9. Ray diagramu showing geometrical wavefronta for a one-dimensional
plane wave propagating through multi-scale random media.
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5. som" m C011CLBZIGNS

in this paper we have rnalysed a class of multi-scale stochastic processes which

remain statistically invariant under certain scaling transformations.

Such processes have been generated numerically from white noise using standard
Fourier techniques and a wide range of examples have been presented graphically to
illustrate the versatility of the model in simulating a broad spectrum of naturally
occuring random phenomena. In particular, we have used the model to discuss wave
propagation in the geometrical optics limit.

It is hoped that future work will concentrate on accurate determinations of the ray
statistics and correlation properties, an extension of the techniques to full wave
propagation, and applicaticn to the simulation of image degradation and reconstruction.
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SIhbWARY

h this paper. we study wave propagation through a deep phase scre in which the properties vary randomly both with time
and apace. Two auace will be diucsumed. One is analytical, the other Involves numerical uinmulation. In te analytical approach,
asympeotic expressions for the space-time; cog.rerdon functions of the wave field ame derived for the cab4 c!' raustian random
irregularities. For the sfamlatlon approach, general puuscribed qaace-tinie randentvariationst cf irregularities are geneated ann antdwm
repreasent a time varying phase screen.M Thstechnitine can be used to model a screen with a power-law type of irregularity spectrum.
Numercal propagation code is then used to conspute the wave fields at the reception plane from which statistics will be caicultrted. The
relations between the statistics of the wave fieds and the apace-time variations of the medium will be diacued. Applications of the
results will be discussed.

IMMROOJCflN

The concept of a "phase screen" is often used as a simplified model in problems involving wave propagation through a slab
containing continuous randouz variations In refractive index. Ibis model has been extensively used to study scintillation effects caused
by the atmosphere, Ionosphere and interplanetay medium (e~g. Booker and Ma~jidiAla, 1981; Rino, 1981;Scoot et a1., 1983). Most of
the work has concentrated on studies of the spatial correlation function or spectrum of the intensity fluctuations that develop after a
wave encoauntrs a random phase screen. The temporal correlation or spectrumi is usually obtained by invoking Taylor's fromen-in
hypothesis. Notable exceptions may be fiound in the work of Jakeman and Pusey, (1975) and Wernik et &1., (1983) where the sprice-
time correlation was studied for models that allow for random tmnporal variaton. These studies were restricted to the far-field of a
screen with Gaussian Irregularities, and a screen with power-law irregularities aid small phase vaariace, respectively.

In this pape we consider the space-time intensity correlation function caused by a deep-phase screen with a realistic modelA for
the random space and time variations. We first review an analytical approach based on the Huygens-Fresnel integral to study the
screen with Gaussian space correlation and time variation modeled by giving the phs irregularities in the screen a distribution of
velocities. Some interesting aspects of the resulting Intensity correlation function will he noted and discussed. In particular, we study
the cas where the time variation is caused Purely by rearrangement, i.e. the average drift velocity of the irreularities is weo. In the
foicusing, or non-Gaussisan regime of intensity fluctuations we find that the temporal correlation function exhibits peaks that are
displaced synunetcally ftom ne time lag for spatial separations larger than width of a "focusing spike". A physical interpretation
will he given for this phenomenon. The charaicteristic spatial and temporal scales of the intensity fluctuations in the non-Gaussian
regime will be shown to yiel a characteristic velocity for the intensity fluctuations that is smaller than the chawranistic random velocity
asodialed wih& the tundelyi phase screen. Then, in section 2, we describe a numerical simaulation Procedure that can he used to wy
more general types of phase correlation functions and wemporal variation models. We will show that the simulation gives results that
auee closely with the analytical approach. Some results for a screen with power-law irregularities will Mals be preiented. Finally, we
present a set of extunpies that cstr respond t1oi a realistic Ionospheric scintillation measurement where the irregularities have an average
drift as well as random temporal rearrangement.

1. FIORUIATON AND ANAILYMIAL APPROACH~

We U.onsider a plane wave prIpagting in Uth +z direction, incident on a one-dimensional piase scmee located at z-0. The
compli aumplitude of the wave field in a plane at a distance a from Uth screen can be written under the Huygens-Freanel approximation
at

Using M) die intensity of Uth wave field can be fiound.

it k2
I(xjz~t) 2..L~x p(- fe +(x1 t) -(s2,t) +S ((XI x1 (x~-2X?))I dx~dX2  (2)

7Ue intensity correlation function in a plane at a distance z from the scrien can be derived from (2) and Is given by (Jakeman. 19e2):
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t 31(zxt) - I(0z.z)l(xzjr)>- '- g~(u,w,t) e~xpE -j w.(u+x) dudw (ha)

whome
g(u'w-t) - -23 (0,0) + 23 (-u~t) + 2B3 (w,0) - B 4(w-u~t) - B (.w-u,t) (3b)

when k is the free space waventumber and 34(x~t) is the space-time comueaton function of the phase variations in the screen which is
duninedi as.-

B (X't) - '(OO)(,t)> (4)

We now consider die model for the phase correlation function. We adopt the random motion model introduced by DeWoif
(1975) in which the suma is built up from a aupetpositlon of individual irregularitdes (eddies) with a specified cross section i.e.:

whome

C - itormalizaticon constant

N1 - r-imber of eddies with scale size it

M - number of scale sizes

x - position of leth eddy with scale size li

Rx,l) = profile of the -ddics

#.- amplitude ofk'th eddy w'ib scale sineI

This is a vYzy general model for dhe time varyig phawsecreen and allows for a range of scale sim fthough the pawner ii. The tum
variation is introduced by aflowiag the amplittudes; and/or positions of fth eddies to he functions of time We chos to rqepreent the
screen in form given by (5) because this representation is convenient for direct numerical siruulation of time varying phaso rereens.
For this sudy, we *wasme a Gausian profile for the Indiviiual eddies, Le.e

2
fRX-l) -ex(- 2) (6)

212

To model a phase screen with 2 Gaussian correlation function we can act M-1 in (S). Usin (6) this model gives a spatial correaton
functiono ~tho form:

2

whereo, is the varinc Of the phase fluctuations. For this study we introduce ftemporal rearangemnmt into the model by assigning a

constant but random drift velocity io each eddy, Ie. in (5) we let xk depend on Jmne through:

where xk and vW ate the position at t-0, and velocity of the k'th eddy with scale sine li, respectively. From here on, we assume that
xkMo is uniformly distributed over the screen and vI are independent, normally distribuled.uandom variables with mean vo and variance

*aý 2. We also assume that the initial position and velocity of the irrgurtides are independent. In this case the space-time correlation
*functionwilflhave the form-

B,(x~t) - fB,(x-vt) p(v) dv (9)

*where
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1 exp [ 1 (0)p(V) ; .r -- a pv '-"E-](0

az a
For ti special case whom BD(x) is a Gaussian pti correlatlion function (e.g. equation (7)) it is possible to obtain a simp closed
farm exspee for to space-time pbase ocmestW function:

exp[ • -- ](11)

wbem dt dme spadutpm p 1(0 is dufined, by:

!f *+(12)

The parameter Tr may be thought of as the "re.mtnge.nt" time of the screen. Note that this model is not separable in the qsace wa
dow vamtisbies "ltnia is a conlsequence of the fact dma th ra ndom asupna variaton• is Intrdnuced th'roug ovetv r urnemt o

the umeen. A sqfprasble mocdl would reslit if the amplitudes i nstead of the postitiwi o tkt 4 a ring on wer e aot ed to change
randomly In time. 'te modal described by equtions (11) and (12) can be und In equaaton (3) to stuy tLe sa e-ti-ime intensity
correlation ftwtie. JU mmn and McWlil (1977) have studied bs spatial ' c function usigq aGausslmn cwtlton
function (i.e. equation (7r), Tey derived = asymptotic relt tht isvaldwn >>. T•e s - ime corrlation W e can be
studied in a &imilar mann. The resu pting exprssion i somewhat eugaby d will A be repeated harm It hould be noted that
evwlution Ivol the compudion of two cue-fo!d Integrls which are computed using n adiave Integradoanutm•. Te vAmlysis
is given in Jbanke (1967). The result can be expresed in taeof the following di Wenstnes parameters-

kl

622T

to

x x

z . 2

Jakeman and McWhdbir (1977) have kldetifled the pounew q"rI as the effective number of sattisticaly ikq&4Mxdnt scatt"er
dat contribute to the field at a point in doe rIception plan When q-1 is lage, the In-phase &Wd quadrature oomnaentg of the omWpA
ampitude am I endent and nomully disitribused ad thm stadstics od tho field ld saId to be G l , In this lawt n thi Intesity
flucuatis m Ryykll disributed. W -ie n- vast uity, thi fluctuation ar non-oa.l4 an aud the isanity is dmnihmad by
fecustIng 'Spikes" of witon the order of 0h92 Ta Gusia limit for the space-time intunslay courrelatio functin can be
obtained dictly by invoking the fasoriation thearem for Gauia fields (Yeh and LiU, 1992) which gves

B5(x. - 1 + e xp- D(xt 1 (13)

Whave D#(zt) is the phae stctur function:

D (x$() a 2 [B 0(0,0) - B (x.t) 1 (14)



Note ftha ft mnu~smbtniershm the remupment disae , (13) cmnb.walm (using(11)) av

2(.2

Inls 6cue, one Im ifercrtiy correlona AWMecn has a spatia coermlam endsle 1 - 10-hoo and a temyceal OtMelAtom uale
- m4MWOv Min KbosItealty (cl i. itao Sntion cut be clharectocmued by deaftnn a characteristc re~rriomgeate velcty for *A

ionsesulzpattw vo - lVr1 a *,,. Note dout d~As ichuucserhc velocity IS' dom Umm tho wW&ofde clieodzone Yvek dimshtriuas in the
scme. It should be noted that Wemik at &1 (1913) bava shown "ha doe sarne elallonihp bolo uim for Intensity thietuslone due mo a
Shallow mm..o wtker uo2<e. in wbott fellow*, doe relatomion p betwe doe veloetyv dnulbtdwiin *Ae Pe in -Wcharattisticlf
.vblciy of dhe Iensity pIm will be exambeed for fth deep scro. in the scm whin the steatistcs are en.oo,4uselm.

For ilustration, in consider two cames for whichi she emg. coneluti was aias stuAW by JAloxmfin ndAfcieWh (1977M
In bosh case the phas vaiac 9;2 100. 1the peranseor q-' is 1.38 and 2.45 for cans 1 and 2, respecet~vly. TMe Intensity
scindillatom Index 34 = (42mb.- <.)2)f44> for bothcamels PeOtP don 1,3 sohosexautyleeorups Pe Inest luoa sI
the focusingregime. Iftgme la~b ehcv's oomsewrplotsclime normeiuedliftensity cwvrnedo Samction C(x~t) for theme two examples
whome:

N(. 81 z- 1.0 (6

In doen figurse, she spatia covrarleuc ticon Ci(x.0) corresponde to the cut dltug ties vertical axisaed udi thvemporal coverlan
Sutonm CIAQ corresponds to the cut aloeg she hoelaso l axis. Thel, I deep of shap clime r iont , Ia , evdec tadt die Woolley
ocuau miim m Iaopw uqa web h pace ed Urnvukblhes Now thatwidhcthe sace cwuAmlecesqapedm *wneyte- for she
two caes Themca be men by nothing dth*a &Se 0WMee conmeur Ineeracte the vutim axds at a nomumlimi space1leofdapproximately
0.0nS. Joomen and McWh~rw (1977) shioved thst do sut covulano will be dininmmd by~ aoyma with cloreeserstic salne
lIoX12v#).or is ornoalzd coordinates, I(q2V. Ps =wct ostei examies, thias m Is l 0.0I.eu7a Conumla a nes doth
odinerhand, It Iesmen thot the temora cohere.. tim is signlmy ificanly111 fordoh two umuplee. Forum!e whsen q-1 a 1.38, the
0.5 level cootoor intersects the nermialized don asia at W.31. For came 2 where q1i - 245 the temporal covariance full me 0.5 at
nonnuilsed time &0800. The temporal colitzence time Is longe for the came shot comaspomef me the fewest number of independent
scattering contributions. it is interesting tocmp~ute a cbuerwintic random velocity, vc, for the intensity fluceatione wboere vis the
quotient of the charactristic lengt and time scales, For case I we find vc - 0.57ov, and for case 2, v. - ov, Nowe that the
clomeruinatic random velocity associated widh the Intensity fluctuations is smaller than shut oldie underlying phase smfe. for the case
correspondingooethesmalle numberof independnt w~Mattrng ntributions

Another interesting aspet of the tompguI cotvarlanc functio, cam bensen by examining hormiontal cuts through FAMlur ab.
lrba is shown in Figure 2 where the temporal covriunce for came Ia ishown for noemullsed spatial uqaarations of0.0,.&05, 0.10 and
0.15. Nowe that fo spatial sepentions'arg doan the cluractrinki widt of doe space covaimnot, the tenyceul covarmac exhibits a
petak dois displaced hour 0 fiene lag. Beomam of she wymetty of the covarlane Sanction, a peek would elso be seen at die smum

esgnv tnm lu. hi Pak eugees the W~lowing physialItqm to In she focUSin rgme, the Intensity IS dmntdb
spies 1 wdt I.V~a).if ro, reevere anrepuarume by more thntewidt of a qke, then it Is lilely that whomreci er14

"sees a splike, reciver #2 will Am (or vice versa). In this cur,ý the intensity covatieanc will be small. Decause of the temporal
nrvopmntt howevve, It is IN*l that sma Uw laowr a simllar qailm will be see on reeiver 02. Oc~oumw by the time the *ispieI
nos os receiver 02 it may have chargjed in shap apprecIably, so the corewlation is relativel ,meL It is stwqamr V associate this

phnninwith tdo fact tha we have Inaxmhced tove variation thr* ough ootmvetv moti=on f dli individ sullwerin centers. To
cckths hypohmeim. we amocorpused U ~n lunkycovulamuce win a meaum model fordth phase correation function, IeS.:

8*(X.t)- e 17

Tais model could reook rosto a situation where temporal vviution coceu Sota randozo fluctuatona clime ampltude (but now position)
of the smuming renseo- It is Amenatin me am that we found rt similar phsoonsemos for *thi modela well. In fact, the overall ehope
of the Intensity cenvalenc castein wwrn wvy siiler methordn down In Plam) IT-he1 muon that tie intensity coveulance is very
similar for both esperble and meaprn u epale coreatoss 11 isde s leddeeltdIa httes 1u3t covale is appreciable ceily
for doie laps whihe much smiller tdme the vehrrrngoea dm of the uns. For sach shurt lais bosh models have eetiallyk the
aem (uap=*bl) form. Is otlher words; whether the do veuatlosit is couned by convective vowaagmtm or thes Varying ampglitudes
doe eflbec In don meeption plum tiunder focusing cooditons Is evidently Wecauae the bhoing spiles mermedoenly 'convect.

In fth following mectias, we describe the resulta ofa nuoveical simulation froc doetht has beow umd me cla th donalytical
results. The procedure will also allow ua to consider moeweoral modela for the phe correlation, function and temporal

2. NUMERICAL s~h!LATIONS

The fazaYtic approach that was reviewed in the previotre mecton Is limited by the condition that V,>>l and by the need for a
reaively simp leomed form expression for 9(x~t) Uir~g the model given In equatio. (5) It is relatively simple to numerically



412110IPuM" muam wa spmi adqnmdam ldshda in. h Ing ,.av fodu m thm miha m

61 wo WNb qpae uly ais m~ em Amdi M"hS IMM Idhew Aeie mi. ehull~ u ~as a h i
halvIN0162MiW4 asmt PWaajy Wools m* hswau ftu $WmAN (1) to lowmfsm - r ado Pinesa a sijj S I avethd o

efMmusmwlil inm u@ hs1, shi s d eume ta ti W nem wef ~Ubg a m ass bs coninued hW la duelfs y logtimeA-wase haus Won iyppsm bhalk Wmmmuh em I am bumum meuae h

Phar o xmples to be 'hew um we aes 3W paoinason" *a azdiectio wAt a vrabm lomd en PAO.. stl 0.005 to
baPSOMMIt *4 1011010 at " baN in m M OW @0of 2046co Ise eqs 10t mudine smam VT cuootf ask The oft hthi

be aMMW Inm sqba s ,--wA 3M8 luividel receivers. ht shM be mtand thmat me asse uk o ma I aner tin *he samtial
W~fbgimu is1 IMMA ftw* ummig m A mindd whao fthq- uamsna beames large. lhiscalculeelom --- cund ston aCAY
X-dP coair at dem Univerity of UEla&

Fnm 3 dam a smal sue.i of.a sequence of pims am=e ft wone pmmmsd wuing em simulahtion prolpe back Ke svn
cmawase ma -a bMMi b doe b me II mly a do*h mscle doa Is usem nddoamega drift 11 velocity of doite sglpltlse is
am. Tha. 66 Maoral unqpsatinsd o* ad neom omarveiv modons ofemilvth am k ew d wMA DsM-aca hephingsmany

ofdw Ism Ib Mopeeas~nm corieleimhasle 9m thi dse amplie was compud med Ibad ma be in w bmeult ag-menan witi he
emaltloiimb givsin equatdon(11). Pgum4mb' dkwstel humityovaremanfesll om poe dfromash m.imalaidoe uowng M
Mal pemee the oware edif FisPgurm eb Thm, M adam spae med do" bp fsttbnexks in ligat 3 e snmalle *M donm in
FIgaM 1s6t. Thusse. &WCMOMe Corrsapond to doe lowe hA-hand comers of Iflaxes Is said lb. Nows diet em chaeesciatic shApe
Of due emOeRaV is aso see in dbe simuation resub.. N! the characterietic random velocity of she Invosity oorrellation ianction is
compiuted em she simulation results, by uslng em 0.52 level contour, it is found ma be O.53oN and 0,72a, for ceasm Iandl 2.
RIPOilveY. Again te m cws veum leaocuity is sigalflomnely MOWl "m dot of*Am unerlying plans scremenb dw firstcue wbatn
*Aume r a f indepandset samering ccmelbutlona is smallIn.05md- isA uplcoabeisual.'qceag
lile he~m doedaraciastic Wagescehof & insinsky - 1n

The results presenedsod ofapertain o* to 6ad phaeme wit Osussi.. cowelation tuanka.n A more rafiitia model fbt fth
hmosphere and insaeplanielay medium would be.a phase screw wisha powe-law ype spearmm, eS.g-

SC6

p M spectrlkidx

%tre 1114pue em080 ta Purprlafl spectral IneWa 10usin AMmodedl is p-3 (Yoh end Lsiu. 1982). We hsave used the model givena in
equaton (3) ma ukeuls6e Amapwe-lsw typ phas scawe *he proedure used ma choomem scale esen and asalilsue dllbstiomw forem eddsn is dmescuibed in DeWoif (1975) We cossider two exanIPle using parammeler appropriae txr em lonooplau scandllatlon
cUms 7W dstance fu, tho -M 10n *aAm rec pti ne - is 9-M5 Ice. ftequesy f-M5 Mhz, paws-law Index p-G, o~e nalb
ANDe LV2~sI0-1kin. In both coenk Am averaile drit velocty of she irregularities was Me ma Wn and em mStanar deviation Of tAm
velocity was 30 nals. Figures SOb "hw m intemnsity coviarlnom comoers fbr caes. wi&thý u3 and 3 udlans. Maectvely, These
euuumpoad ma Invensity meetillateils indices S4 -0.7 a.d 0U, respectively. Nowes dwm h inesnsliy correladtto scale sine is
qiproshoswly 120 ', ,ansd 95 meaers, reqasdvely. Mhe chsuscteurldc randoma velocity fashewse examples is found ma be v,, a22
IMIC23 hA. reqaeclv*J. f em 0.5 leveloocouma..we used. Thus. asin do Geaussian casAm thue dacosulsc velocty of doAm Inseay
9=11111101 PIWI. is 8181guIft maly lers diaz dthe of Ohe andelydng phs mscra The powe-law oovaditne omon urs appeartom be
"mainy ellasoAM 00 ma em UNCIQPIPeMa apae d time tags dug wer Compoised. 7he an.-apansbls form do wee evidet in tAm
Gudimin 6113131es could possibly appea fbr lagrm sase and time lags, however.

Mwe examples de m haebeam jesented soet. paertai ma em cas wef ka A mean drits veloicity of em Inegularitles is amro A
iold on em misIB closel reptesus IA macma lonos8plmu scintillation I peu I P -cu be pufo1 'iby ivicloding a aWWlstC avwag
Ouf velocityin emmode i T asri~mvm~ ofem qwualluvehazeU.Of emApss statistics for tis cuse, we ran ftsiemunlation



'ta~ emam do~ VeON*, dof 0M Wu~ih a im" d, 14 a of3 OWa* All 011M wsue doe son n the alPevim

Uwpsa he W aan 4 iad by IpSumt7 isoasnelty inio The r am h las wave aspatwmagpey l " -. 0.9. This
nqmoee )% mbuldbeueselma dia * sessm e ao opim nntd wea tpiwso hdlm xm inpmmesp*"ms as -u
3,0,SAd 1% dlmf 1110 rusdw .~pm b % used .h 0wa Semd"wis CC h w 33mi whtladMnoele va he .e 1 m th

sepasedme ~ ~ ~ I week,0~9 ies ~ solatilhule. eeafe . hs .~ s 3ý wereappuilmefdyU, . 10 md 1.0.kw

on be .smd tam slaveeswqise As the ewIm~ls. sst sns oa ewii fbef ewameen 0 P Iodh 'm daleuebet h

vu-sbu datmn Islly wMt bsal-die aseveup si .* the k~ seslhIs sqhasmesa 11de 1 q, lbstma
that Aridvisoyaam labemo Ieele is th pisse ~dap mean Im petmveysipikmelm z Is the fadva dbypsl
fm dlesimy mimi 13snk Dheemsmek.d dals m~ thatte dopek value of doe momulesad erumisa is a sens i dicae ldoaof
damisive, isq minamegems wism doe amlsdo m is way msaes.

3. DISCUSSIO AND WINCLUSIONS

The Meal prsamesld Is the previou s mas for bsanasly fluctumoatios tnhe foossela and su'sie mglms have been
finvu l msc~sId knommadim mouLe his impoese"a to eebmovdatohalmounmisetom nibt call prt ofd thsial

WAcan osm * 1 al omat doqssyauseeIfae o uf sms fh -aalnebd. In puulcilee the "chwm itarac aae-epsahl ashpe of the

develop relaively uimaple so"doa l and pkhys fleluh Ism tde qmeetme esamuilg promes. Isa61a regard doe Wmio mea
approac used. by ehmemem (1974) may be appropeln tar stlldy ak Vstpe uf syam

Owrmbraml may ha ve Imsm kqpicadoasor apphldctons wly one would lIgo to esdomm te *mvelocity distributmio in te
screnhe the Inwnl aymuesalrmns Foreamaple. eqerimemeal masuemwemms of ieonpburic and nlauplaneuty scintillation am

ohm. used tosaeskma se te aveage aud random cmaponna ofthe drift velocities inthA propegmtion medium. For cams where Us
madonvelocify Is of imsmes wmonerksxp ashu mike us of.. assumpution about the form ofthe mpsm time coriletlon function
bet was aelgll introduced by Brims Philp and SLIan (1950). Thes author noted tha amy correlatca fimdoto "ha b twice

gooda"l at thedS o cagn e be wrima in the taem:

(x - VV0 t2

D~~~m (+) (19)

where k and % an Vowse end time osreleam scales. respectively. Vwious methods have been devised a* estlame thes scales from
deal seiles of isnsleaiy tljcamtime wsumsaud on two or - sacsed vacelvers. The chwecaelatc random veloclt vc w 1^~ is then
tahen to bee amme... of the realativeIqmpaum of sequorI emalnemums. As nosed smriler for the ams of week sciatillations
Wwridk atad (1983) shwedo tha the V0 pumete is ammeriled equl so the whi of the renbe veloct diulmbudm inIn the -

ms.Islfheal9& filuctusslu m caused by a maympo manaramom smodel UMe *A oae pwesvmd in this paper. As nosed In mectios
1. th -m smrepc 11 - also haft h ftxab cams aeofdle mss. if#th Walsl &00101 hauulasun smerand (GOAe"s luctWsImA0). 011the
othe heed, both the snaly"alelsd duimistio results presented her stow be doe charaomwlstic velocity derived from inte.usity
8f-umattions is tho smoa.um.Ias or focusing. regime will be mellee the fth width at the phase am~veloc distrih",a
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Figure Ia. Contours of constant normalized intensity covariance, for a phase screen with Gaussa correation function an q"1

1F38, lb. S 100. F Igurgea drift velity of the irregularities was set to zero.
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Figure lb. Same as Figure Ia. except q-1 2.45.
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Figure 2. Temporal covarance functi r responding to hoI oatal cuts dmmuh Figure It at nonmliumd rece , separabos of

0.0, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15.

Figure 3. A asecton of a sequence of phase sozeem geneatad using the s~nzlasion procedure. Each aczen conesizonda to wne
instant in time. For this examwle, only a single inrzguhty xale sine is used and the avrge drift velocity of the
irregularities is set to zo.
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Figure 4a. Contours of onestant normalized intensity covariance computed using the numerical simulation technique. Voe phase
acmen puraroetes are the sume as those in Figrse Ia. The maximum space and time lags in this Figure are smaller than
those in igRpm la.
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Figure: 4b. Some as Figure 4a, except the parameters u'ed in the simulation were the same as in Figure l b.
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Figuim 5a. Cwtomun of cwas .1 nommizasd intensity covauisnc for a -h aacnu with pow-law cmcw~lation function. Mie
pumemer wem chosto so be appropilate for Irampherf sclnduifinkm In this cuae, or# - 3, LW d e avantg imneularity
drift ve~ocity is zem.
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Rigre 5b. Same as 171gumc Ia eszcpt a4 5.
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Figure 6. T'im scaies of the intensity fluctuations on 3 rece.iers located at x 0, 100, 200 meters in the reception plane generated
using the numedicol simulation.. , R thii case, the average drift velocity of the iegularimtes was 100 nmis. and the width
of thd velocity distrbution was 30 mis. The rms phase fluctuation in the screen was # 5 and the scintillation index

wus approxi•tely 0.9.
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DISCUSSION

A. Ishimaru, US
The Gaussian phase correlation funceion is used. How realistic iM
this model? How sensitive may the results be to the assumption?

Author's Reply
The Gaussian correlation function was chosen primarily for
mathematical 2onvenience and so that we could verify the numerical
simulation results. This model is rot realistic for atmospheric or
ionospheric applications, however. The numerical simulation
technique is being used to study the more realistic power-law
correlation function. We find that many of the qualitative features
of the results that have been presented here are also seen when the
power-law correlation function is used.

J.H. Jefferson, UK
In your simulations, do you generate 4(x,t) using two-dimensional
FFTs?

Author's Reply
No, wa do not.

J.H. Jefferson, UK
Then I do not understand how you bind in correlations in both x and
t.

Author's Reply
We construct the random screens by superimposing many individual
"eddies". Each eddy is assigned a random position and velocity.
Thus, a screen can be generated at any instant in time by simply
calculating the positions of the constitutive eddies and then adding
them together. This avoids the computer memory problema associated
with two-dimensional FFTs.

E. Jakeman, UK
In the sections of cross-correlation functions that you showed,
presumably the peak at nonzero delay also occurs at both advanced and
delayed times, i.e., the cross-correlation function is symmetric?

Author's Reply
Yes, it is. I've shown only the positive space and time lag
quadrant.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION IV

Alh4OSPHERIC EF"WFS

by

L.Boiidhias, Session Chairman

This session contains six papers, nun,&ered 16 through 2 1, which may bc classified as follows:

(a) - Paper No. 16, by Clifford et al., is related to millimetre waves. It descrihes measurements of amplitudt. and phase
spectra on a 1 km path at frequencies between 116f and 230 G~z with simultaneous metearoIogicai measurements. During
clear air periods the results agree with the siagle scatter theory. During rain peniods a high correlation exists between rain and
attenuation fluctuations.

(b) - Two papers, No. 17 by Rousmetet al. and No. IG by Bish~op and Larkin, are related to infrared, ultraviolet and optical
wavelengths. Paper 17 studies the means of restoring the quality of an image damaged by tiansmission through the atmosphere.
Three methods are considered: digital processing, wave front an~alysis, adaptive optics.

Paper 18 is divided into two parts. The first one describes some trials to measure the atmospheric transmission and
emnission. effects on the performance of electro-optics systems. The second one studies the effects of ozone absorption on the
design of a passive surveillance system working in the ultraviolet band.

(c) - Three papers, No.19 by Schmiedel and Ochs, No.20 by Allen and No.2 1 by Ligthart ct al., are related to various
effects of attenuation and scattering by rain.

Paper 19 describes a very important experiment, on precipitation scatter, to determine the practical effect of this
phenomenon on telecommunications. Bistatic measurements are made on a short path (25 kcm) and a long path (97 km). Only
the first preliminary results are presented.

Paper 20 presents observation of phase delay through rain ai ý6 GHz. This experiment is of great importance for radar
target identification, when relative amplitude and phase information is used.

Paper 21 presents the measurements by a vertically pointed Doppler radar of the main characteristics ofi hydrometeors
influencing the propagation of an Earth space path (number, geometry, orientation, velocity of various hydrometeor particles).

EFFETS DE L'ATMOSPHERE

par

L.Boithias, Session Chairman

Cette session comporte 6 exrosis qui peuvent itre classes comme suit:

(a) .- Un expose (No. 16) eat relatif aux ondes millimetriques. 11 dicrit des mesures des spectres d'amplitude et de phase
sur tin trajet de 1,4 kmn & des friquences :-ompnises entre 116 et 230 GHz, ainsi que des mesu-es mit~orologiques simultanies.
Dans led piriodes d'air clair les risulhats sont conformes h Ia th~orie ac 'a diffusion simple. Dans tes piriodes de ii!uie. iI existe
tine forte correlatior. entre les fluctuations de la pluie et celles de l'affatiblissentent.

(budi - Deux exposes (No.1 7 et 18) sont relatifs aux lcngueurs d'ondes infrarouges, ultraviolettes et optiques. L'exposi 17
Itudcls moyens de rdtablir Ia qualiti! d'une image perturbec patr la transmisaiion A travers l'atmosph~re. Trois m~thodes sont

envisagdes, Ie traitement numdrique, l'analyse du front d'onde ct loptique adaptati -.e.
L'exposi 18 se divise en deux parities. La premiitre dicrit quelques essais poui mesurer les effet. de Ia transmission et de

l'6mission atmosphitique sur lea performance.a des syst~nies 6Iectro-optiques. La deuxd~me 6.tudie les effets de l'absorption par
l'ozone stir la conception de systi-1mea de surveillance passifs fonctionnant dans l'tiltraviolet.

(c) - Trois exposes (No. 19, 20 et 2 1) sont relatifs h divers effets d'attinuation et de diffusion par la pluie.
L'excpos6 19 d~crit tine expirimentation tr~s impertante stir Ia dittusion par la p'uie, pour &iterminer son influence

pratique en til~communication. Des mesures bistatiques sont faites stir une base courte (25 kcm) et sur tine base tongue (97 km).
On prtsente seulew-ent des pemaiers restiltats obtenus.
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L'exposd 20 prisente I'observation du retard de phase k travers la plule & 96 GHz. Cette expdrience est d'une grandeimportance pour lidlentification des cibles radar lorsqu'ovt utilise des informations & partir dc ['amplitude et de la phase.Lexpos6 21 prdsente lea mesurec, au moyen dun radar Doppler pointi verticalement, lea principales caMracristiqua dehydomddors qi Ifluncet I popagato urui tra jet Terre-aspace (nombre, g~omEtrie, orientation, vitesse de diversespearticules dliydroindtiores).
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LINE-OF-SIGHT MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS

S.F. Clifford, R.J. Hill, and R.B. Fritz
NOAA/ERL/Wave Propagatioa Laboratory

325 Broadway
boulder, Colorado 80303

R.A. Bohlander and R.W. NMcillan
Georgia Inititute nf Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

ABSTRACT

From 1983 to 19R5 a team of scientists from INmAa Wave Propagation Laboratory and
Georgia Institute of Technology conducted an extensive set of millimeter wave propaga-
tion measurements. In five, thirty-day seasiona, chosen for the widest variety of
weatlor conditions, we propagated millimeter wave frequencies from 116 to 230 GHs over a
1.4 km horizontal path in Flatville, Illinois. Simultanacus, extensive measurements of
the meteorology allowed a detailed, comparison ot the propagation characteristics with
the current state of the atmosphere. We report on the observations of millimeter wave
propagation characterintica during clear air and severe weather. Amplitude and phase
spectra for propagation in clear air are compared with theory derived using the weak
refractlve turbulence approximation. Excellent agreement Is found. Further, probabi-
lity density functions appear to be; respectively, lognornal (amplitude) and Gaussian
(phase difference), as expected from application of the central limit theorem.
Interesting meteorological observatiot.s and their millimeter wave signatures will also
be presented.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past five years a team of scientists from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration and the Georgia Institute of Technology conductd an extensive
set of millimeter-wave propagation measurements. In five, thirty-day sessions, chosen
for the widest variety of weather conditions, we propagate4 millineter wave frequencies
from 116 to 230 GHu over our 1.4 km horizontal path in Flatvills, Illinois. Simulta-
neous, extensive measurements of the meteorology allowed detailed comparisons of the
propagation effects with the state of the atinosphere.

The details of the experiment layout and data processing are contained in Reference
1. (Table 1 and rigs. 1-6 of this paper are extracted from Reference 1.) Fijure 1
illustratea the propagation geometry. The beam propagated 1.4 km - 4 meterse above an
extremely flat terrain, chosen for its outstanding fetch in all wind directions. This
enabled us to characterize the site micrometeorology with two instrumented towets using
Monin-Obukov surface-layer similarity theory. The intensity fluctuations were measured
at each o- the four horisontally spaced antennas and phase differences were measured
among all possible antenna pairs vith spacings from 1.43 to a 10 m maximum. The fifth
antenna was used in a limited way to test the isotropy of the different wave parameter
fluctuations.

A variety of meteorological measurements were obtained simultaneously with the
millimeter-wave data. Figure 1 shows the optical propagation paths which give optical
refractive-index structure parameter Cn

2 
-as well as the cross-path component of the

wind. Figure 1 also shows the optical rain gauge, optical drop size disdrometers, and
the weighing bucket rain gauges. Two micrometeorological stations are shown on Fig. 1,
these are 4 m high instrumented towers. At these stations the mean temperature and
humidity were recorded, a prop-vane gave wind speed and direction, a three-axis sonic
anemometer gave the fluctuating components of the wind vector, platinum resistance-wire
thermometers gave the fluctuating temperature, and Lyman-a hygrometers recorded the
humidity fluctuations. The millimeter-wave signals, resistance-wire temperature, and
Lyman-a humidity were digitised at 100 Hs. The sonic anemometers were digitized at 25
ix. The other instrument's signals were digitized at 0.39 Ha. Table 1 shows the great
variety o.' clear-air micrometeorological statistics available from our instrumentation.

Figure 2 shows a probability density function (PDF) of the measured intensityp it is
compared with lognormal and Gaussian PDOs. At such small intensity variances (0.02)
there is little difference between lognormal and Gaussian Pors, but the data definitely
favors the lognormal PDF. Figure 3 shows the PDO of phase difference obtained from
antennas 2 and 3, which'have a separation of 2.9 m. This PD? is clearly Gaussian. In
addition, we find that intensity and phase difference are uncorrelated.

Figure 4 shove the structure function of phase for each of our antenna pairs
(separations). The structure function in definitely less steep than tha slope of 5/3
that would be predicted by a Kolmogorov intertial-aubrange model. This is caused by the
outer &ýcale. A very simple prediction that includes the effects of the outer scale is
shown as a solid curve for a horizontal outer scale of 2.2 m. The mutual coherence
function (second moment of the field) is shown in Fig. 5. since the log-intensity and
phase difference are both Gaussian and uncorrelated it follows from the week turbulence
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* theory that the mutual cvherence function should be *qcal to expt-.5(iD + IW)) whare D
ana DS are the log-amplitude and phase structure functions. We find •hat~his formull
predicts the values in Pig. 5 to within 0.5%.

In Pig. 6 We Show the normalIsed variance Of Intensity versus the inertial range
prediction for a spherical wave. Here the radio Cn Is obtained from the micrometeoro-
logical data. We see that the intensity variance is somewhat unaereatimated by the
inertial-range prediction but consistent with the phase structure function shown in Pig.
4. This discrepancy is most probably because of diffi~ulties in calibrating the Lyman-a
hygrometer.

PHASE AND AMPLITUDE SPECTRA

Usigg the spherical-wave theory for propagation through refractive turbulence#
Clifford *hows that the temporal power spectrum of log-amplitude fluctuations in the
single scattering or weak turbulence lImit has the form shown labeled *theory* in Fig.
7. In addition Fig. I contains a log-log plot of (f/fs) times the log-amplitudo
spectrum W Versus normalizea frequency (f/f o). The spectrum N is normalized to the
log-amplitide varianne isuch that the area under the curve is Yunity. The frequency
to v/-V2nwLt, where v is the crose-path component of vindspoed, A is the wavelength,
and L a 1.4 km is the millimeter-wave path length. The dotted (solid) tluctuating curve
represents the low !high) frequency Fourier transform of 3S min of log-amplitude data
taken at 142 GHs. The solid *theory' zurve fits the data quite well until the high fre-
quency tail beyond log (f/f) - 1, where aperture averaging effects are iwportant. The
dashed curve is a plot of t&e theory including aperture averaging effects, overall, the
fit to the data is excellent. Deviations at low frequencies above the Ithoory* curve
are most likely due to receiver antenna drift. It is possible from the theory to esti-
mate the cross-path velocity from the location of. the peak. The peak is predicted at
log(f/fo) - 0.43. In the case shown the cross-path velocity estimate from the milli-
aster wave scintillation.s agrees with the prop vane to within a few percent. (Note, the
data were plotted with fo calculated from prop vane-ueasured crosswind.)

F:-gure 8 illustratas the theoreotical spectra for phase difference fluctuations. In
contrast to the log-dlplitJde result phase-difference is very sensitive to the "outer
scale' Lo of the refractive index fluctuations. Cansequently, we have a family of
curves for dIfferent values of the spacing p normalized to L,. (L, Is the sue of the
largest eddy for which the assumption of isotropy holds, so Lo in the order of the
height above the ground). The theoretical curves are plotted versus normalized fre-
quency f/fl where f6 - v/p and v is the cross-path wind component. From our knowledge
of the wind speed *ný the dependence of the spectra on p/Led we can estimate L, from a
spectrum measured at a known separation, e.g., P12 - 1.43 m, and use that derived value
LO - 2.8 A for all further comparisons.

Figures 9 and 10 shov the theoretical curves superimposed over the phase-difference
spectra from the data for antenna pairs (1,2) separated by P12 - 1.43 a and antenna pair
(1,41 separated by p14 - 10 m. We used the value Lo - 2.8 a and selected our curves
from Fig. 8 to fit the date based on the ratios p1 2/Lo - 0.51 and 01 4 /Lo a 3.5
appropriate to each antenna pair. The resulting fit is quite good. We could also esti-
mate crosswind from the peak of the spectrum if we knew the accurate L. from other indj-
pendent measurement.

MILLINETER PROPAGATION THROUGH RAIN

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate a unique measurement of a rain event where the effects
of oscillations in rain rate were observed simultaneously by the millimeter wave link
and two laser-beam rain gauges, deployed as shown in Fig. 1. An oscillating rain
rate, probably caused by a convective instability in the cloud cover, could explain the
observed temporal pattern of the rain. In Fig. 12 the rain fluctuations are compared
with the simultaneously measured attenuation fluctuations. As expected, a very high
correlation between the two is observed. The lowest curve in Fig. 12, illustrates a
simulated attenuation time curve that would result by assuming a sinusoidal convective
disturbance propagating along the millimeter path. A more detailed description is
available in Reference 3.

CONCLUSIONS

The Platville data set has been analysed to show the effects of clear air and rain
on millimeter wave systems. We have reported only a minute amount of the available data
and show that the results agree quite closely with the clear-air single-scatter theory
for propagation in the turbulent atmosphere. we intend to make much more extensive com-
parisons in the future for propagation in clear air, rain, fog, and snow. We made a
deliberate choice to forgo analysis of other segments of the data in order to complete a
readily accessible data base for study by both NOAA/GIT and other researchers. The
completed data bass should be available for study in 193'.
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Table l.--Summary of micrometeorological data from tape 24,
taken at 11030 MDT July 1983

Average Values

Humidity 19 g/m
3

Temperature 32*C
Wind speed 5.3 m/s
Wind angle 10'
Pressure 993 mb
Solar flux 941 of full 2sun
Wind stress -0.14 (N~s)
Humidity flux 0.1 (g/m )/8
Temperature flux 0.03*C m/s
Stability -0.03

Square Roots of Variances

Humidity 0.72 g/m
3

Temperature 0.356C
Wind speed 1.2 m/s
Wind angle 116
Streamwise wind component 1.1 m/s
Cross-stream wind component 1.0 m/s
Vertical wind component 0.54 =/a

Structure Parameters

Cn2 from optical acintillometers 2 x 10-Is m-/

CT2 from optical Cn2 0.036Ca r-2/3

CT
2 

from resistance wires 0.036C2 m-h/1

C q from Lyman-a hygrometers 0.2 (g/m
5 )2 m- 2/3

q

C from resistance wires and 0.075-C (g/0
3 ) m-2/

Tq Lyman-a hygrometers

Cn2 for radio frequencies* 5.9 X lo-i a-/3

*Obtained from Eq. (79) of Ref. 1, using C t, C , and C from the resistance
wire thermometer and Lyman-s hygrometer w1th A4. and A 10tained from the
radio refractive-index equation. q
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Figure 11. Time . rios of rain rates measured by path-ave:-aging optical rain gauges.
Note orcillatory feature at approximately 0837 CST.
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Par 0. 100mast, J.C. Fontemolle, J. Wanmt, A. live
office National d'Etudes et do teereborhs Airoepetlalem,

BP 72, 92322 Chitillon Codes, FRANCE

92o revue eat felts Ass travaux aft actuis A 1 ONUA on imagarie optique A travers is turbulence
atmosphiciqu.

Piusisurs techniques propous~e auperavant permsttant d'obtenlr dem images grant urse rigolutlonA
Ia almts As dlffraction gout caspariss dams cetta communication. La cosparaigon ports gut Is cheamp
d'appllcatica, Ia rapport signal & bruit sapdtA at lea Alt ficultia pratiquss As cass mithodag qul most:

* lsa technlquem do treitement numtit qua a posteriori raposant out urns ginirallmation do 1a
mitbods do "sepckle interfsromstry* propomis par A. Labeyris ; en partlculier dee risultat. obtonue
avsa 1' algorithms Alt do "Knox at Thompson" soont prissitths.

* la "diconvolutiom A partir d'analysa do front donds" ;Is prlncipe As catte mhthada sgt dicrit
an insistent sur Iigportancs Au concept darnalyao do front donds damns Is problimo As limagoris A
travesr la turbulence;

* 2ioptlqus adaptative qul apparait comes urns technique, trAm prosotteuse ;urn mystmse en cours dos
dbveloppomont st Aamtin6i & astromnose infrarouga emt prisenti.

LZII UDS STIILNI UUTLIUZI

AWt A) dosnit6 spectrals croisie Aisage courts porno
C~r) module Au champ darns Is pupille

A,Ca)4 amplitude complex* Au chomp danms 1. plan focal
OMf fouction As tranefert longue point do l'atmospniro
C:Ch) constants do structure As l'indico ds rifraction
OT (r) tonction As structure do la phase
D dias~tro Au tilescope
F distance focals Au tilomoops
f I riquence spatiale
at peas do friquence
a gain en risolution
a distance objet instrusent
h position sur Is trajet optiqus
h moyeanno pondirde do Ia distance As propagation
Is partis imaginaire d~urn quantit6 complex*
I1Cm) image inatantanis

I, Cf) trensformis do Fourier do V image instantenie
N nosbre minimum d~imagem A utilimer doen les algorithmasm
I noabre As taveluros prisontos darns V image courts porno
N) noabre do moum-pupillom do lenalyssur

OW objet observi

o Ct transforarne As Fourier do Ilobjet

01(f) transformie do Fourier As l'objet normalisois I A f c 0
p nombre de photons **yon par tavelure

nomwbre As photons moyen par moum-pupille ds l'anelyazur
r position ians Ia pupills

r. diegitro do Fried
Re partle riolls d'uns quantiti complex*

Sf) fonction do tranmfsrt optiqus instantanis.
TMf tonction do transfert Au tiloscops

v uitesms transvesres mopene dam masses dair

I£ dirsotion As esepaco obsorv4
I distanca siniZhele
C position qu'ulconqus d'un point

Iq raonAssot quantiqus Au Aitoctaur
B sagis do choap isoplanitiqus
h longusur doands
6A bands spectrala
0q #cart type As Ia phase Au front Conde

we cart typo As la phase do Ia tonction As tranmfsrt optique
Aur~s do vie Ass taveluros

4 phase do Ie traneformie As Fourier do llobjst
kAart do phase As Ie T.F. do l'objot

'Travail soutsnu en pentis par contrets As la Direction des lecherches, Etuides et Techniques (DINT).
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phase dois infonction do tranftsfrt optique
(r bpase in front daonA,

qfW phase Au cheamp dome in pupille
6cart do phase do 1& fonction do transfort Au tilescope

II module

transfornie Ao Fourier
* quentit6 conjuguie.

U.. turbulence atsmophftique limits sivhcRGmet In r&2olution engulaire de tons leg instruments op-
tiques Ao graed dimatre observant Aepuis I. sal quel gus soit 1s fienitre do leur Papilla. In limit*
is risolution accossible eat rarement inftireure urse seconi* i'arc.

Toutef ais. ispuib use quizanine 'Ana~. uno ensemble io faits nouveaux eat appnru qui perset
Aeospfter cospensor, au going partiellement. Its effets Ae I& turbulence atmosphirique our lea images

Is 1. acanismes io ddgraistiorn As. imagoi par Is turbulence atmosphirique sont maiuternent bien
expliquis (voir paragraph* 2),

- divers algorithmes is riestauration a posteriori Ass images ont 6t6 proposis qui Aonrnetat Aes r6-
suitats nacourageenta (voir paraicraphe 3),

- lea progris techniques dueIs singis an poivt Ao airoirs difornables, inmaulyasur Ao front
ioani*, io ditecteurs dianges performants, io petits calculateurs puissant. fast do In correction en
temps riel par urns optiqu* aiaptative nuse vain rialiate.

Deams litat actual Aon techniques numiriques et ezprimestales, ii eat difficile do trencher gotta
I** mithoesa is restauration a posteriori des images at l1optique admptative. Clest pourquai ii eat
particuiiiromaut Important do 2-attacher & analyser en permanence Is front Condo incident (voir para-
graphsa 4). Ceci riponi on effet i isux impiratifs a

-amiliorer considirablement lea possibilit~a do reatauratiao A'image a posteriori (voir paragra-
phe S),

- pesrettre do ginrer lea siginaux de commands Au miroir Aiformabie en imagerie adaptative (voir
paragraphe 6).

Loa techniques "temps riel" (optique adaptative) ou "a posteriori" apparaiasent is plus, ionns cot-
to perspective, complimentaires plutit que concurrentea. Mien moat comparies an paragraphe 7.

Ce travail a pour but As Aicrire rapidesaet lea travaux; oftectuis 4 I'OSUU dane lea domaines ds
ia restauration A image a posteriori at A. l'optique aiaptative.

2. LIS KVFUY DR Lk TUDULRUCI AYIIOPUZIWIUR 31 LA VORUTIIOI DNS 13363
La propagation desa ndes optiques i travers Ilatmosphire eat porturbks par lea variations is

l'indice do Miraction dues tux variations ds tempiraturs directement lijes & Ia turbulence. Darna is
domains do friquences spatiaies intireasant, in turbulence atuoupbirique ob~it & Ia ioi do Koimogoroy
[1), dont Aicoulent directement lea relations ci-dessona [21- La ripartition de In turbulence d'irniic*
ie long Au parcours esot Aicrite par lea veleurs ds in constants Aesatructure is Ilindice de rifraction
C:(h) ca h disigne In position Au point courant sur Is trajet optiqike.

2.1. Les perturbations Au f ront A'ond*
Loa variations do l'iniice do rifractian g~nirent des retards aidatoires entre let divers points

du front donie. Cette perturbation is Ia phase slaccompagne Ao fluctuations do l'muplitude ginirn-
isaeut nigligies (approximation "champ proche"). L'indice ds rifraction is llataosphbro variant peu du
visible A Ilinfrarouge thermiqus, ii est reaarquable qua ces retards no dipenient pratiqu~lemet pis de
in longusur Conde at done que is front d'onde soit identique dons Is visible at ilinfrarouge.

Les variations do la phase sont caractirisies par la fonction As structure D,

D0, (r) -( JI - I(C +r) 1 s)

o4 C at r + C disignent lea positions ds deux points distants Ao r at appnrternant & urn plan perpen-
diculaire A Ia direction de propagation. D0 varis comes r'g'. La notation d )iiigne In valeur
soyenne.

2.2 Formation Ass images
La relation fondamentale Ae l'inngerie (filtrage des friquences apatiales f) s'Acrit i chaque ins-

tent, pour des images monochromatiques

11(t) -=0 (M. S, (f (1)

(IM disigne Ia transformie ds Fourier (7.7.) d'une image instantanie 1,(%) od M eat une direction de

i'espace. 0 (M eat in 7.7. ds In ripartition de l'intensit6 lumineuse dana l'objet et S' (UIn fonc-
tion do transient optique (r.7.0.), instantanie (et altatoire), de lensembie tilescope-atmosphtre
turbulent*..

2.2.1. Images longue pose
Danna is mas d'une poas longue (typiqusment qusiques secondes), lea fonctions As transtert Au t6-

Itscope T(f) et Ao l'atnosph~rs B(f) sont siparables [2]. La valeur moyonne As 11 (f) sl6crit alons
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* 9(t) pout a'6crire sous la forme [2,3]

BM-oxp 3 44 (Xf/r.) 1  
(3)

ro oat 1e paramitre de, rried [33, diam~tre d'utn tdieacope fict"if lont la limite de r~aoljition angulaire
impoade par I& diffraction sorait Ia mdme quo cells imposdo par la turbulence. A~ eat Is longuetor
d'onde. r. alexprime par In relation [2,3]

r, 0,185 X-"5If (Corn W,~ A)313 C:h) dhl 4

o6 H d~ cignt la disatnce objet instrument (h orient6e dans ce sens) et Y ia distance angulaire xdni-
thai.. jans Is can d~une observation astronomique (A la verticale, source 4 l1infini). re vaut typi-
qunemet 10 ca (A A~ - 0,5 pal) et 3,S a UA h - 10 ima). LA turbulence eat ginante loraque le diamdtre D do
linatrument eat aupdriour A r.5, c'eat-&-dire pour lea grands thicacopern obaservant dana I. vis~ble ou
is proche intrarouge.

2.2.2. Image. court* pose : I* tavalures (oc "speckles")
Lorague lobjet comporte, des hautem f r6quencern spot ialea, une image court* pose pAsento do fines

structures al~atoires (tavelurern). rdmidus do cern hautes frdquences apris ia traverade de Vatimoophdre.
Pour une source ponctuelle 1e, nombre de tavelures pr~rnentes dwan urn. image eat approximativesent fix6
par Ia relation:

N - 2,3 (D/r0 )'()
line, maniure simple d~exploiter lintormation haute frdqusnee (gui disparait loraque Von moyenne Its
images) eat de consid~rer is d~nsitd spectral. des images qui pout so mett-o sourn la forma (2]

0. pa M 4tja (up()~ (6)
0d p eat le nomtbre soyen do photons d~tectia dannm une taveluro. La, produit Vp eat ia denaitdl spectral*

du bruit do photons. 01 1! ) eat Ia T.F. do l1objet normaliade A I ; eli. vdrifie

O Ct) - NP 01(f) (7)

Lallure do I& donsit. spectral* des images eat prdaentde our la figure 1. Ella so caract~rive par une
ail* haute frdquernee, ottinu6e. qui ast etploitde par leo algorithmes do rtstauration d'imagern.

Log (donsit6 mpetrals)

(Np)2 
- o

Bainat fr~quences spatial.s
-1 ~(1Me & ('image longue pown)

-2

3 In ormationa "haute fr~quence"

+ Np

Np ý-i--5 Dan spectal du bruit

t Friquonce spatial*
rW/). fr~quence do coupure DA, fniquence do coupure
de is turbulence do l'optiqus

figuare I -Forms typiqus do Is domait6 apectrale des images. Le niv~au des diftt stent portions do Is
courbo oit indiqud. Pour t r,/Ak on a IS1 UI)1(f)S /M N
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ajt ile haute trdquence nlapparait quo si Visage out observde avec uto bonds spectral* 6troite

n±0,45 (8)

11 taut 6qalvi,ýt l'~ am tavelures saient figdca lour durde do vie sat typiquement

r

ot ; eat I& vitesse transverse soyenno, des masses dair. Avec r. - 10 ca, v - 10 a/s, on trouve
i * 10 as. Vest donc Ie tamps do pose maxiaal des images *xploitabies par les algorithoos ddcrits
ci-dsoasos; cleat aussi, 10 dilai maximum avoc lequel lW systimes adaptatifs do componsation doivent
rdagir.

2.3 I1e domains isoplamitique
Use limitation des techniques ddcritos ci-dessous eat introduito par 1. non-isoplandtisse,

00st--dire par 1s fait quo Ia perturbation varie d~un point & lautre du champ. Dana 1l*tat actual
des techniques do restauration, la compensation me so fasit qu'A l'int6rieur d'un champ isoplandtique.
Wangle do champ 8 correspondant vaut approximativesont

B u~!~(10)

at h eat uno moyenne, ponddrdo do la distance do propagation [2]. 1o champ isoplandtique eat limit6 en
astronomia, visible & quelguem secondes d'arc. Il eat d'autant plus large quo l& perturbation turbulent.
so trouv& pris do Ia pupillo du tdlescopo.

3.* LIS 11UODZI DR USYAUIAYION 3'INAGI1 A POITZEIO&I
Ces mathodto utilisont Vinformation haute frdquence prdsento dens lea tavoluros. Kilos roposent

gdndraloment our l. calcul des densitis spectrales des images ou do moments d'ordro plus 6lov~s (tech-
nique dito "speckle masking" [4]). Milo visent & roconstituor 1& transforade do Fourier do l'ohjet.
Laboyrie [5] en d~veloppant Ila sthodo dinterftromdtrio do tavelures a montr& quo Ia relation (6)
apris correction des hiais dOn au bruit persettait do ealculer 1e module do la T.F. do l'objot par la
relation

La fanction (I 3,(f) 1) oat ddterainde par l'observation prdliainaire d~une source ponctuelie. Llemploi

do Is relation (11) suppose quo lea propridtds statistiquos do la turbulence atmosphdrique sont sta-
tionnaires. ce qui nost part ais vrai qu'A V~chells do quolques minutes.

Knox at Thompson [6] ont gdndralisd Ia mdthodo d~intortirosatrie do tavelurem at ant montr6 quo
ion pouvrkit d~terminor la phase to do Is T.?. do Vobjot en calculant des quantitds do la formao

A (ftIaf) - (I,(). 'I + at) ) (12)

at bt est un pas do friquenco intiriour A r,/X, (* ddsigne la quantit6 conjugudo). Lo gradient 64. do
is phase so dAIuit do la quantit6 pr~cddento par Ia relation:

a t.() + ~4*(f) - Arctg Is (A) (13)
a Flo (A)

at los notations Is et Re disignent respoctivement lsparties rnell. et imaginaire. A* eat un term. dO
aux aberrations du tdlescopo quo Von ddtermine & partir d'uno expdrience pr~lininaire on supposant
ceiles-ci fixes. Li aussi, los quantitdo A doivent Atro corrigdcs do hiais dO au bruit. La phase doit
6tre onsuito calcults & partir do son gradient par intigration. La prdsonce do zdros do Ia quantit6 A
dans 10 plan do Fourier pose queltuos probldses particuliers [7].

L'attdnuation impartanto des hautes fr~quences deana lon images ddgrad~on implique Ia sassation
d'un grand nombro d'imagos pour obtenir une restauratian du module et do In phase [6,7]. La rostaura-
tion eat satistaisante si. pour chaque frdquence r, Verrour do ddtermination do la phase *60 (f) rest.
intdriouro A ± 9/2. Le nombre minimum N disages eat alars donn6 par la relation (7]

Los possibilit~s do la mdthodes .ont illustrios par deux rdsuitats oxp~rimontaux obtenum l1un A
prtin dlno sirt. Visages ddgrad6em produites dons uno euve do simulation do la turbulence (fig.
2a,bc,c) et Vastre & partir do donados onnogistrdos par D. Beaoamea at a. foy (CUlIA) a* foyer du WA
lescope framc*-canadien do Naval (fig. 3a~b~c).
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I . -w

22 (d)

Fiue2 - kpri.nce do restauration 41imago par Is m6thods oKo tTopo u e imge 2d4
1

#r.d4oc produites, Geic un. cuve do simulation do Is turbulence.
a) image original* sane turbulence (4 tachos)
b) image courts pose (Dro - 10)
0) image league poe.
d) reconstruction even 170 photonsltavolure
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S.P

3(m) 3 (b)

figure 3 -Ixpirienco do restauration dijeage par Ia sithode do Knox et Thompson nor dea images astro-
nomiques de Il6toile double 62 V'H (donniex doe1. Toy et D. Donneek (CIKGE.
a) une image courte pose typique
b) line image longue pose

.1:omstruction & partir do 1800 images court* pose, siparatici binaire 0,00f".
*0,7 pam.

4. LMANLTSI ME l~T V01133
Lenalyse a1. front j~onie pernet de diterniner lea diformations du front donde done la pupille de

linstrument (en pratique done us Plan coujugqi6. A partir do cotte analyse, i1 *at possnible do cor-
riger Dnumriquement '..* images Iparagrapht S) ou do piioter nuse optique adaptative (paragraph* 6'.

be nombreva principes pernettent deoffectuer lanallan do front dConde [S]. Denz senlement 'one-
tionneat area do fai~lle flux: it apparaissent done bien adaptie A Ilinageje pasie :~ lie interfiro-
aftre. A didoublement latiral (93 ou let analyseurs dits de Uartmaan-Shack [10].

Plurniours 4nalyrnenra utilieant ie Principe do Nartmann-Shack out 6t6 diveloppie A l1ONtlA [11). Le
fonctioannemnt *at l~e Puivnt (figure 4) :use image do Is pupile. .ss fornai par uas lentille do champ
our un. mosaique d& microlestilles. La dimension de cheque uicrolesti~lo ramenie done Ia pupills ditar-
.ine Ia dimnension d'une "soes-pupille" qui dolt itre do l1ordre 46 . , , onasaimile alora I* front
d~onde & usn plean ur chaque microlenut.ile. Ce front Wood* produit done le plan focal do la micro-
leatille use teche image dont le diplacement, par rapport A use. position is rifirence ddterminie A
Valde dune onde plane, eat proportionnul A Is pints lotale .5. l1oue.

La position di can taches eat meaurie & laid. dune meatric* do Atitectoura A trausfert doebarge
(CCD) ; en faCce do cheque soua-pupille me trouv* un. son* do Ia matric* :1l calcul do Ia position du
berycentre des signaux dilivrri par lea ditectenrs do catte zone fourmit Ia position d3 ia tache at
done la pont* local* de lande (11,121. Li front dondo pout 6tt. ouanite reconstrult A partir do see
pentes (A une constants pris), selon plusieurs tochniqcies dites somoles ona rodeles 06'compositior our
un. base do fonctions appolies "modes", tell.@ quo lem polyndass do Zerrnienl [131.
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*Cot appar*i1 a deal propridtda rasarquables
-ii atili.. "a rajossmemet poilchromatique.

* - il 0fostioSmO syoc 180 near"m dttmdU* qul Pent WO I 'Ob~jet am.o tet Go ahorcko &~faire
1'i saet. Chaqse image4 Uo isource domn6e par nmo acus-pupille se Giplsceaen feaction don ebotrations
iSt :0duittaa Par 10 ttsjet at 10 cablCU 4e 14 POSIHtOM Go son batycemtto fournit Us mime information quo
a! 11objot 6teit ponctuel A usn bascialoment prim.

Dahawedechain
Lontliles do champ iconliguie do i lmsg)

Position do Ilmage sans aberration
Position do l1;mqe av tlord

Vera l'instrument SujrftsC Idonde
Mosaique do luntill.
lconjuupiii o dIs pupille)

Mat~Ice do ditecta irs

Fi~ure 4 - Principe do I'analyaeur At front d'onde do Nartmean-Iheck.

Dabs le cas Cum obiet pet itandu lerraur quadratique science V: done Is reconstruction du front
d'onds set E121

ot p, eat it sombre do photons dltectds par soua-pupille durant 1. temps d'analys.. Pour rewonstruire

Is front avec une pricision crAte-crite meilloure qua V4 teltst-&-dire o4 - /61 il taut collectei &u

soits L- photons per sous-pupilie soit pour tout V2instrument

Wk p, ýp 12 114/q (16)
71 eat It resistant quantique du ditecteur at N it sombre do sous-pupilies do i'anaiyaour do front
d'ands.

S. DICONVOILMfION 01l190n A PUVTIR IN LIAMYiTE DR YAM1E DIONDI
L'analyse do front danda parsent do litoariner, avoc une source 6ventua~loemnt itondue, 11 apli-

tuG. a (r) at Is phase #, (r) Cun front douG. qui worait donvni par un point source situ* dens 1.54on.
doasin* d'isoplanitiomo. r eat Is position dana Is pupilie. hinsi. 1. transfert aptiquo entra l1objet
at I. plan foael du tdlescupt eat part sitomant caracthriRS, i partir do is stul. observation do laob-
jet, par Ilutilisatian d~un analyasur do front Wondo.

Lintenait6 a2,(r) data la pupill* 3o calculo & partir des danukea issues Vun aaaalysour do
Hartmsar-Shack come Ie moyonnne des aignaux requa par lea ditocteurs affectia A uno zone do is pupilia
per chaque microlentiile. La phase V& (r eat obttnue coamt indiqud6 au paragraphet prficident. ainni, le
rdpartitioau does amplitu.des complexes du cheamp 6lactromaegntiquo doenIs plan do is pupille ;our un

point source eat coaplitesont ditormini. par Vanalywour .t a Pour expression &,(r) (voir fi-
gure 5). Leamplitud. complex. du cheamp Ak (at) quo produirsit un point source doen is plan focal, oat

&lore simpiamont doanno par une T.F. inverse, natio T.7.-I, parmettant 1. pessage Gu plan do Is pupille
(variable r) en plean focal (variable 0 :

La fanction Gitalwamnt do point (F.I.P.) oat *gale & JA 1(4011 ceet 1. r~ponse ispulalannallo
du filitre spatial correspondent au trau..Zoat aptique analys6. La T.T.O. oat alarm caiculie par I& re-
iation cisassique suivante (voir figure 5):

31W - TY V JA (01) (1a

La fr~quence saptiasl f oat r*oi14eA I&i dimacniion rmasur4e dnsn Is pupille par

f - r/?. (19)



1 seat alots possible do d4conwolmuer des image suivant Ia relatiom do Vimagerie eptigme (1k. U).
Lemmemble at I& proci~ure, set 44e':it our Is sleaau do Is figure S. Cosn traitemeats so qesv~emt Wte
faits eatmellemeet gale peeteriori acmpte team am tomp" de Calcal a6cesamire post lea quinte ?.I?

lmprnle Analyse de wvface dornda

lliajL .al

*I fA1  Afl1Plltudeornplext
# *TF' diueI&uptlle

01 TF Al a) Amplituds du foyer

I ntendtl ou foyer

# TF IMPNulOiml

(j ) S1(M Function do mtrans
apk-

Diconwolutlon

0O(A) Objet

figure 5 - Dconvolution 41imags & partie d'une analyse to front Conde. Ce processes a~eessite, Ie
calcul do.4 trensforadea do Fourier (T.T.) aumdrot~es do I & 4. La T.T. 2 partset Ionle
tableaux do Gownnes (32 x 32) do l'analyasur. lea t.I. 1. 3 et 4 our Ges tableaux
(256 x 216).

Expirisentalement, lea Gonn6es porturb~os par la turbulence soot fig~es et enregiatr~es simulta-
n~aent selon Geux voies parallilen (figure 6):

- Cune part la voie analyse do front deand..
- G'autre, part la voie imagerim, fournismant des images courte, pose I 1(00.

U~ne lame dicbroique s~lectionne une bands spectrale, itroite pour former 1 image (cf paragraphs
2.3) at transacst & lanalymeur le roycnnament noo utiliaG. Lee calculs & partir Gas Gonn~es instan-
tan~em de lanalymeur mont 6videament ez~cutda pour la longuour donde ae limegerie. Lea cas~ras do
prime de Goona~es soot Geux; matrices Ge G~tecteura (CCD) coupliaes & aux amplificateurs & galette do
microcanaux faimant aummi office G'obturateurm rapid*& mynebronisda pour figar an m~me instant le
ph~nomine, turbulent Gone I* plan focal du t~laocope at done 1s plan de Ia pupillet. In outre, le, "ontage
inclut lee 616ments n6cemmairea i l'6taloonage de lenalyseur (front d'onde plan Ge r~freence) et an
r~glage Ges friquences aratiales Ge la voie imagerie en correspondence avac cellos 4onndes par losnely-

ar. Cem Glowents no sont peas rekprdsent~a mur la figure 6. Cat 6taloonnge tt co r~glage soot &faire
u n e f o i s p u r t o u t , a v a n t l e a e x p ~ r i e n c e m . o s " n y d o f n t d d W

Larne dichroique aM

Enreolsttrment t1

figure 6- Dispositif instrusental Gisagerie, permettent G'obtenir lea Goonane n~cesmeires & a Is dcon-
volution d~images & peetir Glum analyseur do front dande. eI t asgoot dens: matrices Ge
G6tecteurs. A ,et A. dens amplificateurs A galette do microcaneau. Aat As icuent aussi Ie
rdle G'obturateur.



Dana Its domaihee de frdquonces spatial..as oil ntodule do la F.T.O. devisot plum foible quo 1.
niveou dt bruit, in Adronvolution no pect parn 4tre eftoctude. Main, do fait des perturbations do la
turbulence, corn domainos changont A clinque instant aldatoirwnent. Ainai en exploitanat Una mtrio
Visages court* pose at do Y.T.O. amoocidot (voir figure 7), on pout tinmieaent couvrir tout 't domain*

* ~do frdquencon upatiale* at done reataurer l'objet. So Wtet. on additionno lea T.F. partiollto do l'ob-
* jot reatitu~sa pour cheque priso do dornnden oa gardant on mdmoire I* nombro do foaoil a chaque fr4quence

a Ati: ddconvolute. thorsquo la sommation des T.r. partiollem do 1'objet A rootauror tot tormniki~, on
divine cotta sommo pat 1t noubre do d~convolutions of fectudon pour chnque frdquenco spatial* &f in Cob-

tomir Is T.F. d. l'objot restauril 0 (t).

11 (fl Modwaimdal F.T.O.

I II

IomIiIoImDominoaodo

26mob pourent Atmdiowha-

rigors 7 F ormo typique do dosax fonAcions do transtort inmtantan6es do In turbulence atmosohdrique at
doman*@asaci~ dofrdquencen saptialex o06 in ddconvolution V isage pout Wte calcuid.. Un

souji, impos6 par 1. bruit Ain Is F, ddlimite coo domninorn.

Pour quo a i onmeatiozx Veffectuo do manikre constructivt, il naut quo In cortectiun do phone of-

fectube our 0 (f) par i& F.T.O. n'introduiso pas dem valeurs a~antoiron 6quir~parties ontre 0 et 21t,
Clest-&-dire quo pour chaqu* fr~quence f lerrour do ddteariontion do in phase do in F.T.C. 4Fdue au
bruit, route infdriouro A + %/2 on a ninxi:

e" (lt)a (20)

Par aublurn, ii *at possible do relior lorrour quadratique moyeonn our is phase do 14 P.T.O. &
cell* du front donde womurt (12]. On obtiant deana 1s cam do Is turbulence atnoophiriquo 1l49alit6 do
cam doux orroura quadratiqiaom moyeannn:

00 0~(21)

kinmi 1* nombro minimum do photons pour une ddconwolulion correct* par I* proctomus d6crit ci-domaun
eut 6ja1 (daprdim It condition (20) at Vdquation (21)) an sombro minimum do photon pour une ddtermi-
natiou correct* Au front Conde doann au paragraphs 4 (relation 14) at vant 72NA/I).

D'autre part. *ur In voie imagerie, Io bruit de photon introduit ausmi une imprdcimion dana Is
restauration do l'objet. Ceci implique do aoyonnor on voubre minimum Nf disages, donnA6 par Is
relation

NP 10' f)1  1(f) > 2 (22)

La comparoimoo des implications does rlaticas (23) at (14) emt fait* au paragraphs 7.

Un dimpositif doptigne adaptatiwe oat un eyatimo opto-6lectronique gui compones onl temps r6oi I*a
portuabatioms dn front dCondo. Un dos eompoanets essentials *at done un -idmoat optique qui permot d1in-
trodmiro des ddphasagen variablom (gdnd~ralemont ii alagit d'*un miroir diformable C14]). On achdma Q~n&-
ral out prdmont& our In figure 4. Loeaomblo eat plac6 am foyer du thlewcopo. 11 cowprte doabord un
miroir ddforikable conjugu6 do in pupille, at un miroir A dox mxoon do r~tation corrigoant uniquemont 10
boaculoment do land. qui conotituo In components Ia plus important* des fluctuations do phaso provo-
qudua par Is turbualence atmooph~rique [3]. Le flux: imon do coo airoi,:m ont sdpar6 on doux faincenux
Vonsnort A former Visage ot Vautro permet do memurer lea pastes du tront Woods o suoya* dun ana-
lynour (voir paragraph* 4). A pertir do coo pasets. un caicuiaetor ddtermino lea commandos Ai appliquor

aux miroirs pour corrigor 1. front C'ondo.
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sourcedo ouletkmommandr Aux

MiroirirtA naysu di front s

bu ul m e t am do nda dto sil~ iibl eE r g st o

dichroique

Enieagistremnent

figure I Principe do montage G~um ayst~is G~optiquea. saptativ. pour correction 4' image en teapa r~el.

Su i Poaptiqia. aiaptative corrige parfai~ement lea perturbations do phase dams IS pup! Ile, 1 image
au i candra Set fine at eat liimitG. seuls~oet per IS ditftraction. Dana IS cat G'obieta foibles. 1.

sombre K G'images i intigrer pour obtanir lne* observation satisfajeante tot baun6 per !s relation
Bulwante

01(f) YTM 1  > 2 (23)
Cette relation eat calculke i partir du bruipt ]*'photon our is contra Ge IS vain isageri*.

Pour des raiaonr techniques et pratiques. l~applicstion A Il'atraosel eat plus facile daan Is tax
do lisagerie infrarouge avec anallae de froat GoanG. dona IS visible. Pour un t4leacope de Gianitre
D - 36 a. avea r. .0,4 a A ý - 3paa. I* noabre a6ceasaire Gdi616enta de carrectione Sur IS airoir
Gltorwable eat G# l1ordre Ge (D/r )2 a 20 et Itad ban. azssnt. requise 4. 20 Vt. pour obtenir noe iaege
pratiquenient liait6o par Ia diffraction dut tkieccope. Actuellement. de tollua contrdNatts coot relati-
vesent faciles A atstiaaire. Do plus. Ie noebrea Ge sources satrononiques, asses lusintesse pour aervir
& eneireer Ie front dI cAe, eat beaucoup plus grand dans 1e visible quo Game 1 * atrarouge pour us Go-
unione Glioplan6tisme Goann (- 15 sccodes G'arc & W~ a 3 pam).

Un projet G'optique adaptative am toyer dGun grand tklescoie astronoasiqu* some Is maitrise
d'oeuvre do lONPIRA eat en court Ge d6finitic.o Pvoc l11wopwan Southern observatory (110) rluniseant
aussi lee laboratoires Ge Narcousala (CON) at l'observatoire Ge Paris-Neudon. rl comports 19 Noteura
our I* siroir Gitorsable avec une excursion de t 1I,S pa,. plus Gcux moteura comandannt 1. airoir Ge bas-
culenent Go Iloane et 20 sous-pupilles utile. Gaas lanaalyseur de front Glonae. Le calcul Ges commndoes
appliqu~ec suxm oteure eat fondA anr une relation satricielle G4Guite lnet foai pour tout* par un. ml-
thaG. Ges soindres carrla do la matrice G1inteaction eioiaut I itGpiacement 6ileentaire Ge cheque
moteur sum Sutures iesues Ge 1 Ins aybcur. 21 commandos de aoteur sont i calcular & partir de 4O Sesures
Ge poste du front Goodse.

Si I'ot &duet que l'optique adaptative peut corriger les 19 premiers nodes Gone Ia Glcoaposition
dut front l'ande our Ia baea Ges polynlmee Ge lernike, l'Acart qualratique saye* Gee fluctuations Go
phase rlaidualles cur IS pupille tot Slurs banG par Ia relation (IS)

0:-.023 (Dr,)l/' (24)

Ce qui correspond & une fluctuation crlte 4 crite Ge z radians 4ana Gas vanditions Go turbulente tells$
quo r. * D/41i9 A Is almt* Gu lieneuiounemnnt Gu sYctiso. Cott*e rreur eat duei & lejui-taaeat iaparisit
des corrections eam trost G'onoe turbulent, introduit per I. acabre insuffitant Ge wades cowaidlras:
ici lea polya~mee Ge torsilteG, daa Isr~alit4, lea mobea propren Gu airoir 44torweble. 411e Pont Wte
ridaite am aeme~atest Ie uombra Go saWe* A corriper. A c* type I 'erreur sa aoutsat 1l erreur Go "seure
isitrdaite Sar l'awallseur de front Gosbeo (Tait Paragraph* 4) it I'arreur temporells iatroduitit par It
cooatantie Ga) tewp to Ia bowcls al'aservisaaeent.

Mae Gas leawIs can @4 h'optkiue adaptative me corrige pan par altwnast las effets de ha turbulence
atmoegblriqae & cause d1ane banse peasuant inauttisants ou encore d' 'us sombre Ge soteurs trop r~duit.
aile spporte oependant us gain a on rlsolation par I& r~ddntion do I& taille Ge I& tacke image (figlarv
9) [1l3. La tuille lea t9aelaree, lite uniqvenent ama dien~tre de IS pupille, recta Ga 1orlra e do ID
.4 7 eat It distance tocalet Ge loptique at Gone Ie noebre Ge tavelates eat xrdUit G'un factsUr a'.
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Ceti aboutit S am aaditoration de It fonctiob do transfert (fIgUre 10). 1Ae frdqstsac do tompure *a
I"a"* paea so trouwa 6ere Alorsat 4.r lodo 4.or at l'ail. haute friquaSQa to Is foactio. do treant-
fart dt tavalurea met mc~tipl!.6'par 0. La pr~s*%*S*4'une aPtiQue *adPtatit favoriaadte lOeI@am thoese
d1imageris rapeamt our 1'azploitatioes daos tawaicras Be plus, 11 eat tosjaur2 possible da*Xploitor IS&
"Oairas d. lerrect risiduolle our l. froat d'0nd4 fai1rfiaS par l'AnalSOer Pour APPliqUer 1. WiOnvO-
ictien a posteriori dog images *nregistrdaa dats So* tell* situation. par Ia oftbode dicrite done 1.
Paragraphs S.

0A
0 ) 0 0 - Spackbes

/0 0 0 0 ( 0
o 100 0

0 ~0 0 08

Usw aptiqweaattv Avot optique aedptative

Figure 9 - Aspects des Wehom leave nastantamias.

F.T.O.

F.T.O. lmitils par Is diffraction

Avec aptique adaptive

Sans optiqu. sdaptative

'- spatial

o At

Figure 10 - Vactios da traust art do tasaluros, aVoc at eanse ptiqua adaptative.

111thode Algorithmc do Ddconvolution Optique
Nidmeat Know-Thompsou a partir do adaptative
de comparaic in la&nalyS. do

front dead.e

Nypothis. do Is stationnarit6 00! 3NO POP!
de Is turbulence

Mkocssiti 4 dmue soureb No5 OUTt OUT
brillante* deanIs domain*
d'isoplandtiss.

Variations du rapport signal 6 p 4 i
bruit

Domijng spectral limit4 pour 00! 00! WNO
l'ouenrgistresent 45 1 *image

Nombre I d~isages A traitoroa 2.10' 2.102

Coaplexit6 technique simple aedirde compleze

Coaplaxiti des algoritbuass coapleme modirda pas 4'alvorltbat

Tableau I
Ceaparsison des aithoAifs d'iasgerie A travers ha turbulence

CNOU obhigatoiresent ponctr4*lla

a*Calculi gaits avec p - 1, 1 *T 0.1. A 400 (cas du Visible).



mesersetristiatiqs primeipalas Ame trtis mitbedes *46rites seat ra~eaashiia dome It tables* II
I"e sombre@ amimlasma ,ivafw & traitor pear ebteair use contestation satisaisatste y smat Camptons
&ams lvacs Alme observationatG typs astraomeique Wordspa lea 6 tiquala 14, U2 at 13).
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DISCUSSION

K. Altmann, W.GR
In what regime of turbulence do you thitk. your adaptive mirror works?

Author's Reply
English translation

The mirror is designed so that the spacing between motors measured in
the pupil is of the order of r. (Fried's diameter). For a telescope
of 3.6 m, in the "COME ON" experiment, this corresponds to an ro e 90
cm, fol the viewing in the spectral domain around 4 Um (the relation
ro, Cn is given by equation (4) in the text).

A. Ishimaru, US
fow short is the short-exposure time? How did you take care of the
signal-to-noise problem?

Author's Reply
English translation

The snort exposure times are of the order of milliseconds.
The recording of images are done in conditions where photon noise
dominates (visible, and less than one photon per pixel). The signal-
to-noise ratio is then proportional to pA9 where p is the number of
photons per pixel and M is the number of images used for the
restoration. So, a large number of images are necessary. Finally,
the bias introduced by the camera response on the spectral densities
has been calibrated and hes been eliminated during the restoration.

A. Consortini, IT
How much is the value of the distance between the centers of the
small lenses used for the measurements of the wavefront?

Author-s Reply
English translation

The distance between the center of the microlenses is sbout 500 pm.
It varies depending upon the situation so that it is of the order of
the ro limit (Fried's diameter) when measured in the pupil.
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INFRARED ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSIOr/EMISSION

MEASUREMENT IN A MARIT.ME ENVIRONMENT

G. J. BISHOP and I. W. LARKIN

BRITISH AEROSPACE ple,
NAVAL AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
FPC.026, P.O. BOX 5, FILTON,
BRISTOL, BS12 7QW
U.K.

ABSTRACT

This paper is divided into two parts, the first covering atmospheric measurement trials,
the second describing predictions of atmospheric effects cn sensor design.

In 1985 a programme of collaborative electro-optical research was agreed between ARE
(Admiralty Research Establishment) and British Aerospace, co-ordinated by the Naval
and Electronlc Systems Division at Bristol. The object of this research was to gather
trials data on the performance of electro-optica. systems in a maritime environment.
In order to achieve this objective, it was important to measure the atmospheric transmission/
emission close to the sea surface in a variety of weather conditions.

During the course of the trial (Fraser Battery October 1985) considerable experience was
gained in the operation of various imaging sensors, especially in calibration and measurement
techniques. The need to obtain calibrated measurements of atmospheric transmission/emission
between the electro-optic sensor and any trials target is to be emphasised. This paper
describes how thise measurements were made and compares the results to those predicted by
the Lowtran V atmospheric model.

The second part of this paper describes how ozone absorption will affect the design of
a passive surveillance system working in the ultraviolet band.

PART 1 - ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENT TRIALS

1.1 INTRODUCTION

MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC DATA

In order to assess the performance of electro-optic systems, 1.t is necessary to know
the atmospheric transmission and emission effects. This trial showed the importance
of measu'Lnhese, rather than simply predicting their effects from atmospheric
models -7unieaa1 fl meterological data and aerosol measurements are available).
The atmospheric transmission and emission data from the computer model will subAsquently
be uompared to those obtained from the trial.

1.1.1. MEASUREMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION USING A SINGLE SOURCE

Knowing the source temperature it is possible to calculate the emitted radiance of
the source. If the received radiance on a source pixel is measured, then the atmospheric
transmission (or attenuation) is given by the following equation:

This work has been carried out with- support of the Procurement Executive,
Ministry of Defence.
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where:- Atmospheric transmission

Nr = Measured received radiance of

source pixel / W m "2s-1

Nair 2 Near atmospheric airlight / W m "2sr'l

N a Source emitted radiance / N m -2 sr-
1

The problem with thts method is that it still relies oA the LOWTRAN model to produce
an estimate of the near atmospheric airlight and so does not give completely independent
measurements of the atmospheric characteristics. This problem can be overcome by
using two sources in order to measure both the atmospheric transmission and the
atmospheric airlight.

1.1.2. Measurement of Atmospheric Data using Two Sources

If the radiance received by the thermal imager is measured for two sources which
ave at different temperatures but at the same range, then the following two equations
can be comprised using eqn (1):-

NNrl N air ............. (1.2)

N 2  r2 _ air ............ (1.3)

where:- N1  Emitted radiance from• source 1

/ W m-2sr-
1

A 2 = Emitted radiance from source 2

Nrl Received radiance Of source 1

Nr2  Received radiance of source 2

Nir Near atmospheric airlight radiance

Atffo3pheric transmission

7y sjbtracting eqn (1.3) from eqn (1.2) and rearranging the result the following
equation is obtained:-

N r, N r 2

N 1  - N2

Therefore from eqn (1.4) It is possible to calculate from the measurements of the
received radiances of the two targets. ".s this equation uses the difference in
received and emiLted radiances of the two sources, this method of measuring atmospheric
transmission can only be used with confidence where the difference in temperature of the
two sources is quite high. This is necessary to ensure that the radiance differences
are reasonably high, because small difference values would lead to high errors.

After the atmospheric transmission as been calculated from eqn (1.4) then the
atmospheric airlight can be calculated From either eqn (1.2) or (1.3).

1.2 TRIALS CONFIGURATION

The trial at Fraser Battery in October 1985 employed two lani- ased far-infrared
band thermal imagers and two boat-carried standard sot, rces kIm , temperature
controlled panels). The imagers ano sources were betbeen 4 to 10m above sea level
and the boat-carrted sources could be viewed along a 'iear-horizontal over-water
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line of might at ranges between 2 to 5km. Calibra'ion of the thermal imagers was
achieved by viewing two or three standard sources at very short range (approximately
20 metres) and the images warr recorded with non-AGC analogue video recorders. An
automatic recording meteorological station was used to provide all the data (except
visibility and aerosol measurements) required for atmospheric transmission and
emission modelling purposes (LOWTRAN V). Measurements were taken under a range
of weather conditions and visibilities.

1.2.1 Imager Caoibration.

The thermal imagers can be calibrated in terms of received radiance by viewing
* oumber of standard temperature-controlled panels (well resolved by the imagers)
at vei'y short range, where atmospheric transmission and emission effects will be
negligible. In principle, the imager response curve will be piecewise linear and
the temperatures of two calibration sources should be chosen appropriately (see
Figure 1.1), or a larger number of sources used. For radiances close to those of
the calibration sources, non-linearity effects in the recording system should also
be largely self-cancelling.

1.2.2. Imager MTF Effects

As the radiance calibration was carried out using well-rssolved sources, radiance
measurement of longer range sources aloo requires that they are well resolved. This
is particularly true when one considers blurring of the image due both to optical
effects and to detector scanning effects (optical and modulation transfer functions).
Figure 1.2 shows a digitised example of this effect, where the anticipated 'uniform
image radiance' is only achieved for the central Stoup of pixels. It is possible
to apply processing to partially compensate for imager MTF-blurring effects, but
the need for well-resolved sources is obvious from figure 2.

1.2.3 Received Radiance Measurements

Data reduction follows the schematic of figure 1.3, where the analogue sensor output
is digitised and then compensated for sensor MTF. Following the calibration procedure,
the received radiance from the source (including atmospheric 'airlight' emission)
can be directly determined.

1.3 ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION AND EMISSION ME4SUREMENTS AND PREDICTIONS

As the measured received radiance contains both the attenuated source emissions
and a contribution from atmospheric airlight emission (see Figure 1.4), a single-
source measurement must rely on an estimate of this airlight contribution if
atmospheric transmission 'measurements' are to be made. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 show
examples of single-source transmission measurements for the two imagers used on
the trial, the airlight estimates having been made using the LOWTRAN V program.
The LOW'RAN V estimated transmission agrees closely with these single-source
mea urments, but it must be remembered that these are based on the related air-
light predictions from LOWTRAN V.

The two-source differential measurement techniques, however, gives a direct
measurement of both atmospheric transmission and emission in the measurement band.
Examples from the 1985 trials of the measured transmission and airlight (using
this two-source technique) are also given in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. It will be seen
that these measurements indicate lower transmissions and higher airlight emissions
than pridicted by LOWTRAN V (with the model atmosphere assumed to be most appropriate
for this maritime situation and latitude). As no aerosol measurements were available
it would not be surprising if a low over-water line-of-sight such as this were to
behave differently from the LOWTRAN V prediction.

i.4 TRIALS CONCLUSIONS

When carrying out trials, the need to measure both atmospheric transmission and
emission is recommended, rather than purely relying on predictive techniques,
especially for non-standard situations as far as atmospheric modelling is concerned.

Improvements to both the recording and calibrating techniques employed in 1985
are recommended as the overall measurement accuracy at that time was not as
good as was hoped for. Recent experimental work indicates a considerable
improvement in accuracy.
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PAR7 II - ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON SENSOR DESIGN IN THE 200-300nm WAVEBAND

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Infra-red detection systems are normally designed to work within an atmospheric
window, to maximise range perform ' The window that the system designer will
normally choose to operate in is L-. on a knowledge of the spectral emittance
characteristics of the objects he i tying to detect (barring limitations in
detector performance). As detection Latems become more sensitive, the problem
of rejecting background clutter becomes more acute requiring sophisticated
algorithm development. The Electronic Warfare Department at British Aerospace,
Bristol has recently undertaken a system study on the design of a passive detection
system operating within the ozone absorption band between 200 and 30Onm. The
reasons for designing suujh a system to work within an absorption band are outlined
in the following section.

2.2 OZONE ABSORPTION EFFECTS

In the Ultra-Violet spectral band there is strong absorption due to atmospheric
ozone which consists of a few diffuse bands followed by a very strong continuum
which extends from 200nm to 300nm.

Below 300nm the radiance from the atmosphere is negligible in comparison with
the radiation arriving from the sun.

It is not normal practice, as previously descelbed to operate a passive detection
system within an atmospheric absorption band. However the ozone concentration
is an order of magnitude lower at sea level than at alt.;tudes between 15 and 20km
(figure 2.1) and thus the sun's radiance at sea level is greatly reduced. If
therefore the ozone continuum at sea level allows reasonable inband transmission,
a detection system could work against a virtually black photon background. To
calculate the optimum spectral response of a device operating within thij absorption
band, the solar trradiance background count at sea level has to be calculated.
A simple model has been developed to predict the solar irradiance at any altitude.
If it is assumed that the sun is a Lambertian surface of radius r, then the spectral
Irradiance H from the sun at range R is defined by:

*x . :(r/a)a Lk (2.1)

where LN is the spectral radiance of the sphere.

If it is assumed that the sun is a blackbody with unit emissivity at a temperature
(T ) of 5900K, then the spectral radiance is given by

L. -_Zz (exp(hclXkT)-l)° 1  
(2.2)

The spectral photon irradiance NX is then given by:

143 Tx x/IEX (2.3)

where T) i i he atmospheric transmission and E is the energy per photon of wave-
length . To calculate the atmospheric transmission it is assumed that the
atmospheric transmission is dominated by ozone absorption below 315nm. For a
vertical path through the atmosphere from sea level to 100km that is approximately
3.2mm of ozone at STP. The maximum ozone opacity is approximately H4m /gramme
(255nm).

The result obtained by Tanaka and Inn (1) display a 5% variation in ozone opacity
given a variation in pressure from 0.3 to 650mm Hg. An equivalent pressure
variation is observed in the atmosphere as altitude varies from 500metres to 50km.
The Doppler broadening of the individual trans3tior, lines will not be important
in comparison with the Lorentz broadening until the atmospheric pressure is below
10mbar (WOLFE and ZISSIS(2)). Atmospheric pressure does not fall below 10mbar
until the altitude exceeds 30km. Since the majority of atmospheric ozone is
distributed below 30km, the largest contribution to atmospheric absorption will
occur witnin a region of constant opacity.

If N (x) photons per second of wavelength are normally incident upon a section
of atmosphere with unit area and thickness dx , then the number absorbed at
position x is defined by

&
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where O(x) is the aacne density at x and kN(x) is the ozone opacity (or mass
absorption coefficient). The optical path length at a wavelength is defined by

dt1 . K(x) p(C) dX (2.5)

Nence theoptical path length from xI to x2 is given by

• E .-f Kk,() p(x) dx (2.6)

Given the assumption that k\(x) is independent of pressure and temperature, we
may write the integral as

where X ( ) . K• W(b, ,) (2.7)

(2.8)w(b, ,) P(I) dz

w (xI , X2  ) represents the mass of absorbur per unit area along the optical
path. The accepted solution to this equation is 6.8glmg (Tanaka and Inn(l),
although this quantity can vary depending on the latitude and the time of the
year. Obviously, the lower the mass absorber per unit area, the greater will
be the solar background at any altitude.

From equation (2.4) and (2.5) we may write

d N . X A ( 2 . 9 )

which has as its solution

HA( -t X NX(O)exp(' QX) (2.10)

where from sea leve: to 100km,

I A . V (bj .b ) (2.11)

Then the transmission (TA ) from sea level to 100km is given by:

(2.12)

As an example at • 255nm

K = 14m
2

/gm

W = 6.8 gm/s?

C,\ = 95.2

Hence the transmission at X,= 255nm is approximately 10-42.

The mass absorption coefficient of ozone at STP was obtained from Matthews (3);
these data, reproduced in figure 2.2, show the variation of this quantity from
200 to 300nm. These data allow us to calculate the spectral transmission across
this waveband due to ozone absorption.

Given that the sun is 215 solar radii from the earth, then equation (2.3) may
be re-written as

K;,Xd •r (2.13)

- =, . . . m maaL1T1 m



Using equation 2.13, the solar spectral photon irradiance is plotted in figure
2.3 as a function of wivelenath. This figure shows that the sea level irradiance
Is leas than lph/loeea /no for wavglengtho between 232 and 275nm. Hence a system
with a heal spheric&a FOV and ta collecting aperture will receive less than
I photon per second from the sun in this waveband. For a detection aystea to he
completely molar blind, it must therefore have a filter which rolls orf to a stop
band with rejection greater than 10' at 315nm.

An previously described the solar irradiance at any altitude depends on the optkcsl
path length. As the major concentration or oaone is between 10 and 25km the optSj:]a
path lengths will not Change significantly until the rereiver exceeds an altit,le
of 10km. Therefore the solar irradiance will not change significantly until the
receiver exceeds an altitude of 10ki, with it .'ising exponentially above this
altitude. We may conclude that an uperational ceiling for a UV detection system
will be about 10ka. When the sun is at low zenith angles, the optical path leneth
is increased. If molecular absorption were the only mechanism, then the optlual
path length would increase as tho cosecant of the .eni;h angl•. Ho,*ever, 3cattering
becomes increasingly importantat low angles, especially at short wavelengths.
Green (4) predicts that the solar irradiance at 28Onme will be reduced by tour
orders oS magnitude when the sun 1. at a solar angle of 5 dog compared with over-
head (90g).

Atmospheric transmission 'ýlose to the earth's surface within the UV solar .likid
spectral region Is a functxon of the aerosol profile. At low visibilities (high
aerosol profile), transmission is dominated by aerosol effects, which in this
passband are almost independent of wavelength. Molecular scattering effects are
calculated as a function of the fourth power of the wavelength. Hence the
molecular transmission is a monotonically increasing function of wavelength,
&s shown in figure 2.4 Molecular absorption in the middle UV it dominated by
the strength of the ozone absorption continuum from 195 to 315no (figure 2.2).
Hence ozone is the only molecular species included in the molecular absoiption
calculation.

It may be concluded that a UV-band detection system will be more sensitive to
aerosol concentration than a visible or infra-red system. This is a physical
consequence of increased scattering with shorter wavelengths. At altitudes
above sea level and up to 10km (where the atmosphere is cleaner), the detcction
range will increase. However, above 10km the ozone concentration increases
rapidly and transmission will fal. below that at sea level.

2.3 EMISSION SOURCES

In the design of any detection system, one has to consider the magnituade of the
emitting sources that the system is designed to detect. The primary source of
radiation in this UV waveband will arise from the hot combustLion product. which
o-tur in rocket exhaust plumes. The radiation from Lhese is pi'imsally of' mole-
cular origin; however, electronic levels are excited and give rise to weaker
emission in the visible and ultra violet.

Conversely the reaction zone of an exhaust flame may contain high concentrationi
of electronically excited, middle UV active species. This zone may be far from
thermodynamic equilibrium, in which case the distribution of electronic states
of a given radical may not be Maxwellian.
The chemical reaction that creates a true radical may create disp.'oportionately
large numbe-s in an excited state: for example the reaction

CH + 02 - CO + OH

is sufficiently energetic to create electronically excited OH radicals. As
the radical decays to the ground state, it will emit photons in the middle UV.
This mechanism is called Chemiluminescence. This emission of radiation is not
adequately described by the Maxwell distribution or b) Planck's law for
blaokbody emission.

In the middle UV, the largest emissions from a hydrocarbon/air flame are due
to the electronic excitations levels of OH. The most intense emissions are
from the (0,0), (1,0) and (0,1) bands of the 306.4nn transition. Much weaker
emissions are found at 267.7nm (3,1) band and at 260.9nm (2,0) band. Further
details of the fine structure are given in references (5,6). Calculation of
these emissions within the solar blind region requires detailed modelling
of line/band emission for the contributing constituents within the plume structure.
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Oiven the solar radiance characteristics and the exhaust plums signature, the
idel dtecor houd h ve i*nband from 232nm to PTSnm. Itagspctral response

must roll Orf to loes t an 10 cunts per photon outside the pasiband (specifically
beyond 2O0no and 315nm). It. Is very difficult to achieve a spectral response with
such test roll oft' whilst maintaining a high sensitivity within the psassband.

The moat promising doviae ro~und to pert... this task ýs the phototube (7). A
phototube consists of two elea~rodes within an evacuated chamber. A potential
Is applied between the two electrodes. When photons with sufficient energy
are Incident upon the cathode, it emits elvotrons which are attracteJ to the
anode. A small amount of Inert gas can be introduced to the tube: this results
in an amplification of the initial photo-current ty ionizativn ef' the gam. With
tho correct electrode spacing ant gas pressure, avalanche ionization Is caused
by the Amission of a single eleotrod,, thus th3 tube may 1j* configured to have
a largo amplificatior.

The short wavelength spectral response depends on the chol" of win~dow material
for the phototube. Many dyes and polymers have a rapid change in absorption
length with wavelength. Recent studies have revealed some promising candidates
which could be used in a detection system.

The spectral response. of the device at long wavelengths is dependent upon the work
function of the metal that forms the photo cathode. The rate at which the response
rolls orf with increasing wavelength is dependent upon the distributions of valence
electrors within the energy levels of the metal. At abolute zero the electrons will
ocoupy uhoaa stat#,a up to the Fermi level. In thin case an electron will not be
otaitted from the surface unless an incident photon has a witvelength shorter than
the cut-off wavelength. Tungsten and Copper are consideredh mat sitable
ca. )de metals for this pas band. Factors whico have tob consT~de:red in the
cathode design include the effect of temperature on the spectral response and its
qu&ntum yield.

2.5 SUMMARY

It, this brief description, we have outlined thebasis behind the design of a ground
based detection xystem working in the 200-300 ozone contin~uum. Detailed calculation,
especially on the receiver characteristics, can define the systems perfor'mance
under a variety of' meteorological conditions.
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Astract

The Research Institute of the German PTT Administration has initiated and put
into operation an experiment to study scattering of microwaves at 30 aHs from pre-
cipitation, which is of importance in interference analysis and system coordi-
nation.

The measurements are made in a bistatic configuration with transmit and receive
sites separated by some 25 km. The propagation paths are run in a vertical plane
containing the two teorinal sites. Four transmitters are operated at different
fixed elevations, one receiver is comiected to a fixed antenna, a second one to %
steerable antenna. Thus a total of eight main-beas intersections are formed, from
which precipitation scatter can he rtceived under different scatter angles and at
different heights up to 10 km. Both, horizontally and vertically polarised signals
are measured. In addition, a line-of-sight link and a rain-scatter link are oper-
ated at 30 and 11 Gis for the purpose of comparison. To study precipitation scat-
toring in a situation close t.) those of actual communication links, a further
100-ka path is run at 30 GHz.

The main objectives of the experiment are:
- Studies of direct relevance to system design and coordination:

- long-term statistics of transmission loss in various interference configura-
tions,

- significance of backscatter in relation to forward scatter,
- influence of the melting layer,
- scattering from ice crystals up to a height of 10 km,
- power density spectra and fading rate of the scattered signal.

- Studies of physical processes relevant to precipitation scatter.
The experimental set-up is described and first results of the measurements will be
given at the conference.

1 Introduction

Scattering from hydrometeors may cause interference, i.e. urwanted coupling of
different microwave radio systems operating at frequencies above 10 GHz, e.g. from
a transmitting terrestrial radio-relay station into a receiving earth station of a
satellite system (or vice versa) whose antenna beams intersect in a precipitation
area. For a proper coordination of such systems one has to consider the probabili-
ty and strength of scattered signals as a function of several (meteorological and
system) parameters [1-4]. Experimental investigations are necessary mainly to
study the impact of nficroscale and mesoscale structures of precipitations, which
car..-t be deduced theoretically.

So far, a couple of experiments have been conducted in a bistatic configura-
tion, i.e. with a significant separation (at-least several kilometres) of the
transmit and receive sites. However, only few of them have been run over at least
several months to yield statistically significant results [5-11], and only one
(10] at a frequency above 20 GHz.

In addition to these bistatic measurements, monostatic radars, especially dual-
polarized or dual-frequency wheather radars, can be used as a tool to investigate
precipitation structures with the advantage of 3-dimensional spatial resolution.
It is possible, e.g. to use a database built up by a dual-polarized radar to simu-
late precipitation scattering and attenuation on a variety of interference paths
within the area covered by the radar measurements [12].

Both, the monostatic as well as the bistatic measurements, have their merits
and drawbacks. It has to be noted, however, that the dei-vation of signal intensi-
ties from monostatic radar data is an indirect method and it is desirable to sup-
plement and validate the results by direct bistatic measurements.

Frequencies as high as 30 GHz become more and more interesting for satellite-
to-earth links, especially for mobile and wide-band applications. Comparable an-
tenna gain and lower sidelobes are achievable with antennas smaller than those run
at lower frequencies. In contrast to lower frequencies, scetter effects at 30 GHz
are more pronounced because the dimensions of the raindrops are no longer small
compared with the operating wavelength. Furthermore, the attenuation in rain is
much more important at 30 GHz.

The Research Institute of the German PTT Administration has initiated and put
into operation an experiment to study precipitation scattering at 30 GHs on a va-
riety of bistatic propagation paths in the vicinity of Darmstadt (FRG). This ex-
periment is a continuation of earlier measurements at 11.5 GHz (9] It is con-
ducted in coordination with similar experiments in several European countries in
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the framework of Action 210 of the zuropean Cooperation in the Field ,. Scientific
and Technical Research (COST).

2 Objectives and design considerationL

The experiment has the following main objectives:
- to obtain reliable transmission loss statistics for a variety of different path

gometries which may be representative of practical interference situations,
- to study physical pwocesses relevant to precipitation scatter with the aim of

improving the predictioa of interference signals,
- to study characteristics of the received scattered signal (such as depolarisa-
tion, power density spectra, fading rates and Doppler shift) whicb will deter-
mine the impact of an interfering signal on the system.

These objectives lead to partly conflicting requirements for which, therefore,
compromise solutions for the main design parameters bad to be found.

2. l-gIaht above apound of the scattering volume

The variation with height of the scattering cross section per unit volume (ex-
pressed here as an "equivalent" raflectivity, Z ) and the maxium height at which
significant scattering can occur are important parameters in coordination calcu-
lations becauce they determine the maximum distances between interfering and in-
terfered stations that must be considered.

Previous statistical observations E7, 9, 13-15] have sho4n, that for certain
fixed percentages of time reflectivities occur which decrease with height above
the freezing level by 3-6 dB/)•. Scattering above the freezing level is thought to
be due to ice crystals, which do not give rise to simultaneous attenuation. More-
over, significant scattering can sometimes be observed up to the tr9popause during
heavy thunderstorms. To study this variability it was decided to apply several
transmitters and receivers with separate antennas, whose beams intersect at vari-
ous heights between about 2 and 10 km. One of the receive antennas is steerable
and can be directed to the zenith, thus enabling measurements from scattering vol-
umes along a vertical profile. By staggering the transmitters in frequency it is
possible to measure the signals from the different paths simultaneously and con-
tinuously, in contrast to the procedure used previously for our 11-GHa 6xperiment,
in which only one transmitter and one receiver were provided.

2.2 Sc tterin ansale

Microwaves at 30 Guz undergo significant attenuation in rain and wet snow. This
leads to a fundamental distinction between propagation paths with dominant forward
scatter or back scatter. In the former case the attenuation acts along the whole
path through the rainy area, thus counteracting the increasing scattering cross
section per unit volume with increasing rain rate. Hence, with forward scattering
the net signal will be largest for low-to-medium rain rates; at high rain rates
the higher attenuation will overcompensate the increased scattering.

In the backscatter case, however, the attenuation of the scattered radiation
can be lower, when the wave ',as to travel only through part: of the rain. If an in-
tense rain call, with a steep gradient of the rain rate at its front approaches
the receiving site in the receiver-transmitter direction, high reflectivity in the
cell and low attenuation outside could combine to produce a large net signal [10].
Even with a less steep gradient the maimum scatter signal will be found at a
higher rain rate than in the forward scatter case.

With the steerable receive antenna it will be possible to study both these
cases (and, of courre, intermediate ones, i.e. side scatter, too). A comparison of
the statistics will be extremely interesting.

.3 Distance transmitter - receiver
To study physical phenomena that depend on the spatial structure of precipi-

tationa, relatively small and well defined scatter volumes are needed. This re-
quire, nnt calls for highly directive antennas and moderate path lengths. Hence, an
available transmit site 26 kh from the receiving station at Darmstadt was se-
aected. (A shorter distance would reduce the range over which the scattering angle

can be varied for scattering volumes at greater heights.)
At the same time, this configuration might be taken as a realistic example oftwo small so-called business stations working with two different satellites. It is

however not representative of a terrestrial radio-relay station interfering with
an earth station. To simulate this latter case too, an additional transmit station
at some 100 ka distance was installed and provided with a horizontally radiating
antenna of moderate gain.
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2.4 Sensitivity

Bearing in mind the requirements of network planners end on the basis of the
present knowledge of the statistics of reflectivity at great altitudes [7, 14], it
was decided that the minimum detectable equivalent reflectivity (ilclld ng the ef-
fect of attenuation) at 10 ke above ground should be about 1 /mi / 1 0 dBZ. As
shown later this sinissm reflectivity leads to about 160 dB transmission loss in
our experiment.

2.5 FreQuency dependence

Beth, scattering and attenzation increase with frequency as well as with rain
rate. As discussed earlier, at 30 =H& this will lead to the net signal reaching a
msximns at some intezuediate rain rate, additionally depending on the rain struc-
ture and path geometry. This is also tree, in principle, at lower frequencies (11
CHn, e.g.) but the maximm signal then will occur at much higher rain rates.

Zn contrast to the above, scattering from dry ice crystals is not accompagniedby appreciable atternuation. Hn.ce, its relative importance will be much greater at
30 then at 11 GOx.

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that marked differences are to be
expected between 30 and 11 GHz effects. Probably it will not be possible to devel-
op a simple scaling procedure. To study these dependencies and to link the 30-G~z
results to the results of the earlier 11-GHs experiment, an ll-GH: scatter link
with fixed antennas will be operated in parallel to one of the 26-ks 30-GHz links.

3 Experimental configuration

The whole experiment is composed of a short-path experiment over about 26 km
(Nordheim-Darmstadt, Fig. 1) and a long-path experiment over about 97 ke (Karls-
ruhe-Darmstadt, Fig. 2). The two paths run over the Rhine valley and cross the
river Rhine.

Besides transmission-loss statistics, the main intention of the short-path ex-
periment is to gain information on the precipitation structure. Thus a high spa-
tial resolution Is needed. This resolution is determined by the beamwidths of the
transmit and receive antennas and must be a compromise as discussed later on.

In principle it would have bean possible to use steerable antennas for the
transmit and receive station with the benefit of reaching any comon volume of in-
terest. The disadvantage of this concept, on the other hand, is the sophisticated
synchronisation required to move the two antennas in a coordinated manner-. Fur-
thermore, it would be impossible to get signals from different scatter volumes si-
multaneously, using only one antenna at each site. For the short-path experiment
we therefore decided to install at 30 GHz four transmitters, with separate anten-
nas at different fixed elevation angles but all in the same vertical plane detar-
mined by the terminal sites. To distinguish the different beams, CW-signals with
different frequencies spaced 1 MUz from each other are transmitted. They are
picked up with one fixed and one steerable antenna at the receive site, each one
provided with a receiver frontend. The different frequency channels are available
after downconversion into the lot IF.

With this arrangement the signals from eight different scatter volumes can be
evaluated simultaneously. The steerable antenna can be used to receive both for-
ward scatter and backicatter as well as scattering from the zenith. At the fixed
antenna, which is mounted 40 m below the steerable antenna, low receive angles are
partly shadowed by a building nearby, which gives us some site-shielding against
"sidelobe reception.

The following consideration deals with the determination of the elevation an-gles for the short-path experiment. In order to investigate backscattcr effects Vp
to a height of about 10 he the maximum transmit clevatior angle is set to 17.1 ,
leading to heights of the comon volume of 8 reep. 10 km corresponding to ele-
vation angles el of 50.0 and 123.00 of the steerable antenna on top of the
building.

Because of the antenna boamwidth, the angular spacing should be > 3.0 , to en-
sure a minisum decoupling of 25 dB. The lowest angle is chosen to be 3.8 , so that
in the backscatter case a height of the common volume down to 2 kh is obtained,
which is well beluw the freezig level height during Wost of the year [13]. The
other angles are sp4ced about 3.5 apart, leading to 7.4' and 10.9 . The azimuth
angles of all the tranamitters nre adjusted such that all possible scatter volumes
lie in the mentioned vertical plane.

To get information about the attenuation of the signal from the scatter volume
to the receive antenna, the scatter experiment will later on be combined with sig-
nal measurements of the planned OLYHPUS satellhte. This requires to fix the re-
ceive antenna at an elevation angle of E v 27

The short-path scatter experiment ir2supported by a line-of-sight link to ob-
tain additional information about the attenuation on the whole path. The precipi-
tation structure investigation is supported by concurrent rain-gauge measurements.

The long-path experiment simulates a radio-relay interference into a satel-
lite-earth link. This necessitates to make use of an antenna with greater beam-
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width typical for radlu-relay systems. Tra~nsmission- lose statistics are thus
gatned for bath forward- and backscatter geometrties.

4. T L' au nd nateive antennas

i4.1A~ewfhL* the short-~&hanrmn

The diameters of the involved antennas are the result o!! a compromise. on one
hand, high spatial rasolution is vented for investigating the precipitation struc-
ture. Small beanwidths, o.a the other hand. lead to large dismoters and therefore
elaborate antenna mounting. Furthermore, the costs are increased an the adjustmenc
of the antennas is more sophisticated and time ,zonsewidng. ax a compromise, dia-
meters of 1.2 a end 2.0 a were chosen for the transmit and receive antennac, re-
spectlivoly. Of equal importance are low sidelobea to reduce unwanted aidelobe cou-

plrlthe transmit antennae are horizontally polarised, whoareae the receive an-
tennas are dual-polarised (horizonitally and vertically). .iorirental polarisation
was chosen to achieve comparable scattering-radiation patterns at different scat-
ter atles. If woanted the transmit antennas could later on be turne~d around their
aes to vertical polarisation.

As the antennas are not operated on a line-of-sight path, they hid to be ad-
justed by optical "eans. This was done by attaching optical mirrors to the rear of
ths antennas, so that the mirror axes are parallel to the respective electrical
antenna axes. The deviations from this theoretical alignment ware measured. With
the declinations being known, all antennas were adjusted in thS operating position
by aecdetic means. The over-all alignment error is below 0.015

The main antenna parameters are compiled in Table 1.
For the line-of-sight link a parabolic antenna is used for the transmitter and

a horn antenna for the receiver.

Table 1:AntM..farametars

Station Nordhein Karlsruhe Darmstadt
(Transmit) (Transmit) (Receive)

Diameter 1.2 a 0.6 a 2.0 a
gain 47.0 dli 40 3 d~i 51O 0 dBi
Beamwidth (3dB) 0.70 K.60 0.40
Sidelobe suppression

Ist sidelobe -16 dB -23 d% -19 dB
>3 off axis -25 d5 -33 dS

>200 off axis -48d4B -- 52 dB
Polarisation horizontal horizontal horiz./vertic.
Croaspol. isol.(XPI) > 30odB > 30 dB 1 30 dB
Azimuth direction 38.8 9.20 219.0a (Nordhoim)

189.02' (Karlsruhe)

4.2 Arennsz ofthe inr- ath ezvoorinont

The main objective of the long-path experiment is to simulate a radio-relay in-
terference situation. Therefore, one transmit antenna he installed at Karlsruhe
(97 ka south of Darmstadt) at an elevation angle of 0 . The steerable receive an-
tenna is used for the short-path experiment and. for the reception of the 29.65 GHs
CW signal from Karlsruhe asu well.

The diameter of the transmit antenna is smaller than thoe* at Nordhaim to be
comparable to that of a typical radio-relAy station (0.6 a P). The signal is again
horizontally polarized, with the option for changing to vert~ical polarisation.

The vi4. 3of the commnox scatter volume near the receive Bi~t at Darmstadt is
about S*10-a'for reception from the zenith. It varies an 1/sin (e 11 ) (ase* Fig.
2).

5 Transmitters and receivers

5.1 General consi sratippL

In designing the experiment, we intended to detect a minimum equivalent reflcc-
tivity of 0 dM for the short-path geometry (Nordheia-Darmetadt). Assuming a 0-dB
signal-to-noise ratio and the antenna gains of Table 1, the maximum transmission
loss to be measured is about 160 dh [lJ.

As a travelling wave tube with higher power for the transmitter would be am-
tremely expensive compared to a solid-state solution, we decided to use a Gunn os-
cillator. State of the art is an output power ot about +20 d~m at 30 OGls.

Therefore we needed high receiver sensitivity. As a compromise between perform-
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ance and cost we chose a solid-state version run at a stabilised temperature of
about 320 K. To achieve a noise floor of about -140 dla the receiver bandwidth
must no• eased about I kis. This relatively narrow bandwidth conflicts with ths
risceivsd Doppler-broadened frequency spectrum.

As the scatter process to induced by precipitation particles, we have to deal
with a Doppler shift of the scattered frequency due to motions of the hydromet-
emor.

With our geometry, a maximum wind speed of 30 m/s [16] can cause Doppler shifts
up to about +/-4.5 kHs, depending on the wind direction. The falling speed of rain
droplets (0 ... 10 a/a, depending on the dropsise [17]) will produce a Doppler
broadening of the spectrum of about I kit. Hence we chose an uI-bwnuWidth of 1 kHz
for the detection with an additioaal shift of 10 kHs (+/- 5 kHs) contrallod by the
AFC-circuit. This requires, of course, a high-precision frequency reference. As
the AFC-voltage is available for recordiig purpose, we have as well an information
about the mean frequency shift. It must be admitted, however, that turbulent ao-
tions in the scattering volume night occasionally increase the spectral width of
the received signal.

All 30-GOH transmitters, including the line-ow-sight equipment, are identical
in design to be interchangeable in case of a failure. The frequency controlled
.unn oscillators provide an output power of #22 dBm. A PLL circuit locks the fre-
que.y to an atomf. frequency standard with a long-term accuracy better than
10- . The transmitters are tuned close to 29.65 GHs, with a frequency spacing of
1 Msl. High stability, tspecially constant output power is achieved by temperature
control of the whole transmitter. In addition, the power is monitored by a aetec-
tar diode. By msana of a heating/cooiing system the temperature of the circuit is
stabilisgd at 45 with a tolerance of +.-l C within an ambient temperature range
from -10 C to +30'C.

The same holds for the receiver frootends described in the following chapter.

5.3 Receivers

Each of the two parabolic receive antennas and the additional horn for the
line-of-sight link are connected to a receiver frontend. Without prefiltering the
signal is fed to the first mixer (see Fig. 3). The design of the local oscillator
(LO) is the s"ag as for the transmitters. Its frequency is locked to a frequency
standard (10• ). The signal is then amplified in the 1st IF. The receiver fron-
tend is mounted in a temperature controlled box at the rear of the respective an-
tenna.

The lot IF is fed to the backends, where 5 channels are operating at different
frequencies with spacings of 1 MHz each, corresponding to the transmit frequen-
cies. Every channel consists of two subchannels for the horizontal and vertical
polarisation.

The 2nd oscillator is a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) controlled
by an automatic-frequency control unit (AFC). The input of the AFC unit is fed by
the horizontally polarised signal because its level is more than some 15 dB higher
than that of the vertically polarised channel. The output of the VCXO is supplied
to both channels so that the two orthogonal sub-channels are synchronised in fre-
quency. The RF-bandwidth of the 2nd IF at 10.7 MHz is 10 kHs, equal to the capture
range of the AFC.

The noise temperature of the receiver was measured by cold-load calibration.
According to the bandwidth of 1 kMt, the noise temperature of 567 K leads to the
noise floor of -138 dOn at the antenna input port. With the 1-dB compression point
at -5Odim the dynamic range of the receiver is 88 dB. The 2nd IF output voltage is
amplified by a logarithmic amplifier at 10.7 Mis. Its output is available for re-
cording purpose. The overall power accuracy is about +/- 0.5 dB.

Thus, the maximum measurable transmission loss is 160 dB.
To ensure log-term stability the whole receiver chain is calibrated including

the frontend every 12 hours.

6 Additional measurements

To investigate precipitation structures, additional measurements are made. To
deduce attenuation of the atmosphere, time coordinated radiometer data are evalu-
ated. The spatial distribution of the rain rate is obtained by evaluating 4 rain-
gauges along the path, the data of which are stored in semiconductor memories. A
raingauge comprises a dropcounter and tipping bucket measuring system, so that
rain rates from 0.1 sm/h to 200 mm/h with an accuracy of about 10 % and a time re-
solution of 15 s can be recorded.

To study the frequency dependence of scattering an additional scatter link op-
erating at 11 OHzl is installed in parallel to the 29.65 6Hz links between Nordheim
and Darmstadt making use of existing equipment from earlier experiments [9].
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7 Conclusion

The experiment was first put into operation in Novomber, 1986. However due to
failure of the equipment, evaluation of data has been delayed. We therefore see
forward to present first results during the symposium in May 1987.
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SUMNRY

Th'-s paper presents observations of phase delay through rain at 26 SHz. The results are pertinent
for target identificesion when relative amplitude and phase informetion are used from circularly
polarized radar return,.

At the transmitter site, a 9.6 ON& source was vertically polarized and a 96.1 GHz source was right-
hand circularly polarized. A single local oscillator ohased locked both sources.

At the receiver site, 1050 m away, the local oscillator was phase locked to the received 9.6 6Hz
signal. Both left- and right-hand circular polarizations at 96.1 GNz wre received using separate
antennas. The phma.t of each poilrization at 96.1 GHz was me'lsured relative to the 9.6-GHz reference.
This allowed the Pxamination of the behavior of the differential phase delay of the circular
polarizations.

1. BACKGROUND

When Polarimetric radars [1] are used to identify targets [2], the effect of the atmosphere on the
propagation of the radar signal most be considered. In particular, If the relative phase and amplitude
of the circularly polarized components of a radar return are to be used in the identification of the
target, changes in the relative phase and amplitude caused by the atmosphere are Important.
Measurements of the effect of rain are reported tire.

Using komplex valued notation ano suppressing the time dependence, eKp(jwt), a polarized plane wave
at a point in space can be denvted by

I.rv + h (1)

Aere T, and k re the complex vector amplitudes of the verti:ally and horizontally polarized
components of rhe wave. The vertical coponent has the form

% -i"vvexpoev) (2)
where i is the unit vector in the vertical direction, E is the real amplitude, 4nd O is the phase of
the vertical component. The horizontal component is expressed in a corresponding form.

In matrix ritation, a transmitted polarized plane wave can be denoted by

Et v

lhe '.ffect of the propagation of the wave through a medium with polarization influencing properties
,such as rain [3)) is then described by a transmission matrix, T,.A linearly polarized wave. E, after
prnp)at'on through the medium, is given by the transmission equation

E - TIEt (4)

w ere T. [ hh tvh(.

Tt I I].(5
Lthv tvvI

Each. element, t , of the transmission matrix Is complex valued and gives the gain and phase shift of
the transition of energy from the Ox" polarized wave to the "y" polarization.

For circular polarization, the polarized plaise wave can be represented by

E 1] (6)
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where the subscripts r and A denote right- iW left-hand polarized cnonapnnts. RTh transmission matria.
T.. for tirtular polarization is related to the transmission matrix for linear polarization by

15 - Cl IC4  (7)

where

C 6

ideally. owe would like to know the transm~sion matrix at the propaation path. Then the relative
phase and amlitude of the radar echo could be corrected for the effects of propagatii.

The experiment described in this paper was designed only to demonstraite the effects of rain on the
relative eaplitude and phase of circularly polarized waves at 96 liii. 3absequenti exptrixients are neede
to determine the transmission motrix.

2. lEST SITE

The test site was located at the Redstone Arsenal near Huntsville, kiabame. The path was over
level ground with 1050 m separation between the transmitting and receiving antennas. The antennas at
one end of thes path were 5 a above rond level and at th;_ other end. 3 m. Observat ions were made fromn
Septemer 16 through Nsvem~r 30.,r

3. EQUIPMIENT

All of the transmitter and receiver electronics were protected fee* the weather and ware housed in
thermally insulated, electronically shielded boxes. Thermostat controlled heaters end circulating air
fins in each box provided a controlled operating environment over a wide range uf ambient
temeratures. A constant enclosure texperature was necessary for the propor operation of much of the
radio freqency (rf) electronics. Therma' stability was especially critical for the phase measurements.

Fig. I illustrates the configuration of the transmitters. A single 100-Mfz teeperature-controlled
crystal oscillator (TCX0) wes used as the referencet for both the 9.6- and 96.14Hz sources. The phase
of the reference Is denoted as 1.. All ohases in this discussion are measured In wavelengths and
constant phase offset% will ýe Iono~d

The 9.6 6Hzr signal is derived from the 100 MHz reference by mans of a phase-locked. tavity-tubed
xI multi lior. The mult~ipiller provides 20 Wof r? power at 9.6 Wki to a 46-cm parabolic reflector

antenna (t5degree beemeldlth). The phase at the antenna Is therefore 96It

The ge.1 61Wz transm~tter uses the 100-NW TCXO signal as the reference for a phase-locked IWPTT
oscillator. After passing through a right-hand circular (NIC)o larizer, the IMPATT outout (26 m)
feeds a 30.5-cm scaler horn lens antenna (0.76 beamwidth). The phase of this signal at the antenna Is
941 lit

Fig. 2 Illustrates the 9.6-M~ receiver and the rectonstruction of the, 100-0112 transmitter
reference. The phase of the 9.6-6Hz signal at the receiving antoenn is

Is 961t +9.6T (9)

where v is the propagation delay at 9.6 6Hz in nanoseconds.

The 9.6-6111a receiving antenna is identical to the one used at the transmitter end feeds a mixer.
The output of the mixer feeds the phase locking electronics (PIE). A local reference oscillator at
5-MHz also feeds the pase-locking electronics (PIE). The phase of this oscillator Is denoted by Or..
The output of the PIEcontrols to 99.9479-11W voltaget-controlled crystal oscillator (CYCO) reference.
The PIE adjusts the VCX0 to match the phase of the Intermediate frequency (IF) to that of the 5-1114
reference oscillator. Thus the IF output of the mixer has a phase of #r. This means that the phase at
the local oscillator (10) inpkit to the mixer is adjusted to Is- Or- Since this signal is multiplied by
96. the phase at the VCXO is (Is - Or)/96.

b use of a power divider, the 9.595-4Hz 10 feeds another mixer which allows the phase locking of a
second VCX0 reference to the 100 MHz TCX0 at the transmitter. Once again in this phase-locking loop the
5-MHz reference feeds by means of a1 power divider one input to a PIE. The output of the PIE adjusts the
100-Mfz VCXO so that the 5-MWz output of the mixer into the other PILE port will have the same phase as
the 5-NHz reference. The mixer 5-M~z output phost of 3. end 9.595-GHS LO input to the mixer with phase

-rthen require that the VC1O controlled oaput have a phase of I..* Since the VCXO output Is
btiplied by 96 befora feeding the mixer, the phari of the 100-Mfz VCXO is 0 /96. By the use of power

dividers, the 100. 99.9471, and 5-1W oscillator outputs are fead to the 96.1-Giz recetiver.

The 96.1-6Hz receiver is diagrammed in Fig. 3. Antennas identical to the one used it the
transmitter are used for both the RHC and LHC polarizations. Each antenna feeds a polarizer like the
one used in the transmitter. A variable attenuator was used after the polarizer in the iNC channel to
reduce the signal level to that received by the cross-polarized channel (LHC) This allowed the maximum
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VIA of t thednai O*f the FceIve and teIsolation Of the weveguide swit.-h. A ferrite isolator

An aluminum plate placed over th anCstenn reduced tesignal lvlby 50do. Tesaw plate
over Mie INC antenna reduced the signal level by 33 do. Thus the isolation achieved at the aovd
switch wes at least 33 do. The overall isolation between the two polarizations was lass. The variable
attenuator was set at 11 do. 7his value and losses due to the isolator and additional wavauwide in the
INC channel Indicate that the received signal levels Ynder clear-air %conditions only differed by 1S
do. This is discussed further in Section go below.

The phase of the 96.1411. signal at the receving antenna is

8,-gelot - 24.1T. (10)

idiere V' is the propagation delay at 96.1 6hz In was.

A 96.014Hz LO for mixing with the received 96.14h~z signal is generated by a Gunna oscillator phase
locked by the outputs of the 99.9479 and 100-NMz VXOs. The 1ONIWa VCXO reference feeds one port of
the PIE. The other pret Is fad by the output of the mixer generating the LUC. The PIE error signal
adjusts 'the Gone Osci later until toe phase of the outpit of the mixer is k~/94. One Input to the miner
is fed by the "99979-Na reference after being multiplied by 960 resulting in elk Input of 95.95 GHz
w ith a photo of 10(-I) The Other mixer Input is %dupled from the tun" oscillator and is forced to
have a Phane of 10 - ~ .,196 by the PLE. The LO with this phase mixed with the received signal
reasulIts in a 50 1ai having 'azaae of

0,- 1( )s 9 (

The IF feeds an AC(UC log converter (for meaturing the signal amplitude) and the phas-e-assuring
electronics.

The phas-aenssrlng electronics are diagrammd in Fig. 4. The output of the 5-11hz reference
oscillator Is multipliled by 9 to 45 Not and with a phase of 96,. feeds one input of a miner. The $"It1H
IF of the 96.14hz receiver feeds the other mixer input so that a S Wk 1h results with a phase of

go- 106 * Ir-l ISM. (12)

This IF feeds a commrcial phase moter that gets Its reference from the 5-44Hz oscillator having a phase
of Ir,. The phase measured by the equipment is therefore

I .%m - lost -%/%. (13)

Using Equation (9) and Equation (10) to substitute for Is and 06in (13) rpiults in

I - 96.1(,t' - T). (14)

rhas, týhe phose moter is reasuring the propagation delay differenace between the 9.6- and 96.14GHi
signals Th output of thp% phase eater is an analog voltage proportional to the relative phase delay
(in degrees at 96.1 1hz).

Meassuremnts wore controlled by a comuter. Wce each ýkacod the compauter set the waveguide switch
in the 96. Ghz receiver to first one polarisation and then the other. After setting the switch. the
computer waited 30 ae for the commercial phase mater to settle and then read the phase and amplitude
through a wiltichannel, analfg-to-digiftl converter. Also. once each second the analog output of a
capacitive bridge rain rate gauge was sampled. The rain gauge was located near the receiving and of the
path.

4. MEASIMEMENT ERROR ANALYSIS

There are several sources for error in the measurement of phase Weay due to rain. For the purpose
of discussion, these will be divided Into long- end short-term categories. Short-term sources
contribute error that varies at rates on the order of the sampling rate, i.e. a few seconds. Long-term
sources contribLe error that varies at rates on the order of minutes or longer.

Amng the long-toer sourcas are variability in the path dela because of changes in the
rafractiw ity of the Atmosphere, temperature Instabilities in the rf7 eqjipmant, and the physical
stability of the transmitting and reciving terminals.

The long-term variability in the refractivity of the atmosphere can be tans of N units (ppm) and
for the path length used con result in phase changes of tens oAf wavelengths at 96.1 OzI. Nowever, the
delay at 96.1, 9hz was measured relative to the delay at 9.6 1hz so that only changes in the dispersive
refractivity, i.e. changes ii' the relative refractivity at 96.1 111. and 9.6 Glhz, contribute to changes
in the phase. This has the advantaqe of reducing the delay variability to loss than 120 degrees at
96 .I Gf as predicted by Liebe's model [4].

Temperature instabilities in the rf equipment result in phase changes that range from diurnal
variations to variations taking only a few seconds, The slower variations are due to the inability to
maintain a constant temperature for the equipment over a wide range of ambient teqieretures.
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Thwr" wet no indication of vibrations in the phys ical stabilit_1 of the equipmnt. Longer-terni
instabilities would be expected due to changes in the temerature of as vans and mounting hardware for
the antennas. it is aesay to see that these Instabilities could reslt in delay changes on the order of
1m 100 degrees) or more.
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whereT I ste tuiisi tria ft. the raesndium. In pr'actice. the atria Tc is Syintr lc so

Thus, the received signal% are the sam as they would be for a perfect receiver with itnillte
Isolation betwee polarizatiens and a transmitted wave AM Uedto these conditions, the relative
amplitude and phase shifts observed correspond to Tc eperat.~I on a tranmitted wave Alt as given in

10uAtion (18).

The I licetien for the observations en as follows. fo dapolarliatios or change in relative
amplitude w11ll be observed If the fraction of pooar transferred to the opposite polarization Is lest
then Iq (loss than -18 di). The differrntial phase shift between polarization* observed is the phase
shift resulting from the rain far a wave initially polarized as Alt.

6. RESULTS

The cumulative distributions of the attenuations of the MC and LNC polarizations were Identical.
For Individual rain stoems, somatino. "te MC aivi suv'ims the LNC peak attenuation was greate..
Howevr. they never diffovcd by are thor atwt 2 ja.. A4 much as 30 dl attenuation was observed due to
isin o*. the path. In Hig. 7. dIffertn,4t in aijoial amplitude is plotted ogr inst the observed rain
rate. There is only a slight Indication of depolarization. In Fig. 8. the difference in amplitude Is
plotted against the copolarized (RHC) attenuation. In this figure, there is sowe depolarization
apparent for copolar attenuation greater than about 17 dl.

When there was rain &,i the path, the phase of both polarizations at 96.1 SNZ was correlated with
the massured rein rate. An example is showm In Fig. 5. In P1~. 9, the EC 96.1-GHz phase (relative to
the 9. 6 1111 phase) Is shown cross-plotted against rain rate. In the figur2, the relative phase
Predicted from the refractivity computed by Cranes [7I for 9.35 &Mt 94 6Hz) using the La'js crd persons
drop-size distribution and a drop temperature of 0 celsius is shown. Also shobun, Is tho nearly
Mentical result found from Zuffere's [6J8 predictions based on the Msrshall-Folmer drop-size
distribution and a drop temperature of% t0 Clius. In Figure 10, the same RHC 96.1 GHz. -4ase shift data
as In figure 9 is shown cross-plotted against the MI attenuation. It can be seen in FIgures 9 and 10
that the phase shift is dare correlated with attenuation than rain rate.

A differential phase shift between the ME and LI.M waves was observed that also correlated highly
with rain rate. In Fiq.lI, the difference in the LC avid iNC phases are cross-slotted against rain
rat*. A curve, hand fitted to the data, given by

As - .05 R16 (21)

is also shon..t in the figure.

In Fig. 12. the sa differential phase data are shown plotted against the copolarized (RHC)
attenuation.

7. CONCLUSION

Observations of the diffarentlal phase shift through rain of right-hand and left-hand circular
polarizations at 911.1 6Hz havn been M1e. The resialts show that rain will offttt the use of phase
informatioa from polarimetric radar returns for target identification.

More generally applicable wtnasurements are needed befoNd techniques for mitigating the effects of
rain can be evaluated. These should include measuremtits of all of the complex valued elements of the
transmission matrix and their joint statistical dependence on rain rate.
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rK-Cl Rader Remote Sensing of Uydrometeora.
L.P. Ulithart, J.S. van Sinttrutyem

Delft University of Technology
Faculty of Blectrical Ing•wnering

oNekelves 4, 2628 CD DelftThe Netherlan~s

SUNKAtY.
In order to Investihte phenomena influencing co-polar attanuation and cross-polardiscrimination along earth-space satellite paths and terrestrial radio links at frequen-

alas above 10 an, the number density, gometry, and orientation of hydrameteore (rain,

rs u, hail, o s ltin particles e.) along the path have to ne characterided. This paper
describes the modellini of the milting process, the dielectric proportion of melting
iurtecles, and fall velocity behavior of hydroaeteors for Doppler velocity computationwith vertically pointing radars.

Attention Is paid to backward scattering of ellipsoidal hydroaetaors for radar
poltarmetry computations at arbitrary elevation angles, and to forward scattering of

spherical htromteirs for attenuation computations at h tgh frequencies.
The lsin-pakamater d 'sco CV radar system of Delft University of Technology to able to

meaour the polariiation f d opfrtihs and Doppler velocity spectra of hydromsteors c ith high
resolution In range and refibtevity level. Preliminary results obtained with this radar
system are shown, Indicatin the capabilithe of combined Doppler- and polaractry asea-
sureeints for wlassifeation of hylnoaeteors along e satellite path.

IlrODUCTION.

The still growilt demand for larger bandftdths for satellite as tell as terrestrial
radio links r eds a disclosure of the frequency bands above 10 GHs . The technological de-
velopments In the field of earth- and 1sollite-based communication system combined with
t better knoledgn of the behavior of radiovaves along the radiopath have resulted in re-
liable satellite communication systemt in the 11p14 Gti frequency band which were retlartd

in the eightiea polarizationef s get have to become operational In the ninetiest To reach
the same reliability and availability of theae fuaure links ah for the axistonb ones ra-
dtoravi prhpaiation studin tiese frequency bands are essential. The mpin propagation
effects at frequencies above 10 Gth, occur in the troposphere, where the radlovavl tfeeWsb
the tropospheric Influence ly its chante In the -for the rad0oCave characterist-c- quanti-
ties d I.e. aplitude, phase, polarization and propapolang direction. In particular the
amplitude and polarinataon effects wit large attention due to the fact that they are cans-
ed by the frequently occurinm phenomena of appearing hydroeeteors in the radhobeam, like
rain, snori hall and teltinp particles. These hydromqteors can all be present at the smae
tiecaelyn a satellite path where i.e. during rainshovers raindrops exist at altitudes be-
lop the 0- C isotherm, melting particles around this 0t C level ant ield csnow parti-cles In the clouds above.

These dominant phenomeng leasured on a lcnk as co-polar attenuation eand cross-polar
discrimination, can be Investigated in detail by using coherent Sultc-parameter radar sys-
teis at non-tatiaating w bvelenuths dhech are able to measure reflectivitles cowenr fromhydrometeors so that information can be obtained about the hydroneteor type, ,heir velo-

city profiles and their polarniation characteristics. These quantities have to de measured
accurately in a calibrated eode with high resolution in e ange and velocity.

Such a system is the i-band I4-CV Delft Ataospherwc Research Radar (DARR), ohfch is a
Doppler-Polarlistric radar system. Last years the investigatons in this field concern thi
charadterimeaton om the mnlting layer processes based on DAeR-Doppler measurements to be
used for 20/30 Gva attenuation computations of the radloraveso Such a mrltien layer often
exists in stratform rdanclouds but Is detected also during more convective shovers. ispe-cially during stratiform conditions the melting layer appea-s during radar eensureman-Zs an

a strong Increase in the reflectavtio s and is therefore often called the "radar bright
band".

The paper in divided into 4 sections. The backward sr•,•tering properties of spheral-
dal and ellipsoidal hydrometaors are summarized in Section 1. Based on these properties
the radar measurement of fhe raindrop size distribution -derived from Doppler velocity
spectra yielding for vertically pointing Doppler radar or from Polariaatric radar for
elevations in accordance with the angles for satellite communication links- in discussed
in Section 2. Attenuation computations at high frequencies can be performed assuming sphe-
rical hydrometeors with known dielectric properties together with known range and time
dependent dropsize distributions. Theoretical results are shown in Section 3. Also some
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modelling apacts of the radar bright band are described vhich have been supported by ver-
tically pointing DARR Doppler ra':asurements. Attention is given to the varying dielectric
constant of melting particles, their backscattering and specific attnnuation behavior.
Section 4 illustrates some preliminary examples to demonstrate the capabilities of DARR an
Doppler- as veil as Nulti-Polarisation radar.

1. *• DAvARD scar'nrG PROPERTIES eF SPEuICAL AND ELLIPSOIDAL HYDROMNTORS.

When an electromagnetic vave coincides on hydroteaors, it excites electric and mag-
natic dipoles inside the particle. These dipoles are responsible for the scattertin field.

In this section ye limit ourselves to the so-called Rayleigh approximation for the
radar cross-section of hydrometeors i.e. the radar backvard-scattering coefficients are
valid for particles vhich are small relative to the radar vavelength. Furthermore only li-
near polarization of the transmitted and received signal at the radar antenna is consi-
dared. The remark is mads that other polarization states can be analyzed by transformation
of the scattering coefficientj for linear polarizations to ney polarization states under
the condition that targets are charaeterised by their full linear polarization behavior in
amplitude and phase. The geometty of hydrometeors is approximated by ellipsoides. In the
limits the ellipsoides have the ability to become needles at one side to spheres at the
other.

The hydrometeor type is characttrized by its refractive Index, its ellipsoidal geome-
try and the axis of revolution of the ellipsoides relative to the incident radar field
vith given linear polarization.

The refractive index of ice particles is strongly different from that of rain drops.
In figures 1 and 2 the theoretical real and imaginary parts of the refractive index are
shown for ice and water respectively, as a function of frequency with the temperature as
parameter 11). This knovledge of the permittivity is used also for the attenuation compi-
tations on communication links at frequencies above 10 GHz (Section 3).

Re Im

0.30

0
8.8 -8.8

0.7 -18O

1.. I I I I I I I • • • , _, L I I I l_

0.0 S11.4 88.0 37.8 80.0 at.8 73.0 67.0 100.0 Gui 'a 300 8 40 80 W0 70 so so too G~z

Figure I. Real (a) and i•aginary (b) part of the refractive index of ice as a function of
frequency and temperature [Celcius] as parameter.
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Figure 2. Real (a) and imaginary (b) part of the refractive index of vater as a function
of frequency and temperature [Celcius] as parameter.
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Chasn in the geometry are possible f.e. when malting snowflakes are falling to become
raindrops. (Section 4).

Bore the ellipsoidal model for a raindrop and its backscattering propertitv are
evaluated. & tamples for prsctical axial ratios of an ellipsoidal raindrop as function of
the radius of an equi-volume "art-Otcial-sphericall raindrop are shown in figure 3.

1.0-

a/b
.0

(N-C)

(P-F)

0. , t. i . I.. 0.0 I ,. 1.3 4.0
r

C

Figure 3. Axial rat Los of ellipsoidal raindrops as function of the radius of an equi-
volume aphirical raindrop; (1) according [21; (2) according [3].

"a" is the short axis, "b" is the long one perpendicular to the axis of revolution. These
results are obtained from experiments done by Pruppachdr-Pitter !2] and from approxima-
tions given by Morrison-Cross (3]. Physically the non-spherical shape of the raindrop is
caused by friction during its fall in the atmosphere. For small drops the axial ratio
tends to unity giving more spherical raindrops. In case the radar elevation angle - 0O
(along the earth surface) and the axis of revolution is directed vertically (i.e. no
canting angle of the raindrop is taken into account) the scattering coefficients S , SW
and S are given in amplitude In figure 4a and in phase in figure 4b as function of the
equiva!Xnt radius of an equi-voluae raindrop.

5
HHH

SW ~-to, Si

S S
• • 4 5

r 0 r0

Figure 4. Scattering coefficients S , S., S.y of ellipsoidal raindrops as function of
the equivalent radius. (a) WAdulur, (b7"hoae. No canting. Elevation angle - 0".

The notation Sn indicates the scattering coefficient for horizontal polarization at
transmitting and reliving. Svv is similar for vertical polarization. S is the scatter-
ing coefficient for horlsontal'"olarization at transmitting and verticalUlt receiving. Due
to reciprocity S - S.e

From figuro"qa dileranies in polarization behavior of the amplitudes of backscatter-
Ing coefficients can be seen for larger raindrops. This property allows a polarization
discrimination for different raindrop sizes. The phase differences in the coefficients are
so snall that they can be neglected. SIR - 0, which means that in this situation no cross-
polarized backscattering occurs.

For a similar orientation of such a raindrop with an equivalent radius of 4 am but
for different elevation angles the results of figure 5 are obtained.

For an elevation angle - 901 no polarization dependence exists. Also here S - 0.
This can be changed in case the ellipsoidal raindrop with the same size is canYing as
shown in figure 6.
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Figure 5. The magnitudes IShI,j S•I and Figure 6. ;S 1, IS.,. and IS,,l of a rain-
I of raindrop Ith e:giva- drR" vith-iquivalenY-radium a 4.n

lef1i radius = 4mm as function an function of canting angle.
of elevation angle. No canting. Elevation - 00.

From this result it becomes clear that for arbitrary orientation of an ellipsoidal
target all three coefficients have to be measured. In reality, for rain however, the
canting angles due to vindshears are much less than 45". Canting angles A 0 are not fur-
ther considered.

For snov and melting particles it is assumed here that no preferred polarisation
behavior occurs despite the fact that in areas with rain-snoy mixtures or in melting snow
high orientation dependent effects have been measured already, proving that more Investi-
gations in this field are needed.

By the assumption that no specific information of the melting layer can be obtained
from a polarimetric radar, the propagation aspects of this layer have to be derived from
the backmeattering properties and the Doppler velocity spectrum envelope of melting par-
ticles vith varying dielectric properties during their fall through the radar bright band
(Section 4). This section is ended by extending the results of "single target" scattering
to volume scattering from hydrometeors with given dropsize distribution. As dropsiae dis-
tribution the so-called gamma distribution is assumed according:

N(D) - No e exp (-AD )

with four unknown constants No, A, e and f. 3
N(D).ID gives the number of particles per unit volume [a I in the equivalent diameter

interval D and D + dD. The often used negative exponential rain dropsize distribution is a
particular case of the gama distribution with e.0, f.1 and N dependent on the type of
rain and A dependent on the rain intensity. For an assumed negaive exponential distribu-
tion two unknowns have to be determined from radar measurements. This means that the
reflectivity

D

Z .C S(D)N(D) dD (C = physical constant)

0

has to be measured in a calibrated radar system with sufficient geometrical and time reso-
lution in combination with a second set of independent measurements such as Doppler fall
velocity characteristics of hydrometeors as function of D or polarization dependence of
the backscattering as function of D. This is done in the next section.

2. RADAR MEASURIEENT OF THE RAIN DROPSIZE DISTRIBUTION.

In case the two unknowns in the negative exponential distribution are derived from
Doppler velocity measurements, optimum results are possibie for vertically pointing Dopp-
ler radar. As we have seen in the previous section tha reflectivity is then - as a con-
sequence of this antenna positioning - caused by rotationally symmetrical raindrops with
equivalent diameter D and, at the sara time, the Doppler measurements are not influenced
by horizontal vindcomponentm. In the diameter interval D ai.d D+dD, by using the Rayleigh
approximation, the reflectivity dZ becomes

dZ - N(D).D .dD

To make use of the Doppler velocity spectrum measurements it is assured here that the fall
"velocity of rainparticles relative to air is dependent on height. At sea level this velo-
city v(D) can be approximated by 141.

v(D) - 9.65 - 10.3 exp(-0.6D) (m/m], D in mm.
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At height h above the meen see level the velocity v'(D) hecomes [Si.

v'(D) a v(D)IOV1C + .0023(l.I-o'/p)(T-T1)J

* .43 log(gp,) -. 4(lo(p,)}2.5

where o is the air density and T the temperature in Kelvin. The vertical air velocity v
haa to be taken into account " well. v is chosen positive in the upvards direction ant
hu to be subtracted free v'(D) to let tie meaaured velocity spectrum at the groud-bahed
radar. The vertical air velocity is a third unknown which has to be extracted from the
Doppler measurements too. For modelling applications it is suggested to use the Narshall.
Palmer (N-P) distribution i.e.

N(D) a % exp (-3.67 D)
0

where N a 8.106 is"4] and D - median diameter of the distribution. In this model Do [mmI
it relatid to the rain Intenmity R Iim/hri via

Do - o.895f °'

The Doppler velocity spectrum for this distribution has an envelope at sea level as shown
in figure 7 where the reflectivity per diameter interval is given as function of the fall
velocity and D0  a 1, 1.5 and 2 me an parameter. These DO values correspond vith rain
intensities from 1.7 to 47 mm/hr.

-a

a 4 9 4 7 0 * t . * v(D) I1/8l

Figure 7. Nortallsed Doppler velocity spectra at sea level for tbe N-P distribution as
function of fall velocity and the median diameter as parameterl vya 0.

Two Doppler analysis techniques have been developed for eftch range cells
I. spectral moments method;
2. fitting theoretical Doppler spectra to measured Doppler data.
The spectral moments method hIsm the following properties:
- the sero-th moment equals the average reflectivity level over the whole Doppler range

and is comparable to the reflectivity measured with a single parameter radar without
Doppler capabilities. This spectral moment is proportional to N and is dependent on A
as can be seen in figure 8 for the N-P distribution but indepandeRt of v8a

HW)4o(dD) M (u/-) '

% DO-t

Figure 8. The sero-th spectral moment for figure 9. The first spectral moment for
the N-? distributir rAsfunction the negative esponential distri-
of Do. %0 -8.10 In ]. bution as function of P0 . a 0 .
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tenised by maximally 2 paraenters. The adventage in that the method can be implemented for
rea-time Doppler analysis.

The technique of fitting theoretical to measured Doppler data per range tell has been
set up by Dissanayske 161. Starting from the gamem diptribution, four unknown parameters
of the distribution together with the vertical air velocity have to he determined. This
Involves a non-linear parameter estimation problem which hox been solved by using the
minimum least-square criterion applied to the sun of the sqaared differences between theo-
retical reflectivity and measured reflectivity within each Doppler velocity cell. For the
parameter estimation problas only those spectral components were employed which were posi-
tioned around the peek reflectivity In the Doppler spectrum.

The advantage of the fitting technique In Its flexible approach which can be used for
distributions characterized by 2, 3 or 4. parameters. The disadvantage is that It is a com-
putIng time Intensive protedure which makes a real-time Doppler analysis nearly impoasi-
ble.

Examples of beth Doppler-analysis techniques based on DARK measurements are given in
Section 4. a _____________

Z d(dD)
* PFruppacher-Pit ter

6 Worriuon-C-rc86

Figure 12. 2 dr vs the median Do with different axial-ratio dirtributions.

A different way to determine the rain dropsize distribution Is to make use of the
polarization dependence of the backscattering coefficients when elevation angles far from
zenith are applied.

Vere theoretical results are shown for the negative exponential distribution, *lava-
Zion angle a 0 and where use is made of the so-called differential reflectivity technique.
The differential reflectivity d., [d"I is defined ast

t1dr is 10 lo ggg to]i



where the reflectivities s ad are applied to volume scattering. In figure 12 1
an fumattiow of D is 9i% tsslimi a distribution truncated at a maximum equivaijif

valu R a 4 and a Pruppecher-pitter (P.?) sad a Norrison-Creas (N-C) o.xial'-ratio
distibut . Rlargement of R..does not influence I results for D up to I -.
Comparison between the 977uning P-P or N-C indifites differences of t 0).3 da for 0

values of interest, iLe. 0 131 than 2 an. From figure 12 it can be meen already that I
has to he measured accurat~ly because all independent Information for the determination i
the two uWnknow parameters in the 0 range under 2 mm, has to be derived from accurato .
and I irmeasurementa, where I to Aadr 2.4. dE and becomes less for elevation angle a0.A

Dirna polarimstric-radaIrmeasurement Is worked out in Section 4.

3.* COUPUATION OF BYDhONUTI ATTINUATUON ALONG RICH JRIOUQNCY LINKS

The attenuation caused by hydrometeors In a radio beam can he calculated using the
expression of the specific attenuation y' 1dl/ko

- 4.US Nr)~ 0 (r)dr.10 3

min
where N(r) a distribution (m- I of W "catears with equivalent radius rl

a t(r)a attenuation cross-section is I of a spherical particle with radius r.

To got this expression, spherical particles with homogeneous density per unit length along
the radio path are assumed. 0 (r) Is defined as the relation between the total power sum
of the scattered power at the sarface of the spherical particle * the absorbed power mini-.
de the particle relative to the power density of the Incident field.

For the analysis of scattering properties the scattering cross-section 0 (r) Is
Introduced in a similar way but dealing with the scattered power only. For partitlel which
are no longer smoll relative to the radio wavelength the Rayleigh approximation Is Invalid
axd the cross-section cosputations liave to be performed according to the theory InitiallyI
described by Nie 17). The temperature dependent refractive Index is taken Into account by
using the refractive Index model-set up by Ray III- for water and ice as Indicated In the
Section 1.

3.1 Attenuation computations due to rain.
In figures 13 and 14 theoretical results for Q (r) and 0 (r) of a spherical water

droplet are given as function of the radius. The frequinclos are*3 G~n and 30 G~a respec-
tsvaly. The temperature equals 206C.

5 21 2L
Q/wr

2 
a. ILQ/ir L

L1

0.16.

6.94 6.16 ~ 463 1.1 Is1I

r W.

figure 13. Normalised ecrs-sections 0 tFigure 14. Normalized cross-sections0t
wW0o a spherical rain-t and 0 of a spherical rain-

drop 16 function of Its ra- drop In function of Its ra-
dius. Frequency - 3 G~s. dius. Frequency a 30 Wts.
Temprature a 200C. Temperature - 200C.

Based on the N-P distribution figure 15 shows the specific attenuation as function of
rain Intensity for 3 frequencies: 12, 20 sad So Cox.

The frequencies selected are the frequencies of the beacons in the Olympus Satellite.
This WSA setellite (launch planned in 1968) has these beacons to perform propagation expe-
riments. Co-polar attenuation and cross-polar discrimination measurements along the earth-
space path ane possible by the availability of this satellite. Tn a collaboration with the
Dr. Neher Laboratory (PTT) Delft University has the opportunity to verify the DARR reflec-
tivity Profiles with expeismectal co-polar attenuation and cross-polarization data measu-
red along the same path with a 12-30 G~s groundstation placed mside the radar.

For a filed rain Intensity of 25 rn/br, a maximum radius of 4 me in the N-P distri-
bution and a temperature of 09C, a specific attenuation envelope as function of frequency
is obtained shown In figure 16.
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Figure 19. Specific cloud attenuation as function of frequency and the water content per
unit volume as parameter.

Figurer 20. Melting layer and rain attenuation along a slant path as function of rain
intensity with the fre~quencies 11, 20 and 30 G~z as parameter. Ntlting layer
width - 500 .. Rein height - 1500 a. Flevwtion - 30".

Especially variations in models of melting snow indicate large influences on specific
attenuation computations.

The dynamics in the melting process as function of h~eight and time is dependent on
the drag resistance of the atmosphere, fall velocity relative to air, temperature and
density difference between the particle and surrounding air.

The dropeise distribultion of snow at the top of the melting layer is selected so that
at the lower height where melting •s complete, a raindrop size distribution exists which
is comparable with the N-P distribution.

Using a water shell model for melting snow, a radar bright band model as described by
Diasansyake et al. (10] with varying unow densities, attenuation computations have been
carried out as shown in figure 20 for a slant path through the melting layer. The width of
this melting layer - defined as the height interval in which the re±lectivity ii above the
rain reflectivity just below the layer - i. calculated to be 500 a. The rein height is
chosen 1500 m; the elevation angle is 30". These theoretical r~stalts show that in this
case for frequencies up to 25 G~u the attenuation in the melting layer is dominant above
attenuation due to rain. This means that in nearly all cases melting layer attenuation can
not be neglected.

4. TUE NULTI-PARANELTER PH-CV DELFT ATHOSPHERI•' •'SEARqCNRADAR (DARR).

Since 1990 the Delft Atmospheric Research S-band Radar has been operational for
nydrometeor studies. Vhile initially target reflectivity and Doppler properties could be

added to the DARR system.

Fligre 21. DARIE signal processing scheme.
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In figure 21 a simplified block diagram of the DARR signal processing scheme is given
(for a detailed description of the DARR system and its parameters reference is made to
1II1, 112) and (131).

The transmitted signal of a FN-CV radar consists of a linearly frequency-modulated
wave of constant envelope during a measuring time T.. The received signal is delayed over

2r/e seconds (r-target distance, c-velocitl of light). Mixing of transmitted and
received signal delivers a difference signal (called beat signal) whose amplitude is
proportioral to the target reflectivity and whose frequency is proportional to the target
distance. After AD conversion a Fast Fourier Transform (FIT) can then be applied in order
to meaure target reflectivity as a function of range.

The range resolution is inversely proportional to the frequency excursion of the
transmitted signal. The maximum frequency excursion used in the DARR system is 50 MNx,
corresponding to a minimum range resolution of 3m.

For the determination of Doppler spectra a number of consecutive measuring periods is
used, requiring a coherent system. As the beat signal phase is linearly dependent vn the
target distance, in the observed range interval the FF7 spectral line argument will be
proportional to the beat signal phase. Due to the target velocity, the target distance
will accumulate over consecutive measurement periods, resulting in corresponding argument
changes in the FFT spectral line. If a second FFT is applied to these consecutive values
of the spectral line a Doppler spectrum will result for the observed range interval. Under
the condition that measurements are taken within the target decorrelation time, the
resolution in the Doppler domain will be proportional to the number of measurementr. The
maximum unambiguous Dopler velocity is inversely proportional to the measurement period
T (u 11.10- /T Jms "). The minimum measurement period of 0.621 as corresponds to a
miximum unanbiguols Doppler velocity of approximately +/- 18 ms . Moreover, when the
consecutive beat signals or corresponding Fourier spectra are stored, the possibility
exists to adjust the Doppler resolution in off-line signal processing.

The timing generator assures system coherency in controlling the generation of the
linearly frequency-modulated signal over consecutive measuring periods, the analog to
digital conversion of the beat sgnal, the synchronization with the APS04 array processor
in which real-time signal pre-processing takes place and the generation of steering
signals for the polarizers (figure 22).

Figur 23. anloe A.e If eplrzr

.1. O>T

Polarization neasurerint capabilities were radded to the DARR system by the inclusion
of separate polarizers in both the transmitting and receiving channels. As the polarizers
have the ability to rotate the polarization continuously, the full polarixation matrix can
be measured using one receiver only, excluding the need for dual orthogonal matched
polarization channels.

In figure 23 an exploded view of the polarizer is given. 'Rssenttal for its operation
is a number of small electrically conducting vanes that are held together by two wires in
the middle of the vanes. As the vanes are electrically conductive the transversal
electrical field Is perpendicular to the direction of each vane. At the top the vanes are
mechanically driven by a motor, at the bottom no rotation is possible, so the polarization
of the outgoing electromagnetic wave is gradually rotated by a helix of vanes.

By using a mechanically resonant structure the polarization angle varies stnumoidally
62 a function of tins with a period Tp of 40 as and maximum polarization angles of t 90degrees.

In figure 24 a typical example of the transmitted and received polarization angles
over 32 measurement periods of 1.25 an in shown.
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Figure 25. Practical measurement for alternate
Figure 24. polartietry/Doppler determination.

Generally, the transmitted and received polarization angles, apart from their
repetition period, can be chosen independently from each other as required.

For a single point target the beat signal u(t) can be vritten ass

u(t) - Re (C Sa.b)ej(6iksd)t) (0)

in vhichs

S - scattering matrix S - CH"H S]hV Sill - ISHeIe J %H etc.

a - polarization of transmitting antenna

Ot(t) - transmitted polarization angle

00 - polarization angle for non-activated polarizers, dependent on elevation
t _

- oo, t (t) - 0 + 0tsin(2n< -p a(_-Linet(t:)i)

b - polarization of receiving antenna

er(t) - received polarization angle
rcoior,>|eo:t).e0 +Orr-i<,(2R? )

b 9in (t))j

w- radian frequency of beat signal

'd- Doppler radian frequency offset of beatsignal.

(1) can be re-written ass

Re[(S HHCOS([t(t))cos([r(t))]+SHvsin(et(t)+er(t))+sWsin(e t(t))sin(er(t)))eJi(wed)t)

For the absolute scattering matrix 6 parameters have to be determined for each range
interval under observation. When the Doppler velocity has also to be determined a total of7 parameters results. Thus 4 measurement periods are requlired vithin the target

decorrelation time in vhich magnitude and phase have to be measured.
Although, in principle, a system of 4 complex non-linear equations can be solved, it

In beyond our present real-time processing capabilities to do so. Therefore, in practice,
a separation is made betveen the measurements for the Doppler velocity and for the
determination of the scattering matrix.

For polarimtry the Doppler components can be excluded by taking the absolute value
of the spectral lines as a basis for further processing. Consequently this means that
instead of the absolute scattering matrix only the relative scattering matrix can be
determined, requiring 5 parameters (or 3 measurement periods), For Doppler velocity
determination a separate measurement is done vith non-rotating polarizers (figure 25).
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In the first period at least 5 independent measurements are taken for determination
4f the relative polarization matrix. In the second perind the polarizers are ovitchod off.
Taking the mechanical bandvidth of the polarizers into account, a stabilization perind' of
about 0.5 a Is needed for the polarizers to come to rost. In the next period, for each
observed' range intirval, 64 measurements are taken for determination of the Doppler
spectra, vheree - r the polarizers are switched on again. In this combined
polarization/Doppler mode the assumption is made that the decorrelstion time in
hydrometeor velocity is sufficiently high.

Mostly the polarizer angles are chosen such that 0 (t) a 0 (t), the co-phase mode, so
that canting angle data becomes easily available in thl time dipendency of spectral lines
over consecutive measurements. Although, in principle, the relative polarization matrix
can be determined vith other modes, ;.i. the anti-phase mode in which 0 (t)+e (t) - 20,
such modes are especially attractive when combinations of S-parameters LIe ofr particulgr
interest. A summary of the specifications of the DARR, Including polarizer datasis given
in table 1.

DAM 5010 IIf4.0t144, (after lo.ec...e.nnl 0ARR P*l lf1Ctlon. ( .•4-4-

4 0.4 - 30 0k Raedr type 1(0We PM.

Analyzer b.d"Igdth 9 I/T. trianfular, 9owt~oth

in. da lto e Sign4.al -'06 10.100 () TPMsoltted po04r 00 ago I..

(1M0 12 del Cant. frequency 3,315 SHO

161n. detectable refistlec t .vity 0.10 0 cS-t Pb hn V *tnCy Xcr•rtn F I - 00 W1

FPX10 taget euoare0g0in 2 - 32 5 0 NO.@* rS.esltion h I - to0 a

He-. 0400915•G. Doppler 0/- to ./I *,e04 t16 To 0.202 - J40 00

05le ,'bbelctlior Call 0.10 W. loInt1kn) Best freqencies 0.4 - 1000 kOz

l.eelze.r "•els ./- so ec.. ea.. e01.66ve no&e. TOlga" 1.05 c0

:rlOPltt t r, r 1ne v... Antenna gain 32.7 dO rete iver

P.r.d 40 So 40.0 do transmitt.r

atnerll co-..a... @oti-oh e .404A0ten .a bei.s0 4.0 deor... rece.ier

accuracy 1.5 necreos t.8 Geoge.. tte.'aitter

4t104 isolation 0 0 as

Table 1.

A firet example of a Doppler reflectivity profile as function of height and measured vith
a vertically pointing DARR during stratiform rain is given In figure 26. The radar is
capable to measure not only the effective reflectivity factor and Doppler fall velocity
but alse% the higher order (2nd and 3rd) spectral moments vith high resolutiol in range (30
m) and in velocity (0.1 ins).
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Figure 26. Spectral moments of rain measured with DARR (131.

The physical phenomena can be analyzed and studied based on this type of Doppler
measurements. Above the so-called 06C isotherm ice particles and snov exist. The mean
Doppler velocity at this height is low. Around the O°C Isotherm snowflakes melt. The raAar
detects this process by an increase in reflectivity due to dielectric changes in the
melting snowflakes. The melted snovflakes - first the awail ones and vith decreasing
altitude also the larger ones - fall as raindrops vith en inherent increase in fall
velocity. The reflectivity, beloy the height where the peak reflectivity occurs, decreaies
drastically due to the reduced dimensions of a raindrop relative to the size of the
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anovf Lake from which the raindrop originates. When all snowflakes have melted the
reflectivity in thiW rain area Is nearly constant shoving no dominant changes in the
dropeise distribution v~th height.

The 2nd and 3rd spectral moments are shown below the peak reflectivity. Above the
peak reflectivity these higher spectral moments give a large scatter due to the narrow
Doppler profile combined with a large sensitivity in the computation of these moments

¶ forreflectivity fluctuations far away from the mean Doppler velocity. Based on this type
of measurements the melting process is modelled.

At the bottom of the melting layer the rain dropsiac distribution is determined.
Comparing N (o th mgment) 4 and H3 (3rd moment) with figures 8 and 11 leads for this rain
event to A - 75 10 [a-), D - 1.0 on.
Prom N (2nd moment) it becomes clear that the measured number of small raindrops is less
than cin be explained from the N-F distribution. This reduction in the measured 12 can be
analyzed in more detail by using a gamma raindropsize aistribucion |11.

At last the measured mean Doppler fall velocity in rain (I at spectral moment)
indicates a vertical air velocity of around 0.8 mWs upwards.

A second rain-Doppler measurement with DARR is shown in figure 27. The non-linear
parameter estimation routine has been used for fitting a modified gamae distribution with
the vertical air velocity as fifth parameter and applied to a measured Doppler velocity
spectrum within a range cell. Not the whole Doppler velocity range is used in the fitting
routine as can be seen in the figure. In this case only 12 Doppler velocity cells have
been considered with each velocity cell equalling 9/17 m/s. Using this technique a second
indication has beon found, for a more narrow raindropsize distribution relative to the
negative exponential distribution.

.. . .. . ...~ .. .. . .

Ufl... ... .. . .
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Figure 27. Observed and fitted Doppler velo- Figu re 28. Obrarved and predicted reflectt-
city spectrum of rain within a vity and Doppler velocity pro-
range tell of 30 motors. Male through the melting layer.

Figure 28 Is derived from the melting layer model with a water shell around dry snow
particles 110] combined with DARR measurements of the 0 th and the I st spectral moments.

Doppler fall velocity envelopes show good agreement; the profile of the envelope of
the mean reflectivity is correct except that the peak value In the model Is overestimated.
Lowering the peak reflectivity In the model is possible by Introducing a more
sophisticated refractive Index characterization of the melting particles.

A last example of DARI•-Dopple;. results is given as part of the Doppler measurement
campign In 1985. Special interest Is given to OUR detection capabilities durin-

conectve sinhovers. During these events no distinct radar bright band is detected and
In came of hall peak reflectivitlas even do not occur within the melting process. Based on
the meani-reflectivity and mean-Doppler envelope as function of height and time, the top
and the bottom of the radar bright band Is deternintd together with the height of maximum
refleotivity in between. Even when detection difficultie& exist to characterize the

melting process at some instant, the time dependence gives more Insight Into the
characteristic heights mentioned above (figure 29).

DR polariattric measurements have been carried out In a meaurement c~ampaign with30 _ elevation. During the easuremnts the asliuth angle has been selected so that

perpendicular to the horizontal wind the polarization dependence of the reflectivity can
be measurod with minimum Doppler disturbance. The polarlsorm are steered In to-phase node
In muuh a way that the minimum and maximum polarization angles equal -410 and 490
ranpectively, relative to horizontal polarization. The rang resolution to 30 meters. The
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sveep time is 2.5 Um. Within a range call at 900 .. distance the polarimetric data in
figure 30 as function of time has been derived for 8 up-going sveeps per polarization
period. The polarisation-time dependence indicates that vindshears are responsible for
strong variations in canting of a few large raindrops. So far only preliminary DARR-
polarinetric measurements have been executed. This type of measurement has to be carried
out in future to get more detailed polarization information of hydrometeors.

- n % SU M " .9m r8ab a h"age*~ of iM.WMUT'Ity4v

O 3 4 S a U 53 14 6.

Figure 29. Top and bottom of the melting layer and the peak-reflectivity vithin the layer

during convective showers as function of time.

leal

* 3 - 43 64 U a :u rn iveepa

Figure 30. Polarimetric data as function of time, vithin a 30 a range cell.
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DISCUSSION

A. Ishimaru, US
Why did you choose M-P and gamma distribution? Did you consider ice
particles?

Author's 'eply
The 1-P distribution was selected to make comparisons in the radio
drop sizes derived from polarimetric measurements and from Doppler
measurements. The gamma distribution was used to get an optimum fit
between the measured Doppler spectrum and the theoretical Doppler
spectrum derived from the gamma distribution. The vertical air
velocity was taken into account in the fitting routines as an
additional unknown parameter. Ice part'.cles were only considered at
the top of the melting layer to investigate in detail the melting
process in the radar bright band.

F.J. Kelly, US
Are there any effects on rain or snow particles detected coincident
with lightning events?

Author's Reply
No.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION V

OCEAN SURFACE EFFECTS

by

J.H.Richter, Session Chairman

The Ocean Surface Effects Session consisted of an overview paper of theoretical modelling techniques followed by four
other papers which are concerned with applications in the HF, VHF, microwave and millimetre regions, respectively. The
overview paper by M.Fournier entitled "Modelling of EM Wave and Sea Surface Interaction" reviews EM systems parameters
and signal characteristics used in connection with ocean surface effects. It then covers hydrodynamic and statistical properties
of the sea surface, including various spectral representations. Finally, the paper reviews available models of EM wave and
ocean surface interactions. These models consist of perturbation theory for EM waves which are large with respect to ocean
waves, physical optics techniques for small EM wavelengths and a combination of both when EM and ocean wavelengths are of
the same order.

The second paper, by J.Walsh and S.Srivastava entitled "Rough Surface Propagation and Scatter with Applications to
Ground Wave Remote Sensing in an Ocean Environment", addresses HF radar for surface or low altitude target detection. The
authors use a general formulation for rough surface propagation and scattering problems based on the concept of generalized
functions. Their technique uses a spatial and temporal three-dimensional Fourier transform representation for the field
quantities and requires, in the most general case, the solution of s pair of coupled vector integral equations for surface field
quantities. For their appliration, this general solution reduces to a single vector integral equation for the electric field intensity,
which is the primary quantity of interest for ground wave propagation and scattering. This equation may be further reduced to a
Volterra equation of the second kind. With this approach, the backscattered field solutions at ground wave frequencies and
resulting radar cross section solutions derived previously are presented and discussed. The second-order cross section
contains new terms in addition to those provided by existing theories. These terms may be important, for example, for detection
of stationary surface targets.

The third paper by D.Chrissoulidis and E.Kriezis, entitled "Wave-Tilt Sounding of Tropospheric Ducts above the Sea", is
an interesting proposal to extend wave-tilt measurements, used successfully at lower frequencies, to the 100-200 MHz
frequency band in order to sense atmospheric ducts above the ocean. A numerical study relates wave tilt (as measured by an
airborne platform) and trapping refractivity gradients above the sea. [he effect of ducts on wave tilt is shown through frequency
shifts in a wave tilt versus frequency diagram. This shift is rather insensitive to duct thickness variations and even sea state.
Whether '' lea can be practically realized remains to be demonstrated experimentally.

•.rh paper by C.Baker and K.Ward, is entitled "I-Band Multipath Propagation over the Sea Surface". A 3-cm
wavelength radar was used to measure target fluctuations over a line-of-sight path and interpret the results as a function of sea
surface roughness. They find a good fit of their data to the Rice model provided that the measurements are made over a
sufficient duration to include low frequency sea surface components. Observed effects of large scale ocean structures on the
resulting multipath lobing structure suggest that two relatively similar sea states can result in very different multipath
properties, with swell destroying the multipath lobing pattern by increasing the total roughness of the sea surface.

The last paper, by Y.Hurtaud, D.Terret, J.Daniel and AJunchat, is entitled "Measurement and Modelling of 36 GHz Sea
Reflection Phenomena". Extensive line-of-sight measurements were taken over a 9.6-km path. Tidal changes caused
interference pattern variations of the received signal for a fixed receiving antenna. The receiving antenna could be moved
vertically to create steady-state conditions which enabled the measurement of forward specular reflection coefficients. Good
agreement between theory and measurement was obtained. Effects of atmospheric refractive structure on the data were also
observed.
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MOMISAVIG1 DL L'INTERACTIONINT~PE
UNS QNDZ EZZCDROE IRTIQU2 BT IA

SURFAC DR IA HER

Nicheo1 Fournier
Ine Centra Thomson d'Aplications Radars

18-20 ruie Grange Dame Rane, 78143 vdlixy-Villacoublay FRhNCR

RESUME

Cat exposd a poor but do prdsenter one 51'nthas osur lea moyons thdoriquss dont pout disposer u~i
concepteur do systioe. Eloctrasagndtiques fonctionnent aua voisinag" de 18 mar.

I. interaction entre 1' onda dleetromagndtique at la surf ace do la mar apporte da profendos modifi-
cations aa fonctmonnoesint do coon msytimes go il convient do prendra on cempt..

Troia aspects scot yr~skntds

- Corner lea beoains de llutilisataur en gdgageant lea exigences xrr Is nombre at Ia nature don para-
mitre. qulil eat n~cessairs do connoaltre pour attloindre Ilobjectif qulil sleet fixi. COB exigences sont
fonetion de la frdquence dldmiusion, do ia disposition gdcoitrique don adriens via-A-vis do ilinterface
mer-atmosphbre, du typo dldzsssion ainsi quo du contexts opfiraticonel envisagE.

Dana tous lea cas, il eat ndcessaira do pauvoir ostimer lea caract~riatiquos statistiques apatiales
at tamporolles des signaoz rediodloctriques rogos.

- description appropride do la surface do 10 maer comportent, en particulier, on 'axamen do la ccmpatibili-
t4 entro I** lois do 11hydrodynamique et celles do I. atatistiqusm. D'un point do vue thforique, lo
prcbl~rme eat do ddorire la. surface do litmer c~om un proc*Lsuas stochoatique & doux dimensions. TAB
diff~rentes formes do repr4sentation spectrale do l& surface lont expoades ainsi quo lea liens gui
existent entro elba.,

- examen des Ciffdrents modibes disponibles pour ddcrire3 l'interaction entre londe dlectrcssagndtique ot
la surface do 10 mer. Ces modiles peuvent ftro claseds an trois principaux grouposz

Isl th~orie des perturbations gui a'appliquo bien larsque la lonquour d'ondo dlectromagndtiqus oat

plus gr'.ido quo la houteur moyanne des vogues,

*thdories basdes sum l'optique physique gui slappliguesnt A des frdquences plus Alevies,

*thdories mixtes qui chorchent A conciliar lea doux aspects pr~c~dents.

Dons chaque can, on a'efforce do mettro an Evidence lea avantages at lea lmites d'qmploi du modilo.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lea caractdristiques des aignaux recueillia pax on rdcepteur radiodlectrique Be trouvont profonddment
modifides loraque celui-ci sat situ# on voisin~ge do 10 aurface do Ia mar. En of fat outre 10 signal direct
identique A celui qulil recevrait an ospaco libre viennent alaJouter on certain noebre de mignaux pertur-
batoura r~sultant do riflexions multiples sur Ia surf ace do 10 mar.

Do nombreouee dtudesanct montrd quo carn signaux peuvant so ddccumposer an deux tarmeso

- on signal r~f ldchi doune meni~ro cohdrente,
- on signal rdf ldchi Coune manibro diffuse.

Le signal direct at Is signal rdf ldchi cohdrent aunt dou% signaux d~terminist.,. 11l. eadditionnent
vectoriallemont en tenant cocpte Co diphasage liS A Ia diffdrence entyro leas doux trajets fonction do 10
gdcmdtrie Co la liaison. 11 en rdsolte don interfdrences pouvent donner lieu, soit A on ronforcement du
signal, soit A des attinuations pouvant abler pratiquement jqusA loextinction. Ces off ets doivent Stre
dvaluds et prim an coapte lora do la conception do mat~riels.

lae signal diffus Gat on signal aldatoire gui fluctue dens be temps ot dont Ilorigine provient des
diffdrentes r~f lexions gui so produirnent sur 1& surface do Is mar.

Ceos fluctuations jouent on r~bl important doen lea performances globales dos systimes ot lour influence
doit Egalwent Gtra prime en compto lors do 10 conception de cog systimes.
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Dan@ l~a plubart des cam, qulil mlagic..

-do radars,
-do mystimom do tAldocaminiomtions,
-d'autodirmcteurm doengins.

It captour 41aotrcaagndtique sat coapoed do plusiourm adrians didmentaiza moenstitueant lantanne princi-.
pals. 11 canvient on vue do conoovoir un traitamant du signal adapt& d'ivaluar, dunnm part let
£lu.tuatianm A Isa sortie do chaquo ricepteur 4l4montaire maim ausmi dldvaluar lea torsos do corr~lation
entre dourom cptourm vaimins.

Pour analyzer I* preblmmm d~un. manifre thdorique I. disposition Ia plum simpleou.t do ccnmiddror un
rdoopteur compoed de dour adrian. voisins, leam rdaultats obtanum pourront Atre faciloment itendum au
cam do plumiourm antennas dldmontairoms. Una antenna rdceptrice, pout Stroaocnmidirdo come un opiratour
Uindair. ; l~a tension on sortie out dannde par:

-9b _1 3
expression oO EV, at A*## mont respeotivemont lea cOUIp2 too verticals, at horimontale du cheap dloc-
trique incident done la direction conmidirda ea ~ ot I. gai~n gandralimi do 1 mntonn. do
r~ception done cotto mime dirootion, M corrampond au diminoe dmns loqual le phdncodne do diffusion
eat mignificatif (o* domAeino eat melon lea can limit& per 10 ga~in do Ilantannm ou bion au contrairo par
1.a oax,&ctdriatiques do diffusioAi do Ia surface).

leam fluctuations tampzrolles du signal diffumA peuvont Stre dvaludom on charchent ma& tatiatique
du becond ordre, coast-&-dire, la fonction d'nutocorvilation du prorommum atochoatiqu* ammccid qui oat
ddfinie parz

R(?)=Etvi lpz)

Do Ia amot faron 10 coupl1age spatial antra compomantam dif fumes dt signal A la sortie dos dour
captaurs didmontairem conmidirda at notia A at B pout Atre dvalud par la matric*

On no saintdresme ici quA& ia corrfilation, du signal au mimo instant at an doux pointsa mparim.

D'un. manubre plum gdndral. Im matrice

AjS = -F[ y'/]

caractdrise compldtemant Ia corrdlation spatio-tomporalle entro la !'nrtio des captaurs placds aur points
A at B.

En utilisant Isa notation matricie lie une formulation simple permet en reliant lea caractiriatiquos
giasdtriquom do l~a ijaimon, lam caractdristiquom dam rcoaptoure at lea caractiristiquaa do diffumion
do l~a surface do d~terminer las paramitrom atatiatiquom du second ordr. A la nortie dos ricaptourm.
Cos paramAtres statimtiquem permottont do tenir compto du canal propagation dana on traiteomnt du
signal adaptd. Catte formulat- on met an Evidftnce quo pour offectuor ca calcol il eat nicommairo do
connaltre, doune part la matrice do covariance des tormes de diffusion au miga !ngs.nt Mais aussi la
matrico do crosm-covarianca do cem mime term.. entro dour instants ddcalda P t 4!T.

La matrice do corvariance dam tormos do diffusion A on mfine instant eat eifinie par

AV I(0) 1 Y Mr NV 4%b'ad
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I&* copepamtom &I vactour 12 scat lea tarmom do is wattice do dfus ion difiial d~une men) &o ciao-
aique. La 'aatrice do croame-COvrisnOG antre daux instants dicalia eat difi~nia do ISlam. fugon per i

Lo problame qai me page au concepteur do matirial utilimant un* 11LaiOn radicilectrique ou voisi-
nags ae s Inurfac da Ina mar eat done d~avoir &cede A .e matrices cacwtdrisent is diffusion etaso.
f luctuationo tomporelles.

Lbtnisdos 6limants doesma c A rs *JPeut a.fairs o. appliquant I.. loin a. l'i~ctr.-
megnitLvm*. I&l~ surface d. Is mar auppoad. figde. an revanche Ilobtention des. didmnta d I. la etric.

j4.X(r) felt intarvair A Isa foia lea loai do l.'ilactrameqndtlmme at Ion leis do V'hydrodyneanque
et ao pout on faire aons usi bonn. conneaisenco Priablebi des pWiCekies permettant da diCrire correc-
tament I& surface at incluant 1' aspect temporal.

Unoa mthede thdorique iddale devrW-t done done taus lGO ceo 6a figures Otte capable do fournir Ion
doux matrices A4 (f) at AS (C) on an'utilleant quo lea souia leis do Ildleatromegitina at do
l1hydrodynamlqua at tie fair* appal qu'A unm inimaum d'hyiothiaoa smiplificatrices.

2. NWDLISATUR~ IX LA SURFACE DR Lh PIER

LcObjet do Cott* Partin 40 1 expoad eat do XMettre an relief lea paracAtra eassentilsl permattant
una mcdi ilation do Isa surface do !a mar pouvont servir d0 matdriau do base pout une 4tudo dos pro-
pridtds do diffusion an vue do fournir lea 4idmant. ricoasaire A lIa rimolution du problime thiorique
pond ci-desmus.

La surface do las Or peut Atre conaldirda come consietuto par Isa suparpoeition do troLs phdncm~nos
distincts

- lIa mar dui vent,
- leam onds do capillaritf,
- Ia houle..

L~a mar dui vent oat caractirisdo par dos vague@ qui so formant sous iaction dui vent soufflant our
uno cartainoi dtandua do mar. Ce sent des anda. de gravitd mottant an mouvament des masses dlaso plus
c0 moins isaportantos at dent lIa vitesa. eat contrdl~de Wa l1actlon do lIa pesanteur. Cott* agitation
continua name oprua quo lio vent alt coa&s pour slamortir progrosmalvmnt.

Losancdes do capillarit& sent des codas do Courte loigummor d and. dent lIa vitasa. eat contr~lde par
lea phdnceunaa do tension aaiparficial~lo sur Ia surf ace. Ellan no mattent Peaz an mouvement das masses
d'aeu importantes at ceaasant Mes qua Is vwit towbe. Par vent fort, miles. so soperposont a le mar dii
vent at par vent foible *Ilas constituent lIa riso..

I& houla eat constituda par des vogues aso propagoant loin do lour lieu do formation. Ella so carac-
trins. par mae grande rigolariti at des crates plus longues quo lIa mar do vent. Ella pout oxiatar an
labsenca do tout vont sun l~a zone oaO m11e eat obaervdo.

La Oar du vent at Isa houlo correspondent A des vague* dent Ioa crates sent sipardos per dos distances
da lordredu m~tte A qoolques contain.. do mitroa, alarm quo lea codes do cepillariti sent do lordro
du contimitre.

2. 1) Lien entro 1* apmct hvdrL4dynamlqua at 1 aepect statintique

Dui point d. vua hydrodynemique lIa lindarisatlon des iqo~ttons rigourauses do lIa micanique des
fluides conduit au risultat qua lea mouvomenta do la surface correspondent A une suparposition
doandes dispensives, caest-A-dir, quo lour vitessa do propagation depend do lIa lconquour donds.

Dana Isa cam dos andes de graviti, clost-&-dirs loraque Isa mouvemont do lIa surface pout itre
considird com. rdgi par lea saulas forces lid** a Is pasantour lia relation do dispersion
slcrnt

K

JAL out l~a pulsation do l'onde do graviti,

eat I*a ncmbna d'onda at X - I M ,
o at laccil~iration do l~a posozitour.
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3nan It domain* ag .awles inlarvieamvt I** forcsn 114.8A Ia tenaion ,u~erftaieile, I. relationa
do disperaion sl~crt it

meat IQ coefficient as tensoni auperficielie am 1 easi do met a1 t P Saunt rvcio
lam denaaLti do lair at do Vowx. 1

Done I& son. as transition antre oem daew doeginea Is relation do dispersion pout sl4@riro i

A + l... K'

Los feqations is lbhydrudtnamlqxe euadialmemt tram feejismant bau relations do dispersion sale
ne domnanet peas ft ranaegnomltta aur I& hauteur .am Mnielvl~ations. an offet pour avoir acc£.
a is hauteur des vague$ ii sat n~cessire as faire inter',eadr. Outro IQO forces do gravits on
de capillaritf, Is couplae" dnergdtique entre Is vent at lea vogues at do tonir coepte des
turbulences de Il*air auz volainage do I& surface. I"e tkh4ctiss qui ant 4t&d G"av peloge done ca
mono conduisant A dos riaaaltats qui aunt difficilamant utilisableu dane Is prebima do Ilinter-
action d~unoe nds dlectrc*Akndtique at I& surf ace do 1. met. Clout pourquoi d'un point do vue
beaucomp plus pratiqaae a &td introdulto unex description atatiatique do Is surface. Cutts opptoche
met cuLAitente avc Ilaprocob hydrcdynamique. Rn conaiddrant Is. surface com.e apatialemant at
t~oprelleanat mtatioineaire, LI eant possible de Gifinir un spectre at Ilan pout scatter qulii
exists mes aralogie formales entro i& solution lindariad. des Oquatiuna do 1 hydrodynanique ac
Ie thdorta. do is reprdaentatiun spectral* do Wiener-VKxintchine quo 1 on gdndraiieao insi A
une surf ace cunatitufie par une anperpo ition duandaa diaperalve*. Cott* reprAaentatiun conduit
done & un. surface qui sat PtatiannaLre par rapport aux coardonndou dui temps at Ge 1 eqpace
at qui vlrifi Ionle lois do 1 hydrodynamique.

2.2) Spectr&e'd Is surface

Cotta notion Go spectre 1±4. & une surface cn mouvernant avec une loi dispersive eat approfunfie
ici aur trola points importanto

- len entre lea diffftentes ddfinitiuna dui spectra selun quo Ilan conaidira Is spectra mono,

bi ci tridimensaunnel.

- 6tudo Ge Is zune apectrsle correspondent au domin* des undea Ga capillaritd,

- obtantiun pratLque d-um spectre d&rectif.

I&a surface dtant cunsiddrd. come apatialament et tomparallement atationnaire, il eat idgitixa

ddocrire a

)~(/correspond A lIa d~nivo1iat)on par rapport an niveau moyen au point ddfini apatialement

par Is vectour 7i" at a 1*instant .La fnctiun dlautocorrdlation Ge 1Xý surface eat obtenue

n::plagant an doux into do Ilespac. sapardo ddfinis par '2 at JLat. A deux instants

On pent dens con cunditions d~finir Ie spectra tridimensnionnel par

+ gojq(ri)a jP
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Le gaatxa~laation &a th4.tea do Vioner-Qf n ~luoAX a uxfaa ao. I ntduire

Gwa-. Manl~r naturols to spectre 4 g) ui correspond A 114norg1 quA w prcpog doeja

IQ amo@ du weotor It oL.J quo 1. up.".t f~(N7)u±c epa A meo propegotion done to

Ce. deqia %pQtZoa soot 4iea4MY4tCtiquo. 1% ZOat DIU* aCOMM06 POWr 106 aitCatiaMS 4' lint a,
doom outrea opoctrom qui *us soot a8Im~trIquom. Cos Qopctrom $ant difli Into W{$d'() = S+ (m a

(7W) S.(7,) -1c

ealt aj wctn,,r 7Corepoadant A I& direction du vent. A Cos data sapctrog mont attachda doust
prceagum 4) . at 1 correspondent rapoctivemnaat A don mandtmea prcpaagat dana I* "ano du

voctaur V (direction d. vet) at dana . mo wn$ rdtrograd.. Corn dota ptccemaua mant A incrdmenti

orttogonaux at oatkaoneaux entro etax at pogmottont wna repdasentation do to surface msus !a Con.,

Sn foriction do S()at £ .( f a acmtiom daaautocar:EXttens patio-toporalla do I& *"rface

co quA conduit A un. autre oripromacia dii spectre tridiaemsiwol a

S('7A) = ,( $A + Air 7va

+ 5ag)[A S If~'J()

Sant I& fonctics do Dirac)
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cette awuiaomr rielatio pesmet d6ar-'re I& hau~teurz T-odketique maYanme do$ weques IO~s I&

foau aand

Zn sectra iumie set *b~Lw" *j% as -leet eau aft* instant ma ew points diffirents
do 1.u~rfa.e, alest-A-dJ re, ana canai66rent cells-cl come I ige.

Par difinitian, I& fagactian d'eautoccarrdlatio Jo catto suirtace tigt. out 69le&1 A

Im spectra bidinonsiannel qui set is transtorzm do Fourier do cetts fonction dlautocorr41atlim
set danEprA Pat

(41 fe+*
Per conastruction c. spectre set aymdtrilque a

X& hauteur quaodratique moyanno don vegues slexprim. an tonction do ce spectre pera

Ce qui ccaxauit & I& relatiLan

%((K)

Zn spectre ti-Anensionne1 so dfdaait du spectra tridimensiwamel per a

L~e spectra ama~dismamea.cal (oaa spectre temporal) set obtenaa mama piecoat en un point do Is
surface at ana canmiddrant Ia statistiapa. tamporeiio dame diniveleations. C's spectre out directemezat
accessible per iaexpErience. Zn faxactican deautocorrdlation do Is heauteur do's vaguas eat daxaaae
paraI
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LO spectre wrdd±.ensicnlual 8darit par difinitionI

vaus*tdad aCe spectre eat bien, entandu "Sy trique s 4A)=S(1L.La hauteur quadratique moyanna do*

+ 00

On pout paaser du spectre tridimonsionnol ou spectra tompoiel par Ia relation

C tta oxraio put so transformer en introduisant los spectre.a(s t i' esdu

On a vu quo:

+ s, ( ') -a - A; r e ( K. V a (IK)J

La fonction do Dirac qul %pparadt dons cette formula signifio qu'une onde do ncsibre d ond.
spatial K( no so propage quo si ls relation do dispersion

-a ± .. 4) j(K)

eaZvirifide. En introduisant Is fonction inverse de !a relation de dispersIon: K (a
snpot e ciesn passant en coordonodos polairsa dm3s is plan des vocteurs Wonda spatiaux,

on~~Ks =otirr

11 6xiste une correspondence biunivoqus antre lea vaxiables a~,9 t los variables (ftX I

transformation daa~t IA Jacobian a dcrit

dloO la relation

I ' T , 5 K
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Relation qul Stablit un lien antre la spectre temporal at I* spectre directif. Far aillour. 1.

Le mcddi. pratique do spectra I. mieux confirmi par Ilexpirienco got c*.iui do Piarson-Noskowitz
[1] qui geat artueliusent univeraellement adeptf. 11 permet de relier .5(.a) & is vitassa du

vent par one formulation simple. Ceapndant ii prisenta 1. difaut do no bien s'sppliquar qu'au
domain@ des ondes do graviti ot traduit mal Is. rialitd doen 16 doaisai das courzes longuoure
d , nde en psaeticulier doenIs1 domains correspondent aIis capillariti.

En offat 13* spectre parmet do calculer Is pants quadratique moyenno dos vogues. Dana s c.ans
do spectre do Piersor.-Moskowitz ce cai..ui conduit A une penta qoodratique moaynne infiria (2]
coci out dli mu fait quo is dicroissance du spectre (en 1/Jl~r) nWest pas easse: rapids po)ur
assurer is convergence do 1'intdgrale donnent is pante diad vogues. Or cortaines thdcrioc do
Ilinteracticn ontre one ondo Aiactroasgndtique at Is strface do la mar font intarvonir is pent*
qoadratique moyenne c~om on paramitra essential done lea calculi, doens cam Iss1 spectre do
Pierson-Moskowitz Cut inutilisable at Von f ait soovent appal son formulas empiriquos do
Cox at Munk (31 J ui exprimant diractement la pants quadratique moyenne des vagues an function (1-e
viteassa du vent. Copendent one tells dimarche Weast pas satisfaissota sur 1. plan thiorique at
ii sot bien prdfdrablo do disposer d'un spectre danc is ddcroissance on fanction de is frdquen~co
conduit A one estimation corrects do Is pants des vagues.

Des travaux basds sour un grand ncanbro do manures oxpdrlmantalem s to sr~t off orcis do cacblar
cotta lacuna. 11 got actueliement itabli quo done 1. dcursine dos ondes capillairom [4-5-6] is
spectre pout s'exprimor sous 15 forms

l0 A12 eut on radians par secanda at P K /ojl,e '
U# eat is vi tesse de friction (-m/A )

Cgtto vitasse introduite aon thiorig dg Is turbulenca peot 8tre relida A is vitatse du vent
mesurde par on aniinczr.tro A l'aitxtude (cm) au-deosus Cu nivesu mayan de is surface par lea
relektiona o

V - ( 14# /0. 4) Ixg C / )(as/a)

. (0.684/ 14 + 4.28 x 105 - 0.0443 (cm)

Formulation valabie pour U4 > 12 cm/9.

Cetta thdurie conduit A on spectre qui dipend pour son calcul, de deux psrawftres
la vitesse du vent at Is hauteur do i'andmoasitre, ella nicassite Is ditermination do Is vitoaso
do friction en invermant lox formulas donnant V on fonction do 14
En utilisent catte inithodo ii a itA dt~bli on spectra co-avrant toute Is Vamme des friquences [7]1.
Co spectre eat dfifini par morcesux A 1 aide de formulas gui so raccordent sux frontlires de
chaquo doasaino do validiti. Dena s domdsaino des basses friqoences rigios par Is graviti * cu
spectra eat idontique A ceiui do Pierson-Moskowitz.
Dana s 1.doasins dos andes do capillariti ii correspond & 15 formulttion dicrits ci-dessus. Loa
raccord entra cos doom zones se fait en divisant la plsge interisidjaire on doom parties diatinctas.

Par a~l ours ono cinqui4mo zone couvrant 1. domaine silent do Is frontiira supiriour des andes
capillaires junugaux'o frdquences trdc ilovias assure uno ddcroinssnca spectral@ tells que
l'ensetabie do spctre conduit A xvie p-nte qoadratiqo. moyenne das vagues finie at conforme aux
ingaures expdriincntales do Cox at Monk.

Poor rdscudre le probiimo lid su traitement du signal gui so pose au concapteur do matdr~el, Is,
connaisadnce du soul spectra temnporal eat insuffisenta at ii sat i.4cessairo pour mettre en
oeovre lea thdarion permottant do diturminor la corrilation spatio-temporella do signal, do
disposer du spectra tridimeneionnai on tout so moins do spectre bidimenmionnol do Is surf ice do
is mar.

L'oxamen des formulas perinottant do rolior entre oux lea diffirents spectres m-m~trant gu'il eut
facile do passer do spectre tridimonsionnel au spectre bidimansionnel at do spectra bl dimension-
nel au spoctr%. temporal, mais ce passagg so fait d'uno menibre irrdvorcibia at ii out impossible
da passer Par example du spectre temporal so spectre bidimensionnal par one formulation purement
enalytigue, 1 eact nicacusire A co stade do faire des hypothises physique supplimonta~ires.
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Pour obtanir un spectra dirootjmuiol campatiblo. ,ovot 49 -pantko t~mpO?.1, 10 Principe CIO In
Mdmarcbm eat Is suivant I

ccmo S z A) M) 11 e.l)at commode do di~tiAf-r un nouvoeau spectra done loquol nkintervion-
nent quo doi. frdquoncas powitivo.

- X spectre diroctif pout u'dorire

=0 ~(A)4i

S ant icd 1. spectra dirootif non symdtriquo i

- doa~i can conditions

17 
d

- d'un. maniaro foxmlle11 on pout totijcirs Ocriro

is relaticar dcrits pric~d~omnt mantra quo (( A)doit obdir A

aussile1 prob1&ime do la ditozuination dlu spectra diroctif roviont A trouvor unr modfil. pour I&

foncticn .(#(,1's) qui caraotdrime Ia rdpartition angulaire don vogues. La function f ($',.a] at
1'ch~et do modisiotiona quo Ilan pout ripartir on doux classes . ellos oi0 4 set indidpandont

ds A2 at cellos ad on didond.

oNui Ia preaiLro class, 1. acaO&1. Is plus simple ant 1s mod~lo *euzi-isatrope

0 Aillouro

Un autro 'qod~le cour nt emp1lyE ant a

= 0 aillours

Dann Ia douxiiao cot~gorie on rencontra don moddlos duz typo

~(GJ2. - C#SA(4 .)

eapresaic'n 00 A oat 1M. function plusa ou mains. campliqude do 2.L'obtantion do tale modilos
fa it llobjut do nombroux travaus do Is pout dos codaongrapboo dent Is dotoil d~joatm 1s cadre

duprdoent espned qui no visa qu'A indiquor les principles. on~ Pout trouvor dons L83 at 193 uno
discna'ion extr~olmbnt ccapl~to do cow modblan.
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11 gat ndco~qsalof pour ripondzu a 1iobjectif firg, do connaitro lei dauxr gatriceeJL ( at A
correspondent respoctivemont A Ida matric@ do covariance, dot didmontai do 4 .!aracticaJ n ,

u n mllme Instant at A lour metric. do crowa-ccvexiance A( deaux inbtanta dMoulds / at v

Lotnindes 6ldmant', do l& ulatrico IL, (8) paut me fair& on appliquant You loia do l'ilectromegn#-

tiome a l& aurface auppooeo fLgisa.'lora quo lea d0dmenta do Ia mat ~lce A.'(91 fort LntorvonLr h la

foisleba loia do l'dloutroagandt~irco at lea loia do l2hydrcdynamiqu.

Nous ezaminouc Ici, co quo Il'an paut attendra dos m"&dlea chforiqu%,a exiatanta pour abordar :so doux
problinaa. la mithods tbdariaus Lddals devraLt pour tous, lea Cae do figqures itre rno,)ble do, c'~leular leg
dewi matricesl .A..() t tg.. ') a- so saldnt quo das soulea lois do l'Al-ctrosagndt~ime at do
l~hydrodynamlquo 'on fa faaa* ppfel Ir- u n minimum dthypot22~aaa .mmplficatricon. La pratique montro
qu'll saeviro or f~dt ndcasaiare do fairo dMe Is dpart. des byputhlme almpltflca&tr Loa m por dcrira -"jA,
conditions aux limft.. qui lont diffivlles A formular d 'una mani~rc rigourouse done 1.. 'am d'unea aufaco
alfatoira.

3.1) Ndthode d31 perturbations tB-ii

Cotta thdiotle pose cras hypothime do d.~part qua 10 champ total pout .,' crire sous fc .mo a 'ine
afomm infLnio d'ondea planes at qua cotta description act valable on ;.Out point au* !essus do la

En dcr
4

vart dam coflitlonm aux limi~com eaxctam ot on aitlllant lits dqaatlonm Jr. bsa,;wll, or.
aboutlt A un nyatimo lindaLzu qul pormot d'identlf lar lee coofO.uionta do 1.. somma dlondom ;Azine
ddcrlvant 1. ckh-amp dLffuva par 1.1 surfae.a Pour cij fai ra, on 1Muampoae a surface on harmoniques
apatileux at 1cmn suppose done lax calculo quo Is ,-ugositli d, la, surface eat intdrleurea Isb
imgueur d'ando do champ, dlectromaqndtique in'ýLdent. La md,;hode conduit A A.compoaar !a champ
total rdsultant at dewr torma :

- ns componmnca .- chdrente correupciadant & ce qruo doinarait Is riflexlon apdcolalre sur 10 plaun
non parturbli,

- net components inur cohdrente coxraapon,4wit A la diffusl~ion Udo A 1 influ.tnce dam pertu~rbations
do I& jrarface do I& mar.

Lam calcula di aloj~p~lauc ddjpýrt pour une surface flgde lont laidmant ,;dndrali$4s A una surface
an inauvemant.

La mitode mat on. re.Ltof Is rdaull.at remarquablo quo l& diffubanic do Ilonde dlectromagndtiquo
pout Atvri. Itiu..prdtau corAle 1'Lntmrwafllon antra doux phdnombnes oadulatoirec., llun do nature
Slaotxuaglidtiqu.. at 1 'autre dn, nature eduanlque, sauls la components spoctrale do la surfecai
de I& ear qui a la wmoime anueur d 'caida qua I' and. O~lactrcmnagndtlque inctalonta Interagit avac
ce1l.e-cl.

Ci about't done .1 un phdnomino asez memblsblia h c# quI at pasme on crisltallographla pour Ie
diffrnation dam rayons Y~ par on rdaaaciu cristallin Cdlffractiun do Sraqq).

La mdthod. des pox.'irbaticnx pormet dlaceder par 1& calcul nor matricae..A.49( ) - t 1
0

on tenant ccapto do toum lax aspects ao pecb1Amo, on partlcullor Ia polartoltLon eat prllo en
cocwpto duija menlfto rigourouoe at Ileffet d'ambra pour lea incidencon, regantee alt implicitement
inclus :%ons la mdthade. Dana 1. Jalcot doe tarmsa Cu pramlAr owdro Is spectre do la aurfaca inter-
viont soul at aucune hy'peth~se n'est faLte aur 12 mlo do prc.abllitA, des dninvollatlona. SiIlaon
cherche 1am term** 4 l.1tOXactlon CL dauxil-me ordro 11hypothijas Gaumalanno dolt Atra felts pour
peuvolr affoctoor lee calculi an'alytiquamont.

La mdthode des perturbations a nialhaauxausamant Il'nconvdnient da no )ion sa' ppliquer qu3. una
sarnces ruguarusa (en to reel do languour Wa nds du rayonnecont incident) , on e'amains d 'applicetlon
no couvrr done pax lea hy-perfrdquonicea pour loaquallam la hauteor quedratique mayanno dec vaguom
(andes do. grav

4 
td) eat an glindral supdineoze h k le onguour dlondedo lectrcmagndtlque. En rovavhen,.

ell. slappllque blon pour lee friqueneam utll:laea done s domuialns ;~am tdldcoomunlcations.

3.2) Nithodga do l'optique 12ýýNgul_~ at I;.* i'cotiquo ginamitriqo.

lea mithodom do l'c~ptltquo physluuo lont beasda sur l'approximatlon litr l'nt~grala d.~ Xirclihoff
111.Laa valculs otilisent does conditicon aux limitos arprmimlatlvest grAca A llepproxlmetion

dita d jila tangent slea cinditlansaeux limitea mont coiles qul stxaiont didcltea ra~stivement
au champ dlact~cinagntitque incidant pour on plan loca..ment tangent A ".a auriaeo conalddrd~.i

Cotta approxiaati-n ramst voala'l qua alt lea viyonm da cco'uro)r princlpauxc do Ie surface sont
plua grands quo Ila lonquour d'ondeaot al Ilincilence W'est peas tia remanta.
Coin amthodos sant bacuccup avins rlqureuvoao quo Ia mithodo dom perturbation@, car silos dim-
sciant llan,-tct polenloation dui calcal du t~hamp rermyonni per 10 our,`ace. Llintdgrole is
firchhoff eat appliqude A ur cheap scalalrt at la polarip~aticai du chmsp ridmm eant asaimnilds A
cello nilultacnt du plan tangent mayan Is la urfacto [13-141.
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In incidence resants, J11 eat &eidmnt quo mu3.aoit wwm parti doj Icrsrface so trouv. ilitmirie
per Is ecuroe, Ventre parttl e tromvent done l'cinze. la mice on ceuvre correct.. do Is mthods
do calcul suppoaseait q9m Ilan onatm aeIs poettie 40aize puiinque Itecheap rEdale set abtanu

ian itgrant.dent ctt~ename Imc oorants induits par Ischop dleatrom Agntiqu: incident. En

oo'cofficienrt nwanrigue quI. thiat, comtes dce=.V13_1 X git I& dluns adtirod.
oxtraoemeart artiflciell.,, dant Is e~sultat devimnt do plus en plus douteux veto lea incidence*
rasantec.
T
As mithadec; do 3.' ptique physique peuvent 6tre 96dnralicsda & do* surfaces aninotrapan ean mouy.-

mcenu. ihbypothcse drane surf acc Qiaussianne eat Olorm noiceccaira pour if fectuer lea calculs C19]

Dou" asperts int.~reueczrts, car facile* A mettre an oeuvre at hien virifids par I expdriance, cant
A ratenir dane !2etti mdthode.

1l 5 agit 2

- di Vinfluence do la rucaeitt tie I& mir cur lInaplitude du signal r~f l~chi coh~rent [20-1]

- do la poecibilitli Ge difizir G'un. rmei&re pr~ciso Is. notion intuitive do surface scintillanti
gui set rall.Ee & Is pent. griadratique moyenae doc vogues E1213

Dan* ).ow mfthodes do lcaptiqua physique, an calcule 14 compoumnts diffuse en moyanraant Is champ
par rappor t & toutic lea rdalicetione statictiquec Ge I& surface.
Au contraire, done lie adthodes do I'pt (M , da4ivoloppe Is calcul avant dliffectuir
la mayenna Ptatiatique on faicent apparaltre lee caractdrictiques g~cm~triquec lcalues A traveec
loarientation do Is normalla it lve rayons do ccurburi e do Ic urf ace au point cacgiddri. Lis
champ diffuc "ct firaleoment calcu5A en comaiddrant un ansemble de points brillants ayant une
courbur dart on a calculd I&a soyanne & 1 'aide do I& description statictique do cotte surf ace
(22-2q5o

Cam m~thorss slappliquent bien pour une suvfaca tria rugusu; *Ilanc prdcentent cependant 1.
difaut do so pr~ter IMff-cilamnt au velcul dee corr~lations towpoaelleseintre daux Elfments do
surface, Is nalcui astatictique dtant introduit d'une manigr. beauccuap plue artificielle quo dana
le cadre. dic mithodes bauidic cur Il'ctiga. physique.

3 .3) k~thadic miactec

aline cherchent a conciliar lee cioux approchec pr~addenatesc ptyur Ins petites ondulaticnc
(co~illarith) nn titilico !a mO~thode due perturbations it una autre methods pour lea grandec ondu-
latiuae (4aJguen it hauils).

I& mithc.de de Somenov [26-27] act. Is plus simple : *11o utj.Uca It mdthode do Ilintdgrale do
Kcirchhoff gour 1Ccs granG~s ondulatit.,n. 1A mdthoda de Wright [226-29] eat plus dlaborfe. Ella met
en ceuvee ian repire principalI due ns iuel cant ddcrit. lee grande. andulations St un rapirs
local dont l'arien#Aticn act darnnd per is normalia A I& surf ace correspondant A Ilonaulation .
granda amp~tude. tens le rc-p~r local., It cbkop Eiectramagn~tigue rediffucE met calculd en
considdtant lea petite. ondulations cwm voncant as juxtpta"Or A un. surface localement plane a t
an appliquant I& thtorie atc pierturbations. Le rdsultat obtenu set 'cayennE par rapport aux
orientations aliato?.ree du repbte local. done s leropfre principal. Cette th~orie fait autuellunent

* tljbj do nbriumsa iLvestiqatl ama et donne dec r~cultata qui cadrant hien asic 1 expdrience
Z~-30*C7

3lle *at cipandarit limitdo %u can maeccrctatique. an offet, Ilacamen des foem'les fournies par l&
th~orii dec pertorhraticwca mantra quo &%!s ce can, ca scart lee ccupacantes lee plus hautic du
spectre hydradyna-.que gui interagissent avec 1' and. Elactromagndtique incidents. an revcanche,
dane Ise cat Ge trajets multip~le., an prut soir qui to cart lea composantec lee plus bassec qui
interagiseint, or ces compoiintoa correspondent. cux andes do grasit& gui cart Ge aracla amplitude
ot pour laz;:;lllec IhbypothAca do perturbations petite* per rapport A la languou., d'ocde niest
plus valih~a. Cott* emfthods neset danac pea applicable au can do trajets multiplec.

Toutic lee m~thodic mixtic fart appel pour lout mice in couvre & l'hypothice quo la surf ace %et
Gauccienn. do-plus is problfts do l'caare as pose pour lee grinde* ardulatiare do la m~nS 'conn~te
quo done is cam des m~thodma do 1* ptique physique.

4. CWCUCSIQ4

La pricence Ge 1linterface mar-atmoephbreacpporto des pirturbationsm importantec aux mat~rielIs radiod lec-
tuigues forctiannant dans son voicinage. an ef fet lee r~f lexions multipice cur 14L surface intirfdrent asec
1. eignal direct .. gui praduit des fmactuctions de Ilamplitudo et do la phase du nignal ricultant. Denns
cortains cas% on pout cbserver une quasi-extinctiar du signal. Pouxt luttar contre ceo influences nifactes
at prendra on acmpte is ciurcl do propagation, Is ccerceptaur do m~atdriil doit utilicor un traitimint du
signal apprcpridi.
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CO tXaitmaft oat ban& mur ane oiamismncs den ca atizistiques tumotall~e ouk spatial*@ du signal
en Sut une caminio%4m des Ga*=. Ii got dmon important .u nivoam do Is conception an can matdriola do
pouvoir dimpaosr d'un mayOZn d'iYaluation des caarctfristiquae atatiatiquem du signal togo.

an pouat mantror qua Ia" torma 8A second Ota*de fan tcawt 8' Suto-coatdlatian ou spectreO a& s ortile
du rdomptaur at umatics do carrdlatien spatial. pouvent Atre diduits do .0 gdamittie do 1& l.iaison, do
gain da" .ritio conotituant I* riceptaut et des paonitvam coarotirimant I& diffusion d I'an l~dmlectro-
magnitique par Ia sutface do la mar i A& 1 () ma.-rice as covwltanca do termsu do diffusionatO , ~
matrico do crosm-covatiance antre daux iwtost G440d.15

L1dvaluatIon do coo dl8.Wts caractdtimant 1U diffusion ndoessita una descriptiona ppzaprifa do la
surfacm de Ia wor. tUn point important oat quo leam adas micaniquem qui angmlkdtant catte surface ment
dimpermivem.

La notion da spectre poramt do ddctira atatiatiquoment Ia surface en regraupent, mnus me forum accens-
sible un trim grand nambre do momures offectudom par lea ocdanograophast

- Is spectre do Pierson-Moskowitz dicrit lea andas do gravitdo
- Is domain* den andas capillaires pout Str* actuellomant *ppribandd d'un- manu~re correcte,
- il exists dox moddles do dicroimsanco spoctralo canduimant A une estimation do la pent@ des vogues

conaforms A 1' axpdrience.

Par aillourm il out possible per on. formulation apprapride do passer do spectre temporal facilosant
accessible A 1 * xpdrience at dent an dispose da bons medileg, A un spectre directif qui tradoise d una
manurte rialiste log propridtds physiques do Isa surface.

Dimposant d'un. description convenable do la surf ace lea caractdristiqums do difosicon pouvont Otre
obtenuos A partir d'une moddlization do l'interaction entra leande dlectronagndtique at la surface do
is mer.

too mcdblos dispcoiblem peuvent Stre claedsm an trois principaux: groopes

- la thdorio dog perturbations qui slapplique baroque la longueur d'ands 41octromagndtiquo eat plus
gronde quo la hauteur quadratique mayonne des vhguom,

- lam thdcrias bases. our 1 cptiqua physique gui slappliquont A des frdquonces plius dlevdex,

- lea thdories muxtes gui chorchent A conciliar lax daux aspects prioddoknto.

Lam m~etod.. den perturbations parsot d'atteindro laobjoctif fixd gui eat d'acciddr oux termsm carac-
tdrisant la diffusion en me servant (ram des Equations do M~axwell at d~une description do I& surface
incluant lea 6quat~icmo do la mdcenique das fluides * Malhaurouoeaent cetto mfithod. oat lmitfie an frdguence.
Los autrem mithodom pour lout port no rdpandent 'uimparfaitament A Vabjectif dicrit.

Lo choix d'un modile doit doce so fair*omur Ia base dWorn certain nombre do comprersis en fenction des
bemoins corrompaidant au problima Poa& au cenceptour.

Dane beaucoup do cam un modile momi-oepiriqoe pout denner des rdaultats satisfaiaants done le cadre
doun problAum patticuliar. Par example la thiorie do leaptiqoo physique perMet do calColer lea taresal
Ga diffraction do la surface suppesad figde alarm quo lea fluctuations do signal sent obtonuem par den
ccmmiddratiens ompiriquas gui no sent peax inclusem doen la mdtkaode thioriqug mim e n oeuvre pour ddcriro
lintoraction antre leande dlmctrcommgndtique ot la surface do la mar (31- 12.

D'un point Ga vue pratigue il cenvient ausmi do prendre en considdration in cuaplaxita do miss an
oeuvre d'une thiotim dane le choix de colle-ci en vue d~une application.

Un aspect important qui eat ndqligd par lea thdories exiatante seat 1 influence des fluctuations do
signal dues A 1 hdtdrogdnditd Gas basamos couches do 1 atisosphito au voisinage, du dicptre constitud per
Ia surface do la, nor. 11 eat doec illuseire pent ls praticion do mettre an oeuvre des thdories trap
comaplexes do 1 interaction entre anda Eloctrcmandtiguo at Ia surface do 1& mar qui condoiraient A des
rdaoltots ndgligoent un factour gui pout as rdvdler important.
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I W.J. PRSGON,, L. NOWOWi7 A proposed peotral form for fJ•llv developed wind sea based on the
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ROUGH SURFACE PROPAGATION AND SCATTER WITH APPLICATIONS TO GROUND WAVE
REMOTE SENSING IN AN OCEAN ENVIRONMENT

John Walan and Satish K. Srivastava
Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science

Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada, AIB 3X5

SUMMARY

Some properties of the vector integral equation representing a general formulation
for propagation and scattering from rough surfaces are discussed. It is shown that
under certain conditions the equation may be reduced to a Volterra equation of the
second kind in the normal component of the surface field for an initially unexcited
surface, and hence some confidence may be had in a Neumann series or successive
approximation solution. Using the formulation, the backscattered field solutions at
ground wave frequencies and resulting radar cross section solutions derived previously
for a model of the ocean surface are presented and discussed. The source assumed is a
vertical pulsed dipole. The choice of receiving antenna is left arbitrary. The
second-order cross section contains new terms in addition to those provided by existing
theories. The additional terms may become very significant in certain Doppler
frequency regions and hence required for ocean clutter estimation in the detection of
certain types of surface targets. Some of the new predictions have been verified
experimentally.

a. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of electromagnetic waves with the ocean purface has been a topic
of investigation for many years. In particular, the analytical moaels of this
interaction are used in the interpretation of ground wave Doppler returns in order to
estimate ocean surface parameters, such as surface current and directional wave height
spectra. Also these models are useful in understanding and prediction of contending
ocean clutter, when using these radars for surface or low altitude target detection.
The analytic models for ground wave radars have i.. the past been obtained largely by
Rice's [1] perturbation method. Of particular interest is the work of Barrick [2), who
has derived an average first- and second-order backscattered radar cross section for a
patch of the ocean surface.

In a different approach, the authors have presented a general formulation for
rough surface propagation and scattering problems based on the concept of generalized
functions (3). The technique utilizes a three dimensional (spatial and temporal)
Fourier traniform representation for the field quantities and requires in the most
general case the solution of a pair of coupled vector integral equations for surface
field quantities. However, under certain assumptions, (reasonable for the osean at
ground wave frequencies), on the refractive index and spatial frequency spectrum of
surface and fields these equations may be reduced to a single vector integral equation
in one unknown, which happens to be the electric surface field intensity. This, of
course, is the primary quantity of interest for ground wave propagation and scattering.
Using the integral equation for periodic surfaces, a Neumann series solution is derived
for the surface field in the transform domain. As an application of the series
solution in ground wave propagation and scattering, the source is taken to be an
elementary vertical pulsed electric dipole. For this source, the first- and
second-order expressions for the backacattered surface field for a model of the ocean
surface have been devulopeO elsewhere [4,5]. Consequently, the two orders of the
backeocatterod radar cross section are derived. In this paper some properties of the
above vector integral equation are discussed. It is shown that this equation for the
normal component of the field may be reduced to a Volterra equation of the second Itind
when considering it in the time domain for an initially unexcited surface such as using
a time pulsed source. This automatically brings the convergence properties of the
Volterra equation into effect when generating a Neumann series or successive
approximation solution. The field and cross section results derived in [41 and [(5 are
also presented and discussed.

2. ONE VIEW OF ROUGH SURFACE SCATTER

The starting point in the present diecuosion is the equation,

Ps -sU [In(x')12 +()-f(x')U- j.x] K 1
2 is e 0- f n-x - e ''x eo

X1 U0
This equation is equation (64) in Walsh and Srivastava [3]. In Eq. (1) the function

=if(x') a f(x,y) is the rough surface profile. E is the electric fteld immediately
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above the surface, i.e., the surface field. R+ is a vector function related to ER* and

the normal derivatives of the field at the surface. The expression Es refers to the
eleo';ric sour.3e field (assumed to be above the surface) in a plane s'-z< f(x,y). The
underbar denotes two dimensional x - (x,y) Fourier transform while K . (Kx, Ky) is the
transform variable or spatial wavenumber. The vector n is given by

and is a vector normal to the surface. U = (K
2 

- k2)112 where k = e(poeo)1/2 is the

free space radio wavenumber. The geometry is illustrated in figure 1.

In the most general case Eq. (1) ls one of a pair of integral equations relating

the source 3. and the Teotor fields U+ and R . A simultaneous solution of those two
equwtions for B and R allows calculation of the scattering above and below and on the
surface. In the case of a good conducting aurfane satisfying reasonable rcughness
conditions, relative to the source frequency, e.g., the interaction of high frequency
(3-30 MHm) radio waves with ocean gravity waves, one integral equation may be
approximately solved to give

++ n2 _ .+2."" ('y) En - n 1  Et -jk (L) IlI n(+
(XY) 2 y (n n 2

Where nf 2 . - Ja/(wco) is the square of the refract!ve in.x, +xy denotes the two
dimensional (x,y) gradient and the aubscripts t and n denote tangential &nd normal
components respectively. It should be mentioned that for many cases of interest, e.g.44

ground wave propagation and scatter the 3 is the quantity of interest. Details of the
formulation as well as the assumptions in arriving at Eq. (2) may be found in Walsh and
Srivastava (3].

Also, in the above referenoed paper, a series solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) is
provided for a general periodic surface and for arbitrary source. This solution is
given in the Fourier transform or spatial wavenumber domain and in terms of the surface
Fourier coefficients. For this reason some of its properties are not immediately
apparent, in particular when it i applied to problema involving time pulsed ground
wfve radar systems.

We note Eq. (i) may hb written as,

z- -z-U 0  -2 +2 ++ fu ++ fU
E e 1 e (ILn1 Ys (- •)- I 0) R (1- E 0)].-- U0

0 0 (3)

Noting from Eq. (2) that R is a linear function of E, then Eq. (3) may be intarpreted
as,

+Z- -z'U0 *

2 Eb = T, (F)-T 2 (+) , (T)

where the linear operators T1 and T2 have obvious definitions from Eq. (3). Assu'iing
T1 is invertable Eq. (4) mkv be rewritten as

- -l +z-
I- (Fxy (2 +z e-U)) = T - Tl (T (5)-1

where F denotos inverse (x,y) Fourier transformation. Also recall underbars denote
forward i'x,y) Fourier transformation. The general formal solution of Eq. (5) is,

- -1 -%U -1 -l I *- -zU
T1  (Pxy (2 +5  - 0 )) + T T2 T ( F  (2 E5  e- 0)) + (6)

The evaluation of Eq. (6) requires initially the inversion of

+ 0- -z-Uo 42 ++ ;+
2KB e ,,- " mo , (7)

0 U

where Bo and Ro satisfy Eq. (2). Physically, Eq. (7) ignores the height effect e 0

this .eing accounted for in the subsequent terms in Eq. (6).

When Eq. (2) is inserted intc Eq. (7) then the result may be written in two
forms;
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2Uo 0 s 2 ,2 o [ ls)* k(-^ I12
.1 ino ! t + k V (I n o + 3k (nr- a) lInIiEJ

110+ka - - - o + t(a)
Uo + JkA n -• o° -JkA Yto

*C - e-mU

In! 'no + to [ (I+ E'no) + 3k (A - nl ) n1 Rc]
U1 i jknl U° + jknl .n.o.. . (")

In Eq. (8) we have jet A = 1/n 1 to conform with established notation. The vector
projection operators,

SFx, A = Fxy

A -1(+
may nor be defined, where n is the outward unit normal to the surface. Applying N Fly-1

to Eq. (Ba) and T FKy to Eq. (Sb) results in the two independent, but coupled,

equations,

.Z- --z-UO

- 12UsEe 0 .2+. [-1. - ) + .) =2 1+
N Y ( U 0 +kA ) = El1 no+ N xy o + jk& Eno) + 3k (n, - a)InI Eto]

(ga)
÷-I -. 24O

-I 1 2UsEse 2 + * I (V n1 -,,a) 7 ml Eto+ T KY[ 1+ Jkn1 En) Jk (nl- )I 1 noIV

XY[Uo+ Jknz(9b) •

If the "good" conducting assumptions Uo + Jkni - jkn1 and Jk(n 1 - A) - jkn1 are made Eq.

(9b) may be written as
+ ~ - (2U + *e1-Z-Uo+ +jkn l I Etc - T ~ y ( a - x (1+1 Eno))' (10)

When Eq. (10) is substituted into Eq. C9a) and the result simplified the following
equation rel&tes the normal component of the surface field EB+ and the source,

A • + AA * - + 4 -- Uo
42 + A -.1 , n2 VX. (ml Eno) A - n xn 1 1  Es FX e 0)•n Eno•U +s • Pl

iml 3no*+ " •=y[ E0 + jkA 3 = n+ ' kA

(11)

If we now accept the asymptotic expression

-jkp
-;1 '(P)S

where ' is the Sommerfeld attenuation function and p = (x2+ Y2)1/2 is the plane polar
aistance variable, then Eq. (11) takes the form,

+ A+ + e-Jkp

Eo+ n~ A' . .~y(InI B,) * 7(p) 12-f)
2A A A I -CU -3kp

= __ . (n n. *xy{o e 0) * •(P) _.), (12)

where * denotes two dimensional (x,y) convolution.
xy

3. QUASI-TIME DOMAIN EQUATION (TIME PULSE RADAR)

We now wish to interpret Eq. (12) in a time domain s9nse, in particular, for time
pulsed ground wave radars in which periodic (assumed long compared w._,h propagation
times), single frequency (say wo) dominated pulses are transmitted. We assume that the
following is valid:

*A
1) the surface, hence n, n etc., is considered time invaAeiant (slowly varying with

respect to propegation times, significant changes occurring only between pulses);
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2) the surface is relaxed before excitation, which is assumed to occur at t * 0 for

each pulse by time shifting, this requires

I (x,y,t) . h(t) *+ (X,y,t),

where h(t) is the Heaviside or unit stop funotion;

a~l -Jkp) ( hS•~~ ~~) Pl(P(P) L_)~p+ f /
2%p 2%p

It is understood that the attenuation function F is now evaluated atW w* o, where

Wo is t 'he dominant pulse frequency. c is the vacuum velocity of 1Jght. 8(t) Is

the Dirac delta function. This assumption neglects the natural transient e'ffectsof the surface. An Improvement on this may be found In Walsh [6).

A more detailed discussion of these assumptions is available in Srivastava's thesis

[4).

By using the above Eq. (12) may be rewritten as,
Enotx,y,t) .4 t. y a2 A ( +o x,y,t)) * p(0)

A
^ . ^ n--;t(U z x Uo)6(

Fz;t (2tU E * () t-/] (13)
Ini2 xyt 2 sp

where * denotes three dimensional (x,y,t) convolution. By changing variables and
xvtcarryin out the t convolution on the left hand side of Eq. (13) an equation equivalent

to Eq. (13) is,

+ t 2% A

Eno(Xyt) + J f F(ct,) [(..L-n (x,Y)) - {(cos ea (lnl a n, (u,v))

+ sin 0 . Cll • n7 (u,v))) Eno(uv, t-t')
* A +

c((lnl •uv A n (u,v)) Eno(u,v, t-t'))Ij do, dt'

fn n ."xyt (2Uo Ey e ) * F(P) (tL•aL.,/)}], (14)

n 2 xyt 2imp

where, u x + ct' cos O
at v = y + ct' sin qa

" =u...n ' Evn°(t) = oEn(t)

Equation (14) is clearly a Volterra type integral equation, hence, some confidence may
be had in a Neumann series or successive approximations type solution. The smoothness
of the kernel is not evident for a surface such as the ocean, however, even in this
case, a generalized function or distribution interpretation should be possible. Eq.
(14) also implies the Volterra nature of the more general Eq. (5) when interpreted as
above.

4. BACMSCATTERED SURFACE FIELD FOR THE OCEAN SURFACE

The ocean surface, I = f(xy,t), may be described by a three dimensional Fourier
series in the sense of Rice [1) and Barrick [2) with random Fourier coefficients;

f(xY,t) m,n,L Pa,n,k exp (J(mNx + nNy + 1Wt)] (15)

where N is the fundamental wave number and W is the fundamental frequency. The symbol
Z indicates a triple summation over the int4gers m,n and A from -- to -. The mean

mn,l
level of the surface is taken to be the z = 0 plane. Assuming ocean waves are,
statistically, dpatially homogeneous and temporally stationary, the following ensemble
average may be defined 14,5)

N
2V(2x)"3 S(aN, nN, AV) , p - m, q A n, i = .

< Pm,n,l pgi > 00 otoherwise
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where tae asteriek ( a) a o eQpererlipt denotes the ocaplex conjugate. 3(a.i, V)

amy be referred to as a three dimensional wuveheight spectrum. It it 1iymetric in the
oene* that S(mN, nX, iW) a 3(-*N, -nX, -IV). Considering only deep water ocean gravity

waves, in the limit 9 and V + 0, the three dimensional spectrum may 0ereduced to a
non-smmetrio two dimensional or directional waveheight spectrum

+1/ 4. 1(~ ( g)/211(6
S(K,o) - 14s(1) 6(0 + (6 K) +/2 1(-) 8 ( K)

where K - KX x + Ky y is the ocean wavenumber vector with magnitude K and 0 is the

frequency. g is acceleration due to gravity. Prom these spectra the mean square

surface displacement (h ) may be given as

h2 K f2 (x,yt) > _ --I I f I S(K, 0) dO dK7 de:3 Kx Ky 0

2 K j f s(*K) dKy dKx. (17)

Using the series solution presented in Walsh and Srivastava [31, the first and
second-order approximations of the vertical component of the backscattered surface
field for the abgve ocean surface model have been derived. The mathematical details
may be found in 14] and [5). The source assumed is an elementary vertical electric
dipole located close to the surface along the s-axis. It is excited by a pulsed
sinusoidal current of peak value 10 and frequency wo with pulse duration to. The
expression for the first-order backscattered surface field, Elf, is an follows;

t, CNh, 2 1/2
2f"Of( t) Pm,n,i Fo (r*o,m) gr(Om) (Km)

(2-p o )3/2
(K,- kc) Sa[d (K, - 2k 0 )] exp[.(po0K + AWt' - 1)) (18)

P 4

whire

A AN + +i xNy,
K- Nx+ NyKm = 11(1l s, tan (A) , Sa(x) =i.fZ (19)

m x

,- (-j 120 xko) is the dipole constant for the transmitting antenna with ko - wo/c as

the transmitted vavenumber. gr(G) represents the free space field or voltage gain of
the reqeiving antenna in a direction 0 in asimuth with x-axis taken as the reference.
to is the time delay between transmitted and received signals. This field is received
from an angular section of a circular annulus of the surface located Lt a radial
distance P0 . ct,/2 from the antenna. The radial width of the angular section is 2 -
cVo/2. Th antgular width equals the beam width of the receiving antenna. For P
omnidireotional reception, the first order scattering reginn is the complete annulus.
If th. receiving antenna is narrow beam, the angular section reduces to a patch [5].
The variable tV in Eq. (18) refers to tne temporal variation of the surface and hence
the temporal variation of the received field from ons pulse to another for a fixed to.

The function Pc,(pc, 0) in Eq. (18) is the ease as the Sommerfeld attenuation

function except the numerical distanco contains h0(O) instead of the normalized surface

impedance ý. &o(e) is an ave-age modified surface impedance and it takes into accout

the surface roughness also. It is dependent Qn the direction of propagation e as the
surface roughness may r.-t necessarily be the same In all directions. The expressionmay be given an 1SJ.

+ _ý II 0002(1~q ,k X d ooe($-G)
8%2 Kx Ky (d + 4) A d + a

+ I K2 sin Ps sin 201] [S(K) + S(-+K)] dK dKx (20)
2 7

where A

K - Kx + K , K + K *- tan- ()

[ L.. IK2 + 2koK qos($_e)1l/2 coo (#-o) < - K

d kh 
2
kJ (21'

i = J 1K2 + 2koK 0 o08(0_)l1/2 coo (#_9) > -

Lk-o 2
ko

By using a surface wave formulation in Rice's [1) perturbation tchnique, Barrict
has derived an expression for the average modified surface impedance. The above
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xtzweoesion a&Parrn ooevbat different vhen COeaers4 vwth his oxpreefion. Roevvr, Dave
e i]hm otoa ea the surface 1:l&ncs uhing both expressions tot different sea• oondItione and at 4ittnrent frptuenotee and good numerical agreement is round.

In order to use the relatively simpler and mar1 treAsparent solution yIvon b9 y q.
(14), then the previcus meries solution given in 3 an ox•rssoion for thu first-order
baoksoattered surface field has been recently derived, "If%&n tNe inme source. The
field derived in this vwy io denoted as %r.

(tot') a 2CAe p2(po) Z Sr(4') (K,)1/2

(21ta)3/2 ant

"* (1-ko) Sa[A, (K-2ko)) ,xp[j(p0  + Vt, -X ))
4

"* (PE,n, + 2 p z Pm-pn-qA-i Pp-uq-v,i-v
aYmk)p~q.1 u,v,w

* Puv,. (�-pK Kpu) (Ku2 _ ko 1, Ku) + (x3 -. KR) (K*pu •Ku)]) (22)

where

a . ul ^X.+ vi YIu Ku , I K* p yx + q 4y . Kp - I+Kp

r-p a K. - Kp , P- " Kp - KU (23)

When comparing Eqs. (20) and (22), the two results appear to be somewhat different.
The attenuation function in Eq. (20) contains the modified surface Impedance A. whereas
it contains A in Eq. (22) On the otherhand there is a third order correction to the
first order field in Eq. (22) whereas no such correction in there in E9. (20). It is
seupected that the change in the first order field caused indirectly by the modified
surface impedance in Eq. (20) is equivalent to some extent to that produced by the
third order effect in Eq. (22). R-ivever, this requires further investigation.

The ?ecod-order baokacattereA surface field derived from the series solution
given in [3) consists of three parts,

E 56(tO-t') a E6* 1 (t 0 ,t') + Ie5 2 (tot') + 8583 ('to,t') (24)

The corresponding expressions are aa follows (5);
2Cab A

1s61(ýI°wt') =\ -2C&Io\/ E,q~ E,n Pp~~ PU-p~n-q,x-i gr(*,)

(m.n)d(o,O)
P 0o2 (0o,*,) 8a&[p(K-2ko)] exp[j(p0 Km + AWVt' -

Q(,,n,p,q,) + H(m,n,A,pq.t) (K.-ko) (y)l/2) (25)

se2(tot') - - .. (2)3/2 ,q- i E X Ppjqji Pm-pr-q.,-i gr(Op) Po2 (Po.#p)
(2to 2p~q,i a.n.1

(m,n)*(o.o)

Sa[Ap(Kp-2ko)] exp[j(o•K + ' - )] Q(m.,n,pq,0D) (26)

_p + K+ KP)11/2

=tO pqo mn, Ppqi Pm-p,n-q,A-i [ PO(rb,*b+e)
(m,n)a (,O),-0

.F,(rQt+e+:) Po(ra,e+u) .(e) Sera[it( 0 .o 0,,) 2k-o]

exp[Jp0 C(p 0 ,o.ej] exp[J(AXt' + I Big A)] a 1---•- e (27)
(l+coshPo)Jdet A1l/2

where the restriction (m,n) * (0,0) means the summation ineices a and n cannot be

simultaneously equal tc zero. $a and p are the directions of the vavenuaber vectors
K, and Kp . Ka3 P and m- are the magnitude and direction reopectively of KX~ . Other

functions and symbols are defined below.
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Q(m,n,p,q,e) = (poose + qsine) [(m+p)(konose - mN) + (n+q) (kosine - nN)] N2
ko

- (p 2 +q 2 ) [m(k Ocoee .. mN) + t.!-itne - nN)] N
3

H(m,n,1,p,q,i) * [K p K + (K.KM-p 4KP + Kmp) ( m
2 p M-P DP K2  K,.~ - 12W2 ±(A~i)W2 (8(28)

2p0
ra= (l + coshpo)

rb = pO(coshpo + cos..) 1 sinhposinao
(I + coshO) b tan o oOOSO + I

r. . Po(coshPo - cOSa=) , sinh4osna1rc= (I + ooshoo) " ' e f tn-i c0S zoC• _ 1

I [2KpooS(Op-e) + Km., sinhP sina sin(m-p-0e)
(l + coshP)

+ Km-p (1 + coshP coma) oos(Cm*p-e)J (29)

det A and sig A are the determinant and signature of the matrix A, where A is diven
as

A am2  (30)

Both det A and si5 A should be evaluated at 0 =0 and a = o" o is the solution of
the equation,

aicoSh2 + a 2 coshP + a3 = 0 (31)

where

a1 = 4 Kp2 cos 2 (#p-0) + 4Np P3-p coS(# P-) coe(*cm p-) + -- 2

a 2 = -2 K2_ sin
2 (#mp - e)

a 3 = - ein 2
( p - +) (K•_ a+l - a) , (32)

such that 00 is real, non-zero and it satisfies the following equation,

[2KpCos(#p - e) + Km5 p cos(*m.p- e)" cos(*m.p- 0) coshPo [1 + tanh2 0o

-)]K/2 n ta( _p - 0)) [sin
2

( m_p - 0) + coshpo]. (33)

sgn(x) is the sign function defined as

sgn(x) = , 0 (34)

Having obtained 0 80,0 may be derived from

tanmo = tanho0 tan(.m_p - 0) (35)

such that 0 ( ao C %. It may be seen that 00 and a. are functions of wavenumber
4 +

vectors Km, Kp and the integration variable M.

The first part (E,,l) represents the case where the two scatterings occur on the

angular section of the annulus defined by the first-order scattering. This part also
includes the se-mnd crder hydrodynamic term derived by Webei and Barrick [9L, which is
represented by t i function H in Eq. (25). The second part (EIe2) represents the case

where a first scattering occurs at the source point and the second scattering occurs on
the angular section. Lastly, the third part (E,,3) represents the case where the two
scatterings occur otf the annulus. rb is the distance between the source and a first

scattering point. ro is the distance between the first and a second scattering points.

ra represents the distance between the second scattering point and the receiving (or

source) point. The corresponding three directions measured with respect to the x-axis
are (*b + 0), (4,0 e + x) and (e + it). It should be mentioned that Eqs. (25) to (27)
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are valid provided the respective square root term in the denominator is not zero.
However, these expressions are used in deriving the cross section with due regard to
the regions of their validity.

Thus it may be seen that for a given time delay to between transmitted and
reoeived signals, the first-order field is received from an angular section of the
surface. On the other hand the asecond-orier field is received from the angular seotinn
as well as from other regions of the surface, all arriving ut the se time. The
additional two second-order parts (Ez. 2 and Ek 3 ) may be viewed as the effect of
interaction of the source with the surrounding mu-face and the multipathing effect
respectively.

5. BACKSCATTERED RADAR CROSS SECTION

In deriving an average backscattered ground wave radar cross section for the model
of the ocean surface it i" assumed: (i) the three parts of the second-order field
given above are uncorrelated, (ii) the probability distribution of the surface
displacement is Gaussian with zero mean. In this event cross power spectra are zero
and hence the average power spectrum of the received signal may be given as

Pr(-d) - Pf(wd) ' Psl(wd) + Ps2(Wd) + Ps3(-d), (36)

where wd = (w - wo) is the Doppler frequency. Pf is the first-order spectrum

corresponding to first-order field (Ezf). Palo Ps2 and P.3 are the three parts of the
aecond-order spectrum corresponding *o the three parts o± the second-order field.

For convenience we introduce the standard radar range equation for the average
backscattered power spectrum (Prp) received from a small patch of the ocean surface
located at a distance p0 in a direction e0 [2,5],

2

Prp(wd) = ID~1n ±2 X p14 ap(wd) (W/Hz) (37)
(4-)

3 p4

where Pt is the average transmitted power. Gtp and Grp are the free space power gains

of transmitting and receiving antennas in the direction 00" Xo is the radar
wavelength. Fp = Fo(po, o0) is the one way ground wave attenuation function between

the radar and the patch. ap(wd) is the average Doppler frequency dependent

backscattered cross-section (spectrum in m
2

/Hz) of the patch. Also,

"" oa,(wd) dcd (m2) (38)
P 27 2i Opw) w

where ap is the backscattered cross section of the patch for ground wave radars.

Although the backscattered signal for a narrow or wide beam receiving antenna is not
just received from the patch only, we may treat it as if it was for determining the
cross section. In other words both first- and second-order scattering regions may be
taken equivalent to the patch for this purpose. In this sense we may say Pr(wd) =

Prp(wd). This in turn implies from Eq. (36)

ap(wd) = af(wd) + dsl(ud) + ds2(wd) + os3(wd) (39)

where of is the first-order cross section. o0l, d,2 and a83 are the respective three
arts of the second-order crobs section. These cross sections have been derived in
fl. The results are presented here.

Firct-Order

The first-order cross section may be given as

15 2 2

of(wd) = A' r 1Wd- (!A - k,) 2 Sa2[AP (! - 2ko)]
IFP1 4 Gr.p % p3(e02- e1) g g

f 02 Gr(#) lo (pc, #)I4 S(-2v 2 sgn(v) k4) d# (40)

where v = wd/wB • =B = (2gko)1/2 is the well known Bragg frequency [2]. 0 = ko
cos* x + kO sin4 y is the inciden' radar wavenumber vector. Aa = 2poA (0?- 01 ) is the
area of the angular section responrible for first-order scattering. Gr(W) is the free

space power gain of the receiving antenna with 91 # ; 12. The angular range of the
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receive beam in arbitrarily taken from 01 to e2. Assuming a large AP, the limit of the

squared uamplir.g function [8a
2

(x)) may be taken to be the Dirac delta function. In
this event Eq. (40) reduces to

4

Of(wd) 16 k a ' 8(wd+ MwB) f r2 G(O) I 0(Po,#)14 S(2m k.) do
IPp14 Grp (02- el) m-• eI (41)

where a - 1 and -3 for summation.

A comparison of th-. above two equations shows that Eq. (40) contains two peaks at
±tB and around the peaks the cross section is a continuum but rapidly decaying due to

the squared sampling function. Whereas Eq. (41) gives two spikes or impulses at ± WB'

For narrow beam reception, e1 and a2 reduce to ( 0.- Ae) and (0o+ Ao), where eo is the

look direction end N is the beam width of the receiving antenna. The first-order

scattering region then reduces to the patch. Under this condition the integral in Eq.
(4C0 or (41) may be easily evaluated by approximating the integrand at t - 00.

Proceeding with Eq. (41) the result would then be the same as that derived by Barrick.
[2) when interpreted in our notation.

In deriving Eq. (40) tCe field equation used is (20). If Eq. (22) is used

instead, the first-order cross section (of) is given as follows;

,(wd 8 A,& I 1dI5  Ip(po)1 4  ( - k 0)
2  Sa 2[A. ( - 2ke) )

() p14 Grp -rg3(0 2- 91) g -

2 Gr(*) S(-2v2 sgn(v) ko) C2 (v,*) d* (42)

01

where

C(v,*) 1 - -,-.. f f K'
3 

S(K') (I + (X2- cos
2
(#-4')] do'dK' (43)

2%2 K'=O 4=-- v2_0.5

KC~,A + , VA
' = K' cos4' x + sin* y.

If the effect of surface roughness on the attenuation function is ignored in Eq. (40),

the two expressions of and 4ý for the first-order cross section are the same except of

contains a modifying factor C
2 (v,o). For estimating its effect on the first urder

peaks (v = 1), the integral in Eq, (43) is evaluated using the Neumann-Pierson model
for one dimensional waveheight or frequency spectrum [41. The factor C simp~ifies to

[l - CnU-' 3 (./2)3/2], where U is the wind speed in m/s and Cn = 3.05 m2/s5 is a
constant. At a typical wind speed of 30 knots, C

2 
gives a reduction in the first order

peaks by 0.9 dB. Eq. (42) may also be reduced in the form of (41) containing two

impulses at ±w3B In that case the factor C
2 would give the reduction in th3 weights of

delta functions, e.g., 0.9 dB at 30 knots wind speed.

Second-Order

(i) The first part of the second-order cross section may be given as [5),

Val(Wd) = 404 Am. E f 2 (*) IF,(Pc.')i 4

Ip 4 Grp It2 (02- 01) m,m'=±l *=01

f f Ice + Chis S(m K1 ) S(m'+ 2 ) 61wd- m(g K)l1/2 - m'(g K2 )lI2] dq dp d4 (44)

pq

where m - 1, -1 and m'- 1, -1 for summation.

K, ý (p - ko::°s*) 3 + (q - kosino) ^, K1 = 1Kl!

K 2  -(P + k xoOS#) @ - (q + kosino) •. K2 = IK+2

[k= [ - (p c oo. + q s ins) 
2  

- 2 1n. # (+)

S(•l "K 2 )•l/
2 11 2 2a ((KI - K2. ) (W+

+ 2
Ch -LKl + K2 + ( d

a lKK2)l/ (B -d)
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O. anW Ch are the second-order electromagnetic and hylrodynamic contributions,
respeotivzly. '2ho part containing C~in Eq. (44) is valiM provided C. is not singular.
This singularity corresponds to the squar- root tert in the denominator becoming zero
in the field expression (U5).

(1i) The second part of the sesord-ordvr cross section may be given as [5],

Je2(d) = 4 A ,e2 Cr(*) lo(po,)4

ipp14 
Grp ' 2 (e 2. el) ,m'=±l 01e 1

f + ;o) " K1 l S(m Ki) S(2m'ko) d[wd + i(S KI)1/2 + m'wB] dq dp do (46)
p q 1(1(1 + 2k*,) III

where

A Ak1 - p x + q •, IC1  KI: , o - ko, .,os* +a k#ei., x (47)

Agein, Eq. (46) is valid providod the ittegrend is not singular. This singularity
corrsp•r.d3 to the square root term in the denominator becoming zero i.n the field
expression (26).

(iii) The third ;art of the seoond-ordkr cross sooeion is as follows (5):

A APA f2 02
- - - -C - '%•')=iPp14 Grp 94(92- l1) m,w'-tl 0-01 0"9e1

* f I I I P, (rts, Obsei, e) 70 (rbs, bs + 0 ) Po (ro, oe+ + X)
K1 -O 1-n :2*O #2'-9

P I I "+% SQ K 23[

* Po(rcs' 4*,01 e + %) f(rae, e + 1) To(ra., e,+ =) Cs Q; K1 K2 8a[6p (F,- 2ko)]

exp[jpu(? 5 - 1; - j 3 /Bug An- aid A ,)]
•&a[A(9,- 2k°)j (1 + corhP.) (1 + alsho;) luet A. det A;!l/2 s(V Kj S(m,•2)

• 63 + m(g K})1/2 + m'(9 X2 :1/2] d* 2 iK2 do, dK1 de' do (48)

whure

Yl- Kl, _X + K1  y~ K1  1*11, #1 tanf K~K 1+ A A +

KC2 - KC21 x + K2y Y, K2  11c21,1 *2 - tan-1 (K2y."K2x) (49)

Other symbols and functions may be defined with the help of Eqs. (28) to (35)
associated with the corresponding field expression (27) by first substituting Kl,= pH,

Kly - qN, K2 x = (m-p)N and K2 y a (n-q)N in those equations. rbs, roe, ran, 
4
'bs' 

4
'oS'

Q8, to, sig An, det As, p, and a, are then, respectively, 9quivalent to rb, ra, ri, 
1
'b,

4
c, Q, F, sig A, dot A,' 0 and a: appearing in Eq. (27). By replacing 0 with 0' we

I b Isimilarly obtain rbS, ra, ran, 4
,b' ,cs, Q., t, sig A., dot A;, 0s and a;. Again,

Eq. (48) ti valid provided the integrand is not singular. The singaIlarity correspondu
to the square root term in the denominator becoming zero in the field equation (27).

The equations (44), (46) and (48) thus represent three parts of the second-order
Doppler frequency dependent backscattered cross uection of the ocean surface. The
expressions are applicable to any receiving antenna configuration, e.g., narrow beam or
wide beam. The transmitting antenna is assumed to be omnidirectional. It may be again
mentioned that strictly speaking these three equations do not represent the
second-order croce section of the patch. However, they have been derived as if the
total scattering region is equivalent to the patch in the sense Pr(wd) = Prp(ud). On
the other hand a., represents the case where both first and second scatteritgs occur on

the angular section of the circular annulus. The section which is also the scattering
region for the first-order is bounded by (p 0 - Ap) < 4 (P,+ Ap ) and 014 e 2 .
082 represents the case where the first scattering occurs at the source point and tie

second scattering falls on the angular section. a.3 represents the case where the two

scatterings occur off the angular section.

Consider now the case of narrow beam reception. The angular section reduces to
the patch with 01 = (0o- A.) and 02 = (Go + de), where 90 is the look direction. Under

this condition, the 4 integral in Eqs. (44) and (46) may be easily evaluated by
approximating the integrand at 4 - 0o. A problem remains with oc3. An inspection of
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Eq. (48) shove that the approximation 0 = e 0 = in the integrand may not be justified

* due to the highly oscillatory exponential term present in the integrand. However, we

nmay approximate P., as, P. and a. at e - 91 a 8 0 and then perform the stationary phase

integrations with respect to 0 and e' 'reatiig pose the large parameter. This

approximation for ft to a. simplifies the solution for stationary points with respect
to * and 9'. As a result the arguments of the two sampling functions become equal.
AssuminC a large AP the limit of the squared sampling function may then be taken as the

Dirao delta function. In teis way the number of integrals in Eq. (48) uay be reduced
significantly and thue provide a relatively easy computation of o83 as given in [10).

For the aoove narrow beam conditions, Barrick [2] (also [11)) has previously
derived an expression for the second-order cross section using a different technique.
His cross section result corresponds to as,. A comparison of our result for a., with

thal derived by Barrick shows that both solutions are the same except for one
difference. In his result, when interpreted in our notation, the denominator for Ce

+ + /2 intado * 1/2*
contains [(Kl. K2)' koA*] instead of (1l" K2' where A* is the complex conjugate

of the normalized surface impedance. Since Ik A1 it very small for the ocean surface
at If? or lower radio frequencies, the effect o? (ksA ) on Ce is negligible except when

(K1" K1/2 is almost zero. But then our result ts not valid when (Kl" K2 ) - 0 as
mentioned before. A new analytic estimate of a., shows no such singularity. However,
the exrresaion is not given here beouase of its complexity. Hence it may be said that
the apparent singularity in the present as1 is the result of the approximate

integration technique. A plane wave incidence ii used in Darrick's analysis which
accounts for the double scattering ocouring on the patch only and hence his result does
not contai.n the two additional second-order cross section tarms, a,2 and 0s3" In the

present work a pulsed dipole source i1 used which does not limit the scattering region
to the patch only. A discussion on the additional second-order cross section terms is
given in Srivastava and Walsh [12,131].

To show the individual effects of the three parts of the second-order cross
section some examples have been presented here. For computational ease, especially for
a ., only narrow beam reception is considered. Also, for computational purposes A is
used instead of the modified surface impedance (Ao) for evaluating the attenuation

functions in a63. The oceanographic model used for the directional wave height

spectrum is the Pierson-Moskowits frequency speotrum with a cardioid directional
distribution [4]. Figure 2 shows the individual spectrum of 0.1, 0.2 and a.3
normalized to the patch area for a 10 MHz radar frequency and figure 3 at 25.$ MHz.
The wind velocity is assumed to be 30 knots at 45" with reference to the direction of
the patch. Figures 4 and 5 show simliar plots at 90' wind condition (cross wind). Not
shown in the plo"o are the two first-order peaks at ±wB' which lie in the null regions

of L1l" It may be mentioned that these plots are based on the assumption that the sea

is fully developed in the total scattering region including the region surrounding the
radar, e.g., a ship or in offshore platform based radar.

The shape of the second-order spectrum given by 0s1 is well known (2,11). The

spectrum of os2 is produced by all ocean waves present at the transmitting antenna but
by only two waves on the patch, with wavenumbers 2ks, one moving towards and the other

a'ay from radar. The resulting spectrum has a much slower cutoff than that of 05l. It
has peaks at zero Doppler and at wd= ± 

2
wB. A study of Eq. (46) shows that these peaks

may be viewed as a repeated first-order phenomenon, first at the source, then on the
patch. Figures 6 and 7 show Doppler spectra measured by Barrick [14) in the North Sea
with an offshore platform based radar operating at 25.4 MHz. The second-order peaks
predicted by 082 are clearly presenv in the measured spectra in addition to the

standard peaks produced by *,1 and the two first-order peaks. Referring again to

figures 2 to 5 the spectrum of a 3 is now considered. The 'Ipeotrum is significantly

lower than that of as1 at all Dopplere except at wd = 0 and near ±23/4 CB, but not at

±23/4wB (corner reflector point). In these regiots it Is higher than or comparable to

"asl. Based on the plots it may be inferred that the oont-ibution to the second-order
cross section by 082 is very significant around zero Doppler and in the :region Cwdl >

23/4 wB. The contribution of a is small in comparison to a., plus 082 except near
wB. Also, the Doppler regions near i wB, which are commonly used for estimating

ocean wave parameters [11), are relatively unaffected by the addit:onal terms.
Therefore, in these regions the second-order cross section may be adequately described
by a.1 alone. On the other hand in target detection 0a2 and a83 nay be very important
in modelling the contending ocean clutter when the target Doppler frequency is around

zero (for sea ice, icebergs and ships) or greater than 23/4,,3 (for ships).
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Oonsideration is now given to land based radars. In this case the antennas are
generally located on the beach or near the shore. ao2 may not be wholly present in
this case. Also, a reduction in a83 may be expected as it does not account for any
scattering occurring on the land. No change may be expected in a.l. Figure 8 shows
spectra of asland c. for such a condition at 10 MHz and figure 9 at 25.4 MRS. The
wind velocity is taken as 30 knots at 45%. The shore line required for *s3 Is assumed
to be per~endioular to the look direction. Compared to a.1, *83 is only effective near
Iwdl a 23/4 ". If there is a part of the sea behind the radar, 0,3 may be significant
at zero Doppler also. It may be mentioned that another additional term in the
second-order scattering has recently emerged from the analysis with sole contribution
at the zero Doppler frequency. This contribution is presently under investigation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A forrulation for electromagnetic propagation and scattering from rough surfaces
has been presented by the authors elsewhere f3). It consists of a vector integral
equation in the spatial and temporal Fourier transform domain some properties of which
are discussed in this paper. It is shown that under certain conditions the equation
may be effectively reduced to a single scalar integral equation for the normal
component of the surface electric field. Further, when interpreted in the time domain
for an initially unexcited surface, the integral equation is a Volterra equation of the
second kind. This immediately provides a basis for convergence when solving the
equation in the form of a Neumann series or successive approximation solution for a
time pulsed source. Hence, some confidence may be had in the Neumann series solution
generated in [3] for periodic surfaces.

As an application of the series solution in ground wave remote sensing in an ocean
environment, first- and second-order expressions of the surface electric field for a
model of the ocean surface are derived L4,5). The source assumed is a vertical pulsed
electric dipole located close to the surface. The choice of receiving antenna is kept
open, e.g. a wide beam or narrow beam. Using the field results, the two orders of the
average Doppler frequency dependent backecattered cross section are obtained [5). In
order to demonstrate the relatively simpler solution given by Eq. (14) than the
previous series solution used in [4) and [5) an expression for the first-order field
and the corresponding cross section solution are derived. It is interesting to note
that the result derived this way estimates a slightly lower first-order cross section
than predicted by the well known expression (2,11]. The reduction is due to
interaction of primary scattering ocean waves with other ocean waves. This may be
interpreted as a reduction in the coherency of return from the primary waves. If the
effect of surface roughness on the attenuation function is ignored, a reduction in the
first-order peaks by about 1 dB at 30 knots wind speed may be expected.

The second-order cross section consists of three parts, cal, da 2 and as3,
corresponding to three parts of the second-order field. The first part a., is
equivalent to the well known second-order cross section [2,11]. The additional two
parts may be viewed as the effect of interaction of the source with the surrounding
surface and multipathing effect on radar return respectively. The second part a.2
gives peaks at zero Doppler and at ±2 wB, where wB is the Bragg frequency. These peaks
may be viewed as a repeated first-order phenomenon, first at the source, then on the
patch. This part also causes a slower cutoff of the total second-order spectrum. The
contribution from the third part %a3 is effective only at zero Doppler and at

frequencies near t23/4wB. The Doppler regions near ±wB, which are commonly used for
estimating ocean wave parameters [11), are relatively unaffected bj the additional
terms. Therefore, the second-order cross section may be adequately described by cal
for this purpose. On the other hand as2 and 0.3 may be very important in modelling the
contending ocean clutter in target detection when the target Doppler frequency is

around zero or greater than 23/4wB.

It may be mentioned that the above second-order discussion is based on the
assumption that sea is fully developed in the scattering region including the region
strrounding the rauar, e.g., a ship or an offshore platform based radar. The
second-order peaks predicted by 0s2 have been clearly observed in the Doppler spectra
measured by barrick [14) in the North Sea with an offshore platform based radar. In
case the radar is located on the beach or near the shore, a.2 may not be wholly
presenj. Compared to a51, Os3 is only effective at frequencies near 423/4•3 . However,
depending upon the coastal topography if there is a part of the sea behind the radar
a 3 say be significant at the zero Doppler frequency also. Thus, this analysis
constitutes a more complete model for the ground wave radar return from the ocean
sur~aoe.
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waVE-UTT.T SOUDING OF TROPOSPHERIC DaCIr ABOVE THE SEA

lD.P.Chrissoulidis and E.E.Kriezis

Department of Electrical Engineering,Faculty of Technology,
Aristotie University of tbesaaloniki,GR-54006 Theesaloniki,Greece.

SLMARY

The possibility to detect tropospheric ducts above the sea through airborne wave-tilt measurements
is investigated in this work. Sea roughness and tropospheric refractivity anomalies associated with the
presence of ducts are incorporated in an iterative procedure resulting in wave-tilt versus frequency
diagrams at some altitude above sea level. In general, the diagram corresponding to ducting conditions
appears shifted by Af with respect to the diagram of the standard troposphere. This frequency shift is
rather insensitive to variations of sea state, duct thickness and optimum coupling height. It is though
strongly dep&dent on duct intensity AM. The diagram Af vs. &M is not far from linear in the VHF bad thus
offering itself for AM estimation through af measurements.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a (m) : earth's radius
f (Hz) : frequency of electromagnetic wave
C. (F/m) : dielectric constant of free-space (s8.854x10
a (ld*os/m) : conductivity of sea water (-4)
N (N-units) : refractivity of troposphere
N (M-units) : modified refractivity of tropospheru
D (m) : duct thickness
h (m) optimum coupling height
otb-units) duct intensity
h (m) : height tbove sea level
Af (Hz) : frequency shift
A : normalized surface impedance

A normalized effective surface impedance
: normalized surface impedance at height h above sea le-iel

ACO) : normalized surface impedance at sea level
W : wave-tilt of vertically polarized electromagnetitc wave
W(pq) : roughness spectrum

1. INfROL LTION

Electromagnetic groundwaves present a forward tilt strongly .epending on the electrical properties
of the underlying medium. This dependency origioates from the relationship between wave-tilt and the
surface impedance of the guiding interface [13. So far, the wave-tilt probing method has been applied to
infer the electrical properties of the uppermost ground [2-4]. Potential airbone caive-tilt measurement
system for rapid geophysical prospeeting of extended areas are discussed in [5].

Other factors controlling the surface impedanci of the guiding interface (e.g. roughness) might be
sensed from wave-tilt measurements. The possibility to apply the wave-tilt probing method for sea state
estimation was indicated in (6J through a theoretical model accounting for both sea roughness [7,8] and
vertical refractivity inhaoogeneity in the lower troposphere. However, a standard vertical profile for the
refractivity (i.e. dN/dh--40 N-units/Ia) was only considered, because interest was focused on the
relationship between sea state and wave-tilt. The upper boundary of a tropospheric slab overlying a rough
sea surface was identified as the guiding interface. Since wave-tilt is sensitive to any anomalies of the
electrical properties beneath the elevated guiding interface, tropospheric ducts might be detected through
airborne wave-tilt measurements, if only ducts are below flight level. Wave-tilt calculations
corresponding to standard and ducting models are compared in order to reveal the expected relationship
between wave-tilt and trapping gradients in the lower tropos•pere above an agitated sea region.

2. MODELING

Grazing incidence of an electromagnetic wave upon the ground results in a Norton surface wave. If
the guiding interface is highly conducting (e.g. sea surface up to VHF), vertical polarization is
favored and the wae-tilt is equal to the normalized surface impedance:

W - A l << ()

The sensitivity of wave-tilt to the electrical properties of the underlying homogeneous medium is
explained from the well-known expression for the normalized surface impedance:

A - (l+j)(21f%/2a)½ (2)

with £ , a ziarding for the free-spae dielectric constant and the conductivity of the highly
conducting ground.:l. (2) only holds for harmonic excitation (eap(j2zft)) and a perfectly smooth guiding
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ine.Orfce. WNth rc,#thmss suparimposed the gduing interface presents an effective nornalized am-ifaceI ~impdance,-,

Af - A + 0.25J"(p,q)W(p,q)dpdq (3)

where M(p,ql is the spatial weventumer spectrum of SUrfane rouhnes and P(pq) is a complicated
function determined in [7,83. It 11q.(3) in used in wave-tilt calculations, the air-ground interface is in
effect qmna•dere3 perfectly smooth and the wave-tilt will be controlled by both the electrical properties
Ad surface rougness.

Let the guiding surface be the urper boundary of a stratified medium.In this case the normalized
surface impedance is determined through an Iterative procedure [9] involving all interfaces between
sutoe ive layers. Roamh interfaces may be considered in the model by simply applying .! 3) in the
iterative pgntsure r 6]. The wave-tilt ir tian sensitive to the electrical properties, thickness and
surf.ace roughness of all la"rs.Yet, electrically thick layers dominate over thin ones [ and wave-tilt
measur, - ts at multiplo frequ•n•ies are reqiired [10] in order to estimate the dominant parameters of the
underlyirq radium.

The model to be used herein invole.. a tropospheric slab of thickmess h overlying an agitated sea
region (Pig.l). The uppe boundary of the tropospheric slab is identified as the guiding interface for a
vertically polarized electrnmagnecic wave. The varical inhigenity of refractivity in the troposphere
is accounted for b umtdividing the tropospheric slab below Uhs guiding interface into a number cf layers.
Thin is a tolerable approximatioti, if the layer thickness id smaller than the quarter wavelength of the
highest frequency used [11]. The absence of cmdu tivicy in the troposphere implies that the vertically
inhomogenecus tropospheric slab above the sea is electrically thin. The underlying half space having the
electrical properties of sea water may he considered highly conducting up to VHF and, the, .2cre, it
6ominates over the tropospheric slab. As a consequence, the guiding interface though nievated is still
highly conducting and the wave-tilt at grazing incidence may bu represented by the normalized surface
impedance 6(h) (Fig.l). The latter is determined iteratively starting from the normalized surface
impedance of the sea A(O). The sea rouphness effect may be included in the expression for A() by applying

q.W(3). ror simrlicity only the isotropic Philips spectrum of wind waves developed on a relatively open,
deep-water and swell-free sea region [12] will be used in the calculations to follow. All other interfaces
of the stratified guiding structure are considered ;-rfectly smooth.

The vertical pt ifile of refractivity in the troposphere may be either standard or ducting.
According to the International Radio Consultive Committee (CcIR), the standard profile of refractivity in
the lower troposphere is approximately a straight line with N(O)=289 N-units and dN/dh -40 N-units/km.
Earth's curvature may be taken into account by introducing the modified refractivity:

14(h) - N(h) + 10'(h/a) ; d/dh - dN/dh + 157 (4)

where a is the earth's radius in meters. Evidently, the standard profile of modified refractivity is
also approximately a straight line with M(O)-N(O) and dN/dh-117 M-units/km. Considering that ducting only
occurs if dN/dh<-157 N-units/kim, it is readily realized that ducting is associated with negative gradients
along the modified refractivity profile. The M-profiles presented in FiV.2 correspond to evaporation,
surface-based and elevated ducta. 7hese linearized models of M-profiles involve the paramnters D (duct
thickness), d4 (duct intensity) and h o(optimum coupling height), which will be collectively referred to
as duct characteristics. The standard-ardi-it 117 M-units/km is asmxmd for all positive sloped portions
of the M-profiles. Typical values for duct characteristics over Greek seas are used to determine wave-tilt
in the VHF band at various altitudes in the troposphere and for sea -itates 1-3. In any case calculations
are repeated for the standard M-profile so that results for ducting conditions can be compared to
corresponding results for the standard troposphere.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISUSbICONS

The diagrams of Fig.3 correspond to a simple model involving an evaporation duct (D-hot l5m, AN =25
M-units) on a calm sea surfa.e. The wave-tilt is determined well above the duct (h-50m) throughout the
HF,V•F bands. The effect of sea roty'ghnss is only tempoxarily suppressed in favor of the expected
relationship between wavw-tilt and the trapping gradient.The diagrams corresponding to standard ard
ducting conditions are almost identical in the HF and lower V11 bands. However, at highei frequencies an
increasing frequency shift bf is gradually introduced between the diagrams. This effect may be justified
through the following expression for the period of wave-tilt oscillations wi.th frequency [2,11]:

F - c,/2h(2"PO (5)

where <N> is the average of the modified refractivity frmii sea level up to the height h, the latter
being measured in kilometers. If a trapping gradient exists beneath the elevated guiding interface, <N> is
reduced and, therefore. F is increased. Thus the (W vs. f)-diagrams corresponding to standard and ducting
conditions are shifted apart by Af. Attention will henceforth be focuced on the relationship between this
frequency shift and duct ch-racteristics.

Raising the guiding interface to h-300M, the period of wave-tilt oscillations with frequency is
reduced to F-20MHz and the maxima of (W IW vs. f)-diagraim are sharpened.Tnus Af-reaolution is improved. on
the other han., thicker evaporaticn ducts as wall is surface-based ducts eight be considered too.

The results of Fig.4 reveal that the frequency shift Af betwen standerd and ducting diagram is
clearly dependent on the duct intensity aM. The diagram (af vs. aM) is almost linear (Fig.5) and,
therefore, AM might be estimated, if Af were determined through •ve-tilt measurements. However, it
remains to be proved that the effect of duct intensity on wave-ti is not masked by the correspondinq
effect of duct thickness and sea rough'nss.

*t
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the Ortthe dutthiekness D is varied wilije AN4 is kept constant, the diagram of F19.6 are obtained. On

theothr hrdif e rughessisintroduced into the model. both the standard and docting diagrms are
modified as is Shown in tig.7. In all caseee the ductinq disamrus are shifted from the standard ones by a
more or less ainatant wmit. * Hese the frequency Shift Af is only slightly af fected by duct thickexes
and a" roughness. It should therefore he primarily attributod to duct intenuity. Similar conclusion. may
be drawn from the diagrama of Pigs.8.9 that correspond to a surface-besed duct.

The nuamerical results presented indlicate, that detection of trapping refractivity gradients ebove the
sea requires. Mi calculations resulting in 'Lie reference (N vs.f)-diagram, that corresponds to the
standard N-profile in the lower troposphere, and (ii) ntu.tifrequency airborne wave-tilt meesurements in
order to determine the actual (W vs.f) diagram that eventually carries information on existing
troposph~eric ducts.

In fact wave-tilt Measureements involve both ampitud~e jNj and phase argWl determination. A System
which can ameasure the complex wave-tilt comme to be rather complicated and sensitive to errors induced by
aircraft rocking and woble. The modified crossed dipoles tachnique propased by King [5) tees to handle
theme proble at least in theory but its efficiency is not as yet verified experimentally. The simpler
chase quadrature technique (53 has been sacc*.safuly used for airborne wave-tilt measurements U.01. The
output of the quadrature phase detector (Fig.l0) is proportional to thw imaginary part of the wave-tilt
iWain(ergW). Either Jul or argV should thareform be known~ beforehand in order to deterimine the complex
wave-tilt. In exchange errors .lbn to aircraft rocking ard wrbble may h)e kept low.

Inspecting toe numerical results present~ed in Fign.23-4,6-9 , it is reolixtcd that extrema of (lIN vs.
f)-diagraee correspond to roots of (ergW vs. f)-diagraias. If this property is taken into account, the
phase quadrature technique may be adopted for weve-cilt soviniiax of trapping gradients above the sea. It
is evident from Sq.(5) that a com~plete cytle of wave-tilt oscillatiorq with frequency may be included in
the frequency band of tile tvailable trandmitting/roeoiving devices by simpl7 adý,sting the flight height
of the airborne platform. ')nca the height is determined according to this criterion, it is easy to
calculate the reference (W vs. f)-diaqram. bet f, be the frequency at which a miaximusm of the reference
(I WI vs.* f )-diagraa appears (Fig .10). According to the above-mnemtioned prLperty argN will be tero at fa .
Hence, if no duct ir present beneath the aircraft, the output of the quadrature phase detector, which
measures INIsin(az'o). will only be zero at the frequencies f, 4ma'/2 -;mC-Z, .twxre the extrefe of the
reference diagram appear. On the other hand, if a duct does exist, the actual (W vs.f)-diagraa will be
shifted from the reference diagram. Yet, it is not necessary to skstch the actual diagram in order to
determine the frequency shift Af. It only Suffices to sweep the selected band starting from f . If the
quadrature phase detector yields a zero output at fa Odflri/2, the frequency shift will obviousiy be f-f,

and the corresponding duct intensity may the~n be deter.mined from the (Af vs. AN) -diagram (Fig. 5) .

The effect of sea roughness is accounted for through Barrick 'a theory for the normalized effective
surface impedance of en agitated sea. Based on a boundary perturbation technique this theory is only
applicable to a slightly rough and highly conducting surfaue, The surtace of the sa" may be considered
highly conducting throughout the VHF bendx. Yet, in the middle of the band (al50*I~z) only seas up ýýo
moderate may be conSiderod slightly rough. Hence, a restriction concerning the upper boundary of the band
to he selected for wave-tilt measurements is imposed by the highest sea states to be taken into account.
Cn the other hand,the frequency shift of the (N vs. fl-diagram due to a tr4xiing layer is only significant
at high frequencies. A tradeoff between 1sf-resolution and accuracy of sea roughness effect is therefore
required anid the bend 80-120 melz is cons~idered appropriate for wave-tilt sounding of tropospheric ducts
above the sea.

4. OOCWLSIOt4S

The relationship between wave-tilt in the lower troposphere and trapping re'fractivity gradients above
the sa" has teen revealed through numierical calculations. The dominant parameter affecting wave-tilt is
duct intensity. In general the effect of ducts on wave-tilt sbove thew. is a frequency shift of the
wave-tilt versus frequency diagram. This sh.,ft is rath"r insensitive to variations of duct thickness,
optimum coupling height and even sea state. Airborne wave-tilt measurements may reveal the presence of
tropospheric ducts above the ea", if the phase queorature technique is applied according to a certain
procedure. texperi-ental work is reqwired to assess the efficiency of the proposed method.
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DISCUSSION

H. Vissinga, NE
Does introducing a nonphysical guiding interface and neglecting the
atmosphere above it affect your predicted results?

Author's Reply
It is true that the elevated guiding interface is a fictitious one.
Since the downward-looking surface impedance is quite small for the
frequencies considered, an apparent conductivity may be introduced
and thus the dielectric-coated conductor is replaced by a conducting
half-space. Furthermore, the stirface impedance looking downward is
quite different from that looking upward, and, therefore, the
elevated interface may be used as a giding structure just as any
other physical interface that causes a signiticant discontinuity of
surface impedance in the upward/downward direction.

H. Vissinga, NE
Are your predicted results in agreement with the results from the
theory of Dr. Rotheram for an exponential atmosphere.

Author's Reply
Both Rotheram's theory and the classical Norton's theory are
macroscopical views of the propagation field. In our model the
propagation field is locally treated as a guided (Zenneck-) wave,
because the surface impedance is but a local boundary condition.

L.B. Felsen, US
As was pointed out in earlier discussion, your model is approximate,
yet you provide detailed curves with numerical parameters. Have you
checked the sensitivity of your results with respect to small changes
in your parameters? If the results are strongly model dependent,
they may not model reality adequately. Also, are the phenomena
described by you actually measurable and therefore observable?

Author's Reply
This work has only established theoretically a promising relationship
between the duct intensity and the wave-tilt at some altitude above
the sea. The corresponding effect of other duct characteristics or
sea roughness on the wave-tilt is weaker by an order of magnitude.
The authors feel that the phenomena described are actually
measurable. Yet, an accurate sensitivity study as well as
experimental work are required to prove the theoretical results.

J.H. Richter, US
I would like to follow up on Dr. Felsen's questions and comment and
ask if you plan any experimental verification of your technique.

Author's Reply
A project on "Tropospheric duct detection through wave-tilt
measurements above the sea" will probably be initiated in
collaboration with the Greek Air Force and AGARD (through the
support-to-nations program).

L. Boithias, FR
Have you an idea concerning the feasibility of a possible utilization
of your method?
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Author's Reply
A sensitivity study should be the next step. Yet the authors can
state that irrors due to platform motion (rocking, wobble, altitude
variation, velocity...) will not be serious problems. The optimism
is baseOl on the fact that the measurement is relative, namely, the
ratio of electric field components should be determin2, and
therefore some errors might be finally eliminated. The success of
the proposed detection method will depend on the accuracy of sea
roughness/surface refractivity data to be used for the calculation of
the standard wave-tilt versus frequency diagram.
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I-BAND MULTIPATH PROPAGATION OVER THE SEA SURFACE
by

C J Baker and K D Ward
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment

St Andrews Road
Great Nalvern

Worcs
England
WR14 3PS

SUMMARY

This paper summarisee a series of measurements which were ainsed at studying the
phenomenon of multipath resulting from line of sight, two way, microwave propagation
over the sea surface. It has been observed that the expected lobing structure, due to
the interference of the direct and reflected signals is destroyed when the sea surface
becomes sufficiently rough, suggesting the coherent part of the forward scattered sea
reflection to be zero. Further, it has been observed that although the pulse by pulse
fluctuations show deep fading characteristics they may be modelled by the 'Rice-squared"
distribution. However, it has been found that care must be taken in choosing the
duration of the measurement when evaluating the statistical properties of the data.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

h - MS water surface fluctuations (m)

* - Grazing angle (rads)

A - Transmitteo wavelength (m)

PC Coherent reflection coefficient

PI Incoherent reflection coefficient

INTRODUCTION

When a radar target is situated close to the surface of the sea there are two
illumination paths from the radar to the target. One is the direct signal between the
radar and the target the other is a signal reflected from the surface of the sea. These
two signals sum constructively or destructively so that the energy illuminating the
target may be increased or decreased as compared with free space propagation. An
example of the geometry used is shown in figure 1. The multipath phenomenon is again
present on the reciprocal path so that target backscatter characteristics may exhibit an
enhanced or reduced mean echoing area which also fluctuates as the motion and roughness
of the sea surface change the forward scatter vector. An additional facet of target
behaviour is a dynamic multipath "error* in tracking caused by resultant perturbations
in the received wavefront. The degradation in radar performance may be considered, in•
simple terms, as a result of reflections causing both the real target and its image to
be detected with the consequence of erratic tracking between the two. In order for the
performance of radar to be assessed in these conditions we require a thorough
understanding of multipath and forward scattering from the sea surface.

The field incident on a target from an electro-magnetic wave scattered by the rough
sea surface is the vector sum of wavelets with phases perturbed by the sea height
roughness. These perturbations increase with the standard deviation of waveheight and
decrease with electro-magnetic wavelength and incident grazing angle. From a knowledge
of the amplitude and phase statistics of the contributing wavelets it is por.ible to
evaluate the statistical properties of the total forward scattered wave and thereby the
statistical properties of the multipath return.

It has been suggested [1,2] that the forward reflected signal may be described in
terms of coherent and incoherent reflection coefficients. The coherent coefficient is
the mean of the field (expressed as a proportion of the direct signal) ano the
incoherent coefficient is the root mean square amplitude of the deviation of the field
about the mean.

The terms specular and diffuse, although commonly used, are not employed here as
they make assumptions that the coherent term results from specular reflection, whilst
the incoherent term results only from non-specular scattering. Our terminology also
removes confusion introduced by fluctuations in the Ispecular" term [3, Chapter 12].
While the sea state and waveheight remain unchanged, the coherent coefficient is
constant by definition.

If we consider electro-magnetic wave scattering from a surface with many
independent height variations then the simplest assumption is that incoherent term will
be Rayleigh distributed with phase varying uniformly between 4 and 2, [31. Therefore,
having defined the coherent tertm -o be a constant vector one would expect the Rice
distribution to describe the amplitude received at the target and, assuming reciprocity
to hold, a 'Rice-squared" distribution at tt.9 receiver for our two way geometry. Using
these concepts we examine the experimental evidence to determine the statistical
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properties of electra-magnetic wave scattering in a dynamic multipath environment

resulting from propagation over the sea surface.

EXPERIBBNTATION

To investigate the phenomenon of forward scattering and multipath propagation in a
controlled way, a series of experiments have been conducted in open sea conditions, to
include the presence of large wavelength swell. Measurements have been made of radar
backacatter from a corner reflector of known free apace echoing area positioned at
various heights above the sea surface. (In this way the forward scattering is examined
under relatively controlled conditions.) The radar is located at a clifftop fixed site
at a height of approximately 80 rA looking across open sea to the corner reflector.
Analysis of the recorded backscatter is based on the assumption that the measured
amplitudes are proportional to the square of amplitude for one way propagation, the
former resulting from the combined multipath of the reciprocal path*. The experimental
configuration is shown in figure 1. The radar Is an I-band (9.5 - 10 GUs) pulsed device
with a chirp compressed pulsewidth of 28 no (4.2 m range resolution) and a pencil
beamwidth of 1.2*. It can measure in either Horizontal or Vertical polarization modes,
has frequency agility and the ability to record range profiles on a pulse by pulse
basis. A number of measurements have been made over a period of approximately three
years to obtain data resulting from a variety of environmental conditions. Samples of
this data base are utilised here in order to investigate further the characteristics of
multipath.

AkNAYLSIS

Figure 3 shows a received amplitude time history of approximately 9 mins, from a
measurement made over a calm sea. Each point is the average of one second of data (PRF
= I kHz). During this measurement the corner reflector was slowly raised and lowered at
a constant rate thus giving rise to the lobing structure due to the interference of the
direct and reflected signals. From this plot it may be deduced that the coherent term
Pc Is close to unity owing to the deep nulls in the lobing structure. The non-coherent
term P is small although not insignificant, and is due to the many small but random,
phase shifts introduced by the surface roughness.

In contrast figure 4 shows a similar plot for a rougher sea state. It may be
observed that there is now no discernable lobing structure, which should appear on the
same time scale as figure 3. This suggests that the coherent term is close to zero.
Figure 5 again shows a similar measurement made with & rough sea where the corner
reflector has been held at a constant position with respect to the mean sea level
(assuming this to be constant for the observation period). In figure 6 a sample of this
data is presented on a pulse by pulse basis for a time history of approximately 5
seconds.

The normalised third and fourth moments are evaluated and plotted on a graph of the
theoretically derived Rice-squared moments versus "noise to signal* as in figure 7. The
first moment is used for normalistion and the second moment to evaluate the 'noisa to
signal" ratio in the Ricean distribution. It is found they are in excellent agreement
with those predicted. Further, if the coherent term is assumed to be zero, the square-
root of the Horizontal axis yields the incoherent term. Before the interpretation of
this value is considered for the rough sea case, the effect of duration of the
observation period is examined. Figure 7 also shows the evaluated moments for differing
lengths of observation time. This suggests a minimum time of approximately 30 seconds
in order to accurately evaluate moments. The reason for this may Le the presence of
long wavelength structure in the sea surface which results in a modulation of the
received signal. Using the method described in the introduction we may define a
coherent signal of constant amplitude and phase and a fluctuating incoherent term. If
the incoherent scattering obeys the central limit theorem this will lead to the Rice
squared distribution that has been obserred. In calculating the sea roughness the
effecta of swell must be included, as this may result in no lobing structure even on
days when the average wind speed would suggest the sea to be calm.

For tte case under consideration the value of the incoherent component is 0.29
suggesting a peak to trough wave height of approximately 1.65 m. (see fijure 2) and a
negligible coherent term. It should be pointed out that although the wave height was
not measured, visual obsetvations and measvrements of the average wind speed would
suggest that this value for the peak-trough wave height is somewhat high. It is
envisaged that future measurements will be made with a wavebouy present.

Figure 7 also shows the points plotted for a calm sea case where the roughness
parameter has been estimated from wavebouy measurements to be 47 and the value of the
incoherent component is 0.16 which is in very good agreement with figure 2.

Thus in conclusion it has been demonstrated that, in measurements reported here, the
Rice model for forward propagation provides an excellent fit to experimental
observations provided that the measurement is made over a sufficient duration to include
low frequency components that may be present in the sea surface. In this way the
reflected signal is made up of a constant coherent signal and a Rayleigh distributed
incoherent signal. Further any correlation properties of the forward scatter will be
associated with the Rayleigh term and may easily be built into a s,;atistical model for a
radar target at low altitudes over the sea surface. Tho importance of the effects of
large scale structure in the sea surface on the resulti,g multipath lobing structure has
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alao been demonstrated and it is suggested that two relatively similar sea states can
result in very diftferent maltipath properties, with swell destroying the multipath
lobing pattern by increasing the total roughness of the sea surface.
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DISCUSSION

L. Bolthias, FR
Could you give additional information concerning the possible
influence of the target characteristics on the results: size,
stability with wind, etc.?

Author's Reply
The target had a free space value of 30 dB/m. It is secured to the
support structure in such a way that there is negligible motion with
wýnd. Also, when being raised and lowered, we found no evidence of
vibration, etc. I would point out, however, that the orientation of
the target has to be chosen carefully to avoid bistatic scatter by
the reflector.

C. Goutelard, FR
English translation

You made sure that the first Fresnel zone was sufficiently free of
littoral coasts? When the sea is agitated, the contribution from
outside the first Fresnel zone is not negligible. Isn't this
extension of the first Fresnel zon- too close to the coast?

Author's Reply
During my presentation, I stated that it wasn't clear as to the
dominant scattering zone. This is an area of debate. On average, it
might be argued that the first Fresnel zone is the dominant
contributor to the resultant perturbation in the reflected wave
front. It might also be argued that the surface roughness destroys
the phase relationship necessary to satisfy the Fresnel zone ideas.

C. Goutelard, FR
English translation

You said that you tried to measure the effects of multipath in deep
sea on radar detection in the I band. How did you ensure yourself
that your experimental conditions were representative? The proximity
of the coast may enhance the Rice character of the model that you
measured.

Author's Reply
The experimental conditions were Much that the free space echoing
area of the cornet reflector needed to provide our backscatter signal
was sufficiently large to provide a large enough dynamic range
between the target and the background (plus target support structure)
so that the effects of the interference between the free space and
reflected wave fronts could always be observed.

The Rice model was actually proposed by Beard and Katz, we simply
examined the single point statistical fit of our data tu that
description and found it to be in excellent agreement.
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SUMMARY

During the 1984 autumn, a meosurement campaign of the propagation of electromagnetic waves at 36 GHZ
has been led on the French Atlantik coast, near Lorlent.

The length of the link between the transmitting site, located on the isle of GROIX and the receiving
site at GAYRES, was 9.7 km.

Owning to the small height of the antennas, a part of the emitted energy was reflected by the sea
surface.. At the reception point, the fields coherent interference produced by the direct and reflected
radiations, gave a signal varying periodically with the influence of tides.

In order to staidy the specular reflection phenomena over the sea, specific measurements havp been
made with the help of an elevator. It allowed the height of the receiving antenna to change on a distance
of about 5 meters. maintaining that way, at the same time, steady environment conditions.

Thanks to this device, the forward specular reflection coefficient, at a frequency of 36 G~Hz Could
then be daternained. The measurements which have been made, proved the good agreement between them end the
Miller and al. theory, especially in case of strong roughness.

Following these results, a model of propagation based on the specular reflection has been developped
to be then compared with the measurements. In some particular meteorological situations, it can be observed
a distortion of the interference figures owing to variations of the atmospheric structure.

RtSUMt

Durant 1 autoame 1984, une campagne de mesure de la propagation des ondes Olectromagnftiques A 36 GHz
a eto mania sur Ia c~te atlantique fraingaise, pros de Ia vile de LORIENT.

La longueur de ]a liaison entre le site d'@mission, situO sur l'lle de GROIX, et le site de riception
A GAVRES *teit de 9,7 km.

Du fait de Ia faible hauteur des antennes, une partie de l'Onert.ie Amise e~tait reflechie par la surface
de la mar. A la raception, 1 'interforonz~e cohirante des champs dus a.ix reyonnements direct et reflechi,
procurait un signal variani. pdrindiquement en fonction do I& marie.

Afin d'6tudier las phinomnfes de riflexion speculaire sur la mei', des mesures spicifiques ont @to
entreprises avec un *l4vateur. 11 permettait de faire varier, sur environ 5 mitres, la hauteur de lantenne
receptrice tout en conservant des conditions d'environnement stables pendant ce temps.

Grace & ce dispositif le coefficient de riflexion spiculaire vers 1 avant, a la friquence de 36 G~z, a
pu Itre datermini. Les mesures effectudes ont montri la bonne concordance existent entre elles et la th~orie
de Miller and al., en particulier pour des rugositis fortes.

A la suite de ces risultats, un modile de propagation basi sur la riflexion spiculaire a 6t0 diveloppd
at confrontfi evec; las mesures. 11 apparalt, dens certaines situatlors mitiorologiques particullires, utie
deformation des figures d'interfL~rences due aux variations de I& structure atmosphfirique.
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tTUDE EXPgRII4ENTALE ET MODLISATION

DU PHA0M~NE DE ROFLEXION SUR LA MER

A 36 6HZ

1-INTRODUCTION
At in d*a;croltro les perforumancs OE! syst~mos do~ L6licommunlcatlon, do datection at do guiidige,

la propegat.vn des andes millimltrlquos dans Vateosphire a fait l'objot, cas daux dernhires dilcenninus,
d'une recherche boutonue.

Dorns ce cadre. diff~rurites experiences do propagatiun A basso altitudeo nt fit# conduites. y compris
on ambiance maritime [11, [21, [3], [4].

Elles mottent toutos en evidence, uri certain nombre do perturbations, au niveau

- do I& troposphere (on raison de 1 absorption des gaz composant 1 atieosphere et des varia-
tions A petite ou A grarido Ochelle do Vindico do refraction do 1 air)

- do Ia surface de Ia mer (A cause du phfnomfne do r~flexiori)

Pour completer ces corinaissances, uric srine d'explriencess a 1a fr~quence de 36 GlHz, a 6t0 meneo
sur Is cdte atlantique frangaise.

Cos explrimentations ant, entro autre, permis d'(,tudior Ia rfifloxion vers 1 avant de la surface
do Ia mer

Elles orit aussi porous le recueil do phlriomarios anormaux do propagation d'origine atmosphlnique.

2 - PRSENATION GtNtRALE DE L'EXPtRI.MENTATION

2.1. CADRE GENERAL

A Vinitiatlve du sous-groupe propagation de VAC 243, coommission III, RSG.8 :'Application
des ondes millimltrlques". une campagne d'6tude do la propagation des ondes miollimltriques s'est diroulle
sur uric plniode do trois mois, d'octobre 84 & janvier 85, sur la c~te sud de la BRETAGNE. pros de 'a
yulle do LORIENT.

Le trajet de propagation, entilrement au-dessus do la mon. s'effectuait sur uric longueun de
9,7 km.

.La site dOmuisslon (Ile de GROIX) 6tait place A 48,2 m. par rapport au niveau zero des
cartes marines, tandis que la position du rlcopteur (presqu'tle do GAVRES), dans sa configuration la
plus basso, 6tait A 10,5 m par rapport a cette m~me reference.

Dans cetto region, la mar~o est do type somi-diurne. Ello vanie de faqon quasimont siriu-
solda le.

2.2. LE FAISCEAU HERTZIEN FONCTIONNANT A 36 GHz

Durant cette ca~mpagrie, le CELAR a mis en oeuvre uri faiscoau hertzien T.F.H. 720 fonctiorinant
A 36 GHz.

Ce materiel, fabriqu# par THOWSON-CSF. se caractdrise par des antennes do typo CASSEGRAIN
do 42 dB de gain et d'ouvertune A 3 dB 1,5e.

La polarisation du champ louis est linlaire, onientle A 45' par rapport au plan horizontal.

La dynamique du r~copteur est d'envirnor 60 dBi.

Pour Otudior les variations de champ Islectrique, la tension do contr-8le autooiatique do gain
(C.A.G.) du ricepteur 6talt echantillornnle a la cadence do 1 Hz. Elle Wtit erisuite numlniseo et
stocklo sur baride magnotique. Grlce a uric courbe d'6talonnago, zos 'tensions Ataient alons transposfes
on niveaux do champ.

.1 Cette stine d~explnierices a OtO soutenue finanri.irement par le service technique des t~llcoxm'uni-
cations et des fiquipenents alnonautiques (STTE).
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2.3. LES MATERIELS CONPLOOBET1ACRS

*Afin do connaltro I'agitation do I& mor, unt bou do 80mature des vogues etait
moullia. A proximitl do I& zone do r~tioxion. A partir d'un traitement offectuf Sur Its hautours
Instentanfts du niveau do Is mor, arroglsttios Sur 10 minutes, It bouee fournissait toutos lts domi-
houres I& hauteur significative des vogues (M 1/3).

Los hauteurs moyonnes du nivoau do I& rmr 6taiont wosurlos toutes let houros a
PORT-TUDY (lie do GROIX). situ# & quoiquos kilomitros do la zone do rfiflexion.

Une station mithorologique fonctionnait A terre at ddllvrait toutes los 6 minutes
lts principaux peramitres classiquos.

LOS r~coptours do toutes los liaisons mises en oeuvre durant cotto campnauntotaient
montas Sur un *Ivateur.

Cot elfvateur. d'une course de 4.8 m, Dormottait de simulor I& variation de ]a hauteur
de Ia nhsree dons un temps suffisanuont court pour s'affranchlr des conditions doenvironnoeont.

3 - PROPAGATION RASANTE DES ONDES MILL1N-iTRIQUES SUR LA MER

3.1. GENERALITES

Sous incidence rasanto, quand Ilatmosphlre ne perturbo pas la propagation des ondos, 1e champ
capt* par 1 antonno do reception pout btre reprisentf par I& Somme d'un chomp provenant du rayonnement
direct ot d'un champ dO au rayonnemont rffl~chi Sur Ia surface do la nor. Co champ total est developpt
on uno composante coh~ronte ot une composante incoh~rento [5], L6].

La some voctoriello do cos doux composantos d6pend fortoment do la gionltrie do la liaison
ot do Vetat do I& mer. Elle permet do rondre compto dos fluctuations lontos et rapidos des nivooux do
champ requ.

3.2. FLUCTUATIONS DE LONGUE OUREE

Cos fluctuations sont dues A la composition coh~brente dU champ direct ot du champ refl~schi
coh~rent. A cause de laniplitude do la maree, ce phenomine dtait particuli Irement marqud dans l'exp6-
rienco effectude.

En offet. le passage d'un extrbmum A l'autra requiert uno variation du niveau moven de Ia
nor doenviron 40 cm. Aussi. lors des fortos mar~es, la variation do phase du champ r4flechi Attoiqnait-
ello plus do 400* par heuro.

Coest Sur Ia promilre zone do FPESNEL quo s'effectue principaloment la r6flexion speculaire
vers lavant [71. Ou feit du foible dlgagenent des antennas au-dossus do la mese. cotto zone, do forme
olliptiqus ost trts allongho dans le Sons do Ia propagation. Son axe principal mesure environ 1200 metres
alors qua son axe secondaire nest quo do 6 mltres. L'Gtude do son diplacemont en fonction do ]a hauteur
du nivoau do la nor montre (figure n* 1)

- quo lollipse est corroctomont 6clairee par chacune des deux antennes, la variation
maxi~mum d'fclairmment dans cotte zone 6tant inf~srieure A 2 dB

- qu'uno variation do I& hauteur du receptour do 4.8 m vers 1e bas translate ]a surfaco
r~flechissante d'environ 500 m on direction do la c~te

Pendant ce diplacomont, on pout raisonnableqeent supposer quo la mor garde los memos propriet~s
statistiques.

3.3. FLUCTUATIONS DE COURTE DUREE

Co type do fluctuations proviont des multiples surfaces 6limentairos composant la nor. La
distribution statistique do Pamplitude du vectour "diffus" corrospondant suit une loi do RAYLEIGH.

La distribution dos fluctuations do courto piriode du niveau do champ ro;u s'apparente donc
A uno 101 do RICE. Cos lois limitos :loi normals par mer agitle levee par le vent at loi do RAYLFIGH
Sur minima par nor calme, ont 6t0 misos en Ovidence au cours de cetto explrimentation [8].

On pr~cise A ce sujet quo la durfie do la pfiriode d'analyse des flbctuations est un parani~tre
A consid~rer avec pricaution.
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En offet, Sous cortainos configurations do liaisons, It champ rfflchi prisonte 1& poriodicitt
du gacuvemont do Is houlo. Do efait, pour accdor aux distributions statistiquos des niveauk do Champ,
los airiodes d'ane'ysts doivont *tre d'uno durfe largaitnt supfriouro0apid omueotp'n
Cip do lameor.

4- CALCUL TH90RIGUE DU COEFFICIENT DE RfFLEXION PS DANS LA DIRECTION SWCULAIRE D'UNE

SURFACE RUGUEUSE

4.1. APPROCHE THEORIQUE

Coest pendant Is seconds paorr. mondiltl quo se sont offoctuees los prom ,Ores 6tudes thfo-
riques sur 1. sujot. Fuis, an 1954. ANENT 191 proposo uno thforlO pormettent do calculor p on prenant
on compto its carecthrist 4ques statistiques do Is surface 6cleirle. 11 suppose une onde 0lIctrcmegnO-
tique polarisho 1in~iromont iclairont uno surface ruguouso mono-dimensionnollI* parfaitement conductrico.
En uti lisant Its equations do MAXWELL at en introduisant une description statisti quo do cette surfac...
11 met en evidence un ensemble d~lquatians intfgralos portant sur los cou~ants surfaciquos moyannis.

Pour aboutir A une solution, des simplifications importantos Sont introduites. Elles
supposont d'une part que Ie densitf surfacique do courant ost seuletment une fonction do Voltitude
(l'e~ft d'ombro n' st pas pris en cotepte) Et. d'autre part, quo Ie courant induit est colui du plan
tango.nt au point consid~r# (Ia rayon de courburo de Is surface dolt afro grand devant Ie longuour
d~onie incidents).

Moyennant ces approximations, ANENT relie 1e coefficient do riflexion dens la direction
sp~culaire A Is densitO de probabilit# p (h) des hauteurs de la surface

Ps I + caep (- 21 k h sin o) . p (h) . dh(1

QO k - 2 w/Ai est It nombre d~onde

et e - 'angle d'indicence de londe par rapport au plan d'altitude moyenne

L'applicetion de lexpresslon prc~dente au cas d~une surface gaussienne conduit A

Ps -exp[1- 2(2 Tg)21 (2)

00l g - est la rugositO de la cot'

0 Sa l si (3)

avec a - hauteur quadratique moyenne do la surface. (Dens le cas d'un spectre hydrody-
najuique 6trait :H 1/3 - 4 . a).

En s'appu~yant cameo ANENT sur la mithode do l'Optique physique et en ittilisant des simpli.
fications similaires (effet d'ombre et diffusion multiple n~glig~s), BECKMAN 171 aboutit aussi A
lexpression (2) par une dhmarche do calcul diffirente.

Plus rkcmmnont MILLER et AL. [10] ont d~sdu*It une nouvelle expression do P en prenant appul
sur des experiences effectutos par BEARD [6].

Ils supposent quo. sur une parlode d'observation. la surface vanie comme uno sinusoTde dont
la distribution deamplitude ost gaussienne et dont la phase est uniform~ment repartie sur [-ir/2, n/2).

Cotta representation introduit laspect p~riodiquo du mouvernent de la mar.

Sous ces hypotheses et an appliquent Vexpression (1) le coefficient do r~flexion dens la

direction speculairo s'6crlt alors

PS -exp[1-2(2 wg)
2] . 10 (2 (2 Trg) 2 ] (4)

Coest cotte dorni~re formulation, diff~rente de lexprossion do AIIENT pour les fortes
rugosit~s que V on so propose do verif ion exp~rimentalement.
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4.2. DEPENDANCE CU COEFFICIENT CE REFLEXION CANS LA DIRECTION SPECULAIRE A INCIDENCE RASANTE
EN FUICTION DE LA HIAUTEUR DES YAGUES ET DE L'AraE 0'INCIDENCE

Des abeques fournilssant la rugositi de la mer et It coefficient de riflexion dens la direction
speculeira ant *t@ t.-acts Alat frequence de 36 G~lz dens ae cadre de lle'sorts rasantas (figure n* 2).
Elles illustrant Ias expressions (3) at (4).

Pour des heuteurs de vagues canstantes, p vanie faiblamant at de fegon lin~al-A en fonction
de l'engla dincidence. Cest lorsque is dfigegement ies antennas au-dessus de l'eau est la mains impar-
tent qua p5 cst le plus 6!ev6 (la rugositi de la mar cit elans pluiS faible).

Quend la mar passe de l~tat 1 A lOtat 3 sur 1'Ochelle da DOUGLAS, dicralt fontement
legitatlan de la mar, canactdrlsle par sa hautaur significativa ou sa hautaur q~adratiqua mayenne
apparalt Caine Etant 14 paramiltra dominant pour cc type da liaison A incidence rasante.

5 - MODkLE DE ReIFLEXION SPr.CULAIRE

La misc en place d'un modlel do r~flexian spoculaira rend campte des fluctuations lentas does A ]amala. 11 ise fonda Sur I& compasanta provenar~t du rayonnemant direct (Ed) at sun Ia composante cohirente
du nayonnemant rtflkzhi (Er). Afin da simplifier las calculs du champ resultant, las hypotheses suivantes
sant fiaicse:

- lattinuatlon aunosphinique cit identiquc sur la trajat direct at sur le trajat indirect

- la variation do l1indica de refraction -n fonction de l'altituda ast linecire et invariante
dens is temps

- l'affet da dipalarisatian de lands riflischie 3!.2r la surface de la mar due A la nugosittesmt
n~glige. Puisque Panda incidente cit palarisee lilM~renient, sa campasanta coherente apr~s
rtflaxivn sun une surface de grande conductivito at de rayons de courbure grands decant la
longucur d'onda incidente nWest pas dipolarisec

En s'appuyant sur l'Optique giosi~triqu.e, la~ norma du champ regu prand la farme simple suivante

E* (Ed2 
+ E r2 

+ 2 Ed E r cos #)1 /2(5

aC represente le diphasage dui champ indirect par rapport aui champ direct

La nvdele classique de la propagation sur terra spheriqua parmat d'exprimer las champs direct et
r~fl~chi en fonction dij champ @sEels

E d a .Fd.E0 (6)

Ert aPo. PS. Fr . D .E 0  (7)

relations dana lesqualles:

01 caractErisa latt~nuatlon atmospherique

Poest le coefficient de riflaxion de FRESNEL (proche de -1

PS sit is coefficient de r~flaxion dens la direction speculaire (expression de MILLER at AL.)

C cit is factaur do divergence dui falsccau niflfichi

F dt Fr sont las contribjtions des antennas d'hmissian at de reception pour ls rayonnament
direct at pour is rayannement indirect

A l'aida des expressions (6), (7) et (5), las variations temporelles du champ r~spltanlt E sont
ditarmindes a partir des donnies de maria mesur~e at d'agitation do ie mar fournia per la baudj.

Ce type de traitement na parmat an gelnelral qu'una reconstitution approchee des figures dinter-
frernca A cause de la m~conneissance de 1 structure atmosphirique at des incertitudes de insures
cancernant la hauteur moyanna da la mar. Catte demuire valaur niltait disponible qua toutes las
heuras an un point place A queiques kilomitnes de ]a zone de riflaxion. De plus, las effats de mards,
importants dens cattil region induisaiant des dicalagas temponels de hautaur mayarnae de Ia mar entre
is point de mesura at la zone de ntflcxion.

Aussi, an supposant qua la propagation slaffactue en atmosphere standard, is prafil de mares
releQ a EtC riajustfi a partir de la position des extr~me de champ ra;u.

Cette procedune a permnis de rastituer corractemant las variations de langue dun~e du nivaau dechamp rcqu pour lensemble des piriodes pour lesquellas 1l'influence de Ilatmosphere n'apparatt pas
(figure no 3).
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6 - 9TUDE EXPtRIMENTALE DU CALCUL DU COEFFICIENT DE RWFLEXION DANS LA DIRECTION

SW~ULA IRE

6.1. PRINCIPE DE LA MESURE

Le calcul a partir des donn6es exp~rimentales do p sleppuie sur le Modfle precedeawent
dfvelappb au paragraphe 5. En effet, cette valeur se calcule I pertir des velours extr~males du nlveau
de chomp re~u d~duit de l1expression (5). Law's formulations en sont les suivantes

- Pour le champ minimum

Em (dB) a 20 log (Fdm - pom pS Dpm Fim) (8)

- Pour 1e champ maximum

Em OdN a 20 log (FdM + po#4 pS D1M FiN) (9)

Elie; supposont le coefficient do r~flexion dens la direction sp~culaire invariant entre
deux extreme successifs. Ceci est vral pour las situations de mer 6tablles oa les conditions meteo-
rologiques at ochanographiques sont stahles dens le temps.

La resolution des deux equations precildent~es conduit i~mmdiatament A l'expression du
coefficient de r~flexion dans la direction spiculaire

PS F dm 10 A/23 _ F dM (10)

Dm Vim pwi 10 A120+ MFIIPO

00 A - E M- Em 0 est la difftrence d'att~nuation entro las deux exteiva successifs

Pour accfder A cette valeur par ]'experience, deux fagons do proc~der ont Wt mises en place.

- La premiere utilise la mar~e. Salon son amplitude, Ia pAnode nicessaire j4 1a d6termi-
nation d'un point de mesure est alors comprise entre 20minutes et une heura.

- Cosmic sur de longues piriodes, les ceract~ristiques d'environneme nt peuvent changer,
un 6l6vateur supportant l'antenne de reception a 01:6 emnploye las figures dWinter-
ference sont aloes reproduites en un temps beaucoup plus court (quelques minutes).

6.2. MESURE DE LA REFLEXION SPECUAIRE A PARTIR DE ',A VARIATION DE LA HAUTEUR DU RECEPTEUR

Le champ regu Otant sujet ! des fluctuations rapides dues principalemert A la mar at dont
la p6riode principale isaximale 6tait de I'cordre de 10 secondes.

Pour r6duire l'influence du tense incoherent correspondent sur les vaelurs des extrema,
tout en n'lmettant pas d'hypothbses a priori sue sa loi de probabilitis, le champ regu a Gte moyenne
sue un temps largement suplrieue A le p~riode principals des vagues.

Dens ce but, la hauteur do l'l61vateur variait par palier pendant la mesure. En fixant sa
dunte A 30 mn at en limitant les erreurs da phase, Ia dunee d'un pallor Otait do 30 secondes et Ia
hiauteur entre deux pallors de 10 cm.

A 36 GHz, une dascante de 5 m cs l'antanne do reception fait passer Ii champ reeu par
5 minima. La figure n* 4 prOsente uns monthe de l'61ivateur par mer calms. La courbe en trait p lain
nepeelsente le champ moyenn6 sue cheque palier tandis qua les mesures A 1 Hz apparaissent sous forme
de points.

Oriza mesures do ce type ont Wt effectudes sur trols jouns consdcutifs

- Le matin du 17 octobre, Is mar #Lait calme (HI 1/3 - 0.6 in). Las figures d'interfo-
rences, dont l'amplitudo ast 10 dB, sont prononcfies. Puis le vent do secteur ouast
forcit dens le courant de la journte at do ]a nuit,

- La lendemain, sa vitessr. atteint plus do 13 m/s. La mar ast fortement agitte
(H 1/3 >2.5 in).

I amplitude des-figures d'interfOrenco, infferieure a 2 dB, a d~cru fortomnont.

- Le 19, le vent.& molli at la man est un pou moins rugueuse (H 1/3 - 1.9 mn)
(figure n* 5).
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Puisque V on considire 1 *tat do I& mar invariant pendant Ia durft du dfiplacoerat do
Il'levateur, at puisque I 'ncidence du rayon r~fl~chl a Pau d'influence sur a& rugositf do Ia mar,
les velours des coefficients do r~flexion dens la direction spiculeire ant it$ moyenniest et leurs
#carts-t~lpe calcul~s. Cos risultats pour un certain nombre do mo~ures effectufts apparaissent an
figure n 6 oC ont aussi 4t:6 tracks les courbes thioriqiies do A14ENT et dot MILLER at PL.

On y constate une moil leure concordance do 1 'expression do MILLER at AL. avec les mesuros.
Enl particulior, cettp expression apparalt bion adapttie quand Ia mar devient ruguouse.

6.3. MESURE DE LA REFLEXION DANS LA DIRECTION SPECULAIRE A ANTENNES FIXES

Pour completer los r~sultets obtenus A partir des mesures offactufts avec 1 'Cl1veteur, Ie
coefficient '.c *-flc~zion p dens la direction spiculairE a aussi eta caculS en utilisant les ooo~nfs
acquises lorsque'los anten~es 6taient fixes.

Los piriodes silectionnfies prisentent des figures dlinterfirence dues au soul phiromene
do marka. Les ensures matiorologiques mattaeint alors gineralement en evidence

-uno temperature do Pair peu Gle~ee
-une forte humidit6 relative
I&l preisente do vent

Pour s'abstraire des scintillations duos A Is rdf lexion sur locean, lei niveaux do champ
regu ont et& moyenn~s sur deux minutes. Cette dunbe, grando par rapport A la piniodo deý vagues domi-
nantes, assure une erreur acceptable sur I& position des minima . L erreur meximale commise sur la
phase du signal indirect par rapport au signatl direct est inferieure 6 15 degr6s dens los chs los plus
diavorables (marfes do forte amplitude).

Les donnees ont 61t6, do plus, lissfies sur 10 minites, par moyanne gli~sante, dens 1e but
do filtrer los variations dues A Ia propagation des vaguos par group. et los variations causees par
les turbulences atmospheriques.

De la afime fagon quo pricidenilent. le coefficient do riflexion dens Ia direction spficulairo
a it# determine sur uno dizeine de pfriodes correspondent 8 dos rugositis comprises entre 0.06 ot 0.46
(figure r.* 7).

Suite A cos risul tots , il apparait que la thdorie do I4:LLER et AL. par l'introduction d~une
forme sinusoldale dens l'express ion doe hauteur instantanie du niveau do la mar, pormet do rendre
compte do fagon satisfaisanto des vaelurs du coefficient do riflexion p5 masur4, ceci dens 1 ensemble
du domaine do rugosito.

7 - PROPAGATION ANORMALE :CAS DE L'ATMOSPHtRE PERTURBtE
Pans los paragraphes precedents, id troposphere a 6t@ modelisio en considerent une variation

linieire do 1 'indice do refraction en fonction do 1 'altitudo (- 39 N/km en atmosphere standard).

Cotta modilisation 6tait .Justifife par los conditions d'environnement rencontries car ellos
6taient peu propicos A la suprartfraction ot aux turbulences atmosphirirpas.

Toutefois, elle ost cuse en difaut pour rendro compte du champ requ oar changecent do I& situation
mitiorrc`giquo locale. Enl effet, des mouvements dladvm.ction diforcent los figure~s d'interfirencos cohimm
il a Ate observe, pendant une campagno de0 mosuro pricedente, lars du pss~geg d'un front chaud et humide
venant do locean (rigure n* 8). Ils conduisont A une variation dui gradient d'indice do refraction do
1 air changoent Ia phase du rayon Wiflchi par rapport au rayon diroct.

Cuutre 1a deformation des figures dinterference, des fluctuations des niveaux eo champ do grandos
amplitudes (plus do 25 dB) et de courtos poriodos ont 6t0 relovios (figure n' 9). Curar~t cot ivinecont
(a temperature ie I air 6tait procho do son maxicum jourralier (envi-on 150 C', 1e vent itait faible
(quelqueý mLit.fs par teconde) et l'humidite relative la plus basso (60 - 70 %).

Los conditions nitiorologiques predentes sont cellos qui permoettent d'observor los conduits
d'evaporation. Ces conduits, do quolques dizaines do citres do hauteur, dipandent fortemaeit des
paracitroes citiorologiques au voisinige do Ia aurface. Aussi pouvent-ils avoir des propriitis
radioP~loctriques tris fluctuantos cousant dos 6vanouisseconts do grandos amplitudes et do ccurtos
pen odes.

-CONCLUSION

Cetto nouvello cempagne vient completer la connaissauice dou phanocine ýe rtfloxion spiculaire, sur
la surface aie ]a mar, A 36 6Hz.

Le coefficient do reflexion dens Ia direction spiculaire a #t4 calculi & laido do mesures
recuoillies A hauteur fixe, (.t do cesuros recueillies via un systtme mobile on hauteur, simulont le
phe~iomduie demcanee.
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Cotee tenu des incertitudes do mesures, on remarque qu'il existe un. bonne correspondence entre
ces points do wasum ot ] 'expression do MILLER et AL.

Un mdele do rfiflexfon speculairy, utilisant cotte formulation, dans I cas d'una atmosphere stahbe
A gradient d'indice cewstant, a ,•.mis do calculor les variations de longue duree du signal rs;u.

11 ne permit pas niannoins do rendre --ompt. des phlnombnos do propagation anormale observes certainsJours.

* En effet. des fluctuations de gr&ndo ampilitudeonwt fte observees durant des periodes non ventees
ot ensoleilles.

Pour lutter contra les affaiblissements dus

- au trajet double sur une mir caractfrisfe par une marde de forte amplitude
- aux fluctuations de l'atmcsphere

des techniques variees telle qua la diversrt d'espace ou le dipointage des antennes. pourraient alors
ameliorer de fa;on notable la qualite de la liaison.
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"N"MMAR OF SESSIO V

IMPACi ONSYSTEMS

by

C.Goutelard, Session Chairman

Session AI entitled *Impact on Systems- consisted of six papers Two main themes 'sere addressed. The finst one
concerned channel modelling and simulation, the second one dealt with the influence of propagtkon phenumeva in raatdom
mediaon systems reliilty.

In his report. Martin Nesenbefgp tackled the ticklish problem of the use of HF channels in broasd band (I MHlz. H?ý
mentioned the influenc of the jammers and he pinposed modetting the channel through a gereralisation of the Watterson
model.

The report of P.Lo Mutio et aI. related te. an experiment consisting of measuring the- impulse respronse of VHF links which
bNingstut the existence of multipaths.

In his paper. John Lemmon proved that, in a tropospheric scattering link. there exist particular aspects of the impulse
res.ponse of the channel. He explained this phenomenon by the dynamic,% of the propagation medium, A good correlation wa%
found between the DER anid the measured channel parameters.

In the next paperIJA.Offtneyer presented a j~robem oil microwave fading and propoised a modea. He analysed the
influence of the multipath on the quality of the signal recei~vd.

S.Basu et aL. presented transfer phenomena occurring in the auroral zone and their effects. on communicwkwin systemts and
radars. She described development of irregularities.- in particular their drift %peed and density. Their effect% on clutter from HF
radars and on communications were then examined.

T'he paper by F.Kelly et &I. dealt with the worldwide propagation oif long waves in the earth-ionosphere cvt.Numerous
paranrica's were in1trodu'cd in A simuiltor. The authors have compared the calculation results with the expr~rmental result%.

In each paper of this wseiion, two themnes, irodelisation-simulation and reliability of systems, were addrLssed either
separately or simultaneously in a very broad frequency band. extending from long waves to millimetre waves.

Every report contained, or relied on, experimental results and five of them either used or referred to simulation. These
subjects raised considerable interest among the audience and there was extensive debate about the problems.

Suggestions were made by the authors on the explanation isf the phenomena and on the difficult prolems connected with
simulation, as well as on the improvement of concepts. which must be considered for future systems,

The number and the relevance of the questionis and comments coming from the audience proves the great interest they felt
for the session.

IMPACT SUR LES SYSTEMES

par

C.Goutlard. Session Chaim mani

La session VI. dont l'intituli est 'impact on systems7 comportait 6 contributionis.
Deux themes essentiels y ont &iE abord&s Le premier porte sor In mrodihsation ef Ia simulation des canaux. Ie second traite

de l'rnfluence des phdnormpe de propaWstiort dans les milieus alcaoares sur les performances des systemes.
Dants sa communication, Martin Nesenbergs aborde, le problense dilicat de l'utilisation en large bande - I MI-t - do

canal ionosphdrique at ondles dticametriques. L'influence des brouilleurs ext signalte ct one moddlisation du canal par une
gdndrlisation du modile de Wattefsion y ext ptopoxssee

La communication de Plo Muzio et autres, relate unc exporimentaticon sur Is osesre dc Ia rdpose impulsionnelle de
liaison VHF qui fait ressortir lexistence de trajets multiples.
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RANDOM PROPAGATION THROUGH THE LONGWAVE CHANNEL

by
P.J. Kelly. I.J. Rhoads, M.D. Andrews*

Naval Research Laboratory
3.0. Hulburt 'ýenter for Space Research

Ionosp ir'. Effects Branch
Washington, D.C. 20375-5000

Alnterferometrics. Inc.
8150 Leesburg Pike
Vienna, VA 22180

SUMMARY

The longwave propagation channel in the earth-ionosphere
waveguide has many characteristics of a random medium. The

lower surface of the waveguide is sometimes rough or smooth
depending on the propagation path considered. The
4onu pheric boundary is significantly perturbed by sudden
events durinS both daytime end nighttime. The polar-arctic
regions of the world evidence these effects in a striking
manner %nd require different statistical treatment. Recent
observation of longwrve fields in the arctic will be
described and their degree of agreement with statistics

predicti,.ns displayed.

1.0 INTRODUCTT3N

At low frequencies (below 300kHz) radio wavelengths ere large (greater than
a kilometer) in comparison to common antenna sizes. Such waves can be radiated
efficiently from in! wires suspended from balloons on aircraft or from high Q
vertical monopole antenna structures. The change of electron density in the
lower ionosphere is so rapid with height that a large change in radio refractive
index takes place within a wavelength of the propagating wave. T. treat this
case, a true specular reflection formulation of the problem is required - ratm.l
than the WKS type of treatment that is used at high frequencies.

The ionospheric effective reflection height is typically 70-90km, which
implies that the space between the ionosphere and the ground can be treated
efficiently using waveguide mode theory.

The variability of the ionosphere and the earth's surface makes the erth-
ionosphere waveguide a random propagation channel for long wavelength radio
waves. The upper boundary of the waveguide, the ionosphere, is too large,
complex and variable to be adequately predi.:ted or sensed over an c-tire
propagation path totalling many thousand kilometers in length. In many longwav,,
prediction calculations this variability is suppressed and a constant
ionospheric profile assumed - one profile for daytime propagation and one
profile for nighttime (Refs. 1 and 2). We will discuss in greater detail

attempts to treat the ionosphere statistically (Refs. 3 and 4). The lower
boundary of the earth-ionosphere waveguide, tho ground, is a rough and variable
surface whose parameters are also not well knovn over the vast distanenes of a
typical propagation path. In the Arctic there are regions of low ground
conductivity caused by ice caps, parma-frost ard seo ice (Refs. 5 and 6).
Likewise the hills and mountains along a propagationt path represent a

challenging assembly of random scattering centers.

The daytime and nighttime D-region where the refiection of long radio waves
normally occurs is not very well modelled (Refs. 7 through 18). In spite of
hard work and large computer codes, the baffling chemistry and composition of
this region have presented strong obstacles to our understanding of its
behavior.

Recently. an additional complication has been -dded with the suggestion that
the occurrence of lightning from thunderstorms is a strong causative factor in
the production of the nighttime D-rer~.n through the laser-like stimulation of
electron precipitation from the Ver Allen Belts (Re's. 19 through 21). There
has also been a strong suggestion t.jst the water vapor molecules which are
important to the D-region chemistry are supplied to the D region by a 'rain' of
snowy meteors from sppcs (Ref. 22). It will be interesting to see how these

speculations affect thb fvture development of longwave propagation predictions.

In this p,.- we shal' treat several statistical aspects of the longwsve
channel. In ,'-.-cion 2 we will present some hitherto unpublished experimental
results on t0- stability of the longwave channel in the neighborhood of an
interference null. We will also display measurements and theory for the
frequency dependence of the broadcast signals strength from the NWC broadcast
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transmitter in Australia measured at Japan, Alaska, the Philippines, Madagascar,
and Bahrein.

In section 3 we will treat propagation in the arctic are,, involving solar
proton events (SPR's) and propagation over the Greenland Ice Cap. We observe
that such events must be taken into account for the specification of a 991 time
availability signal exceedance level prediction in the arctic.

2.0 PROPAGATI0N IN TEMPEIATE LATITUDES

An experiment was performed to study the stability of the longwave
propagation channel near multimode interference nulls in November and December
1970. Longwave measurements were made continuously as a function of distance
and time in the neighborhood of the modal interference null in Florida, USA, at
a range of 2.4 Megameters from the Navy VLF transmitter located in Balboa, The
Canal Zone -now Panama- (see Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the predicted field
strength versus distance pattern. The ionospheric profile parameters P and h
were assumed to have average values of .Skm- and 70km. The assumed standard
deviation of height was lkm and of P was I0Okm-

1
. The statistical prediction

(Ref. 3) of field strength was made using a Monte Carlo technique. The data
(also shown in Figure 2) indicate that the observed variability was smaller than
predicted. A scatter plot of the aircraft measurements is shown in Figure 3.
There is a very small variability of the observed data except for one case which
probably indicates a solar flare disturbance. Diurnal plots of several days'
observations at different ground stations along the propagation path are shown
in Figure 4.

Measurements wers ales made in 1901 and 1982 using the U.S. Navy LF
transmitter near Athens with reception at Naples, Italy, and La Maddalena,
Sicily, (Ref. 4). These observations were compared with predictions using the
following distribution function of the ionospheric parameters P and h.

1

2 (1-1)
P h

The Cij parameter is given by

(i- po)2 (h - h0 )2 -P__P (h - he
-a--- + -- j --- _2r------ --.---

C------------- (h e)1 -

Here r is the correlation coefficient. P is the standard deviation of P, and ah
is that of h. From the observations, the ionospheric parameters given in Table
I were deduced.

Between September and December 1967 the U.S. Navy North West Cape
transmitter at Exworth, Australia, broadcast in a regular schedule which
pe-Itted measurement* at six different frequencies between 15.5kHz and 26.8kHz.
Fielto strength measurements were made in Madagascar, Japan. the Philippines,
Alaska. and Bahrein (Refs. 23 and 24) during this time. Figures 5 through 9
show the results of daytime measurements. Comparisons are given with
theoretical predictions. The solid prediction curve labelled 6663 refers to
signal predictions extracted from the graphs in Reference 26, based on Reference
27 for a P - .5km-

1
. h - 70km ionospheric profile. The short dashed line curve

is labelled NCPP-70 (standing for Navy Coverage Prediction Program -70) is a
prediction from an empirically-developed single mole propagation model. The
long dashed line labelled WAVECUIDE is based on a waveguide mode propagation
prediction method taking the anisotropy of the ionosphere into account. We see
that all three models predict the variation of the observed data. It is
interesting to notice that the NCPP-70 model and the 6663 model are in
significant disagreement (7-11dB error) with the observations for the Madagascar
and Bahrein measurements at 14.7kHz. The agreement is better for these models
at Japan and Alaska. The WAVEGUIDE predictions show that accounting for the
ionospheric anisotropy improves the agreement between theory and observation.

Figures 10 through 14 show comparisons for nigztttime propagation conditions
on the same paths. For the paths shown in Figures 10 through 13, the multimode
model (labelled 6663) seems to agree better with the measurements than the
empirical single mode model (labelled NCPP-70), In Figure 14 the reverse is
this case.

\
\

-.
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3.0 PROPAGATION IN T8l ARCTIC

The arctic environment poes a special problem of the prediction of :'ng
waves because both boundaries of the earth-ionosphere waveguide are
significantly different from temperate zones. The earth's surface is different
because of the predominance of low conductivity areas of paras-frost. sea ice,
and ice cap. The icnosphere is different because of the prevalence of aurorae
and tha ready access of cosmic rays and other Lonizing charged particle fluxes
into the earth's geomagnetic polar cap area. Thus, there are large
uncertainties about the behavior of long radio wavefielde in this dynemic,
unfamiliar environment (Refs. 28-31).

On September 20, 1985. an NRL aircraft flew from Soundrestromfjord,
Greenland, to Dardufoass, Norway, via Nord, Greenland. During this flight the
NAA traeamitter of Cutler, Maine, was monitored using an NK-12 AT receiver which
was stabilized in frequency at 2&.OkHz. Figure 15 shows the behavior of the
fields as a function of aircraft location. The most significant aspect of this
data is the high attenuation as the aircraft flew across the ice cap. At the
end of the transit of the ice cap, the fields recover in intensity abore 80ON
latitude. A second interesting observation is the fluctuation of the fields in
the portion of the flight between 70o0 and 78oN in the sea area north of Norway.
The aircraft is still in the "shadow" of the Greenland Ice Cap during this
portion of the flight. These deep and rapid (short range) oscillations are not
predicted by the standard two-dimensional waveguide propagation models. They
possibly represent an interference pattern from waves diffracting horizontally
around the ice cap. Figure 16 shows a typical comparison between the observed
and predicted signal and noise level for the U.S. Navy's NAA, Cutler, Maine.
transmitter (NAA) on 24.0kHz and 1MW (megawatt) radiated power as measured at
IsfJord Radio, Spitsbergen. Svalbard. The signal and noise are referred to a
100 Hz bandwidth. We can observe that there is good agreement during all
nighttime propagation conditions, but during the daytime the observed signal is
about lOdB lower than predicted.

When a solar proton event occurs, enhanced absorption is often noted on
riometer and HF communications circuits. Longwave propagation is affected also.
Figures 17 and 18 show the variations of Cutler's VLF field at Spitsbergen
during the solar proton events of Feb. 6 and Feb. 14, 1986. The VLF fields
decreased by about 5dB during daytime and 20dB at nighttime. The solar x-ray
burst intensity, which precedes the arrival of the protons at the earth's o0bit
by a period of hours, is also displayed.

Solar proton events (Refs. 32 and 33) are fairly corsuon occurrences at any
time in the solar cycle. Figure 19 shows the nbserved probability of proton
flux as calculated from the data given in Ref. 33. We may note that one percent
of the time the flux level exceeded 2x,0

4 
protons m-

2  
ac-

1 
str

1
. Figure 20

shows the impact of these protons in reducing the reflection height of VLF waves
at Thule (Ref. 31). Combining Figures 19 and 20, one can observe that one
percent of the time the Arctic VLF reflection height is expected to be reduced
7km below its expected level. Thns the solar proton disturbed ionosphere must
be accounted for in any 99Z or higher time availability prediction.

It is itteresting to note that the signal reductions of Figs. 17 and 18
correlate with the intensity of the highest energy protons which produce
ionization at the lowest altitudes.

4.0 ANALYSIS OF ARCTIC PROPAGATION PROBLEMS

The propagation of long waves across icecaps and sea water were considered
by Field et al (Refs. 34,35) and by Kossey et al (Ref. 36) dur

3
.ng ambient

conditions and polar cap absorption events. Figure 21 shows the electron and
ion density profiles similar to those considered by Field. Field's ambient day
profile has a soft or diffuse ionospheric lower boundary as exhibited by the
electroa density curve. Field's PCAl and PCA2 profiles have a much sharper and
lower electron density profile. This lowering of the electron density profile
during a PCA causes somewhat increased attenuation because of the grqater number
of reflections between ionosphere and ground needed to go a specified distance.
However, this is largely counterbalanced by the increase in the ionosphere
reflection coefficient because of the sharpening of the ionospheric boundary.
The strong absorption during a Polar Cap Absorption Event over an ice cap
requires the presence of a greatly enhanced level of itonization present as
positive and negative ions below the level of the electron ionosphere. The
attenuation rate versus frequency curves calculated by Field for ambient day,
PCA1 and PCA2 over an ice cap are shown on Figure 22 which also include the
attenuation rate curves used in the empirical VLFACM program for ice cap and
arctic land. We note that the attenuation rates of Field for an ice cap
condition exceed those of the VLFACM program by about 3dBjMm. Since there is
approximately 1.6Mm of ice cap between NAA Cutler, Maine, and Spitsbergen,
Svalbard. the increase in attensation rate can nearly account for the lOdl
discrepancy in daytime field level evidenced in Fig. 16. Replacing the ice cap
attenuation rate in the VLFACM program by those of Field, we calculate the
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theoretical received strength pattern shown in fig. 23. When we replace the ice
cap attenuation rct* by the FPAS attenuation rates, we get the predictions shown
in Fig. 24 which are contrasted with field strength date obtained during the PCA
events of February 1557. We see that the utilisatLon of the ice cap attenuation
rate curves of Field in the VLPACK program greatly improves the theoretical
agreement with the September 1555 Spitabergen ambient day measurements. The
February 1956 polar cap absorption measurements are reproduced fairly well by
using Field's POAZ attenuation rate.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The presiat paper has outlined come current problems in longwave propagation
predictions and points the way to some progress. The random nature of the
propagation channel has been displayed for both temperate and arctic propagation
conditions.
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TABLE I: Optimum Distribution Parameters from Reference 4.

Month r PO ap h' 0h

July 0.90 0.38 0.03 69.0 0.20

January -0.99 0.33 0.17 73.0 2.80
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Figure 1. Map of Florida showing the great-circle paths from
the NBA tranoaitter in Panama and the locations of the
ground field -ire.
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Figure 3. Observed sad predicted fields at Madagascar during
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Figure 23. The came as Figure 16 except the signal level
predictions are from a modified VLFACM protram using
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PCA disturbed days and a modifieJ YLPACN program using
Field's ambient day let cap attenuation rate for the
undisturbed days.
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DISCUSSION

K.C. Yoh, US
You mentioned that it is desirable to introduce randomness in the
analysis of long wave propagation. Can you descirbe just what these
random parameters are? Are they the coast lines, the conductivities
of the ocean versus those of the land, the ionospheric conditions or
the effects of CPA on the ionosphere?

Author's Reply
We need a better understanding of the effective ground conductivity
and dieleettic constant as a function of frequet.cy in land areas. We
also need to understand the variability ot the ground parameters
caused by rain. tempezature, v•getation and ice. Long waves may
penetrate effectively hundreds of feet Into low conductivity soil and
thousands of feet through glaciers; so the parameterisation of earth
properties to significant depths is required. We believe that the
sea surface ts quite homogeneous except in bays where the salinity is
decreased and in ice-covered polar sea@.

We need a better understanding of the ionospheric boundary of the
waveguide. For both day and night, we need a better understanding of
the background composition of the neutral atmosphere from 40 ka to 90
km height -- especially of the chemicals 03, H20, and NO. To
understand these constituents, we must take the atmospheric wind

system into account. For daytime, we need a better understanding of
the statistics of solar and stellar X-ray and ultraviolet radiation
(espe•ially Lyman-alpha). We alsu need a better understanding of the
PCA process, the statistical probability of these events, and their
extent in latitude and longitude as a function of magiaetic time
coordinates, and as a function of intensity of magnetic
disturbance. The precipitation of electrons from the Van Allen belts
nee•a better understanding to explain the vs'iation of the long wave
signal at nighttime over temperate zone paths. We also need to know
the variation of scattered Lyman-alpha from the g'ýcorona.

In the prediction of paths crossing discontinuities in the waveguide
such as a land-sea boundary, or day-night terminator, improvement is
certainly needed. Current models are one-dimensional and should be
enlarged to take into account the focussing and defocussing of waves
crossing curved (and fractal) coastlines or terminators.

So, in whort, almost all of our boundary conditions are stat.stical
in nature; and they are currently being modeled deterministically to
a large extent - except for the few studies mentioned in my paper.

J.F. Patricio, PO
English translation

There are networks in service that work at 10 kHs, 10 MHz, 100 kHz

(LORAN C) and reference stations at 60 kHz, 72 kHz, etc. Was the
information obtained from these installe. Aons useful for your work?

Author's Reply
We utilize field strength and voice measurements of these navigation
systems whenever it is available. However, it is not often available
because of the great emphasis rf the navigation system developers are
phase or time-of-arrival measurements. Often they do not give greet
emphasis on making well-calibrated signal amplitude measurements
because of the extra effort required for such measurements. However,
wL have about 40 10.2 kltz Omega propagation paths included in our NRL
long wave data base, and we would be happy to include data on Decca,
Loran or Omega field strength measurements if they are well
calibrated and available.
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SUMMARY

Laboratory aimu'ation ot widoband high trequenoy (HF) system pertormance is
ourrpntly not possible beoauuse s.h simulators do not utist. Moreover, there are no
valtlated HF oannel models for bandvidtha or the order of one megaharts, on which to
base hh4 simulator design.

rhts paper sta-'ts with a very hrier review or additive distortlna, namely noise ard
Interterence, In the HF band. It presents an introduction and an afiraiaal ot past
narrowband HF models# their background, validatior, torts, and the NTWA/ITS development
or the Vattermon'a simulator. That laboratory tool, judged best by many. works in real
time and orrer& aocurate representations ot HF channel bandwidth up to 13 or 12 kMa. In
the present study an extension to wideband models Is attempted. urrortunately, it
surfers from an apparently serious shortage ot measuroe date tar the time-varying
channel transfer funotion. A possible wideband model Is hypothesised, conjectures are
made, many questions are raised, but hardly any are arpvered. One Is left raced with a
requirement for an eapprimental program that ti to ascertain the wideband (1 MHz or
Pore) characteriatios of multipath Fading tor digital radio transmissions In the HF band
(2 to 30 MKi) and over propagation paths or interest,

1. INTRODUCTION

To help In the spread spectrum system development and laboratory testinG, a real-
time channel simulator can be a valuable tool. For systems in the high frequency band.
the desired bandwidth or the simulator must be on the order oa 1 MHz to aocomtodete
planned direct sequence, trequency hopping, or their hybrid systems.

Given the objeotive to implement a convincingly realistlo simulation facility, the
key question concerns the structural optiuns tor the simulator. One calls this the
Issue or modeling. Atter all, every simulator Is based on some conceptual model--call
It mathematical, statistical, stored database, state driven, or an englneeorng
approximation. That model must be a valid, experimontally veritied, representation or
the real medium. For HF, the only sufticiently verified models known to this writer (we
shall return to these shortly) pertain to narrowband channels. These are channels'with
bandwidths on the order or, or less than, 10 kHz. For larger bandwidths, such as 100
kHz or higher, there apparently is no corresponding validated model.

One should question how and why such a state at attaira could exist. After all, HF
oommunloations have existed for most oa this century. Thousands oa HF circuits, analog
and digital, crisscross the globe every hour. Past roportA on experimental and
theoretical research abound. Raterences to more then one thousand studies have been
oollected beFore 1960 [1]. There may be a combination oF reasons tor this apparent
neglect ot wideband HF charaotertastion. First, nearly all working circuits at HF are
quite narrowband. They occupy no more than the standard 3 kHz voice band and usually
less. Sooond, the atrategy to combat HF misbehavior has been to rely on human operator
skills. Predictions and trequency switchi-g options are In the hands or operators.
Third, a large percentage ot the HF propagation tests has been devised, performed, and
analysed by Individuals whose main Intent has been and still is to understand
Ionospheric physics. Fourth, the HF channel Is by and large unpredictable, randomly
time-varying, with sudden variations tram time to time as well as from place to place.
Its complex, nonstatlonary. nature only becomes more so as one examines wider
bandwidths.

The most basic model at currtnt relevance is the time-varying linear channel. It io
graphically introduced In Figure . For the purposes ot this study. It is assumed that
the basic model or a linear time-varying filter plus additive noises or interference
remains valid tor the HF radio signal path between antennas, regardless oa the time-anfd-
frequency characteristics or the signal.

The :ading oa the time-varying HF modium is determined by the two-dimensional random
runction H(r,t). In eleotronio circuit applications one may be familiar with the fixed
tilter and its Invariant frequency response, H(t). For the HF channel to be represented
by a tilter, one must permit the tilter to possess an unpredlotable or random variation
in time. One Incorporates this phenomenon into H(tt) via the second argument wt."
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NOISE(S)
n(t)

STIME VARYING _1 yt

H(f, t)-L/

SIMULATION TARGETS

Figure 1. The linear time-varying channel model.

The transfer function, Pr(ft), is a sum .nf all propagation modes experienced by the
radio waves. Thus, one must be coqnlzant of the physical multimode or multipath aspects
of HF propagation. At a given radio frequency, wave reflection can take place at
several regions or layers In the ionosphere. These are called the D, E, F, 71, ,F, and
other regions. Actual layer profiles vary in intensity, In time, in space, and are
subject to unpredictable solar and geophysical events. Certain layers may or may not be
visible to all frequencies, or all antenna beam elevations of interest. Moreover,
multihop propagution may occur over longer distances. As is well known, the number and
character of received modes--while seldom completely random--nevertheless do vary in a
hard-to-predict fashion. For HF paths in moderate zones the number of ir.des can range
from zero to a half-dozon.

Radio probes, called sounders or ionosondes, have been useful to determine the
presence of ionospheric layers and their return signatures [2, 3 ,.4. Either vertinal- or
oblique-incidence sounders are used to transmit short pulses at different frequencios
and to analyze the delays and amplitudes of their echoes. The generated plots of delay
versus frequency are known as Lonograms. An illustration Is given in Figure 2. Several
modes are present In this lonogram. However, the effective frequency range is limited
between the lowest usable frequency (LUF) and the maximum usable frequency (MUF).
Frequencies outside the range are lost through either total absorption or, radiation that
escapes into space. Within the LUF-MUF range several returns from E, F, or other layers
are noted. The higher rays travel longer distances. They suffer longer delays.
Furthermore, due to magneto-ionic Interaction, individual modes may be split Into two,
rays that traverse slightly different paths. These are denoted is Ordinary (0) and
Extraordinary (X) rays. Usually, the more pronounced O-X splitting takes place at
higher frequencies, such as near and just below the junction frequency (JF). The
biggest signal distortion due to interference of delayed modes tends to occur when the
delay spread between two strong modes, often between the Higi. and the Low Ray, is the
largest. This occurs at the so-called critical frequency (CF).

USABLE REGION
DELAY

IMe)DIY I,

I I I I

II \I I

REA
PEGION OF F I --%LAYER REGION OF

0 -- LOW RAY IIAOP IONI Fiue 2 :j:'::LfOt NOI

LUF EIEICAL OWF JF MUF
FREQUENCY (FOT) J U

I - I I I I
FREQUENCY (MHz)

Figure 2. Ionogram terminology.
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2. NOISE AND INTERFERENCE

The classical model tcr thermal noise is that of a random videband prooess withGaussian statistics. It exists In all narrowband and wideband HF radio systems.
However, it is neither the only noise nor is It always the dominant additive
disturbanoc. The receivins antenna is typically subjected to a group oa natural and
man-made noises or interferinoes. The relative intensities are illustrated in Fig. 3.

In many sections ot te glob, the dominant HF noise may be man-made [5,6,7]. It
depends on the presence of electrical machinery and spark-generating devices. As seen,
the emissions from solar and oosmio origins art less than those from median business
areas. Their intensity decreases gradually as one goes to higher racio frequencies.
That is not always the case with atmospheric or thunderstorm generated noise. The
atmospheric noise can be most severe at night and at the very lowest frequencies in the
HF band.

The accepted, more or leas standard, model for all dominant noise emissions in the
HF band Is the weighted sum of Gaussian plus impulsive processes. Classifications have
been done to Identify and to distinguish different mixes of the two components. Another
additive disturbance is radio Interterence. It can be intentional or unintentional,
local, or propagated as long a distance as the existing HF modes would permit. Jamming
is an example of intended destructive Interference. It may take the form of single tone
continuous wave, high power pulses, broadband modulated carrier, swept frequencies, or
other intentionally harmful waveforms. Due to their unique nature, standardization of
all Interference--especially that of intentional Interference--appears impossible.
Interference should be modeled on a case-by-case basis.

3. NARROWBAND HF MODELS

Several HF channel simulators, based on different narrowband chainel models, have
been implemented in the United States. References to their designs and characteristics
are found scattered through the technical literature of the last 20 years. As an
example see [8]. We will not review them here, because 1) next we do present a
discussion of the Watterson channel model, 2) the capabilities of the other known
simulators are not superior to those of the Watterson scheme, 3) all the other models
are inherently narrowband In that their parameter settings are constants, and 4) none of
the other models appear as well validated and documented as is the Watterson model.

(FROM CCIR Rep. 670)

0 - A=Atmoapheric noise, value exceeded 0.5% of .ime;

B-Atmospheric noise, value exceeded 99.5% of time;
C-Man-made noise, quiet receiving site;A D=Galactic noise;

NE-Median business area man-made noise;
- = Minimum noise level expected.

060-
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4 / 64

2 3 5 7 10 20 30
FREQUENCY (MHz)

Figure 3. Relative power spectral densities of HF noise sources.
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The Watterson Model

Around 1970, the Institute for Telecommunication Soiences In Boulder, Colorado.
developed an HF channel model, established the validity and the accuraoy of the model In
extensive field tests, implemented a corresponding HP channel simulator, an, used the
simulator to run laboratory performanue tests on digital HF modems in a nuntrolled and
repeatable manner. Since the entire program was performed by C.C. Wattirscn and his
colleagues 1 9 to 121, the model and the simulator are often called the Wattcrson model
and Watterson simulator, respectively. What follc.we Is a brief summary of that model.

In prinoiple, the channel model Is a stationary realization of the unequal tap
spaced tapped delay line (TPL) with time-funotion multipliers that generate the time, or
t, dependence in H(f,t). The key entitles of the model are Included In the following
expression for the time-varying channel frequency response:

i0H(f,t) = F--ol(t) exp(-j2wVlf). (1)
I

Here summation over i corresponds to the preseni4, of the multiple or ial,2,3,...,
multipath signal returns. The exponential term exp(-j2wTif) represents the delay line
function with a tap set at delay vj. Physically, Tl is the constant path delay for path
i. The explicit purpose of the time-variant fa:tors ci(t), 1-1,2,3,..., is to generate
different time-frequency aignal energy scatter ,tr every path I through the Ionosphere.
When a factor is a random function, its power spectrum exhibits Doppler shifts and
spreads. Multiplied onto every tapped signal, these modal spectral distortions
eventually appear In the summed output signal y(t). Single modes are also known to
undergo delay distortions. If the delay chararteristic of a mode Is a rapidly changing
function of frequency, one talks of it as 'he d~fferential delay spread. In other
Instances, delay spreading may be due to some unresolved fine structure within the mode.
In both oases, at a given radio frequency, signal energy can be variously dispersed in
the time-frequency plane of the Watterson model by selecting appropriate random
multiplicand functions for the taps.

A block diagram implementation of H(f,t) from Eq.(1), plus appropriate noise and
interference generation, ia Illustrated in Figure 4. There are several features to be
noted in this model. First, only the desired, delayed, and scattered signal Is passed
through the delay line. If, for Instance, the~propagation path is sufficiently short
for the given radio frequency, the receiver may iteI a significant nonfading ground wave.
The nonfading component Is called specular, to distinguish it from the fading scatter
components that may or may not be present. Typical specular components are the earliest
to arrive at the receiver. In the model, therefore, they can be realized just before
the signal enters the delay line. No TDL taps are Involved. Specular components by
themselves also undergo insignificant amounts of fade-related distortions. Therefore a
constant gain setting, instead of the complicated ci(t) function generators plus
multipliers, suffices for the specular component In the Watterson model.

TRANSMITTEDSIGNAL DELAY LINE

SPECULAR SCATTER

COMPLEX C"(0 RECEIVED

farn DIVERSITY
GAINS CL SIGNALS

€,(t)

sum CHANNEL I

INTRFEENC GASSA N IS r ATMOSPHERIC--
GENERATOR~ GEEAO iNOISE GENERATORI

Figure 4. Block diagram for simulation of dual diversity reception
of a ground- and sky-wave mix.
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Each tap-gain function, ol(t), Is a complex function that applies uniformly (i.e.,
with constant first and asecond moments) over the entire channel bandwidth. Otherwise,
however, It is a random function of time and wit'a certain preassigned, stationary,
statistical properties. Speoifically, each tap-gain function is an independent
bivariate (complex) Gaussian function with zero mean and quadrature components that have
identical variances. in their effect on scatter mode amplitudes, such multiplicands
cause independent RAyleigh fading.

Every tap-gain function, in general, ts permitted to poaseas a double-peaked
spectrum. The peaks represent the previously mentioned O-and-X ray splitting due to
magneto-loniu effects. The two speotra in question have Gaussian shapes with
individually adjustable gains (amplitudes), independent frequency shifts, as well as
frequency spreads. The HF channel effects on the transmitted signal phase are thus
determined by the total effects of the presoribed Gaussian processes. Of course, the
rapidity of phase, as well as amplitude, fluctuations is also affected by channel
bandwidth assignments. Typical bandwidth filter settings for this narrowband model
range up to 12 kHz.

Undesired signals, i.e., interference, also bypass the delay line, but may be
subject to the time-function multiplicative effects. For sky-wave channels, the nuIAer
of multipliers is nominally the same as the number of taps and also the same as the
number of multipath modes, granted that the simulated receiver is to be of the
nondiversity type. Any order or type of diversity is permitted by the model. However,
only dual diversity has been fully implemented In the laboratory. This seems quite
adequate for the majority of HF systems to be tested. If the number of available
multipliers is fixed, the effect of the simplest dual diversity is to reduce the number
of HF channel modes by two. Diversity combining techniques or related processing are
not parts of the Watterson model. However, additive distortions consicting of Gaussian
noise and impulsive components are summed into the output.

From the narrowband channel characterization point of view, the most essential
features are associated with the delay taps and their processing. The model assumes
that, while the number of taps (i.e., modes) can be selected and their settings (i.e.,
delays, etc.) adjusted, this all must be done in preparation for a simulation run.
During a run the settings remain fixed, as Is required by stationarity. Similar
statistical principles apply to the selection of the time-varying multipliers, called
tap-gain functions by many. Then, however, based on experimental evidence and
theoretical conclusions, the spectral and temporal distributions must be specified
through an assignment of means and variances to predetermined component types. For
cit), these components are typically approximations of the Gaussian distribution.

Table 1 is a summary specificatijn of the numerical values available on the
Watterson HF simulator. It must be emphasized that the implementation of this unique
laboratory test Instrument represents conservative, moderately practical, state-of-the-
art engine(ring circa 1970. For less resources, more can be procured now in terms of
parameter ranges, accuracy, and other overall measures of performance. Many parameter
inacouraoies listed in Table 1 are probably extremes, in that they are deduced from
estimated largest possible equipment errors. The specular and scatter path
&ttenuations, in decibels, have the indicated accuracies over the range normally used.

Proceeding from the top down in the Watterson'a simulator specification, one finds
first the three standard options for bandwidth. They are 3, 6, and 12 kHz,
respactively. The maximum number of paths (viz., modes or taps) is 4. The delay
settings for taps are selectable constant values in 20-ms steps over a quite realistic
interval from 0 to 10 ma. Note that this would normally exolude frequency-dependent
delays and associated differential delay spreads. To avoid this shortcoming for lower
frequencies, the HF simulator Is supplied with dispersion filters that can be inserted
in any path between the delay line tap and the path gain multiplier. The dispersion
filters are all-pass filters with a delay characteristic linear in frequency.

By going down row by row in Table 1, one finds numerical specification for the
previously introduced parameters of the model. A more detailed explanation of their
features appears unnecessary here. Interested readers will find comprehensive
descriptions in the list of references [9 to 12]. However, one may rote that the model
admits both Gaussian and atmospheric noises at cont!nuously preset signal-to-noise
ratios, and with controlled impulsiveness coefficients. Likewise, the model permits
exterior signal interference at fixed siSnal-to-interference levels. At the very bottom
of the table one finds two possible internal distortion sources, both less than minus 70
dB relative to the signal-to-noise ratio. They appear to be due to A/D conversion and
oocasional clipping. However, minus 70 dF appears so minute compared with ordinary HF
fluctuations as to render their letrimental effect as entirely negligible.

Model Validation

Even for narrowband HF channels, the verification of a given model's validity or
accuracy of fit is considered important for ordinary data transmission. When faced with
more advanced systems, especially those with designs or algorithms that depend on
proposed channel simulation, th3 question grows in significance. After all, the
substantial advantages promised by laboratory simulator teats over on-the-air
experiments may be entirely erroneous, unless it is ascertained how accurately the model
(cn which the simulator implementation Is based) represents the real HF. While
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Table 1. Watterson's Channel Simulator Specifications

Parameter Available Values Accuracy

Bandwidth, B 3, 6, or 12 kHz

Number of Paths, n 4 maximum

Delay, 11 0 to 10 ms In 20-Us steps 0.5 pr

Dispersion, Dj 0, -100, -220, ard -320 Us/kHz 2 x 10-2

Specular Atten., A 0 C to 100 dB continuous 0.2 dBt

Specular Phase, cj oontinuous (modulo 2%) 0.01 rad.

Scatter Atten., X1 0 to 100 dB continuous 0.2 dBt

Frequency shift, v, Int. Synthesizer: 0, ±I, ±2, or 1 x 10-4

±5 x .01, .1, 1, 10, or 100 Hz

Ext. Syntheiizer: -500 to 500 Hz 1 x 10-6
in 1-mHz steps

Frequency Spread, 2a, Each Path: 1, 2, or 5 x .01, .1, 2 x 10-2
1, 10, or 100 Hz

One Path: 1.00, 1.33, 1.78, 2.37, 2 x 10-2
3.16, 4.22, 5.67, or 7.50 x .01,
.1, 1, 10, or 100 Hz

Fading Spectrum, vj(v) 3-pole approximation of Gaussian <0.03 dBa

Signal to Noise, Eb/Nd -100 to +90 dB continuo'As, Gauss. 0.2 dBt
Atmos. 0.5 dBt

Atmospheric Noise HF: 7.2 dB In 2.7 kHz --
Impulsiveness, Vd LF: 10.8 dB in 2.7 kHz --

LF: 9.0 dB in 2.7 kHz --

Signal to Interf., S/I -100 to *90 dB continuous 0.2 dBt

Space Diversity Single or independent dual

Internal Distortions:
Additive < -70 dB relative to signal+nois --
Nonlinear < -70 dB relative to signal+noise --

rOver range of significance *Theoretical

'eas::rements of the Ionospheric channels, such as the lonogram generating sounders, have
been made over the last 50 years, many detailed propertied were not available before
Watterson's worV.

The model verification experiments by Watterson took place In November of 1967
[9,10). They were preceded by p'eparation and testing of the equipment to support test
bandwidths of 12 kHz or higher. The transmitting system was Installed at Long Branch,
Illinois (4013'N, 90001'W). The receiver was located In Boulder, Colorado (40108'N,
105*14'W). The propagation path has a great-circle distance of 1,294 km. It Is at a
very moderate latitude and displays a nearly perfect east-to-west orientation. Two
assigned frequencies of !.864 MHz and 9.259 MHz were used for night and daytime
operation, respectively. In both cases, the radio frequency was sufficiently below the
predicted MUF to make It likely that both one- and two-hcp modes would be present.
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zn one reported experiment the link was operated continuously in three separate test
period*. Over 7 hours of recorded measurements ware obtained at night (5.864 MRS) and

nrly 10 hours during daytime (9.259 PHs). The recorded data were subsequently
sampled, reduced. processed, and analysed with verification of the proposed channel
model being the main objective.

Data were divided into 10- to 13-minute intervals called samples. Of all the

samples covering the total 17 hours of measurement, about 2 hours or 12 percent was
found to be approximately stationary in terms of fading rates, modal time delays, and
average powers in the modes. Three particular sample intervals, designated as X1, 12,

and 13 by Watterson, received the most detailed analysis and produced the summary shown
in Table 2. Note that the number of distinct modes, excluding the magneto-ionic or O-X
fine structure, is either 3 or 4. In all oases the channel delay numbers remain under I

me, which is quite normal. The Doppler shifts and spreads are also well behaved. Their
magnitudes are small fractions of a hertz. The so-called path time spread mewaures the
effective delay smear within a mode and is observed to range from 20 to 100 us. As
claimed in the literature and verified by Watterson, this loads to definite conclusions
about the maximum bandwidth over which the modal Is an accurate repliontion of the real
channel behavior. This "validity bandwidth" for the model Is not a fixed, forever
invariant, entity on an NU circuit. The last row of Table 2 reveals that all three
samples have markedly different validity bandwidths.

Table 2. Summary of the Three Samples

SAMPLE Il 12 13

Frequenoy (MHz) 9.259 9.259 5.864

Uhmber of Modes 3 4 3

Channel Tim Delay (pas) 137 173 589

Channel Tim Spread (as) ,78 520 464

Channel Doppler Shift (HZ) .0013 .0171 .110

Channel Doppler Spread (Hz) .123 .110 .0666

Path Tim Spread (pa) 20 30 100

Validity Bandwidth

for the Model (kHz) 12.5 8.3 2.5

The reasons for this distinctive behavior are found in the details of the data
observed. These details, when magnified, show very different structures for the test
intervals I1, 12, or 13. For brevity sake, we show only I in Table 3. Note how the
three modes, namely E, F, and 2F, have different relative powers, time delays, Doppler
shifts, and spreads. The magneto-ionio splitting into O-X jomponents is present only In
the K-mode. Of course, all of these statistics would be expected to be quite different
over other different HF paths, I.e., at different frequencies, or different places, or
different times, or even different antennas.

Moreover, further analysis shows that the tap-gain functions are justified as
defined. It is indeed valid to take them as mutually statistically independent, complex
(tivariate) Gaussian random processes at baseband. Their spectral densities are also
representable as claimed. They are either single, or sums of two, Gaussian functions.
To fit observations, these Gaussian peaks must oe permitted arbitrary central positions
(means) and different spreads (variances).
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Table 3. Detail for Sample 11

Parameter O-X
Vector Channel Mode Split

E 
-.

40
.0022

-1.2 .0073
40

.0094
Rel. Power (dB) 0 .0272 -4.3

40

Time Delay (pa) 137 .0170
.0318

Doppler Shift (Hz) .0013

Doppler Spread (Hz) .123 F
-1.2
290

.0089
.144

2F
-13.5

1139
-. 167

* By Convention .340

Perhaps the moat noteworthy conclusion drawn from these validation tests is that
under the assumed narrowband conditions certain parameters are Indeed constants for
workable intervals of time and over all frequencies in the band. This includes modal
structures. i.e., fixed number of modes and their O-X splits, constant mode delays.
constant mode amplitudes, constant delay spreads, constant Doppler shifts and spreads,
and the total amount of mode dispersion, to mention the main variables. It is proper to
assign to them constant numeric values over bandwidths that do not exceed 12 kHz, or
roughly so. However, to presume constant values for larger bands appears unjustified.
A look at the wideband properties of ionograms only strengthens this suspicion.

4. WIDEBAND HF MODELIHO
The Approach

The extension of narrowband (e.g., 10 kHz) channel models to wideband (e.g., 1 MHz)
models cannot be substantiated by existing measured data at this time. Nevertheless,
this section does attempt to present an approach to HF modeling. Based on extrapolation
of narrowband results plus the latest wide bandwidth measurements 113,14,15] and other
pertinent inferences, the approach is both conjectural and factual.

The HF chdnnel Is not stationary over a very long time. For the ITS simulator,
Watterson's testa established a 10- to 15-minute window of apparent stationarity. What
happens when the band Is much wider is not too certain. However, one should expect no
novel nonstationarity effects here. For 10 to 15 minutes, or thereabouts, the wideband
channel structure is likely to be more or les fixed. By that one means that over the
entire bandwidth of interest, the number of modes, their amplitudes, their delays,
Doppler spreads, and so on, could very well retain constant profiles as functions of
frequency. The situation is as illustrated in Figure 5. Over a sufficiently long sky-
wave path, ionograma are observed at several 3-hour instances. When scrutinized, they
show quite discernible differences from one snapshot to the next. The operating
frequencies increase as the morning hours pass. The number of modes undergo changes.
If one focuses only on 15 MHz, one finds no modes at 0300 and 0600 hours, five modes at
C900, and two at 1200 (noon). The intermode delays are on the order of 1 ms, but their
systems effects are unclear because the relative amplitudes, Dopplers, etc., are
unresolved.
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Figure S. Ionogram snapshots of multipath variation
over time and wide bandwidth.

What can the higher resolution probe hope to reveal about the wideband channel? The
answer comes In many forms. For example, Figure 6 is based on the premise that the
ohannel bandwidth Is 2 MHz, but that depending on the time of day, different 2-MHz slots
are utilized. In said slots, the multipath modes display a fine structure of energy
(via., amplitude) scatter versus delay that, as suggested by Figure 6, must somehow vary
with frequency. The amplitudes and widths of the encountered distributions vary. Some
modes expire in the middle of the band, others stretch across the band, while yet others
merge or split apart at certain Junction frequencies. But this Is far from being the
whole story. The previously mentioned Doppler effeots must also be Inoluded, as must be
a large matrix of mutual cross-ocrrelations between all the above random processes or
variables, as the oase may be. Things would be greatly simplified if most of the
entities turned out to be statistically mutually Independent. Ho',ever, there appears to
be a genuine shortage of experimental data on this issue. And one doubts whether
significant independence (or even approximate unoorrelation) could be realistic from the
wave propagation pe it view over such large bandwidths.

"A- • o•r,,..ý Jefinition, and to clarify the time-varying channel transfer
functiv., H(f,t., for this and similar lonogram cases, from now on we propose the
following wideband channel models

H(f,t) AIM() ul(f,t) exp[-j2swi(f)f). (2)

This model Is claime" a one possible generalization of the model described earlier
In Eq. (1). There i- indeed be many other potential generalizations and extensions.
However, to discern which candidate model is better and for what reasons would require
experimental validation over real HF ohannels.
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in a 2-MHz bandwidth.

The explanation of terms in the above wideband H(f,t) of Eq. (2) is given next.
Gradually, as needed, It Is to be followed by justification arguments that support the
assumptions made. The formal transfer function nomenclatures for both narrow- and
wIdeband models are briefly summarised In Table 4. There are more thaa a few
similarities and differences to bt stressed here.

First, the time-varying transfer fuaotions for both are sums of all Incident modes.
An individual contributing mode Is Identified by Index 1. Its contribution to the
transfer function Is HI(f,t). So far, the two models obey the same additive and l1.near
formalism. Returning to Figure 5, 0900 hours and 15 Mlz. with Its five modes, the sum
would go from i11 to iu5 and sepaesate contributions to the transfer function would come
from HI(f,t) to H5(f,t). Of course, individual modes can have a varicty of properties
at given frequencies. This is Incorporated in the wideband model, as it was done f-r
the narrowband, through specification of modal components, Hi(f,t). See the seoonk ror,
of Table 4.

Next, the definition of all elements In HI(f,t),

Ai(f) Real. nonnegative, amplitude for the 1-th mode at frequency f. It Is a
constant number with respect to time and can be zero for all those
frequencies whire the mode vanishes. This dependence on f Is unnecessary
and therefore absent In all former narrowband models. However, in
wideband observations that led to Figures 5 and 6, variations with f have
been noted. In particular, the converging modes are known to possess high
amplitude peaks just below the MUF. To complicate things further, some
modes display a noticeable oscillatory behavior (viz., Ai(f) as function
of f). In as much as this phenomenon appears to persist in the presence
and absence of 0 and X ray splitting, including their delay ornssovers, It
shoulq be Incorporated Into tha AI(f) properties of the model. Or else,
rationale should be developed to ignore it as something of secondary
Importance.
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Table 4. eormal DiffOruSUom BItVeea Nawov- a"d WIdeband Models

CharacteristloDescription Narrowband Model Wideband Model

1.

Time-varylng transfer
funotlon for the H(r,t) - HI(ft)
entire Hch oannel

2.
Tine-varying transfer
function fot an Indivi- Ci(t) exp(-j2w•jf] AI(M) ui(f,t) exp[-j2vw(t)r]
dual node, Hi(mt)

3. AIMr)
Time-varying multiplier
taotor(s) for an Cj(t)
Individual node uj (f, t)

4. TIMr)
Time delay
oharaoteris/ti for an •r TIM
Individual node L1(t) - Tim

ut(f,t) Complex, bivartate Gaussian, random proesas in time t, with zero means and
statistically mutually Independent components, For every fixed frequenoy,
f, this function iS quite similar to the narrowband tap-gain multiplier
al(t), exoept that ul(ft) is tn have unity rms values for both quadrature
processes. For the ape.ial narrowband case, the f-dependenoe oan be
neglected In both u/(f,t) and Aj(f). Their product then Is equivalent to
the frequency Insensitive cl(t). This correspondence Is Indicated in row
3 of Table 4. The wideband Doppler spreads and shifts are als& generated
by this ui(f,t) process. That includes the familiar spectral shapJng from
before, except that now the center frequencies and the spreads of the
Doppler spectra can be varied across the arbitrarily wide channel
bandwidths that are to be simulated. Just how small the bandwidth should
be for the f-dependenoe to become nsaignlfioant is not at all well
established. However, based on reported past work, that bandwidth should
be at least 10 kHz--and perhaps much higher.

As a mstter of form, one may prefer to write the magnitude uI(f,t)
In front of the exponential function, and to Incorporate Its phase
arg[ul(f,t)] into the exponent. That would make the exponent time
varying. It can, of course, be done, but the overall advantages of such a
formality are unclear.

'i(f) Frequenoy-sensitive path delay encountered by the i-th mode. As
Illustrated in earlier ionograms of Figures 2, 5, and 6, the mode delay
appears to be constant only over a relatively narrow band. Even for
narrowband applications, some workers have deemed It necessary to Include
dispersion filters that In effect reproduce the same delay scatter as
would a delay entity with a linear delay versus frequency characteri3tic.
For wideband models, depending on the occupied spectral region, the first,
second, and even higher ord r derivatives of r i(f) with respect to f may
be of significance.

A final comment on this hypothetical modeling approach deals with the issue of
stat!stical dependence versus Independence, or oross-correlations versus absences
thereof. Since all random elements of the wideband communications channel somehow share
the same common physioca medium, I.e., the Ionosphere, one can argue that some mutual
statistioal dependenoe must exist. But, whatever its constitution, that dependence
appears either unknown or extremely complicated. To sake some progress In a practical
manes and to initiate a dialogue, one could propose the following totally
unsubstantiated hypothesis:
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FOR IGIN3E1I1O PURPOSES IN M? CHANNEL NODILINO, AND UNLESS SNO1N
OTHRAVIS. ALL RANDOA VARIABLES AND PROCUES2 CONTAINED IN TNE TXNE-
VARYING CHANNEL TRANSFER FUNCTION N(t,t) ARl MUTUALLY UNCORNRLATED.

It would then be up to future experimentera and statistical analysts elthor to prove,disprove, or to modify the above hypothesis. Or. as before, It would remain the burn
of the HP meotes designers and coemmnicators to carry on without an answer to this
question.

1eauireod Eorlmental Data

Watterion'm modellng of the narrowband !7 channel in terms of its tine-varying
transfer function was discussed in Section 3, as was the experimental verification of
that model, Measured data established the validity of that model. Eventually, a
simulation facility was Implemented. It met the channel specifications listed in Table
1. Unfortunaately, despite many old and new reported experiments, no auoh happy state or
affairs exists for the wideband HF channels.

Only one videband model has been emphasized here (see Sootion 4 and Table 4), yet
the root of difficulty seems not to be associated with a shortage of models. Many
wideband models can be conjectured and analyzed ad infinitum. Instead, the root Of the
problem appears to be tied to a genuine shortage of knowledge about this medium. Let us
return to the comparison of narrow- and wideband models in Table 4 and ask for facts and
numbers a!out the wideband model. The anewer is a disappointing one. Very little is
known. The number of multipath modes can by all means be deduoed from ordinary
ionograms. So can be tht delsy characteristics, wi(f). The behavior of mode amplitudes
as functions of frequency, Ai(f), could be obtained with more sophisticated Lonosondes.
out, unfortunately, either they are not fully instrumented o., the data are not
processed. For delay dispersions. Doppler shifts and sprnads, etc., even less is known.
The existence of statistical properties and the fine structure nrf randos multiplier
functions ui(f.t) are indicated In recent Naval Reseae.oh Laboratory tests D2,141.
However, useful and representative parametrie surAaries remain undatermined for f bonds
that exceed 10 kNa, or so. The bottom line is a simple noncluslon that without further
expzrimentation one has no way of ascertaining whether the proposed (on any other)
H(f,t) Is or Is not a valid model.

Assume for a moment that the economic and technology limitations of HF measurement
programs were lifted. What types of data would one seek? A way to answer this question
may be to return to Tables 1 to l and to ask what parametric behavior is anticipated for
broader ranges of frequency. The answer may be surprisingly simple. Many variables
that appeared constant when viewed through a narrow spectral window show functional
dependency on frequency f when viewed in the context of broader bandwidth. Eight
paraseters are identified below. They all were constants in Watterson't narrowband
model, but to be safe. they may have to be replaced by functions of r in the wideband
scenario. The eight, potentially f-dependent, quantities are:

1. Delay(s).

As discussed, every propagation mode I in the channel bandwidth has its own
delay-versus*-frequency characteristic. In Eq. (2) and Table 4 it is oulled Ti(f).
Seldom Is this funotion a constant for bandwidths ap:roaching I MHz. To simplify
modeling, the function may be approximated by plecewise linear segments. It Is
hoped that 1. 2, or at most 3. segments will suffice in practice. For realistLc HF
paths, the absolute propagation delays are less than 10 ma. The differential delays
between paths are usually on the order of 1 as.

2. Dispersion Slope.

For every mode, dispersion of energy in time contains a part proportional to
the magnitude of the delay derivative with respect to f. Wtile there may be other
sources that contribute to the time delay scatter in the modes, the point is that
distinctly unique dispersion functions may be requir'ed by individual modes. For
simplicity, step functions or piece-wise linear approximations way suffice. Per
multipsth mode, the dispersion slope may have to be bounded by a value yet to be
determined.

3. Specular Attenuation.

In the more common situations, there is at most one specular wavefront
received. Then the assumption of a constant term ove' all f appears justified.
However. if there were two or more specular components, even relatively mild phase
fluctuations can cause nulls and peaks at sufficiently separated frequencies.

4. Specular Phase,

If there is one specular term, its phase could be treated as a constant.
However, in the infrequent case of more than one specular term. special adjustments
(a.ch as uniforaly distributed phase differences) may be appropriate In the wideband
model.
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S. Satter Attenuation.

tach received Sultipath Mode shove eome amplitude dependence on frequenoy t.
The function hba been denoted as At(F) tar the 1-th path. When attenuation to total
at a liven F, no energy Is rce sved, and the function vanishee. For ease or
representation, a amail number of pleas-vies linear segments may muffios to
approximate the scatter attenuation function of a mode.

6. frequenoy Shift.

As a function of f, the average Doppler shift of a mode I may differ from other
modes. This funotional dependenoe on index I and on frequency f must be
incorporated In the complex, bivariate Gaussian, random tap multiplier function
uk(ft). A single linear funotion over F appears the easiest model for the Doppler
shift. The magnitude of the Doppler shift should typically remain below 10 Ha.

?. Frequency Spread.

This is the standard deviation ot the modal Doppler spread. Just like the
Doppler shift, its funotional behavior to part of the random multiplier function
ui(ft). Again. a single linear function over r should suffice for each multipath
sode. The frequency Spreads are normally on the order of 1 Ha or lees.

B. Fading Spectrum.

This spectral shape has only one peak when there is no mogncto-ionio path
splitting. When splitting occurs, each of the 0 and X ocomponents has its own peak.
In all oases, the shapes are to be Gaussian functions with relative displacements
that vary linearly with frequency.

It has been stressed repeatedly that the objective of wideband HF measurements need
not be to record every detail of the proposed channel model, and certainly not the
complete frequency dependent characteristics of H(f,t). There are two reasons for that.
First, due to the great variability of the HF channel, tha entirety of traits would be
incredibly difficult to establish with any degree of confidence. Second, details that
are too complex may eventually be impossible to model and to simulate with the state-of-
the-art technology. It appears far more expedient to seek channel representations based
on saimple approximations. That ts the notivatioL tor utlllsini pLiae-vies linear
segments to fit only a few selected functions of frequency, such as Ai(f),, tI(), and so
forth. furthermore, the number of segments should be kept low, say at 1 2, or at most
3.

5. CONCLUSIONS

There Is only one dosinauat oonclusion for this study. That is to roeognize the need
'or pertinent measured data about the HP channel as a wideband (on the order of 1 MHz)
ohannel. To help in the spread spectrum system development, the requirement for
wideband HF simulators hqe been doted. However, every simulator is based on a model--
and that model must be based on valid, experimental, real-world, HF numbers.

Comprehensive measurement programs are necessary to remedy this shortooming. On a
very cursory level, the programs would have to employ sufficiently high resolution
channel probes to measure In detail the HF channel responses over the required large
bandwidths. The detail 15 to Include Identification and estimation of transfer function
characteristics for all multipath modes that are present.

To be speolfic, consider the wideband time-varying channel transfer f'unctlon,
H(ft), of Eq. (2) In Section A. That function is:

H(f~t) a E'•Ai(f) ut(f~t) exp[-j2V~i(f)f].

As explained, it ro.'taina many variables or parameters that require quantitative
specification.

In summery, experimental data are needeJ tor wideband HF modeling

to validate the overall model for H(ft)

• to identify the most signfifbant functional elements of H(f,t)

a to establish typical and extreme quantitative ranges for the signiflioant
functional element of H(f,t)

to include realistic geographic and time-of-day (vlz., month, year,
season, solar cycle) effects on the distortion elements

a to justify simple approximations for the significant functional elements
Of H(rt)
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* to test the hypotheses of mutual statistical Independence and/or lack af
aorrelatlon between randoe cemponenta at the signiticant runctional
el=e4nt or N(frt)

a to tlnd the duration or time Intervals during which these bendom
oapoaeats sean be ooneidered stationary.

The proposed model agrees with the oonvinoingly validated Vatterson model for
narrowband channels. Untoftunfatly, without edequste verification via widoband HP
measurements, the above N(tt)--liko many other much oanjeotures--will represent little
arae than a hypthesie.
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DISCUSSION

K.G. Yoh, US
In your proposed model, would you give the range of parameters that
would be applicable to the ionospheric communication channel?

Author's Re.ly
The Identification of key parameters and estimation of their ranges
is, of course, the main substance of the wide band HP modeling
program. At this time, the parameter Identification has barely
begun. It it therefore difficult to respond to this question. In
the published paper, conjectures were made aa based on the nerrow
band by Vattereon. See Table 1. All these parameters will
definitely have a role with their nuaerical ranges extended by a
factor yet to be determined. However, other new parameters may be
suggested by research programs that are being initiated in the United
States.

J. Aarons, US
In developing an HF wids band model, the author has noted gaps in
observations for which research studieb should be devel3ped. These
should be noted in order to be addressed by the research community.
Is this aspect being addressed?

Author's Reply
Research to be undertaken is being approached along theoretical and
experimental lines at several organiaations. Theoretical modeling
work has begun at the Institute for Telecommunication Setiences and
elsewhere, experimental work at the Naval Research Laboratory, Air
Force (RADC), and elsewhere. Specific ordering by relative
significances appears difficult at this early time.

S. Baau, US
Professor Yeh raised questions on coherence bandwidth of HF
channels. In satellite-to-ground communication links at UHF, we
observed caherence bandwidth of at least * SX. If this can be
translated dirently to HF, it vill amount to * 500 kHa at MHz.

Author's Reply
The proposed spread spectrum systems of bandwidths of I M4a, or
thereabout, would, by design, extend far outside the expected WF
coherence bandwidth. This will be so in most, If not all, of the
channels of interest. The system aspects of this fact, however, must
be faced by the specific system users through appropriate receiver
designs (i.e., signal processing). The effect therefore is not of
primary concern to the wide band HF channel modeling effort, as long
as the model represents the medium in acceptable fashion.

G. Sales, US
Is there any a priori reason foh leaving jut. the possible time
dependence in the time delay r(f)? Is It possible to Pimulate the
wide band channel by sampling the I MHz spectrum %t some interval
smaller than the total bandwidth?

Author's Reply
Wo,. to the first question. However, since there way be innumerable
ways of incorporating parts of time variation into modal time delays
•r (f,t), and none appear clesrly superior at this time, we have taken
As simplest way out and have assumed time-invariant Ti(f).
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For the second question, the selection of unique narrower subbands
(or intervals) of the I MHz band does not appear justified for all HF
channels and all system applications. Perhaps this will change in
the future as we learn more about the wide band HF structures and
important system requirements (e.g, frequency hopping spread
spectrum).

C. Goutelard, FR
English translation

In evaluating the systems, we have to take into account the channel
transfer function, noise and jamming. In a narrow band, we can avoid
them, but in a wide band context the problem can become quite
critical. Don't you chink that these parameters must be introduced
in the simulations and taken into account in the same uay as the
signal? Many European and American studies have highlighted their
importance.

Author's Reply
We agree that noise(s), interference, and jamming must be modeled and
incorporated into wide band HF simt:lators. Their features, however,
are sufficiently unique to permit them to be handled separately and
somewhat apart form the channel transfer function modeling stressed
in this paper.
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DISCUSSION

K.C. Yeh, US
In your proposed model, would you give the range of parameters that
would be applicable to the ionospheric communication channel?

Author's Reply
The identification of key parameters and estimation of their ranges
is, of course, the main substance of the wide band HF modeling
program. At this time, the parameter identification has barely
begun. It is therefore difficult to respond to this question. In
the published paper, conjectures were made as based on the narrow
band 'by Watterson. See Table 1. All these parameters will
definitely have a role with their numerical ranges extended by a
factor yet to be determined. However, other new parameters may be
suggested by research programs that are being initiated in the United
States.

J. Aarons, US
in developing an HF wide band model, the author has noted gaps in
observations for which research studies should be developed. These
should be noted in order to be addressed by the research community.
Is this aspect being addressed?

Author's Reply
Research to be undertaken is being approached along theoretical and
experimental lines at several organizations. Theoretical modeling
work has begun at the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences and
elsewhere, experimental work at the Naval Research Laboratory, Air
Force (RADC), and elsewhere. Specific ordering by relative
significances appears difficult at this early time.

S. Basu, US
Professor Yeh raised questions on coherence bandwidth of HF
channels. In satellite-to-ground communication links at UHF, we
observed coherence bandwidth of at least * 5%. If this can be
translated directly to HF, it will amount to * 500 kHz at MHz.

Author's Reply
The proposed spread spectrum systems of bandwidths of 1 MHz, or
thereabout, would, by design, extend far outside the expected HF
coherence bandwidth. This will be so in most, if not all, of the
channels of interest. The nystam aspects of this fact, however, must
be faced by the specific system users through appropriate receiver
designs (i.e., signal processing). The effect therefore is not of
primary concern to the wide band HF channel modeling effort, as long
as the model represents the medium in acceptable fashion.

G. Sales, US
Is there any a priori reason for leaving out the possible time
dependence in the time delay T(f)? Is it possible to sitiulare the
wide band channel by sampling the 1 MHz spectrum at some interval
smaller than the total bandwidth?

Author's Reply
No, to the first question. However, since there may be innumerable
ways of incorporating parts of time varintion into modal time delays
T (f,t), and none appear clearly superior at this time, we have taken
Xhe simplest way out and have assumed time-invariant Ti(f).
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For the second question, the selection of unique narrower subbands
(or intervals) of the 1 MHz band does not appear justified for all HF
channels and all system applications. Perhapa this will change in
the future as.we learn more about the wide band HF structures and
important system requirements (P.g, frequency hopping spread
spectrum).

C. Goutelard, F%
English translation

In evaluating the systems, we have to take into account the channel
transfer function, noise and jamming. ln a narrow band, we can avoid
them, but in a wtde band context the problem can become quite
critical'. Dou't you think that theise parameters 6 ust be introduced
in the simulations and taken into account in the same way as the
signal? Many European and American studies have highlighted their
importance.

Author's Reply
We agree that noise(s), interference, and jamming must be modeled and
incorporated into wide band HF simulators. Their features, however,
are sufficiently unique to permit them to be handled separately and
somewhat apart form the channel transfer function mcdeling stressed
in this paper.
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SUMaRl

This paper discusses propagation and performanoe measurements that were obtained over a digital
troposcatter communioations link between Bocksberg, West Germany, and Wes', Berlin. The measurements
were unusual in that three general types of data were collected simultaneously over t4& lim::
propagation data, digital performance data, and meteorological data. The propagation data Include
received signal level (RSL) and multipath measurements made with a ohfinel probe, the performance data
consist or bL-errar data obtained from a 1 .544 Mbpa Ti bank, and the meteorologiual data (in the form
of radiosonde messages) have been used to generate prt'llea of the radio refractive index over the w.lv.

The basic prinoiples and instrumentation of the channel pro:e and the test oonfigurationc usab to
obtain these data are discussed. Then the results of analyses of these data are presented and
dJscussed. These results include the measured impulai ,response of the channet, delay spread, RSL, bit-
error ratios, and refractive index profilea. Potsno.al relationships among these results are
investigated in order to assess the impact of various troposcatter channel conditions on digital rajo
performancA. In particular, the paper discusses both the definition and methods of u&ilizinq the all
iwportant parameter of delay spread. These oons! i.ratione range frCm the simple parameter of 2o values
to a more complete evaluation of the dynamic propirties of delay-epread derived erom the channel probe
data.

Previous studile have addressed wanr ftaLet of troposcattar propagation. This paper attempts to
bring all of these facets together, to present a .-ore complete deanription of the troposoatter coan:nel,
and to enhance future digital upgrades of existing troposoatter links.

The U.S. Army recently completed equipment installatio' of a digital troposoatter comunioation
system between 3ook&berg, West Germany, and Webt Berlin. The radio syrtem Is composed of an upgraded
Army tactical troposcatter -saio operating with the MD 918/0RC Digital Data Modem at a nominal bit rate
of 10 Mbpa. This im the first digi'tal tpgrads of an existing analog troposaýctter link in the Defense
Communications System in Europe, and it is, therefore, Important to evaluate bot. the propagation
factor3 and the digital performance over this link.

One of the most important parameters to be measured ie the delay spread of the signal in the
propagation path. The measurement of delay spread over the Serlin/Bookaberg link was specified as part
of the, test and acceptance program, von.duoted by GTE Government Systems Corporation, Communioation
System Division, Needham Heights. Massachusetts, under contract to the U.S. Army. The fnatrument usnd
to make the delay spread measurement was a pseudo-random noise (PH) Lhanne2 probe, designed and built by
the Institute for Teeommunication Soiencss (ITS), Boulder, Colorado. The purpose of ýhis paper Is tv
sunmarize the data obtained by ITS.

The priaa'-Y objective was to obtain propagation dato, Including Measurements of delay spread .1,o
received signal le-s'l, in oonlunotion with messuremints of digital trnsemission performance. The
simultaneous collest!on of propagation and performance Iata over the same transmission channel can
provide new insights Into performanoe criteria and suggest adaptive techniques which may b's valuable In
planning and lmplementing future digital upgrades of other troposoatter ]nks. It is also expected that
the data will be u-.ful In enhancing analytical models of troposcatto ohannels.

2. DACEEOUOD

A common propagation problem in both line-cf-sight and transhorlion radio links Is caused by
multipath, resulting from retlections or refraction/scatter In the transmission medium. Multipnth can
be more detrimentsa in thI digital transmission mode than in its analog counterpart. A significant
number of performance meaesurements have been reportsd tnat demonstrate the catastrophic effect multlpath
can have on digital transmission. Examples of speciio measurements have been discussed by Dougherty
and Hartman (0977), Anderson et al. (1971), Barnett (1978), and Hoffmeyer et al. (1986)0 a review of
this rlead with extensive refarencas has been given by Hubbard (198i). However, there are teohniques
that use the multipath to provide a form of In-ba~id diversity Improvement. Such is the case with the
ND 918. T)e modem is dosigned to taxe Advantage o.t the delay spread of the signal over a certain range.
It• io therefore important to know whot values of delay spread are encountered in practice.

The prtmary purpose of ITS in the test and acceptanoe p.'ogram for the BerlIn/Bockaberg digital
tropo link was to furnish the equipment necessary for the delay spread measurements. The PM channel
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probe, desaorbed in Section 3, was interfaced to the host radio *t the 70-Mte IF level, Details of the
Interface arrangement are discussed in Section 4.

The test signal was propagated over the path in the 4.5 to 5 0Hz band. The path length in
approximately 210 km. The path profile for the link, shown in Figure 1, Indicates that the dominant
propagation mechanism is expected to be troposoatter, but that the link may be diffractive under super-
refractive conditions. The date presented in this paper were oolleotod during the last two weeks or
February 1986, when the signal was transmitted from Bocksberg to Berlin.

3. MWLYIPATh iEASURDrI a OIUI@I AND EUiIrMlIT

Delay spread has been measured previously over a few selected troposoatter links using a system
comonly known as a RAKE noamunication system (Price and Green, 1958; Barrow et al., 1969; Sherwood and
Suyemoto, 1977). The RAKE system measures the value of a correlation function at the output of a finite
number of tape along a tapped-delay line. The test signal uses a pseudo-random noise (PM) code, which
Is cross-correlated in the receiver with a locally generated replica of the PM code.

The instrumentation used in the ITS PM channel probe is similar to that of the HAKE system, with
the exception of the correlation process. The ITS system uses a time-multiplex type correlation
detector in the receiver, as opposed to the tapped-delay line used in the RAKE system. Delay between
the received code and the locally generated replica is achieved by clocking the PM generator at a
nlightly slower rate in the receiver than in the transmitter. In this manner, delay is continuously
varying, thereby enabling one to measurs the correlation function (impulse response of the radio
channel) as a function of time delay. The rate of delay change is variable, and the code length and
clock rate are selectable over specified ranges to meet different t:ansmissLon channel conditions. A
detailed description of the theory and implementation of the ITS channel probe is given by Linfield
at al. (1916). Delay spread measurements taken over troposcatter links with this probe have been
discussed by Hubbard (1983).

The correlation process in the probe receiver takes advantage of time-bandwidth tradeoff, which
permits the data to be recorded at a relatively low rate (small bandwidth), but with high equivalent
time resolution. For example, the bit time for a PH code clocked at 10 Mxz Is O.ls. For a 511-bit
code at this clock rate, a code word is 51.1as in length. If a correlation function were developed for
each code word, the bandiddth requirement for the data acquisition system would be quite broad.
However, this data -ate is not necessary if the dynamic changes in the transmission channel are much
slower. In the PM channel probe receiver, the correlation process is slowed so that many code words are
processed while one correlation function is developed. For example, the data rate for the tests
described here was selected to be one correlation function per second. However, the range of time
delays over which the correlation function is measured corresponds to the 51.1ls period of the PM code.
Thus, 1 a of processing time In the receiver corresponds to 51.1ps in channel response time (a time-
bandwidth factor of approximately 2 x 104).

A simplified block diagram of the probe is shown in Figure 2. For UHF band and troposoatter
systems, an I.-' of 70 Kdz and a PM clock rate of 10 MHz are used. These values were chosen to make the
system compatible with existing communication systema that use a standard 70 MHz IF and to limit the PM
test signal bandwidth to a value commensurate with the power amplifiers of those systems. In order to
maintain frequency coherence between the tropo radio and the probe, the 10-114z reference from the radio
Interface rack (LORAN C) was used as the probe reference signal in parallel with the tropo radio.

The receiver of the probe is configured for dual-channel operation, but only one channel is
illustrated in Figure 2. The two independent channels allow data to be collected simultaneously from
two diversity links. The probe receiver develops four signals from each channel. Two correlators are
used to develop the in-phase and quadrature components of the equivalent low-pass impulse response of
the tranamission channel. Relative phases between multipath components can therefore be determined.
The third signal is developed from the sum-of-the-equares processing of the In-phase and quadrature
signals, which is the power Impulse response of the channel. The fourth signal is the received signal
level (RSi), measured as a power level in the IF amplifier stages. All of these signals were recorded
on dig.tal magnetic tape.

4. TEST CONI0 GURATION8 AND SATA ACQUISITION SYSTUE

Digital performance was uessured with an appropriate bit-error detector, using a predetermined
digital test signal at the designated transmission rate. On one hand, the PH test signal requires the
total baseband of the radio, and thus cannot be transmitted simultaneously with the data test signal.
On the other hand, the troposoatter radio system uses quadruple diversity in a dual spEce/duel frequency
oonfigu"ation, bo that probe data and digital performance data can be obtained simultaneously over the
link if the radio is configured for dual L'versity operation. In other words, one diversity pair can be"used to receive the probe signal while the other diversity pair 'a receiving the digital performance
test signal. This and the other configurations that were used in the teat are listed in Table 1. The
frequency diversity signals are transmitted with different polarizations (horizontal and vertical) and
are identi;Led by polarization rather than by frequency throughout this paper.

TKs controi for the various configurations was provided at the transmitter terminal through the use
of Ot.sxial switches to change the Input test signals. Command signals for the coaxial switches were
sent vis the service channel from the receive site to the transmit site. The test proceeded through the
var:0oL configurations in a cyclic fashlor, operating in a given configuration for a duration of
13 minutes before proceeding to tha next oonfigrration. At the transitions between configurations, the
system was put into configuration I for a duration of approximately 2 minutes, during which time GTE
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processed and recorded data. Thus, the test cycled through all tour configurations over a period of
I hour. The complete teat oonfigurationa are shown In block diagram form in Figures 3 and 4.

The ITS acquired a total of 32 magnetic tapes of taut data. Data were acquired in 1-stound
intervals (cooinoident with the errored-seoond performance monitoring instruments discussed below). The
data were double-buffered at the input, ocepiled into a 5-second file, and recorded ca, the magnetic
tape. One buffer was acquiring new data as the other buffer was being read to the tape.

Data were recorded onto magnetio tape only when digital errors were detected. However, in test
configuration 4, only the PN probe signal was transmitted, so that the bit-error detector used by GTE
generated continuous errors by coaparing the probe signal to the digital test signal. Thus, data were
recorded continuously in test configuration 4. The following signals were recordedt

1. In-phase and quadrature components of the iMpulse response and the power impulse response from
each of the two channels of the PN probe receiver.

2. RSL (received signal level) of each tropo receiver and the two channels of the PH probe
receiver.

3. Spectrum of the received signal in each diversity polarization. These data include both the
probe and digital test signal in accord with the applicable test configuration discussed
above.

4. Digital performance (error) data.

5. Test configuration number.

6. Time code.

The latter two mIgnals were used In the data processing procedures discussed in Scotion 5.

Analog data inputs were sampled at different rates, commensurate with the Nyquist requireaments for
the various signals. For example, the impulse functions from the PH probe require the highest sampling
rate for the necessary resolution. Therefore, these functions (a total of six signals) were sampled at
a rate of 4 kHz. The response was measured once per second in the first 20 ma only, as this part of the
function includes time delays to beyond I's. Thus, each response was sampled 80 times. Four additional
A/D channels were sampled at a 100-Hz rate. These were used to record the received signal spectra from
the trope receivers and the RSL of the two channels of the PH probe receiver. The remaining
six A/D channels were sampled at a IO-Hz rate and were used to record Lise RSL of each of thi four tropo
receivers as well as the two signals used to determine the test configuration number.

The digital performance data were measured in the I'S system using a recording error analyzer
operating in the external error moce. This Instrument measures synchronous errored seconds and
registers the number of bit errors In each errored second. The data source for the instrument was an
error pulse train developed in the bit-error detector used by GTE to measure the radio performance. The
t.it-error Ketector monitored the error performance of one TI bank in an FCC-99 multiplexer. The other
five T! btnks were loaded with another PH code stream that was looped back and forth over the link to
simulate full load conditions. At no time during the tests was the error performance of the full
mission bit stream monitored.

The ITS prov-ded additional support to the test and acceptance program by obtaining available
meteorological data from the U.S. Air Force in Berlin. These consisted of radiosonde data that can be
used to develop refractive index profiles for the link. The radiosonde launch sites were at Lindenberg,
East Germany, Hanover, West Germany, and Berlin. Computer programs developed at ITS were used on-site
to compute and plot these profiles during the tests. The objective was to correlate test results with
features of these p.oflles.

5. DATA PROCE8BIUO

The magnetic tape recordings and radiosonde data were returned to the ITS laboratories for
processing and analysis. The ITS has developed a set of computer programs to perform a variety of
analyses on the data described above, including the followingt

1. Average impulse response.

2. Probability density functions (pdf) and cumulative distribution functions (cdf) of the impulse
width.

3. Pdf and cdf of the time rate-of-change of the impulse width.

4. Computation of the two-sided ras width of the average power impulse response (2u).

5. Average signal spectrum.

6. Pdf and cdf of RSL.

7. Cdf of 1-second dER.

8. Profiles of refractive inoex.
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The Individual impulse response functions that were used to compute the averages were first
normalized So that each response had the same peak value. If the value of the average impulse power
function at a time delay %I is denoted by P(t 1 ), then a is defined as

f (TI) (11 - 7)2 1/

where N i the number of ample points (80) and ? Is the mean time delay:

N

SP(Ti) ,

The Impulse width is defined as the base width of an Individual power imnulse function, and the pulse
width rate-of-changse is computed as the difference between the pulse width of an impulse function and
the pulse width of the previous (1 second earlier) Impulse.

It should be noted that during the test configuration setup for Phase 11 (transmit from Berlin and
receive at Bocksberg), several changes to the equipcent configuration were made. Both antennas at
Bocksberg were realigned, a baseband interface problem between the MD 918 modem and the KG-8i encryption
unit (which caused intermittent burst errors) was discovered and fixed, and one antenna feedhorn at
Booksberg was replaced. Any one or combinations of these changes could affect the s'\olute a&ourecy of
the data analyses presented herein. The primary objective of the data analyses has been to Identify
those periods during which the radio ayatem performed relatively poorly, and to relate the performance
to propagation conditions In the transmission channel.

As discussed above, four different test configurations were used during the test and acceptance
program. However, only during teat configuration 4 were data collected on a continuous basis. For this
reason, analyses of impulse response and RSL data were performed systematioally only for this latter
test configuration, In order to obtain results that are not biased by the error performance of the radio
system. In test configuration 4, channels A and 8 of the probe were Interfaced to tropo receiver 1
(horizontal polarization) and tropo receiver 4 (vertical polarization), respectively, thereby enabling
the Impulse response to be analyzed in both polarizations.

Examples of the average power impulse functions are shown In Figures 5 and 6. No scale appears on
the vertical axes beoause the PM receiver does not have a local signal source, and thus the impulse
response magnitude could not be calibrated; however, the impulse functions are plotted on a linear
scale and relative poker levels within a given Impulse function can be determined accordingly. The
legend In each plot gives the start and end times for the analysis and the value of 2a. The statement
"Node-C" in each legend refers to test configuration 4.

The impulse functions corresponding to vertical polarization typioally have a steep leading edge,
followed by a tail with a relatively small amount of distortion corresponding to signal energy arriving
at relatively large delay times (Figure 5). On the other hand, the impulse functions corresponding to
horizontal polarization show a pronounced shoulder on the trailing edge and occasionally a distinct
secondary peak, suggesting a mixed mode of propagation. An exception to this pattern can be seen in the
impulse functions In Figure 6 corresponding to the time block on February 23. In which distinct
shoulders appear on the leading and trailing edges for both horizontal and vertical polarization.

The digital performance data were processed by computing cumulative probability distributions of
1-second bit error ratios (BER) for test configurations 1, 2, and 3. As explained above, no porformance
data were provided during teat configuration 4 because the PH probe signal was transmitted over both
diversity pairs. The measurement resolution was deturminud by the bit rate of the T1 bank (1.544 Mbps)
whose performance was monitored. Since one bit error is the smallest number of bit errors that can
occur in any time interval, the smallest 1-second BER that could be measured was /(1 .544x10

0
),* or

6.48xlO-1.

The meteorological data consist of radiosonde messages that include values of atmospheric
temperature, pressure, and dew-point departure at various heights. These data can be used to compute
the atmospheric refractive index using the Smith-Weintraub relation (Smith and Weintraub, 1953), which
expresses the refractive index in terms of temperature, pressure, and water vapor content. The
radlooor,ue data were used to develop profiles of temperature, relative humidity, and index of
refraction.

Examples or these profiles are shown In Figure 7. Each plot is labeled by time, date, and by the
radiosonde launch mite (Hanover, Lindenberg, or Berlin). Also, the elevations or the two ends of the
link (Berlin and Bocksberg) are shown on the plots. In addition to the profiles of temperature,
relative humidity, sad index of refraction (measured In N-units), each plot shows two other profiles
labeled as "normal% and "duoting." These latter two profiles illustrate the refractivity gradients that
correspond to a normal atmosphere (-40 N-units/ku) and to ducting conditions (-157 H-units/ku).
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In this notion the results tof the data analyses are sumariaed and discussed. emphasis has been
plaecd on the relationshipe between propagation parameters and radio performance. Then the measured
values of delay spread are compared with theoretical values derived by applying raj theory to the
Berlin/Sookaberg path profile. This analysis indicates that the measured values of delay spread are
often larger than theoretical expectations and provides additional irnsight into the effects or
propagation on radio performance.

6.1 i yMs of FPogtiMm mW Pa 4 tmumMe Data

For eas of presentation, the results of the data analyses have been siarized in graphical fore.
Figures 8 through 12 are line ploto of 2o, pulse width, pulse width rate-of-change, and RSL versus time
for the period February 24 through 26. In addition, each figure also contains line plots or BER over
this same time period in order to facilitate coparing the propagation and performance data. The
results shown in theme figures embody only a mall portion of all the data analyses that were performed,
but are representative or the complete data base.

Eanh point is plotted a1 the time that corresponds to the center 0? the time block for that
particular analysis. All times are given in Universal Time (UT); in Germany the local time is one hour
ahead of UT. The time blocks used for these analyses vary frcm approximately 1 to 10 hours. The time
blocks are not or equal length because the times during which data were collected were sometimes highly
Irregular, due to equipment failures and periodic RSL calibrations. Figure 8 shows the 2o values for
receivers I and 4 for test configuration 4. The 2o values for receiver 4 (vertical polarization) vary
from approximately 90 ns to 120 ns. For receiver 1 (horizontal polarization) the 2o values are somewhat
larger, varying from approximately 140 no to 170 nm.

Whin interpreting delay-rpread measurements, it should be recognized that the measured impulse
response Is actually the convolution of the impulse response of the transmission channel with the
Impulse response of the PH probe used to make the measurement. The probe Impulse response is the
autocorrelation function of the PM code, which Is a triangular pulse whose baes width is equal to
two PM bit times (200 ns for a 10 Mbps cloak rate). The power Impulse response of the probe is
therefore the square of the PH autooorrelation function. It Is straightforward to calculate 2a (twice
the standard deviation) for such a pulse; the result is 63.2 no. Thus, a nondispersive channel would
hays a measured 2a equal to 63.2 na. If one attributes the multipath dispersion of the transmission
channel to the difference between the measured 2o and tre value of 29 that would be measured for a
nondispersive channel (63.2 ns), the results presented herein Imply multipath dispersions that vary from
lese than 30 no to greater than 100 no. Expressed in terms of the symbol time T (200 na), 2e/T varies
from approximately 0.15 to 0.5.

Figures 9 and 10 are line plots of the pulse widths for receivers 1 and 4, respectively. Each
figure shows three plots, which correspond to the minimum, median, and maximum values of pulse width,
obtained trom the cumulative distributions. Although the maximum pulse widths are greater (by
approximately 50 ns) for receiver 4 (vertical polarization), the median and minimum pulse widths are
greater (by approximately 50 ns) for receiver 1 (horizontal polarization).

Line plots of the median pulse width rates-of-ohange for receivers 1 and 4 are shown In Figure 11.
The median rates-of-change vary from approximately 20 nm/s to 200 nsf, and are greater for receiver 4.
In view of the fact that median pulse widths are typically on the order of 400 nm, these results
indicate that the tropoeoatter channel is quite dynamic over time scales on the order of or less than
1 second.

Figure 12 shows RSL plots for receiver 1. Each figure has three plots, corresponding ta the
minimua, median, and maximum values of RSL obtained from the cumulative distributions. Although RSL has
not been converted to path loss, the median RSLs vary from approximately -45 Om to -85 dsm,
corresponding to a 40 dB variation in path loss. The trends are similar for all four receivers.
However, receiver 1 had the highest RSLs. Receiver 2 was down from 1 by appruximately 1 dB, receiver 3
was down from 1 by approximately 9 dO, and receiver 4 was down from 1 by approximately 5 dB. Thus, the
horizontal diversity pair (receivers 1 and 2) had, on the average, approximately 7 dB greater RSI, than
did the vertical diversity pair.

The OEe data for all three diversities are shown in the lower halves or Figures 8 through 12. The
values plotted correspond to a protability of 0.9 in the cumulative distributions. A probability of 0.9
was chosen rather than 0.5 (oorresponding to the median value) because the median value was often leas
than the measurement resolution (6.48x10

7
).

An expected, the quadruple diversity had lower BDRs than either of the dual diversity
configurations. However, the vertical diversity pair consistently had higher BERs than the horizontal
diversity pair. Thus, the horizontal diversity pair had higher RSL., larger delay spreads, and lover
BREs than the vertical diversity. Since a higher RSL ia expected to improve performance, wheretns a
larger delay spread is expected to degrade performance, it appears that the differences In RSL (betweer
the two civersities) influenced performance more strongly than differences in delay spread.

Futhermtre, comparing the BE• data with the delay spread results in Figures 8 through 10, and the
RSL data in Figure 12 indicates that within a given channel, variations in RSL correlate with
performanca more closely than variations In delay spread. For example, the periods of good performance
an the mc igs of February 24, 25, and 26 are accompanied by corresponding rises in RSL, whereas the 2a
and pulse- .dth values are not particularly msall at these times. However, it should be recognizae that
the adaptive equalixation in the HD 918 is designed to compensate for nultipath dispersion, which Is
consistent with the observation that delay spread and performance are not well correlated.
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On the other hand, the gross variations in the pulse width ratee-of-ohange in Figure 11 appear to
track the variations in wiR for both diversities. The fact that the rates-of-change were generally
greater for receiver 4 (vertical) that tar receiver I (horizontal) corroborates the view that greater
rates-of-ohanga afe associated with higher MReS. This trend is also preasnt in the results of other
datA analyses not shown In Figure 11 and suggests that substantial gains in performane could be
realized by the implementation or adaptive equalization that talke channel dynamics into account.

Thr meteorological profiles (such as those In Figure T) have been examined for features that
correlate with periods of good and poor performance; however, no obvious trends hove been noted. The
surface refractivity showed little variation during the period February 14-28, and was close to
310 N-units. This value is consistent with other -ofractivity measurements In continental, temperate
climates during the winter season (Dean at *1., 1966; MCIR, 1978a).

The refractivity gradients were generally close to that or a standar1 atmosphere (-40 N-units/kI),
with a tendency to be slightly subrefractive (smaller gradient*). Occasional diecontinuities In the
refractivity gradient (indicating the presence of atmospheric layers) appear In the refraotivity
profiles, and are often e.ccmpaieod by temperature invesions. However, these inversions and/or layers
do nn' appear to correlate in any obvious way with Periods of good or poor performance. Similarly, no
unusual features are apparent in the profiles during werlida of unusually large or Small delay spread.

It should us recognized that the radiosonde data was rather sparses In fact, adjacent data points
in the p;-ofiles are oftea separated by Several hundred meters. Thus, the presence of thin
reflecting/refracting layers would not generally appear In the profiles. Horoorer, seasonal variations
in retractivity could not be observed over the two-week period during which date were collected.

6.2 Compariscn of Mesured saW Theoretical Values or Delay Spread

The values of delay spread reported herein are comparable tc those found by previous measurements
over other troposoatter paths. For example, Sherwood and Suyamoto (1977) reported values of Zj which
varied from 50 no to 37. nr with a mean of 180 no, a-ld Hubbard (1983), who reported values of pulse
width measured with the PN channel probe, found values ranging from less than 200 ns to greater than
'Ms. However, Sherwood e-d Suymsoto pointed out that their measured values of 20 were somewhat larger
than those predicted by the Belle (1969) channel model,

ine Belle model, and variations of It, use turbulent Scattering theory to oamptte the differential
sactterrng aross section In the om•on volume, theeeby determining the amount of scattered energy
received from each point in the common volume. Ray tracing is then used to compute the relative delay
times from each point in the common volame, and the power LMpulse function Is developed by Integrating
the received power over the soason volume for each value of delay time. The delay spread can therefore
be estimated by calculating the spread in arrival times of rays propagating from the transmitter to the
receiver via scattering in the commn volume.

The location of the common volume for the Berlin/Bookaberg link is illustrated with the path
profile in Figure 1. The upper two rays correspond to the half-power beamwidths of the antenna patterns
and the lower two rays correspond to the antenna boresites. The comon vol.me is the 'region enclosed by
these rays. The take-off angles of the rays were detersined by positioning the boresites on the radio
horizons. For 30-foot antennas opurating in the 4.5-5.0 Glx band, the half-power beeawidtha are
approximately 0.50. The ray* corresponding to the half-power beeawidthe therefore have take-oft angles
0.250 above boresite. Using this construction, the positions of the extremities of the common volute
(in the plane of the propagation path) can be obtained directly from the path profile in terms of
elevation above sea level and lateral distance along the path.

The path lengths for tho various rays were then calculated using the construction shown in
Figure 13. The ray paths are assumed to be straight lines over an earth of effective radius Re. For a
standard atmosphere, Re - 8497 km. The angle * for a point in the common volume can be expressed in
terms of its lateral diistance do along the path as # - do/Re. Applying the law of sines to the triangle
in Figure 13 Implies that the ray path length do Is given by

do - (R,+h) s1n#/oos (e-4),

where h Is the antenna elevattin and 8 is the ray takeoff angle measured downward fram the horizontal.

It was found that the path length difference for rays propagating through the highest and lowest
points In the ommon volume Is only I a, i.aplying a delay spread of only •a~eral ns. For the rays
propagating through the two lateral extremes of the common volume (in the plane of the propagation
path), the lath length difference is 6 a, which translates into a delay spread of approximately 20 na.
Of ceurro, this calculation does not take into account the lateral extent of the common volume
tranaverse to the propagation path. However. It is easy to show that the delay spread due to lateral
spreading of the beas,, is comparable to that due to spreading In the vertical dimension (- 1 ns). Thus,
for pure tropoacattar propajation one expects a measured value of 2o which is approximately 20 ns
greater than that aeasured for a nondisperalve channel (53.2 nm), or .pproximately 85 ns.

This was occasionally observed for ?ertLcal polarization, in which case the power impulse function
oonl1sto or a aymeetrio peak with very little distortion in either the leading or trailing edges. T;ie
fact that much larger valuea of 2a were measured when shoulders appeared on the leading and/or trailing
edins of the Impulse functions Suggests that these features ware due to non-troposcatter Rodes of
propagation. However, the ray tracing calculations disckosed above imply that diffraction, foreground
effects (i any are present), !nd/or refloetirns from atmospheric layers generate Small (. 1 na)
contributions to delay spread, to be compared with discrepancles of tens of no. If the large delay
spreads are not attributed to non-troposoatter modes of propagation, then a possible explanation is that



the time of arrival of signal energy variea by tone Ot na over the time Interval during which the
impulse response is measured. It this ia the case, then the tropoeoatter chanMel is dynamic over time
$sales on the order ot several ma.

The question remains a to why the horieontal diversity pair consistently had larger delay spreads
and higher ROLs than the vertical diversity pair. However, as was pointed out In Section 5, several
hardware problems with the radio system Were discovered and fixed after the date discussed heroin were
obtained. Also, the horizontally and vertically polarized signals were transmitted from different
antennas at Bookaberg.

T. CaNLUSIOzS

The primary objective of this work, to obtain delay spread measurement$ in conjunction with digital
performance data over ;he Berlin/Bonkaberg tropo link, has been met. The PH channel probe proved to be
quite valuable for this purpose; various propagation modes can readily We discerned from the impulse
response data mnd dynamio changes In the transmission channel can be observed and analyszd.

The values ot delay spread that were obtained over this link are comparable to those obtained from
previous measurements over other troposcatter paths, and are often larger than the value expected for
pure troposoatter propagation. In particular, the values of the two-sided rms width at the power
impulse function, 2a, varied from less than 90 ns to 170 no, to be compared With a value of
approxlmately 85 ns expected for pure troposcatter propagation in a stationary channel.

Variations In performance appeared to correlate well with variations in RSL, as expected. However.
it was also observed that channel dynamics is related to radio performance; In particular, periodc of
poor performance were aoccmpanied by large values (greater than 150 na/a) at the pulse width
rate-of-change. This portends the need to t-ke into account ahannel dynamics In troposcatter models and
In the design or adaptive equalization techniques. Such an approach could greatly enhance the
capability to combat the effects of multipath dispersion on digital transmission systems.
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Table 1. Test Conftlurations

Configurtatlon
U'mber Receivers Interfaced , Divestl Teat Signals

(Mode Number) to PN Probe Horizontal Vertical

Receiwers I and 4 ND 918 Data MD 918 Data

2 Aecelvera I and 2 Probe Data MD 918 Data

3 Rtoeceivrs 3 and 4 RD 918 Data Probe Data

Recelivere 1 and i Probe Data Probe Data
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Fig. 1. Path profile from Bockaberg to Berlin.
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DISCUSSION

C. Goutelard, FR
English translation

Your lecture is very interesting. You introduce a new factor and
suggest that it be taken into account in simulations. You gave
results on the BER. Did you study the laws of distribution of errors
in the function of thi parameters? You know the importance of these
parameters in correcting error problems.

Author's Reply
The BER results presented in this paper were obtained from cumulative
probablility distribution fuvctions of 1-second BERs and correspond
to the BERs at a probability of 0.9. In this sense, the error
distributions were studied as functions of various parameters, for
example, pulse width rate-of-change. However, other features of the
error distributions, such as error burst characteristics, have not
been analyzed.

S. Silleni, IT
A question about your experimental technique. Was the refractivity
(point 5.8 and Fig. 7) computed from icnosonde data or was it
measured by airborne refractometer?

Author's Reply
The intended qse of the radio system discussed in this paper is to
carry operational traffic. However, the comparison of measured
performance with military and/or CCIR standards was the
responsibility of the prime contractor for the test and acceptance
program (GTE Government Systems Corporation). The purpose of the
analyses discussed here has been to identify those periods during
which the radio system performed relatively poorly, and to attempt to
correlate the performance with propagation conditions in the
transmission channel.

R.J. Miller, UK
The technique used is pulse comparison in radars; much work has been
done to establish pseudo-random sequences giving low sidelobe
levels. Is it possible that "skirts" on one of your illustrations is
due to very rapid fluctuations in the scattering medium?

Author's Reply
The PN sequence used in the channel probe Is a maximal length shift
register sequence, for which the autocorrelation function is a
triangular pulse with no sidelobes. This is the primary reason that
such a FN sequence was chosen for the channel probe. Yes, it seems
possible that the "skirts" in the impulse functions are due to rapid
fluctuations in the transmission medium. However, if this is the
case, then these fluctuations must take place over time scales on the
order of, or less than, several milliseconds, since this is the time
scale over which a single impulse function is measured.

L. Boithias, FR
Is this equipment used for the transmission of information, and in
this case, what is the performance obtained in comparison with
military of CCIR standards?

Author's Reply
The refractivity has been computed from radiosonde data.
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This paper begins with a brief summary of prior work in the field of microwave line-of-sight (LOS)
channel propagation measurements, channel models, and channet simulators. The objective of ttese
efforto is the reliable prediction of digital microwave radio performance on an,! s~eciflcd link. The
ideal channel simulator is one that operates at rf, operates under computer control, is dynamic,
simulates both minimum and nonminimum phase distortions, and has a dual channel capability for the
comparative evaluation of space and frequency diversity radios. Significant parameters of this ideal
simulator should be based on a model that has been validated through propagation measurtements on
different representative paths. Although much progress has been made, a number of issues remain. The
work of the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS) in the area of channel simulation,
propagation measurements, and modeling is desorioed. Together with channel measurement programs
currently under way by ITS, this work should be helpful In the resolution of many of the remaining
issues.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many authors have reported that multipath fading, i.e., frequency-selective or dispersive fadl g,
is the dominant reason for propagation-caused outages In wideband mictowave digital radio syscems
[1-10]. Greenfield [8) found that dispersive fading was virtually the mole cause of outage on a long,
6-Wiz path in the western United States. Frequency-selective fading has a much greater ef.ect on
digital radio performance than it does on analog radio performance r1). In analog radio tran:Maision,
the major source of propagation-related utage is flat fading rather than frequency-selective fading.
For analog systems, frequency-celective fading does cause intermodulation distortion, but this effect is
secondary to flat fading. For digitil radios, the effect of frequency-selective fading is much more
severe. Unlike analog systems, digital radios are relatively Insensitive to flat fading and are
prJmarily affected by dispersive multipath fading [6].

In the last decade, numerous techniques have been devised to mittgate the effects of frequency-
selective fading on digital amirowave radios including: space divermity, fruquercy diversity, angle
diversity, polariaatira diversity, adaptive equalizers, and more rohust modulation schemes. Both
vertinal and horizontal [IlI separatijn of space diversity antennas have been utilized. Several types
of adaptive equali'zers have been developed, including both slope (freqiency domain) and transversal
filter (time domain) equalizers. Many of these techniques are currently incorporated in commercially
available digital radios.

The teaks of evaluating the relative effectiveness of the above techniques, comparing the
performance of several digital radios, 4nd predicting the performance of a specific radio on a specific
link are very complex. In general, radio performance can be estimated theoretically, through field
mas3urements, through the use of channel simulators, or through & selected combination of these three.
Come of the advantages of channel simulator use are as follows [12, 13): reduoec cos., repeatability,
a-'uracy, complete testing over a full range of channel conditions, and test bed availability. When
considering a competitive p'ocurement of off-the-shelf digital radios for use in military communications
systems, the first two advantages are particularly strong arguments for the use of channel simulation.
The comparative performance evaluation of several radios requires that the testing bc conducted under
identical test conditions. This can he done most economically in the laboratory asing a channel
simulator.

rhe results of digital radio tests that utilize a channel simulator are critilally dependent upon
the accuracy and completeness of the model t'iat is the basis of the simulator. They are al6; dependent
upon the metnodology used in implementing that model in simulator hardware and software. Much progress
has been rads In the area of LOS channel modeling and simulation since the realization in the late
1970's oW the vulnerability of digital microwave radios to multipat~h fading. Additional work is
required, however. Evidence of the need for additional research is provided by Ranade [14] whO found
that estiates of outage smoonds based on equipment fading signatures are an order of magnitudr less
than outage seconds observec' In the field. Greenstein and Shaft [15) state that "outage calculation
meti.r

4
a that include diversity effects lack completeness and maturity."

The ultimate objeotive of all this research is the accurate prediction of the outage probability
of any specified radio on any specified link. It is the purpose of this paper to review briefly tho
progress that has been made toward the achievement of this objective. The review includes a short
sumary of measurements that have been made and channel models that have been developed. The IiS
oha,.nsl simulator Is then described, along with results of digital radio tests with the simulator. The
ITS channel propagation measurement data and the associated Multipath Analysis Software Package (MASP)
are then presented, This Is followed by a discussion of mae of the remaining issues in LOS channel
measurement, modeling, and simulation. The paper closes with s discussion of the application of MASP
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data to theme issues. The simulator and mesaurement programs conducted by ITS .re viewed as steps
toward the achievement of the ultimate objective ot accurate prediction of digital radio outage.

2. L) MAiM NM8M1RM38 AD IW0=l--A HIT0fICAL MID

A simplified, geometrical optics representation of the transfer function of a pitnt-to-point,
n-path propagation channel is given by

Hn(w) = PI *xp(iOi) + P2 expUi0 2 ) + *.. + Pn wxp(ien) (Is)

" Rn exp(ian) - Rn-1 exp(i~n-1) ÷ Pn exp(ien), (lb)
where

Rk - ERý_1 + p& + 2Rk-lPk oos(Ok -Ok-l)]11 2
, (2)

0,- Ok-1 + tan -
1  

Pk sirc (Ok - Uk-i) (3)
Rk-1 + Pk o°m(Ok - Ok-l)

k - 1, 2, ... , n; CRo, a0 - 0)

and Pk 1 0, Ok - Ok(w). In this description, the frequency variation, - 211f, Is contained only in the
phase terms under the assumption that the magnitudes pk remain constant with frequency over the
bandwidth st Interest. Furthermore, it is usual to consider only the attenuation relative to some
"principal path," In which case P1 - 1 and el - 0.

Of speoial concern to system pertformance are the regions near the amplitude nulls of the model,
i.e., where the cosine In (2), for k - n, is negative. In actual measuremento, a null san be classified
into, one of two types according to the group delay response dOn/dw. If we define On - On-) - T + an,
the group delay Is given by

0
0n. Pn(Pn - Rn-1 o°03n) d~n, Pn -2Iimn dRn-1+ don-1. (4)

dto RA dw R? dw dii
Near an amplitutis null (*n-e.2mw), it can be seen that thu factor multiplying d#n/dw will be

positive or negative depending on whethar Pn Is greater or less than 41
n.1. The two cases correspond,

respectively, to the so-called nonminimum and minimum phase conditions.

Equations (1) through (14) orovide a formal representation of the simplified n-path model and, in
fact, (ib) Indicates that any number of paths can be considered as a pseudo two-path model. This is
perhaps one of the reasons why confusion sometimes arises as to whether a model is "really" two-path or
three-path.

For instance, the Rummler model [16) can ba c¢'oaine_' from (lb) by assuming Rn.1 - a, Pn - ab,
On-1 - 0. and On - I (w -- :

Hn(w) - all - b exp(i(4 - wo)x), (5a)

IHn(M)I - Rn - all + b
2 

- 2b 0o*s4w - w0),131/ 2
, (Sb)

don bib - coso(w - a0 )f}zi

tw I + b
2 

- 2b oot5w - wo)T)

The same results can be obtained for n - 3 by letting pl -1, P2 - a - 1, and 81 - 02 - 0.

Notice that tha condition On-! - 0 severely restricts the descrirtive capabilities of the model.
This is best seen by assuming a simple linear frequency variation, a,,-, - (w - WO)Tn-l, hnd comparing
plots of don/dw from (4) for the two cases. The inclusion of a nonzero an-1 appears to characterize the
delay offsets and different delay curve shapes, Including the flat delay scans, noted by Balaoan (17].

Most reseavohers have assumed either an effetlive two- or three-path attenuatiJn model (p1 - 1
(1 - 0). Rustler's three-path model (5) presupposes a negligible ttme delay between the direct ray and
the second path. The "a" parameter is actuPlly tile vector sum of the first two paths and "ab" is the
amplitude of the third ray. The number of parameters Is further reduced by giving r'" a fixed value .f
6.3 ne. This was done in order t" fit the expertmental data to the equation. Rustler has found that the
parameter "b" is exponentially distributed with a mean (f 3.8 dB, the parameter "a" depends on ýb" and
Is lognormal, and wo Is a two-level function. A physical interpretation of (5) would lead one to
conclude that w0 should be uniformly distributed. However, the model becomes nonphysical because of the
Assumption of i fixed val!Ae of T of 6.3 na.

The Rummler model parameter statistics were daevloped from a data base consisting of
25,000 measurements of received power vs frequency in a 25.3-MHz bandwidth. The measurements were made
on a 412.3 km (2b.14-ial) path in Georgia in June 1977. Power measurements were made at 24 frequencies
spaced by 1.1 MHz.

humler developed an approich for predicting outage [18, 19) and developed an extension to the
model for space and frequency diversity applications [20-23). This work is summarized in [24).

Otles authors have further extended the work of Rummler. Ranade and Greenfield [25) have devisee
a teohniqv~e for characterizing the yearly variations of the relative amounts of dispersive and flat
fading. Greenstein and Yoh [26] and Cartledge [27) have used the diversity model to investigate the
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effect nf both Space diversity and adaptive equalization on the performance of digital radio systems.
lalaban [17] generallied Rumaler's model to Include group delay or minimum/noininimum phase. This was
based on lield measeureents In Florida. Ranade [14] developed an Improved method for the calculation of
the dispersive rade marlin. This method takes into consideration the fact that there is a ptrformance
hysteresis Ir adaptive equalizers.

The same data ased by Rtmler were also used by Greenstein and Czekaj [28] to develop a polynomial
model or the channel transfer function. In a later paper [29], Wong and Oreenstein state that the
three-path model Is preferable to the polynomial model. Subsequently, the polynomial model has received
little attention. However, Sylvain and Lavergnal [30) report that both the Rummler and Greenstein
models are In good agreement with their measured data.

A tw*o-path model used by Meyers [31] and Greenstein and Prabhu [32) Includes an additional phase
term that represents the notch louation of the null In the spectrum. Kolton (33) found that a two-path
model Is adequnte 95.3 percent of the time based on data collected by ITS on a long (105 ki) overwater
path off the coast of California 334).

Numerous channel measurements have been made using the inband power distortion (IBPD) technique
18, 35). IBPD is the power difference brtween the maximum and minimum attenuation of the received
signal measutved at several frequencies within the channel pasaband. Ranade [14) states that the
severity of frequency-selective fading can be defined by this single parameter. Some performance
predi'tion models are based on IBPD data (see (3) for example).

Greerstein and Shafi (15) state that a general three-path model may be more appropriate than the

simplified three-path model for modeling of links having a terrain reflection. It has been demonstrated
by Panr E36] that there will always be an odd number of rays (the direct and two refracted rays) from
atmospheric refraction considerations alone. Siller (37] also notes the need for an odd number of rays
whenever the receiver is situated within an appropriate atmospheric duct. Martin (38) states that group
delay can be explained correctly only if one assumes that at least three rays arrive at the receiving
antcnna.

3. 118T PPROACE TO IASIfrlm2nTS, HOWLING, AND SIMULATION

The Institute for Telecommunication Sciences has developed an LOS microwave channel simulator for
testing digital radios. The Institute has also collected a substantial amount of propagation data
useful to validate the LOS channel model. The statistical distributions of the parameters of a channel
model are needed as part of the process of predicting digital radio performance. The propagation data
collection and analysis tasks were conducted in parallel with the development of the channel simulator
hardware and the simulator control software. The simulator hardware, as will be explained, has the
capability to Incorporate either the Runmmer pseudo-three-path model or the general two-path model. As
a result of the propagation data analysis effort, we believe that the most accurate model is the general
three-path model. A simple modification of the simulator hardware will permit the inclusion of a second
multipath signal. The propagation data acquisition and analysis systems provide a direct measurement of
the multipath delays and amplitudes for both the first and second multipath rays. These data are
required for the statistical distributions needed for estimating outage probability. The probabilities
of occurrence of first and second multipath rays, minimum/nonainimum phase probabilities, and channel
dynamics are among the data that can be gleaned from the propagation data obtained from the ITS channel
probe. This will be explained In more detail in a later section. First we will discuss the ITS channel
simulator as it Is presently implemented.

Using the notation of Matsuura (39), the model is expressed as:

H(w) - a[1 + b exp(i(N + 0))). (6)

In equation (6), a represents flat fasing, b represents the amplitude of the indirect path relative to
the direct path, T represents the relative delay between the two paths, w represents the carrier
frequency in the band of interest, and # Is an arbitrary phase. Although (6) is similar in form to
Rummler's equation as given in (5), the parameters can be interpreted differently. Unlike Rummler, we
do not restrict T to a fixed value of 6.3 no. As will be demonstrated, error performance of a digital
radio Is affeoted by changes in T.

Because we have implemented the simulator at rf rather than at the fixed IF of 70 MHz, it was
necessary to Include the phase term #. The 1 na granularity ror i does not provide the flexibility to
place notches anywhere within the rf passband of the radio. The # parameter provides the needed vernier
control of the location of the notch In the spectrum caused by frequency selective fading. In effect,
iNT~ + #) exponent in (6) may be viewed as lw(i + A0).

We define the following quantities:

A - 20 loglc(a),
B' - 20 loglo(b), and
8 - 20 log$o01-bl.

These quantities will be used in our description of the ITS simulator and in the discussion of digital
radio test results obtained with the simulator.

Description of Simulator
At the start of this project there were several objectives for the simulatori (1) the channel

simulator must be Implemented at rf; (2) the control of the simulator must be autumated; (3) the
simulator should permit variation In the delay parameter, it (4) the simulator must have dual channels
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for testing dual diversity radio*; And (5) the simulator should be made dynamic If possible. A dynamic
imulator is one in which the simulator paemetera can be changed on a continuous basia as Opposed to a

static aimulator In whiah the parameters we changed In discrete stepe. The first four objectives were
totally met. The State-of-the-art microwave component technology did not permit meeting both the first
and the last objectives aimultaneously. Beaus1e of the importance placed on testing a complete radio.
including all Its rf components, we ooese an Implementation at rt even though this decision made It
Impossible, at that tims, to meet the dynamio objective. However, new. improved phase shlfters have now
become available. They will permit this last objective to be Met. Consequently, a modification to the
existing simulator is planned.

Most of the LOS microwave channel simulators that have been developed are Intermediate frequency
(IF) Implementations of Rumaleras model. However, some have been Implemented at rf [40-42]. The
simulatora reported in 140, 43] are dynamic aimulators implemented at rf that have a fixed value of

- 6.3 no.

Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of the ITS simulator. The relative delay, T, between the
direct and Indirect paths is provided by switching in various lengths of saml-rigLd coax lines In the
switched delay sections. Five different lengths of cable can be switched Into the circuit, either
individually or in any combination. Any value of delay from 0 to 31 ne In 1-na inacrments can be
achieved. Variation of T causes changes In both the location and shape of the notch In the speotrum
created by the phasor addition or the direct and indirect path signals. The programable phase shifter,
which has 256 steps of about 1.4* each, Is used to move the notch across the apectrum. Thus, we can
control both notch shape (through the parameter T) and the notch location (through a combination of
T and #). The prograaable attenuator in the indirect path represents the parameter b. The depth of the
notch Is controlled through this parameter. Both nonminimus phase and minimum phase conditions can be
simulated by changing the sign of B'. The other programable attenuator represents the parameter a;
I.e., the flat fading parameter. The manual attenuator at the input to the simulator reduces the signal
level of the transmitter under test to levels that are compatible with the receiver section of the radio
being tested.

One concern throughout this project has been to design the system such that changes in relative
delay between the multipaths would not change the relative signal level between the multipaths and vice
versa. That is, relative phase and relative amplitude of the paths must be independently controlled.
Care was taken in the design and implementation of the system to ensure that this was accomplished. For
this reason, a signal leveler is needed in the indirect path so that the signal level does not change
when additional delay is placed in the indirect path by switching in the additional delay sections.

The purpose of the attenuator and line stretcher In the direct path is to make the delay and the
attenuation of the indirect and direct paths equal when there is zero relative delay in the indirect
path.

All of the parameters shown in Fitu.*e I (a, b. +. and T) can be controlled by a computer through
an IEEE interface. The computer is also used to collect error informatior used in the generation of
"a-curves." The simulator can be used at any frequency in the 4-12 OHz band.

Figure 2 Is a picture of the simulator hardware. It occupies 13.3 cm (5.25 in) of vertical space
In a standard 418.3-ae (19-1n) rack.

Test Results
The channel simulator has been used to evaluate the performance of the DRAMA (Digital Radio and

Multiplexer Acquisition) radio. This radio has been installed in portions of the Defense Communications
System (DrlS). The DRAMA radio is used in the U.S.-Owned and operated Digital European Backbone (DES)
transaisrion network, which Interfaces with NATO networks. Thomas et al. [41] describe the DRAMA radio
In some detail.

The version of the radio tested combines two mission bit streams, each at 12.928 Mb/s, and
utilizes quadrature partial response modulation. The radio does not have an adaptive equalizer, cut It
does have both space and frequency dual diversity versions.

Figure 3 depicts one of the test configurvtions. As seen in the figure, a test data stream is
input Into the transmit side of one DRAMA radio and detected at the output of the receive side of a
second DRAMA radio. The ITS channel simulator was utilized to emulate distortion in the two simulated
diversity channels. The simulator operates at rf frequencies; therefore, the entire DRAMA radio is
tested in a realistic manner.

Two channel simulators are required for space diversity testing. As can be seen in Ftgure 3, the
outputs of the two simulators are inputs to the rf sections of both the A and B sides of the DRAMA
radio. After down conversion in the radio, the signal is demodulated and demultiplexed.

Figure 4 is a plot of the Input signal to the DRAMA radio as seen on a spectrum analyzer. During
this test, only one simulator and only one side of the DRAMA radio w-e active; therefore, the simulated
link can be considered to be "unprotected" in the sense that the space diversity capability of the radio
was not utilized. The ITS automated channel simulator was set up with the combination of parameters as
Indicated in the figure. For every given set of simulator parameters, a trace was stored in the
spectrum analyzer before the parameters were changed. The three traces thus represent three different
combinations of parameter settings. Of interest in the figure is the radio performance for each of the
three settings of parameter conditions. The difference between the top and the bottom traces is 10 dB
of attenuation. This repres.nts an additional 10 dE of flat fading. For the top trace and the bottom
trace, no errors occurred in the DRAMA radio. However, in the middle trace, additional distortion was
put into the channel. One can see a very slight amount of flattening of the spectrum. This small
amount ýf additional distortion was sufficient to cause the bit error ratio (BER) of the radio to
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-- increase to I x 10-4. In the figure one can clearly see that the radio is sensitive to very small
amounts or signal distortion. This demonstrates the fact that signlficant errors can occur at received
signal level* (ral) well above the flat fade threshold of the radio. The reference level (RL) it given
at the.top or the figure.

Flirwre S further Illustrates the senasitivlty or the radio to Amplitude distortion. A small
amount of distortion was plaOed into the channel for the to! two traces. The amount of distortion can
be iscepned subjectively by obeerving the symmetry about the center frequency. Note that a small
phase change coauses the DIR to drop off rapidly as ueen in the top two traces. In thue, example a phase
change of only 15.40 causes a ohaagw of three orders of magnitude in the BEN. The bottom trace is an
example or flat fading in which the signal level is near the flat fade margin (-74 dom), which causes
errors to occur. Note the symmetry of the signal for the bottom (flat fade) example.

Figures 6a and 6b are static a-ourvee for the unprotected (i.e., no equalizer %nd no diversity)
DRVNA radio. The radio teeted wrs the 26 Mb/s version with a quadrature partial response modeo (QPR).
The curves in Figure 6b are for the nonminimum fading case, 'hloh results from positive values of the
S' parameter. This causea the indirect-path signal to Ue stronger than the direct-path signal. This
situation can occur about 50 percent of the time for deep fades (6, 33). The figures illust.,ate the
effect of changes In - on digital radio performanoe. Many authors [2, 13, 15. 24, 37, 39, 45-50) have
used a-curves as a measure of radio performance. The m-curves were first used by ESmhwiller (50). They
are not, however, directly applicable to the evaluation of lual-diversity raoius.

Figures 4 and 5 have illustrated the sensitivity of the DRAMA radio to frequency-selective fading
If there is no diversity. We shall now examtne the radio's performance for a space-diversity
configuration.

Figures 7 and 8 were obtained using both channel simulators as illustrated in Figure 3. First, In
Figure. 7 the DRAMA radio switching algorithm performs properly for the condition of flat fading in both
channels. As can be seen in the figure. the upper trace (input to the A side of the radio) is well
above the flat fading margin for the radio and no errors occur. In the lower trace, where the signal 1s
near the flat fade threshold, the simulated flat fading is sufficient to cause errors; the DER is of the
order of 10-3. The space-diversity switching algorithm in the radio properly selected the A side of the
radio.

Figure 8 illustrates the effects of selective fading in one channel (B) and flat fading In the
second channel (A). In the upper trace, we had distorted the signal using the ITS automated channel
simulator. The signal depicted by the ;pper trace was input to the B side of the radio and resulted in
a DER of 1.6 x 10-5. The signal shown as the lower trace was input to the A side of the DRAMA radio
and resulted in no errors. However, the space-diversity switching algorithm erroneously selected the
B side of the radio, even though errors were occurring in that side of tne radio but not in the A side.
The reason for this is that the switching algorithm is based primarily on the roceived signal level.
Obvious'y, there are conditions where the stronger signal does not represent the best signal. That is,
distortion of the signal can cause high error rates even at relatively high signal levels. Conversely,
low error rates can be associated with low signal levels if there is no distortion of the signal. Many
other authors have noted this characteristic of digital radio performance (see, for example, [2)).

The dLveraLty-switching algorithm In the present DRAMA radio needs further explanation. At low
error ratios (approximately 1 x 10-4), the radio will switch to the side having the highest ral. At
error ratios greater than 1 x 10-4, the excess-bit-o-ror light on the front panel of the radio is
illuminated and the radio will then switch to the other side. Thus, the switching algorlthm may be
appropriate for error ratios greater than 1 x 10-4. It clearly does not always work properly for error
ratio. less than 1 x 10-1 as was demonstrated in Figure 8.

The figures described above serve to illustrate the following points: 1) the simulator Is a
useful device for simulating frequency-selective fading, and 2) unprotected digital radios are
extremely sensitive to small distortions in the received signal. Link test data are needed to verify
DRAMA radio performance in a frequency-selective fading channel. The data presented In these figures
verify the contention of Barnett [51] that small amounts of signal distortion can cause unacceptable
performance for an unprotected digital radio. Barnett found that distortion as little as 0.2 dB/MHz can
cause unacceptable performance in a digital radio.

4. L8 CWANIL PR0PAnaT(D DATA AWULSIS

The Institute ha. collected line-of-sight and troposcatter propagation data for many years using
an instrument called a channel probe [311, 52, 53). The channel probe is an Instrument that measures
delay spread in the Impulse response function of the channel. (See [541 for a description of the
channel probe. )

Kolton [33) has developed a set of computer programs useful for the analysis of this data. The
Information deduced from the channel probe measurement data by Kolton's software Is very useful for the
development of statistical distributions for LOS channel models. Some of the outputs of this software,
referred to as the Multipath Analysis Software Package or KASP, are listed in Table 2.

A few example outputs are provided in Figure 9. These data are the result of channel probe
measurements made on a 105-km over-water path from Point Mugu to San Nicolas Island in southern
California. That coastal region is notorious for temperature inversions, espeoLallj during the surmer
time. The data summarize 152,979 seconds of measurements made In March 1981 and 47,427 seconds of
measurements made in August of that same year. Measurements were not made for contiguous time
intervals. Of the 152,979 seconds In March, 28 perceat contained multipathl 96 percent of the August
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date contained aultipath. The channel p•ob has two channels, one for each of the space diversity
antenn-s. Propagation data were revordad only when fading caused errors on a digital radio under test
at the time.

Of zhe total time recorded, the probe channel aasooited with the upper antenna contained
multipath 76 percent of the time. The probe channel associated with the lower antenna contained
ultlipath 6? percent of tie timo. Misalignme•t Of the Wi.er antenna may have caused the as"ymetry. Ot

Interest Is the tact that multipath cccurred simultaneously in both channels ore than halt the tim.
This fact has an impact on the type of combiner buing used. Oreenfield [8] found that a bit combiner
provided two to three imee greater diversity Improvement than an IF nobine' on a long path that had a
large mount of simultaneous multipath on the two space diversity paths. Thirty-five percent of the
multipath fading was ot the noiminimum phase type.

As noted earlier [363, a theoretical examination of multipath fading leauss to the conclusion that
the total number of atmospheric paths (including the direct path) must always be an odd number. Much of
the time. however, the second multipath component is too weak to be observed. Table 3 provida4
statistics. obtained from NASP, on the ooourrence of three-path propagation (I.e. two multipath
components and a direct path). Of the dala analyled, 12.6 percent of the time in which multipath
ocnurred, the second multipath component could be identified.

The data presented in Figure 9 and Table 3 are too limited to be used as the basis of any firs
conclusions about sultLpath fading statistics. The figure and table are presented primarily tO
demonstrate a capability existing at ITS. The Information that can be obtained from the Multipath
Analysis Software Package is vitally important for the formulation and validation of several channel
model statistical distributions. Of particular importance are

-distributions of multipath delay
-distributions of multipath power
-minimum phase/nornminimum phase statistics
-two-path vs three-path statistics
'space diversity statistics
-dynamics.

These data are needed in the continuing effort to develop and validate a realistic fading model on a LOS
microwave channel.

S. ISSUEI I0 LOS MICtOWAVE IM*t8WUUNTS, NODILING. AND SDUATION

As stated earlier, the ultimate research objective of channel modeling and simulation is the
development of techniques for reliably predicting the performance of any specified radio on any
specified link. The outage prediction must consider dynamics of the propagation medium, as well as
hysteresis in the performance of space diver-lt combiners and adaptive equalizers, minimus/nonrinimum
phase fades, etc. Oreenstein and Shafi [15) state that each of the published outage prediction methods
satisfies some of the requirements, but that none satisfy P11 of them.

Table i provides a list of some of the unresolved Issues that must be addressed to achieve
accurate outage prediction. Although computer models and Monte Carlo simulations can be useful tools in
bounding the performance estiumtion problem, the need to include dynamics and Liperfections In the
implementation of digital radio hardware require that hardware channel simulators be used in the digital
radio performance evaluation process. The requirements of the channel simulator include

-implementation of a channel model that realistically repr sents the
aotual LOS microwave fading channel

•coputer control of the simulator
'implementation at rf
'dual channel for testing diversaiy radios
'simulation of both mini'sum and nonsinimum phase fading
'three-ray fading simulation
•dynamlo variation of simulator parameters.

The current ITS simulator possesses all of the above featurem except the last two. The last
two features will be added later, based on data to be obtained fro, a channel propagation measurement
project soon to be undertaken.

The requirement for sirulation of the dynamics of the channel is a particularly important one.
Hubbard [52) first recognized the importance of dynamic channel variations on radio system performance.
Static a-curves have been widely used for digital r-dio pe'formance cha.racterization. Their usefulness
is unquestionable. However, there is recent intarest in the impact of dynamic channel variations on
dg'Iital radio performance. RHeler at al. [2i4 note that the use of static channel models and
simulators is based on the assumptions that 1) the channel response is much slower than the response of
the radio equipment being tested, and 2) 'hat there is no hysteresis in the radio performance. Leolert
and Vandamme [4]. however, question the classical assumption that the channel is slowly time varying in
comparison with the symbol rate. Rutler at al. [24] note that dynamic considerations become more
important as more complex modems and adaptive equalizers are used in digital radios.

STable 5 lists some of the cynamic multipath characteristics given in the recent literature.
Clearly, more statistical data are needed to adequately describe a dynamic fading model. Data on
channel dynamios and other channel statistical data to be oollected in an upcoming measurement program
at ITS are described in the next section.
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Teating spaoe-diversLty radios with a channel simulator and Predicting space-divarsity outage
performance are also important problems that need further work. All digital radios installed on links
subjected to bad propagation conditions have required diversity to meet performance objectives [4].
Nondiveraity s-curve mesaurementa coupled with analytical' techniques ca0 be used to predict performance
ofr apace-diversity systema. A better approach may be to teat th3 diversity radio performance using a
dual-channel sim~llator. The general treatment of diversity in estimating digital radio outage needs
further research [153.

6. APPLICATION Or PUTOIME CU L PEOPAOSTIS NASUBMUWETS TO UR.ESWV) ISSUES

The Institute Is currently undertaking two LOS microwave measurement programs that will result In
a vast amount of data applicable to the unresolved modeling questions delineated in the previous
section. Neither of theme projects have as their primary purpose LOS microwave propagation research.
The primary purpose is performance assessment of the digital radios and other equipment that are part of
the Digital European Backbone. However, channel propagation data are being collected In support of the
primary objective.

The first program (of three months duration) consists of measurements on a long LOS microwave link
that crosses the English Channel. The terminals of this 88-km link are Dover, United Kingdoi, and
Houtm, Belgium. Both channel probe data and spectral distortion data are being collected.

The second program consists of end-to-and measurements on one segment of the DEB as depicted In
Figure 10. Very detailed measurements will be made on the long (1.02-ku) LOS link from Schwarzenborn to
Feldberg, Germany. Data will be recorded for a period of 12 months. Both channel probe data and
spectral distortion data will be collectec on this link. T'e channel probe Impulse respOnse data will
be collected every second If there Is asultipath on the link. Measurement of the channel impulse
function once per second is sufficient for observing the dynamically changing channel. The probe has a
bandwidth of 300 Mez.

Spectral distortion measurements will be made with two spectrum analyzers that will measure the IF
spectrum of the two digital space diversity receivers used on the Schwarzenbcrn-Feldbarg link. This
will permit collection of data similar to the inband power difference (ISPD) measurements reported by
Gres tield :'8 and other researchers.

The data that will be collected will be useful for:

.validation of two-ray, general three-ray, and simplified three-ray models
-determination of parameter statistics for the above channel models (these
will be joint probability statistics for a space diversity digital radio)

-quantification of channel dynamics using the HASP software
'probability of occurrence or three-path multipeth
-minimum phaae/nomainimum phase statistics
-validation of various outage prediction techniques
'empirical determination of space diversfty improvement factor
'measurment of IBPD and determination of IBPD statistics
-measurement of multipath delay C) and its maximum value.

7. CONCUSiIONS

Substantial progress has been made during the past decade in modeling and simulation of LOS
microwave channels and in the prediction of digital radio performance on fading channels. A number of
issues remain, however. The Institute has developed a channel simulator, as well as channel propagation
measurement and analysis techniques, that should be useful In addressing these issues. Data to be
collected in the near future should add greatly to the body of knowledge on multipath fading and digital
radio performance.
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Table 1. Swimary oi qarious Fora of Chinnel Function.

M~odl Type Iuation ] eterence

Osnaral N-path 11(e) - Pt.Osp(iQ1 ) * e2.esp(iO•)

Simplifild s-path HIs) - (1 - b'eop(-J(a - .a)t)) 8u1aer [16)

3-poth 1(f) - 5(1 - b~exp(j*).exp(-jarr)) •ong and
Creenatein (29]

'[quivalent 2-path H~f) - ail * k.eop(-j2sfv).esp(-Je)] Graenatein and

SAID~ [U•M

2-path 14(f) - 1 - b.enoi-J2w(f -fo)v) Meyers (31)

Polynossa modl H(s) - A0 * • (5n * jB.)(jw)nl Ureenetein and

Csekai (28)

Table 2. Multipath Analysis Soft nare Package Outpults.

•*Ciulative distribution of sultip•th power relative to direct path poer.

*Clmulative distributionof multiIpath tel'y dae~tive to diesei path.

*S•attergras of sultpath delay vs suitipath poer.

SCueulative d~stribution of muitipath phest.

•*Noiin~ml fa•n attitikc3..
-Frequenoy of •ooorenre of nonnlm•na phase fading.
-Duration on nomunisi ,haee fading.
-C~muative distribution -f multipath power relative to direot path.
-ClU~'.tive distribution of multipath delay relative to direot path.

*Statietioe ii .iulttpth fading dynamics.
-Ciuulative distribution of rate of ohange of suitip.th poer (dB/a).
-Ciinaltive distributione of rate of ohenge of auuitpat delay (ne/c).
-C~mulatiye diatrib~ftiona of erae f ohange of rAtipah phase (r~.d,."
-Durations• of oll pam ad developmnt of *ulti•ith.

*'wo-pth vs three-path fading statietioe,
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Table 3. Statistics of xhistence of Two Mul1tpath Component Impulse Responses.

Total Total
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2. 001 3 tel 33.07 1.110 1351 12.0?1 1,413 16.0 377 3.

3. "WON 30 to 20 $33,07 111,0411 Cast c,142 0c7 10.0 730 S.0

0. Aimet 29 1.4.00 111.815 3"03 90.45 1.140 0.3 1.023 14.?
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DISCUSSION

L. Boithias, FR
I agree that modeling and simulation are very useful for comparison
of digital radio performance, but I am not sure they may be useful
for accurate outage predictions.
a) All the models include several parameters, the values of which
have to be determined for the path under consideration -- how are
these values determined?
b) It is not certain that all the actual situations are represented
by the model.
c) Diversity reception and/or equalization are practically necessary
in any case to meet the quality requirements. However their effects
are generally not taken into account by the models. Moreover, for
prediction purposes, it would be perhaps more efficient to use the
concept uf net margin.

Author's Reply
Many authors have used channel simulators to develop "m-curves" for a
particular radio. These m-curves have then been used in the
prediction of outages (see references [2] and [18] for example). I
agree that the prediction of outage on a specific transmission path
is a very difficult task. This can be accomplished only if channel
models used in the outage prediction process accurately model
multipath fading. The statistics of the model parameters are
dependent both on path length and on climatic conditions which are
unique to a specific path. One cannot realistically expect to have
statistics of the channel model parameters for every path on which a
digital radio is to be installed. However, it is possible to obtain
multipath parameter values as a function of path length and
climatological statistics which, together with mr-curves, could be
useful in placing a general bound on the outage prediction for a
specific communications link.

a) We agree that statistical distributions are needed for each of
the model parameters. Some information is available (see for
example, Rummler [16]). The Institute for Telecommuncation Sciences
expects to extend this data base in a 12-month measurement program
discussed in the paper. Specifically, me will develop statistics on
the multipath delay (T in our model), relative signal strength of the
multipath ray (b in our model), and the flat fading parameter (a in
our model). In addition, we will collect data on the occurrence of a
third path, rate of change of fading and path delay, i.e., fading
dynamics, joint statistical distributions for the space diversity
antenna received signals, and the probability of the occurrence of
nonminimum phase fading.

b) We agree that models currently being used do not accurately model
fading on line-of-sight microwave links. For this reason, we list
several unresolved questions which can be answered only through
additional research. It is hoped that the measurement program
mentioned in the paper and referred to in (a) above will provide
useful data in improving this model. We have already concluded that
the model should be extended to a 3-ray model having a second
multipath component and that the simulator should be made dynamic.

c) We agree that a model and the implementation of that model in a
simulator must be capable of the evaluation of both adaptive
equalization circuitry and diversity systems. Our current simulator
has some of this capability. However, we need additional data on the
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joint probability statistics for the accurate simulation of space
diversity reception. These data wiii be obtained from the 12-month
measurement program described in the paper.

The concept of net fade margin has been addressed by many authors in
the field of performance predictions. This approach has the
disadvantage that it requires measurements be made on a wide range of
paths for various radio types.
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SUMMARY

A new class of ionospheric irregularities in the auroral oval associated with
large structured plasma flows has been recently isolated with radar and satellite
in-situ measurements. These density irregularities have large power spectral densities
(psd) at short scale lengths (N hundreds to tens of meters). The paper characteizes
the density and velocity spectra in such regions and discusses their impact on
scintillation observations and radar perfoimance. The structurld plasma flows ,01iy
occur in association with large (110 VA a- ) or small (1-1 UA m- ) field aligned
currents. The velocity spectra have fairly shallow power spectral indices ('-1.S) in
rugions of large field aligned currents and are steep (,-3) in regions of smal] aurrent
flowas. The density spectra, on the other hand, can be described by a power lsa index
",-2 in both the large and small field aligned current regions. The temporal structure
of scintillations will thus be dictated not only by the scattering strength bui; also by
the large flow velocities encountered in the auroral oval. The density structules with
large pad at short scale lengths are expected to introduce considerable ionospalric
clutter in HF radar systems. The effect of E-region conductivity in modifying
small-scsle (<1 kim) F-region structure and its imolication for communication find radar
systems is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years a concerted effort has been made to study high latitude F.region
irregularities and their relationship to bulk plasma processes. Our understinding
improved significantly when it was realized that km-scale irregularity struclture was
associated with the steep edges of convecting large scale plasma density enhircements
both In the polar cap and auroral oval (see Weber et al., 1984; 1985; Klobucauir et al.,
1986 end referer,ces therein). Since the blobs are large scale features on th,3 order of
100 km, they have long lifetimes and can be tracked by incoherent scatter radirs and
have been fo nI to be convecting with the ambient plasma (Vickrey et al., 1180). The
generalized ExB instability was found to be a viable mechanism for the small, scale
structure associated with the blobs, with magnetic field aligned currents, .iutral
winds, plasma drifts and the large scale blob-associated density gradients a.l
contributing to the structure formation (see Keskinen and Ossekow, 1983 for .i review of
the instability processes). If radio wave propagation techniques are used as
diagnostics for the blob-related irregularities, then one would see scinti.lation
structures maximizing on the edges of total electron content (TEC) enhancements
(besu et al., 1983).

More recently, another class of F-region irregularities has been isolased which is
associated with large shears in the baLkground convective plasma flows. 7he unique
feature of this class of irregularities is that it is not associnted with organized
large scale gradients of plasma density (such es to be found at the edges cf blobs),
but rather with velocity shears with shear gradient scale lengths of 1-10 Em (Basu
at al., 1987a). These irregularities are also found to have large power spoctral
dens,.ties (pad) at small scales (<1 km). For this reason, it ib possible, for
instance, to find intense scintillations without any large perturbations in TEC
(Basu et al., 1986).

It is the obj.,t of this paper to present simultaneously observed delisity and
velocity spectra obtained in the vicinity of large sheared plasma flows. Lotova (1981)
has discussed the cffects of velocity turbulence on the modeling of sciiatillations from
in-situ density structure. We shall compute UHF scintillations and HF 3eckscatter
expected from such density spectral forms in the presence of considerabli! velocity
perturbations and discuss the effect of the large convective flows on tha temporal
structure of scintillations observed on the ground. For comparison, wo shall also
compute scintillations using observed density spectra in high conductifity regions. It
is found that in such regions, for example, where energetic particle prlcipitati.! is
observed as in the diffuse aurora, the density spectra are fairly steep with little
power at the short scales (Basu et al.; 1984; 1987a). The reduced power at such scales
((100 m) is attributed to the short lfetises of F-region irregularitics in the
presence of underlying E-region conductivity (Vickrey and Kelley, 1981; Heelis et al.,
1985).

OBSERVED DENSITY AND VELOCITY SPECTRAL FORMS

The DE-2 satellite (Hoffman and Schmerling, 1981) is an excellent source for
obtaining high resolution F-region density and velocity data at high latitudes. This
data base has recently been used to make the first simultaneous messirements of density
(ON/N) and electric field fluctuation (At) spectra in the high latttude environment
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(Beau et al., 1987a). It is to be noted that in low P plasma auch as in the
ionospheric F-region, velocity fluctlatirns *re 2electrostatic and equivalent to
electric field fluctuations (i.e., v 1 x B ). Thus, spectra of electric field
fluctuations are to be considered equivalent to velocity fluctuation spectra.

In Figures l(a,b) and 2(a,b) we reprcduce 3 samples of Be each density and
electric field data and their respective spectra The ymbo and on thedata and their corresponding spectra represent samples taken froM a ';niformlf high
conductivity region (SH), a region with sharp conductivity gradients (S ), and a region
of low conductivity (S ). At the time the DE-2 data were taken, betweei 2149-2151 UT
on May 26, 1982, the 5 tellte van traversing the down sector of the suroral oval (0700
magnetic local time) between 70-750 Invariant latitude in the southern hemisphere at an
altitude of approximately 350 km. A detailed account of the particle precipitation
character, small scale field aligned turrent intensities and ion and electron
temperatures associated with these samples Ia given in Basu et &I. (1987a).

If we confine our attention to the density and electric field date shown in
Figures ](a) and 2(a), we immediately notice the lack of high frequency structure in
the high conductivity region. This is particularly noticeable in the electric field
data. On the other hand, the conductivity gradient region (S.) shows a very large
amount of structure in both density and electric field, while the structure in the
electric field is somewhat reduced in the low conductivity region (S ) It is
interesting to note that regonS is associated with large field-ali1gned current
intensities cf tens of mAm " in iddttion to the large velocity shears, whereas SL is
associated with weaker sheared flows and smaller field-aligned currents.

Before we discuss the (AN/N) and AE spectra, it ia important to recognize that we
had to make the assumption that masturements of spatial structure in these quantities
made on the satellite are Doppler shifted from Aerolto the frequency f - kYo/2w, where
V is the satellite velocity (approximately S km a ). In this paper whenoer we refer
ts wavenumber k or wavelength A w 2w/k, it is based upon this hypothesis. Fortunately,
there is convincing evidence for this assumption of "zero-frequency turbulence" (see
review by Kintner and Seyler, 1985 and references therein). Thus we feel that our
assumptions concerning the spatial nature of the density and electric field variations
are probably valid under most circumstances in the ULF frequency regime (Sugiurs,
1984), except possibly when propagating waves such as ion cyclotron waves and Alfven
waves are encountered over limited regions (Temerin, 1978; Gurnett et &l., 1984).

The spectre of (AN/N) and AE in the three different regimes are shown in
Figures l(b) and 2(b) respectively. Both (AN/N) and AE spectra are fairly steep in the
high conductivity region (S ), while both are fairly shallow in the conductivity
gradient region (S ) More~ver, if one compares the power spectral density (pad) at
10 Hx (800 a) of tee two density spectra, then one finds approximately 15 dB more power
in the SG sample than In S In the AR spectra the separation in pad is much more
dramatic with the S spectrum showing approximately 40 dB more power at 5 Hz (1.6 km).
The density spectra? forms and pad in the S and S regimes are almosý identical with
power law slopes of 1-2. However, the slopis of t~e AE spectra in the S and S
regimes are quite different with the S spectral slope being -3 comparedL n the S
slope 'f shallower then -2. In all 3 kttuations, the important point to note is 2hat
the electric field (i.e., velocity) spectra are either equal in slope or steeper then.
the corresponding density spectra. Thus following the arguments of Lotuar (1981), it
is expected that we should be able to model scintillations from in~situ density
measureTents. However, the large background velocities (100 mV m is equivalent to
2 km a- convection velocities) would significantly alter the temporal structure of
scintillations.

SCINTILLATION ESTIMATES

It is possible to estimate scintillations in the weak scatter formulation (Rino,
1979) if the irregularity amplitude, density spectral forms, background densities and
irregularity layer thickness are known. It is the object of this paper to present
several estimatea of scintillations that may be observed under solar maximum or minimum
conditions.

We use the density spectra observed in the velocity shear regions to estimate the
scintillations to be expected with different levels of background ionization. We note
from the top two panels of Figure lb thft the psd is -18 dB at a frequency of I Hz.
Using the satellite velocity of 8 km a- , this frequency is equivalent to a scale
length of 8 ks. We use the measured pad and the observed one-dimensional density
spectral slope of -2 to compute intensity scintillations at 413 MHz which is the UHF
frequency transmitted by the orbiting HiLat satellite. We utilized the observed
irregularity amplitude of approximately 20 percent and a thickness oi 100 km for the
irregularity layer, The latter seems to be a good estimate if contours of maximum
density in the F-region are studied using latitude/altitude scans made by incoherent
scatter radars at auroral latitudes (Beau at al., 1986). The weak-scatter formulation
of Rine (1979) was used for the purpose. The equation foi the S4 index (Brigga and
Parkin. 1963) is given by:

S42 -(reX)2 (L secO) CS ZV-4 f(v) J

where r - classical radius of the electron
- the radio wavelength

L - the thickness of the irregularity layer
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e - the ionospheric zenith angle
CS- trngth of turbulence

Z -XmaeecB/4w, 
Kg 8is the range

v -1reeted to 1-D spectral index given by 2v-1
J - geometrical parameter related to irregularity

anisotropy
f(v) - a function of the irregularity spectral index

involving r-functions.

In this paper, we shall confine our computations to the S index only as it is uniquely
defined by the measurement of C and v. the only major aesuaptioe being in regard to
the irregularity anieotropy. Tie phase scintillation index, on the other hand, depends
on the detrend filter characteristics and the effective velocity of the ray path.
Since we will be primarily considering auroral observations, we will assume sheet-like
irregularities aligned with the local L-shell (Rino at &l., 1978). The best estimates
of the shape is given by 8:4:1. with the largest anisotropy being along the magnetic
field (Fremouw and Secen, 1984). The effect of the irregularity anisotropy on the S4
index, in particular, is minimal except for regions of exact alignment.

In general, the greatest degree of variability is observed in C which is the
strength of turbulence (Freaouw and Secan, 1984). The in-situ DE-2 kata thus gives us
an estimate of this important parameter for scintillation computations, As noted
earlier the measured pad of -18 dE, the spectral index of -2 9 and irregularity
amplitude of 20 percent translates to a value of C - 4 x 10 eke units using
equations givpn by Rino (1979). This value of C •ranalates to S4 - 0.25 at 413 MH:
for near overhead locations at an auroral &tation such as Troaso, Norway (magnetic
dip - 780). If field alignment is considered, than the S index • O.S. Needless to
may, at such times the S index at 137 NHz will be saturated and cannot be estimated
using this weak-scatter tormulation.

It is gratifying to note, that these computations agree well with the HiLat
observations at 413 NHz made at Tromso shown in Figure 3. The irregularities during
this event were associated with velocity shears (Basu et al., 1986). Two significant
structures were observed both giving rise to saturated VHF scintillations. However,
the UHF S index is slightly less than 0.3 for one and 0.4 for the other which is in
the geometrical enhancement rag jn. 3 It is interesting to not? thit the background
density at this time was 3 x 10 a as compared to 2 x 10 a- used in the
computations based on DE-2 data. This indicates that large irregularity amplitudes
coupled with relatively shallow slopes can cause significant UHF scintillations in the
auroral oval. Further, when the background density is larger by a factor of 3 or 4
during high sunspot conditiona, if the same irregularity amplitude is preserved, it is
possible to have a three to four-fold increase in the scintillation level. Thus
saturated 413 MHz and even significant 1 GHz scintillation may be expected in the
aurorsl oval in conjunction with velocity shears with particularly intense events being
observed in the geometrical enhancement region.

EFFECT OF UNDERLYING E-REGION CONDUCTIVITY ON SCINTILLATIONS

The bottom panel of Figure la shows density data (S ) obtained by DE-2 in the
presence of diffuse auroral precipitation which creates High conductivity in the
E-region. The field-line integrated Pedersen conductivity is 10 shoe and the Hall
conductivity is 40 mhoe (Beau at al., 1987a). The corresponding spectrum in Figure lb
shows the spectral slope to be -2.5. The electric field spectrum shown in Figure 2b is
even steeper. Figure 4 shows spectral data in the auroral oval obtained from AE-D
which exhibits a one-dimensional spectral slope of -3 in the scslelength range smaller
than 1 km which is the region of interest for UHF scintillations (Bassu at al., 1984).
In order to emphasize the effect of a conducting E-region, we choose this
experimentally observed slope of -3 in association with the large irregularity
amplitude of 20 percent which was observed in conjunction with the velocity shears
discusaed earlier. Using exactlv1 ~he mame background density and anisotropy
parameters, we obtain C - x 10 inks units and S - .05 in the high conductivity
region using a apectra lindex of -3. This im a faily startling result which shows
that scintillation is reduced by a factor of 5 for the 3ame irregularity amplitude and
F-region density merely by going into a region whose magnetic field lines terminate in
a conducting E-region. Vickrey and Kelley (1982) and Heelis at al. (1985) have studied
the effect of E-region conductivity on lifetimes of irregularities and we point out
here how such factors can have a large impact on communication systems. The upshot is
that it is difficult to obverve significant UHF scintillations in regions of high
E-region conductivity. This is an important factor to contend with in the auroral oval
and polar cap, the former being the seat of the energetic auroral precipitation and the
latter being illuminated by solar radiation continuously in the summer months. Indeed
intensity scintillation measurements at Thule, Greenland in th. polar cap conducted
over half a solar cycle (1979 - 1984) have shown the enormous deLrease of scintillation
occurrence and magnitude during the local summer (hasu at &l., 1987b).

EFFECT OF LARGE VELOCITIES ON SCINTILLATION STRUCTURE

Figure 2 gives examples of intense small scalvlelocity structure with 100 mV m-1

electric field givifg rise to a velocity of 2 km s in the high latitudy environment.
However, at other times fairly steady velocities on the order of 1 km a- say be
observed in the anti-sunward direction in the polar cap and in the E-W direction in
auroral latitudes (Weber at al., 1984; Beau et al., 1983). Such enhanced convection
velocities have a noticeable effect on the temporal structure of scintillations am
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manifested by measured decorrelation times, intensity spectral shapes and the intersity
ruts of acintillations. We present intensity scintillation data at 250 MHz in Figure 5
from two consecutive days as observed at Goose Bay within the auroral oval
(Bann at al., 1985;. Significant acintillations of the some level were observ.mJ on
both days. but or March 7 the decorrelation time shown in dotted lines was found to be
2 s while that ,*n March 8 was 0.4 a. Estimates of the velocity could be obtained f-om
the intensity ýcintillation spectra at the 2 times denoted by arrows on Figure 5.
These two speatra ere shown in Figure 6. The spectrum on March 7 shows a Fresnel
frequency ( y) of 0.05 Hz while it is 0.3 Ha on March 8. Using the relationship
f - u/t2xr/ where u is the drift velocity perpendiculal to the ray path (moatl•,-W
fgr this gioaetry), we determine this drift to be 65 m a- on March 7 and 390 ss a on
March 8. Furthermore, we note that this velocity variation gives rise to widely
differes, intensity rates. For the data sets shown in Figure 5 the intensity rate of
3 dB sa- occurasin 0.1 percent of the total population on March 7; while .he rato
becomas 7 dB a- on March 8 for the same 0.1 percent level as shown in Figure 7
(Bapi at al., 1987b). Again we find the variation of a sagnetospheric pasameter,
namely its convection velocity, having a significant impnct on propagation systems
operating at high latitudes. Phase-scintillations were not discussed in this paper,
but it was shown by Beau at al. (1985) that enhanced convection yields large values of
phase scintillation when the source is a geostationary satellite. Thus convection not
only affects second order quantities, such as deco'relation time, but even affects
first order quantities, such as phase scintillation magnitude.

EFFECT OF UNDERLYING E-REGION CONDUCTIVITY ON F-REGION RADAR SYSTEM OPERATING AT HF

It was mentioned by Basu et al. (1987a) that one of the unique characteristics of
velocity-shear-associated irregularities was the existence of high psd of (AN/N) all
the way up to approximately 10 m scalelength. In Figure 8 we show the pad at 125 m and
46.5 s observed in conjunction with the three categories of spectra displayed in
Figures 1 and 2. We note from Figure 8 that the psd associated with S is almost three
orders of magnitude less than that observed in the velocity shear regn indicated by

S' snd SL. The filter output at 17 m, while not shown, indicates a similar variation
of pad between the two categories, that in the high conductivity region being
10-

1
Hz- 1 

whereas it is 10-8 HIs in shear regions. Nnw, an HF radar operating at
10 MHz will be sensitive to a scalelength of 15 a. Since the background density
variation throujh the region encompassing S , S and S in F~gure 8 is insignificant,
and vince coherent radar backscatter is proportional th (AN) (Woodman and Basu, 1978),
we can expect a 30 dB decrease in radar returns from the F-region at 10 MHz when the
radar beam sweeps into the high conductivity region from the velocity shear region.
Indeed Baker at al. (1986) have shown that HF radar backscatter has been significant
from the cusp region which is a seat of large velocity shears and where E-region
conductivity is low because of the soft particle precipitation. Thus, we find that
underlying E-region conductivity controls, to a great extent, the evolution of F-region
structure, and this in turn has significant impact on radar and communication systems
operating in tle high latitude environment.
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high conductivity region (S ), high gradient in the conductivity region
(Si) and low conductivity rVgion (Sh). The irregularity amplitudes are
indicated on the respective diagramN.
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FigUre lb. Maximum entropy spectre corresponding to t~he three 8-s samples of density
data shown in Figure Is. The spectral indices are indicated on the
respective diagrams.0 zl~z
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DC ELECTRIC FIELD 82146
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Figure 2a. Three 8-s samples of high resolmtion (16 lf~a) dc electric field data from
DE-2. The times aire the sdme as those for Figures I(& & b).
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Figure 2b. Naximum entropy spertra corr~sponding to the three 8-s sacplea of dc
electric field data shown in Figure 2a. The times are the same as those

for Figure. l(a & b). Note that the spectrum for 2150:24 UT is shown in
the middle peanl.
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TROMSO HILAT MAR. II, 1984
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Figure 3. Intensity scintillntion index S at 137 and 413 MHz from HtiLa pass at
Trosso on March 11, 1984 betwee. 2035-2042 UT. The invariant latitude and
magnetic local time of 350 ka intersection of the ray path are shown. The
geometrical enhancement region is also indicated.

14:02:31 UT
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Figure A. A 
3

-s sample of high reaolut-Lon denaity data taken within a high
conductivity region by AE-D (spatial resolution 35 a) on the lower panel and
its spectra on the top panel. Note the steep spectrum with one-dimensioital
spectral index of -3.1 for scalelengths < 1 km.
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GOOSE BAY MARCH 7, 1982
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Figure 5. Intensity scintillation index S 4 a t 250 MHz observed at Goose Bay on March 7
and March 8, 1982. Decorrelation times are also shown. Note the great
variation in decorrelation time from one day to the next even though S 4
level in similar.
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Figure 6. Intensity scintillation spectra observed on March 7 and March 8 at times
denotpd by arrove on Figure 5. Note the great variation ii Fresnel
irequency of these two spectra.
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Figure 7. The distribution of intensity rate of scintillations for the data shown In
Figure 5. The drift was six times larger on March 8 as compared to March 7.
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Figure 8. The power spectral density at 125 m and 46.5 m from DE-2 data. SH, SG and
SL have the same meaning as in Figures I and 2.
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IMPULBE muaPONBI xsAButUlliB AND CRARATZRZIION
OF WIDN9%ND VVF RADIO LINHt8

by
P. Lo Nusio G. Guidotti

Telettra S.p.A.
chieti, Italy

M. Benvenuto S. Pupolin
Istituto di Elettrotecnioa ed Blettronica

Universith di Padova, Italy

Results of an experimenc to determine the characteristics of VHF radio links are
presented. The experiment was conducted in a plain surrounded by mountains area with a
system that allowed to measure the delay spread (difference between the maximum and mini-
mum delay propagation paths) duo to multipath propagation.
Various sites were explored with measurements being made at different carrier frequencies
within the VHF band. In this environment, an interesting result was that delay spreads
increase with the carrier frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in using the VHF band in wideband ECCN systems requires an understanding of
the propagation characteristics of radio frequency signals in various environments. Sig-
nal attenuation and the effects due to multipath are of particular interest.
In fact, one of the predominant characteristics of VHF radio propagation is the shadowing
of the direct or line-of-sight propagation path by intervening obstacles and multipath
due to scatter or reflection from buildings or mountains surrounding the radio.

A good description of the multipath characteristics of ECCN systems can be obtained
by measuring the complex bandpass impulse response of a radio link at various sites of a
mountain area.

These issues were addressed by a series of experiments conducted in the Navelli plain
near L'Aquila, Italy. A simple and effective measuring system, whose original scheme is
due to D. Cox [l], was built. This system is particularly attractive in radio environ-
ments when a wide bandwidth probing pilse is required (2].

This paper is divided into two parts. Section 2 describes the instrumentation that
was used to make the measurements and Section 3 presents the radio links characterization
results.

2. MEASURING BYSTRN

A technique for measuring the complex impulse response of a radio link is to transmit
a carrier modulated with a poeudonoise waveform and orosscorrelate the received signal
with the transmitted one (33)4]. This configuration is designed to produce the same ef-
fect as probing the radio link with a signal having a flat spectrum over the band of
interest.

Since the signals of interest are of bandpass type, it is convenient to write the
impulse response of the multipath medium b(t) as

b(t) - Re[a(t) exp(jnftfCt)] , (1)

where Re (x] means the real part of x, fc is the carrier frequency and a(t) is the so
called complex envelope of b(t)[5].

A block diagram of the entire system to measure the impulse response of a radio link
with unknown complex envelope a(t) is shown in Fig. 1. A shift register with feedback is
used to genetate repetitively a binary pseudonoise sequence (Pn), n-0, 1, ... , M-l1
Pn C (-1,1) (6]. The most important property of these sequences is that their autocor-
relation sequence

M-1

Cp(k) A 1/N P pIp,. 5.. dM (2)

i-O
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is like that of a white noise signal, nanelyt

CP(k) -(3)

i ± f otheriii 
u

The output of the shift register goes into the nixer and the signal r(t) can be writ-
ten an

r(t) - p1 g(t-iT) ,(4)

1-0

7-1/T being the clock frequency of the shift register, (pi) the periodio pseudoncisesequence (pi - pi mod M) and g(t) a pulse of the form

g(t) - rect[(t-T/2)/T] . (5)

For later use, we derive the autocorrelation of r(t),

NT/2

Cr(t) -l/MT r(v) r(v-t) dv . (•)

• -MT/2

We note that Cr(t) is a periodic function of period NT and its expression is given by
(2]:

C,(t) - -1/M + (1+l/M)(l-ItI/T) rect[t/2T] , for Itt < MT/2 , (7,'

A graphical description of equation (7) is reported in Fig. 2. Cr(.) in also referred to
as the probing pulse in the measuring system whose "width" is on the order of T. This
will also be the time delay descrimination of the measuring system.

In the bandpass scheme of Fig. ., the signal r(t) is freqprency shifted up to radio-
frequencies by phase modulating a carrier signal at frequency ft with the pseudonoie
signal. The result is a transmitted signal of the form:

St(t) - Re[r(t) exp(j2•fct)] , (8)

where fc e C.0,88] MHz. Note that the mixer and the amplifier should have a half-power
bandwidth of about F.

To discriminate two paths within a time delay of microseconds, the pseudonoise
sequence is generated witb a clock frequency of F - 500 KH1, i.e. T - 2 psec. Moreover,
an eight stages shift register is used to generate a sequence of N - 255 eymbols [3) so
that the time interval between two input pulses is NT - 510 j1sec (see Fig. 2).

As far as the computation of the average power of the transmitting amplifier is con-
cerned we have that by using antennas with an height of as, at a distance of 6 ka from
the transmitter we experience an attenuation of about 135 dB in the signal strength.
Moreover, for a signal bandwidth of 1 MHz, the noise power at the receiver is about -114
d~aW. Thus, to guarantee a signal-to-noise of 24 dB at the receiver, the transmitted
average power Aust be of 35 W.

Referring again to Fig. 1, let O(t) be the convolution o. r(t) with the complex in-
pulso response a(t), i.e.

c(t) - r(t) * a(t) . (9)

C The function rect (t-a)/b is equal to one for a-b/2 < t < a+b/2, zero elsewhere.



The receiwed si8-al 8a(t) oen be written as +

VI(t) - Reel(t) 20(OVwtat)] . (10)

The first bendpaee filter eliminates part of the input noise while the mixer is used to
shift the signal to intermediate frequencies (here, ft-al.4 NHW).
The second bardpesa filter eliminates the signal components around the carrIer 2 t-
producing a signal 2 3 (t) of the foras

Sa(t) - e(0(t) exp()2wt:t)j (X)

This signal goes into a quadrature hybrid whose in-phase component 84(t) is eimL- to
8 3 (t). The in-quadrature component 2 6 (t) instead hen a *0" phase shift with respect *o
53 (t), i.e.

s8(t) - hi61(t) expt)(2Wftt+V/2))] • (12)

Another mixer is used to down shift 84 (t) to DC. This signal is then multiplied by a
pseudorandom waveform that is identical to the transmitted sequence but it is produaed by
a different clock frequency P'el/T'. V is related to F by

m - p-&F , (13)

where

£1 - F/K , (14)

and K would be a parameter of our system.
Signals S3 (t) and 87 ,t) are of the form:

Sg(t) - ReLj(t) r'(t)] + Re[c(t) rt(t) exp(j2Vl2fjt)] (15a)

end

S,(t) - Imtc(t) r'(t)] + Imje(t) r'(t) exp(j2T12fjt)] . (15b)

If the bandwidth of the lowpass filter with impulse response h(t) (also cailed gorrela-
tar) is much smaller than f;, the higher frequency components in (15) are alli.inated by
this filter. (The raze result could have been obtained by using a low pass filter after
the mixer).

Let d(t) denote the complex output of the correlators, i.e.

d(t) A i(t) + Aq(t) . (16)

We have that

d(t) -h(t) * I(t) rl(t)]

f a(w)[ h(t-v) r(v-w) r'l(v) dv]dw , (17)

0 0

upon substituting for c(t) the expression (9).

+ At the receiver, all signals are written unless a gain and phase factox.
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A closed form expression tot d(t) is e"aily derived when h(t) is the ispULee tesponS
ofan ideal integrate-mnd-dump filter, i.e. for

h(t) - VW reot((t-WNT/)/NTJ - (1S)

consider the folloving crossootuelation between r and r',

C,,, (3) r N (v-u) rt(v) dv , (13)

where % is the delay between the two pseudonoise sequences. In (a) it is shown that it
K(Mss (14) ) is lange enough we oan assume that

C..,(t) IU C .(t) . (20)

where Cr(t) is given by (6).
On the other hand, at time t the delay between r' and r is (t/T')(Ti-T) - t/9 and

/t

i/1i i(v-g) r'(v) dv - C,,, (t-(t-NT)/K) , for t XT . (21)

Thus the output d(t) is given by

t(t) -M a(w) C,., (w-(t-NT)/K) dw

:0

a &(w) C,((t-lT)/K-w) dw , (22)

f0

or

d(Kt+NT) -f::w) C,(t-w) 8w .(23)

f 0

From the above equation, Cr(. in referred to as the probing pulse in the measuring eye-
team Tf the bandwidth of a(.) is much smiler than r. (13) sigplifies Into (see eq. (7)):

d(Nt+WI) V T a(t) , (24)

i*e. the output of tho measuring system coincides with a time scaled version of the im-
pulse response. oa, the radio link. Note that the bandwidth of d(.) is X ties smealler than
that of the probing pulse and a simple apparatus can be used to record the data.

Similar considorations hold true for an arbitrary lowpass filter h(t). In particular
for a single pole filter with time constant RC (2]. However, the penalty of using such a
simple filter with respect to the ideal integrate-and-dump filter is that aa higher value
of X must be used.
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We ammarite now the relationship eag the varioes patenmetr when the oowrelator is
:a slng pole RC filter. lu s we want to •mesr re•tLOiM with a MULMa delay tj

1• 11 •mom and witht t~a Umifwlamnat~Lc on the order at RICCOGaands (-3 jaso*). More-
O•r, %M radio link ie assa to be time invariant tor an interal tv at a.65 sea.

It must be

(1) Mt 4 tw

(ui) XIT > tn

SRe 1(25)

(iv) W/RY I 1

In feat, the first condition Implies that the meesurement is taken within an interval
over which the channel can be considered time-invariant. From Fig. 2, the SeOMd condi-
tLon allows to measure reflection@ with delays up to tR seconds. The last two conditions
are due to the tact that rl does not coincide with r and sop* distortion and additive
noses are introduced In the probing pulse. However the distortion in small if RC/(KT) is
chosen small enough and the additive noise 1. negligible it Rc/(W]) is chosen sufficient-
ly large (1].

by selecting Y m - 3pseu, N - 255, K - 5000 and RC - 2.4Isec we satisfy the above
cotrealnts with RC/(MN) - S.S and tC/(IT) - 0,l. For these values an actual received
probing signal In dl Is like the second pulse shown in the fourth profile of Fig. 4.

To conclude the description of the measuring syntem, an automatic roast mechanism,
based on energy detection, is used to position the observation window within the ambigu-'
ity window of 511 usec. Thus, in actual path delay, the first echo is always set at sera
seconds (t-0). For later processing, the complex output is stored in a computer atter
sampling the two outputs i~t) and q(t) with a frequency of 3.11 kits and digitizing them
with two &-bit A/D converters.

a. 3IXPZIRIM3 L 23501U.5

The equipamnt described in the previous section was used to measure the eftfcts due
to mu'tipaths in the Navelli plain near L'Aquila, Italy. This plain Is very narrow (2 km
wide and 7 km long) and it is surrounded by mountains on all aides. both the transmitter
and receqivr were placed in two vehicles and each one was connected to a twa meter anten-
na. While the transmitter was set at a fixed place, the receiver inateka was moved to
different locations in the plain. Fig. 3 provides an artistic interpretation of the plain
selected and its local surroundings. The numbers in the map refer to the mountain level
at various points while a letter means a location selected for measurements.

Given the complex impulse response d(t), we are mainly interested on its envelope
scaled in timeby K, i.e.

e(t) - Id(Kt)i - (i2(Kt) + qt(xt))Vt (26)

In fact, e(t) provides the envelope delay profile for a radio link and represents the
received signal as a function of path delay t referred to the minibua delay propagation
path (t-0).

Incidentally, for a given path, the phase of the received aignal turns out to be ran-
dom with uniform distribution. Thus the phase of d(t), which can be considered as the
compobition of multiple ranJom phases, is of scarce interest and will not be reported
here.

Fig. 4 illustrates some extreme envelope delay profiles from Navelli plain. The
horizontal axis is the propagation delay with the zero set at approximately the minimum
propagation-path delay from transmitter to receiver. The vertical axis is a(t) in da,
normalized to a maximum value of about 0 dB. The first profile was taken by setting the
transmitter and the reciver at points A and 0 in the map respectively and for a carrier
frequency of 50 MHz. The distance between the two points is about 4 km.
The longeAt excess delay (i.e. the delay spread) is over i psec. For the computation of
the delay spread we only take into account paths with a strength above -20 dB from the
strontzest path. The envelope delay profile changes dramatically if we increase the car-
rier frequency to 80 MHz (second profile of Fig. 4). The delay spread becomes 9 usnc.
Moreover, we note that the strength of the direct path is lower than those of paths with
lonler delays. This is due to Nfading" of the shorter delay profiles at this location.
The thizrl profile of Fig. 4 has one of the worst delay spread (17 ausec) that was observed
in the measurements. It was measured between the points T and 9 in the map and of a car-
rier frequency of 80 MHz. The fourth profile represents instead one of the deepest fading
of the shorter delay paths that was measured. The mlnimua delay path has a strength of
about 16 db below that of the strongest path.



Big, Is a set of sit envelope delay profiles taken by setting the transmitter at
ZeIatA nmi mwint the passives further away from the transmitter. fte oari re a

St 'mUa. The delay sp&ead is usuall of lo mass with a mauximm of 14 s tea the
third pietlle (receiver at point N). *a deep fading at the abortr delay paths wa

It we new repeat the above measurements but. With en higher carrier frequency of SO
e o phentmwo mm err (sea Fig. $). The delay spread Inoreaseot up to 1? amaao tfr

&*send at ixth p=rof ie of Fig. 4. Furthermore, a fedinq of the lower delay profile in
Sen In the third aed fourth profile.

Similar considerations vre observed by setting the tranemitter at point T In the
map. Viei. 7 Illustratee four envelope delay profiles with fo - 34.8 N and two with fo m
10 Nls. An above, delay spreads up to 13 iao Were measured with f ao$ Ms. Finally, In
Fig. I io report envelope delay protiles at the mase locations ot* g. 7 end changing to
to So W's. Again we neasure aen intorses a. %Am usasy sprees (up to 0o nmes for the first
and second profile) and a fading tor the shorter delay paths (ase lirst profile).

4. COOUO320es

in this paper we presented result* of an experlment to determine the aharacterietics
of radio links at VHF in a plain surrounded by sountains. The data ft•m Mevelli 1.lain
show thut the envelope delay profile et a given location is time-invariant with a good
appr•Iotmttion. On the other hand, the envelope delay protile say change substantially it
we mov the receiver of just 10 %. Obviously, the change depends an the amog under non-
sidertion. Nowever, the biggest chatng occurs by changingi the carrier frequency. As a
Matter oa feat, the delay OpCred generally increases as the carrier frequancy is in-

oseamed. Plats of envelope delay profiles show that far a carrier frequency of so 1,.
for en example, the delay spread is generally 10 jumse with a maximum value of 14 Alaeo.
However, for to f - 0,lM delay spreade of 17 and ,0 nosec are not uncommon. Furthermore.
fading of the minimum delay paths was observed only for higher values of the carriertreuency.
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(41 X.8. Gupta, "Applications of Electrical Moises, Proc. IEEE, vol. 63, pp. 996-1010,
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(6] S.W. Golosb, ed., Digital Communications With Space Apjelications, mnglewood Cliffs,
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Fig. I Block~ diagram of the measuring systatm a) transmitter. b) receiver.

Fig. 2 Probing pulse in thae measuring symtem,
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fig. 3 Map of *xperimental area in Nevolli plain near L'Aqukila, Italy.
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3•)4 DISCUSSION

H. Visaing&, NE

Did you try to correlate the measured delays with typical features of
the terraLn?

Author's Reply
No, I didn't, because the measurements strongly depend on relative
phases of the reflected signals.

C. Goutelard, Fr
English translation

Did you use a directive antenna for this experiment? This choice
affects the form of the impulse response used.

Author's Reply
I've used only an isotropic antenna.

I
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SUMMARY OF SESSIC&N VII

THEORY

by

B.Crosignani, Session Chairman

There were six papers ;cheduled for presentation in this session, two of which, however, were not presented but are
included in this final proceedings together with four other papers. The paper by O'Donnell was presented impromptu but is not
included at the author's request.

In the first presentation, the author, SJ.Miller, examined the intensity fluctuations arising from diffractions when a
nonmonochromatic wave was incident on a deeply modulating phase screen. By introducing the cross correlation between
phase coherent waves of different wave numbers, it was possible to point out general features of the intensity fluctuations, not
previously noted, concerning the far-field statistics.

In the second presentation, the authors, Y.Beniguel and B.Gibert, investigated the evolution of a signal crossing an ionized
medium with strong fluctuations by dividing it into N homogeneous slabs each of which was considered as a weak phase screen,
thus being able to calculate its amplitude, phase and scintillation rate.

The third presentation, by IBesieris, dealt with the problem of transferring the better developed continuous scattering
techniques to the study of discrete scattering, having in mind possible applications to remote sensing and propagation through
snow and rain.

In the fourth presentation, by P.L.Chow, the method of functional integration for wave propagation through random
media was presented and, in particular, applied to solving a random parabol;c -, 2tion.

Finally, in the fifth presentation, by K.O'Donnell, light scattering from rough surfaces was investigated in the range of
extreme conditions where usual theory does not work (e.g., large angles or orrugation scale shorter than the wavelength).
Experimental work consisting of diffuse scattering properties was presented.
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INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS DUB TO MOVING POINT SOURCES

B.J. Uncinaki, Ocean Acoustics Group,
Dept. of Applied Nathematicm and Theoretical Physics,

Silver Street
CaIbridge U.K. CA3 9RY

An understanding of point sources in random media Is essential if we are to deal with real sources, and
effects such as source motion. Reliable theory now exists ror the intensity fluctuations due to point
sources in such media. Numerical simulations of such fluctuations agree with theoretical results. The
Intensity fluctuation theory and simulations have been extended to deal with the case of a moving source
and observer. It is shown that a regards ensemble averaged quantities such as the intensity fluctuation
spectra there is reciprocity between motion of the source and that of the observer. However, such
reciprocity does not exist if we are dealing with the detailed individual fluctuation pattern arising in
a particular rea'lzation of a random mdium.

INTRODUCTION

During the last five years there have been a number of important advances in multiple scatter theory. An
a result encouraging agreement was obtained between the new theory and previously unexplained experimen-
tal data. In particular, the time spectra of acoustic intensity fluctuations caused by ocean internal
waves [l1, which failed to agree with the results of Rytov theory and its modifications, now fitted the
predictions of the new theory well [2j, [3], (4].

These initial successes have led to many papers aimed at extending and refining the theory. Much effort
has also been devoted to investigating the accuracy of the theoretical expressions. In this context
numerical simulations of random prcpageAtion have been particularly useful. Not only have they provided
a check on theoretical results but have also given us much insight into properties of the wave-field
fluctuations that cannot be obtained from ensemble average expressions.

In what follows we shall outline the new developments in theory and also describe the accompanying
advances in numerical simulations. The application to moving sources and observers will be discussed
including the question of the reciprocity of these motions.

ADVANCES IN THEORY

The principal quantities ausociated with wave-field fluctuations in a random medium that have prospects
of being derived theoretically are the second and fourth moments, re and ma. The following equations for
these moments have long been known [5], [6]

-0 (2+ f -)

where f is the normalized two point autocorrelation function of refractive index fluctuations in the
,adium lAtegrated in the direction of wave propagation a, k in the wave number of the radiation, V is
the transverse Laplacian at * P , and A is the power attenuation coefficient of the random mehium.

1T+1 Tf
The second moment
The second moment m describes the directional propertiei of the wave-field In the medium and also its
mean intensity. Equation (1) for we can be solved exactly for a number of useful cases including that
of a point source. Howe-vr, the introduction of a systematic refractive index profile in the medium leads
to the appearance of curved ray peths andphenomena such - focussing, caustics and shadow zones. In this
case the second moment equation cannot be solved exactly but various approximate methods such as eikonal
series [7) and multi-scale expanaions [8] have allowed these effects to be described with varying degrees
of accuracy.

The fourth moment
The fourth moment in, describes *be autocorrelation and variance of intensity fluctuations. The following
solution of Eq. (2) was obtained in 1982 [9], for plane wave geometry, in the form of a multiple con-
volution for N, the Fourier transform of a,

N(vZ) - • s -j•l h( 3J.qj) + ij (vi - Vj)

dv*...dug_ . dt...dEN (3)
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where

h(C.Q) -1-f(C) -f (Q) ( +(• Q) + if((C- Q),

ar 2 - 2080

Z * s/ki! where L is the traravorme scale of the irregularities In the medium.

ihti can be evaluated approximately to giva the followirn useful expression
1Z

110(VoZ) - sx ,-a b(tt V al1') dZ') exp(-ivC) dc. (4)

A similar solution tor A point source (2) and a medium that varied in time allwed a satisfactory

exp lanation to be given for the aeoustic intensity fluctuations observed In the Cobb Seemmcmt experiment
[3 . IRytov theory had failed to account for theme.

'this initial success provided the impetus far extending and refining fourth moment solutions. The next
Major step wee to find a better estimate of the multiple convolution &q. (3). This was dare in 1903
[10] and the improved result Save very good agreement with numerical simulatione. (see Fig. 1)

8.0
A(O•)

as

In

asW alC We 02

Fig. 1
Scintillation index for plane-wave geometry. r 1000. The full curve gives the theoretical result and
the points end error bars the results of numerical simulativna.

Two-scale expansion
The original solution of the fourth moment equation vas obtained by multiple convolution. However, other
methods of solution were soon developed and it was encouraging to find that chey yielded the emao results
as before, both as regards the fundamental approximation as well a the improvea estimate. The first of
the alternative methods used mw that of the two scale expansion [10] which essujem thnt the required
moment contains two distinct spatial scales. One of these is called the fast scale and the other the
slow scale. Detailed investigations of the fourth moment solutions were carried out using the two ceale
method (11] and revealed much about the structure of the solutions.

Path intearel methodsc
I1t had lon been kMnow that the various meu4ntm of the wave-field In a random medium can be written down
in teive of the Feynman path integral [122. This approach her the advantage that a mediuA with a
detereintitic refractive index profile can easily be dealt , the ray paths ariAing naturally in the
process of evaluation of the Integral. This approach was used rucceasfully to obtain the second moment
w. [12]. It was sub-equently used to tlind the fourth moment in [13], giving results that were identical
with those obtained by multiple convolution or two scale expansion. This extension of the fourth moment
solution represents the most general and flexible for.4 available at present. We shall now consider it
in Game detail.

General eolution with M ile
The gneral form War the fundamental approximation to the fourth moment in the came of a point source and
an arbitrary deterministic refractive index profile in [131

NoNvIZ) - I ttezv (-2r~ ha(p (-a) • a(z')) dZ')
eMp (-Lk ,'(1 ) y !,(Z)I) d'(E) (5)

where yj and v. are the solutions of the equations

x",W') - v (2,) . F (5a)

*;z) v !,(1') . -! k(Z-z') (5b)

V J.- a matrix of derivatives of no, the refractive index profile, along the rei path S. hero 8 is the
solution of the ray equation
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POWK) Wa(I(') I2') (c

(a) It deeoribse a point nource. In Practice most sou~rces are sadll and can be well approximated by a point.
Wb Secause of the pteuwioe of the Wrefretive Index profilo radiation tram a point mowree follows the

deterministic imy paths .(3) In the shoenek or rvmnde Irregularities. The 1(1) wre found by solving ths
-ey equation (5c) . This 1. important In maislicatians to seom ecouttios because of tit* so,,nd speed grofilo
that *&Late In all oceans. The solution (S) Osecribo.. fluctuatione due to mattering about a single rwy
path. but solutions can be comined to deal with convergence sensa where several rays arrive alang
separate paths.
(e) The Integration with respect to 21 In tht exponent allows us to take Into account variation in the
scattering proporties at the modi~w clang the rey path. Such variations can occur in real aitu~tins end
It is lapotant to be able to deal with them.
(d) The ability to ! lude curved ray pathts allows us to deal with cases G! foci and ,iaudtics.

oabiy te outa (3) mourn that It cani be used In moist cuses encountered in
practical ocea acourtics. A sowe accurate reoult can be achieved If necesssr$ by the use of the next
1smprostimation which aleso handles points (a) - Wd above but has a more complicated structut-e. Certain
serious objectians have, however, been raised oo~acerning the validitky of the point source solutions
described above.* It ham been siomaotod (14) that aftsume the fourth moment was derived in a Cartesian
system of coordinates the asash departure frcs a truly circular wavafrant encountered in this
reproeent..ion leads to a large cumulative error in the multiple scatter limit, and that the solution
ceuld be groacly In error.

Curvilinear coordinate asytec
A recent major adveace In scattering theory, relevant to the objectian mentioned above, has boon the
formulation of the soment equations in j~eneriel curvilinear coordinate systema rather than in Cartesian
coordinates [15]. In this way wavefromits s.-aniing f.,%= point sources can be dealt with exactly, while
curvnd ray paths due to refractive index profiles can be made to coincide with the curvilinear coordinates
and the limitations of small ray excureion and curvature can be removed. The only restriction now
remaining Is that the random irregularities In the sodium ahould cause the radiation to depart by only
woall amounts from the determ~niatic ray paths.

The irwroduction of curvilinear coot ltinatee has also enabled us to answer the question of the error
arising vren the wave-field .rom a point soui'ce in represented in Cartesian coordina~tea. The fourth
moment equation, writ~ten in cylindrical coordinatesm, can be solved as a multiple convolution to give

N~~~uZ) ~dv .. dlexp 4JT, h(I. OnaR J) ij(Juj.)

whore

11 (EVN' ( -y ) + 1 - W-1) + *** (fT

and R Is the scaled radial coordinate r.
Rva~lustlon uf Eq. (6) leads to results that are formally the came an those obtained wheno Cartesian
coordina ~u are used, except that the a coor-Adnate is replaced by the radial coordinate r,

Fla 2)~ e

(a) Cartesian and curvilinear coordinates for a point source with nm refractive index profile
Wb Catse of a general refractive index profis...

Thtu. implies that the Cartesian representation is accurate to the extent that r can be replaced by a.
In other words the '.oint of observation (st ,s ) mast remain close to the a axis. The some result
presumably also holds true even when the p~eeRce of a refractive Index profile lteads to curvwd ray paths.
It io Important to hoop this in mind wot., using a isting fourth moment solutions, Tha three methods of
solution diccussed ebove have been carried out using a Cartesian coordinate syeste and so the results
should only be used provided that the ray paths do not depart much from the a axsi (the ratio x a sshould bee tiall), Solutiona found In curvilinear coordinates would be free fromt such restrictioL,"
,iowvevr. apart; Vro4 the case given above, theme solutions have not yet been found. They will be a logical



entmeinetf of the w "eat work on fluctuation phenamminak and will Provide answers to ease atilt unaumuered

qiteetions In the field.

As a method tea. obtaining Ins~igt into fluctuation lbnoen numerloel simulations at rendo wove
Praegtion area method that rurja *qual in laportainee with the anelytical appreaeboe disotameed above.

wave geometi'y (111. Ihe principles or such nueiclstu Aton~e "fl- wme and will not be described
here. A typi**A exampl of the inteneity fiwotuAtions Induced in a plan. wave travelling In a random
modiuk containing Irregularities with & Gaussian autocarrolation function is given &n Vig. S. The
variance of theme Intensity fluctuatione estimated from many suoh numerical simagatienm is sheam by the
points with error bere In Fig. ~.This provided a cheok an the accuracy of the theoretical empreosin
ehoax in the so figure.

Fig. 3 intensity fluctuations simulated for -ln-av emtry.

DAILI or hecting the eccurec4 of the fourth moment solution In tke ceas of a point source is by
comapriso~n with the reastlts of nurverical simulations, as mes done in the one at plane wave geometry.
hoewever, numerical sisuletionsm Involve considsrable diffoultiee when we aer dealing~ with a point wourts.
This to because it is Pmot convenient to represent the scattering medius in Cartesian coordinates. In
much a coordinate system there er, very rapid oscillations in the phase of the wave-field clogs to the
sourte, end it Is not possible to achieve the required resolution numerically, To overcome this a
physically extendsd source (IT j to used Ihoe field approximate@ to that of a point source at ranges
where the scattering effect io only just beginning to be important, and in a certain rang of angles
about the a exis. sirnalationat ofIntensity fluctuations us~ng such a qumant-oint source are shoam ink
Via. 4. The intensity fluctuation variance reeulting from maeny such simulations in shoam in Fig. 5
together with the thaoretical variance obtained by solving the fourth moment equation for a point
source. The agreement appeara reesonable but there in a fairly large statistical scatter in the
simulations. This Is due to the fact that the int.a.isity fluctuations are non..etatimnsi-y tranaveree to
the a direction and saetial averagee casinot be used to substitute for easeeble Averages. Thus the
tisulatione must be repeeted a wtch larger number of times in order to achieve a statistical average
equivalent to that of the plane-wave case where spatial averages can also be used.

Fig. 4 Intenaity fluctuations simulated with a qussi-point source.

curvilineer coardinatee can also be Used in numerical Simulations to avoid the probleaM associated with a
Point source 1141- Curved WaveR-fronts QPpea naturally in 011'lindrioal coordinate* and the rapid phaes
oscillationa mentioned above are not snoonwatre. intensity fluatustion splariing in the wave-field
radiating from a point source are shom. in Fig. 0.



Fig., Scintillation inde tra simulation with a qai-pint sore. Th full line given th theoretical

F•la. 6 Intensity fluetuatins slimulated with a tru point source.

These fluctuations we no statitclly••l stationariy i,% theP ailmuthal di~rection •and spatial- aver1el can
W• 4mid fo ensemlei avllerae. Asl a result• bette~r saist•icalli averoa can be obtain~ed with f"Wr
reali tions, Thj var~lanee of Irttensit~y fluctuation obtained by this method in shown in Flal. 7 together
with tetheoret asl reult. and the ageeet Is seen to be quit* setisfactnry.

is)

--S Si 5 * ,* - i *. .

fig. 7 Scintillation Index from simulations with a true point source. The full line Sives the theoretical
result,

Thus nu•ericsl flmulations iamv enabled uw to vtruif the p ccure.y o o futh ment solution In the

case of a point source. We• have additinl conirmation of the concluion.r drawn above on theoreica~l
gronds that point sources tan be adequately dealt with In Ca~rtesian oardinsts system provided 4*6
obTervtiont point re not too ari trom the a eais.

NOTION OF SOUMQ AND 0•LURM

The effeate of motion ob sourg e and observer ban no be studied vince a e canve b they for the Intnity

fluctuations due to a point aouro* rand con &Iwo simulate much propagtion numerIclly.
rh eaiatia Theqvuenc etum oT intensity fluctuations mote by t hised obierver when .pointoue

mithe te a direction tremsvl e to the dareetmon ois wee rpgatio be dbrivid by any orthe

outtmod outlined above. The lurn!Wmatal form of this spectrum to
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h~~tv.tw 1I e -r hit C - V ) 21/1 (IZ - 20)J 3) a ll a (Ii vt)dt

MW W"toassume to be moving with Mattefrs veiseitr v io the PeitiVO it direction WAn t is the.
1*4 to observation tiese. When v is asre 1%. (1) reduess to the .crso ssding aegression rea. a
sevtionar aimarve swa as woud be obtained free a%. (5).

to dartv. th. spaia tfoNAmy secetrum Of intesaitV fluctuations Sees by a moving
observer. The asedinate .t the *seerwer is written me a function at uie usning the velority of the
observer. Pear th ews at am obaterver moving with a uniform velecity v In the positive a direction ws
have

%~(-.I) A /me 1t is h1( 4 * vt) RIO% (3 291 dal) asa 1.I vtc) S

GeeWGerso ot SqN. (7) enW (16 1ls that metion ot the source and observer arm equivalent an reaerd*
their effect an the Oamiable averaged q"tity k.. .2) To dbsifference I isuni bete the retaser
(t * vt) In the first expsnetial is due to the fast that positive it motion St the source Is equivalent
to a negative x motion of the observer. This result seigt haew been eapeoted as physical grounds, but
it Is satisfying to have proaved that L~ispigity exists as regards source and observer motion and their
offseot on the averaged spectrum Nt.3. oover. whes It coease to examining the specific Intensity
patterns recorded in the two o aseto a moving sourc. and a meving observer we find that this reciprocity
dams not 1old.

"'nmeIty fluctuations due to a moving souw" and observer cam be simulated using the techniques

Intensity fluctuations see by a moving observer is given by taking a out through en intensity plot such
as gives In Fig. 4. We see that when the observer moves transverse to the direction of' propagation both
the main Intensity peak due to the proximit- of the source Is encounwtered as well an additional peeks
due to focussing by the medium.

The case of a stationary observer but a moving sotur*caen be simulate by using the sea.t reslisation of
the rando medium but changing the position of the soutrce by a small amount each time to obtain a
continuous curve for the observed Intensity at different distances fros the moving point source. The
Intensity recorded by observers situated at different distancesi in% a random medium when the source soves
io shown In Fig. S.

( b)

F3-g. S (it) Intensity recorded by stationery obstervers at different distances In a random medium as the
source saves from left to right.

(t) positions of the observers end trsjectory of the source.

The Intensity records for the saving source, when compared with the corre~spnding records fop the moving
obavrver. show that there does not exist reciprocity between these two cases as regards the detailed
inteusilty pattern observed. This in particularly well Illustrated by the reoarktablo fsc'. that for some
fixed bosorver positions it Is possible for the source to move completely across the field Ot výL*w and
for the alserver to record no Intensity peak. Not only do the observed fluctuations reamin very low
but also '"e large level of intensity due to the point source is not recorded. This Is ink contrast with
the cMkI 4W the moving observer.* Hers the observer alveys encounters both the main intensity peek due
to the Wxuac* as well =asom eaubsidiary peaks due to the intensity fluctuations.

tecmore-
The nimoeveary theory and numerical simulstlon techniques huave been developed to allow us to represent
at Point sCWce In a matlU~y scattering medium Oud treat the Intensity fluctuations due to such a source.
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ThO tWAWY haa allowed *ae MSin fteatWM Of *ah Intensity tI0otuet1ta, Pattern to Na *WentItd andt ho
enabled the amlmlation theee, to be tooted.

The question of One notion of mnoe" and obsterver hee boon treated usiti the above technique* ord soms
at the Usai o.ttto have been dealt with and deom ibed.
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CROSS-FREQUENCY CORRELATION OF INTENSITY FLUC?'ATIONS 11 PHASE-CHANGING MEDIA

Sarah I. Miller Cambridge Ocean Acoustics Group
Dept. of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics.

Silver Street, Cambridge U.K.

SUMMARY

The cross-correlation of intensity fluctuationa et two different wave frequencies in a useful tool in
remote s.nmsing of sources end random phase changing media. The cross-spectrum of these fluctuations is
inýastigated here for the model of a deeply modulated phase changing screen. An analytic expression is
obtained for this spectrum and the effect of increasing frequency differences is demonstrated. Finally.
the statistius of the wave fields in the far field are examined by comparing the second and fourth
moments. It is shown that the relationship of these moments is consistent with the assumption that the
staitics of a monochromatic field are normal in the far field, but inconsistent with wave fields of
different frequencies having a joint normal distribution there.

IPTRODUCTION

Observations of intensity fluctuations at two different wave frequencies are extreily useful in the
remote sensing of random phase.-changing media such as the iorýaphere, atmospheric layers, the solar wind,
and the rough surface of the ocean. If intensities only have to be recorded the method is much more
robust and simple than in the case of complex amplitudes when the phases must also be measured. Cross-
correlation of intensity fluctuations at two different frequencies provides some of tho information
obtainable from spaced observing stations, but offers the advantage that only a single station need be
used.

This pacer presents the theory of intensity cross-correlation for the model of a deeply modulat'ld phase
changing screen. Such a model has been long used successfully to treat most of the physical situations
mentioned above ([2], [3], [4]). However, cross-flequency theory has existed only for screens with a
weak phase modulation. ThVi new extension of the theory exhibits some feat,arem of the intensity
fluctuations not previously noted. Firstly, decorrelation of intensity fluctuations with distance
beyond the screen is slow up to a certain distance, when it then proceeds much more rapidly. Secondly,
there is a residual correlation even at quite 3arge wave frequencydifferences that is surprisingly
large. Thirdly, it can be demunstrated that at large Jistan'ces beyond the screen the complex amplitudes
of the wave field at different wave frequencies do not obey joint Gauscian statistics, contrrry to what
is usually believed.

These characteristics, .nd iv particular the nature of the far field statistics of the fields, provide
insight into the analogous, but more complicated, problem of the cross-correlation of intensity
flurtuations produced by an extended scattering medium.

The theory presented allows croms-frequtincy techniques to be applied to real physical situations when
the iiedium imposes large phase modulations on the wavefield . This should prove quite valuable and
useful in diagonistic remote sensing of the ionosphere, atmosphere, solar wind, and rough ocean surface,
where there is a large range of applications.

THE CROSS-SPECTRUM OF INTENS..TY FLUCTUATIONS PRODUCED BY A DEEP-PHASE E.CREEN

If a plane wave propagaiing in the positive z direction traverses a laser of medium with s randomly
varying refractive index lying in the x-y plane, it will receive a phase modulation that is dependent
on its wave number, k. If two phase coherent wavefields of different bave numbers k, and k are incident
on the layer they will receive different phase modulations so that as the fields propagate in free space
beyond the lnyer, the fluctuations that develop in the intensity patterns are different for each field.

The joint intensity statistics of the fields are studied via the cross-correlation of intensity
fluctuations. If the layer does not var., in the y direction this is

<11 I,> - <11> <I2>()
<J1> <12>

where Ii - C(kiNx 1 .z) and t = x, - x,, The Fourier transform of R(C) is the cross-spectrum F(v) whi(h

shows how the correlation is distributed over the different spatial frequencies, v and how this is
affected as the ratio of wave numbers r = k1 /k3 Is varied. For waves scattered by a layer of medium, which
imposes a phase modulation of variance *

F(p) = tfo {exp [-pz(gvZ)]-evp [-t h(co, vZ)]} e-' 1 dg, (2)



where h(, ')Z) I +f'-rlf(rvZ)-f(vZ) + rt-[(J(+i[E +r] aZ)

Here f(C) in the normalized auto-correlation function of the phase modulation and Z is distance scaledwith the Fresnel length.

When the layer imposes large phase modulations C >> 1). the spectrum can be evaluated [1] to give
two approximate forms of F(v); and FB(0) which is valid at large spatial frequencies and FA(V) valid

at low frequencies. If the auto-correlation function is Gaussian, theme large #, approximations are

FA(') - +f(oxp (- -(•)- -(o)]t )-xP( ( f-(O)[vZ]))1e'('d9) o-, <z-

and

F = (i~ r-"I'(O))" exp { - (1-r-)'#- V'/ }, (rZ)-' < v

S12o~-ll'()J~|,Z < Zo,
v,.=2(.{rZ ( O~)} tIrtl.(O<}_ z > zo

Z- [(1 -r) r-'If(O)I#:]-.

Thus, at high frequencies, the spectrum decays like erp(-va/v ) of width v¥ which is constant an the waves

propagate away from the layer up to a distance Z.. Beyond this, for r < 1, v decreases and the
correlation of the intensities is limited to smaller and smaller spatial frequencies as distance
increases. This Is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows crvms-spectra for waves of acoustic frequency
ratio r = 0.8 beform and after Z. -0.02 im reached.

;/ o- 0.03

10•I I0"

10 /0
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Figure 1 figure 2
Cross-spectra of intensity fluctuations of Crosa-spectra of intensity fluctuations at scaled
acoustic frequency ratio r = 0.8. distance Z = O.Ob.

The low frequency T.art of the spectrum F (v) is independent of the ratio r and is therefore identical to
the mutospectrum which can be shown [4] to increase from the origin like v'before passing through a
maximum and decreasing like v9-. All the information about r is contained in F Wv) which becores increasingly
truncated at large v aw r decreases from one until, in the limit r +, only FAtv) .rsmairna,(Figure 2). '
This corresponds to the fact that F (v) reprisents the fine-detail features of the intensity fluctuations
that become rapidly different as thl intensity patterns arise from wavefields of increasingly different
wave numbers. On the other hand, FANv) corresponds to the very large features in the phase modulating
layer, and hence in the intonnity pattern, that retain their identity even when the incident fields
have very different wave numbers.

LIMITATIONS OF GAUSSIAN STATISTICS IN THE FAR FIELD

The relation between different moments of the field beyond a random phase screen is of interest because
it can yield important information about the probability distribution obeyed by the random field. It is
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froquently assumed that in a random medium or beyond a deep phase screen for distencee that ere
sufficiently large the field hasa normal distribution Q[51, 181. [71), and that.asm a result, the

escond and fourth moment. ere onnected in a simple manner. However, it can be shown (1] for a deep
phese screen that this assumption may be valid in the oqee of a monochromatic wavefield but breaks
down when waves of different frequenoles are being considered.

If it is assumed that in the far field the complex fields 1(ki) and E(k,) obey a joi.st normal distribution
then in this'region the cross-momenta of intensity and those of the complex amplitude are related by

<II, I> = KE, Bt*>It + <11> <I,>, (6)

where Ei - R(k. ,x a). This in a relation batween the cross-correlation R(C) and the complex coherence
r(O) - EZP>1 and can be expressed in terms of spectra as

F(v) JM (AW) A *(P' - ") dV'

where M(v) is the Fourier transform of m(C) and for fields scattered by a deeply modulating screen is

M (v) = exp{-- r(1 -r-)3+1 v2 Z(! -- r))
(8)

If Eq. (7) were valtd for all spatial frequencies v, then its Fourier transform, Eq. (6?, would be true,
consistent with the joint normal assumption. However, it cen beshc-rn that Eq. (7) holds only for the
part of the speccrum described by FB(v) and not for the part giver, by FA(V), v < Z-1

The implications of this are ve.-y different when the field is monochromatic (r = 1) from, when r is lees
than cnn, and the two cases are illustrated in Figure 3. In the former case FB(v) has a width which is
ineependent of Z, whereas the part of ý.he spectrum described t: F (v) decreases as Z increases and
eventually becomes a negligibly small part of the mpectram. At thlspoint the relationship Eq. (7) can
be considered to hold for all v and its Fourier transfirm can be taken, giving Eq. (6), which is
consistent with thw assumption that the monoraromatic complex field h,.s a normal distribution ut large
distances from the scattering layer.

However, when the waves have distinct wave ru'nbers, the width of F (v) is constant naly up to distanceZ., beyond which it decreases at a rate comparable with the decreale in width of FA(v). The fraction
of the spectrum described by F (v) is conutent as Z increases and can never be considered a negligibly
small contribution. Since Eq. t7) does not hold F')r those frequencies described by FA(v), relation
Eq. (6) cannot be recovered. The resulting inequality between the cross-correlatior and the square
of the complvx coherence is incompatible with the fields having a join4 normal ditstribution.

r-r-.,O

1(A'

' V.

100lo

Figure 3
Auto-speccrum, r = 1, and cross-spectruhl, r = 0.9, (coatinuous lines) at a large distance from a screen
with a ,;aussisn autocorrelation function, and V1M(V) M*(j - v) dv (chain line); Z = 1.0.

COPLUSION

Intensity fluctuations arising when a nonimonochromatic wavefield is incident on a deeply modulating
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phase-changing &-cren have been Investigated. Nzaminstion of PC"), the frequency croon-spoetrum of the
fluctuation produced by a &croen with a Gausslan auto-correlation function hae revealed certain general
features of such Intensity Orosm-epectra. A comparison of the -qA1ex. coherence and the intensity
correlation of the field, at a lar•e distance from th. e-*reen, aivA a result which is Inconsistent
with the assumption that the complex field. of waves wit l difforent frequencies obey a Joint normal
distribution.
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DISCUSSION

E. Jakeman, UK
Is the prediction of non-JoInt normal distortion at long distances a
special feature of your screen problem or will it hold for other far-
field speckle patterns?

"Author's Reply
Non-joint Gaussian statistics is a result of two features present In
the cross spectrum. 1) Decorrelation at high spatial frequencies of
scattered fields of distinct wPve frequencies. It Is at these
spatial frequencies where the individual fields obey Gaussian
statistics.
2) Correlation at low spatial frequencies where each field is not
normally distributed.
Provided the fields can be described in this way, the complex fields
(summed over all spatial frequencies) will not obey joint Gaussian
statistics. For example, this is a good description of multiply
scattered fields in an extended (nondispersive) medium (Miller and
Uscinaki, 1936, Optics Acta 33).

A. Ishimaru, US
Are the phase fluctuations at the exit plane (z - 0) perfectly
correlated at different frequencies?

Author's Reply
Yes, I' assuming one of the following forms for the phase modulation

(x) of a wave of frequency f. (Here co - speed of a wave in free
space) either

a) #(x) - 2-f- h(x)
0

Here the phase change is caused by scattering from an irregular
surface of height: h(x) (and with height and horizontal length scale

such that this model is appropriate), or

b) The phase modulation is due to the wave passing through a thin
layer of nondtspersive refracting medium. Here, I'm assuming that
the wave suffers no diffraction on passing through the layer and so
it emerges with a pure phase change

(x) - ; f. (x)hC
0

) - refractive 2ndex
h - width of layer
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Nodl*i do Propagation 4'n 'wonwde Glectrang~tique
done un milieu lemIad 9 fort*@ fluctuations

per I& aftbode do* Okeens do phase

T. MImIUK, Iabewatoire Central de T6lkommuIcations
13-20 rue orange Dons Rose - S.P.40
73141 Wlimsy-VIllaemablay Cedez

et Z. GIERT, hMrospatiale DMU
Rloute do Vorngull - D.P. 96

73133 LE UNWU 3&W
FRANCE

Le milieu CtudiC (par ozomplo 1'ionosplh*re aux altitdes 6*lveou qul pr~sente
don irr~gularitds importantes) eat d~fini do manlire statistique par I& valour Bayonne
ot I& variance do la densit& Gloctroniquo at la densit4 upoctrale des fluctuations
le Vindice do propagation.

Cos donnios permottont do caractdrisor notamment la phase du signal ,,.,id~r~e
corns variable aldatoire A i& travers~o du milieu.

La distribution spatial* des irr~gularit~s, i6eos & Vaction du champ magnOtique
terrestre, rendant le milieu fortement, anisotrope, 1@ calcul de lo, propagation *at
difficile A effectuer .i Von sp~cif is simpleoent un prof ii de variation do la donsit#
Olectronique moyenne dons colul-ci. La technique utili~e et expands dons ce papier
consist. A discrOtiser Ie milieu en Ccran. do phase successifs do faible 6paisaeur,
nour chacun desquels on omit calculer une solution.

La mdthodo de rdsolution sera explicitte.

Lee rOwultats pr0sent~a portoront our lea calculs do l'amplitude du signal,

do sa phase at du taux da scintillation do celui-ci.

Le milieu atmospherique pr~sent.. sux altitudes Oloves. (piusiours containes do
Cilomitres), dos irr~gularit~s de densitE Electronique caus~es vraisomblablement par
lea instabilit~s du plasma existant done Corn r~gions. L'action des champs
6lectromagn~tiques pr~sents provoque cur los ospfcea du milieu don s~parations do
charges qul gonirent ces irrqgularit~s.

Par exemple, dane lea couches F do l'ionosphbre, lea inhomog~n~it~o sont
obaerv~es socus forms de bullbs allongOes le long des lignos de force du champ
gdomagn~tique (latitudes Oquatorialea) ou do feuillea d'aze dgalement alignE avec le
cheamp (latitudes aurorales). Los irrtcgularit~s affoctont Is propagaiton des ondes
Electroinagn~tiques qui traverment ces zones ionia~os cr~ant notamment des off ete do
scintillation.

5i le milieu pr~sente une structure A faibles fluctuations do densit6
Olectzonique, Ie counportemont dos sigrnaux pout ttro *tudih par des m~thodos do
perturbations appliqu~es sux 6quations do propagation (m~thodes globales). Dann 1. cas
d'une structure A fortes fluctuations (par example perturbations ionosphdriques faisant
suite A une activit# solaire important.) ot A Vexception do quelques cas particuliers
(can d'une densitf spectral. de l'indice du milieu do forme particulibre), ii nexiste
pas do solution analytique. L'objet de cot article eat de pr~senter une m~thade
nus~riquo do r~solution a'appliquant au cao g~n~ral.

Ce modfle do propagation sera Otabli en discrdtiaant 1e milieu par is technique
des Ocrans do phases succesaif a our chacun desquelei on sait calculer une solution.

Los peramOtres du milieu (fluctuations do densitO 6lectronique, structure des
inhomog~nIitds...) pormettront do caractOriser Vamplitude et is phaae du signal qui
sont assimllds ici A des variables al~atoiros dont on Otudiera les diffdrents moments
statistiques.

Comme exemple d'application does r~sultats obteinus, une comparaison int~rossante
ost pr~sontlo avec los donn~es ozp~riinntales obtenues par mne station aol situ~e A
Millstone Hill (U5A) recevant, dans Its bandes UHF-VHF, lox signaux d~un satellite do
poursuite (programme oxp~rimontal visant A 6tudier lea inhomog~nIit~s ionosph~riquea
(arwn~es 1971-1973)).

2. M33CMPTION flU MILIEU.

Le milieu *tudiE contenant los inhomo96n6itia ionosphdriques pr~c~dentes pout
ttre dhfini do manu~re statintique A partir do is connaissanco do is valeur moyenne <No)

ot do la variance (AN: ) do I& densitd Elect~ronique stinsi quo ds I& denait# spectral*
spatial@ do ses fluctuations 'A



Bn ce qul concerns - do* travauz, typo analyst dos uigusux
transianosph~riquos. ant mnwtrG qu' eli. d~pendait Principlalemnt do dous rwrendur.
caract~risant It milieu, It savoIr a

q a 2w/A d~finissant l~choll. doe ierrularit~s du milieu (A *tent Ia dimension do
aso irrdgularitt#m). Ma fait, an d~finit des. types di1nhonoW~n4it~s dont Its
dimensions et distriumtions sont diffiriles A d"torminor. 11 y a do* thchom do
petite@ dimensions Ao do Vardre du kilamitre A une dizaln. do kilouftres ot do.
tourblim%)s (noyaux do surdensit~s) do plus grandes tallies, Le . pouvant atteindre
piusioura disaines, voire plusisurs centaines de kilom~treu. Silos slalignont sur 1.
cheap vagnatiquo terroatre at peuvent as d~velopper our do vast** zones comie
lindlque It schema ci-apefa i

P~jwaus Cwtva;I

Cs caractdrismnt 1imlportance dos turbulences at quilou Iue r~le do const!ezt do
structure du milieu. Elio d~pend dos fluctuations do donsit& iOlctraniquo MgN ) St
do l'&chello ext~riouro des lrrqgularitds q. (2w/L.). Ce pareaxtre pout *tro
nature par analyst spectrale cur un intervalle inf~riour At L..

Ainsi Ia densitO spectrale dos fluctuations do densit# 6iectronique y. pout
Otre axprindo A laid. do q et C1 par une o 101nf puissance.

Loexposant v intervonant dans la 101 qui oct un paranbtro critique 'iu siodbie vanie
avoc Ilntensit& do Ia turbulence. 11 d&croit quand la turbulence auguento. Dane Is
plupart dos cam, on prend v - 1,5.

Los figures cl-aprOs donnent pour 2 valour. do v (v - 1,25 - 1,5) lea

fluctuations do donsit& flectronique (1N) on fonction do Cg pour diff~rontos velours do
% l'Gcholle eztdrioure dos fluctuations LO C13.

V1010

10 23t 10k

10 km

fotiblues do fluctuations qi . mk UN1ITSfre lutain
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10

1018 1019 tO
20  

1021 1022 1023 1024

faibles fluctuations Cs iks UlNITS f. fortes fluctuations

<•i•Len fonction de C pour diffdrentes valeurs de l'dcheIle extgrieure
des fluctuatioos s. Z1/L.

n g•nira1, lea Yalours do C-attuOes autour do 10L° correspondent aum
faibles fluctuations Clora quo los valeurs atteignent 10"' - 10"• correspondent aum
fortes fluctuations (par elemplo uno structure & fortes fluctuations dane lilonoeph~re
(C3  1011) donne des fluctuations (ANtt >4/ de l'ordro do 1 0 M eti/j pour un L* do

l~ordro du kcilom~trr (€coet-•-dire (M•>Vt/ (AN 1 > do 1'ordro do 10% & 300 kiloaetres

d altitude).

211 est Interuscant do rioter quo dana los 2 caa do fluctuations (faibles et
fortes) pour un milieu homoqin.e t dana 10 cas d'une approche globale la 'variance do la
phase du signal pout s'exprimor & l'aide dos paramitres du milieu r2J c'est-&-dire

*0 0,7817 Cn
2 

kc L "oU• (1)

too

Cn oat fu constants do structure lmUe •

lVindice du milieu

L eat l'dpaCoeur du uliteu

En eat 1e nomlre dvonde

Pour ilexesple precadent, -- = 10q ov = 5 rd

<Ne )
Afnr i les donnses n(cexsamrel amu calculs relatifl aux dcrans do phase.

prsente ) d ons la suite cot article sont "

ffriquence du signal

Vordr dimension doe petites inhomogen(dt% 3

dLodimension dog grandee inhomog.nhit~

l
2 

) fluctuations e doenstt qlctronique
0

Cn exposant do la loi en puissanco do ,
Az *palseur dUn ncran de phased



Donse Icats 9"ral, Is milieua rencontrO eat dispoersf, ani Ottpo" at
Inhomo. La technique prop*&$* consist* Ik G~coupor Is milieu on 9 tranchom homoq~noa

Iu p6aot ttro succesaes, ou da isjoint** *ocrmns do rhaso) do faibles ftwissua rs As.
Los orts puvet 6rooprimes oncompte dofag00 discrito d4wI Scren au suivant ainai

Ainei Is aodblo do propagation A traverm loneomblo du milieu sera construit A
partir do I& formulatIon *tabli oc ur un *cran. rout do& zaisone do simplitittf doen I* for-
mulation, .Is dsdl. dderit done=o article set bidimensionnel.
3.1 Pouainrltv ean

3.1.1 Praetion A IintdrIsur dtmn

Le calcul do I& phase a la sortie de i16cran pout soeffectuor a partir do$
fluctuations du chomIn optique A I& travtraso do celul-cl.

p Stant I& distance transverse par rapport A Ia direction z do propagation, Is
phase eat

s(P) - k J~ntP~x)dxI (2)

ot la fluctuation do cello-ci eat

A#(P) a k 10 An(P.z)dx (3)

an eat Is fluctuation do lindico du milieu caus~o par Ion variations do I&
donsito Glectroniquo ANg. an so calculo do I& faqon suivanto i

L'IndIco du milieu out donn6 par la relation a

n -P . 1 - No 1 (4

00 w, o at Is pulsation plasma.

Ii on r~oulte

et _1.2k flA~(p) - -)xr,ATq (6)
2mc~u kIrw

avoc

r*.a x2.S2O 1010

6IT , IJANo(P.x)dx eat Is fluctuation

totals de Is donsitS dloctronique Int6qr~e 10 long do Ia travormfo do 1l4cran.

La largour do 1l6cran oat toujours grand. par rapport A is lonquour d~onde. Lea
irrapularitos do Vindi'7eoengondrant lea variations do phase pendant Is travers~e de
1V6cran sont multiples. 11 en r~sulto qu'en sortie do Vdcran, Is phase eat une variable
al~atoire gaussienne contrO., Co qui pormet d'#crlros

(7
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La variance do I& phase a as calcule A partit do Ua relation peftdente

Iv Ort 2RA Aar: I& V.Si.O)G (a)

06 It(p) eat I& tfanction d'autecerrOlatIon des fluctuation* do Geneit#O*loctrfnique.

La valeur meyenne du signal a Isa norttie do 1* *cran de phone eat par eckonquent a

Daqos ?w 10art type eat sup~rleur A quelques radians, Is signal pr4sentea un
caract~re d ffus.

L~e calcul de Is. pases 1k Is sortie dEt. Ocran eat banG out lts techniques Ge
filtrage lindaire.

On cansidbee n f litre lin~aire do r~ponoe percussionnsllt R(z) et de gain

81 Is signal A Ventrt Ge ias filtrteant X Wz, Is signal en sortie T Wx, an a
In. relation do convoiuton i

T~x) - R(z) A X(z) (10)

Par cons~quent. pour synthOtiser un signal altatoirs do densitO spectral.a
donn#*. sait 5(v), 11 surffit do prendre pour signal Csentrfo un signal de donsit6
nj'ectraia unit# et Ga Is convoluer avoc ua signal R(a) tel que sa transform~e do Fourier
(Is gain du filitre) 0(v) salt donn~e per I& relation

I0(u)I - CS(V)31/Z (12)

Pratiqusment, on dispose d'un 9#n~rateur alatoire dont lon Ochantillons mont
dGcorr~l~n at Is densitf spectral. eat 6qale A i.

5(v) set donn# par un. formuia analytique.

La r~ponse percussionnellie du I litre ent I& transforshe do Fourier Inverse Ge
E~S (v)3

La phase du signal sat obtenue en effectuant 1. produit Ge convolution du signal
V entr~e du filitre per Is, r~ponse percussionnelle Ge colul-ci.

3.1.1.3 Iensal & soectrale du Milieu

La derasit# spectral. Ge Ia phase s'exprime en fonction de la densit# spectrale
de Ia fluctuation de donsitO 6lectronique sachant I& relation (6) ou de cell. do
lindice du milieu avec lea 6quations (5) et (6). Coin train fonctions sont identiquos A
un facteur pros.

Deun alternatives mont habituellement retenues pour Ie choix de cette fonction

- Denait6 spectral. de type IKoimogorov qul permet de prendre en compte lea
parawiftres 1. et Lo.

Cett* fonction a &to approxIm~o par Shkarof sky C33 A Vlad, Ge fonctions X
G'ordre fractionnaire. Le calcul do Is. transforu~e de Fourier do cello-cl (fonction
d'autocorrilation do I& phase) a ftalesent OtO off ectu6.

Ce premier can se pr~te mioux A une simulation num~rxque qu's des
d~voloppements analytiques.

- i~eavsit* spectral. apprtoxise par une fonction puissance

Si Von *crIt N 0 sous Is forme,

Cs

NO(). ( +(13)
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avoc a - 34

seo calcule analytiqu~e *ant plus facile* I conduit* dans, coc amn 143.
COS choiw: no $ant cependent pas qguivalents via A via 4e8 fluctuations de phase

onjo r~es. Le fait do peenhreeon compto IS disinnolon 16 a pour Wfet de superposer des
variations truo raridea (beute* r~quences) out variations Intitales. Le r~sultat West
pas idontique at I on caleule par exeaple Ia velour do Is fon'ition do structure A i&
wortie du milieu.

3.1.1.4 C90trantant a&orithabguos

Lasnur d in o~tr d'oayokwati. wantials

Quel quo Salt 10 Modole weenu pour I& deostto spectral. du milieu. lI*
functiona coarrenpondantes contiennent des terwsa on q! + q . Pour "u coon fonetitwba
Solent approzimets aver suff isamflnt do precision, 11 faut que q val1 foible devant I/Le

otI L'algoritbme utilime *at un algorithm do Ge 17. Ja contraInte correaporiante

00 L meat I& largour do I& fendter. 11 on r~rnulte quaoI eat ftalement ;rand devant I&
loarur d'autocorrelation do Is, phase.
Pasn smat ll ar1dmnG b

Pour un procernaus aldateire gausalen, I& densitO darn pearnages per zdro eSat i

I JR((0)

La vali.ir moyenne du nombro do passages par afro eat a

(n > -O (16)

Pour un proceasun A. velour noyenne nulle, 10 noxtre de tours do phase ant
environ

ýn, > a:I
*rT ..... 2..... 2 1 -w F R (0) (17)

C aW4 Densit& apectrele do form* gaurnalenne.

La fonctlon d'autocorrdiatlon oat 6galement do form* gauasienne, saltit

On en didult

-2 NO() )1/2 2 a*/ Lo

En~ prormuit par example 4 points par pfriod. ot tenant compto do Is relation
Stabile au paragrapbe preOadent. Is, nombre do points N do discr~tiaatlon dolt respecter
I& condition

2



bi aheisteabnt wig deasiti do type Roimoverow. 10 wANM. fie passage$ par *Or*o4
Is, phase, *at sonsaiblenmt plus grani.

3. 1.3 1 i M ~~~ ~ ~
Ce oatseot OtudiO pouri s, propagation ents. down ctrane succausif a disjoints at

Is, propagation on sapac. 1M~rs (diffraction).

Le ebsap on serttl dwan *crea do phase alfcrit scum iU form. i

x (F0 c % r (20)
Lee partes* scat suppoetes ntoiiem. Dens Is cas contraire. 11 y aurait lieu dfi

rtmplacer Ma constants 16 par une fonction Es (j'.Ax).

Lo ealcul du obweAp Isl sort&e d'wi tel ftran do phaser ptt sle~fectuer an
ut~lloant 1-Intgrale do ircbbtf Otablie done Is cam do di diraction do Tresnal
(approuimatlon des petits angles).

Cotte Intpral9 a pour expresmienI

a We

LAs sriulations effectuoes sour ordinateur pour Is vaicui Ge cette Integral* wontrant qus
1., comw rgence des r~sultats eat tree lente at qu'il faut sleux optrer une
transformation Ga Fourier spatial* du champ A Is mortia Ge ifcrani de phase. La nouvelle
Intgrale At eiculer eat doneme ca ae

*ku + JR~ (2

oQ 8 (R.0) eat I& transforush de Fourier spatial. du champ A Ia sortie Ge 11icran.
L' algorithm, correspondant a dOt validG en supposant uma distribution do phase

geummionna on sortie do l10cran at en caiculant Is cheamp diffuse en different* plans
transverses succassif a. Ce can Oquivalent A unt lentlieo converyanto a dth &tudiC
profodoaent C53 at CU2.

La problfte consists par consquent A calculer Ia phase en sortie do l16cran
(cf. & 3.1.1.1).

3.1.2.2 Correlation satil es~s

La fonction d'autocorrilation du signal,
r(z. p,. 02 ) - < Eta. p1 I a 2

(00 P,, P, g~rprOmentent lea fcartm entre 2 points courant* at V&"x du faisceau Incident
dons tin plan perpandiculaire I cat axe.)

peout #tre Ovelu do G plusietirm manifres, par example A partir Ge 110qution do
propagation doenIs milieu.

US velour act a

r P) (23a

N (p) eat I& fonction do structure de Is phase. Cette fonction eat 40! inie par I&
relation a

D+(P) - <((*(.e.) - 90) )L>(24)

. 2 CR#(0) - R*(0)3 (25)

00 R(0) eat Ma fi-.,tion dsautocorrflation do Ia phase.

La fonction D& jouta un r~le Important done I** caiculs qui peuvent ttro
effoetfts. Elle parset Ie calcul des moments statistiques du signal.

Son #valuation no pose pas do problfme ntmfiriqua.



00 n Aut meteamet to raywmG dluoewrfliktion du *igal. on put def inir
colut-ci comes I. distance a partir do laquell* Ilaffaiblisaseinnt oat; yAl a 9-4.

31 A,8 *at cotte distances an aura *implement i

Cote fnclanpot pr aliurs(te maIo $I Ila cnnait Is valvur do 1&

Dj(p) iAlpit(0:(6

La conacante A slobtlont A partir do 1., toanstO spectral@ do is pbas*.

3.1.2.3 Mgu do scinil~lation

Le taux do scintillation *at. ddtini par to relAtion i

S * 127)

La variance do IlintensitO du aiqnal slobtiont on inteyraaV' Is donsitf spectral*
do colul-ci dent la valour *at

(29)

Connaissant Is velour do jofonction do structure an uta paint donnO. 19s ralculs
do yr(Ký) et par suite celul do a'*ffctuont sona di!? icultoo.

3.2 G~n4ralisatio au *H oftdrnasc aif a

Comme it. eat Indl*u auz paragraphee 2 at 3. * Los distributions dos
inhomog~n~it~s conduiment a consid~ror plujiturs Ocrans disjoints ou non.

Pour *tfectuor 1* calcul do* caract~rtatiques du aignal apr~s travera&e complate
du milieu. Its ftapes aucceasiwes doivent *tre etfoctudes comme 1* indique It diagramw
Suivan1ta

espac. libro milieu P~edle eospag libre

Xj,1x) ot Yj x) repr~sentent lea aignaux 4 1'ontr~e at A I& sortie do V~cran I
do gain G4 t(a).

Pronaaation A r int6rieur du ailiou Ioia&

Los ciltiula suivanta acMt effectuds & chaque #tape a

- *aluation do Ia, phase
- tramisform4o do Fourier du champ (Aplitude et phase) on sortie do chaqtte 6cran
- calcul, do is diffraction (Ocrana disjoints)



[a connalown cou *bW cam n sowtie du dernitr 6cran ponlet colut du cheamp
diffract# an un point qwsleuwqus 4* 1 espac libse.

?A ooUIalemanbe 40 I& "a" an0s point p:Orst done 4W14auor too diffaronto
paraubtras du signal (carr~lation satiale, taux 4 scintillation etc...)

Los partem du milieu peuvent Gtro primes& on tept. do I azon discrot oen
fedifiant Ilamplitude du etvqo sortie 416cren. *I Ilanea com t I& Iea do r.rtition
do 1 tneryie autour 49 1m so, pcopAgation. 11 on wosult* uns madificationSur ehamp
diff ract* sn easpac. libre.

1h felt Its inbomeoi1t~a tu milieu no sent en ~rdal pas stetionnaires. La
structue Gu milieu vario aete I* to"~. Valgarithas 40"1Wlp pervst 41halmsr Is,
awrtlatten tomportlle du signal gui se Oiduit deI& careflatieei spatial., *I an tonmatt
I. vitsoa. do dEplacement 4*. irr~guloeites.

Le milieu #tud14 correspond A 1 * inospbbro u atmetitudes 6lawyos 4300 km. sons
des inhwmo~1it~m).

Les donnes sent lee *uiwantess

- paibsour do Ue zons des inhomo~1iits a 50 km
- taillo des tutbulencos primes on tempts i I ks
- frGqianee du signal 150 W41
- (N*> S, l0 13 1a* 0a re- 0. 1 (

La denoit& spectral* do li'nuico du milieu set do forms gaussieeme.

Deux calculs analyt4 iques peuvent Ottre effectufm a

- approche globale (formula (1) dui paragraphs 2)
Loe resultat set ao* a 4.9 radians.

- approche par 1# th~orie des Ocrans d~veloppeo dens cot article
pour une propagation normal* au chomp magnetiqus (un soul #cran).

On obtient a $ f- FT (r..)' Au L b (27)
0 5.3 radians

La fiqure 1 wmotre I& variation do I& Phase du aignal done Is plan tranverus a
I& direction do propagation.

Li#cart type recalculO eat #gal A 5.4 radians. La tonction io structure qul slen
d~dult set rteftbent" our I& figure 2.

"Auseas ao a &rre o1mge G
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mans; eot emwlo Is, seintllation asure eat voisie asi 1.3.

Les, .emultata corresapondents oternus par laOhneu t oomiu dOems fto w sent
ontaU ourt lea 11gurat 3 A 5 Ma envlT leamplitue. I&am *&S at faentlai do

atviatute do Is, pbma.. L'Oaw% tnm f I& VMe "e st 4"sm att proebs 4e Is, valnur
obtwenu on sottl* do 110gran at I& actvtillletlen *at volumne do 1~ll~t#.
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j S. mOCUSg
La technique divelopp&e permet 1a calcul des caractOristiques d'un signal aprOm

propagation & l'interieur d'un milieu aliatoire pule en espace libre. Ell# tient compte
par consequent des deux aspects i diffusion A V'intOriour du milieu nuix diffraction.

Certain* recoupementj ont &t& effectues avec des rlsultats di assure publiia
dane la lItterature. Los ordres do grandeur obtenus sont comparables.

L'intfrtt d'une tells methods est double 3

- *Ile permet notamment do prendre en compte 1. caractOre inhomogbne et anlsutrope
du milieu. Celui-ci eat dans ce can decoupd en tranches .oaog&nem et la technique
indtqude s'applique succeesivement & chacune d'elles.

- ella permet 1e calcul des moments du signal diffract# en tout point do l'empace.
Ceux-ci sant difficilement accessibles analytiqueoe.it, notamment dana le cam des fortes
fluctuations.

[13 X.C. YEN, C.H. LIU "Statistical properties of transionospherically propagated
radio signalm under the intense scihtillations conditions" AGARD C.P.284 Londree
(1980).

[23 A. ISHIMARU "Nave Propagation and Scattering in Random Media". Academic
Press (1978).

[33 I.P. SHKAROFSKY "Generalized turbulence space-correlation and wave-number
spectrum function pairs" Canadian Journal of Physics. Vol 46 pp 2133-2153
(1968).

[43 C.L. RINO, V.H. GONTZAL],A.R. HESSING "Coherence bandwidth
loss in transionospheric radio propogation" Radio Science Mars-Avril 1981.

[53 R. BUCKLEY "Diffraction by a random phaLe-changing screen : a numerical
experiment" Journal of Atmospherical and Terrestrial Physics. Vol 37 pp 1431-
1446 (1975).

[6] D.L. KNEPP "Multiple Phase-screen Calculation of the temporal behavior
of Stochastic waves" P.I.E.E.E. Juin 1983.

[73 J.V. EV INS Millstone Hill "Radar propagation studies. Scientific results"
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratories, Technical report 509 13/11/73.
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The equivalence between continuous end discrete scattering modeling has been examined at two
statistical levels: (1) the direct interaction/ladder approximation (continuous) - Twersky approach
(discrete); (2) the first order smoothing approximation (continuous, discrete). Full first and second
order moment equivalence has been established only at the level of the first order smoothing (or bilocal)
approximation and, even then, for soft scatterers with weak transition operators.

1. iI!TRUC!a0ly IVA

The discussion in the sequel will be restricted to scaler transverse electromagnetic or longitudinal
acoustic cv propagatiou phenomena in a random channel; they are governed by the stochastic Helmholtx
equations

V
2
u(*;a) + k2 

Cr(r;)u(r;a) - 0. (1)

V-u(*;,) + (1 Vi)u(r;o) - 0 (2)
i-I

for the continuous and the discrete case, respectively. Here, u(r;o) denotes the random wave field, k is
"a reference wavenumber and a c A, (AE,P) being an underlying probability measure space. The quantity

" r((r;) in Eq.(l) is the stochastic relative permittivity and the "operator" V! in Eq.(2) representm the

effect of the ith scatterer.

Various techniques (widely diverging for the most part) have been developed for the study of
continuous and discrete scattering. Since the continuous scattering problem is at present more fully
developed (e.g., with respect to computation of higher order moments), the question arises whether
techniques pertinent ;o the continuous scattering problem can be trsnsfered to the discrete one;
alternatively, whether a study is feasible of discrete random scattering by means of continuous medium
modeling. An answer to this question would be important in connection to remote sensing applications
[Tsang et al., 1985; Yang, 1987].

2. BASIC OIWEIAzIOuS

In principle, scatt)ring of waves from a random distribution of correlated discrete scatterers can

be studied by means of a continuous modium modal provided that the full probabilistic structure of the
"effective" prmittivity "operator" Cr (r;x) - 1 - EV• is constructed from the specified distribution of

discrete scatterers [Stratonovich, 1961; Barabanenkov, 1976]. Such a procedure has been used recently to
examine the propagation of waves through Poisson-distrihuted aerosols [(arabanenkov and Ozrin, 1976;
Svirkunov, 1977; Krutikov, 1980; Lukin, 19811.

Except for a few special cases, the study of continuous scattering is baued on perturbative
techniques (e.g., on the smallness of the fluctuating part of c (r;a)]. When such techniques are

transported uncritically to the discrete case, they may lead to significant errors since they presuppose
a smallness in the potential operators V1 (soft scatterers), while in an actual physical situation the

smallness lies elsewhere, e.g., in the transition operator Tj of the ith scatterer.

In realistic physical situations, an equivalence between continuous and discrete scattering models
can be studied effectively only on the basis of the first and second moments. Whether ouch an
equivalence exists or not depends on the actual physical parameters which, in turn, dictate the level of
statistical analysis snd the choice of particular statistical methods.

We have studied the feasibility of such an equivalence at two statistical levels. (1) the direct
interaction/ladder approximation (continuous) - Twersky approach (discrete); (2) the first order
smoothing approximation (continuous, discrete).

Our main conclusion Iq that although a first order moment equivalence i1 feasible at the direct
interaction - Twersky level, albeit for soft scatterers, full first and second order moment equivalence
is possible, in general, only at the level of the first order smoothing approximation and, even then, for
scatterers which are soft and are characterised by weak transition operators.

3. orrIMUOUa mMnU amMsm Of DISCREE scCArzTRN WMN[ TIM FMMK OF TU BiCg

It is well known that the first order smoothing approximation, when applied to discrete scattering
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probleme, falls to yield correct results regarding the damping of coherent wvmes, correct results elons
ths arnes obtained on the basis of the Foldy-Laz-Tworsky formalism. This fornalln, especially the

Twersky approach, has been formally shown to correspond. at least at the level of the first momet and

for weak snetterers, to Kro/choan's direct Interaction approvLnetion for continua, i media characterized

by strong stotistical.fluctuetione or long range correlations. It Is our speciftiIntent in this section
to discuss this correspondents In the first order coherence functions and to point out a distinct
diseimilarity that exists in the second order coherence functions when the latter ire derived by the
ladder epprozlustion for the continuous case one the Tweraky approach for the di.e rerv one.

First and Second Order Coherence Functions for Scaler Waves in a Random Continuum

The relative permittivity a (f;o) entering into Eq.(l) Is decomposed into a deterministic (or

regular) refraction part and a statistically varying term; specifically,

* (+;;) - Crd(r) + ert(rio). (3)

The fluctuating part It assumed to be a cero-aean Gaussian process with autocorrelation function

The Dyson equation for the first moment <u(1;o)> can be'dert.ved I[atelria and Kohler, 1981) using
the Donsker-Furutsu-Novikov formula together with the ladder approximation:

iV2 + k2td(0)]<u(•;n)>

1 J 3 d •'k
4
<G(#,P•';)>5(r,')<u(#';a)> . (5.)

[2+ k2 £rd (;)]<G(4r,?;';)> - 8(r*4')

+ f 3 d~-k (5b)

The quantity <G(*,r';a)) is the ensemble average of the stochastic Green's function associated with the
Helmholtz equation (1). In the framework described above (known as the Kraichnan direc't Interaction
approximation (Frisch, 1968)1, Zq.(Sb) is a nonlinear integrodifferential erpreasionlo- -• i--emean Green,*
function. If, on the other hand, the mass operator in the kernel of 1q.(5b) is computed on the: basis of
the solution to the unperturbed problem

iV2 + k
2 

rd(r)JGO(;r*r) - 6(r-#'), (6)

Eq.(5b) reduces to a linear equation for <G(t,;';n)>, at a level of an approximation knoun as the first
order smoothing [see Keller, 1964; Frisch, 19681.

The ladder approximation can be used to derive the Sethe-Salpeter equation for the mutual coherence

function r(r ;r 2 ) - <U(rlr;*)u(r 2 ;a)> [Belerts and Kohler, 19811:

[(V2-Y1-) + kOe (*r - ~ '
1-2 rdr) - ktrd(r2 )r(r,, r2)

r 4 ',;)>r0 P')
1R3 &(O~ 21' ) + k B(; 1,.')J<G*(~2  * r 1.'

+ 1R3 d#'[-k
4

S(; 2 ,*') + , ,#2). (7)

It should be noted that the second moment is coupled fuactionally to the first one via the mean Green's
function and its complex conjugate.

First and Sncond Order Coherence Functions for Scalar Waves in a Random Distribution of Fair-
Correlated Discrete Scatterers

The derivation of the Dyson equation for the mean field <u(#;n)> and the Bethe-Salpeter equation for

the mutual coherence function r(O1 ,#2) awsociated with the discrete scattering problem [cf. Sq.(2)] is

based on the twersky [19641 procedure. The basic underlying assumptions are the following: (1) third
order scattering by two scatterers, fourth order scattering by three scatterers, etc., is ignored
(aessetially the Tversky assumption); (2) all scatterers have the sam shape, sie and orientation
distributions; (3) only pair correlations are considered; all contributions from higher order
correlations are neglected; (4) the number N of scatterers in a volume is infinite; (5) the scattering
channel is tenuous, i.e., the distance between two scatterers is mIch greater than a reference
wavelength; (6) the Rayleigh-DebyO condition holds, Via.. tgrt(r) - ljkDI << 1, whorm DI is a typical
dimusion of the ith scatterer, si (r) is the relative permittivity of the ith scatterer (assumd to be

surrounded by fre, space), and k Is a reference wevenumber; (7) anisoltropic scattering effects are
ignored.
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Under the afortmcetioned conditions, the Dyson equation aosumes the following form [Ttolakie et 11.,
1985]12

IV' + k + 4•f(k)p(ý)J<u(*;f)>

- -4if(k)f 3> < (da)

! + k
2 

+ Avf(k)p(•)]<<(#,•,)> -Auf(h)S(l-')

* -4*f(k)J 3  (Sb)

""Heros <<«* denotes configurational averaging (over sises shape and orientation distributions), p(*) is

the particle density function, B(2I,) Is the pair correlation function and f(k) Is a ccnfigurationally

averaged scattering coefficient.

At the earm order of approximation, the Bothe-Salpeter equation for the second moment can be written
down as follows [Ts*lakis at a&., 19851:

*[(Vý - V2-) + 4wf(k)p(I 1 ) - 4wfe(k)p(;,2 )r(;,.t 2 )

- -4w f (k)p(td<<Ge(12,1)>>r (r ,r,)

- f(k)p(t 2 )<<G(; 1 ,r 2 ) wr( 2,;2)]

- w4 R3 d•'[f(k)B(* 1 ,r') - f*(k)B(;', 2)]

X [<<G(;,,r')) ,r'2) + <<c(r 2 ,r')>)r(rIr,')]. (9)

An Important Remark

The functional form of the Dyson equation (8) Is analogous to that derived earlier (cf. Eq.(5)] for
scalar wave propagation in a continuous medium with fluctuations in the permittivity which are
distributed according to a normal law and with a deterministic profile directly linked to the number of
scatterers per unit volume. It is cuLar in this case that an equivalence between continuous and discrete
scattering modeling can be achieved.

Ho counterpart to the first (collapsed) term on the right-hand side of the Bathe-Salpeter equation
(9) exists in the analogoud equation (cf. Rq.(7)J for the raudom continuous case. This severe
diesimilarity precludes the possibility for a second moment equivalence between discrete and continuous
scattering modeling at the level of the ladder/Twersky approximation.

4. r 0 IV n iDH .IU NONLIMG OF DZISC M- SCATIhUC VI•T• TOi i RANKU OF T0 M FIRST OEM5 uOaMINuG
AFFOZWNATI

We shall show in this section that a complete first and second moment equivalence between continuous
and discrete scattering can be established at the level of the first order smoothing approximation,
albeit under very stringent assumptions. Toward this goal, we shall follow a procedure outlined by
Keller [1964].

The Pyson end Bethe-Salpeter E.u.tions for a Random Continuous Medium

We consider the following generalization of the stochastic equation (1):

- 0. (10)

The quantities a and c entering into the operator H are reenectively the realization index defined
earlier and a small dimensionloss parameter.

The operatot H'is expanded next it, powers of c as follows:

H(s;c) - L + a•L(o) + t L2 () + 0(t3). (11)

L is the deterministic part of H and LI, L2 are statistically fluctuating operators. In this sense, the

patameter e is a measure of the strength of the random fluctuations of the medium.

Within the framevoik of tha first order smoothing approximation, the coherent field <u(r;q; )>
satisfies t.u Dyson equation

(L + £<L1> + C
2

[<LIL 1
I<L1 > - <L 11

1
L 1> + <L2>1) <u> - 0 + 0,43) (12)

whore -17 denotes the Inverse of the background operator L. Similarly, the second order coherence
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function r(11,.12;) - (u*0l(1sea)u((2;• e)> obeys the Bethe-Ualpeter equation

*(uu> - <u*><) + e¢({L-liL*-Lf> - LC'LlAL*'<Lt>) <uau> - 0 + 0(9').

unconjugated ones as function: s of +

The Dyson and Seth*-Salpaear Equations for Discrete Scattering

Rquation (2) is rewritten aliahly as followet

Lu flu - o (14a)

A transition operator Ti is also defined In treim of the field ai Incident on the ith scatterer:

TU
t 

- VIu; (150)

ut . u - C-l V1u. (15h)

Consider first the situation where the transition operator is small" in the following sense:

T1 - c Ti. (16)

Sq.(14) assumes then the form
N (2N 1[L -S T1 +e E T L' T + -(0 )lu(r;a;s) - 0. (17)

i.1 1.

By comparison with Eq.(11), the following associations can be made:

SN TL 1
T.l--I i I T (18)

When all the transition operators T. have the sme mean and under the assumption that <TIL'ITJ> Is

independent of I and j when I 0 j and independent of I when i = J, the application of the first order
smoothing approximation yields the following equations for the first two moments:

(L - c.N<Tl> - (sN)2((I - N-')<T1L'T 2 > - <T1>L
1
'<T >J)<u) - 0 + 0(€ 3

). (19)

<u~u> - <u*><a( + 6
2

(N<L-'T 1 L-CTt> + N2(1 - N-1)<L'ILe'Tl>

- N
2
L-

1
<T ILl<T 1>)<uau> + 0(€3). (20)

Keller [19641 has shown that for uniformly distributed (p constant) and pair-correlated scatterers,
the aean field <u> obeys an equation identical to the one based on the Twersky approach (cf. q.(8.a)3,
except for the replacement in the latter of the configorationally averaged Green's function <<G>> by the
free epece Green's function G%. It is relatively simple to shun that this statement applies also to the

second moment; that is, 9q.(20) leads to Eq.(9), with <<G»> replaced by Go.

The application of the first order smoothing method to the discrete scattering problem under the
assumption of weak transition operators has led us to a "partial" equivalence with the Twersky Luchnique.
Full first and second moment equivalence is achieved only In the absence of pair correlations.

In addition to the asasmption of weak transition operators, let us further specify that the
scatterers are soft, via., V - eVi. It follows, then, that

Ti . VI + cViL-1Vi + 0(c
2
), (21)

HL- " J, VI- L2 v 0 (22)

When the <Vi> is independent of I, while <ViL lV I> in Independent of i and J for i * j and is independent

of i for i - J, the application of the first order s--=thing capraoxat.uu leads to the following
equations for the first two moments:

(L - tN'-V > - (cN)
2

[<V1 -
1

V2 > - <VI>L A <Vt>])<u> - 0 + 0(€3), N large, (23)

(u'u> - <u*><u) + C2
e(N<L- 1 V IL-vIv> + N2 <L- 1

V1L* 1
-'vl

SN2L-'VI >L*-<v )}<u'u> - 0 + O(€3), N large. (24)

These two expressions can be derived indirectly by substituting the transition operators Ti given In

2q.(21) into Bqs.(19) and (20), or directly by using 3q.(21) in conjunction with Bqs.(12) and (13). It
is clear, then, that a full first and second order moment equivalence between continuous and discrete
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scattering can be achieved at the level of the first onder smoothing approximsiion provided that the
ecatterers are smat and have weak transition operators.

Although a atrict equivalence between contiruous and discrete scattering modeling may oat be
feasible in an actual physlcal situation, one can use continuous scatterin* prturbatt" 0"ehv.fqege to
discrete acattarLu problems provided that small-physical parameters can be identified. O the other
hand, the observation that the Twersky approach corresponds loosely to the direct interaCtion/ladder
formalist which was originally meant for strongly fluctuating continuous media, or nonlinear phenomna
(e.g., levier - Stokes equation, Vlasov plamas, etc.,) points out the need for the generation of
discrete scattering techniques which are distinct from those developed for continuous scattering.
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DISCUSSION

A. Ishimaru, U8
In many practical situations, continuum often has large scale sizes
while particle sines can be comparable to wavelength. Could you
coment on the importance of sizes.

Author's Reply
Multiscale problema, especially those involving an admixture of
continuous and discrete scattering channels, zannot be handled easily
by presently available statistical methods. Some progress has been
made in connection with the problem of turbulence intermittences
(two-scale continuous scattering situation); also, In the area of
wave propagation through soft aerosols surrounded by a random
continuum, especially in the case where the scales involved are large
compared with wavelength. Much more work needs to be done in
physical situations where some of the scale sizes are comparable to
wavelength.

P. L. Chow, US
For discrete scattering problems, has anyone solved the Twersky's or
the direct interaction approximation equation analytically?

Author's Reply
No analytical solutions are available in the presence of pair
correlations. Reduced levels of approximation to the Bethe-Salpeter

equation (e.g., radiative transfer theory) can be achieved, nowever,
which are amenable to numerical computation.
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ON FUNCTIONAL APPROACH TO RANDOM WAVE PROPAGATION PRORLRMS

P.L. Chow
Department of Mathematics, Wsyne State University

Detroit, Michigan 48202, U.S.A.

sUMMAM
Method of functional Integration for wave propagation through random media is presented. The method is applied to

calculate the coherent and mutual coherent functions for a parabolic wave. It Is shown that a correction to the parabolk-
- Markorian apprxidmation can be eaily made in this setting. Than the method is also applied to the random Helmholts
equation. It Is possible to PoWi this problem by either Flynman's path Integral or Wiener's integral. Asymptotic evaluation
of such functional Integrals is described. Examples and general remarks are provided.

1. INTRODUCTION

Functional approach to WPRM (wave propagation in random media) was introduced by the author (Chow, 1972). Up
to that point In time, most problems hA been treated by perturbation methods, such u Born's approximation, smoothing
techniques etc, which are valid for the cae of weak fluctuations. In wave propagation through a strongly turbulent medium,
a drastically different method In needed. The functional approach seems to be one of most promising techniques available
to date to deal with such problems. In .,ew of recent research interest in strong fluctuation problems, it is fitting to give
a breif review and to take a fresh look at the topical subject.

In WPRM, the problem is governed by % PDE (partial differental equation) with random function as its coefficient.
The solution is therefore a functional of the random coefficient. From this point of view, the functional solution to such
problem in natural one. Here, by functional approach we meant the analytical technique based a functional differntial or
integral calculus. Functional differential calculus has been used by KELLER (1964) to derive equations for some statistical
functionals of the random wart function. However such equations are still Intractable and have not yet produced any
interesting results. On the other hand, the method of functional integration has found wider applications for its power and
versatility. Therefore the functional integral approach will be our main concern here.

In the literature the term "functional integral' is usually refered to "Feynman's path integral" in proximity to quantum
physics. However, in mathematics, one tends to regard it as 'Wiener's functional integral". The basic idea in functional
(integral) approach lies in expressing the solution, directly or indirectly, as a random functional integral of exponential type
by the so-called *Feynman-Kac" Tormula. Then coherent, mutual coherent functions and higher moments can be written
as single, double and multiple functional integrals. Although it is difficult to evaluate such integrals in general, like an
ordinary integral representation, they often suggest niovel analytical and numerical approximations, such as asymptotic
expansions and Monte-Carlo technlques.

In this paper the functional integral and its application to solving a random parabolic equation will be presented in
2•2. This method is applied o calrulate the moments of a parabolic wave function in Section 3. It is shown that

• .tion to the 6-correlated cae can be easily made in the functional form. Even though, as indicated in our papers
(Chow, 1972, 1980), the functional method can also be applied to the random Halmholts equation, there has been little
attention given to this fact. In Section 3 this point will be reiterated. In addition to Feynman's integral approach, the
Wiener integral can also be used. The latter approach is amenable to a probabilistic treatment. Thon an asymplotic
evaluation of functional integrals by a stationary phase or Laplace method is described and applied to a Gausian beam
problem. In the last section, a few general remarks on the fubctio•ua appro• h are given.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let us first introduce the functional integral. Suppose (e) be a continuous vector-valued function for 0 :<S a 5 ti n the
44limensiunal $pace Rd(d = 2 or 3). Let 0 = to < t, < to < ... < t. - t and set 26 = IN•) for k = 0, 1, 2,..., n. For a nice
function F&(2•,,...,6) ot a variables, the following integral is well-defined

f /..• .,... .( ,.(,,- ,)},... de. )

where p.(t,9) 4 the Gaussian denity with a complex tiseance parameter 0,

p. = I . (2)

and 49 Is the ma•,, o aml of Ate = (th - ttt). Let Co = Co0 10,tj denote th space of continuous pathsz . - a(s) over
[0,t] withb so -•. 6'. hatFAIadIscrtitldvenionofasmoothfunctionalF[ JonCo. ThenthefuntionalInteral
of'F ovur Co0 l ideo.,; A the sequential limit, if it writs, in the sense of CAMERON (1967)

.1. =. Ki ,, At) (3)
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S1ince [atb-iI BO)' i( ek-a( 1
Ath At&

inview at(1) and (), he limitiJ. may hewritten qmhellclllIn an iftarllforfcm

- Mie {j pI .6 (4)

ItI oaet ahItga Fai mgamr hl ti ie' nerlVaI W In the letter cane, J. Is just he

over the Dmamlsx =Wton with the valiance a. Ibir a abort-hand votation, the expection symbol will be used in the rase
of Complex a as well.

Consider the pashll equation
- = -AY + A(t, iY, 9(0,j) - /(M),()
of 2

where ap ane complex coestants and the functions f and 9 mre given. Then, according to the Feynman-Kac formula
(FEYNM"A, 1048; KAC 1049), the solution of (6) has a functional Integral representation;

.(t{2 = Jr.,o% (e, 0' + - - 0)dh, (a - So) (7)

Now lot q, he a random function ij(9,8,w) or a space-times random process. Its probiability distribution is determined

by the moment-geeratIng functional

where A is a test function. It becomes the characteristic functiona when P -i. Note that

if we set
X Aeg)=ph.(.)69 - 2 - 1. + A) (0

where A4(s) = I if 0: 8:5 t; 0 othrwIse, and4 6is the delft function. For instance, if q is a Ganmasin random function with
mean and covariance functions given by

m0. ,i - EN~ft, R)ARt' 3; -t') = E10,(tZ) - in(t"a-jjQS, ) - ms9j(1

then

91)1 5ZP{~Jf t~i,)A~,9)ddl ~P f/ J (~,'; g V)~m' 9'dsd.tsdV}(12)

Thus, In view of (7), (10), the maan ot the coherent function of ei takes the form

rp,s) - Avy,s) =:{IA1( g.a)}(

which for the Gaunian case 2.12), yislds

2'ta ~{( . ilfi~~~.-.d+~' 0 I ~ ~~+~-a,+*-a)rs} (14)

Simailarly, the second moment or the mutual coherent function is given by

where - mewan the complex conjugate and

=ij,.+ ()-

R.(ra =Rras;i. + i()- Di(Ot),m + it,(*) - C l

for ij = 1,2. Derivation of this and higher momenta can be found In (CHOW, 1972, 198).

3. CORRECTION IN PARABOLIC EQUATION APPROXIMATION



Ina forward scattering approzlmstlon, the Relmholta equation is replaced by a Oparabolic' equation

!A+ 00.8, W)V'I > 0; V0,11) f(it), (6

whmIw Is actually the spaet variable In the direction of propagation, 2 (11, at) - (it a) In the transverse variable,
and a-(k'D-kl n ~,) a(~)-.(7

Further assme that the reftattiv Inde= u1 Is Gaussian and ttuweceel homaganeou so that $I has the mean

S9,)- m-W (18)

and tie covatI~alce
R(8' S;2, 9) - S(t - S)P(t S. ) (9

Uipmn subetituting (17) - (19) Into the formulae (14) and (16) respectively, one gets immediately tue coherent end the
mt.tual coherent functions

r 2eWa (~) "aP f m(s)da- fp(a, )ds)xf(- )~ I d,10

and 
o0 z L'(1

which may be evaluated by a change et varlatke to yield

-1 ¶, t-t'L ra(oeq exp t) ~m , - ' (fa - rs) - Ls 'j~s - #(s, f' + t'(vs - i~fj))jd11dr1))1ds (22)

where F, ~(21 + 23), N (z1 - z,) and

r&, F, + 9,2J'

Evaluation of higher momneuts would be diffcult. But this can be done by solving tht differential equations they satisfy, an
done by JKLYATSICIN and TATARLSKI (1970), YLH, LIU and YOUAKIM (1975), among others.

The assumption (19) of 6-correlation, though resulting In a considetrable simplification, seems tomp drastic in application.
In reality It is only a first approximation to the cane of short correlation-length. Here we wish to show that, by functional
approach, it is ftsy to pick up the next order correction If so desired. To thi end, ovi observes that, for a 0t. r% correlation
'tUme (lar ith), the covariance function R(r, -9;z, 9, peaks at r = a and then decays rapidly as I r - a IIncreases. Thus we
have the following expansion, for small Ir- aI

- N.) Ro(r,a) + !Q(raa. 4 - 8.) (23)

In which we have met Qd -R(S. t; 0), VR(S't;O) = 0, eOW

Q(r, a;'. - 8.) a; 0 Rr~ )(14 -zi)(4 -al).

If we substitute (3.4) and (3.9) into (2.14) with a = (ik)1', it yields

r is x)g ( (a- a,) txp -f9-sd

J0' fo[4o(r, a) + IQ(r, a;I 4- 2.) jrds)},

which involves a quadratic axponent int. This is siiar to the t&Le of a harmonic osaillator in quantum toechanics and
can iý,etims he calculated by the method of Integral equations. Anoither possible way of correction is to make use of the
short wae" asymptotic expansion. This will be discussed later in a r.-ore general situation.

4. FUNCTIONAL APPROACH TO RANDOM HELMHOLTZ EQtI &TION

In constract with the parabolic wave approximation, it seems less well-known that the functional method Is also
applicable to the random Helmholto or reduced wave equation given by

AS + On' r(31, i) = f(s) (24)

In the free space or a half space (CHOW, 1972,1975) in three dimensions. The idea Is based on the concspt of Imbedding
by regarding the wave function a In (24) an a steary-state solution of a parabolic equatirn.

Let us consider the parabolic equation (16) which, by a Laplace transform, yields,

iAo + (Py - ANO = 1(), (25)
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Q-MV(1 j Re A >0.)

@e.aI"gv twa Oihmen fuadMWlenta Ineralopose tatiom for the nolutie at the equation (24) Us MIMM.

()I*yM IntegIral aPProbeh.

mthe aOlUOt a at (04) can be writlt

V() - (k)-n(-ik, a) - (OW), fr C*k(' 1)d0, Ak k > 0, (M3)

Thm, gacrding to (T), It bsec

U(s) - (OW)-, e l'E'{eup I t V1(s + R. - viJsJI(8 - la()

Since the variance parsa eter a W2A' 1 imagiy 10 Ink & 0, the &bov b a Fm...n'. pub integral.

(b) Wiener Integral approach.
Let A - c > 0 be red &ad 0 a S < 2. Nf we Choose

a -•'2,k - ka' and it - as, (30)

than It Is easy to m, that, Intead of (19), We t

u~s) =-k~ iJ(' e.(t, sdi = A0 rj .5(asp ( 'V (s + Jr. - a1)d.]Ijt - Q,)4d. (31)

Now the variance parameter a = 2k-, ig real am that the above ep4wd functional 6 a Wiener Integral.
In either can, as hown in Sect.on 2, the moments of solutiho can be expreed in terrof Mutiple functional iatupra

involving the characterist.c functional of the random medium. In contrast with the 6-correlation cae, the evaluation of
such intagrals is much more dilcult. However, at high f1equencies, one can turn to the aymptotic method of evaluation,
which wil now be described.

To be denite% let us mu v(sw) be Gaussan with mean rm(s) and covaulance R(si,). Suppose that we wh to

evaluate %te coherent funketion F(*, ) fur w(l,*). Note that Wth equation (14) can be written so

r(t,2) L p,(,,r)I(z - p)j(tag)d, (2)

where, in functional form

JQ g)=f a - jP 'II I a~ I(i.)ds + 1P'ffr (? )da}1 (33)

and C••, ) denotes the clam of continuous paths with B - 2,, -a .
For the cam (a), noting (2), ,we have

J(",:,g) = Ic,(u.,) F's1Ie'l4s (34)

where A(DhJ*Ii.f As+ M(N.)ds (35)wheho

P1-P (-,-oIf IR(+mAa.)") (36)

If O'R - 0(1), for large k, the main contributions to the Integral (34) cum from the nelghburhood of stationary paths 2*
dateru4Aed by the variational problem

- a (37)
In view of (36), it lads to Eulkr'. equation

3ds, - vm(16), so - 2,1 A 9. (38)dog

Fr each stationary path &*, the main contribution to the Integral is by

J ~ tl•.."' ,(e,•),(39)



sawu~ Ip(a&C +hI woo4,(1a o)) (40)

MA d I qa ow.~ ufeeuthmIAtAMhmdb Ibyu .ii mea *Wod G OMM Itdo %autisam #$III - fiII.I aboou lit ok t
do mdrik urs. s qabn. ool et Om abowe p -mdI oew M tofuqu a Uud4InIN W mtd.UsU t s i
aftola o Ue = W f oku *mfi am eoolatmy hourel (A=UVUO mand ROWSH.UO3, 16M).

Mot the Wi. ktwi -am (b), th ewrmpetdh Woolp. J in (33) tabthe fAeOw

wbMIs a Laplon ype of heswaL Pler kaWm & by takig. a w wIh 3R - 0(l). we eas met aa amsyp~tst woemla

asollhr to tohoe- (a). Hlowo %bree mh.. *i peudhiblow In thhs cuL he hotarnef e, om 0, cie tao& hebose a - 4/3

J(ii)- ý. o (-**Air 1 . ' o+ (k&i)baI 43)
The uhmal h dabouinaed by e6 qiation

wr +CY itRDII~dMP - %ft 164 - (43)

Owt te 64 i. Swon * aft foud"t awpeptet mjeWAtl b the sam as before Slave X - 0(l) In "h eas, the resul
heM fm trang laod~tash piab-ss Aqwtmkevtlemiatien of Woees btegrale We beoo studied br mnyM asthete, mot*l
by DONS=R ad.YAKADHAN (1975).

L4t4 u 1 -- ' '. ava ofpl simple mapls by the methd t1 Win y phuma Fw Utbtk.4cil bmomem ma medi.
S- I and R(Uk9) - R(A - ). From (38) we sesthat themyeI jiut a Hasesegment

- 1 .+ !(f - ), O:S ~t'

&ad
J~,.)-KQt'aj) cap 40& + I-si') LfrRva 1 dl(4

whoet

K(t' S.9) - Jom cap (i f. I i. - it. is d.)di. (45)
Thal, for a radiation pfoblem with 1(2) - f(2), the coherent toctie.

whe- t. Kan be cempubed as In the quantum ascAter peim As .A um useaple, let us cumuli. tie Gaussian baes,
Piopagatlo poblem in the haff-epac a, > 0 with a presc*ibed oputure bid

-A(S)*~')O at x - 0.

dwhee J has the aompt.3ti ampum~o (44). Thu. r+ can be calculated appronlmsate but wil not be done boe. her
detallsome i dimd to our paWe (CHOW, MS1). The procedure for euayuptotl evsatuato of second and highe monaento,
thoush sore ca~mber ase I quite simla. Thule emcplafrd in aut pape mentlomed above.

C. GENERAL REIMARKS

I& thi paper sev@moiapets of functlonal Integra wetbWhobave basn idcubed. Most discussion ha. bese coafted to the
cwoheet fumotlo hor asimlpliy. In fact, in coetrast with other anmwoace, the procedura fom calcutathng hMOhe meecmts
at mlftl~olrna te w n staik;WA46wat. It iv bellewd that the pvrvat methood bs potestlall useu hIsoin g a" atroing readom
scatteving problems. Is pardticur the Wko. hitogral approach to readou. Heimbeltsoateiumle Is most promieing mand
wooth ftwth stdy The n Iease is olws. lb evaluate the functiomal late"a a'ymptetlcall, It Is possible to mate use
of cetteln anaytica ftecniu In probablty theory. In apopilatlo m is lwIey to appeal to a numerkal aupormeatiorn.
In th" respect t!.e Wise. integr in u m mm rwobuatithe Pu eynmesas pklath " his anmd Its wcmpatational algorithmn
In readil sanlk. io.

In chuing lot wish to point out that the laynaum integral bad besw ueed by DASHEN (1970) to cajeulae momenta Of
the wave fountate under the parbolic equation appra~dmatlos presented hIn Section 3. Moen recent references to the path
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MINUICA. SlUltAfTUS OF WAVS PROPAGATION 10 RANDOM MMDRA

mark spivocia

*wt. of "adothosatges a Theoretical "tysoo.
lilver hitreet, The University. Cambidge. CIS MV. UlqGLAi

Numascial simulatica of rando. wave propagation hase numerous applicatiomms. It enable* us to examine
Intivtwasl features Wf the wave-fildan .d te se4,! actual oasoriasnts. statistical quantitiee such as
averag power spectra of Intensity fluctustiuM oas aslo be obtained for ctmasriaoin with theory.

This ePOW 61016i88 SO Of the techniques and UMe Of mrAOioai aiidmalatio and d"Gribea SOWe of the
reults which SOW"a.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wave propagatton In random media has lofg boen studied but the theory hem boen concerned mialny witn
averaged qsaanitiese such so paower spectra and momentsat ofIntensity fluctuations. Numerical simulation.
however, enables us to study Indi~'dual examples. This given Insight Into featurea of the randomn wave-
field that would otherwise he diffIcult to examine. Such effects Include the long peaks of Intensity
which develop and the tendency of being to wonder from their equilibriusm positions.

Simulation allowS us to model actual meperimenth. and to acomare results with th-Rory. A variety of
initial oonditlin and boundaries can be treated. together with deterministic conditions In the medium.
It io elso possible to Investigate numerically some or the easumpticn andi approximation. used in
formulating the fundamental squstiona.

14 the following sectisine the techniques of numerical simulation afte explained, and saom of the usee and
results described.

2. MATHUMATICAL POUWLTION AND APPROXIMATIONI

The situation we consider io of asoorcti wave Incident on a haif..space* a 0. We assume the wave-
length k to be significantly shorter t.~vs the typical ecale-is, of irregularities and so scattering
taims place mainly In a forward a-4ir~eLian. The full o aiptic wave equation can then be approximateo
by a parabolic fore, in which a becomes ek t~me-lik* direction of propagation. This empression is, in
2-dimensional Cartesian coordinaets (x~s),

it - 1I' - i h W -1) a(21

where S is the complex wavefisid, and n io the refractive index. We can write

n I + 4 nd(x.a).4 aWx.s) (2.2)

where n is a deterministic departure from 1.* and PW varies randomly with mean sort end standardl
deviatUn p. both ud and s awe &14%woed fm be small. (We~ have ignsored variation in the third variable y.
Time-dependence has also been excluded, since typically the wave-speed is ve-y fast relative to changes
in n. both theme restrictions sa" easily removed.)

For convenience we m~ale x an. a by L and kV' rempeclively, where L ts the correlation length ot the
medium In the "-iracttion. We t).&& put a - kL*. . x and we &et approximately

S3 i (,I 2 Ond + W1,10 A)
2 (2.3)

The rigift hand side of 2.3 constists of a distance operator and scattering o*erator respectively. We dentot
by P(4. c ) the normalised correlation function of refractive index fluctuations. Thus
0(4-0) - (W(RZ) VIX + CA + 0)'- V is assumed to have Gaussian statistics. but p is arbitrary.

In this wMY we can model, sMY, a Plane wave or a narrow beamed (extended point) source, with arbiUrary
deterministic protile n . The wave propagating from a dj4 paecagn oe.5x sae ersne
by 8.3. The Initial couition io then, In effect, a - a WAd the scattering toer io Not to *aro.
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Although the extended point source acourately models many features of a true point source, we can model.
this directly in a similar way. The appropriate wave equation in polar coordinates can be transformed to
Cartesian coordinates, and an ekgresaion similar to 2.3 is obtained. A typical simulation with this model
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Intensity of cylindrically spreading wave due to point source.

Solution
The infinitesimal effect of scattering is to introduce pure phsse variations in S. These gradually
becume focussed with distance, givinC rise to intensity fluctuations. Thus over short distances AZ the
solutic,- of 2.3 is obtained approximately by solving first for one operator, and then applying the
othnr. An accurate picture of 8(X) as range increases Is built up by repetition of this procedure
(Nftthematically this is equivalent to the fact that the two operators almost commute for small distances).
The solution can be written formally as

Z+4Z
I (x) E(x,Z) ex; fik'L"g f W(X.Zl) dZ'] (2.4)Z

and E(X. Z.AZ) - (X-) ivX •ivlhZ/2 -ivX dX' dv (2.5)

This solution closely parallels the theoretical solutions of the fourth moment equation by s'Iccessive

scatters (see Usninski (11).

it can be shown vith simulntion, in fact, that this approximation is e:,tremely acuurate (see 64).

3. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

We will describe here tho representati3n on ti- romputer of the vanoom medium, and the numerical treatment
of the dli~frsction effect.

As mentioned abo-e, a step-lenith AZ is chosen such that, in tl.•-m distance, the total phasa-change imposed
by the medium leada to only very small amplitude fluctuations.

Random medium
Given the stat!stics of the medium In terms of W(X,Z) we wish to const-uct a phase-screen U(X) to
represent the total effect of W in the slice of meCium (M, Z+AZ). The (unnorem.lised) transverse corre-
lation function p, of U is therefore

Z+AZ
P()= P(C, dZ, dZ. (3.1)

where • - Z1 - Z,. in many cssea of interest we can take AZ to be the horizontal scale-size L ,. and 3.1

simplifies. The individual screen% U(X) can thert be genarated independec.tly. It is often neceisary,
however, to generate the screins so that they are correlated.

The details of this procedure are given in Macaskill and Swart (21 &nd follow a technique described in
Jenkins and Watts (3): The screens are generated in the frequency domain, using a random number generator.
White noise is filtered by the spectral function corresponding to a,, and the whole is transformed back
to the spatial domain, using fast Fourier transforms, to give the required screens. We put
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#(X) -? U(X), whore r - ksJ LaLs is the naturally arising "strength" parameter (see Uscinaki
[4]), and U(X) has variance 1.

The first part of the solution is then M(X) - I(XZ) exp [-1(X).

So far vs have described the random sodium for propagation of a linear wavefront. The considerations
are similar for a point source, but the correlation functions of the screens ara then range-dependsnt.

Diffraction effect
The formal solution (2.5) of the diffrection operator suggests solving by Use of the fast Fourier

transform (F"T). This technique was applied by Tappert and Hardin [5]. In it, the FFT of I(N) is taken,
the individual Fourier components are propagated independently. and the inverse transform gives
E(XZ+&Z). The method is fast, and olimineste the need to deal with boundary conditions explicitly.
Furthermore the accuracy is independent of AZ, and depends only on the discretisation itself. Thus in
the particular case of propagation from a deep screen the step-lengths can be arbitrarily large.

The other method used in this work is that of finite differences. An implicit scheme is derived as
follows: Equation 2.3 to discretimed in X and Z, and the derivatives approximated by finite differences,
using a Crank-Hicolson scheme. This yields an implicit system of linear equations of the form
ARI+1- BE1 where A and B are trn-diagonal matrices, and the vector El corresponds to D(X) at range

Z1. A and B are constant with Z since the renge-dependence has been included in the phase-screen. This
s~stem can then be solved using an efficient tri-diagonal matrix inversion algorithm. Explicit boundary

conditions are taken into account in the definitions of the matrices A and B.

Note that numerical stability may require a finite difference step length smaller than AZ. The usual
stability analysis must be replaced bjr a stochastic variant, because of the imposition at each step
of a phase-screen.

Extremely close agreement with F"T results indicates the accuracy of both methods.

Wave-speed profiles
Deterministic variation n (X,Z) in refractive index can be included without difficulty in the model.
Typically this will be.cogtant in Z. It, the ocean, for example, such variavion will recult from
temperature, pressure and salinity patterns.

4. RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS

We summarize a few applications of the model and the features which emerge.

A receiver may detect a strongly scintillating signal (with time, or moverent of receiver) from a
constant source. In the ocean an acoustic record with depth may be very weak except f.r occasional
high peaks of intensity. These features show clearly in Figure 2, whore long peaks of intensity build
up with range and drift for some distance. A moving "observer" has a high probability of crossing
these peaks.

S0.-• --A

Figure 2. Simulation for *uedium with Gaussian uorrelation function, showing intensity I(X) changing with Z.

The field from a narrow besmed source is also frequently observed to wander from its equilibrium
position. Such behaviour is evident in the simulation !n Figure 3.

Three-dir ensional %.i~ulations exhibit similer features. The long peaks of intens-ty occur, wandering 'ow

in a 2-dimensional path an range increases. (A moving observer !n this case is likely, however, to miss
the intenrity peaks altogether...

Linear and parabolic prtfiles n, •avs a marked inflseence on propagation. Figure 4 shows the focussing
effect cf a paraoolic profile o0 an extended source, In the absence ot random variations. Irn this

case a rand-a medium wMll tend to diminish focussing.
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Figure 3. Simulation of 9.~tended point souris.

ki~ure 4. Intensity as futiotion of X and Z in medium with pa-abolic profilm.

Uc4dqlinof ej~eriment
Iiromeniital data co~leotad during experiment car, be inlcorporated In a computer simulation, and the

experiment modelled An oamo detail. In recent o.j.an acoustics emperis..tnta, for example, the profile,
nand autocorrlation function, p, of the medium uore measurod in th, region of the signai. In this

wgy observed fesatures of signal beha-.iour can be reproduced computationally,* end can often be seen
an pert of a larger pattern not detected experimnentally. Simulation can Lhuo lead to the design of
further experiments and measurements.

Thooroticui solutions, of course, are also compared with experiment. The results of Inverse theory
(Uscinski (61) can be appliod, to yield sore information abou~t the random medium which can again be
modelled in the simulation.

^% ý") ýJA

Figure 5. intensities at f ixed range compared for progressively finer screens, with the finest sub-

division lowest.

Corr~lated screens
Several tY-Pesof simulation can now be performed using screens correlated with range. Three-dimensionsal



sand ties-varying mod.* both require this technique. We can examine the affect oaa propagation of elongation
of the irregularitioeswhen the amount of scattering over small distance# remains the same. In addition,
by simulation we can progressively subdivide & medium Into increasingly fine scrons. This procedure has
given a strong validation of these "split-step" methods and the fundanental approximstions used. Figure 5
showe the intensity patterns after 8 correlation lengths into the medium for nujch a eeries of sub-
divisions, in which AZ is halved each time.

We h~ve dsmcrtbad mainly features of individual realimations of the random modium. By averaging many such
results we can obta

4
n such quantities eo the fourth moment and power spectra of intensity fluctuations.

The use of numerical simulation thus interacts with theory and experiment to further our understanding
of random wave propagation.
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S¥UMARY OF SESSION VIII

DISCRETE RANDOM MEDIA

by

WA.Flood, Session Chairman

Six papers were presented in the session on discrete random media. Of these, three dealt with propagation and scattering
in discrete random media, while a fourth reviewed the problems associated with the nonlinear interaction of a high powered
laser beam with a discrete aerosol particle. The remaining two papers treated continuous random media. I propose to confine
my remarks. to the papers dealing with discrete particles with particular emphasis on the three papers treating propagation and
scattering.

The three papers on propagation and scattering considered multiple scattering in increasing orders of complexity. They
were (in ascending order of complexity):

I - Selective extinction of a dispersion of single and aggregated layered spheres, by F.Borghese et al.

2. Multiple scattering oi wdves in random media containing nonspherical scatterers, by V.V.Varadan et al.

3. Monte Carlo simulation of multiple scattering effects of microwaves from rain, by HJeske and P.H.Voss.

Tlhe paper by Borghese et al. considered extinction due to a sparse mono-disperse distribution of metal-coated spheres.
The assumption of a sparse distribution was used to justify a single scatter (Born) calculation for the net extinction. Their model
for a single sphere accounted for varying coating thickness and for the frequency variation of the complex refractive index of
the metal itself. They showed how one could selectively control the frequency of peak extinction by varying the thickness of the
metal coating and they further analyzed the effect on extinction if the particles fc"raied binary aggregates. Within the constraints
of a sparse distribution (single scatter), the calculations of these authors could be extended to poly-disperse distributions, albeit
at the expense of significantly increased computational time.

The paper by the Varadans and Ma considered a dense random medium (the percentage of volume occupied by the
scatterers was more than a few percent and was 20 percent in the n!:merical examples) such that in addition to multiple
scattering, particle positional pt•ir correlations must be considered. The paper offered a novel scheme for the computation of
the incoherent intensity.

The authors used the coherent intensity as the exciting field for the incoherent intensity. As such, this is a single scatter
formulation but with two important distinctions: (1) The exciting field, the coherent intensity is calculated by means of a full
multiple scatter formulation (at least to the extent permitted by the Quasi Crystalline Approximation); (2) The presence of the
other scatterers is partly accounted for by ionsidering the effect of the puir correlation function. Corsequently, this calculation
differs significantly from those using a simple Born approximation. What is not clear is how much closer this result is to the true
situation.

The paper by Jeske and Voss presented the results of a Monte Carle numerical simulation of propagation through rain.
For long paths, propagation at millimetre wavelengths may well require that multiple scatter be considered, but the volume
fraction occupied by raindrops in a nonral rainfall is not high enough to require the inclusion of pair correlations.

The three papers presented calculations with three different levels of accounting for multiple scatter. Ihe paper by
Borghese and his colleagues used the single scatter Born Approximation appropriate for sparse distributions and optically thin
media. The community is well aware of the .Act that even for sparse distributions, if the cptical depth is large enough and the
albedo is high enough, multiple scattering soiu'ions will be required. The paper by the Varadans and Ma postulated a dense
medium and, therefore, knowledge of the pair correlation function was requirta in addition to multiple scattering solutions.
The degree to which the particular treatment used hi this paper reflects the truth for a medium with lossless scatterers remains
to be demonstrated. Finally, the paper by Jeske and Voss treated the situation where the distribution of particles was sparse
enough so that pair (and higher order) correlations could be neglected while higher orders of multiple scatter were calculated.
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SELECTIVE EXTINCTION OF A DISPERSION OF SINGLE AND AGGREGATED LAYERED SPHERES

by
F. Bcrghese, P. Denti, R. Saija, G. Toscano
Universiti di Messina, Istituto di Struttura della Materia, 98100 hessina, Italy

and
0. T. Sindoni
Chem.cal Research Development and Engineering Center, Aberdeen P.G., 21010 Md, USA

Summary
The extinction coefficient for a low-density dispersion of small stratified spheres

as well as for that of their binary aggregates has been calculated. We discuss the
results for 50 X spheres with a corc of MgO and a coating of Al, a case in which a
dramatic shift of the resonance peaks as a function of the thickness of the coating
occurs. This suggests that a suitable choice of the thickness could produce selective
extinction in a wide range of"frequency, although this effect could be strongly weak:ened
if a considerable percentage of spheres aggregate.

In this paper we describe and discuss some results from a series of calculations
aimed to the study of the propagation of electromagnetic waves through a dispersion of
small identical nonhomogeneous spheres as well as through the dispersion of their binary
aggregates with random orientation. More specifically our purpose is to see how the
extinction coefficient of a low-density dispersion of spherical scatterers is affected
by their inhomogeneity; we want also to gain some information as to what extent the
aggregation modify the effects due to the inhomogeneity of the scatterers.

The propagation through a dispersion of (possibly inhomogeneous) spherical objects
is easily studied for, in the low-density limit we deal with, the extinction coefficient
is given by the sum of the extinction cross-sections of the individual scatterers 1).
When the spheres aggregate, however, the resulting complex scatterers are intrinsically
anysotropic so that their individual cross-sections depend on the orientations with
respect to the incident wave. We describe elsewhere(R) in full detail how this difficulty
can be overcome by a suitable extension of the multipole-field approach for complex
scatterers built as aggregates of spheres we developed previouslyF3). In sammary, we
used the transformation properties of the multipole fields under rotations to cast the
cross-section of an aggregate into a form that makes possible to perform analytically the
sum over the orientations needed to calculate the extinction coefficient of the disper-
sion.

The inhomogeneous spherical scatterers we deal with were built as a sequence of
concentric homogeneous shells of different dielectric properties. Between each pair of
contiguous shells we introduced a thin transition layer within which the dielectric
function varies in such a way as to ensure the continuity of s and of do/dr throughout
the whole scatterer. Thanks to this choice we were 4ble to calculate the field within
each sphere by numericrl integration of the appropriate radial equation - according to
the technique of Wyatt 

5
) - rather than by using the customary boundary conditions at the

surface separating shells of different dielectric properties. These latter were described
by simple dielectric functions, viz. the Drude dielectric function for the metallic
materials, and a damped-oscillator dielectric function for the insulating materials(6)'
we were, in fact, interested in those properties that depend on the inhomogeneity of the
scatterers rather than on the details of the dielectric function.

Our calculations were performed for several choices of the inhomoneneity of the
scatterers and we report here one of the cases which gave significant results. We refer
to a dispersion of spheres with radius of 50 A composed of a dielectric core of MgO
coated by a layer of Al. We also report the results for the random dispersion of the
binary aggregates of these spheres. The quantities we actually drew are gs,-Yap/S and
g-Y/S as a function of v 'Opp , 7Ys being the extinction coefficient of the dispersion of
independent spheres and that of their binary aggregates; S is the sum of the geometri-
cal cross-section of all the spheres in the dispersion and a Wpthe plasma frequency of Al.
We notice that the above mentioned normalization of ysp and of y maktrs our results
independent of the number density of the dispersion, provided it is sufficiently low Pts
to render negligible the multiple scattering processes among different objects. In fig.
1 we drew gsp (solid lines) and g (dashed lines) for four values of the thickness of the
coating, viz. 4, 8, 16 and 32 A. In figure 2 we report, for the sake of completeness,
g5 and g for spheres of aluminum only. An examination of figure 1 shows that, for any
vaRue of the thickness the spectrum of the extinction coefficient for the dispersion of
(independent) spheres presents two resonanc3 peaks, one at a lower and the other at a
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hIgUhr 1 extinction coefficient for spheres of gO coated by Al wis radius 50 to The
encircled numbers refer to the thickness of the coating:r(1=4 w. t i =8 ,a
se16 A. 0=32 t. The solid lines give gs , the normalized extinction
coefficient of the dispersion of independent spheres, and the dashed lines
give g, that of their binary aggregates. Infa crp

higher frequency than that of the single peak at 0.57 t which is characteristic of a
l0 A sphere of aluminum only (compare figure 2). Furtheraore, when the thickness increa-
se• the resonance peaks tend to converge (at a decreasing rate) to the single peak of the
only aluminum sphere. It is also worth noticing that the relative importance of the twc
peaks tends to exchange when the thickness increases. In fact, for small thickness the
most important peak is that at higher frequency, while for large thickness the peak at
lower frequency becomes the most important one. Thanks to the smallness of the spheres
the frequency of the peaks reported in figure 1 i in fair agreement with that calculated
from the surface resonance conditions of Frbhlich(

7
', written for the effective dielec-.

tric constant proposed by Van de Hulst to take account of the inhomogeneity of the
scatterers•

8
). This is shown in figure 3 where we drew the resonance frequency as a

function of 6=t/g , t being the thickness of the coating and Q the radius oL• the spheres.

Since far from resonance small spheres have a negligible extinction, scatterera of this
kind could in principle be designed to produce selective extinction at any frequency
within a wide range through a suitable choice of the thickness of the coating.

When we consider the extinction coefficient for the dispersion of binary aggregates
(dashed curves in figure 1 ), the most evident feature is the duplication of the peaks as
we already noticed in our previous work(

3
). Thi:u duplication is particularly evident for

the lower frequency peak of the independent spheres. As a consequence, if a considerable
percentage of the spheres aggregate, any selective extinction they are designed to produ-
ce could be strongly weakened. We remark .hat we got a similar result by substituting
the coating of aluminum with one of silver. The specific results are not reported for the
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FIGURE 2 (left): Extinction coefficient for spheres
of A! with radius ou 50 X. The solid lines
give gap and the dashed lines give g. e,,00p.
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a FIGURE 3: Frequency of the two resonance peaks, vres,
expected for spheres of MgO with a coating

/ J# of Al as a function of 6=t/e . The scale on
the left refers to the solid line and that

0.5 0.6 V on the righ, to the dashed line.

spectrum of the extinction coefficient is not significantly different from that of fig.1.
Anyway this proves that, as long as the Drude dielectric function can be effectively
used to describe the behaviour of the metals, the extinction is only slightly affected
by the choice of the parameters and specifically by the chGice of 0;

The dramatic mobility of tie peaks described above is not peculJiar of the MgO-Al
spheres as is clearly indicated by our preliminary results on the extinction of a disper-
sion of 50 A spheres composed by a metal core coated by a different metal. In particular
we found that the amount of shift of the peaks as a function of the thickness of the
coating as well as the relative intensity of the peaks depend largely on the ratio of
the plasma frequencies of the metals involved. A suitable choice of this ratio could
ensure even in this case a selective extinction within a large range of frequency,
although the aggregation should weaken the extinction just at the frequencies where the
independent spheres present a maximum.

We did not investigate thoroughly the effect due to the aggregation of three or
more inhomogeneous spheres: as it is easily understood, the geometry of the aggregation
plays a fundamental role. According to our previous calculations on aggregates of
homogeneous spheres(9), the spectrum of the extinction coefficient becomes more and
more complicated with increasing complexity of the scatterers. Although this subject
cannot be discussed in general terms any geometry of aggregation produces a system of
peaks around the frequency cf those of the independent spheres. Ultimately, however,
even .',n high degree of aggregation cannot produce a mobility of the extinction peaks as
high as that due to the inhomogeneity of the spheres.
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REPLUCTIVITIS LUICTUMVMETUIQU3 D'Ut MILIEU
ALNAT0OWIB 1MO0U63 COUITNU A SYMMTIN CYLINDRIQUC

0. Nulier,. F. Nolinet(e

Pour Is celcul do' Is r~flactivitA 6loctromagn~tique d'un milieu al~atoire l1umage eat
do o~parsi I. riflectivit6 d'un milliu moysit da calls don fluctuations do ce milieu, qul be
rtvbls pr~ponddranto. St qui oat donc souvent dtudis aSoule.

Dans Is cos d'un milieu A pertee (plasma aupposA sous-dense) at dens dos 4tudes
antiriouree. 1) a 6t6 wle en 6vidence do fortes Interactions ontro Is milieu moyan at lSO
fluctuations. On s'eat donc proposd dens 11Atude actuelle d'6valuer I% riflectiviti dos
fluctuations du milieu en pronant pour champ Incident I. Champ dlactrcmagn~tique cr00 par
lea sources dens I@ milieu moyan exempt do fluctuations. Cocl 6quiveut A aosmr taus leam
tornes do IS s6ris de Born calculi. avuc 16 champ Incident crde dona Is vide at incluant
une seute interaction evec 1s milieu eltatoirs et un nombre quelconqus d'interactiona avec
16 milieu moyen.

1 - DESCRIPTION DU UILI.-U RIDDIE
Ce milieu set un plasma tonis6 1id A un 6coulement fluide calculI dans l'hypothise

d'un umouvament moyen A symitrie exists. Loa 6carts entra Is mc'uydcent rdal ou lea cerecti-
ristiquss physiques effectives du milieu at lee donnfieA fournies sont conaidiria coorno
eliatoirsa at apprihandia A trevere pluasiura modilee de turbulence qui ont 6t6 ou meront
teatda. On suppose donc connues 1.' iptensit6 at Is lot do Correlation doe fluctuations do
viteesse at dlindice complexe on particulior onus one forms epectrael. Ce nWest peas Il'ojet
du prisent expos4.

Le plasma a doe caractdristiquen stoyennes et alitatnires qui variant ropidement avec Is
distance A Il'xo pour tendre vers callas do lmair amibiant, et lontement dens I0 eons longi-
tudinal. LOS calcols exposai sont felts localement at idpportia A I'unit6 do longuour do
le configuration quo Ilon admot puur Cola Invariants lonaitudinalemant.

2 - INfflIUB MATI4MTIODE DR B3ASE

Lee dqustione de Maxwell peuvent sldcrire sourn Is forms (iquation do Helmnltz vocto-
riolli,) 0

(\) - I" .E = 0

(On adiamotra dens 10 suite quo Ia pormiab'litd relative e-, eat 686e is l'unita).

Ou encore en Introdulsant uno permit t'viti do r~firencac

* (2) \7x\-

* On difinit one suite U16quations approchiom (mithodo de Born)

(2)(o) 17 X E E*O =

(2)(1) \

(2)(n) \27) Eu,

o0 a ,i E satiafont eux conditions aux limitos aur Ia surfaco dAlimitant Is
plasga et A I)infifli.

La imts asuite:.Snl + (B + a at s- ). lido exiatl oat Ia soluticn cherý,hde.
Le cas Int6 rea at st ce al 06 ?eape (a a e~at une banns approximation. cls:zt-.
A-dire o6 lea routes coresapondenta (k.. s-*~ ont nqili8eablee q'iol qua sealt (n).
En pratique on virifie quo U, oat d'ur ardre do grandeur InfirIor &

2.1. Shpp voc u milieu do rifironrco homogine

Le ceos Is plus simple oat celui oO on prend conetant; dans ce cam l'Gquation
d'ordre ,a) admat 113 solutions particuliiremont simples

_-V -0 ondo pl ene do=. A'4 \1d'.re'*ton1

()Socihit# NMi4SIN, LA Douri'sdidre, RX 186, 92357 %EB PLESSIS-RODINSON, FRANCE
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atED ~ A (:nda sphiriqu. do
St~~ e~j ~J cntre M0)

D'autra part 106quation

(3)a \. Y.u~o E

\-7 e. - \

d' ordra o *o~, r a appelde tonction do Groen. On on dAdult I& solutioiI do I'dquatiora

at dens is cas oý E1* I

F-~

'I~1 'rr~.

On pout Ogaleeir~t dcrtro (5) sous Is forma

do fagon A s~parer UP terms moyen at Qn term, aldatoire. F~our celtl-ci lo r~Aultat do
l'int6gratioiU eat nul on moaynne pu~sque le velour moayonoi

<KR *(b) - I3(it.~) > est par' d~tipition ul

2.2. Section btlicace avoc un milieu do r~fArenco hanmou~ne

Admettcne unr 'hamp ( .~ Qu on appello champ lncydort ot qui on ialtt cor.grespond4j
une excitation Impos~o. Le champ total comprand an plus un champ difr,'tA rcd dontZ
asat auppoa6 uno bonr.o hlprpoxisi'ation. B~eat jp la forined

E., Ae t.A =0
onl d~f-'nt 18 4action etfflaco p." 1'Ogalit6

4'V E.>
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quo Ilan actit eusel -

anm lcemlagCat a, per son expression on m~pero I Int~gralo en 4 termee dent 2 seullcuent
00emast Pee Rmule an Moyaynne

ttd~ %., mm- ý A,,

(A. 4a

La promi~re Int~grale a uns velour exacts oX cleat Is contribution du milieu maoyn n~gli-
geeblo despr~s let celcule feit* 4 cc jour. La second* a uns vtleur aldatoire dont an
celculs une velour moaynne ox cleat Is contribution du milieu allaetoire.

Sous certaine. conlditions on pout d~finir lea tonctions do corrdletion

et Is spectre do corrlaetion

Los conditions mont quo lea int~gralas 6crites tondent vera une Amite dons un domains

sj. At.nt tel quo lea propri~t~a moyennes et al~stoires du milieu puissant itre consid~rese

come conetentos dons cc domains ou plu, gin~raelment quo lea velours dues intitgraese
d~pondent Pau do Iloxtdriour do no* dominein. p. .~- ~
Si gp-sgpot quo laoje~rvatiMi cc felt dens une direction k4 N#r - r' r -r", on a &lore
k jr -ri *C -F rli at en feicent 10 chengmont de variables

cnmpto tenu quo 10 fectour

ot quo lea termoc provonlent do Is dfirivetion doell) cant does Iinflnmont petits dloti.,o
supdriour i Ilexprossion rotonue 4

La eurlae otficae seat uno int6grclo double do volume obtenus A portir du produit
d~une int~graeo do volume simple per Vint~greal des quentit6a c~onJugulles
La quantit6 conjujude do : .,- -*

nest plus

4.4, A(~4)
do sorts qulsn posant -r on fait eppereltro un fecteur
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L'lnt6lration en Iri r") fare donc apparaitre 16 fonction spectral* do Is 'part is
r~eile des nombres d~ond~e

flail l'intagrattiton 34n r. aI deuxi~mo psirtie du tecteur F asera unitaire puisque
laexposelmt saonnulo. LF o4 to transposition-du coo oe) I. milieu do rifdrence eltait to vide.
Per ailleurs Is potential do reltiffuslon n'est plus

2.3. Extension ou coo d'un milieu h~t~rom~ne I parts*
On so place doen Ilesprit do co qui a *ti rappoll pr~cddeafent. 11 s'sgit do calc'ular

I* champ (I ) at Is champ (r1) do Is solution renorrolie~o per rapport seu milieu maven.
ccci aesa 19it doenIs cadreldlapproximations num~riques expos~es plus loin (diacriti-
satioai du milteuij. lee Gquations do base Atantz

2.3.1. Pour Is cho nUB0

Celul-ci dolt satisafare A

C,4:ant~la permittlvitt moyanne locale), at as confondre A l'infini svoc une oends plane
donnDc (BO61 dits 0 onde, Incidents & 11r'tlni 4.

2.3.2. Pour Ie chsnP
Le champ (il, * 8 dolt satlafaire A

qui act l'approxlmation suivante du problime. ot A Is r~duction A Ilintini mu champ (B .

Compte tonu de Ia lln~arit6 du champ, at on d~finit des expressions

AE96tant un cheap danalu pei aQ h u voisincue deor at nuls A
11-axt~rieur. allt y68aor'ro.pb ds 3~MpG 4F. continue doen tout Ilespace at satiofalseut

star*

ou *I lee champs sont rapportis A des volumes unitaires
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La calcul d:: champs sera maon an coordonn4ea cylindriquam. On a cholai wig mthade
da diacr~tiaatin du milieu mayan on una maria d1anneaaux cylindrlquaa homoginea. do aorta
qulan a Introdult una intarface antra d~ux milieux diacr~tie~o auccaaaits. Par contraeiaa
aractOrtatiquaa turbuiontaa nWant pas *tA diacr~tio~aa parall*Iaent.

On salt quo tout cheap pout Wtr rapr~aent6 comes d~rivant d'un coupla do potential*
axlaux un potential 114(F) at Un potential 1! (G).Solt 2 Ilaxa do Syu6tri.,e Is 1datanca
APeas. lf a coordann~a anlalaira

!- !P i.'q

~ ? ~r

ýw- -

3.3. Calcil duchmE
11 sa contond A J1intini ovac Ia champ d~ondes planar..

avac

On charcha door una solution dona chaque domains homoalna soua Ia form*a

Las conditions A chaque Interface sont Ia continuit6 don 4 composantas du champ (EH *I
E r H0). La condition sur laxa east qua Is champ, eat fint at na contlent qua del foActions
.1. La condition A Itinfini eat quIll sa r~duisa au champ donn6. donc qua lea coatticientL
daes fractionsa J solant caux ralatifa A ca champ. Pour (1) interfaces. 11 y a (1+1.3 milla~

at(41) conditions pour (4i) coefficiants Inconnua.(Par des produits scalaires per a-,
at IntAbration on peut 6crire cas 6quationa pour chaque ordre (n) )

3.3. Calcul das champs E~

Chaque 616ment do volume s~ ourn lintluanca d~un champ Incident Eodonna un
potential

On oast Ia facteur . \dons ca qui suit.Coci pout encora m6crtreaen coordonn~as
cylindriquas 4U w?.-
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Pour cheque vcelur do k w Wat 6.~4 L. t4oneeprapoao de d~terminer un champ (F .G'
QUI aoit dquivalont en tI. au chaml. ,cr6o par Io potentiel -0P
En momment tourn Cos champs, on obtiendra donc le chamnp A~qw) 6mis par la source 0 * %
pou Ia valour (W. La souls valour do co champ qut nous Int~rease eat la valour & llinftin
d:?n8 latdirectiorn dobaervation. 8ile pout donc Atre 6vslu6s par uno expression aaymptotique
qu no feit intorvonir quo lea valoura stattonnairos do w. On peut montrer qu'il nWon
intorviont qu'uno, i savoir

ws~

correspondant au point d'obaorvation 6 Pilnfini.

Pour cotta valour, on affecte A chaque milieu un potential axial continu ind~termind (F ,.G
do is forme indiqu6e. at A ce champ on ajoute dana I0 dornaine do Ia " source " celut qui
eat ddrivA do It ( ou do diV ). Lea conditions aux interfaces permottant do d~torminer tous
lea coefficients (to potential P nlinterviont explicitement quo our lea 2 interfaces
vojainoal.

3.4..Expression du chomp ditiractd 6 Ilinfini

Dans le domaine diacr~tis6 ext~rieur on a vu quo le champ diffract6 donc lea potentials
no contenajent que des fonctions H.t suit

Ces expressions sont asymptotiquement dquivale-tes A

Si le point dlobservation a lee coordonndes r, If . Is phase eat

otto eat donc s'ntionnaire pour

301 t

w U

Pour cotte valour Is d~rivde secorde vaut

L'6veluation asymptotiqil6 do Ilint6grale eat la valeur de llintdgrant pour cette velour
multil ide par

V-rjt
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D10

t -

Ces cumposantes pouivent Stre projet~ss sur les directions radials composante nulls)
traituevrsale mdridionne at transversals porpondiculaire au plan mdridien.

3.5.Calcul do Ia section officace L-ihs-rvstion A Ilinfini

3-5-1. Ex3prE!!!inde _bass

Lechamp AS, pent 6ire mis sous Is forme

ce qui psrmet de saparer un facteur aldatoire d'un facteur d~termin6.

La section efficaco e'Acrit

Si on calculait cette expression avec une double int~gration on volume, on forait eppa-
miltre Ia fanction do corrllation spatial.

3.5.2. ExPression aimplIjIt2
C~spendant on cherche A limiter 10 calcul A une eseule-intleration epatiale) pour

caci on fait itno hypothbas our 10 comportoment du cham 8 r , r') au voisinage du point
r" hypothlse bien ontendu vdrlfide loreque 10 milieu oat honogne.o comportement pro-
vient de 2 ph~nombnes qul so produiseat quand on d~placo Ia point C'

- D'une part il y a Ie diplacemont do ce point dons Is cheamp fix. R. colul-ci pout
birs conaid~rd comae localetinent plan dane Ia plus grande partie do llespaco d'oiO 18
relattion do voisinage -V, .

Le vecteur d'onde i a Pintensit6 locale

et i1 eat porpendiculaire aux surfaces d'onde do E.at dirtgd suivant le eons do propa-
gation do ca champ.

-DIutre part quand r' so daplace en rL, E. btant inchangd, !a chaitip correspondent
A4-jegt remplacd per un autre champ et il taut poatuier une relation analogue on

A~ -~4, ') 4E''i ~ , ,Ia combinsison does doux phdnombneq onn



EnIntreduiltant pou fr umul dnsi lxpu ssionn de Is section efficace, at en offectuant

Ilintdgrati~non "rnote dc

6tant Is tonLtion do cnrrrilation spectrals, des fluctuations de

En cBS de ritrodiffuslon, c'est-&-dire pour un point dtobservstion A Ilinfini (r) dens Is
dire cti on dont provient 11I'onde incidents A l'infini 11, lee rayons incidents et diffract~s
vers (r) coIncident et -

3.5.3. ExDressian& algftE19221

Int~srations des sections efficaces locales

Llexpression de Is section, etficace est donc en r~trodiffusion

r r, &E( ,,(ý& ) ,

La 1,01ution1 61abor6e dens lea sxes cylindriques pour Is domsine contenent le point d'obser-
vatlIon est ~forme seymptotique)

L'indice (i) d~signant Is coordonndes patiale envissgde. Dana le calcul do E on a trouvd

i% Ui

Or on pout obtenir lea coefficients Am0 A condition de calculer Is champ E, pour chacun
des modes (in) du champ 9 0  m

Dens cee conditilons

-Int~gretion angulsire

Per convention on d~finit une section iin6tque locale. L'Int~grazzlon en eat nulls pour
1ea termes ne v~riflent pas

n + n,- n' + ml

Do sorts qu'il rests

qu on petit eussi 6crire . 5

* (~.r) L

(4 Tr P ý7
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Lo focin a ~inn lee parties rielles at imaginaires do l'argument.

* Intisration radiale
Cette transfiormation des expressions limitant Ilirtigration numrinous A 1'intigration
radiale oh .) En pratique un dchantillonnage en (-P) oat difini done cheque domains
diacritis6. Lis carac t ristiques 0spectrales 0Wntn pas basomn d'Gtre diacritsioes do Ia

mime tagon qua lea caractiriatiques do rifraction. do sarte qua I. coofficiant local

~prend Is veleur diterminie au point ichantillonnd sons modification.

A - ANALYSE DEMS PESULTATS

4.1. Rdsultata globaux

On obtiant d'une part lea sections efficaces linitquea pour des con~itiorna d'loni-
sasion et do tuvbulencu diffirentes. qu aso roncontrent aux divorses posit ions longitudi-
nales d'un mfime 6coulement.

Avac le calcul ardinaire I& ritrocliffusion turbulente oat maximale aux niveaux d'ioni-
sailor, at de tuivbulance Ils plus forts et diminue trio netteaient at fortement en mdme
temps qua cat parembtr~s.

Avoc le csicul actual "renoriralis6 1 par rapport A un milieu mayan do ritro-
diffusion aux nivnaux d'ionisation at de turbulence 6levie eat plus basso qun done Ie cal.
pricident . Ella dimintue roina avec coo paramitres pour rejoindro lea valours do Ileutre
calcul loroqita Jee niveaux sent trio foibles.

4.2. Rdsultato locaux

Deautre part on pout analyser lea risultata partials done une mime section corres-
pondent A une mfins distance do Ilaxe (section efflcace volumique iroyennie angulairement)
~oe risultato servant dlailleurs au premie~r stade du caicul des dicaijages an friquence
(affat D~oppler).

Du fait qje dons le modble do turbulence choisie, Is valour do I& fonction spectrole
eat maximale sur lla~e. on constate dana Is celcul claaeiqua qua la rl~flectiviti volumique
es-" trio dlevie au 3~antrfi at diminUs Continuellament quano Ie rayon ?I crolt.

Pear ciontra dans to calcul 11renor,nalis6 1 pat, rapport au utiiilu moyan. Is riflectivitd
volumiqu oant trio faiole our Ilaxe at augmente continuellemant quand Vi ICroit, pour
rejoindrq A li pdriphinie des niveaux voiaine des pricidents. un peu infirioure du fait
qulil s'sgit dtune moyonne erttre des rad~tzractiona do zones situdes du c6td do 15 source
9t du point d'obaervation at d'autres zones plocist; derribre Il'nsomble dh l'i.cnulament.

Ceci s'interprire bien antendu par 1' interception ou Ia ritlexiofl i~une partia du
rayonnement do La aourca par lc milieu moyan conductear. c-,.i a~faibli* la riemission locale.
le rsycnnemant ditfracti 6tani A son tour affaibli A la traverase desa mimes zones d'e ce
milieu. Si lea volumes dunt or, conaidire Is diffractlon sont placia & Ia piriphir13 do
l'icoulqinont at du c~t6 de lc. source at du point d'observatton,. i1* sont peu aftectis. Si
au contreire Ila se trouvent dons Ia zon.q cxtals, uls Is sont beaucnup.

4.4. Conclusion

Las risulwas ubtenus ominant A priciser lea conclusions pritcidemmant adoptias
sur lea z.ones do validit6 do Is mithode do Bo~rn ordinaire concurnant lea 6coubeteents consi-
diris. at qui aso ondatant s~ir Il'valuetiait doa composantos8 desa champs E dana ce ce~dre
lis montrent qua Is crltbre A retanir pour lse apport 13,,/ E., doit Atra relativement

On penso qua danR tot'S lea cas, un calcul du type do celui qui eat diftni ici paut
donner uns 6valuation convenable de Is ritlectivItA turbulente.

Leo r~oultatp ditaillids at leas jraphiques corrospondants osront tournis lore do 10
prisentstliu' orals.
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5-Afhfa~b~louammnt du, rayonmnsment par* absorptiomi(orsta cmainol dua tiojt incident at diffmastd)
On xt-rait do lintdpsant den ezpreintio" doi4P Is facteuwa

'a 'k VuN

qui on fait ps I~nttrvenir In rdflaoctivlt loomile(ni done l1'exprooion dua spectra do correlati on). o*tcoa pour

quon Pff').Iuand ts adlieu cyon eat 1. vide.

La umentiev choix.L* eot it un niveal tr~s icaud at trio Utuzteint(20 dismbtroe ).Imo ooordonnies sont logaritmmiques.

Ua figure 1) inontre un tr~m fort affniblissament eny does I& sone, ontrale.1as intorfscom do dieozdtimatloa moat

reprdsaatdee on traxto mixtoo.

5-21 Iffet Doppler
L'intdgration on (a.'- r.

0 
du § 3-5-2 fait apparmire ume contribution de cheque values dldae-ataire.Ies

points pleads & la dslo distance (Ida l'sxe out une msse vitesas ucyonne V moemiblsaout pauuilbie, k lasts at use

amsm intensitd do fluctuations do vitessom A'.n psamibre approxination I& vitoise, soyenns cause wa ddcaliage do

friquence:

dost Is contributi.on ik lasSection officace lindique seat:

Cotte foraulo do repr;aesntatirn do 1a densiti do maflectiviti lindique eat reportis on figureo 2) on fonction do V

et W. A~ sauswit tonir coapte doe fluctuatigns, ci viteossa;on aboutirstt & on. sorts do lineago do is courbe psu

"iseaible du, fait quo 0;ost "Ietit".ot qua la courba %at ddjiL continue.Par rapport I&l figure 1 )on a fait un.

transformation do coordonaien et toni, compt. de Is rdflectiviti locale.

La courbe supdrieure reprisento iou risultats cleassiques

Ima courba infdrieure rsprimenta lea rdsultats actuels.

Fit.S Ot? . .1. Sr t*0 s -2

- -4

I ..
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5-39afft glowa divers niweama isdo c4Ulemate
I-a sctiongottiasse 1Lmiquma calcul.. smat repni'dem gui I& fjgur 3)saa fonacion ds ladiatam doss cect.

I&* ccu iafdrieur, lea idaultata actualstle diffireace ont

trim Sesaible imeddiatommnt &prim 2& none ds trasnition(tLaclis) *-m ,. os

at 41mmm.. you & ps an els a em eps quo Vioaisation at I& tur--

buleace.1a courbe traode eat oalculAi avec 3 dom~iflsl2interfa

086) .968 Croix indiquent des rdwaltats obtenua

aevo des disordtieatlons diffdrenten

6-Is , ubthbae du cheap localement pjan pour 1'intigration

Ille falt intowvenir deux circonstanoms:

-Los variations d'indice faiL~om o..r Caw Qstances, do 11ordre 4

do I& lonaguur dlond. .Dena lea caloule Is, longuour doods ant

do l'ordr. du rayon utiLe do 1'dcoulement.Il y a done une diffi-

cultd~qui merait plum forte si Ia variation continua itait -

remplaci. par ume discontinuit4 physique f ranche.

-I& smen des caustiques n'intervient pass

Ici Is soul. diffironce optiquP retenue entre 116coulaaent at

L'.avlroameusnt eat la conduotiviti due IL l'ionlaation,suivant lea formuisa adoption:

Ob 11'abaorption" Ia(n) et Ia Ordfrinpaen" B.(n) mont' 4troitement lides..

U& yvArraA%.MmwoA qua Le rayon noyan a' eat coupd par Ia rayon infiniment voisin cpa'au delk do 1' are. Donc, i

L'ionlaation eat fo~te, au moine Ua pointe do lo. caustique, a *a contribution tr~m affaibiie par l'aboorption.

3i au contrelre l'ionisation out trla faible~oetto points eat on dehors do I& zons active.

6-2 :Conve~rgence do i 'intigration entrl-r')

lea estimation# des echolles do turbuience, d'epra. lea formuulom alasaiques mont ici do 1'ordr. do I an pour I. et

do 2 am pour 1. au viveatu du pLue fort gradient..oci eat un. indication asses favorable on c. qui concern. is

graadeur du domains a considerer.

0-3 :Spectre do turbulence 43lt T"&C oC

On a affecti a i'ezpremaion do Von Warmanna dopt~o Oil cooffi-

ciest On maximum our 1'axe.Coci tient compte do rbauitats d' I
un cuocui, inapird do mudels. spicifiquss concern--% ion icou- 1.
laments onvisagis.Sur is courbe 4 on voit quoa B'aprem a. cai-

ciM 1' intennita dos ± luctuations comports un miniswum tree

acooentu4 tout ou debut do Ia mono turbuLonLe ,mais ce creux

axial eat pratiqumemnt coabld a une taibioa imtancok3O dia-

abtresj,d.. fait do La diffusion dos ilucLuatione urdes en amont

dams lee smoas IL lon gradient.

i I&W.iloravion do@ reoul Pato actual& depend on premier lieu I / 4

ds tav..Lies rol erencem do ltravaux theoonqusa conoernant ien

proprroen~ aleatoires dos #uouleeausn etudrim...lloa qul ount

*to uxiilaese sont ndiji anciennesett abordan6 Lat quest.Lon us N I
Ilatonaito doe Aluotuat]iOne d'indiCe,MloV Wing COL.&e & ~ , .'a- - -.1
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dve oorreiatcaon de can wiuatuationa.

11 moait etsinuh iLntezsomam d ome cauler toa @abspea~t Los sewatme w uflicacee eama uieoAd4aaLttlun d'

"Pe AIRe. ,roarve due &Mdicati~son n mane om Luuv.ae us larriak at akaktL'iapaaance a'. 1'MUMaatnUS

alum milieu a symmirie .4noraquv ago'. manoawa par um eqution dij fliacaL
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MULTIPLE SCAMTERING OF WAVE IN ILANDOM MEDIA CONTAINING
NONMSERKAL SCA•nuaw
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,Dspumazm ttrii'ewhg Scienceand Mechmdc

Thu Pelmylvuisa Stme University
Unlversil Pai,'PA 16802,
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SUMMARY

In this pper we wish to consider the effect of multiple icattering, scatmerer geometry, statistics of the p•ositional
sml crlentational distribution functdons on the propeWation of time harmonic electromagnetic waves in a medium
containing a random distribution of non-spherical e•mers. Some of the features that c-wplcat the analysis are - (1)
thN size of the qcattePers is comparable to the wavelength of die propAgating wave; (2) the volume fractlor, occupied
by the scatterers need not necessarily be small; (3) the impedance mismatch between the scaterers ad the host
nediun need not necessarily be small. These in turn necessitate some of the effects we wish to focus on namely -
detailed modeling of satkm geometry id scattere response, multiple scattering effects and the effect of correlations.
We have already addressed may of these factors (1) mad in our proposed talk we wish to present some recent results
tsing nonppherikal statistics for the second moment of the field.

In collaboration with Professor William A. Steele of Chemistry Department at Penn State, we have gemerated
by Monte Catio simulation the pair correlation function for spheroidal particles as a fuacdion of the distance between
them and tCe diiection of the vector joining thei centers. At present we ae generating the pair correlation function for
randomly oriented spheroids and are also considering the efteos of inter-particle forces as well as higher order
correlation functions for clusters of particles. All of these have been incorporated into the multiple scattering
calculations and compared with available experimental results. In contrast to previous work more attention will be
focussed or the second moment of the field.

This paper will fit in very well with the scope of the symposium in the areas of mathematical methods for
random media, characterization and modeling of random media and also interface quite well with some of the other
papers in this area that we expect will be presented at the AGARD symposium.

1. PEFACE

The average or effective properties of a rar.dom medium containing inclusions of one material or voids
distributed In some fashion in a second material called the host or matrix material rcan be conveniently studied by
anal-rzing the propagmtirn of plane waves in such materials and solving the resulting dispersion equations. Since
waves propagating in such a two phase system will undergo multiple interactions with the scatterer phase, it becomes
natural to consider multiple scat&ering theory nd ensemble Everaglng techniques if the distribution of the inclusion
phase is random. In this paper, a multiple scattering theory is presented that utilizes a T-matrix to describe the
response of each scat•cmur to an incident field. The T matrix is simply a representation of the Green's function for a
single scatturer in a basis of spherical functions. In this definition, it simply relates the expansion coefficients of the
field that is incident on or excites a scatterer to the expansion coefficients of the field scattered when both fields are
expunded in the same spherical wave basis [1]. In theory, the T-nmatrix is infinite, but in practice the T-matrix is
truncated at some size that depends on the vdtio of size of scatterer to the wavelength and the complexity of the
geometry. Formally, the T-matrlx includes a MU•l~ description of the field scattered by the inclusion and this
requires a propagator for multipole fields to describe the propagation from one scatterer to the next. Finally, the
technique presented here is for a random distribution of scatterers which requires an ensemble average over the position
of th scatteress ad requires a lbowledge of the positional correlatlon functions.

In previous studies [2,3] we relied on spherical statistics for hard spheres, generated by Monte Carlo simulation



obythle Porcus-Yevick app oxination even for tion-vplwical acafterrs. Essentially, this Increased die exclusion
volume surrunding the nom4phltcal acamwer, and attificially festriced us to smaller concentrations in order to
prevet she statistical sphmere frm ovaeppi~sng. In dhe preset study. tifs kOUM- re Moved by usin a new

* ~Mone, Carlo Amlaln developed by Steelie [4] for non-spberlcal atthatdi Is based on expending thetwo body
correlation functions in Lapeftr polynomnals. This permits ua to consider die angular correlations that exist for

* '~~~~non..phesloa orlntsd wscaem M lbs fiaoquatio far she ftrmaliso is die dipersion souaticn whic describes die
propagatio huawlw~stc of fth colirma or avrge. Maile in dhie effciv medium. The numnerical, solution of this
equation yildsd die efflective complex, ftequvency dimmndant prepeaton number which Is also a function of die site,
geomety and distribution of the Incluaion phase 7s effective wavenumbeir is a function of die direction of
llopegatiom in fte efetive medium if the miedium, is effectively malotrapic. If. for exmple,1die acaftters we spheres
or1it die non-seRical acasmers me zuidomly oriented, the effective medhium will be Isotropic, but If die medium
contains aligne non-splhuical scafterer. die effective mediunm will be anisotropic. lbs effective wavenumber can be
related to die effective material propertie of die medium which swe also complex atd frequenc dependent. For
&nlsotropc materials, by solving die disperstion equation for different directions of propaation with respect ID the
aligned non-spherical scaftterrs, we can construct all comPonents3 of fth material property Imtens of die effective
medium such as the elastic stiffneoss tensor or die dlilectrlc tensor, see (5].

In this paper, a systematic study is also madle of first order contributions to the second moment or incoherent
intensity of the wave field propagating in a discrete random medium. The second momnent, which Is traditionally
defined as the correlation function of die component of the field fluctuations in any diection 0, is denoted bv

lu- < (6-A E) (0A -AE) >,whire A E -KE- <E > isthe fluctuation of the field. Sincethe field fluctuations
can be expanded in a multiple scattering series, each term of which contains sums oii all possible scatterers, it is
evident that we can divide the resulting terms into two sets; one involves considering oily those terms in which the
same scatteer cointributes to a particular order term in each field fluctuation, and the other ii.volves distinct scatteirer.
This latter set of~ terms will contribute to tie incoherent intensity only if statistical correlatons between scartirmr are
taken MInt account. wi luctgr ff e a uivaleNt In m~int gorallv - ase te since it in essentially

die ntesit ofdiefied sauem byenc sctteer hatp~iana from one mae* to another. Evea for this set of terins,
positional convlations between scaderers shudbe taker. int account at volume fractions exceeding a few percentage,
but these terms contribute to the Incoherent intensity even if correlations are neglected.

Numerical results for aligne and randomly oriented oblate and prolatespheroids using the new correlation
functions have been obtained and compared with previous calculations for spheroids that used spherical statistics. We
foresee important applications of these new results to electromagnetic wave propagl~tion through aerosols, which are
non-spherical and often consist of aggregates and also in other cases where non-spherical scatterers are involved.

2. EKmCFIV WAVEN~UMBER FOR THE AVERAGE F1EL
IN A DISCRETE RANDOM MEDIUM

Let the random medium contain Nscatterers in avolume Vsuch thatN -+ *a, V -+co, but n9 N/V the
number density of scatterers is finite. Let u, u , u I, usi b respectively the total field, the incident or primary plane,
harmonic wave of frequency %, the field incident or excitin the 1-th scatteer and the field which is in turn scawtr~d by
the i-th scatteme. These fields are defined at a point r which is not occupied by any one of th scatterers. In general,
these fields or potentials which can be used to describe them satisfy the scalar or vector wave equation. Let Re ý
and Ou #n denote the basis of orthogonal functions which ar ecigenfunctions of dhe Helmholtz equation, see Morse
and Feshbach (6]. As explained in the introduction the subscriptn'n is an abbreviated supenindex and vector notation is
implied. The qualifiers Re and Ou denote functions which are regular at the origin (Bessel functions) and outgoing at
infinity (Hankel functions) which Pre respectively appropriate for expanding the field which is incident on a scatterer
and that which it scatters. Thus, we can write the following set of self-consistent equations:

N
u - uejUsi . ucj + u5  

= U0 + us. + u5s 1

UP(r) - p exp (lkk -r) - Yn an~ R n rdr) 2

uei - % Re+,r-ri); a< It-r~i <~2a (3)

-e nf. Iou #.(r -ri); Ir-r1 ia ,(4)

where 0,and fn1 are unknown expansion coefficients. We observe in Eqs. (3) and (4) that "a" is the radius of the
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shm chmwrnc fbht im P m ad thatl hl em wlda re vft to a oo&dbw odis locaed i a patla•ml
TM T-*.lzx. by deff sd 7 relam dhe expeie om us of m ot ad ot POV Rb' *+ Rai a dw

ottal &M witbh is cmirm wia the ddmes in 1q. (1). Thu t1).

and o Maft aditin t forefi thle hds functons Is inw~ied:-
')un(r-rj) - E,~ o,.,(r-rj)Re%,(r-rj) •(6)

SuWbaltbg Eqa. (2). (6) in rq. (1) ad ,sing the afmsly of dC btobi hoIooun we obtain

Ot t +Ya(rj-rj)Wi (7)
joi

This Is a sat af coupled algebai equaon for the exciting field coefficients which can be itmeed a leads to a
Multiple acamet se.rs.

or rmndom.ly dtbutd scaterem am enmeabe am e can be reaInid on Sq. (7) )eCORM to

=Q> a' + -Cq(rj - a) 'lCJ>I-itf.

wheo < >ilk..dot a conditional average and Eq. (8) is an ninie hierarchy involving higher an higher
Idtitonal expectat•on of the exciting fildd coefficients. In actual engineern plcat , a knowledge of hiher

order correlation Antons is diffult to obtin, usually die himrchy is truncated so that at most only the two body
positional correlation function is mquired.

To achieve dais sionlificatlon the uais.Cmblfine mmA matinn (QCA), fint Introduced by Lax L7] is
invoked, which is stated as

<C>o a 'u>j (9)

Then, Eq. (8) simplifies to

<aLi> i  - ai + <a ri-r1 )ITJ<)>j~i ; (10)

a Integral equation for <cti> which, in principle, can be solved. In particular, the homogeneous soluton of Eq. (10)
leads to a disperaon eqpaaon for the effective medium in the quasI-crystalline approxination. Defining the spatial
Fourier transfam of c&'>i a

<ai>i -. eiKari C(K) dK (11)

and substituting in Eq. (10), we obtain for the homogeneous solution

Ci(K) - I Ia(ri- rj)TIP(rjlri)eiK*(ri-rj)drj Cj(K) (12)

j*i

If the scauerers we iden•ical, then

Ci(K) - CJ(K) - C(K), (13)

and thus for a non-trivial solution to <i>i, we require that

II- IT a (r.- rj) TJ P~rIri)ei K'(ri- rj) - .0 (14)

In Eqs. (1 2) and (14), P(r Iri) is the joint probability diitrbution fnctimon. To order to pwfbm the integration in Eq.
(14), we need a "f* Ih. pair cortre-I.ioa function. For aon-spherical acatsrers, the pair correlation function
depends not only on the length of the vector connecting te ftentmr of the scatermr but abo on dhe direction of this
vector and the orientation of each scatterer. If the scatterers are spherical, then ther is no dependence on direction mad
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odwim aid d mild. we mK am be %*a W ar lmes. Is bot Mae, 1he -FN are A alled to
awh@de&=in~m abspve h i al inswsard htmns ,wa-n

ft Aped whomay a" as mtheab *• ud•, eu*a cmo l en is e a*la d bo wwe she
Umlwso eorA m 010 d ft mmy aMsk wih ks 14b. sbe ft d 0. .06 3oaaamm IVIms. amUahwn in ft L

Mjlrp 0" o Iri- rj R < (0)
d on d /v; I ae-"e > joins R( b) be1

In d eq• da, OW h d pair can% io for jred apheroial J dd l wrn, x - ri- ri. ad ) isdoudninw oe to dlame wire he ,pside m ju, mS.c mm l atm t om pohi wo mhA th lin jiin
their cmemns sabmad m on lel with the sVye-ry or a-axis of the spheroids. In No cm the statics are not

ol o' b•t a n fimeda ofdide rk, quatim (14) cm hece be simpLd o

I1 -nJ((x)TC0XeiK dXI =0 (16)

wher (O/v) A - (N - 1YV - n. •oe Integal in Sq. (16) 6 simply ie apatal FoAie tranrsform of TO. The
=raw of the ddnanet am expresmed by Eq. (164 yield thd allowed value ofK am a fecdon oftde microutructure as
detmined by do T.marlx, doe numinb density no and the statistics tf dhe distribution us determined by the pair
coreation funcion. In geonea K, d effwtive wavenumber a complex mnd frequency I-penIea

TIh dispeson equatiom as givei In Eq. (16) is ve.y well suited for compuaon. Using qaproprate forms of
the bme* flanctiom 0. which wre solution of the field equations, the T-inaulX of the single scattre can be computed;
for example, see Vanden and "aradan (1]. The trn-lation matrix o. although complicated in farm for spherical
ftnctios, cma nvuthekas be c0mpe= In a sv orwwdmm. The spatial Forier trform of oTE is fairly
easy to compaet because the ingrand is well behaved for large values of the inteiparicle distance. In rmet years,
considrable poas has been made in Monte Carlo simulation to describe the statistics lo non-sprical hard
(impenetrable) particls• by Sueee. The joint probability funtions have been expanded in a series at spherical
harmonics and radial functions with unknown coefficients. Th oeofficients are evaluated drectly in the Mom Carlo
simulation. For aligned prolate and oblate spherolds, these res,•ts have just become avaiable. The excluded volume
for these geom••ries is also spheroidal. This has been implemented in calculations of the effective wavenumber in
media containing random distributions of aligned spheroidal particles (8]. It can be seen that correct statistics
onformnng to the shape of the particle is needed to get correct results at volume fractons exceeding 5%.

2. ioncuuri wrEnTm
The total scattered intensity is directiy proportional to the second moment of the scattered field. It is known that

the total scattered field is a combination o( the average scattered field mnd the fluctuation of dh field due to th random
distribution of scatterers, ie., u - <u> + a, the incoherent component o,' the scattered intensity can be obtained as

<uu > - <uu > - <u>cU , (17)

To first order, that is taking only the single scattering contribution to each scattered field, we obtain

<uu''> - <I u 12>. <I-uj° luk> - - <uj>*Z<Uk>
*uk> + < uj 12>(18)

j*k k j k

The ensemble averages in Eq. (18) can be written by integrating over the random positions rj, rk, ew. of the scatterers,
Thus,

< 1u l 2>- no 2 I1 [((N - )/N) u juk>jk - <uj>j*<Uk drjdrk

+ no I< uj 12 >, drj. (19)

The second term in the above equation, which is prportional to no, is the ordinary single scattering approximation to
the incoherent intensity and the magnitude of the incoherent int Xsty in any 6irection is proportional to the bistatic
cross section of.a single scattere. The first team proporltonal to %a' is due to the effect of positional corelations
between ppis of ecaanw.
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* (20)1-8 VIAk 191 "k'k21

udhkfmad A la a tq. (19) vambiahe
In ordeg to obtain doe imohuma hemeIt far highe ammeenrmom, theP petcmnlation function g30x is tak~en

into oIldwed, m.heetly Tweanky [1963] ha modified Sq. (19) fur a dense diavribiatlo of bametarer in which the
hiooee bleasiy ha. die hmi.

.c e12:. 0.2 if MMrjr) - 11 -gj -'j uk2,k drj dk

+. %IcIUJ12:Jdrj .. (21)

Bquation1 (211 IS 1110ba foam used OW ku OWCOqaURlOn kz fth iCOlhMaIntenit W jUP to die &iSt order. However. the
highe Order Comisibutioam.1o the bnoheret Intenity beco oen - nd aorn lrencqtmt if dhe impedanoe mismainch
betweet doe scatmius and doe host madiumn a. well m.te *Apropagatlon diumos ue on iemisng. A fttlidM picture Usin
doader Wdlepme In explaining doe Sgher oder mablisp scanteing prceawn cto be found in our prvious paper [9].
In tie calusladom, am nowdidg- ofth oeetfldisilreudnethhe aIrg sacatted ol~d uj.-jinivolved
in the forndmal Tie averag scwah d field .cujpj holding the i-ti scatterer fixed can be exrse sI gE. (4),

The exciting field coefficients %Jare intially imiknown, in Eq. (Z"3). "'owever. the average field J>
exciting doe J-ti scafterer is known aedfingan effective pIOPI4atilo, constant K which is complex ( K +
1K(2). Following tWS def ~niton the averag Or effective' excitlh4id fw V j a ewrte

<%nli - Ana K ko¶.j (23)

where ka is doe ptopagation direction of the incident waveL The unm-awn ofrixtive exciting amplitudes A., however,
can be salved by invoking tb" extinction theore1m,

If we substitute Eq. (22) in (21), we obtain

.ci I u12,~ _ no2 I I [0(rj, )- ~ .ai> 1'nn*~n~4n'dj

+ no1 I I Tnns <%"1*~n, 12 drj. (24)

we notice that in Eq. (24K the mdltpl~catio of fte T-matrlx and the effective exciting field is independent of the
intgra and the Pair carrelation functio. In fact. the integra of the pair coureation functio tamns ouit to be the thrae
dlaNenaonal spatial Fourier transfom of the pair correlation function (0(x)-i]. In order to investigate file contribution
of the incoherent hitnsity, we cacuam fte mmjor normalized q kuaity which is defind afollws.ý

<,- (JY/a) *?) (v/V)

2C(YITnWAnYnW(X nn~n~~ F( k0 , K. r ) (K2/k)(ka)3(Zda)]1 (25)

where Y -are the normalized spherical harmonics, (YL(,,*.)), Z is thw distance of penetration of the incident wave,
n!(n* or nf ) is the Index representing Iend.m; r isth rdial distance horn the cente of the scattering region to the
observation point. v is the volueme of a single acam d VIs the wide acatiering vo*-WW (region). The function F
in Eq. (25) is Siven.

F - l+n.J, (0(1)-1]exp[i(Kk,-kr/r).xjdx (26)

For spheres the rdial distribution hutmd depqed only an te sepwaiadon distance lxi and the integration in Eq. (26)
is perfomed nuawleafy using tAbulatd Values of G(xl - = Monte Curl simualation or fron the Percus Ytvick
iIntera equadtIO for nom-overlapping spheres For nou-splhericil scatteren such as spheroids. we havo nested
inftegratin n orientation and distance md fte iqtegration is more time consuming. Mhe statistics in this case are
again obtained torn Monie Carl simulation.
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3. RUML1SAI IICUBIMt

to oder to to*dy the chmcw tift of th bacohm d acaumed wave iamwmls,, we Aoo eol magnetlc
waVrS u Labin waei sim*L beOmN . m. an a- Meu •ctpliacatos I. rsm iensofg.

1 -10 ft kd•w ofom im -d ut pahiuaw ., e.g., ve.lcal wA nluanal= polmlzom. if it is n o
ei mlmal md, acanmnr me uamed to be qWho"a or qher•idal ice patiscl with a nlamvo dielectric

comamn a - 3.11 emboddsd In a. flt. 2 prosisa do nwaubed oahb•mrat •ne wiumu okuvadom (macuin)
angles. lno f•.ewa acmsarbe ugh Is. In our coo 0* ad there•oe de bac kcamer•ln direction is 1W. Tnh
noadlmoma beqeimsy onsikdred is %6 which bI equ• bale to a phbysic flsqucmy of about 14 Qf, if a2 2 n

Taking A &duhi look at Pg. 3, W~ u Gocommade dW doth vertical polutsmian Elvas ne angulardesaienice of
dom Inoharu Intensity than the bho ral ose. Theum Is a eatrmly low in •,nsity (La., a deep minmum in th
(rve) that 0 -I-- at 9at a kab.0.6. TW phnmfm ppens agek bowever, a a hiur observati anglg of 12
whoe dom fnq-uM) ka 6 ndhd lo 2. The it no polwrismulm differec, at thf .trwawd ad becktscoawt dkeedons for

BI Pig. 4. ,we cma - the backalcaeed lkawly calabdodm with ad withot the efect of psr correlations.
These wsetsul sol a that if the inmua Is calculated without considering the pair codelatIon fmnction whe the
r a - avlon be•ome eve& noduat* high, 1.&, .e%. am t3 abe to see the differeace in die manitrde pardcularly in
th low frtequncy rags.

Pinally. we want to say sometbing sbout the effect of the pair correladoti %rction. In order to tell the
importance of It effct on the fnd first order scatered intnsity, we simply calcuble do fincton F whici appears in
Eq. (25) amd hm be defned inEq. (26). As can be mn fom Eq, (6) it in.olve a Fouurer tranafo of the pair
correlation fAumnto end it c(tIns an f•efttive propagation cons•nt K; hence It depends on the properties of the
scattrers, tda concentraton flequecy mad angle of observation. In Figs. 5 and 6, we man ae that the Fourier
tramsfon oft h pair coelation hfnction dominate the scaering response pariuarly In dte low fequency range and
in tS frwerd direction. in t high frequency ranq It does not affi.t the sc at intesity nuch. Mao we observed
that tho intensity decrases aft a volume fraction c- 15%, which is alsc a fact poiwed out i ouga's experiments.

Prom Me. 7, It is clom de the difference In obtaining the effictive K is quite large If dm spherical statistics Is
employod in approximating die nonsphericai statistics. Therefore, for nonapherical scatwesr of considlerable
concentrations, the incoherent intensity can be mistakenly estinwted using Eqs. (22), (23) and k24) which all involvc
the effective wavenumbwr K. In additio, the p* ro.s.,oa runction G(x) in Eq. (26) may even contribute more to
Sm difference depending n dom cocutriaoim and the observation angle considered
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Non-Linear tffectS on the Atmospheric Transmission

of High-Flux Electromagnetic Beams

by

R. L. Armatrong
Physics Department, New Mexico State Univeraity

Loa Cruces, MM 88003, USA

The propagation of an intense beam of
electromagnetic radiation through the
atmosphere is accompanied by a host of
interactions between the beam and atmoapheric
conatituents present along the propagation
path. These intaractiona may have a
significant influence on the characteristics of
the propagating beam. In this paper, we
discuss aerosol-beam interactions which, in
many oases of practical Interest, are the
dominant Interactions between the atmosphere
and the propagating beam. Theoretical
analyses, numerical simulations, 1'nd
experimental insights are reviewed in a survey
of this complex problem.

When a high irrediance eleotromagentli beam propagates through the atmoibparAt a
variety of Interactions occur with matter along the beam path. Both molecular and
aerosol components of the atmosphere interact with the betm but, in many oases of
interest, aerosol-beam interactions dominate. We consider this case in the present
paper.

A complex group of aerosol-beem interactions must be accounted for at high boom
irradianoes. The aerosols absorb and scatter energy from the bean. The absorbed
component heats the aerosols causing copious, perhaps explosive, vaporization.
Hydrodynamic processes become significant, with internal and external shook waves
responsible for droplet shattering, and for intense heating of the surrounding
atmospheric medium. Electromagnatic interactions may result in the formation of an
ionized plasma near the aerosol or, generally for liquid aerosol droplets, non-linear
scattering processes and droplet lasing.

The propagating beam can be significantly Influenced by these aerosol Interactions.
Since vaporization depends on the size of the aerosol particle (being proportional to thv
square of the droplet radius for spherical droplets), the beam propagates through
aerosols progressively skewed towards a smaller size distribution. This results in
significant spetlo-tnmporal distortion of the beam. At higher irradiance levels, aerosol
shattering and explosive vaporization effects can spontaneously (within a few acoustic
times in the irradiated aerosol particle) liberate a large fraction of the aerosol mess
as vapor into the surrounding medium. Scattering from these vapor aureoles, or from
associated hydrodynamic (shook) disturbances may be significant. A companion process,
which may occur at high irradiance levels, is aerosol-assisted plasma formation.
Plasmoids may be formed near irradiated aerosols which significantly alter the absorption
and scattering characteristics of the propagation path. Finally, more specialized
effects may occur for spherical aerosols, such as stimulated Raman scattering, and lasing
Offects.

In this paper, ie review progress made in understanding this complex problem.
Aerosol Interactions with intense electromngnetic beams may result in dramatic changes in
the characteristics of the beam propagation path. These interactions inolude aerosol

,explosive vaporizntion•
2  

hydrodynamic effects, plasma
nd nonlinear optical phenomena., 0 The response of the propagating

beam to •ien nroaol-beam interactions includes spatio-temporal distortion of the beam
profile,"''' ''. and possibly severe blockage of the beam due to the formation of a
plasma.14

The temporal dependence of these interactions Is of importanoe for the case of

either einglr or repetitively pulsed beams. Interactions occurring on a time saclf long
compared to the pulse width play only a minimal role in the beam dynamics. I For
repetitively pulsed beams, both the pulse width and the inter-pulse period are
significant. Fir example, droplet heating during the pulse, and cooling during the
inter-pulse period, proceed with distinct time constants. It is oharacteristic of
aerosol-beam Interactions that they depend on the size .3f the aerosol partiale, in

addition to their dependence on other physical characteristics of the coupled aerosol-
beam system. Therefore, in the propagation of a high intensity beam through a poly
disparse distribution f aerosols, aerosol-beam interactions will generally vsr across
the size distribution, as will the disturbance Induced in the propagating beam.11

The study of aerosol-beam interactions has involved a combination of theoretical and
eVperimental investigations. Although the theoretical aspects will be emphasized in the
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present paper, It Is instructive to review sonme of the recent experimental work iia this
Saubject. There have bee* a number of experimental studios of Individual aerosol

Interactions with Intense laser beams. Aerosol heatlng afg .porlzntlon hem b
investigated by observing ohangea In the Nie resonances. . . .onive aerosol
vaporization has been observed directly using high-speed photograp o.echniques, and the
associated shook-wave diaturbanocas detected by a Schlieren system. Plasma breakdown
Sthresholds a of neM-Induced plasmas hgvg bean ceasured a e function of aerosol andthrshld of ,aand deedec o ersl
beam parameters.' Both the nTpnnd teporalle•" dependence of aerosol-
Induced plasmas have beeo measured. Finally. a variety of nonlinear processes
associated with aerosols irrjdiated by intense lijlt beams have been observed, Including
stimulated Raman scattering

2 ' and droplet lasng. 23

Measurements of propngat~on effects on intense laser beams have also been made. For
example, aerosol clearing, the wavelength dependenoa of tf atmospheric extinction
coefficient following passage of a high power CO2 lase; beam, plasma breakdown of the
atmosphere after Irradiation by a pulsed C0 2 beaa , and Roman L•L•I•A excitation of
stimulated Rnman scattering from water aerosoac In the atmosphere,* 'have prohed the
effect of aerosol-beam Interactions on the pulsed beam. However, it should be noted that
the comparison of these atmosphorlo propagation studies with detailed thoorstloal models
of oaeroal-beam Interactions Is not possible because of the look of precise Information
concerning the aerosol seie distribution.

In summary, interactions between atmospheric aerosols and an intense beam
prooagating along an atmospheric path will be reviewed. Numerical solutions to the
complex dynamicl equations will be described for cases of interest, and reference made
to experimental studies where possible.
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SUMMARY

Data being acquired over a 1200 km path in northern Greenland, to characterize the
polar meteor scatter channel, are described. The data include both propagation and
projected communication statistics The propagation statistics include arrival rates and
duty cycle as a function of frequency and received signal level. The communication
statistics include estimates of the performance of a number of candidate systems in terms
of throughput and message delivery time, as a function of frequency, time-of-day, season,
data rate and, modulation, for a specified bit-orror-rate, message length and packet sixe.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for reliable, over-the-horizon communications, coupled with recent advances
in digital technology, have resulted in an increased interest in VHF meteour scatter
propag.tion to support backup communications at high latitudes, whore natural ionospheric
disturbances can severely disrupt the more conventionally used HF banu. Within the polar
cap, Solar Proton Events (SPE's) produce ionospheric disturbances that can last for days,
or even weeks, often resulting in extended periods of HF blackout. Tnis is due to
anomalous absorption caused by the increased ionization in the D-region (below about 90 ki)
that accompany SPX's.

Since VHF mcatter from meteor trails occurs in the 90-110 km altitude range, the
survivability of this node of propagation is also controlled by the absorption effsCid
associated with the disturbed D-region. Theoretical consiSerations (1) show that these
effects, which can seriously degrade the performance of conventional metesr scatter systems
operating around 40 MNH, can be reduced by operating at higher VHF frequencies This
advantage is offset, since meteor-trail scattering efficienioxe Aocrsase significentlv with
increasing frequency. Thus, there is a need to quantify the trade-offm between these
competing factors if one is to be able to project the rerformanue of candidate meteor
scatter systems under both normal and disturbed ionospheric conditions. To date, however,
little experimental data have been available for this purrose. This paper describes a
multi-frequency VHF meteor scatter diagnostic link [2,3], which was established in northern
Greenland by the United States Air Force (USAF) to provide such needed data. In addition to
discussing the current measurement program being carried out over the link, examples of
propagation and communication statistics are given.

2. USAF HIGH LATITUDE METEOR SCATTER TEST-BED

The experimental link in northern Greenland was established by the Rome Air
Development Center (RADC), and Is now being operated by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
(AFOL). It is providing data to address a nuait3r of questions concerning the potential
perfoxmance of meteor burst oommunication systems in the polar region, including: the
availability of useful meteor trails at very high latitudes; the potential communication
capacity associated with those trails; the occurrenoe, persistence and effects of sporadic
2-layeral and the effects of polar cap absorption events on the capacity of 45-104 MNH
meteor scatter communication systems

Conventionally, the assessment of the communication capacities and bit-error-rates for
meteor scatter systems are obtained by deploying a full duplex message handling system.
The method has the advantage of providing precise (but limited) communication datal
however, the information is relevant only to that particular system and p-ovides little
data on the specific propagation characteristics of the meteor o-atter channel. In
contrast, the USAF experimental approach exploits the concept hhat the meteor scatter
channel can be considered as a transfer function. One aim of the experiment is to
characterize the properties of the transfer function in as much detail as possible.

The link is located entirely within the polar cap, in northern Greenland between
Sondrestrom Air Base (500 39'W, 66o 591Y, elevation 330m) and Thule Air Base (57

0 51'W, 760
331W, elevation 240m). The path is 1210 kilometers long and is shown in Figure 1. The
transmitter at sondrestrom Air Base and the receiver at Thule Air Base are not conventional
communication system components. Rather, they were developed to investigate features of
meteor scatter from a propagatioi, point of view, as well as from a communication viewpoint.
The efforts under this initial measurement program have seen concentrated on characterizing
the time and frequency variations of the transfer function, including the variations in the
instantaneous signal-to-noise ratioc of each return from a meteor trail.
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The transmitter at Sondrestrom AS, which is computer controlled, provides periodic
transmissions at 45, 65, and 104 MR.. The first five minutes of each thirty minute time
block are devoid of transmissions so that background noise measurements can be made at the
receiver. Following the noise measurement, a CW signal is transmitted for twenty-five
minutes. The system then steps to the next frequency 104 NE8 is repeated bringing the
total cycle time for all three frequencies to 2 hours. The cycle is repeated on a 24 hour
per day basis. The londrestrom AN facility is shown in Figure 2 and a block diagram of the
transmitting system is given in Figure 3. The transmitted power at all three frequencies
can be varied. The transmitting antennas are Yagis, mounted so as to radiate horizontally
polarized signals. The 45 and 65 MRs antennas are located at a height of 10 meters and the
104 UNa antenna is at 4.5 meters. Tie antenna gains are about I1 dm1 and the beamwidthe
are approximately 55 degrees. During the operating period for which data Is presented
here, the transmitted power was approximately 600 watts at 45 Has and 000 watts at 65 and
104 MHz. A 400 no FM modulation is imposed on the CV transmissions as a rignature to
identify the signals at the receiver.

The receiving facility at Thule Am is shown in Figure 4 and a block diagram of the
receiving system is given in Figure S. The receiver uses a waveform analyser to capture
the time history of each return. This data is recorded Jn digital form for later reduction
and analysis. The receiving antennas are similar to those at the transmitting site with
the 45, 65 and 104 NMa antennas mounted at heights of 12.5, 10 and 4.5 meters respectively.
Because of the desire to quantify the effects of polar cap absorption events on the meteor
scatter signals and the background noise, a special low noise receiver was built, having a
noise temperature of 1100 K, or a noise figure of 1.3 da. The noise equivalent bandwidth
is 30 ENs. The receiving system is contkolled by a computer to cycle the receiver each
half hour in accordance with the frequency selected at the transmitter. In addition, it
controls the noise measurements that are made during the first five minutes of each half-
hour time block, and a system calibration, which is performed once each day. Four-socond
data records of the envelope of the received CV signal are collected whenever the signal-
to-noise ratio exceeds 4 dB ard the 400 Us signature tone is detected. The data are
transferred to magnetic tape for storage and future processing.

3. DATA PROCESSING

The data processing sequence is shown in Figure 6. The raw data consist of voltage
measurements of Lhe received waveforms, background noise, and calibration signals. The
voltage measurements are then calibrated to give received signal power. Examples of the
calibrated trail returns are shown in Figure 7. A header, consisting of the date, time,
noise level, transmitter power and frequency, is attached to each calibrated data record.
A specially developed automatic technique [4) is employed to identify the dominant
propagation mechanism tionospheric or meteoric), and, if it is meteoric, the type
(underdense or overdone*). Thove trails that cannot be automatically -lassified are
identified and manually classified. After classification, data records are processed using
a propagation/communication statistics program which creates a data base from the
individual data records [5]. Propagation statistics, such as arrival rate, duration and
duty cycle, can be obtained as a function of either Received Signal Level (RSL) or Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The communications analyses includes both fixed rate signaling and
adaptive signaling, for which the instantaneous signaling speed in chosen, for any given
modulation, •o match the 8MR in the channel. Information from the data base can than be

accessed to determine the propagation and communication parameters given in Table 1.

1. Number of Arrivals Exceeding an ROL Threshold
2. Number of Arrivals Exceeding an SNR Threshold
3. Distribution of Time Above an RSL Threshold
4. Distribution of Time Above an SNR Threshold
5. Noise Level History
6. Distributions of Durations Above an RRL Threshold
7. Distributions of Durations Above an SNR Threshold
S. Distribution of Waiting Times for Trails Exceeding an

ROL Threshold and Duration Threshold
9. Distribution of Waiting Times for Trails Exoeeding an

SNR Threshold and Duration Threshold
10. Capacity for Idealised Adaptive System for A: Nodes of Propagation
11. Capacity for Idealised Adaptive System for All Frequencies
12. Capacity for Realistic Fixed Rate System for All frequencies
13. Capacity for Realistic Fixed Rate System for All Nodes of Propagation
14. Writing Time Required to Transmit a Message for a Fixed Rate System

Table 1. Parameter Options for Propagation and Communication Statistics Analysis

4. SAMPLES OF PROPAGATION AND COMMUNICATION STATISTICS

It this section examples are given to illustrate some of the propagation and
communication statistics that can be derived from analyses of the returns from meteor
trails received at Thule AS. The results are confined to Nay 1985 with the exception of
an example given later to illustrate how the re3ults can vary significantly from season-
to-season. There were no significant ionospheric disturbancen askociated with any of the
data described in this report
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4.1 Pronauation ntatistica

4.1.1 Arrival Raets of Meteor Trail@

Figure 8 gives meteor-trail arrival rates an a function of time-of-day and

operating frequency, derived from returns having received signal levels .RBL's) exceeding
-110 dam. There was about a 3S0 diurnal variation in the arrival rates at all
frequencies. the arrival rates for 45 MNz ranged from a maximum of three per minute to a
minimum of one per minute, while at 63 MDI the rates varied over a range from about 0.8
per minute to 0.2 per minute. At 104 MRs the corresponding values were even lower,
ranging from about 0.25 per minute to 0.00 per minute. The arrival rates were highest in
the morning hours, between 0600-1200 local time (1000-1600 UT), and lowest in the evening
between about 1800-2000 local time.

4.1.2 Return Durations and Duty Cycle.

Average durations for returns with RALe' exceeding -110 dam are shown in Figures 9,
as a function of time-of-day and operating frequency. The durations are relatively
constant as a function of time-of-day; however, they decrea*e significantly as the
operating frequency is increased. At 45 MDz the average duration is nearly 0.4 seconds,
while at 65 Ma. and 104 MHz the average durations are about 0.3 seconds and 0.25 seconds,
respectively.

Duty-cycles are determined simply from the product of arrival rates and durations.
As shown in Figure 10. the duty cycles at 45 MHz ranged from a maximum of about 1.8% down
to a minimum of about 0.6%. At 65 MD. the duty cycles were significantly less, ranging
from about 0.5% to 0.1%. At 104 Mnz the corresponding range wee from about 0.12% to
0.03%. For all three frequencies the duty cycles have diurnal patterns that closely
follow those of the arrival rates. This is in accordance with the near constancy of the
durations of the returns, as described above.

4.2 Communication Statistics

4.2.1 Communication Capacity

Figure 11 presents communication capacity for a fixed data rate system, as a
function of signaling speed and operatinj frequency. The data are for May 1985 and were
calculatel for SPaR modulation and a 1 0- Sit-Error-Rate (BDR). In addition, a 100 bit
packet sisx, an overhead of 16 bits and a 50 ma acquisition time were assumed. Only
returns from underdense and overdense meteor trails were used in the computations (i.e.,
ionospheric scatter and returns from sporadic Z layers were not included). The results
given in Figure 11 indicate that as the signaling speed in increased, the projected
communications capacity increases markedly, until the signaling speed gets to be several
hundred thousand bits/s. This reflects the fact that over any extended period there
tends to be some trails which can support very high data rates, and even though the
number of such trails may be very small in terms of the total number of trails that
provLdn returns in that period, they could provide the means for increasing the
communications capacity for the period, if they can be exploited.

4.2.2 Message Delivery Time

This issue is further complicated, however, if one considers another communication's
issue, message delivery time. As shown in Figure 12, for a given fixed-length message,
there is a relatively well defined signaling rate which will minimise the delivery time.
For a 1600 bit message that rate is about 10 kbits/a at an operating frequency of 45 MHz.
At 65 MRz the optimum signalling speed is about 7 kbits/s, and at 104 NMH it is about 4
kbite/s.

4.2.3 T.adeoff Between Capacity and Delivery Time

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate that there may be a tradeoff to be considered depending
upon whether the priority is minimum delivery time or maximum capacity. Stated in
another way, if message delivery time is critical, it appears that one should use a
relatively slow data rate, but use as many trails as possible, whereas, if capacity is
the overriding factor, it would be better to increase the data rate substantially and
wait for a particularly strong trail that will permit a very large amount of data to be
transferred over the link.

4.2.4 Dependence of Capacity on Modulation Scheme

The capacity of a meteor scatter system also depinds greatly on the modulation
technique that is employed, as illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 gives
computed capacities as a function of time-of-day and operating frequency, assuming a
fixed data rate of 5 kbits/a and BPUK modulation and the same operating parameters used
in developing Figures 11 and 12. At 45 MRs the capacity ranges from just under 50 bits/s
to 165 bits/@ with an average of about 100 bits/s At 65 MRs the minimum capacity is 10
bits/a and the maximum is 60 bite/a, while at 104 MHz the range in capacity is from about
3 to 9 bits/s

Figure 14 shows the effects of changing the modulation from SPUK to noncoherent Fax.
For the noncoherent FaR modulation, the maximum capacity at all operating frequencies isreduced by approximately 40%, compared to SPUK modulation.
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4.2.5 Adaptive Signaling

Figure 15 illustrates that the potential capacity of a meteor burst communication
system could be increased enormously if adaptive techniques can be used which will
continuously match the signaling spend to the mNN. It Is known from earlier experiments
(4,71 that the maximum signaling rate which can be supported by a meteor trail in
primarily limited by the NOR and not by the ochereneo bandwidth of the channel. The
resnlts given in Figure 15 correspond to a highly idealized UPSB adaptive System;
specifically, no overhead bite or initialisatLon delays were included and it was assumed
that signaling speeds up to 250 kbits/a were possible, regardless of the 891. Under
these assumptions the computed average capacity at 45 Has varies from about 2400 bits/sec
to 700 bits/a, with the average being about 1400 bits/s. At 65 MRS the average is 475
bits/s with a maximum of nearly 1000 bits/c, while at 104 MRS the average capacity in 110
bite/s and t:he maximum is just over 200 bite/a. For comparison purposes, Figure 16 gives
the results for a similarly Ldealixed, fixed-rate system with %POX modulation and a 5
kbits/s signaling rate. For the idealized fixed-rate system the average capacity at 45
NMR is 146 bite/*, or only 100 of the capacity available with an Idealized adaptive
system. At 65 MRS the fixed-rate system capacity in 40 bite/a, or only 8% of the

adaptive capacity, while at 104 the average capacity is 8 bits/a, or about 7% of the
adaptive system capability.

4.2.6 Seaeonal Variations

The capacity of a meteor burst communication system alse v4riee dramatically with
time-of-year, or seanon, as illustrated in Figures 17 and 18, which were derived from
data acquired during the months of February 1985 and July 198S, respectively. Along with
the corresponding rerulte for Nay 1985, already given in Figure 13, they provide a
summary of the variat,one in system capacities from essentially winter conditions,
through spring, and into summer at Thule. The data for February represent essentially
the minimums observe* over almost a year of observations, while those for July represent
the maximum capacities observed during that period. Inspection of the Figures reveals
that the capacity in July is a factor of two to three greater than in February, depending
upon frequency. In addition, the times at which the relative maximum and minimum
capacities occur over the February to July period are closely related to variations
observed in the system (primarily cosmic) noise background. As shown ia Figure 19, the
peak of the system noise slides two hours per month, in accordance with sidereal time, as
would be expected if the system was cosmic noise limited. For example, in February the
peak occurs at approximately 1200 UT, while in Nay it is at 0600 UT and in July, at 0200
UT. Inspection of the fixed-rate system capacities given above for the same months
(Figures 17, 13, and 18, respectively), reveal that the times at which the ninimum
capacities occur are very nearly the same as the times at which the cosmic noise is a
maximum. This indicates that the variation in the cosmic-noise background is a more
dominant tactor than the variation in the arrival rate of the returns, in terms of the
resulting diurnal pattern in the capacity of a meteor scatter system.

S. SUMMARY

The USAF Meteor Scatter Test-Bed has been established to investigate the potential
performance of meteor scatter communications in the polar region, under a variety of
normal and disturbed ionospheric conditions. The link is designed to obtain the data
required to characterize a number af important propagation factors, includings The
diurnal and seasonal variations in the availability of usable meteor trails at high
latitudes, the effects of sporadic 2 and other (non meteor) scatter mechanisms, and the
absorption associated with solar energetic particle events (PCAI*). A primary goal of
the research is to investigate and quantify how these factors vary with frequency over
the 45-104 MRs band. In addition, emphasis is given to providing date that can be used
to jýrojoct the performance of candidate meteor scatter Systems, which may employ both
adaptive end fixed signaling rates as well as a number of differsnt modulations.

E xtensive software packages have been developed to reduce the large volume of data
being acquired on the link. These packages automatically classify the recorded wvavform
4n terms of its origin, i.e., whethe:! it is from a meteor trail (underdene* or
overdenee), from ionospheric scatter, or from a sporadic Z layer. This nlassificati.'n
allows the relative contribution of each of the scattering mechanisms to the overall
system performance to be evaluated.

The data reveal that the contributions of overdense trails to the overall system
capacities is nearly 50%, even though the number of overdensae trails observed in lose
than 10%. This suggests that thaoretical models describing rnteor scatter propagation
that only consider undardenes trails (due to their preponderance) should be corrected to
inclade the effects of overdonse trails The data being acquired over the Greenland link
also show that sporadic I events can increase the system'* throughput or capacity
enormously Indeed, the system's overall capacity for a month can be dominated by the
capacity provided by a single sporadic a event. In the data described in this report,
only the capacities provided by aeteor trails have been included; kowever, in terms of
estimating the true performance of a VSF "meteor burst" system, it may be important to
include the effects of sporadic A rhe multifrequency data being acquired over the
Greenland link indicate that those effects are most pronounced at the lower VIP
frequencies, and decrease significantly as the operating frequency increases,
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Idealized calculationa, using the experimenta~l data being obtained in Greenland,
indiLcate that the potential performance of candidate meteor burst systems can be
substantially improved if multi-frequency and adaptive sigualing tecthniquen are employed.
These will require much more ocuplem equipment than conventional systems, so that *coat-
effectiveness* may become an issue In the assessment of the desirability of employing
such techniques to help achieve specified communication requirements.

It Is difficult at this time to make direct comparisons of the performance of
candidate meteor burst systwms operating in the polar region with those operating at aid-
or low latitudes. This Is due to the fact that. the performance of a meteor burst system
can vary greatly with relatively small changes in much pararstera as power, frequency,
antennat gain, receiver thresholds, path length, etc. From the data being acquired over
the Grvenland link It appears that the overall performance of a given syntem at high
latitudes may be loee than what it would be at mid-latituuaa (in accordance with such
physical considerations am the orbits of the meteorites), but without truly comparable
measurementep such Statements Cannot be quantified experimentally. It is anticipated
that comprehensive physical models that are presently being developed in accordance with
appropriate experimental data, such as that described by Brown CS). will provide a means
by which such comparisons can be made.
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DISCUSSION

A. 4i. Inca, Tu
In a eateor-burst system called COMET (you called it a "classical
aystem"), developed at SHAPE Technical Centre in the 1960s. we
successfully demonstrated for the first time the value of
diversity. What have ýou found in the high latitudes? Can you
compare RAQ with FCC?

Author's Reply
We are well aware of your excellent results with space diversity
reception in the COMET system. We have not, so far, investigated
diversity reception technIujes at high latitutdoe. However, a
frequency diversity experiment Is contemplated.

As to the specific coding schemes to be used in a future high speed
MR communication system, for which the propagation transit time could
be coaparable to packet length, it seem necessary to use several

coding schemes, such as ARQ and tIC simultaneously.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION of MMULTlL SCArI I OF MUJMIRM WAVM
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Abstract Federal Repub icof Germany

Within the scope of rain measurements with a bistatic dual-polarisation radar, the influence of multiple scattering
effects is discussd.

The determination of multiple scattering Intensities (up to the sixth wrder) for frequmences of 33 and 9 GHz in
dependence on rainfall ate, single scattering albedo, volume scattering coefficient, number of ground reflection,
antenna beam width%, and dimension of the rain volume was done by the aid of an efficient Monte-Carlo algaor.tt-.

The results show that multiple scattering cannot be neglected interpreting the scattered electromagnetic field on
the basis of the normal radar equation. The portion to total scattering can become more than 53 for shorter
microwaves. ad stronger rain rates (say 30 mm/hý

I. Introduction

As the operating frequencies of communication systems and remote sensing techniques movt higher in the millimeter
wave region, the scattering cross section of rain drops becomes comparable to the absorption cross section and
herewith multiple scattering of rain clouds becomes more and more probable. E shows the single scattering
albedo w0 (ritio of volume scattering coefficient 2sc and the volume extinction coefficient Bsext) of rain clouds
with rainfall rates of 10 mm/h and 50 mm/h as function of wavelength. It is confirmed that for wavelengths smaller
than 5 mm the wo-values go to 0.5, e,. the amount of scattering equals the amount of absoeption.

In this paper caiculitions of multiple scattering effects at 33 and V" GH: for a bistatic radar geometry will be pre-
sented. The experimental set-up considered is used for radar rain measurements with a dual polarization technique

in which reflectivity is measured with two orthogonal polarizations. All interpretations of radar measuring
techniques are - mostly exclusively - based on the well-known radar equation for single scatterina, and so errors
arising from multiple scattering are unavoidable.

To handle the three-dimensional multiple scattering problem the integro-differe.ntial equation of radiative transfer
has to be solved. Several methods are known. In this paper an approach with an efficient Monte Carlo algorithm was
undertalken (Vos, 1935) The scattering characteristic.: involved are calculated by the Mle-theory using a

Marshall-Palmer drop size distribution (Marshall, Palmer, 19t8L

Special studies of multiple scattering of rain on noicrowave propagatiun have been conducted, see e.g. lshimaru et aL
(1972-1982), Tsolakls et al. (1982), Oguchi (1980, 1981). It is suggested that multiple scattering for frequencies v 30
GHz and during heavy rain may become significant.

W., 0.7I , .- ... . . ..

o.6 E"l. . Single scattering albedo to as function of
0.5 up~ r4 wavelength for rainfall ralis of 10 mm/h
05 -MO, IrQ and 50 mm/h. Drop size distribution after
0.31 M• •0Marshall-Palmer. too = 4sc/lexl Bex .0sc0.2. %b"e
02

0.1 01 1 10

2. The Bistatic Radar Set-Up

The Meteorological Institut. of Hamburg University made some rainfall rate measurements with a bistatic CW-radar

at 33 GH& using the dual polerization technique (Dibbern, 1984, Dibbern at aL, 1985). The geometry of the bistatic
radar is g•ven in F and the relevant geometrical and technical parameters of the experimental set-up are
listed in Tab. 1. Transmitter and receiver of the bistatic CW-radar are equipped with antennas of half power beam

Present Affiliations GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacht, FRG
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TRANDeFTHR Tab. hs Geometrical and technical data of the
V bistatic radar experimental set-up.

jeI~~Nl~ ImmdfI R.CENE Frequency 33.13 GI~s

Wavelength 9.05 mm
Averacle power 0.25 W
Hilf beam width-transmi~ttr- 1

Hlalf beam-receiver 2,
Antennla gain-transmitter 44 dB
Antenna gain-rectiver 38 dBS

NAntenna height (ral.)-trannsltter 53 m
J Antenna height (rel.)-recelvar 0 m1

1I~.. .~#,1Distance transmitter-rae~iver 740 m
H14leight of single scattering volume 100 m

~iF-..Single scattering volume 136 M3

''A

Fig. 2a. b: Geometry of the bistatic radar
* . measuring set-Lip, (a above): Overlookc,
I. (b below): Details with 3-dimensional

rain volume cylinder.-

--- -- -- -- ------ - -

0. IC -
I I I

lot s R~IAIN liP-10 . __________
1 2 0 20 005 Sao zo

sck CODC5abs MIS-laintall rate (mm/h)
RAIN liP-I F!iL4: Single scattering albedo as function of

'-.10-arainfall rateg frequenclt; are 33.13
Li GHz and 94 Gilz.

101os RAIN IIP-O.l I .'..
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00 30.0 60.0 90.0 120.0

FREQUENCY EGHZJ '

FEg. 31 Volume scaitering - (aC~ absorption -"~9- -
(B ), and1 extinction -~c(B ) coeffl. ~ ~ 92 L ,

cithl (km .) as funticton ofxisequency
for rainfall rates of 0.1, 1, 10 mmn/h Liquid water content Ig/M31
(Mcrshal.-Palmer dfrop size d13tri. F~g. 3l Mean free Path length (1/a as
butlon) and a cumulus congestus cloud funiction of liquid water Wstent
(model C5 after Delrmendljan). (LWC), rainfall rates from 2 mm/h to

30 mm/h are marked at the curve.
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widths of 10 and 2* for transmitting and receiving antennes, respectively. The transmitter is 33 m above the

receiver and the distance between them is 740 m. The elevation angle of tk. transmitting antenna is assumed to be

3', that of the receiving antenna 7Va The scattering plane is the plane through transmitter arid receiver, the
scattering angle for single scattering amouts to 1030 (which gives an optimal sensitivity of the used experimental

set-up (Dibbern, 1984)). The centre of the single scattering volume is in 100 m and the volume amounts to 136 mi.
In order to avoid direct radiation or disturbances of side lobes of the transmitting antenna, the radar receiving
system will be shielded by u building.

The effective transmitted power was simulated by 600000 photons, radiated equally distributed over the antenna

half beam width. The receiving antenna is characterized by an effective aperture of 0.049 mi, corresponding to the

antcnna gain.

Additional model calculations take Into consideration a frequency of 94 GHz and half beam widths of the 33 GHz
antennas of 0.7 and lI for the transmitting and receiving side, respectively. The radiation was - as a first attempt

- assumed to be unpolarized. A cylindrical rain volume (height 4 kin, radius variable 0.9-41 kin) is assumed to be

over the radar set-up (Fig. 2b).

3. The Relevant Optical Parameters

The optical parameters which control the radiative transfer including multiple scattering processes and which are
input parameters for the model calculations may be shortly discussed.

The single scattering albedo w o as function of wavelength is given in FIl I (for rainfall rates of 10 and 50 mm/h
and a Marshall-Palmer drop size distribution). It is determined by the volume Mle coefficients for scattering Bsc
absorption 0 abs' and extinction 1ext and may be interpreted as scattering probability of the photons. The

probability of an absorption event is then given by (I - w0o). Fi& presents the dependence of Bsc, Iabs, Bext on

frequency for some rainfall rates and a "cumulus-congestus"cloud model (C3 after Deirmendijan, 1975). The
increasing influence of scattering against absorption at shorter wavelengths can be seen (as in Fig. I). The increase
of single scattering albedo as function of rainfall rate (for 33 and 94 GHz) is shown in Fit. 4.

The mean free path length (I/lext) as function of liquid water content (corre.s)onding to rainfall) is represented In

Fig._3. This quantity is proportional to the distance between two interactions inside the rain volume.

The transmittance exp- C , where 4' is the optical thickness ( =exi s), is determined by the volume extinction

coefficient 1ext and a distance s. The term (I - exp- 4 ) is the interaction probability within the distance s.
The discussed optical parameters (Bextl I/Bext P1.) are summarized in Tab. 2.

Fi. 6a shows the normalized scattering functions P(E))/4#r for frequencies of 33 and 94 GHz and rainfall rates of

10 and 30 mm/h. Normalization means that

(1) (1/4V ()P() d* = I

where d 2 is the solid angle element. The pronounced Mie-etfect (foreward scattering) at 94 GHz becomes obvious.

An example of a cumulative phase function PP(8) for a rainfall rate of 30 mm/h is given in Fig, 6 PP(0) is
determined by

(2) PP(O) = 1/2J"P(6) sin ede.

a
it can be seen that 3cattering in foreward direction (scattering angle 0-905) occurs for 94 Ghz in 70% of cases and
for 33 CHz in 50% of cases (VWayleigh scattering). P(O) and PP(O) are the basis for the determination of the
scattering angles on the paths of the photons.
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o I__ I">z......
** I1* *11 10" N* 1~ 1Ml 1... IH *N P *I•.

Scattering angle (dog.) Scattering angle (deg.)

FIX 6at Normalized phase function P(e)/lr Fib, 6b: Cumulative Phase function for a rain.for different rainfall rates as function fall rate of 30 mm/h as function ofof the scattering angle e8 frequencies the scattering angle 0; frequencies
are 33.15 GHz and 94 GHzp rainfall 33.13 GHz and 94 GHz.
rates are 10 and S0 mm/h for 33.1.
GHz and 10 and 30 mm/h for 94 GHz.

v t 9ox•; Wo LWC 1I SxGNz tC km- w* 9 m-' km

CLOUDC.5 94.00 0 .3568 .41 E-03 .30 2.8027
CLOUO C.5 33.15 0 .6105 E-01 .72.E-04 .30 16.3800
CLOUDC.5 33.15 10 .4837 E-01 .92 E-04 .30 20.6741
RAIN MP. 1 94.00 0 .3048 .3850 .09 3.2808
RAIN MP- 1 33.15 10 .5098 E-01 .1960 .09 19.6155 Tab. 2:EXtinction parameters (A l/1 ,RAINMP. 10 94.00 10 1.891 .4773 .62 .5316 w ) and liquid water conilt (L*TofRAINMP- 10 33.15 10 .5935 .3485 .62 1.6849 clauds with different rainfall rates forRAINMP- 20 33.15 10 1.176 .3902 1.10 .8501 frequencies of 33.15 GHz and 94 GHz.RAIN MP. 30 94.00 10 4.068 .5001 1.54 .2458 For comparison, values of a CS cloudRAINMP- 30 33.15 10 1.729 .4127 1.54 .5784 (cumulo congestus) are given; tempe-

RAINP-3 3315 0 1729 412 1.4 .784 rdture most~y I0oC,
RAINMP- 40 33.15 10 2.256 .4278 1.96 .4432

RAINMP- 50 94.00 10 5.740 .5U96 2.36 .1742
RAINMP. S0 33.15 10 2.762 .4389 2.36 .3621
RAINMP. 60 33.15 10 3.249 .4477 2.75 .3078
RAINMP.100 33.15 10 5.055 .4704 4.18 .1978
RAIN MP- 100 94.00 10 9.042 .5215 4.1 .1106

RAINMP- 150 33.15 10 7.077 :.4867 5.81 .1413
RAINMP-200 33.15 10 9.055 .4998 7,52 .1104

The ground reflections are characterized by Fresnel reflection coefficients of 0.5 (33 GHz) and 0.35 (94 GHz),calculated for a water film (refractive index after Ray (1972): m n= 43-2.72 ir temperature 10-C) covering the
ground during moderate and heavy rain.

4. Monte Carlo Technique

The transfer of radiant energy through a given scattering and absorbing medium is considered as a photon transport
problemp with the Monte Carlo model simulating the physics of the interactions of the photons with the medium.
Since the photon transport is a stochastic process, so also is the Monte Carlo simulation (Marchuk et aL. 1990,

Cashwell et al., 1959)
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.i. The Mont* Carlo Simulation

In Monte Carlo computations simulating radiative transfer one photon at a time is followed on its three-dimensional

path through the scattering and absorbing rain medium. The various events which may happen to the photon on Its

way are defined by suitable probability distributions determined by the Intrinsic radiative properties of the rain

volume %o, Inext, PP(G), P(e)/tW (s. Chapt. 3). A set of random numbers equal distributed between 10' and III is then

used to make a particular choice for the result of each event. The averaged outcome of a large number of such

photor-histories then provides an unbiased solution to the transfer problem under inclusion of multiple scattering.

When large optical depths are present, and computer time becomes prohibitiv, photons followed on their way are

assigned a statistical weight W, which Initially has the value 'Is defining a fraction of the actual tranemitting

energy. The statistical weight may be reduced proportional to the probabilities of all the physical events occurring

during simulation (Davies, 1976, Paltridge, Platt, 1976).

In our case of propagation through an isolated rain medium (cylinder) the only processes to be simulated without a

weight reduction (direct simulation) are a, the emission at the antenna (emission angle), b) the distance travelled by

the photon between two Interactions and c) the change in direction caused by a scattering event.

a) The emission angle 95 inside the half beam width r s of the antenna can be simulated by a random

number RN uniform distributed between '0' and 'I' according to

(3) coses = cos(RN ks),

b) The simulation of the distance travelled by the photon is direct since the cumulative probability PR(s)

that a photon travelling in a given direction will have had e collision within a distance s, is given by

(Davies (1976), Paltridge, Platt (1976))

(4) PR(s) a I - exp (-Lx s) 1 - exp - mr.

A random number with uniform dintribution between '0' and '11, RN, is chosen for PR(s) and the distance

Sto the next collision is calculated from

(5) s = - (11ext ) In (0 - RN),

c) The change in direcilen, caused by scasttering is governed by the single scattering phase function (s. Fig.

6a), P(O)/4 r , which defines the angular distribution of the radiation following a scattering event. The

scattering angle, 4, is measured from the direction of propagation before the scattering to the direction

after scattering. The normalized phase function (s. Equ, 1) Is independent of the second angle needed to

define the direction of propagation after scattering. This second angle, 4, is a rotation about the

direction of propagation before interaction (scattering). f is selected randomly between 0 and 21r.

To determine the scattering angle 0 we need the probability of a photon being scattered between 0 and 0', the

cumulative phase function PP(e) (s.Eqt. (2), Fig. 6b). From this the scattering angle 0' is determined by choosing a

random number RN between '0' and 'I' for PP(W) and solving Equ. (2) for the upper integration limit (Davies, 1976).

4.2. Variance Reduction Methods In Monte Carlo Simulation

To make the Monte Carlo simulation more efficient some variance reduction methods are introduced where the

photons are forced to perform interactions Inside the rain volume until they deliver a non-neglegible weight to the

received signal up to a fixed number of scattering processes.

1. In an efficient Monte Carlo method a photon or its weight W is never terminated through absorption, At

each collision the statistical weight Wn-! before collision Is multipled by the single scattering albedo.
This corrects for the absorption probability for the Interaction. The photon then undergoes scattering
and continues on Its path.

-~ I



2. The photons are not allowed to leave the rain volume through the top or the sides of the rain cylinder

(Collins et aL, 1972). If the photons extended path intersects the upper bound or the sides of the rain

cyliner, a collision Is forced to occur so that the photon never leaves the rain medium. The distance to

the forced collision ,LRi Inside the rain medium on tht way from the last event to the border of the rain

volume Is chosen by a random number RN from a truncated density function

(6) LR - I/Bext) In (I - RN ( - exp - It ))

where 1-, is the optical depth along the path to the bound of the rain volume. Each time such a collision

is forced to occur before the photon escapes the rain voluire, the statistical weight W n 1 associated

with a simulated photon Is reduced by

(7) W n - W n- (I - exp - raxB)

This removes the bias introduced by forcing the colllon. The term (I - exp - e"B) corresponds to the

probability of a photon interaction along the way from the last (scattering) event to the bound of the

rain volume.

3. If a direction to the groun~d and a distance greater than the distance along the path to the ground

surface is selected, a reflection is forced at the point where the photon path intersects the ground

surface. The weight parameter of the photon is then multipled by the ground reflection coefficient R.

The correspondent absorption probability is given by (I - R).

4. If a scattering event occurs inside the receiving cone the photon is forced to scatter direct into the

receiver (receiving aperture area) and the probability PR a Wn of scatter directly into the receiver is

calculated according to

(8) PR = Wn = Wn-! ((P(4) d51/41r) exp -r rR)

It Igives the final weight of each photon reaching the receiver (Paitridge, Platt, 1976) "P(4) d 3 /4 1r" is the

probiability of scattering directly into the receiver where d A is the very small sclid angle subtended by the receiver

aperture area at the point of scatter inside the receiving cone. The term "exp-, Ro is the probability of direct

transmission into the receiver, t" R is the optical depth from the last point of scatter to the receiver and P(9) is

the value of the phase function at the angle 6 defining the direction of the receiver (centre) from the direction of

travel before the last scattering event.

All the photons with their associated statistical weights arriving at the receiver during the simulation will be

summed up, subdivided according to the order of scattering processes. A measure of multiple scattering is then

given by the ratio of the sum of all photon weights after multiple scattering processes to the sum of single

scattering photon weights.

5. Results

5.1 Different Order Scattering Effects

To show the contribution of different order multiple scattering k up to k = 6 to the total multiple scattering

intensity in dependence of rainfall, frequency, and half beam width of the receiver antenna the dimrensionless

relation of different order relelved Intensities to the total multiple intensity is presented in Tab. 3 (in percent).

The calculations were ne with 600000 photons and a radius of the rain volume cylinder of 2 km. The dominating

part of multiple scattering r-sults from second-oruer scattering with more than 80% and third order scattering with

6-13% for rainfall rates between 10 and 100 mm/h. Higher order scattering contribution for 33 GHz are mostly

below 3% and for 94 GHz somewhat larger, and may be neglected for the given scenario,

It will be seen from Tab. 3 that the importance of second order scatterinp Inteiisity in relation to higher order

scattering Intensity decreases with Increasing rainfall rate and decreasing antenna beam width.
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5.2 Multiple Ecattering as Function of Rainfall Rate and Frequency

The main results of the Monte Carlo Simulation are summarized in EIA. 7 showing the ratio of multiple scattering
intensity to single scattering Intensity (in percent) as function of rainfall rate. Marked at the curves are the diffe-
rent values of sIngle scattering albedo for some rainfall rates and two frequencies (33 GHz and 94 GHz). The upper
dashed curve gives the fictive case of scattering (33 GHz) by a rain of pure dielectric spheres without absorption
(approximated by dry Ice spheres or hail, wo . I for all "ralnfail rates"). The amount of multiple scattering
increases from 2.4% at 10 mm/h to 20.4 at 100 mm/h. This curve presents an upper lrrit of multiple scattering
effects. The more realistic case for risin and frequency of 33 GHz is given by the thick solid line. For 10 mm/h (%o

0.33), multiple scattering amounts to 1%, increasing to 9J. for a rainfall rate of 100 mm/h ( *o = ,
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Calculations for afre usncy of~ GH& and rainfall rates of 10 mw/h 0% 0.43)and 30 mm/h boo .00),.as
given in the - ctirve of Fil. Y, show.a distinct Increase of multiple scattering up to 3.2% or 9.3X at rainfall

rates of 10 mm/h and 30 mN/h req~,ýctlvely.

The Influence of single scattering albedo (Inveirse proportional to the mean free path length of photons i/itelt a.

Tab. 2)5I obvious.

33 The Influence of Antenna Beam Widths

The halvaning of the anitenna beaw widths as consL..ered for 33 G~lz, see lower dot-dashed curve in Fig. 7, leads to
a significant decrease, of -multiple scattering Intensity. For half beam widths -A Oil and 11 Cuaranitter and
receiver) the amount of multiple scattering decreases for a rainfall rate of 10 mm/h to 0.3X (previously 1%) and for
30 rn/h to 1.71 (previousiy 5.21). That meains, with the possibility to have narrow antenna beams at higher
microwave frequencies the Influence of multiple scattering may be set down significantly.

6. conclusion

Multiple scattering of millimeter waves, especially due to second and third order scattering amounts for moderate

and heavy rain to some percent and has to be noticed interpreting radar rain refiectivItles. Using strongly Nunteellng
antennas (half beam widths -c 0.51) the effect may be largely avoided. However, the cage of high w..s0 values (Ict*
rain, hail) coupled with propagation of high frequencies (say 60 GHz) and heavy rainfall rates remain particularly

critical In this connection. Not mentioned here are the other propaation effects as phase shifts or

crosspolarIzation effects produced by a rain cloud.
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DISCUSSION

A. Ishimato
Please respond to comments mede by Prof. Varadan on whether multiple
scattering needs to be considered for rain because its volume density
is low.

Author's Reply
Even It the volume density is small, multiple scattering cannot be
neglected. The pair correlation can be neglected, but the multiple
scattering due to independent scatterers is significant.

A. N. Inca, TJ
Is there a physical explanation for the fact that at very small
wavelengths and heavy rain 0., and Pabs are almost equml?

Reply by A. Ishimaru
The absorption and scattering are 50% each in the high frequency
limit because the total cross section approaches twice the geometric
cross section and the absorption cross section approaches the
geometric cross section in a high frequency limit.
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For over five decades. the ionosphere has been known to go turbulent quite frequently, When this holpens, the electro
density in the IonosPhr Li ; I and to fluctuate with position and timne. The effect created by thee density fluctuation ia to

catte radio waves Such scamtein can be mantifested in diffwent ways when probed by a radio wave When the turbulent
Wonospte is mmanded by a radar, the returned echo iasawared to create what is commonly called the 'sliead-F echo. On the

othe haA whn aradio uiglpase through such aturbulent Ionosphere the signal is fond to ftuic'~ute or to scitiliate Thi
session deals with the Interaction of radio waves with the turbulent Ionized medium and the use of this Interaction for
geophysical and aatrnmuzai interpretations.

The first paper, by A~ewish, describes an 7 erimental program that uses the scintillation techniquL to determine the
shape and location of klparg-cale perturbatin ofterplanetary plasma. The observation shows that the source of Soar
trassIents is the open magneti field regions known as coronal holes, in contradiction to the long-held theorie in solar-
terrestrial physics. Thet author further suggest that his observatonal program can be used to forecast the arrival of
interplanetary shocks and henc the onset Of geomagnetic storms.

In the second paper of this session, Aarons and Rodger use the scintillation and spread-F measuremients to measure the
presence of ionospheric irregularities. They suggest that during magnietic activities the irregularities observed at the subauroral
latitudes may be either convected front higher latitudes or created by the penetration of the electric field. They further suggest
"tha the ring curret may supply the energy neded to create irreplaritift during the recovery phase.

The effect of ionospheric irregularities on a radar signal is examnined by G.&Sales the author of the third paper. He
calculates the power scattered fronm irregularities clonged along the magnefic fied when the incident ray is perpendicular to the
magnetic field. Thie scatweed power is otr.4rved by an over-the-horizon radar as ionospheric clutter.

In the last paper of this session, Dasu et aL report their scintillation observations from the orbiting Hilat satellite. The most
consistent and conspicuous feature of the scintillation phenomenon observed at an auroral oval station is the geometric
enhaincemtent when the propagation path is aligned with the local magnetic L-shell. Joint study of scintillation observations with
the total electron content and other in-situ measurements provides insights of ionospheric coupling from the magnetosphere
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of largescale peetorhtim of pleane density In ietorplmtary space. Opet saesaroessts by spacecraft at a
few locations In dee "ep have. of conese. bae on"md. but so fer thep# have boom Coanfined to the ecliptic
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hes ow. which wederlinse the adveantae of romote-sesaing by scintilletieme

The ability to locate the origin as the solar disk of major Interplanetary distar"esee has give.
imforeatiom of fundamental Importance to solar-torress~ial physics. Is addition, the coabisation of
refmete-soelft with epaoecraft observations of the em disturbances, has revealed as Interesting seo feature
of istworlasetary shocks. The emergteti particles accelerated by shocks are obeerved to he stroegly
cmeaatroted me the eastern sides of the shock froats In the ecliptic as viewed frem the Earth. This result
am he reedlly wederstoed In torm of a local acceleratian mechansim io m~at the sangle betwsen the
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repreoSet Phe tlug-term averaged Wacintillation tot that eseto as a function fat its Solr oemeatles.
Curetse. ati~ La4 Iitially vivo 94 a decreaes.. oetret"Modlog to the lampooned plansm daensty meeme t"A sm.
bet 1611 steeply tot e0* owing to blturring at seciti latlesh lby &M"Wae diameter, Pettrhetim
of deseity about the neo" eam thee empaeted 60oavdWt to I - 01O"ls deeeeat #1 fa soe to &.m
weareeme hn e obtained an a routine bu*ernacsh day. If aemoprleg valuese et with staiitsmmw mear-karth
OPeeserat meewmmto at I""a plasm deseity 4 it VMS laed that # - in aem-5/16. IRe Malt netabliehee
that 14e1atillethem urwldma 0 teOOmAbll **Mats MaWeur of tbe swinbrGS PlasM deseity Sand the l1ne6at
eight to).

To wep distarebgae It to Necessaruy to s"loot a Suitable grid ot sere" am nd to plet their a-salon. over
the shy, This givee a mp .f the twa-dimeamiel preo~etlee at diet -ft sm - uhich imndiatelyprovide* aesh
interestie on e their lunettes -an dietnen I'M the Sm. MOM detailed Inermastes a m be Obtained by a
sedel-fittieg prose.. In which the secttilietise Is oampeted fer assumed aedele of the dietouscheme. Is
prectice the transenet* ham. simple shwpe and Sceue selfu cotiewl infrequenatly the' intorpretationsat6 the
naps aer net usually confused by ae"poered dlaturhepce., Eamplss of eadel fittlog hove hess descrihed
14.5.1.

To Illustrate the methed a masere ot g-mps Showing the development af a major transient to presented In
Figuev.1. Thoo. maps more constructed free observatiosa of 2~.34 source. and average s-veles. were computed
for ' X S* pIshSIG w6 hich Coatalnsi Several &~oere. Other terme Of data Presentation where g-VOlSSOearn~
ceisei-cadM naoe proved to be soewaset *ssier to Weerprot than the gre wacle to Figure 1.

A Meossiest featert et the date-redecties Is that It aetsoetk~ally co.nsa"tee for the systematic
Increase at plasm density with decrease .t distance trem the sen. At 91.5 111 disturbances are met detected
within 0.5 All. This my he dee to blurring of scintillation caveed by the tinite namelar diUWtere of the
seerces. er by the radial developmentat o the diaturbsnceo the-selves. Oftervotieeas at a higher trequeecy, cre
r~areird to decide between theme. pose~blitlos.

A day to day safte o atoitrpienetary disturhances ma tarined seat daring August 1070 - September 16M from
g-amp ebtaimed usning a grid at Oft aware** (T), 9$ disturbances occurred daring this period of high solar
activity and an Significant ImterPlaaetarT *ahck Or IgeMNAPsticolip aCtive treasloet eacaped datmotioa. seat
of the disturbances were ceretainog Sectors ot increased density associated with cempvesioSen seme genersted
by mederately leang-lived high-aseed Strauss. The meet frequent trsalents * however, were roughly spherical
shells ef enhenced density folloend by outflows at higk speed end reducedi density. and otften cheraicterised by
hokow at their onter I - n1-riea. fte sagular spread me found to be roughly s* andt the disterhances were

detectable whbee 'hew were centred within -T0* of the Sum-Earth line. A typicel g-wep of a trnaieleft of this
kind to shetorien isP2e.
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Figure 1. Sky usp for August 24. 19Te showing centoers of enhenced scintillation (g * .36. 1.61
dsaotimg the cOMIKeaalea mom at the front of a strong transient which caused a eajor
gooM~atIc stare on August 14. the cerminal helt soerm Is shoewe the woch-aslnrged sketch
of the solar dish.



It barn long baee tbou~t that 8seggteti %rMoleate Sot sassciatod with corotiotIng @tram ane gagmed by
slawr flares at tilm t otiems. IL ostran t to this vim.. brok-projeotioa to the $un aIsen the directions
obtained him aolsillatie. owing. whiob oculd be dane to an aguaracy at abest o i'. shamed that, is fact.
Uts courses 64i0oid4d with osteali boles (Ml. This 2s4 finding In ot surprising, bharing tn mind that stable
cerusal holes an aiready knomw to be the sources of lose-lived high-speed •tromme. ?tha it Is natural that
umstoble coreemal bloew, typically observed darip% the rise to solar maximem. should be the sources of
rnea-livsd sta*Ms. which o eet uddnmly, ad .us oesilit for only a few days. rnae solas fstre@
"confidently" sacoued by other mothers to be the sources of a number of the transioatw that ware smpped aie
cleasly disosaagtod oveate fat frot the actual cite of the eruption on the Oun (0). It Is not impossible.
however, that oeUptiles f osr co isei boles "old trigser tie.. and filament activity as peripheral phoaeaec,

In the peat, the abeance of a visible f•a•e prior to the arrival of a major @hock and gecsswetic store
boo often boeo seoribed to the ocourronce of a flare behind the limb of the aun. There is no loner any need
for efcb assumptions as s-same have sot yet failed to point to a sultably positioned coroesi bole. The
statistical significance of the aorosal bole acociatiosa has. or orowes, been demonstrated (8).

vUitCAUTING GUUBMMMTIC ACTIVITY AND MIctN RWMtS

The utility of remote-sonning by sciatillation-smppig for predicting gSecogretli storss can only be
confirmed npasatlealily. to tat this bMe not been attempted. A useful asseesment Is, however, possible ftrom
tha obeetvstloac during 1918-M9. An previously explained. no Important event occurred in the @been*e of an
aonoclateo transent on the g-asps. A check of what should be achieved with daily i-mnp. available in real
time boa been made (10) by selecting all geoasgnatic storms of disturbance index Apl40 and all alpha particle
events fs•sn the flux In the eaery need 5-T Nov ezxceeded lO ' srall

t
rV'e. •h ere usre *0 each oecoselon,

7 of which satisfied both criteria. The delay in hours betweas first detoctingf a tranzient on the S-saPW, and
its sbse"ant arrival at the lach (as given by spacecraft or the goasagnetic sudden co- -sncrsont) is

N
8

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 9D 100 150
DELAY (hours)

Figure 3. Histogram of delays between the first detection of transients which caused asgnotic storms or
snergetic particle events, and their arrival at the Earth.

shown in Figure 3. From a cite at latitude 52'N it Is not always possible to map transient& adequately when
they are centred beneath the ecliptic. Improved forecasts could also be made by Incorporating sites at more
than one longitude.
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DISCUSSION

J. S. Delrose, CA
Since you are reporting on data observed during the past solar cycle
maximum, and since you say that most of your work has been published,
your startling conclusions (for me) perhaps reveal that it is a
number of years since I have been working in the area of STP
relations. However, I must say that my past experience has lead me
to believe that solar proton events are associated with large solar
flares. Certainly most geomagnetic storms are not so directly
related to solar flares and your observations certainly provide a
different insight into these phenomena. Solar proton events are
prompt events (20 minutes to several hours travel times), and so
their positive identification with the causative solar proton flare
is easy. Could you comment?

Author's Reply
Positive identification with solar flares is never easy when the sun-
earth transit time is obtained by guesswork! The so-called "prompt"
proton events often raise difficulties. Particle flux profiles
similar to "promp'" events often involve 10g delays and are not
prompt. The concept of particle "storage" was invented to solve this
problem but is now not believed, Again, prompt events have been
identified with flares near the east limb of the sun when propagation
along "well-connected" magnetic field lines is impossible.
New evidence from space measurements shows that the particle flux
increases with distance from the sun and usually peaks near the
shock. This is explained simply if the particles are accelerated
locally (and continuously) at the shock front.

Our IPS observations show that the proton flux is strongly
concentrated toward the western sides of the spherically expanding
shocks which supports the shock-acceleration theory. Of course,
solar flares may somteimes be triggered by coronal hole eruptions as
peripheral sideshows.

K. C. Yeh, US
In one slide you showed the time delays between the observation of
compression and the occurrence of geomagnetic storms. The histogram
shows the time delay extending from tens of minutes to several
days. You mentioned that by making observations at several stations
on the earth, it is possible to have a reliable technique for
forecasting storms. Would you comment on that?

Author's Reply
The earliest warnings are made when disturbances are detected as near
to the sun as possible. When radio sources are observed at meridian
transit, this implies having data taker within ± 6 hours from local
noon. Several sites are needed to achieve this. Even with a fully
scanned antenna there is a dead time during the night.
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0.S. Sales, US
1. Have you been able to continue chese measurements into the period
of solar minimum activity when the character of these events are
known to change?
2. With what resolution are you able to trace these propagating
events back to the surface of the sun?

Author's Reply
1. No, the observations ceased in 1981. During 1978-81 we mapped a
number of recurrent enhancements due to long-lived corotating streams
and I am sure that these would constitute the dominant distrubances
during the decline from solar maximum.
2. Model fitting gives an accuracy of about ± 200 in most cases.
Backtracking involves a further uncertainty since we do not detect
transients inside 0.5 AU and must assume a speed of departure from
the sun. Overall, the accuracy is about ± 250 in solar latitude and
longitude.

J. Aarons, US
Proton spectra have been determined and verified by radio
observations (microwave and meter wavelength) of solar outbursts.

Author's Reply
The type II radio outbursts associated with solar flares have
traditionally been identified with coronal shocks, but recent work
has shown that meter wave and microwave type Hs are not associated
with kilometric (interplanetary) type IIs which correlate with proton
events.

I
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MAGNRIlO STORM 8IFIOTS ON F LAYER IRRBGULARITIBS NEAR TAB AURORAL OVAL

Jules Aaron* Alan S. Rodger
Department of Astronomy British Antarctic Survey
Boston University Cambridge, U.K. CB3 DSr
Boston, MA USA 02215

SUUAlY

The effect of F lt jr irregularities on trans-ionospheric transmissions and fading
at UP at equatorial, auroral, and polar latitudes has been documented. Little has been
done on morpholog and physics of irregularities noted at sub-auroral latitudes, in the
vicinity of the plasm•a•ue. The intensities of the irregularities are consideribly
lpis than those observed at equatorial and high latitude regions. The scatterers in
this region are at times correlated with magnetic activity and at rther times present
during periods of low magnetic activity, including the recovery pha'e of magnetic
storms.

A study was made of P layer irregularities for the month of October 1981 using a
series of scintillation and spread F measurements between 00 and 710 W. This included F
layer intersections at sub-auroral as well as auroral latitudes. In the data set a
comparison was made of scintillation on one propagation path, in the Northern
Hemisphere, and spread F data at a Southern Hemisphere conjugate position, the Argentine
Islands. The 350 km points were roughly conjugate within 60 of longitude and 40 of
latitude. Correlation was obtained on those nights when scattering was noted over
several hours. There were some nights when one path wan active and the conjugate path
quiet. Usually these occurred when irregularities were observed over periods less than
two hours and with the active path showing low intensity activity.

We have separated the major irregularity activity periods into the following:
a. Irregularities either created during magnetically disturbed periods at sub-

* auroral latitudes in the vicinity of plasmapause latitudes or convected to these
latitudes (auroral latitudes are also disturbed at these times); and

b. Lower latitude (sub-auroral) irregularities not associated with magnetic
Sactivity as denoted by local magnetograms or by Kp indices. These are not iccompanied

by intense F layer irregularities at auroral latitudes. At times duriki these periods
of low magnetic activity there in moderate irregularity intensity at auroral latitudes.
Thie sub-auroral irregularities have been noted during SAt arcs as well as during other
periods of magnetic quiet.

The separation of irregularity occurrence at sub-auroral latitudes into cases
associated with magnetic activity and cases when magnetic activity was quiet does not
allow for simple modeling or statistical ordering. Ordering by Dat rather than Ap
yields the best statistical results.

During magnetic activity, the irregularities may be convected from higher latitudes
or created by penetration of the electric field to lower latitudes. During the recovery
phase it is proposed that ring current energies supply the ultimate source of the
irregularity production at F layer heights.

INIXODUCTION

The effect of F layet irregularities on trans-ionospheric transmissions and fading
at HF at equatorial, auroral, and polar latitudes has been documented. Little has been
done on morphology and physics of irregularities noted at sub-auroral latitudes near the
plasmapause. The intensities of the irregularities are considerably less than those
observed at equatorial and high latitude regions. The scatterers in this region are at
times correlated with magnetic activity and at other times present during periods of low
magnetic activity, including the recovery phase of magnetic storms (Basu, 1974; asrons,
1988).

From the scientific viewpoint the total development of magnetic variations is of
importance in attempting to determine the origin of F layer irregularities at sub-
auroral and auroral latitudes. It is clear that at auroral and polar latitudes there
are phenomena correlated with irregularities including precipitation (Basu et al.,
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1M83), sheer effects (Basu et 9l. 8 1064), co contaning irregularities
(Weber st al., 1985) as well as other factors in instability processes (ludson and
Kelley, 1976, Keskinen and Ossakow, 1983).

OBSERVATIONS

A study of P layer irregularities was made in October 1961, a period of both high
solar flux and considerable magnetic activity, by a series of scintillation and spread F
measurements between 00 and 710 West Longitude. This included F layer intersections At

sub-auroral as well am auroral latitudes. One site was located in the Southern
Hemisphere at Argentine Islands; the rest were in the Northern Hemisphere. The
Argentine Islands site was approximately conjugate with a propagation path from the
Boston area to the satellite ATS-5. The 350 km points were roughly conjugate within 50
of longitude and 40 of latitude. Station positions in the case of eounders are given in
Table 1 along with 380 km propagation intersections for the satellite observations.
Corrected Geomagnetic Latitude in given for the observations.

TABLE I LATITUDE LONGITUDE CGL
Goose Bay, Canada (ATS-5) 480 N 620 W 810
S. Uist, U.K. 570 N 70 W 580
Sagasore Hill, MA. USA 390 N 710 1 530
Slough, U.K. 520 N .50 1 510

, Argentine Islands 655 S 640 W 490

A map with geographic and invariant latitude ticks is shown in Figure 1.

THE DATA

A comparison of two sub-auroral observations with similar longitudes from the
conjugate positions is shown in Figure 2. A glance at the figure indicates that during
periods of irregularity activity both stations showed relatively high levels of
scintillation index or spread. Excellent correlation was obtained on those nights when
scattering was noted over several hours. However some nights were noted with one path
active and the conjugate path quiet. Days do appear when scintillation was more readily
seen at the 530 C0L intersection than at the 480 CCL intersection. Days of one sensor
noting activity and the other failing to note activity occur for the most part with low
values of irregularity intensity and for less than two hours. Additional data for other
months is to be shown in a future publication being prepared by the authors. The same
general trends were noted in these sets of data taken in 1981.

The aim of this paper is to examine in detail a portion of the data set, setting
out the magnetic conditions surrounding the development of irregularities at F layer
heights. The hypothesis developed is that irrcgularity activity periods should be
separated into the following:

a. During magnetically disturbed periods irregularities are either created near
plassapause latitudes or convected to sub-auroral latitudes; auroral and other latitudes
are also disturbed at these times.

b. Lower latitude irregularities not associated with magnetic activity or with F
layer irregularities at auroral latitudes are at times noted during periods of little
local mognetic activity quiet. During these tines auroral F layer irregularity activity
displays quiet magnetic activity levels. These cases appear to be the result of stored
energy available in the recovery phases of magnetic storms; the mechanism for production
in these cases cannot be convection since there are no strong irregularities at the
higher latitudes. Other cases appear when both auroral and sub-auroral irregularities
are intense but with little local magnetic activity. This too is an example of stored
energy producing the irregularities.

If this approach is valid, the parameter Dot, would appear to be better for
correlation with sub-auroral F layer irregularities than Kn since Dst levels are
indicative of the storage levels of the ring current. In order to test this hypothesis,
normalized values of spread F over Argentine Islands for 0-12 UT were correlated with
the average Dot (Rodger and Aaron., 1987). The correlation with Dst is 0.65, which is
significant at better than the .01% level, while with the use of the Ap value of the
day, the correlation coefficient was found to be 0.13.
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QUIRT AND DISTURMB VAGNTIC CONDITIONS

The basic concept to be presented is as followe: the source of energy producing the
necessary conditions for the generation of irregularities at both auroral and sub-
auroral latitudes would have to be a source with long term storage that is modulated or
f illed during strong magnetic activity. The source, in all likelihood the ring current,

has its effect on the ionosphere as a function of local time. The modulatipn of the
source or the filling of the ring current varies, depending on the conditions in the
ring current when the modulation or filling began (bmith and Roffman, 1073; Arnoldy,
1983; Williams, 18M8).

The period of October 10-14 in illustrative of the concepts stated. In Figure 3 a
plot of Dot values for the period is given. Dot gives a picture of the storage of
energy and its dissipation. On an instantaneous level, however, meagetograms indicate
localised activity particularly in a longitudinal region. In this case we have
reproduced magnetograms from the AfL Magnetometer Network (Knecht, 1985) with
observations from 700 V to longitudes west of the Boston are&. The data represent a
variety of magnetic conditions. The first day analysed, Oct. 10, is one of moderate
magnetic activity. It is followed by a very disturbed day, Oct. il, and a moderately
disturbed early portion of the UT day of Oct.12. From 1000 on Oct. 12 to 0800 on Oct.
13, very quiet magnetic conditions existed. On Oct. 13 at 2230 a magnetic storm
started. A substantial deviation in the magnetic fiold occurred at 0220 UT on Oct. 14
at the primary longitude of interest.

IRRMGULARITY DATA

The scintillation data is taken from two sets of observations, both of 137 MIs
scintillations of ATS-5. The lower latitude propagation path intersected 530 CML and
the higher latitude intersection was 610 CCL. The sounder data was reduced aecording to
standard techniques of data reduction. The comparison of observations in the following
figure is to study occurrence patterns. The data sets have differing measurements of
intensity. The data are presented in Universal Time.

Figure 4a shows the usual irregularity activity for a moderately disturbed day,
Oct. 10. The higher latitude sites, Goose Bay and S. Uist, showed more activity than
the lower latitudes. The stations are ordered in the diagrams in longitude so that
correspondence in time can be studied at sites located near the sane longitudes.

Oct. 11, Figure 4b. At local times of 02 to 03 (07 UT) the Sagamore Hill path and
the Argentine Islands overhead ionosphere, both in the 60-750 West region, were affected
by the magnetic storm. Slough with the storm starting at a local time of 06 and with
its low invariant latitude was just barely affected, although S. Uist shows relatively
high levels for that local time. The magnetic activity appears to have its maximum
effect on lower latitude sub-auroral F layer irregularities when close to the midnight
time period.

Oct 12, Fig. 4c. Scintillation activity was strong at the higher latitude stations
of Goose Bay and S. Uist from 2300 UT on the 11th to at least 1000 UT on the 12th. On
the path from Sagamore Hill only a burst of scintillation activity was noted at 2200 UT
on the 530 intersection. As the night progressed however wirh local time for both
Argentine Island and Sagamore Hill approaching midnight, irregularity activity commenced
increasing to well after midnight. Through either convection of the patches of
irregularities or due to the energy sources penetresing their lowest diurnal latitudes,
irregularity activity increased during the midnight local time period.

Oct 13, Fig. 4d. From 1100 UT on the 12th to 08 UT on the 13th the magnetograms
show little activity. On this magnetically quiet night both auroral and sub-auroral
latitudes showed considerable irregularity activity. The Goose Day propagation path and
the S. Uist sounder showed high irregularity intensity levels fi.om 1800 and 2000 UT on
Oct. 12. Activity on the Saganore Hill path started at 0500 with Argentine Island
indicating particle 9 data from 0200 on. With the magnetic activity for this period
extremely low, irregularities were relatively intense at Sagamore Hill and in all
likelihood at the Argentine Islands. The indications are that the storage of energy had
taken place earlier. The result was the discharge of considerable energy in this period
of tine in the suv4-4-roral region and in the auroral oval.
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On Oct. 14, Figure 4e, a classical magnetic storm developed. While the magnetic
displacement started a%, 2300 on the 13th, effects at the lower latitude stations
occurred laetor, from 0830 UT or 2130-2230 LT on.

DISno dIOi

The effect of magnetic activity on auroral irregularities has been known for a long
time. The effect can be noted on local wagnetogas more readily than studying the Kp
levels. The extension of auroral effects on F layer irregularities into lower latitudes
has also been documented. However, the study of irregularities at the sub-auroral
latitudes appears to have halted with statistical approaches. In the auroral oval
statistical approaches work for forecasting and for evaluation of irregularity problems
in communications (examples are given in Aarons and Allen, 1971 and in lino and
Matthews, 1980), but in the sub-auroral region near the plasnapanue when both magnetic
activity and magnetic quiet show F layer irregularities, the dynamic approach to
understanding the phenomenon should be used. The ring current parameter, Dot, would
appear to be a better means of approaching irregularity development in the lovier
latitude regions. The case illustrated is one of many cases where high intensity F
layer irregularities have appeared during periods of magnetic quiet.

We have avoided stating that various effects take place at plasmapause latitudes
since independently we have not shown that the latitudes where irregularitios appear is
precisely at plasmapause latitudes; they are in the general vicinity of thLt region but
it may be that plasnapause latitudes like trough latitudes differ as a function of the
parameter being measured.

Monitoring the ring current dynamics, the F layer convection pattern (Blanc, 1983)
and the energies involved would appear to be the next step in tracking ring current
energies and F layer irregularities at both auroral and sub-auroral latitudes.

CONCLUSIONS

The separation of irregularity occurrence into cases associated with magnetic
activity and cases when magnetic activity was quiet does not allow for simple modeling
or statistical ordering particularly in the region near plasmapause latitudes.

During magnetic activity, the irregularities may be convected from higher latitudes
or created by penetration of the electric field to lower latitudes. In the case
illustrated both auroral and sub-auroral latitudes show irregularity effects during a
period of magnetic quiet. During other periods (Aarons, 1987) only sub-auroral
latitudes show intense irregularities. In work in progress by the authors, the dynamic
development and the creation of irregularities of the *pure* lower latitude cases is
being studied during what may be termed a sub-auroral storm near plasmapause latitudes.
Low energy precipitation has been associated with the irregularities (Gurgiolo et al.,
1982); the origin of these irregularities say lie in the storage mechanism of the ring
current. The general behavior of ring current ions fits the morphology of high latitude
irregularities during the development cf a magnetic store In its various phases. The
ring current ion energy may be converted into ion cyclotron waves which may in turn
produce the heating and precipitation. Such a two step process taking place har been
suggested and summarised by William et al., 1988.
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ligure 1. A map of invariant latitudes at 30 ka and the positions of the intersections
fIm i each of the observing sites. The Intersections are overhead for the sounder
observations and through the ionosphere at 30 ka for the satellite beacon recordings.
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4s. October 10, a moderately disturbed day.

- Megnetogram

Goose Bay (A-4)

Sagemore Hill (A-1)
Argentine lelande

a. Ulet

slough

OCT 10

Figure 4a

4b. October 11, a very disturbed day magnetically.

Magnetogram

Goose Bay (A-U)
Sagamore Hill (A-5)

_ _ _ _ _ Argentine Islands

a. UMet

slough

OCT I 1

Figure 4b
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41c. Iro 1000 UT' eo Oct. 12 to ONO0 ol Get, 12, very quiet magetic conditions.

Magnetogram
1%

@ooos Bay (A-8)
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OCT 12

Figure 4c

4d. October 13 At 2230 on Oct. 13 a magnetic storm commenced with a substantial
deviation in the samnetic field at 0220 UT.

- Magnetogram

Goose Bay (A-5)

Sagamore Hill (A-5)

• .Argentine Islands

a. Ulet

Slough

OCT 13

Figure 4d
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44. Octelmr 14 - Malaetic atom activity for the night of October 13-14 for the
longitudes of interest.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

Recent invest•Sation into backsoatter from ionospheric irregularitiea at high ftre-
quencies (3 to 30 a) has indicated that the usual scatter mechanism requiring orthog-
onality with the field-aligned Irregularities in the E and F region of the ioaosphve
is not sufficient to explain all the observatione. Particularly the rage dependence
of Ionowpheric clutter as soon by an 0TH radar ystea looking into or nea the auroral
region poe.t a maSer problem Aesuming field-alned elctron denaity Irregularities,
ray tracing shove that clutter oridinates in the region where the ray bec•mes perpen-
dicular to the earth's magnetic field lines within the ionoephere. mhe intensity of
these irregularities can be described in tome of AN/N, the fractional deviation from
the ambient electron density. The actual distribution of electron density fluctuations
is deonribed using a power law spectrum with an exponent of n a 2. As will be shown in
Section 2, the orthogonality condition can always be satisfied in the I region of the
Ionosphere at mid and high latitudes near the reflecting point where the roy.i have be-
acme near-ho'>isontal.

A simple ray tracing, as shown in Fi4,ur 1 for a horizontally stratified ionosphe br
using an operating frequency f equal to 2.2 times thi layer critical frequency, indi-
cates that the orthogonalities occur near the aid-point of the ray path from the OTH
radar to the grouni coverage area. Zn this case, while the ground range coverage ex-
tends from approximsately 2000 to 300n ks, one area of orthoionality occure near the 1/2
hop region at ranges of 1000 to 1500 ka and the other, the 1-1/2 hop orthogonality ex-
tends from 3000 to beyond 4500 km. A large ga8 in the occurrence of orthogonal clutter
appears to exist at the ranges of the ground clutter. This does not agree with the
many radar observations that show auroral type clutter coincident with the ground range
bockscetter.

The orthogonal clutter mechanism is restricted to F-region altitudes near the re-
flection point for obliquely propagating HN signals. In the aurorel ionosphere, in
addition, the E-.eSion irregularities are expected to be intense And. a. will be shown
latwr, can contribute to the overall ionospheric clutter through the mechanism of spoW-
ular scatter. This scattering machanism had not been "onsidered L-efore and we will de-
scribe it here in detai•l. At this point it is sufficient to indicate that s*eculer
tcatter can produce ionospheric backtcatter clutter at all ranges including the ranges

asociated with ground coverage. Finally the specular scatter mechanism permits effec-
tive scatter at a wide range of altitudes throughout the F and E regions of the
ionosphere.

k. SPECULAR SCATTER NECHANISN

Specular scatter is a relatively simple mechanism thai: is best de.scribed using
Figure 1. Thia figure depicts a flld-alisned irregularity with an overall ellipsoidal
shape. A wave incident at an angle Si with respocv to the long axis of the irregular-
ity (the direction of the earth's magnetic field at that point), scatters at an equal
angle (specular) in the plane of propigation. It ib clear that orthogonal scatter is a
8pecial case of specular scaxter, that is where 0i a 90 degrees.

In Section 3 the scattereSd power and its dependence on location, azimuth And radar
parameters including pulse width and frequency will be calculated. Here ve wiil show
that the conditions for specular scatter can be met using a reasonable ionospheric model
and that its relationship to the ranjoe of che ground coverage is significantly different
than for orthogon4l scatter.

The approach used here is to deteraine how often and to what dogem these condi-
tions cen be mat with a set of rays obtained using a basic 3-D ray tracing program such
as Jones-St.ephnson. The ionospheric model used for this preliminary study is limited
to a one-dimnsional variation, that is electron density vs. heightj the samo profile
being repeated down range to provide the required 2-D electron density model. For the
ray tracing, rays are launched with 0.5 dogr•e steps from 00 elevation angle to 300
elevation angle. The ray tracing program includes a spherical harmonic model of the
earth's magnetic field. For this study an azimuth of magAtic north was selected for
the propagetior, direction; the operating frequency is expressed in terms of the ra.4o
f/foF2.

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, each potential scattering point requires two rays. one
for the outpoing path and one for the return path. Each intersection of these two rays
is examined to determine whether the specularity condition bi e *, is met with respect
to the local geomagnetic field. The adopted procedure was to examine each interaction
for the set of 61 rays. These 61 rays produce 1830 intersections at the 1/2 hop re-
gion another 1830 intersections near the ground coverage regin and another 1030 inter-
sections at the 1-1/2 hop region (Figure 3).

4•
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These three regions, in terms of their range coverage, are also distinguished from
each other by the number of ground reflections involved in the two propagation paths.
For the firpt region neither ray forming the intersection has a ground reflection on the
outward or return leg of the path. This region has been designated as containing the
Type I it.tersections. Type II intersections involve only onm ground reflection on
either the outgoing or return leg of the path but not both. Finally the Type nII inter-
section involves a ground reflection for both legs of the path. This set of rays and
the three different intersection types are illustrated in Figure 3. The distinction be-
twten outgoing and return leg is arbitrary since the paths are completely reciprocal and
both configurations must be considered.

By this procedure we have insured that the two rays involved at each intersection
are legitimate rays in terms of ionospheric propagation and that they both originate at
the radar site. All of these intersections are then examined to determine whether the
specular condition is satisfied; that is that the angle of incidence is equal to the
scattered angle within a specified tolerance. The criteria for the limits on deviation
from specularity depends on the scattering process and in particular the aspect sensi-
tivity of the scatterer. This is. 'f course a function of the wave length of the radio
wave relative to the mean dimensions of the Irregular fluctuations.

The results of this ray tracing calculation are presented in Figure 4 showing the
location of the three typos of intersections meeting the specular condition. In addi-
tion, the location of the orthogonal intersections are also indicated. For the orthog-
onal scatter locations the two rays, outgoing and return, have merged into a single
path.

Several important characteristics of specular Ecatter become apparent es :'esu.
of these calculations.

1. Within the specified tolerance, the scattering centers exist at all altitudes from
the F-region to below the E-region.

2. There is a clear range ýnd altitude dependence associated with each scattering
type. Types I and III Oeot the specularity condition at F-region altitudes and are
associated with the 1/2 .op and 1-1/2 hop ranges, while t-i Type II specular scat-
ter condition is clearly/met in the E-region and at rangi tb-at closely correspond
to the ground range coverage.

3. The orthogonal scatter points form an upper boundary t. the specular scatter for
Types I and I11. In general there are no orthogonalities associated with the Type
II.

The importance of the Type I and Type III scatterers comes from the fact that the
area of the ionosphe'c contributing to the backscattered energy is much larger than
would be estimatetl'n the basis of considering only the orthogonal scatter. As will be
shown in the nexi !.,ction, the specular scatter cross-section is as large and, in fact,
somewhat larger ih'n the orthogonal scattering cross-section and cannot be ignored -7ith-
out serious error. The above ray tracing was used to determine the distribution oi
angles e that contribut-i to the specular condition. Typically these angles range from
900 degrees (orthogonal) to about 75 degrees. This indicates that the two rayo associ-
ated with a specular scatter intersection are relatively close in takeoff angle and also
close to the rays associated with orthogonal scatter and the absorption losses and
ground reflection losses will differ from orthogonal scatter by only a small amount.

In the next section a quantitative approach will be developed to estimate the scat-
tered powcr using the radar equation.

3. HACKSCATTERED POWER

To estimate the backscattered power from ionospheric irregularities causing spec-
ular scatter we use the radar equation and estimate the appropriate parameters associ-
ated with the scatter mechanism.

The specular scatter contribution to the backscattered power is determined by de-
veloping a specular scattering cross-section ai(m'); where ri piEV, and pi(m-') is the
volumetric scattering coefficient and V is the volume In the ionosphere that contributes
to a single time del.y (range gate) measurement. For this study it is assumed that,
using an effective pulse width T, directly related to the reciprocal RF bandwidth W, a
volume can be defined within which all scattering points lie within a spatial distance
of t T/2 from each other in the vertical plane and within the receive antenna beam width
at a range R in the horizontal plane.

Simple geometry for a spherical aarth yields for the volume element, V;

V = () cosE{Re arccos Ecos'() + sin'(•e, cosR0 ])H
a a

where W = radio frequency bandwidth

c z 3 x 10' m/s
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Re 6 6370 x 101 m (radius of the earth)

R a range to the volume element

00 Z half power receive antenna beamwidth

and H in the height range over which the contribution of scatters must be integrated for
a constant time delay. In general H >> c/2W and 'his integration will be carried out
over all altitudes where the ray tracing shows that the specular condition is satisfied
for the selected time delay (s*e Figure 3).

The volumetric scattering coefficient pi is obtained usirng the methods of Ishimaru
as modified by Yukon for scattering from a specvrum of irregularity sizes in the iono-
sphere and assuming, for field-aligned irregularities, a power law spectrum in both the
transverse direction and in the direction along the magnetic field.

Using the results of Ishimaru, the specular scattering from field-aligned irregu-
larities gives for the volumetric cross-section pi - 2w k' *0,(k) where 2c 2w/h (the
magnitude of the wave vector) and #n0c) is the scattering wavenumber spectral density
function. For an anisotropic random medium, we have assumed a power law spectrum of the
form,

0.033 Cn (1 Lei)"
n(k) =

where L, and L11 are the outer scale sizes of the irregular medium perpendiuular and par-
allel to the earth's magnetic field, ki and kz are the projection of the wave vector
perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the earth's magnetic field and CA is ex-
plained below.

Assuming the propagation plane is in the direction of the magnetic meridian and
only the scattering in the specular direction es = $I is considered. Ishimaru has shown
that the structure constant CA describing the intenstty o! the fluciuations is given by,

a - 1.91 <(An)2>

where <An"> is the mean square fluctuation in the refractive index of the medium.

Before putting all of these terms together to obtain an expression for the volu-
metric scattering coefficient, it is useful to convert the mean scuare refractive index
fluctuation into a mean square electron density fluctuation. This can only be done ap-
proximately using a Taylor expansion and the following relationship is used here:

< (An)'> Z ( f-P-) N <(-)>

where fp is the mean local plasma frequency, f tha radar frequency and <(AN/N)'> is the
mean squared value of the fluctuation in electron density.

The final result then for the volumetric specular scattering, where the scattered
angle S. equals the incident angles 0j and k' = k' + k ';

0 . 4 0 ( ) f ( )AN ' > (L 2

l= 1 + k' WL' sin'eS + L" cos'ei)]'

In order to better utilize the above equation it is necessary to examine the magni-
tude of some of the terms. The outer scale sizes L4 and Lli are assumed to be of the
order of IOCO m with a ratio Lt/LA, depending on location, vary between 2 and 5. These
are generally consistent with observations in the E and F-regions of the ionosphere.

Using ray tracing to simulate the radar operation, for gr)und coverage range of
2000 to 3000 km, we find that the ratio of the operating frequency to the maximum plasma
frequency in the F region (we always assume F-mode propagation) is typicalT7TZF-. This
means using radar frequencies of approximately 6 MHz at night and 15 NHz during the day.
The same ray tracing results in a typical Si varying from 90 to 750 (908 corresponds to
orthogonality).

Putting all these factors together, in the denominator term in the equation for pi,
we find that,

k' (Lt sin e + L., cos' ei0 » 1



and the equation then becomes,

. . 4~ (e n f 1€ 11A

Pi si*

y ( L• ( . + cos
t

where y a Lp/LL.

For the special case of 8l = 900 a very simple form appears as

Pi a 0.4 (y) < 4Y,'
Using the form of the equation for pi that involves 9j we have computed the back-

scatter coefficient for three different values of the irregularity scale term LO0/y5
which is the same as La/y. In Figure 5, in the graph for pi, the volumetric scattering
coefficient, the abscissa is the ratio of the operating frequency to the local mean
plasma frequency in which the irregularities are embedded and we have assume-"7a fluctua-
tion intensity <(AN/N)>RMs = 0.1 corresponding to an auroral region condition. Since Pi
is proportional to the square of the root mean square fluctuation intensity it is rela-
tively simple to estimate the clutter power level under other ionospheric conditions.
In Figure 5 we see a decrease in scatterec power as f/fp and the scale size of the ir-
regularities increases.

Finally, as a test case for backscattered power, a nighttime ionosphere was chosen
when auroral clutter is most likely to occur. The selected parameters are Siy 800,
L, = 1.6 km and L. z 0.4 km. In this cases a range of fluctuation intensities (AN/N)rMs
are considered, from 0.1 for intense auroral activity to a value of l0" for a very
quiet ionosphere. Ultimately the appropriate values must be determined from independent
measurements.

These data can now be applied to the radar equation. The model 0TH radar consid-
ered here has the following system parameters

PT = i0l W

GT z 20 dB

GR Z 24 dB

f = 9 MHz

X233.3 m

and a ground range of 2200 km.

The ray tracing results indicate a typical elevation angle of 15 degrees and a specular
angle around 80 degrees. The cross-section results are not very sensitive to the as-
sumed outer scale sizes for the spectrum of irregularities L& and L11. All of these
values are substituted into the radar equation to determine the received backscattered
power.

The radar equation has the form:

=P T GT GR X* 0,
(00)' R* L2

The choice for ai will depend on the particular type of clutter; for the specular scat-
teroi = pi V.

For comparison purposes the ground clutter and a typical target return are alao
calculated. For the ground clutter, the illuminated backscatter area is computed using
the same expression derived for the volume scattering except for the height integration
term H. The effective area is obtained by multiplying this illuminated area on the
ground by a factor which takes into account the backscatter reflectivity from a rough
sea, i.e. -23 dB. Finally for the target calculation a constant cross-section of 25
dBem is used.

The signal-to-aoise ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio of the received power from
any source, i.e. ionospheric clutter, sea clutter or target signal to the atmospheric
noise level at the selected frequency. These resul-:s for signal and noise power are
presented in Figure 6 using a value for the atmospheric noise of -160 dBW in a 1 sz post
processing bandwidth. The received power is comiputed for a value of f/fp = 6, i.e. the
mean plasma frequency in the auroral E-layer was assumed to be 1.5 MHz. The abscissa is
the variation of AN/N from 10-1 to 10".
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Although the curves presented in Figure 6 depend on the system parameters selected,
it is clear that as the intensity of the fluctuations in electron density increases,
the multiplicative noise level associated with specular scatter increases until it ex-
ceeds target signals at the range of the targets.

An OTH radar system with narrow beamwidths and pulse wid&hs can asduce the Macni-
tude of specular clutter and improve the target-to-noise ratio ovA- a wide range of the
level of irregularity intensity.

Any experiments aimed at the study of auroral backscatter must also includo these
specular scatter processes in crder to correctly interpret the cross-section associated
with these irregularities. Consideration of this new scattering process has resulted in
a wider distribution, in range and altitude of HF backscatter cluttir, wider than is
permitted when only orthogonality clutter is considered. This new model has resulted in
scattering characteristics that agree better with radar observations. It can be used to
estimate the performance of any HF radar system under a variety of ionospheric condi-
tions from intense auroral irregularities to a relatively quiet, smooth ionosphere. It
is easy to show that the optimum radar design reduces the multiplicative noise caused by
specular scatter to a level at or near the atmospheric noise level. Certainly higher
transmitter power does not solve the problem of detection in the presence of multipli-
cative noise once this specular clutter noise reaches the level of the atmospheric
noise.

Further measnrementa are required to estimate the actual level of electron density
fluctuation associated wi.th the typical mid-latitude and high latitude ionospheres
under quiet and disturbed conditions.
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SUMMARY

The orbiting HiLat satellite launched by the Defense Nuclear Agency in 1983
offered a unique opportunity for studying the ionospheric scintillation parameters in
relation to the in-aits measurements of ionization density, drift velocity,
field-aligned current, and particle precipitation during the sunspot minimum period.
This paper discusses the results of such a morphological study performed by the Air
Force Geophysics Laboratory based on their observations at the auroral oval station of
Tromso, Norway. The dynamics of the spitial and temporal extent of this region are
illustrated in the invariant latitude/wtgnetic local time grid. The geometrical
enhancement of scintillations observed Curing the alignment of the propagation path
with the local magnetic L-shell is showi to be the most consistent and conspicuous
feature of scintillations in the nighttime auroral oval. The steepening of phase
spectral slope in this region is indicative of the presence of L-shell aligned
sheet-like irrebularities at long scale ;engths. The seasonal variation of total
electron content (TEC) determined from tUe differential Doppler measurements of HiLat
transmissions is discussed in rulation to the in-situ density measurements at 830 km.
The results are also utilized to illuatra e the dependence of ionospheric structure
parameters on short-term variability of adlar activity during the sunspot minimum
period. Special effort is made to illustrate that the joint study of scintillation/TEC
and in-situ parameters provides an insight into the nature of magnetospheric coupling
with the high latitude ionosphere.

INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of C
3
1 systems suffers dtgredation in performance due to phase and

intensity scintillations imposed by the ionospheric irregularities of electron density.
There is a great deal of interest in understaiding the development of such
irregularities at high latitudes where the ionlosphere is often strongly coupled with
the magnetosphere. In such ar. envirollment the distant magnetosphere serves to activate
different sources of free energy, e.g., electron precipitation, field aligned currents,
electric fields, etc., that control the formation of ionospheric irregularities. No
longer is it possible to pursue a stud;, of the irregularity development in the local
ionospheric environlment without considering tht coupling between the ionosphere and the
magnetosphete. This approach is particularly Laeful in extrapolating our knowledge of
the natural Ionospheric irregularity structures to problems related to the structuring
of artificially injected plasma clouds in the high latitude ionosphere.

In an effort to pursue a study of plasma s:ructuring in the above Context, the
tfense Nuclear Agency (DNA• launched, on 27 Juse 1983, the HiLat satellite in a

-ircular 830-km orbit at 82 inclination (Fremostw at al., 1985). The satellite
transmits coherent signals at 137, 390, 413, anti 436 MHz and the phase reference signal

t 1239 MHz to measure complex signal scintillation and total electron content (TEC).
ýf also carries a variety of in-situ probes proiiding measurements of ion density, ion
drift, energetic electron precipitation, field aligned currents, and emissions at two
visible wavelengths. All instruments except the Langmuir probe, the vacuum-ultraviolet
imager and a part of the magnetometer continua to operate reliably. The major
objective of the HiLat satellite program is to provide a quantitative specificiation of
high latitude scintillation strength and, in particular, the tempcral and spatial
spectra of intensity and phase fluctuations and the shape of the irregularity
structures. These parameters provided by the radio beacon experiments are supported by
the simultaneous in-situ data that define the background ionospheric processes. The
morphology of ionospheric structures and magnetospheric contrcl thereof derived
primarily from HiLat observations at Sondrestrom, Greenland have been enumerated by
Vickrey at al. (1985).

In this paper we shall concentrate on the HiLat satellite observations performed
by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory at Tromso, Norway during the 198A-1985 period.
The station is 1 cated in the central part of the auroral oval during the nighttime
under magnetically quiet conditions as defined ty the planetary magnetic index
Kp < 3.5. We shall study the strength and the structure specifications of complex
signal scintillations in the spatial and tempora1 frames of invariant latitude and
magnetic local time. These distributions will then be examined in the context of
in-situ plasma structures observed by the HiLat satellite in this environment and the
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theoretical redictions of structures that characteristically develop in this region
through 8radiant drift and Kelvin Helmholts instability process*@.

RESULT2

Tn this section we shall first illustrate the space time variations of the
statistical parameters that define the complex scintillation magnitudes and their
structure. In order to avoid the effecta of multipath propagation, the data acquired
above a satellite elevation ang)e of o Ter used in the study. This provided a
maximum latitude coverage of abtut 17 at an ionosphoric height of 330 ko around the
station. Due to precession of tie HiLet orbit to earlier times each day, a full
coverega in local time is also oLtained over a season (i.e.. 3 months) when the
ascending and descending node passes are combined.

The top and bottom panels of Figure 1(s) illustrate the ran phase duvintion of
137 MHz scintirlation for winter ý983 (start of observations in December 1983 to
vlnuary 1984) and sumaer 1984 (MHey-July 1984) respectively for Kp < 3.v. The rrear
phase deviation is computed over a 30-second data interval. Since the projected scan
velocity of the satellite in 3 ks/het at 350 ks, the data Pntorval covers irregularity

scale sizes as large as 90 km. The data are binned in 2.5 latitude and 1 hour time
intervals and the median values for each bin are indicated in the diagram. Each bin
contains at least ten data points. The tic marks slo~e t~e noon-midnight and the
dawn-dusk meridians indicate 10 intervals between 50�-90 invariant latitudes (to be
denoted as A). The sharp incregae in rse phase deviation exceeding 5 radians over a
narrow latitude swath (650-67.5 A) between the pro-midnight and dawn periods is the
most conspicuous feature of both diazrame. This region of enhancement corresponds to
the location where the alignment of the ray path with the magnetic L-shell occurs (Rino
et al., 1978). This region also coircides with the location of the diffuse aurora
which is the seat of density irregularities. As we shall show later the region has
enhanced total electron content (TEC) on a statistical basis due to the occurrence of
plasma density blobs. Thus a combina:ion of high irregularity amplitude, increased TEC
and geometrical factors contribute to the pronounced increase of phase scintilletions.
Comparing the top and bottom panels of Figure l(a) the magnitude of phase
scintillations during winter is found to be larger than summer, This may appear to be
somewhat intriguing because the TEC (to be shown later) was higher in summer. This
leads us to conclude that the irregularities are probably less preponderant during
summer in the presence of enhanced ion:ization of the underlying E-region.

The top and bottom panels of Figure l(b) show the behavior of rms phase deviation
at 137 MPl during February-Ap~il ng August-October, 1984. The nighttime enhancement
of phase deviation between 65 -67.5 A is again observed. The larger phase deviation
observed during the vernal equinox can be related to increased solar activity during
this period as will be shown in a subsequent diagram.

The remaining results will be presented in a different format and will indicate
the variations of the statistical parameters with invariant latitude in the midnight
and noon time periods only. These are basically obtained from a noon-midnight cut
through the dial plots shown in Figures l(a) and l(b). When the number of data points
in a particular bin over the noon-midnight sector fall below ten, the values are
extrapolated from an adjacent time sector. Figure 2 shows such a plot for roe phase
deviation obtained during 1984 and 1985. This figure illustrates an overall decrease
of scintillations in 1985 due to decreased solar activity.

The intensity scintillation magnitudes have been expressed in terms of the
standard S 4 index, defined as the no,7malized variance of signal intensity (Briggs and
Parkin. 1963). Figure 3 shows the variation of S4 index at 137 MHz with invariant
latitude during noon and midnight observed during 1984 and 1985. The nighttime
enhancements of S4 index in the region of alignment of the ray path with tne magnetic
L-ahell (65o-67.5 5A) ia observed to be much less pronounced when it is compared to 0.
enhancements shown in Figure 2. This indicates that the L-shell alignment of km-scale
irregularities causing intensity scintillations is considerably less than the
irregularities in the tens of kilometers scale that control the o• values. The
nighttime scintillation magnitudes during February-April, 1984 are again higher than
that during August-October, 1984 due to enhanced solar activity.

In Figure 4, we show the behavior of power law spectral index, pt, forphase
scintillations at 137 MHz during 1984 and 1985. A linear least squace fit to the phase
spectrum indicsting the variation of the logarithm of power spectral density (pad) wiLh
the logarithm of frequencr is obtained over the fr-quency interval of 0.2 Hz to 10 Ha.
The bes -fit line provides p asn it defines the dependence oZ pad on frequency f as
pad f Considering c veocity of the ray path through the F-region, the fit
range 0.2 HI to 10 Hx correspcnds to the scale size regime of about 15 km to 300 a.
This regime encompasses the dominant structures that cause phase and intensity
scintillations at VHF and Ul1F over the observing data interval. From Figure 4. it may
be noted that the phase spectral index is least affected by the propagation geometry
and does not show significant variations with season and solar activity in contrast to
ths behavior of S, and ao. There exists, however, a tendency for p# tn increase around
65 A, during the ighttime. Since this location corresponds to the average location of
the diffuse aurursa the associated E-region conductivity may account for dumping the
short stale irregularities and causing the phaso spectrum to steepen (Vickrey and
Kelley, 1982). This steepening may also arise from increased pad at larger scales in
the geometrical enhancement region due to better L-shall alignment of large scale
irregularities as noted in connection with the increased o, in comparison with S4 . The
enhancements of p4 are, however, smooth and distributed in contrast to the sharp4

g eometrical enhancements of 0,. Probably, the spectral steepening arises from an
; interplay of both geophysical and geometrical effects.

th p fic gootr &
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The comb of three UlP transmissions from HiLat in used to derive the total
electron content of the ionosphere up to the satellite altitude of 830 ka by the
differential Doppler technique (Fremouw at &l., 1978). Figure 5 shows the latitude
variation of median TIC values during the noon and midnight for different seanons. The
next diagram, Figure 6, shove the observed variation of noontime TIC in relation to the
sunspot number. The effects of the solar activity and season on TIC appear to be
coupled. At high latitudes, owing to the near vertical orientation of the earth's
magnetic field, the ionospheric irregslarities of electron density at F-region height
are usually extended in altitude. The integrated effect of the irregularities on radio
wave propagation, such na scintillation, is therefore, weighted by the total electron
content of the ionosphere. Thus meusurements of irregularity amplitude, AN/N (AN being
the ras electron density fluctuation and N the background density), and total electron
content may form the basis for a modeling of scintillation magnitudes.

Among the various in-situ parameters probed by the satellite borne sensors, the
in-situ ion-density measurement is an important parameter. In the F-rngion, due to
charge neutrality, the electron and ion densities are equal. Figure 7 shove the
variation of this parameter with latitude in the noon-midnight time frame as a function
of seoaon in 1984 and 1985 during magnetically quiet conditions. The ion density at
830 ke it observed to follow closely the pattern of TIC variations shown earlier in
Figure 5. The ion density variations are also controlled by both solar activity and
season.

Although we did not illustrate the variation of scintillations and background
ionospheric parameters with magnetic activity, it should be emphasized that the
magnetic activity in addition to sunspot number exerts overwhelming control of
scintillations at high latitudes (Beau and Aarons, 1980; Basu et al., 1985). Our HiLat
observations indicate that during magnetically active conditions scintillation
%*gnitudes are enhanced durit.g the nighttime and the region of enhanced activity
extends both in the poleward and the equatorward directions. Irrespective of the level
of solar activity. scintillations are enhanced during magnetic disturbances.

DISCUSSIONS

We have shown that the most notable feature in the observed scintýllation
morphology at this auroral station even under magnetically quiet to under a conditions
is the enhancement of scintillations over a narrow latitude interval centered at 650A
in the nighttime se~tor. This narrow band increase of scintillations coincides with
the expected region of geometrical enhancement due to the alignment of the ray path
with the magnetic L-shell oriented irregularities. It is interesting to note that the
boundary blobs which signify plasma density enhancements also occur in this region
(Rino at al.. 1983). The spatial configuration of the blobs is controlled by the high
latitude convection pattern which is mostly E-W in the auroral region (Heells et al.,
1982). Robinson at al. (1985) have shown with the help of simulation studies that even
a primarily circular patch of ionization being convected in fros the polar cap would
assume a narrow In latitude and elongated in longitude shape. Thesa klobs can also
develop small scale irregularities on their trailing edges through ExB instabJlity
mechanisms. In general, the plasma blobs transported from dibtant regions get
continually structured in the convection field and contribute a major source of
nighttime auroral scintillations.

The other notable finding related to the scintillation structure is the steep
phase spectral slopes observed in the region of geometrical enhancement. Th!.s region
coincides with the central part of the diffuse aurora under magnetically quiet
conditions as has been recently shown by Hardy et al., (1985) from DMSP satellite
observations. finlike the limited HiLat satellite date base of parcicle precipitation
the DMSP satellites have provided a very large amount of data which have been organized
by Hardy et al. to shoe the characteristic variations of particle precipitation with
magnetic activity. The average energy of the particle precipitation in the diffuse
auroral region Is on the order of a few kvV which is sufficient to produce a conducting
E-region. This could reduce the lifetime of small scale irregularities (%'100 m) and
contribute to the observed steepening of the phase spectral indices. Basu st al.
(1984) have illustrated such steepening of in-situ density spectra in regions of
energetic suroral particle precipitation.

The structures present in the in-situ ion density probed by the HiLat satellite
hLve recently been investigated (Weimer 1987). This study indicates that
plasma density blobs at 830 km are concentrated over a fairly narrow latitude interval.
This region when mapped down the magnetic field line corresponds approximately with the
region of enhanced scintillations. These results indicate that, on a statistical
basis, the blobs in addition to their E-W extent are also extended along the magnetic
field lines to the topside ionosphere. The altitude proifiles of the blobs have been
published earlier using incoherent scatter radar measurements (Vickrey et al.. 1980).

The extension of blobs to altitudes as high as 830 km indicates that
magnntospheric coupling effects need to be included in the ana ysis of high latitude
F-layer instabilities. The Anclusion of ion-inertia in the ixD instability theories
results in a reduction of growth rates and generation of irregularities with spectral
isotropy (Mitchell at al., 1985). In the non-inertial domain the irregularity spectra
become anisotropic in the north-south end the east-west directions. Thus, the
irregularity spectral indices are expected to be different in the north-south and
east-west directions in the non-inertial case and identical for the inertial case. At
Tromso, in addition to making HiLat observations that provide a north-south scan
through the ionosphere, we have pe-formed scintillation observations with
near-stationary polar beacon satellites which provide an east-west scan controlled by
ionospheric motion. The spectral indices of both sets of measurements are found to be



i aproxmatey eualindicating that the Inertial effects are important in the

g eneretiom of kilometer scale Irteeularitisa at high latitudes whith cause VHF
scintillations.

TAnother type of buroral irregulrity not associated with larhe scale organizeddensity gradient& (such as to be found an the adios of blobs) but associated with t
velocity shears w~ith *hear gradient scals length* -10 ks has boon identified from HiLat I
observattoqo (Bass nt al.. 1986). These irregularities. having considerable pad at the •
asnorter scales. can cause Intense VHF scintillations at the edge* of sureril area in !
association with upward field aligned currents. In view of the veil-known temporal and

spatial variability of auroral arcs, the signature of such velocity shears viii be
difficult to identify in a statistical study of auroral ecintillations.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

The participants were given the following questions to think about
beforehand and were asked to bring their thoughts to the Round Table
Discussion.

1. The study of wave propagation in random media can generally be
classified into three kinds: random continuum, rough surface
scattering and random discrete scatter. Over the years, each class
has been developed more or less independently. Among these three
classes of problems, what are the similarities and differences either
in theoretical methods or analysis or observed physical phenomena?

2. What is the current status of theoretical development in this area?
(a) Should we be satisfied with the correlation analysis? Are there
needs to go to higher moments? How about distribution functions?
(b) What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of analytic
methods, numerical methods and Monte Carlo simulations?
(c) How would you compare a theory based on first principals vs. one
developed phenomenologically?

3. What experiments should be conducted?
(a) Under laboratory controlled conditions?
(b) Multisensors under natural conditions?
(c) Applications and inverse problems?

4. System considerations.
(a) Characterization and modeling of fading channels.
(b) What is the role of simulators?
(c) What is the impact on system design?

5. Future directions.

In about one hour allocated to this part of the program, comments were
made by a number of people, including: I. M. Besieris, L. Boithias, J. A.
DeSanto, W. A. Flood, C. Goutelard, A. Ishimaru, R. Miller, K. A. O'Donnell,
J. F. Patricio, etc. These comments were expressed individually; they do not
necessarily reflect the collective sentiments of all the participants at the
meeting.

"* The three classes of random media: random continuum, rough surface
and discrete scatterers, require the development of specific
techniques to deal with them separately.

"* In treating continuous random media, promises have been shown in
using path integral techniques when applied to large fluctuations and
self-similar thechniques when applied to a deep screen.

"* In the study of discrete scattering, more work is needed on
backscattering enhancement, especially in higher moments and on
multiscale problems especially whey the fluctuation scale is of the
order of a wavelength.

"* Further studies are needed in dealing with a medium which is a
mixture of the three kinds just described. One example is a medium
consisting of particles in a turbulence; another is a rough surface
created by the boundary of discrete scatterers.

"* In radar applications, e.g., ground clutter, there is need to know
the higher moments, such as intensity fluctuations. The distribution
function is also of interest, although details cannot be determined
uniquely in general, by e few moments. Here models may be useful.
Use has been made of K-distributions or any other models generated by
self-similar arguments.

"* In certain applications, the statistical properties of the medium
are neither homogeneous nor stationary. In a weakly inhomogeneous or
weakly nonstationary medium, the structure function has been found
useful. For some problems, the inhomogeneity can be characterized by



a structure constant as a product of two functions: one depending on
the center of gravity coordinates and one depending on the difference
coordinates.

0 The mm-wave experiments carried out at Flatville, Illinois, were
very unique because of the availability of radio data and atmospheric
data. Currently, the data base is being used in turbulence studies
and boundary layer meteorology. It appears that mm-waves at 95 GHz
can offer path-averaged measurements for estimating the momentum
transfer in a boundary layer. The data base is available to anyone
wishing to use it by writing to S. F. Clifford, Wave Propagation
Laboratory, NOAA, Boulder, CO 80303, USA.

* In spite of limitations and difficulties in characterizing rough
surfaces in a laboratory setup, laboratory-controlled experiments are

far better for checking the accuracy of theoretical models. At the
present time, there seems to exist a wide gap, in some cases, between
theory and observations. It is important to know in what direction
we must go in ordr to bring them into agreement.
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